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Preface

A

ddressing the nation on the 73rd
Independence Day, the Hon'ble Prime
Minister of India laid out the vision of building
a $5 trillion economy. The Infrastructure sector is
one of the key drivers of economic growth across
the world, and India is no exception. The sector is
responsible for propelling India's overall
development and enjoys priority focus from the
Government for initiating policies that would ensure
time-bound creation of world-class infrastructure in
the country. Thus, to achieve this vision, the
government intends to invest Rs 100 lakh crore in
view of developing modern infrastructure in India.
There are multiple challenges to infrastructure
development in India, including regulatory
clearances, land acquisition, Resettlement &
Rehabilitation amongst others. The government has
set up various bodies to tide over such obstacles
and is continuing to improve them.
However, one aspect which needs attention, is the
successful adoption of globally accepted
program/project management practices. The
country is in the transformation phase and with such
large-scale initiatives planned, there is a growing
demand for structured program/project
management practices, to manage these programs
and implement them successfully. Program/project
management practices, when implemented
successfully, can bring in synergies, integration,
and a common language to all these complex
program initiatives.
To this objective, a Task-Force was constituted
under the aegis of NITI Aayog with a mandate of
taking stock of the present situation of PublicSector/PPP projects and lay down a plan of action
suggesting short-term, medium-term and long-term
strategies for improving project management
practices in the public sector/PPP commensurate
with the best international practices. The
recommendations of this Task Force were released
in a report dated May 14th, 2019, advocating the
adoption of best practices in program/project
management from all over the world to advance the
increasing momentum and focus on rapid
infrastructure growth. The Taskforce recommended
institutionalizing the profession of Program/Project

Management in India, by setting up a premier
institute for Program/Project management, to bring
about a radical shift in the way projects are executed
in India.
To b u i l d u p o n a n d o p e r a t i o n a l i z e t h e
recommendations of the Task Force, the NPMPF
Technical Committee was constituted to develop a
framework for Program/Project Management in
India and most importantly, develop the Technical
baseline for the initiative. The Technical Committee
comprised of leading experts of Program/Project
management in infrastructure in India as well as
around the world. The Technical Committee had
representation from the leading organizations from
Indian private industry, public sector enterprises,
important Indian government ministries in
infrastructure and leading academic institutions of
the country. Beyond this, the composition of
representation of the committee was diverse and
cross-cut various relevant and allied sectors to the
infrastructure industry, such as experts from the
banking sector and existing international bodies in
Program/Project Management certication and
training.
The certication and practice of the profession
requires a standard/guide for its execution.
Therefore, as a priority, the NPMPF Technical
Committee embarked to create the Indian
Infrastructure Body of Knowledge (InBoK) as one of
the most crucial pillars for operationalizing the Task
Force mandate. The purpose of InBoK is to provide
guidance on concepts and processes of program
and project management that are important for and
have impact on the performance of projects and the
outcomes of programs. It shall be a guide for
program/project professionals, the trainers,
program/project management institutes and
program/project management industry as the
ultimate Indian Standard for the profession and its
practice. It encompasses all the phases of a
program/project and acts as a guide every step of
the way. It comprises seven distinct parts,
distributed over 21 sections altogether to
encapsulate every phase and component for the
program implementation and project execution.

Message
from the CEO
NITI AAYOG

Amitabh Kant
CEO, NITI Aayog
As India marches ahead in its quest to become self-reliant and a global economic
powerhouse, India will require an investment of around $4.5 trillion by 2040 to
develop the infrastructure for sustaining its economic growth. Along with it, there
is a strong need for a paradigm shift in our approaches towards the existing
infrastructural/ industrial ecosystem, the way we handle our programs and
mega-projects (i.e. Sagarmala, Bharatmala, Smart City Mission, Industrial
Corridors, etc.).
For such initiatives where the socio-economic transformation of an entire country
and its people is involved, a holistic and strategic Program Management
Approach is essential to create, sustain and innovate the entire infrastructural
ecosystem. Whereas Program Management is strategic in nature, project
management is tactical. Program management focuses on the achievement of
the intended strategic economic objectives through the coordination of multiple
projects, while project management, in contrast, focuses on the tactics of
planning and execution of the work output.
To de-bottleneck infrastructure projects in India, the Task Force on Program &
Project Management was constituted by NITI Aayog with an objective of laying
down a plan of action and advocating short-term and long-term strategies for
improving Project and Program management practices in India, as well as
aligning it with the global best practices.
The Task Force entrusted the Quality Council of India, in collaboration of the
Technical Committee to develop the framework and technical baseline for
program/project management in India, as well as set up a nodal body for
certication of program/project management professionals. The Task Force also
recognised that India will need more than 70 lakh skilled program and project
managers. in the next 10 years, and InBoK shall be the base for their
development.
The Indian Infrastructure Body of Knowledge sets the baseline to operationalize
this grand vision, it contextualises the program/project management practice for
India and incorporates the best practices from across the globe for professionals
in India to study, refer and practice. This book is envisioned for every aspirant in
the eld of infrastructure, from young professionals to senior industry veterans as
their guide.

Message
from the Chairman
Quality Council
of India
Adil Zainulbhai
Chairman, Quality Council of India
NITI Aayog's Task Force on Program & Project Management recognized the
urgent need for standardizing Program/Project Management in India and
introducing a common language of Program/Project Management across the
government and industry, the Technical Committee, constituting of leading
experts from various stakeholders of Indian infrastructure including the
government, public sector enterprises, Indian infrastructure industry and
academia, put together a technical framework to operationalize the vision of
bringing in Program/Project Management in India. The writers have brought their
experience and expertise towards building the technical baseline for the initiative
in the shape of India's Program & Project standard, the Indian Infrastructure Body
of Knowledge (InBoK). This is a huge effort and shall benet more than 70 Lakh
Program and Project managers that India needs in the coming years.
The Indian Infrastructure Body of Knowledge (InBoK) is a crucial pillar to bring
the vision of mainstreaming program/project management practices in the
infrastructure sector in India to life, and we have the dedicated efforts of each
member of the Technical Committee and expert contributors to thank for their
commitment, leadership and support to the values and vision of the NPMPF
initiative. Their contribution towards initiating and operationalizing the initiative
with novel approaches and best practices will serve as the foundation for
transforming the way infrastructure projects are executed in India.
I would also like to acknowledge the efforts of Mr VTCS Rao and his team for their
extraordinary effort and contribution, as well as QCI's PPID team in assisting and
integrating the contributions by the experts and managing the logistics for the
Technical Committee towards this initiative and the InBoK.
We look forward to keeping this book a living document, and as an evolving
custodian for best practices in the eld.

Message
from the Dean
Institute of
Project Management,
L&T India
VTCS Rao
Dean, L&T Institute of Project Management
On the mandate of the Task Force under the NITI Aayog on program/project
management, the recommendation to institutionalize and set up a National
Program/Project Management Policy framework culminated in the constitution
of a Technical Committee.
As large-scale infrastructure development includes involvement of multiple
stakeholders and addressing of multiple challenges, the Technical Committee
comprising senior government ofcials, leaders of Indian infrastructure PSUs,
veterans from global program/project management companies, large
infrastructure contracting rms, academia and program/project management
institutes, was constituted. The team recognized the need for the contents to be
focused on outcomes, with the recommendations and prescriptions to achieve
them.
Drafting of the rst edition of the Indian Infrastructure Body of Knowledge
involved multiple committee meetings to brainstorm the curriculum based on the
program management/ project management best practices around the globe, a
thorough analysis into the existing international standards and contextualization
of those for India. Collective knowledge and experience and passionate
contributions of the technical team resulted in creation of InBoK, which took the
shape of a comprehensive guidebook providing a consistent understanding of
methods to be used for implementation of program and their constituent
projects.
This Edition is the actualization of the vision to create an Indian Standard in the
practice of program/project management, with the thrust on the infrastructure
sector and envisioned around the Baseline-Approach to program and project
delivery. It encompasses all the phases of a programs and projects, acts as a
guide every step of implementation, and encapsulates the required knowledge
to manage each phase. Technical Committee members were instrumental in the
conclusion of this remarkable volume of work, and I would like to thank each one
of them for making this prodigious process a success. Also, on behalf of the
technical committee, I would like to express our gratitude for the opportunity to
contribute such initiative of national importance.
I would like to quote Yoga Vasishta, in which any endeavor is compared to an
eagle taking an extraordinary ight with the strength of its two wings, Knowledge
and Action. Applying this to program management journey, we believe InBoK
helps in strengthening the wing of Knowledge and we hope the actions taken by
the practitioners, strengthen the wing of Action.

(on behalf of technical committee)

Contributors
The First Edition of The Indian Infrastructure Body of Knowledge has been possible due to the extraordinary
coordination and effort of many experts and organisations, who volunteered time, effort and expertise to make
this book possible.
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Shri Dharmananda Sarangi
ADG, MoRT&H and Director, Indian Academy of Highway Engineers
Mr Dharmananda Sarangi is currently an Additional Director General in
MoRT&H along with an additional charge of Director, Indian Academy of
Highway Engineers. He has served in various capacities in MoRT&H and the
National Highways Authority of India. He has vast experience in the
implementation of mega highway projects starting from conceptualization to
planning, design, construction, operation, maintenance and management. The
Institution of Engineers. He has done BSc Engg. (Civil) from VSSUT, Burla and
MSc Engg (Civil) (Structural Engg.) from NIT, Rourkela.
Shri Deepak Datta
President & Head, Reliance Project Management Group, Reliance Industries
Mr Deepak Datta is the President & Head of RPMG (Reliance Project
Management Group) in Reliance Industries. The majority of his career has
been in the EPC industry working in a multi-cultural environment in extreme
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working for Fluor Corp as Sr. VP Project Director and before that he was with
Bechtel Corp. He graduated from The University of Waterloo (Canada) with a
Master's degree in Chemical Engineering.
Shri Hariharan Subramanyan
General Manager & Head, TPL Academy, TATA Projects Limited
Mr Hariharan Subramanyan is currently heading TPL Academy of TATA
Projects LTD. and actively involved in strengthening the project management
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Shri Jagdish Salgaonkar
Ex- SVP, AECOM & Program Director, Dholera Smart City
Mr Jagdish Salgaonkar has successfully managed over USD 100 Billion in
complex, public infrastructure programs in his 40-year career working with
AECOM, JACOBS and CH2M. He is a registered Professional Civil Engineer in
California, USA and was recognized with the President's Award for his
pioneering work in sustainable development by the American Academy of
Environmental Engineers, USA. His programmatic work has spanned across
the globe in the USA, UK, UAE, HK and India including smart cities, airports,
deep tunnels and water reclamation.
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been a professor in the Building Technology & Construction Management
Division of the Department of Civil Engineering at IIT Madras. He specializes
in the areas of project management, construction contracts, construction
productivity, construction equipment, C&D waste management and publicprivate partnerships. He has done B. Tech in Civil Engineering, IIT Madras
and his MS and PhD with specialization in Construction Engineering and
Management from Clemson University, USA. He is the recipient of many
academic awards including the PMI (India) Distinguished Scholar Award
(2011).
Shri Ravishankar Chandrasekaran
Vice President & SBU Head (Urban Built Form), TATA Projects Limited
Mr Ravishankar Chandrasekaran is currently Vice president and SBU head
(Urban Built Form) at TATA Projects leading businesses of Buildings, Airports,
Data Center and Smart cities. Prior to joining Tata Projects, Ravishankar
discharged various roles in EPC majors, L&T Construction and AFCONS. He
has contributed to the business of IT parks, ofce spaces and data centres in
30+ modern IT parks for most of the IT majors and global MNCs. He was
involved in the construction and delivery of more than 50 million square feet of
construction all over India, UAE, Qatar and Mauritius. His specialities include
construction planning, Construction technology, proposals, contracts and
business acquisition. He has graduated from NIT, Trichy.
Shri S K Roy
Ex-Director (Projects), NTPC
Shri Susanta Kumar Roy was Director (Projects), NTPC. Prior to this, he was
Executive Director (Projects), NTPC. He was associated with managing the
largest station in the country at Vindhyachal. He has worked at Korba,
Unchahar, Singrauli, Rihand and Vindhyachal stations. He has more than 36
years of experience in large size coal power Stations in the area of operation,
maintenance and project construction. His experience in the power sector
includes 10 years of senior management level as O&M Head and Business Unit
Head of NTPC's largest stations at Korba and Vindhyachal. He has rich
experience and exposure to the entire life cycle from concept to
commissioning of projects. He is a Mechanical Engineering Graduate from
REC, Durgapur.
Shri Vinod Singh
Regional Director, Strategy and Business Development, Asia,
JACOBS (CH2M HILL Singapore Pte Ltd)
Mr Vinod Singh is currently Regional Director, Strategy and Business
Development (Asia), Jacobs. He has 25+ years of experience across the water
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He has done his postgraduation in civil/environmental engineering & a
postgraduate diploma in IT/Digital Management in AEC (Architect, Engineering
and Construction) Industry from Salford University.
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Dr Rahul Deshpande is a Senior Associate Professor and Deputy Dean of the
School of Project, Real Estate and Infrastructure Management at NICMAR, Pune. He
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UMass Lowell as an Adjunct Faculty. He did his bachelors in Civil Engineering from
VRCE (now VNIT), Nagpur and earned his Masters and Ph.D. degree from the
University of Massachusetts Lowell. He has presented research work at various
national and international forums.
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Indian Institute of Management, Indore
Indian Institute of Management, Indore
Established in 1996, Indian Institute of Management Indore (IIM Indore) has been a
leader in the eld of management education, interfacing with the industry,
government and PSUs. It is promoted and nurtured by the Ministry of Human
Resource Development, Government of India and is an institute of national
importance under the Indian Institutes of Management Act 2017.
The development of InBoK has been led by Dr Rohit Kapoor and assisted by Laxmi
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Dr Rohit Kapoor
Professor, IIM Indore
Dr Rohit Kapoor is a faculty in the Operations Management and Quantitative
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Introduction to Indian
Infrastructure Body
of Knowledge
A.

Purpose and Overview of InBoK

A.1

PURPOSE
InBoK is a unique comprehensive guidebook for implementation of programs and execution of
constituent projects. This encompasses best practices of program management and project
managements and retains the essential connect between programs and projects. Program success
depends on successful execution of constituent projects and more importantly on their interface and
integration for assuring overall program outcomes. This linkage is established in the InBoK in every
chapter.
The purpose of InBoK is to provide guidance on concepts and processes of program and project
management that are important for and have impact on the performance of projects and the outcomes
of programs. The conceptual outline of program and project management is given in the subsequent
sections of this introduction section.
The target readership for InBoK is the following:
• Senior managers and project sponsors, in order to provide them with a better understanding of the
principles and practice of project management and to help them give appropriate support and
guidance to their project managers, project management teams and project teams;
• Project managers, project management teams and project team members, so that they have a
common basis upon which to compare their project standards and practices with those of others;
• Professionals who are involved in execution of Infrastructure Projects across the country.
This standard applies to all infrastructure Portfolios, Programs & Projects. The contents of the InBoK
can be applied to all programs and projects such as National Infrastructure Pipeline program and
those undertaking by various government departments.

A.2

PRINCIPLES & TERMS OF REFERENCE
At all times, those directing and managing portfolios, program & projects shall ensure:
1. Delivery objectives are aligned to program benets and organizational objectives.
2. Continuing business justication to conrm benets can be realized and risks managed within the
organization's risk appetite, and that unjustied work is terminated.
3. Governance, management frameworks and controls are proportionate and appropriate to the
work and the level of prevailing risk.
4. Accountabilities and responsibilities are dened, mutually consistent and traceable across all
levels of management.
5. Experience and lessons are captured, shared, and used to promote future performance
improvement.
6. Work is appropriately dened, planned, monitored, and controlled, quality is actively managed to
maximize the likelihood of success and dened working methodologies are tailored for use
accordingly.
7. Outcomes and enabling outputs will meet the need and be validated by stakeholders.
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8. Work is undertaken in multi- disciplinary teams and is assigned to people who have the required
capability and capacity.
9. The transition of capabilities to operations is planned and programme or project closure managed,
with ongoing operational responsibilities agreed and accepted.
A.3

UNIQUENESS OF PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS IN INFRASTRUCTURE AND CONSTRUCTION
Infrastructure and their constituent projects construction programs should simultaneously address
the geography, site conditions, communities, physical environments, existing infrastructure, as well as
a wide range of stakeholder requirements. Adding to the complexity is the mix of team specialists and
contractors, construction projects often result in a one-of-a-kind product rather than mass-produced
products. While there is generally no opportunity to produce a prototype, a construction project may
sometimes be performed in phases in order to provide an opportunity to review and rene the project
design and implementation strategy, as well as validate the investment intention.
Inherently, construction projects occur in an ever-changing, complex environment, and often with a
high degree of risk. Buildings, highways, residential units, healthcare facilities, utility infrastructures,
oil and gas, and other industrial facilities may appear typical, but each project presents its own
challenges and risks. Infrastructure and Construction projects are often constructed in remote,
sometimes hostile environments on the open seas, beneath the surface of the earth, and towering high
into the sky. Depending on the type of Infrastructure being created, construction projects often require
the integration of engineering disciplines (civil, structural, electrical, mechanical, geotechnical, etc.)
as well as interaction with technology and sophisticated equipment that demand unique construction
techniques and methods. This can contribute to unique subcontracting arrangements, special
nancing, risk insurance, compressed schedule timelines, sustainable infrastructure, complex
logistics, adaptation to changing governmental regulations, and internal/external constraints, all of
which have the potential for signicant increases to project and capital costs. The construction
industry is almost entirely based on a competitive market environment for project cost, schedule, and
performance delivery.
Infrastructure programs and the constituent construction projects are becoming increasingly larger,
more complex, and more globally competitive, each bearing the potential for an adversarial
relationship between the buyers and sellers. Construction projects typically carry large penalties or
damages for projects that are completed late. The risks inherent in construction projects, coupled with
these time-related damages, have generated the need for comprehensive look at the complete
program implementation and project execution elements, which are over and above typical common
published forms of Body of Knowledge (BoK) guides. Thus, InBoK is structured with natural ow from
program initiation to close-out while addressing the program implementation and project execution
knowledge elements in each section.
The following graphic (Fig A.1) depicts that relation between program and projects in a simple way:
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Figure A.1 : Relation between programs and projects
The Infrastructure programs and construction projects are generally carried out inside an operational
facility, constructed as a new facility (a “green eld” project), or constructed in a previously developed
or abandoned site (a “brown eld” project). Construction projects produce deliverables such as:
• Facilities that make or house the means to make products, such as manufacturing or assembly
complexes;
• Public facilities, such as dams, highways, bridges, wastewater and water supply systems, airports,
railways, entertainment facilities, museums, and city parks;
• Service facilities, such as medical centers, educational campuses for schools and colleges,
seaports, and rail stations;
• High-rise ofce towers, urban developments, and residential units, communities and their
associated infrastructure, including roads, sidewalks, and utilities;
• Specic infrastructures known as utilities that deliver water, electricity, fuel, and
telecommunications; and
• Megaprojects such as event-based construction for the Olympics or other superstructures and
megacities.
To build these facilities, infrastructure construction projects adhere to regulations and jurisdictional
(local, global, or industry-specic) requirements where the product will be constructed, for example,
civic laws and building codes. In addition, the construction industry is concerned with improving the
social, economic, and environmental factors of sustainability, reliability, and the welfare of the affected
communities. A multidisciplinary team of nancial, insurance, legal, design, safety and engineering
specialists, construction teams of various trades, and an efcient supply chain for materials and
equipment are needed in order to deliver the project.
A number of factors contribute to the complexity of the construction environment. These include
technological advancements and their impact on the application of project management, changes to
the building environment through the development of new construction equipment and materials, and
the magnitude of stakeholders with varying project expectations (e.g., public taxpayers, regulatory
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agencies, governments, and environmental or community groups). Complexity may not be
immediately apparent when a construction project begins. The program development team (which
often a government body or an agency appointed by a government body) should carefully analyze the
project complexity before conrming commitments for scope, time, quality, safety, and cost. InBoK
contains a complexity assessment tool in the “Program and Project Management Tools” section.
Based on complexity factor, the program/project will need higher skill set for project management
team involved in complex project. The program implementation plan and project execution plans
should integrate risk management to minimize impacts and improve opportunities for success.
Otherwise, a project may result in an uncertain scope of work, an inappropriate methodology for
construction execution, and an ambiguous environment, and may fail in timely completion and budget
expectation.
Navigating workows across multiple project stakeholders (e.g., owners, developers, designers,
engineers, contractors, product vendors, and government agencies) expands the complexity of this
challenge. In addition, different organizational systems, interfaces between components large pieces
of equipment in conned work spaces with multiple work crews in close proximity, extensive detail and
intricacies of elements, and efcient coordination, control, and monitoring make construction innitely
more complex. Strong evidence from research in the construction industry reveals that one of the
factors that cause construction projects to fail stems from decisions made in the front end of the
project in the engineering and design phase. Despite their importance, front-end management issues,
responsibilities, roles, and actions may not typically garner the required attention. Public and
environmental pressures are changing this perspective as more attention is being sought in
constructability, sustainability, and reliability of not only the nished product but also the means and
methods to get there. To address these issues, signicant emphasis is given in the respective sections
of InBoK.
A.4

OVERVIEW OF INBOK
InBoK has 21 sections under six distinct parts that cover a program life cycle. The tone of the InBoK is
suggestive in some cases and prescriptive in some sections which are new to the traditional project
management. Though the sections are written keeping in view of governmental organizations
implementing the programs and delivering projects, the concepts described are applicable to
contractors as well. For both contractors and the client, delivering the project within budget, within
time with desired quality is important. However, there are project elements for contractors such as
arranging working capital and achieving as bid protability are not a part of the InBoK. These are
normally taken care by the commercial procedures and nancial controls in the contractor
organizations. Both Client (owner) organization and contracting organization have their roles to play
for success of a program and their organizations have to be geared for it. There are elements such as
schedule management and risk management which are extremely important for both owner
organizations as well as contracting organizations. This interrelation is explained in the Fig A.2 below.
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Figure A.2 Interrelation of Project Organisation and Sponsor Organisation

The intent of InBoK is not to handhold project professionals on basics of project management. It is
designed to provide guidance on those elements that make signicant contribution to effective
program delivery. Some of the common project concepts are covered in the references provided as
“Key Supplementary References”. Sometimes, professionals need text book type references with
some solved examples or some references for advanced information. Each section also lists the
“Further Reading References”. Key Supplementary references help reduce the size the InBoK, but are
essential reads to complete the learning on program and project management topics. Certication
examinations will be based on both InBoK and the key supplementary references. “Implementation
Checklist” is a good tool to ensure that a program or project is following the guidelines while
implementing/executing. These checklists can be used in Program Management/Project
Management Audits.
The InBoK is divided into six (6) parts, with overall 21 sections, progressively covering details of
program management initially and the essentials project management of constituent projects
subsequently. Each section of InBoK contains the following:
•

Section Table of Contents (which includes introduction to the section)

•

Key Supplementary References

•

Further Reading References

•

Implementation Checklist

In the following paragraphs general objective of each part of InBoK and the integral chapters
within, are explained:
Part I: Program Design and Implementation Plan
Conceptualizing and designing the program and devising an effective program with robust
implementation plan are essentials for success of any large capital infrastructure program. The
program design should be clear on economic and social outcomes, but should adaptive enough to
take care of dynamic nature of the constituent programs and their integration. Section 1 covers details
about program management from initiation to implementation. Section 2 covers details about how
program benets should be managed and how a governance framework can be established across
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projects. Thus, the two important sections in the rst part are as follows:
•

Section 1 – Program Initiation and Implementation Plan

•

Section 2 – Program Benets Management and Governance

Part II: Individual Project Acquisition
Each constituent project has to be executed with adequate amount of planning. Right contracting
strategies and compensation mechanisms need to be established to assure the desired project
results. While Section 3 covers the process of pre-project planning and establishing the contracting
strategies, Section 4 focusses on administrative and tactical aspects of selecting the right contractor
(s) to execute the constituent project. Any constituent project can be planned to be executed as a one
comprehensive package or multiple packages depending on the governing factors that inuence the
contract strategy for the project. Thus, the two key sections that set direction to constituent/individual
project execution are:
•

Section 3 – Pre-Project Planning and Contracting Strategies

•

Section 4 - Bidding Documents Preparation and Contract Negotiations

Part III: Constituent Project Initiation and Planning
Program Initiation is briey covered in Section 1. Section 5 goes into details and covers the relation
between the program initiation and constituent project initiation. Each constituent project may not
start at the same time, but their start and ending are inter-related and nal integrated with program start
and end. Key aspects of authorizing constituent project and identifying the key stakeholders who
affect the project success is an important aspect of initiating a project. Majority of the project delays
are attributed to site access, land acquisition and inuence of other local bodies. Effective stakeholder
engagement strategy is key to remove hindrances in project execution. Hence, the title of this section
is:
•

Section 5 – Initiation and Stakeholder Assessment

Setting up a program baseline framework (which depicts constituent project budgets and timelines
and integrates them to program baseline) and individual baseline for project is extremely important for
effective monitoring and control of program and its constituent projects. While establishing the
baseline framework, it is equally important to set-up the project and program in such a way that
interfaces and interdependencies, documentation requirements, information ow, and digital
implementation infrastructure are adequately planned and actioned. These two important aspects are
addressed in the following sections, which provide baseline for the program and project to be
monitored:
It is important to plan how the interfaces have to be managed and how constituent projects are
integrated to achieve the program outcomes. Thus, the sections covered in this part of InBOK are:
•

Section 6 – Setting-up Baseline

•

Section 7 – Setup and Administration

•

Section 8 - Interface and Integration Management

Part IV: Monitoring and Control of Constituent Projects
Each of the following section addresses the methods and processes to monitor two key aspects
of programs and their constituent projects. Each section covers the project monitoring aspects
and their integration at program level. The inter-relation of constituent projects and their integration
with program are to be effectively monitored in terms of cost, time, payment tracking and
contract changes.
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•

Section 9 - Cost Monitoring & Control

•

Section 10 - Schedule Monitoring and Control

•

Section 11 - Management of Payment to Concessionaire/Contractor

•

Section 12 - Change Management

Part V: Managing Project Execution
While Section 8 to 10 establish means to monitor and control the program and its constituent projects,
the following sections cover execution methods and guidelines for various components and phases of
projects in such a way that program implementation is fruitful and benets realization is achieved.
These are related to phases such Engineering, Supply Chain Management, Construction and the
essential enabler activities such as Information Technology, Quality Management, Health Safety and
Environment Management and continual improvements to improve project outcome and program
benets. Risks are inherent in all phases of projects and they affect project objectives; hence, there is a
section on Integrated Risk Management which connects to various other aspects of project execution
such as cost, schedule, quality and resources.
•

Section 13 – Information Management and Digital implementation

•

Section 14 – Engineering/Design Management

•

Section 15 – Supply Chain Management

•

Section 16 – Construction/Site Management

•

Section 17 – Quality Management

•

Section 18 – Value Creation and Benets improvement

•

Section 19 – Safety, Health, Environment and Security

•

Section 20 – Integrated Risk Management

Part VI: Project Completion & Program Closure
Final phases of project including closeout of program and its constituent projects are covered in this
section. Program benets will be effectively realized only when the constituent projects are effectively
closed while meeting the interface and integration requirements with overall program and its
constituent projects. Hence, this section addresses project close-out aspects and its correlation to
program close out. Project close-out plan has to be made quite early in the project, so that at every
stage of the projects, requirements related to close-out are identied and checked.
Managing project knowledge gained through various lessons learned during project has to be
captured so that other constituent projects and overall program are beneted through continuous
improvements. Such Knowledge, if leveraged well, helps in improving project outcomes in the future
projects as well. Hence, the section is named as follows:
•
A.5

Section 21 – Close-out and Knowledge Management

PROGRAM AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT LEXICON
A common vocabulary is an essential element of a professional discipline. InBoK common lexicon of
program management and project management terms provides the foundational professional lexicon
that can be consistently used by organizations, program managers, project managers and other
stakeholders. The InBoK Lexicon will continue to evolve over time. The other department specic
terms and industry domain specic terms used will be covered in the individual extensions of InBoK for
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various domains of Infrastructure Industry. In case of any conicts with denitions in Key
Supplementary References with those of InBoK, the denitions given in the InBoK Lexicon
will prevail.

B.

Project Management Concepts
This describes key concepts applicable to most projects. It also describes environments in which
projects are performed. Figure B.1 shows how project management concepts relate to each other. The
organizational strategy identies opportunities. The opportunities are evaluated and should be
documented. Selected opportunities are further developed in a business case or other similar
document, and can result in one or more projects that provide deliverables. Those deliverables can be
used to realize benets. The benets can be an input to realizing and further developing the
organizational strategy.

Figure B.1 : Overview of project management concepts and their relationships

B.1

PROJECT
A project consists of a unique set of processes consisting of coordinated and controlled activities with
start and end dates, performed to achieve project objectives. Achievement of the project objectives
requires the provision of deliverables conforming to specic requirements. A project may be subject to
multiple constraints, as described in C.11.
Although many projects may be similar, each project is unique. Project differences may occur in the
following:
•

Deliverables provided;

•

Stakeholders inuencing;

•

Resources used;
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•

Constraints;

•

The way processes are tailored to provide the deliverables.

Every project has a denite start and end, and is usually divided into phases, as described in B.10. The
project starts and ends as described in 4.
B.2

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Project Management is the application of methods, tools, techniques and competencies to a project. It
includes the integration of the various phases of the project life cycle, as described in B.1.
Project Management is performed through processes. The processes selected for performing a
project should be aligned in a systemic view. Each phase of the project life cycle should have specic
deliverables. These deliverables should be regularly reviewed during the project to meet the
requirements of the sponsor, customers and other stakeholders.

B.3

ORGANIZATIONAL STRATEGY AND PROJECTS
B.3.1 Organizational/Program Strategy
Organizations generally establish strategy based on their mission, vision, policies and factors outside
the organizational boundary. Projects are often the means to accomplish strategic goals. An example
of a value creation framework is shown in Figure B.2.

OPPORTUNITY 1
PROGRAM
STRATEGY

Identify

OPPORTUNITY 2

Select

PROJECTS

contribute

BENEFITS

OPPORTUNITY 3

Figure B.2 : Example of a value creation framework

Strategic goals may guide the identication and development of opportunities. Opportunities
selection includes consideration of various factors, such as how benets can be realized and risks can
be managed.
The project goal is to provide measurable benets that contribute to realizing the selected
opportunities. The project objective contributes to the project goal by creating the required
deliverables. (The objectives are often related to Cost, Schedule, Safety and Quality)
Project goals are achieved when the benets are realized. Goals might not be achieved until a period
of time after the objectives are achieved.
B.3.2 Opportunity Evaluation and Project Initiation
Opportunities may be evaluated to support informed decision-making by responsible management, in
order to identify feasible projects that could transform some or all of these opportunities into realized
benets.
These opportunities may address, for example, a new market demand, a current organizational need
or a new legal requirement. The opportunities are often evaluated through a set of activities that
provide formal authorization to start a new project. The organization should identify a project sponsor
to be responsible for project goals and benets.
The goals and benets may result in a justication for the investment in the project, e.g., in the form of a
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business case, and that may contribute to a prioritization of all opportunities. The purpose of the
justication is usually to obtain organizational commitment and approval for investment in the selected
projects.
The evaluation process may include multiple criteria, including nancial investment appraisal
techniques and qualitative criteria, such as strategic alignment, social impact and environmental
impact. Criteria may differ from one project to another.
B.3.3 Benefits Realization
Benets realization is generally the responsibility of organizational management, which may use the
deliverables of the project to realize benets in alignment with the organizational strategy. The project
manager should consider the benets and their realization as they inuence decision-making
throughout the project life cycle.
B.4

PROJECT ENVIRONMENT
B.4.1 General
The project environment may impact project performance and success. The project team should
consider the following:
•

Factors outside the organizational boundary, such as socio-economic, geographical, political,
regulatory, technological and ecological;

•

Factors inside the organizational boundary, such as strategy, technology, project management
maturity, resource availability, organizational culture and structure.

B.4.2 Factors Outside the Organizational Boundary
Factors outside the organizational boundary may have an impact on the project by imposing
constraints or introducing risks affecting the project. Although these factors are often beyond the
control of the project manager, they should still be considered.
B.4.3 Factors Inside the Organizational Boundary
A project usually exists inside a larger organization encompassing other activities. In such cases, there
are relationships between the project and its environment, business planning and operations. Preproject and post-project activities may include activities such as business case development,
conducting feasibility studies and transition to operations. Projects may be organized within
programmes and project portfolios. Figure B.3 illustrates these relationships and hierarchy.
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Host organization

Portfolio

Portfolio

Program

Project

Other work

Program

Project

Other work

Work package

Project

Work package

Work package

Work package

Work package

Figure B.3 : Projects, programmes and project portfolios

Portfolio, Program and Project Management
Portfolio, program and project management is an integrated way of meeting the implementing
organizations ambitions, driving better decisions and increasing the likelihood of successful
outcomes. Basic denitions of portfolio, program and project management are given before.
A portfolio comprises part or all of an organisation's investment required to achieve its objectives.
Governed through its portfolio (or business) plan, a portfolio comprises work components, such as
other portfolios, programmes, projects, other work and work packages.
A programme is a temporary, exible organisation created to co-ordinate, direct and oversee the
implementation of a set of projects and other work components to deliver outcomes and benets
related to a set of strategic objectives. Programmes can be undertaken in one or more tranches
(phases), each of which is structured around distinct step changes in capability and benet realisation.
A project is a temporary management environment, undertaken in stages, created for the purpose of
delivering one or more business products or outcomes. A project might be standalone within a
portfolio or part of a programme. other work might include:
•

Support services solution architecture, nance and HR.

•

Ongoing improvement initiatives not run as projects, but using a dened approach, such as
agile delivered platform-based upgrades (see annex e), six sigma and LEAN.

•

Service delivery, business as usual operations.

A work package is a set of information relevant to the creation of one or more deliverables or outputs. It
comprises a description of the outputs required, work plan and details of any constraints.
Figure B.3 shows the hierarchical relationship between work components, with each higher-level
component comprising the sum of all connected lower level components. Work components may
cross organisational and departmental boundaries.
Note: the use of the terms 'project' and 'program' varies across government and is not always indicative of the formal
denitions in this standard. The distinction is important when designing a programme or project governance and
management framework
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B.5

PROJECT GOVERNANCE
Governance is the framework by which an organization is directed and controlled. Project governance
includes, but is not limited to, those areas of organizational governance that are specically related to
project activities.
Project governance may include subjects such as the following:
•

Dening the management structure;

•

Policies, processes and methodologies to be used;

•

Limits of authority for decision-making;

•

Stakeholder responsibilities and accountabilities;

•

Interactions such as reporting and the escalation of issues or risks.

The responsibility for maintaining the appropriate governance of a project is usually assigned either to
the project sponsor or to a project steering committee.
B.6

PROJECTS AND OPERATIONS
Project management ts within the general framework of management. Project management differs
from other management disciplines by the temporary and unique nature of projects.
Organizations perform work to achieve specic goals. Generally, this work may be categorized as
either operations or projects. Operations and projects differ primarily as follows:

B.7

•

Operations are performed by relatively stable teams through ongoing and repetitive processes
and are focused on sustaining the organization;

•

Projects are performed by temporary teams, are non-repetitive and provide unique
deliverables.

STAKEHOLDERS AND PROJECT ORGANIZATION
The project stakeholders, including the project organization, should be described in sufcient detail
for the project to be successful. The roles and responsibilities of stakeholders should be dened and
communicated based on the organization and project goals. Typical project stakeholders are shown
in Figure B.4.
Stakeholder interfaces should be managed within the project through the project management
processes described in Section 5 of the InBoK.
The project organization is the temporary structure that includes project roles, responsibilities and
levels of authority and boundaries that need to be dened and communicated to all stakeholders of the
project. The project organization may be dependent on legal, commercial, interdepartmental or other
arrangements that exist among project stakeholders.
The project organization may include the following roles and responsibilities:
•

Project manager, who leads and manages project activities and is accountable for
project completion;

•

Project management team, which supports the project manager in leading and managing the
project activities;

•

Project team, which performs project activities.

Project governance may involve the following:
•

Project sponsor, who authorizes the project, makes executive decisions and solves problems
and conicts beyond the project manager's authority;

•

Project steering committee or board, which contributes to the project by providing senior level
guidance to the project.
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Figure B.4 : Project Stakeholders

(Note: for a constituent project, project sponsor is generally a part of the program management team)

Figure B.4 includes the following additional stakeholders:

B.8

•

Customers or customer representatives, who contribute to the project by specifying project
requirements and accepting the project deliverables;

•

Suppliers, who contribute to the project by supplying resources to the project;

•

Project management ofce, which may perform a wide variety of activities including governance,
standardization, project management training, project planning and project monitoring.

COMPETENCIES OF PROJECT PERSONNEL
Project personnel should develop competencies in project management principles and processes in
order to achieve project objectives and goals.
Each project team requires competent individuals who are capable of applying their knowledge and
experience to provide the project deliverables. Any identied gap between the available and required
competence levels represented on the project team could introduce risk and should be addressed.
Project management competencies can be categorized into, but are not limited to, the following:
•

Technical competencies, for delivering projects in a structured way, including the project
management terminology, concepts and processes dened in this International Standard;

•

Behavioral competencies, associated with personal relationships inside the dened boundaries of
the project;

•

Contextual competencies, related to the management of the project inside the organizational and
external environment.

Competency levels may be raised through professional development processes such as training,
coaching and mentoring inside or outside an organization.
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B.9

PROJECT LIFE CYCLE
Projects are usually organized into phases that are determined by governance and control needs.
These phases should follow a logical sequence, with a start and an end, and should use resources to
provide deliverables. In order to manage the project efciently during the entire project life cycle, a set
of activities should be performed in each phase. Project phases are collectively known as the project
life cycle.
The project life cycle spans the period from the start of the project to its end. The phases are divided by
decision points, which can vary depending on the organizational environment. The decision points
facilitate project governance. By the end of the last phase, the project should have provided all
deliverables.
To manage a project throughout its life cycle, project management processes should be used for the
project as a whole or for individual phases for each team or sub-project.

B.10

PROJECT CONSTRAINTS
There are several types of constraints and, as constraints are often interdependent, it is important for a
project manager to balance a particular constraint against the others. The project deliverables should
full the requirements for the project and relate to any given constraints such as scope, quality,
schedule, resources and cost. Constraints are generally interrelated such that a change in one may
affect one or more of the other constraints. Hence, the constraints may have an impact on the
decisions made within the project management processes.
Achievement of consensus among key project stakeholders on the constraints may form a strong
foundation for project success.
Some constraints could be the following:

B.11

•

Duration or target date for the project;

•

Availability of the project budget;

•

Availability of project resources, such as people, facilities, equipment, materials, infrastructure,
tools and other resources required to carry out the project activities relating to the requirements of
the project;

•

Factors related to health and safety of personnel;

•

Level of acceptable risk exposure;

•

Potential social or ecological impact of the project;

•

Laws, rules and other legislative requirements.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROJECT MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS AND PROCESSES
Project management is accomplished through processes utilizing the concepts and competencies
described in 3.1 to 3.11. A process is a set of interrelated activities. Processes used in projects are
generally categorized into three major types:
•

Project management processes, which are specic to project management and determine how
the activities selected for the project are managed;

•

Delivery processes, which are not unique to project management, which result in the specication
and provision of a particular product, service or result, and which vary depending on the particular
project deliverable;

•

Support processes, which are not unique to project management and which provide relevant and
valuable support to product and project management processes in such disciplines as logistics,
nance, accounting and safety.
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This International Standard addresses only project management processes. However, it should be
noted that product, support and project management processes might overlap and interact
throughout a project.

C.

Project Management Components Vs Processes

C.1

PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCESS APPLICATION
ISO 21500 identies the recommended project management processes to be used during a project as
a whole, for individual phases or both. These project management processes are appropriate to
projects in all organizations. Project management requires signicant coordination and, as such,
requires each process used to be appropriately aligned and connected with other processes. Some
processes may be repeated to fully dene and meet stakeholder's requirements and reach agreement
on the project objectives.
The Figure C.1 shows the interactions among the process groups inside the boundaries of the project,
including the representative inputs and outputs of processes within the process groups. With the
exception of the controlling process group, linkages between the various process groups are through
individual processes within each process group. While linkage is shown in Figure C.1 between the
controlling process group and other process groups, the controlling process group may be
considered self-standing because its processes are used to control not only the overall project, but
also the individual process groups.

Controlling

Figure C.1 : Interaction among process groups (Source: ISO 21500)
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However, ISO 21500 misses out important aspects of Infrastructure Projects such as Safety, Health,
Environment, Site Execution, Site Logistics, Interface Management and Warehousing, Claims
Management etc. Sections of the InBoK address these aspects in detail. InBoK addresses the
outcome-oriented aspects of Program and Project Management.
InBOK assumes that the basic knowledge about project management processes and their interrelationship shall be obtained by project professionals through study of IS0 21500 and recognized
standards such as PMBoK, APMBoK and PRINCE2. Lexicon for Project/Program Management is
standardized and followed in the InBOK.
C.2

PROGRAM/PROJECT COMPONENTS
InBoK is organized in various sections based on the key outcomes or results to be achieved in various
components of projects like Engineering, Supply Chain, Construction etc. The essential contents of
each section are explained earlier.
In order for a project to be successful, the following actions should be accomplished:
• Understand broad Program Implementation/Project Execution requirements from InBoK and
follow the steps indicated in each of the chapters as applicable to size and context of each
program/project;
• Use a dened approach to develop or adapt the product specications and plans to meet the
program/project objectives and requirements;
•

Comply with requirements to satisfy the project sponsor, customers and other stakeholders;

• Dene and manage the project scope within the constraints, while considering the project risks
and resource needs to provide the project deliverables;
• Obtain proper support from each performing organization, including commitment from the
customers and project sponsor;
• Manage the interfaces and engage with stakeholders to enable smooth execution of projects and
thus implementation of program.
C.3

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Resources required for a program is largely dependent on program design and delivery strategy
related to constituent projects. Program and project organizations are to be designed based on the
governance process and means to monitor and control the project activities. For example, a Project
Owner may choose EPC as a mode of execution for a component project with direct supervision by
Owner Organization or by another organization performing Engineer/Consultant role for project to act
on behalf of owner. Based on the type of contracts designed to meet the project objectives and
program outcomes, the organization structure of Owner/Contractor and Consultant will vary. Each
entity will have a SPOC (Single Point of Contact) as Project Manager. Such Project manager will have
his own project team organized.
The project manager should determine how and when project team members will be acquired, as well
as how and when they will have to be released from the project. When such resources are not available
in the organization, consideration should be given to hiring additional resources or subcontracting
work to another organization. The work location, commitment, roles and responsibilities, as well as
reporting and communication requirements should be established.
The project manager may or may not have absolute control over the selection of the project team
members, but the project manager should be involved in their selection. The project manager, when
possible, should take into consideration factors such as skills and expertise, different personalities
and group dynamics when establishing the project team. Because projects are typically performed in
a changing environment, this process is normally performed continuously throughout the project.
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D.

References

D.1

DEPARTMENTAL EXTENSIONS TO INBOK
InBoK is designed to address the common aspects of program implementation and project execution
of various types of Infrastructure projects, typically those listed in NIP (National Infrastructure
Pipeline). However, each department or organization needs to generate an Extension to InBoK (Such
InBoK – Power Projects Extension, InBoK – Highways Extension), covering domain specic issues
related to technicality, technology and execution specics).

1
1.1

Program Design and
Implementation

Introduction

Management of programs includes running several often-similar constituent projects working towards a
common broader goal. Program and project management are structured frameworks for dening and
undertaking the processes to meet the organizations objectives. They provide a framework for
implementing business strategies and initiatives to enable Government to achieve outcomes and benets of
strategic importance. Program and project management includes the planning, delegating, monitoring and
control of all aspects of a program or project and the motivation of those involved to achieve the dened
objectives within the constraints of time, cost, quality, scope, benets and risks.
Infrastructure projects are typically implemented by Governments/Government Agencies around the world.
They are multi-million (in some cases multi-billion) dollar projects to achieve certain objectives. Many times,
it is not a single project, but a group of projects (or a program or a mission). It is utmost important to plan,
design and manage this program so that the objectives are achieved.
Such Programs are often complex endeavours with multiple stakeholders, complex funding mechanisms,
partnerships between different entities and massive budgets. A thoughtfully planned program is therefore
critical in ensuring success of a program and the activity of planning can sometimes take up to several
months. Framework for design and implementation of programs is very essential.

1.2

Program Management Elements

The infrastructure programs often originate from few central objectives like enhancing the standard of living
for people living in an urban area and then result in a program of say rejuvenation of an urban area (for ex.
smart city mission in India). The grand scheme devised needs to be carefully planned, to deliver the benets
envisioned. Various sources of nancing return on investment, technological needs, and sustainability
aspects needs to be considered. The mode in which a program is going to be delivered needs to be
identied (central government role, state government role, role of urban local bodies, private participation,
etc.). The acceptability by the people (stakeholder management) and how such programs will benet
maximum population needs to be considered. Strategies for communication are important among the team
which is delivering the project and with the general population affected by the project. Project and Program
Management is a vast topic which is presented in planned subsections to familiarize the reader with various
facets of Program Design and Implementation. The focus of this section is completely from Program point of
view and not the constituent projects which albeit will have many similar elements.
1.2.1

Program and Project Management Framework
A programme and project management framework, dening how a programme or project is to be
directed and managed, should be dened and communicated to all stakeholders. The
management framework should include:
•

Authority and decision making roles and rules relating to the programme and its constituent
components, including, but not limited to, governance tiers, initiation of new work, prioritisation,
assignment of resources and funds, and issue resolution.
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•

Roles and accountabilities, processes, methods, techniques, guidance, templates and tools to
be used to undertake the practices described in various sections of the InBOK.

The management framework should align to and work with:

1.3

•

The portfolio governance framework.

•

Other organisational processes and practices, such as those for nance, human resource
management, performance reporting, capability and capacity management, risk management,
and communications.

Program Management
As the eld of project management evolved, it has felt the necessity of coordinated coherent
management of numerous interdependent projects in a stipulated timeframe to achieve the
business goals. In this regard, the strategic intent of the organization focussed from project
management to program management. So, the program management is dened as centralized
coordinated management of a program to achieve the program's strategic objectives and benets.
Program management function transforms a conceptual idea into a tangible product or service or
infrastructure. The standard program management processses falls into the ve groups viz.
initiating, planning, executing, monitoring & controlling and closing. Program has strategic and
long-term orientation, higher complexity, lower goal clarity at the outset, but more exibility to deal
with uncertainty as compared to projects. Value creation is central to program management. So,
Program can be designed in line with organization design to aid in value creation (Miterev. et.al.
2020).

1.3.1

Program Management Definitions
Denitions of Portfolio management, program management and project management are given in
the Introduction section of InBoK and hence not repeated here. However, few comparative
denitions of international standards are given below:
While program management deals with the group of related projects managed in a coordinated
way to obtain bents and control not available from managing them individually (PMI, 2006),
In context of program management, the management of constituent projects, is “the process by
which projects are dened, planned, monitored, controlled and delivered such that the agreed
benets are realized” (APM, 2004).
The following are the main responsibilities performed by program management:
1. Identication, monitoring, controlling, and rationalization of the dependencies among the
projects in a program
2. Playing a role in determining which issues among the projects in the program should be
escalated
3. Dealing with the escalated issues
4. Tracking the contribution of each project to the consolidated program benets
5. Tracking the contribution of the program-related non-project work to the consolidated program
benets
In a nutshell, an organization begins a program to deliver benets and meet some predetermined
objectives. The program is executed in terms of multiple projects. A project manager is focused on
the project to ensure that the project delivers its product, service, or results, and meets its
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objectives and requirements. The program manager keeps one eye on the outcome of each
project and the other on the desired program benets and ensures that the outcomes from
multiple projects will meet the desired benets and objectives expected from the program.
Comparison between project and program management is given in Table 1.1

Table 1.1 : Comparison between project and program (Source: Thiry 2010)
Project
(Managed by Project
Manager)

Program
(Managed by Program Manager/Program
Director)

Change

Project manager tries to
keep changes to
a
minimum

Program manager expects changes and thrives on
them

Leadership
Style

Focusses on monitoring
the execution and delivery
of the project

Focusses on managing relationships and conﬂict
resolution. Program manager handles the political
aspects of stakeholder management

Management
skills

Project manager motivates
the team to achieve project
objectives

Program manager provides overall vision and
leadership.

Monitoring

Project manager monitors
and control project
activities

Program manager uses progr am governance to
control projects

People
Management

Project manager manages
project team members,
suppliers, consultant etc

Program manager manages projects managers of
constituent projects.

Planning

Project manager prepares
detailed project plan for
projects

Program manager prepares the high - level plans
with support of program board and provides
guidance to project manager for the detailed
planning.

Scope

Project has a narrow scope
Program has a wider scope dedicated to gain the
in delivering product or
beneﬁts
service

Success

Success of a project relates Program success is measured in terms of program
to project completion within metrics like return on investment and realization of
cost, budget and scope
beneﬁt delivery.

Characteristics

1.3.2

Program Management Life Cycle
The life cycle is a phased structure for governing work and underpins the delivery plan, from start
to nish. The life cycle should be dened and should include approval gates/decision points and
assurance reviews. Program Life cycle is explained in the following sections of the InBoK.
A programme may be phased in one or more tranches and might cover the whole life of a product,
service or system. Each tranche may give authorise a set of component projects of program.
Program life cycle completes with completion of component projects in all the tranches.
1.3.2.1 Three Stage Program Lifecycle
•

Program Initiation
Ø Preprogram Setup: It involves dening strategic value and objectives, identifying
stakeholders, establishing a high level business case (government scheme for public sector
organization), obtaining approval of a program, appointing a program manager.
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Ø Program Set up: It prepares the detailed roadmap for acheving the program deliverables. It
involves preparing and seeking approval for execution of a detailed program management
plan. Program team is nalized during this phase.
•

Program Delivery
Ø Establishing Infrastructure: During this phase the program managent team, program
management ofce and the technical infrastructure required for a program are established.
This infrastructure includes the program board, program facilities and program tools.
Ø Delivering and Monitoring Program Benefits: It involves the performance measurement of
programs using the accurate and relevant program metrices such as return on investment,
payback period, market share etc. are evalated. This is mainly carried out for the constituent
projects of a program.

•

Program Closure
Ø Closing the Program: It involves the formal closure of a program by completing the
nancial closre and documenting the lessons learnt for future programs. It involves shuting
down the program infrastructure and managing the transition by handing over the
responsibility to the appropriate groups.

1.3.2.2 The major tasks to be performed in each phase

Program management
Program Ini a on

Program
Foruma on

Program
Planning

Program Delivery

Program
Closure

Component
Project
Execu on and
Integra on

(Text)

Component
Project
Authoriza on

Component
Project
Transi on and
Closure

Figure 1.1 : Program Management Life Cycle (Source: Sanghera 2008)

Major tasks to be peformed in each phases (see Fig. 1.1) are as follows:
•

Program Initiation Stage: (concurrent activities)
1.

Program vision, Mission, Goals and Strategies are nalized

2.

Benets are listed, analysed and planned

3.

Program Charter is approved by the Sponsor

4.

Program charter and brief is approved for implementation

5.

Stakeholders are identied, discussed and consensus is obtained

6.

Stakeholders engagement plan is nalised including stakeholder communication
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7.

Program implementation plan or program roadmap is drawn to attend the various
initiatives or projects w.r.t global standards

8.

Program organisation set-up and administration is implemeted headed by a Progarm
Manager with appropriate authority and responsibility to implement the governance to
realise the benets as identied;

9.

Strategic Plan should be reviewed, changed, veried at regular intervals

10. Program response strategy w.r.t program risk is assessed
11. Program validation and decision hierarchies are drawn
12. Program economics and anancing is discussed and nalised
13. Program interface and integration management is nalised
14. Program change and control management is recommended
15. Program communication management policy is adopted
16. Program information and technology implementation policy is adopted
17. Program procurement guidelines is prepared and adopted
18. Program quality assurance and control manual is prepared and adopted
19. Program risk monitor and control cell is set up to guard and protect from uncertainities,
eventualities etc
20. Program schedule monitor and control cell is set up to track the project planning and
schedule
21. Project integration management and exit plan is prepared and adopted
•

Program Delivery Stage: (concurrent activities)
1.

Program delivery is planned and broken down in several work packages or projects

2.

Program interface plan showing the relationship between various constituent projects is
prepared

3.

Program Management Ofce(PMO) is established to manage and control all projects

4.

Validation and Feasibility Studies are carried out, risk is assessed and accordingly the
contract is awarded to main contractors

5.

Stakeholders are identied, issues and challenges, benets are discussed and adopted

6.

Project Managers are appointed and handed over the charge of each projects

7.

Project Management Ofce(PMO) is developed for individual project so as to monintor and
control of time, cost, resources, quality, safety and total performance

8.

A method statement is developed incorporating the scope of work, deliverables, schedule
and WBS to implement the project plan

9.

Contract Administration Cell is established within PMO for administering, monitoring and
control the contracts, settlement of disputes, claims and for timely completion of projects

10. Each project communication management is established
11. Policy document is established for handling, nance, accounts, cost control and cash ow
management of each project
12. Health, Safety and Environment manual is prepared for individual projects
13. Quality assurance and quality control manual is prepared for individual projects
14. Modern Information & Technology tools and techniques are used for better monitoring and
control and also obtain maximum value from each project
15. Project Site Administration and Control including close-out mechanism is adopted
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•

1.3.3

Program Close-out Stage: (concurrent activities)
1.

All projects completed, handover and takeover activity is completed

2.

All incomplete tasks have been listed and reported the reason for non-completion

3.

All projects are operational and performing at its desired level

4.

All projects are duly integrated at a program management level

5.

Stakeholders are satised with the projects and program management and deriving the
value

6.

The program is completly implemented, documented and archieved

7.

Financial closeout documents are prepared

8.

Program completion recorded

Program Governance Framework
Governance comprises authorising, directing, empowering and overseeing management. The
governance of portfolios, programmes and projects should be an integrated part of the
organisation's overall governance. A governance framework shall be established which complies
with government and departmental policies and directives and with this standard.
The governance framework should include the authority limits, decision making roles and rules,
degree of autonomy, assurance needs, reporting structure, accountabilities and responsibilities
together with the appropriate management frameworks (Porfolio, Project and program
management Frameworks)
Program Governance comprises the framework, functions, and processes by which a program is
monitored, managed, and supported in order to meet organizational strategic and operational
goals. The focus of program governance is the delivery of program benets by establishing the
systems and methods by which a program and its strategy are dened, authorized, monitored, and
supported by its sponsoring organization. A program governance framework, when well designed,
provides practices for effective decision making and ensures the program is managed
appropriately. Program governance is performed through the actions of a review and decisionmaking group that is charged with endorsing or approving recommendations regarding a program
under its authority. The program manager has management responsibilities to ensure that the
program is run within the governance framework while managing the day-to-day program
activities. The program manager should ensure that the program team understands and abides by
the governance procedures and the underlying governance principles.
Program governance may also refer to the framework, functions, and processes by which a
program team monitors and manages the components that are being performed to support the
program. Governance of components is often achieved through the actions of the program
manager and program team responsible for the integrated outcomes of the program. Such a
responsibility may also be called component governance or Constitutent Project Governace.Figure
Program governance is impacted by organizational governance, which is a structured way to
provide control, direction, and coordination through people, policies, and processes to meet
organizational strategic and operational goals. Typically, portfolio governance is the hierarchical
level of governance where program investments are authorized.
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Figure 1.2 : Program Level Governance and Project Level Compliance

1.3.3.1 Factors to be considered in Program Governance
The following factors need to be considered for program governance for large infrastructure
projects.
•

Strategic importance: High Value programs critical to the success of the organization and
delivering benets that need to be completely aligned with the strategy may require different or
more senior participants on the governance team.

•

Program management office (PgMO): In many projects or program based organizations, a
centralized PgMO supports the governance of all programs for that organization. In other
organizations, PgMOs may be formed specically for a given program.

•

Program funding structure: When funding is secured from outside the delivery organization,
for example from the World Bank, there are likely implications on the design of the governance
and the skills required

•

Legislative environment: Programs that are signicantly inuenced by changing legislation
may benet from governance designed for direct interaction with legislative authorities. In other
cases, the interaction is performed by elements of corporate governance on behalf of the
program

•

Decision making hierarchy: It is critical for decision- making responsibility to be at the level
where competence, accountability, and authority reside. There are complexities to this
approach. For example, in organizations where employee are not ultimately accountable for
their actions or not made to feel accountable for their actions, there is greater need for
controlling practices. In other circumstances, a highly regarded, successful and experienced
program manager and team may be given greater autonomy and decision-making powers
than is typically given to program managers
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•

Optimized governance: Generally it makes sense for the size of the program governance to
be optimized and to be streamlined as possible, while still able to perform the practices of the
domain. This will lead to role clarity, effective and targeted support from the organization, and
ultimately more rapid and effective decision making endorsements and approvals. Program
governance should not duplicate program management activity

•

Alignment with portfolio and organizational governance: Program governance is impacted
by the portfolio governance that it supports. The degree to which program governance should
align with organizational governance is based on the number, type and relative importance of
the program governance's interactions with corporate groups and governance. Typically, the
need for alignment with organizational governance I s greatest in the program denition stage
as the program governance and the program itself are being formulated

•

Program delivery: A program that regularly delivers benets to the organization is likely to
require different governance than a program delivering all or most of the benets at the end.
Regular delivery of benets potentially requires constant change in the operations of the
organization and the governance to manage this change is critical throughout the life cycle

•

Contracting: A program being managed and staffed by employees of the receiving
organization is likely to require a different level of governance than a program being delivered
by an external party when, in such cases, the management of the legal agreement required a
different governance focus

•

Risk of failure: The greater the perceived risk of the program failure, the greater the likelihood
he governance team will monitor progress and success more diligently. This may manifest in a
higher frequency of healthy checks and less decision-making delegation to the program team.

All the above aspects are covered in various sections of InBoK.
1.3.4

Component Project Authorization and Execution
A project shall comprise stages, each of which shall be preceded by a gate (decision point) to
approve the start of the next stage and commit resources and funding. The project life cycle
should be dened to suit the circumstances. The number of gates and stages, types of assurance
review and form of the business case should be chosen to ensure governance is appropriate to the
circumstances, with simpler projects having fewer stages (minimum of two) and more risky
projects having more stages.
See Figure 1.3 for stage gate approach to project authorisation.
The following shall be defined for each gate:
•

Criteria for a 'go' decision

•

The decision makers

•

Who should be consulted

•

The type of assurance review required prior to the decision (see 4.2)

Criteria should include, but not be limited to the following:
•

Work aligns with policy and program implementation strategy and is still needed

•

The business case is acceptable

•

Risks have been identied and are acceptable or can be mitigated

•

The solution is (or is likely to be) acceptable

•

There are funds and resources to complete the work and support any outcomes

•

There is a plan for the next stage and outline plan for the remainder of the work
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Project started

A gate decision might result in approval to proceed, a request for work to be revised, or deferral or
termination of the project. Model project life cycles may be developed for undertaking particular
types of project.

Figure 1.3 : Example project life cycle with stages, gates and assurance

1.3.4.1 Integration with other Component Projects
All projects are unique and therefore, each one of them does not t into a single integration policy.
Integration issues are project specic. However, in all projects the common issues and challenges
are with respect to planning vs execution. There may be a good planning and scheduling in place
but during the course of execution, several problems may surface. Such things have not taken into
consideration while planning or the challenges are so unique like Covid 19 that has caused not
only the delay in total execution but also may create partial disruption of the entire project. Though
such situations are rare but integration of project is only possible when all such disruptions also
have been taken into consideration for successful implementation of projects. Integration issues
generally arise from the elements considered while planning such as engineering drawings,
estimates, bill of materials, bill of quantity, time, cost, resources, communication, contract, nance,
technology, quality, health and safety, environment, plant and equipment, subcontract
management, site administration and control etc. The integration issues may be w.r.t. the various
engineering disciplines such as civil, mechanical, electrical; instrumentation, information &
technology etc. The Integration of all these for a given project is a big challenge for any
client/contractor/consultant and therefore, each project is unique.
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1.3.4.2 Approvals and Authorization – Decision Making
Decisions should be made in a timely manner by evaluating alternative choices against agreed
criteria. Stakeholders and subject matter experts should be consulted. Decisions might relate to:
•

Approving strategy

•

Initiating a program or project

•

Starting a new project stage e.g. gate or decision point (see 6.3, life cycles) or a new
program tranche

•

Suspending or terminating work

•

Selecting suppliers

•

Deciding options for further study

•

Selecting the solution

•

Approving plans and baselines

Decision may be conditional, with responsibility for fulfilling such conditions defined.
Decisions should be:
•

Holistic, taking account of the external context, whole life of outputs (such as in life service,
disposal) and negative impacts.

•

Phased to take into account risk

•

Communicated to the relevant stakeholders.

A program or project shall be governed through a business case. If a project is part of a program,
its business case may be included within the program's business case. A business case should
demonstrate strategic, economic, commercial, nancial and management justication.
The business case should be developed over a number of phases and should be updated to
reect changes and reviewed prior to every gate or decision point to justify continuing the work.
1.3.5

Roles and Responsibilities in Program Environment
1.3.5.1 Accountable Officer
The senior ofcial in an organization is accountable to the organization and the public for high
standards of probity in the management of public funds, including for projects. The equivalent
senior leaders of other public sector organizations are expected to perform a similar role.
1.3.5.2 Portfolio Manager/Director
The portfolio director is accountable to a dened higher authority for the direction and governance
of the portfolio, for realising the required benets at an acceptable level of risk. The portfolio
director provides leadership and direction and owns the portfolio strategy and plan. The portfolio
manager/director leads and coordinates the effective and efcient operation of portfolio
management and ensures the ow of information to decision makers.
1.3.5.3 Program Manager/Program Director
The senior responsible owner is ultimately accountable for a program or project meeting its
objectives, delivering the required outcomes and realizing the required benets. Such a senior
responsible owner in the role of Program Director/Program manager owns the business case and
is accountable for all aspects of governance.
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1.3.5.4 Project manager
The project manager is accountable to program manager/director for establishing the governance
framework and for the day-to-day management of a project, to deliver the desired outcomes and
outputs, and assure realization of the required benets.
1.3.5.5 Other Management and Team Roles
Other management and team roles should be dened to suit the needs of the work required, for
example those managing the development of specialist outputs. Examples include roles relating to
agile delivery, service and operations management, business change, communications and
various engineering disciplines.
1.3.6

Key Competencies of Program Manager/Program Director
1.3.6.1 Leadership Competencies
All program managers are expected to have strong team building and leadership capabilities to
drive their program without any hindrances. Leadership is an important aspect of managing. All
program leaders are required to manage the resources and stakeholders in a programme and
therefore, the success of a program manager depends upon its style of leadership that shows their
competency level. The leaders should be able to understand the people, motivate or encourage or
inspire them, punish for wrongdoing and inuence people through their power and create a
competing climate for sustenance. In professional organization we come across various styles of
leaders such as autocratic, democratic or participative, free-rein, situational. Likert has stated that
there are four types of leadership system i.e. exploitive authoritative, benevolent authoritative,
consultative and participative.
1.3.6.2 Integration Competencies
There may be several projects under one program. All the projects need to be integrated by using
closed loops system. A program manager may face several hurdles while at the time of integration
apart from ensuring that the program is delivered well within the time, cost, resources and
maintaining the highest quality and least uncertainties. These require continuous monitoring and
control throughout the life cycle of the program. A program manager should have strong
knowledge and competencies of program implementation plan and only then successful
integration of the program is possible.
1.3.6.3 Stakeholder management Competencies
Stakeholders are referred as an individual or a group having interest in the program either directly
or indirectly inuence over the program or affected by the program. The stakeholders may be
internal or external. There are various types of stakeholders as identied during the life cycle of a
program. Their competencies depend based upon the role they are expected to discharge. For
example, various consultants are appointed at the program initiation stage to assess technical,
nancial, commercial, environmental, and legal requirements. These consultants are not only
responsible to advice the project owners but also actively participate during the program
implementation. The success of the program implementation largely depends upon the
competencies of such stakeholders.
1.3.6.4 Communication Competencies
Much has been written on the program communication in the middle and later part of this section.
Communication is one of the important organs of program management. It is important to identify
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who will receive what communication at when and how and accordingly it will be disseminated.
Generally, two types of communication is considered i.e. routine communication such as status
reports which represents the state of the projects at any given point of time based upon which it is
possible to diagnose the future course of action; and the second type includes various exception
reports which could not be complied during the project delivery such as issues and challenges,
project variance reports, or other communications that require the management attention or action.
The goal is to ensure that adequate or sufcient amount of reports are generated with utmost
accuracy and time to meet the management's communications needs.
1.3.6.5 Contract Management Competencies
Contracts are the nerve center of Program. There may be several projects under a program and
those said projects are administered and controlled by individual contracts. Failure to administer
the contract means failure of the project and leads to failure of the program and hence each and
every contract must be well built, making sure that all elements have been included, both the
parties have signed the document knowing their rights, duties and obligations, scope of work and
deliverable. The competency of a contract depends upon when any condition attached to a
contract is capable to perform, well construed, accepted by both the parties and legally bonded.

1.4

Introduction to the Global Standards for Program Management

The major global standards for program management are summarized below.
1.4.1

Project Management Institute (PMI)
Project Management Institute (PMI) is the world's leading association for project, program and
portfolio management. The standard for Program Management has been developed by Project
Management Institute (PMI). It provides guidance on program management performance domains,
program life cycle, program management principles, practices and activities. The standard for
program management (4th edition) developed by PMI provides information and relevant inputs.

1.4.2

International Project Management Association (IPMA)
IPMA's vision is “Promoting competence throughout society to enable a world in which all projects
succeed.” IPMA have dened standards such as Project Excellence Baseline (for excellent
projects) and Organizational Competence Baseline (for organizations).

1.4.3

Australian Institute of Project Management (AIPM)
AIPM is a premier project management organization in Australia. AIPM's role is to improve the
knowledge, skills and competence of project managers and project team members. The basic
framework for Certied Practicing Senior Project Manager (CPSPM), comprises
a) Advanced project management practices
b) Project governance
c) Project context
d) Organizational change
e) Engagement and inuencing
f) Project leadership
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1.4.4

Project Management Association of Japan (PMAJ)
The goal of PMAJ is to educate project management practitioners and provide products and
services that support project management practices. PMAJ also offer Program & Project
Management for Enterprise Innovation (P2M). P2M provides guidelines for enterprise innovation by
way of program and project management. The purpose of P2M is to assist in enterprise growth
and survival in the globally competitive business and public services environment. It also
supplements other international project management bodies of knowledge and project
management competency standards. Part III of P2M guidebook discusses Program Management.
Basic framework of Program Management as per P2M guidelines comprises of
a) Program Management common view
b) Integration management
c) Project management
d) Segment management

1.4.5

Global alliance for the project professionals (GAPPS)
GAPPS is a unique association of government, industry, professional associations, national
qualication bodies and training/academic institutions. GAPPS provides reliable information and
comparison of various project management standards. The vision of GAPPS is to provide
“independent reference benchmark for alignment and transportability of standards and
qualications for leadership and management of projects, programs, and portfolios”.
GAPPS is coordinated by experienced volunteers. All the resources are made available free of
charge for download on their website. The membership of GAPPS is open to any organizations
who wish to contribute and also get beneted from understanding of project management.
Member organizations can develop their networks, skills and understanding by working with
leading practitioners and academics. GAPPS offers tools for Project, Program and Portfolio
management that covers
a) Comparison of Standards
b) Assessment methods
c) Complexity
d) Assessment tools

1.4.6

PRINCE 2
PRINCE2 (Projects IN Controlled Environments) is one of the most widely used methods for
managing projects globally. PRINCE2 is a process-based method for effective project
management. The methodology is based on experience drawn from thousands of projects and
from the contributions of numerous project sponsors, project managers, project teams,
academics, trainers and consultants. PRINCE2 manual titled 'Managing Successful Projects with
PRINCE2' provides insights into the practices for project management. The eligibility guidelines for
various PRINCE2 certications can be referred on their website (http://www.prince2.com ).

1.4.7

International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
ISO 21500:2012 provides guidance for project management. ISO 21500:2012 includes high-level
description of concepts and processes that are considered as good practices in project
management. Projects are covered in the context of programmes and project portfolios. ISO
21500:2012 does not provide detailed guidance on the management of programs and project
portfolios. Table 5: Summarizes various global associations for Project Management.
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1.5

PESTEL Analysis

PESTEL analysis is a systematic tool used within the planning process. A PESTEL analysis is a multifaceted
technique applied to examine and plan the external inuences on any construction project and
infrastructure program and to facilitate informed decision making about long term strategies. This analysis is
used to map macro environment factors inuencing any program or project and to identify opportunities
and risks generating from these factors. PESTEL is an acronym for political, economic, social, technical,
environmental, and legal factors. The advantages of using PESTEL are that it gives an overview of the
current changes transpiring at macro level and develops strategic thinking and thus reducing the
probability of project or program failing, for the reasons beyond one's control. Details of PESTEL analysis is
out of InBoK scope, as it is widely practiced strategic technique, with abundant tools and literature covering
this topic.

1.6

Program Risk and Issue Management

Risk and issue management ensures objectives are more likely to be achieved, bearing in mind uncertainty,
unexpected events and threats or opportunities from undertaking the work, using the solution, and from the
external environment. A risk is an uncertainty of outcome (positive or negative).
An issue is a relevant event that has happened (or is inevitable), was not planned and requires management
action. It could be a problem, benet, query, concern, change request or a risk that has occurred.
Risks and issues should be:
•

Identied, assigned an owner and evaluated, taking into account the impact, and the timing of triggering
causes (proximity).

•

Responded through mitigating actions to eliminate, reduce or avoid consequences or reduce the
possibility of occurrence; risks may be accepted.

•

Monitored to resolution and closed when no longer valid; residual and secondary risks, if any, should be
identied and responded to.

Risk controls should be reviewed to ensure they are still effective.
Risks should be managed as individual risks and collectively. Contingency may be retained at an
appropriate level in the work hierarchy and authorized if needed.
Overall risk should be managed within the implementing organization's risk appetite and tolerance.
Risks might be related to:
•

The chance of an event occurring and its potential consequences.

•

An unknown variable for which assumptions need to be made (for example number of users, ination)
which should be understood, articulated in the business case and, where possible, quantied using
cost- benet analysis.

The circumstances which poses challenges to program implementation should be determined, using
techniques such as simulation, contingent scenarios and sensitivity analysis.
Risks and issues which an owner cannot resolve should be escalated or reassigned, as necessary. The
work component hierarchy (described in Introduction to InBoK) can be used as a basis for escalating or
reassigning risks. Risk owners might be outside the formal hierarchy but should be responsible to a person
in the work component's management structure.
In Programs, initial risk analysis is performed to access the program level risks and is continually review
throughout program implementation and execution of constituent projects.
Details of Risk Management at Program Level and component project level are detailed in Section 20
Integrated Risk Management
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1.7

Program Validation and Decision Hierarchies

Validation can be seen as one of the signicant elements of program management. Validation can also be
viewed as a well-documented activity integrating program management and systems engineering. Some of
the major activities of validation (see Fig. 1.4) are:
a) Develop validation framework for evaluating and monitoring the performance of the program
b) Coordination with major stakeholders of the program, to ensure the program objectives are met
c) Provide reliable analysis of program outcomes for decision making
d) Conduct a benchmarking study, if needed, to ensure stakeholders that the programme strategies and
outcome expected are in line with industry best practices
The program validation can occur in multiple steps as well as stages and it can be used to check whether
the program meets its specied objectives (see Fig. 1.4) for different phases of validation). The program
manager and the program management team must decide upon the validation process and techniques
depending upon the nature of the program. Validation can be looked upon as a technique to monitor the
progress of the program.

Figure 1.4 : Phases of validation [Lewis et al., 2018]

1.6.1.

Program Validation Studies
1.6.1.1. Validation studies of Existing reports available for the program
Typically before starting a program there are various independent studies/reports on the
constituent projects. The program manager must prepare a consolidated validation study to
ensure that overlaps and interfeace between various projects has been considered. The validation
study can include key elements such as purpose, methodology, program performance, issues,
lessons learned, recommendations, etc. The validation study for a given program can be
understood by referring to example in Table 1.2
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Name of the
program

High Speed Rail Project

Purpose

The purpose of this validation is to independently review
the program design document, program baseline,
program interface, monitoring plan, industry
benchmarking and other relevant criteria.

Methodology

The validation will be performed as per the standard
operating procedures, stakeholder consultation, site
visits, program document review, etc

Program
performance

Evaluate the program performance in terms of design,
technical speciﬁcations, ﬁnancial con straints, quality
issues, environmental considerations, resources, etc.

Issues

Highlight the issues related to approvals, procurements,
testing mechanism, communication, etc.

Lessons learned

Document the lessons learned in terms of program
documents, des ign considerations, technical and
ﬁnancial approvals, site conditions, environmental
issues, resource allocation, etc.

Recommendations

Suggest suitable recommendations for improving the
methodology of validation, program performance, etc.

Note: The validation report mentioned above is indicative and aimed at providing simplicity to the readers in understanding the
concept. The length of validation report varies from case to case basis. In some situations, additional information in the form of
appendix can also be attached to the main document.

1.6.1.2. High-level Cost summary at program level
The high-level cost summary needs to be developed during the initiation phase which then serves
as a guideline for selecting the funding source and budget allocation. It can also provide directives
for efcient spending of available funding. Some programs may have single funding source
whereas others may have multiple funding source. The high-level cost summary may include key
elements such as overall budget, funding source, funding allocation, funding approvals, etc. It
must be noted that the overall budget provided in the high-level cost summary does not include
detailed cost estimation. The high-level cost summary is a part of initiation phase and therefore
constitutes to a rough order of magnitude estimate. Due to limited information available at the
initiation phase, the detailed cost estimation may be difcult to evaluate. The detailed cost
estimation activity occurs subsequently in the planning phase.
1.7.1

Program Business case and Viability
The project management body of knowledge (PMBOK) denes business case as “A documented
economic feasibility study used to establish the validity of the benets of a selected component
lacking sufcient denition and that is used as a basis for the authorization of project management
activities”. The business case is a signicant necessary step for initiating a particular program. The
program manager must coordinate with key sponsors and key stakeholders for developing the
business case. The objective of the business case is to evaluate the program's investment against
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the program's benets. Though the formation of business case takes place at the initiation level, it
is necessary to revisit and update on regular basis. This ensures that the program objectives are
aligned with the deliverables. The program business case may include brief information about the
program outcomes, high level risks involved, opportunities, business and operation impact, market
demand and barriers, etc. Some of the salient features of business case may include the following
1.7.1.1 Program outcomes
This section must highlight brief information about the outcomes of the program. The program
outcomes must be written in a simple and precise manner. The ambiguity in the program
outcomes may result in lack of clarity while framing the program management plan.
1.7.1.2 High level risks and opportunities
This section must document the high-level risks as well as the opportunities associated with the
given program. The program for infrastructure sector is always on top priority on government
agenda. Therefore, identication of high level risks helps to overcome the unnecessary obstacles
in the later stage. The opportunities identied can also be linked with the benet management
plan.
1.7.1.3 Business and operation Impact
This section must highlight the impact of business case at the strategic as well as operational level.
Business impact analysis may include operational impact, nancial impact, operational
prioritization, business disruptions, etc. The business and operation impact helps to understand
the impact of critical factors such as lost/delayed sale, increased expenditures, legal penalties,
customer dissatisfaction, etc. Brief information rather than detailing can be specied in this section.
1.7.1.4 Market demands and Barriers
This section highlights the market demands and barriers to the specied program. Market analysis
for the specied program may include nature of market, market drivers, technological advances,
key barriers, etc.
1.6.2.

Program Charter
The program charter is an important program document. It provides authority to the program
manager to make use of resources for executing the program. The program is ofcially authorized
after the approval of program charter. The program steering committee authorizes the program by
issuing the program charter. This process takes place after the approval of business case. The
program charter contributes a major role in the initiation phase of the program. The program
success can be linked with adequate framing of the program charter. The key elements of program
charter may include goals and objectives, assumptions, constraints, success factors, high level
risk, high level schedule, key stakeholders, etc. Some of the salient features of program charter
may include the following:
1.6.2.1. Goal and objective
This section must highlight the goal and objective of the program charter. The goal and objective
must be written in a simple and precise manner.
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1.6.2.2. Assumption
This section covers the assumptions considered while framing the program charter. Assumptions
are factors that are considered to be true, real or certain. Assumptions are expected to change
during the program life cycle. Assumptions must be validated during the program duration.
1.6.2.3. Constraints
One of the responsibilities of program manager is to understand and manage the program
constraints. Constraints are the factors that can impact the program outcomes in terms of cost,
time and quality. The program manager also must understand other factors such as resources,
customer satisfaction, risks, etc while dealing with the constraints. Constraints are likely to change
during the program life cycle.
1.6.2.4. Success factors
This section must indicate the success factors contributing towards the specied program.
1.6.2.5. High level risk
Identify the high-level risk associate with the specied program. These risks are likely to change
during the program life cycle.
1.6.2.6. High level schedule
Describe the total planned length of the program and highlight the summary milestone schedule.
1.6.2.7. Key stakeholders
In this section, mention the list of key stakeholders that could impact or be impacted by the
program outcomes. It is the responsibility of the program manager to spend sufcient time with the
key stakeholders while framing the key elements of the project charter.
1.7.2

Program Roadmap - Describe the Program charter in terms of following:
The conversion of business case and program charter into a useful execution process is indicated
by program road map. The program road map is a chronological representation of some of the key
elements such as program's intended direction, major program milestones and project
dependencies. It provides a reference map for program initiation to closure. The program road
map can be used as a valuable tool for evaluating the progress of program and program
deliverables. The effectiveness of program governance can be improved by adequate framing of
program road map. The program manager may use the internal template developed within the
organization or use software packages such as excel, power point, Microsoft project, etc. for
preparing program road map. The program road map is an iterative document and must be
reviewed on regular basis by the program manager and the program management team.
1.7.2.1 Chronological representation of Program's intended direction
This can include program timeline highlighting the start date, milestone schedules followed by
closure date.
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1.7.2.2 Graphical representation of program phases and dependencies
This can include graphical representation of program phases and milestone schedules. The
program map is a tool that can show an illustrative overview of the program. This can also include
cross - project dependencies. The map must indicate the critical deliverables along with
dependencies of cross - projects. See Fig 1.5 Graphical Representation of Program.

Figure 1.5 : Graphical Representation of Program

1.8

Program Economics

Economics offer an understanding of how economic factors inuence individual and collective decisions
which in turn affects the infrastructure programs. Given that an infrastructure program gets affected due to
complex, dynamic and ever evolving changes occurring in the economic environment, its design and
implementation cannot be done in isolation from the rest of the economy. A program manager needs to
keep abreast of new and emerging trends in the economy to make appropriate decisions at various stages
in program planning cycle. In light of the fact that infrastructure development makes use of public resources
to a greater extent, the key macro-economic factors like economic growth rate, ination rate, exchange rate
changes, etc., require consideration during the program implementation since these factors may affect a
program's performance. This will prevent the viability of the infrastructure project getting affected.
1.8.1

Economic Considerations
The economic considerations for program implementation are discussed below but are not
organized in any order of importance.
1.8.1.1 Economic growth and business cycles
The uctuation in the economic growth (gross domestic product-GDP) is often referred to as
business cycles. A rise in GDP indicates that demand is increasing, employment is rising and so
will the investments in business and infrastructure. However, a fall in GDP will result into reduced
demand, rise in unemployment and a decrease in investment in business and infrastructure. Some
sectors like construction or infrastructure are more vulnerable to such economic swings and so
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investments in such areas are cyclical. Since these uctuations signicantly affect the operations of
infrastructure program, accurate interpretation of these economic signals both at national and
global level ought to be considered to reduce the implementation delays and cost overruns. For
example, the staged opening of the highway, from 1998 onwards coincided with an economic
downturn, and initial trafc volume did not meet expectations resulting into revenue shortfall. Toll
highway trafc is more vulnerable to economic downturn than toll-free highway trafc. Since,
decline in economic activity and income affects drivers' decisions to use toll highway (More details
at: http://tcdc2.undp.org/GSSDAcademy/SIE/Docs/Vol15/14Mozambique.pdf).
1.8.1.2 Changes in market demand
A preliminary market assessment and demand analysis are essential part of infrastructure program
planning and implementation especially for market-led infrastructure projects like toll roads, rapid
transport system, etc. Investigating the existing services, target groups, forecasting potential
demand, predicting the change in demand over the life cycle of the project, etc. should be done
accurately, else the revenue generated from the project gets affected, cost escalates and
additional work increases. This further may result into risk of defaulting. For example: During the
designing of six laning of Panipat-Jalandhar section enough inputs from locals were not
considered. Since local commuters found the design too inconvenient, they protested and blocked
the work. Finally, the National Highway Authority of India (NHAI) had to meet the demand of locals
and agreed to make elevated road at Phagwara. This resulted in additional work and considerable
escalation of cost.
1.8.1.3 Prevailing interest rate
This is an important macroeconomic variable from infrastructure program point of view since return
on investment (ROI) is calculated for examining the economic viability of the program. Interest
rates also affect the future cash ows of the infrastructure investments. For an infrastructure
program, a high interest rates will have lower equity returns since it makes debt more expensive.
This in turn means, at margin the program will not be affordable or fundable. A oating interest rate
in the economy can result in increase in program cost Hence to be better placed, it is imperative to
understand how higher rates affect the time value of capital and thereby infrastructure investments.
1.8.1.4 Financial capabilities
Infrastructure program demands considerable inow of investment capital. Infrastructure nancing
hinges on the techniques of project nance (Brealey et al (1996)). According to the nature of
infrastructure program, the structure and types of nance exists to fund not only development and
operation of the program life cycle but also in some cases to cover maintenance and operations.
The different sources of funding are local or central government, banks and nancial institutions,
pension funds, insurance companies, institutional investors, etc. However, uncertainty, scarcity of
available funds for investment, the presence of structural and regulatory hurdles, scal constraints
faced by governments, present challenges and delay of ow of investment into infrastructure
program. Hence, it is imperative for a program manager to tap the varied nancial resources and
broaden the potential investors by mixing various nancial instruments so as to diversify the risks.
1.8.1.5 Labour rates
In an economy, if there is a perennial shortage of skilled and semi-skilled labour while the demand
for labour is continuously increasing due to expansion of infrastructure projects then this will result
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into rise in the wage rates. Hence, a program manager needs to consider the trends of labour
market and labour rates so as to manage costs efciently while planning for infrastructure projects.
This is because if the rise in wage rate is unexpected then it will impact the costs of infrastructure
program. Further, if the labour costs are rising rapidly, the program manager can either invest in
capital intensive technology or can spend on training and thus can increase labour productivity to
avert the risk of cost overruns of the program.
1.8.1.6 Inflation rate
Another important factor that affects the cost and budget of infrastructure program is ination in the
economy. Generally, during the proposal of program the capital cost is estimated based on
prevailing price. However, this involves error of underestimating ination factor which keeps on
uctuating throughout the program life cycle. A higher ination rate increases the cost of debt, that
is due to an increase in ination the cost of capital rises while its net present value declines
resulting into equity and cash burnout. Ination also affects the estimated budget and leads to cost
overruns. Moreover, the way monetary policy behaves in response to ination in the country affects
not only infrastructure nances but also the bank lending. Further, ination affects material prices
and also labour wages. However, if the material prices increase more rapidly than the general
ination rate, then programs with lower future costs will be unfairly penalised and vice versa. Since
rising material and general prices is a multi-dimensional problem, the program manager needs to
be proactive in handling budget and job costing by accurately forecasting these prices.
1.8.1.7 Exchange rate
Generally, infrastructure program in developing countries are executed through public private
partnerships (PPPs) to develop and nance the infrastructure. International nancial institutions,
through hard currency funding, play a major role in nancing such infrastructure which require
long term nancing. However, given the characteristics of international oating exchange rate
regime, hard currency loans may generate currency risk. This risk depends on factors like type of
infrastructure program, infrastructure costs, and the availability of infrastructure revenues. For
instance, an infrastructure project in India is nanced in dollars but the revenue collected is in
rupees. This creates asset-liability currency mismatch. Now suppose rupee depreciates against
dollars by 5%, revenues are unaltered but liabilities increase by 5%. This poses exchange rate risk.
Further, depreciation of rupee will also impact the prices of imported raw material to be used for
infrastructure leading to cost escalation. The program manager should incorporate exchange rate
uctuations and accordingly strategize to manage currency risks.
1.8.1.8 Fiscal policy
Policies related to the changes in tax rate or tax policies, subsidies, tariffs etc., may impact the
cash ows, investments, working capital, material costs and work contracts of any infrastructure
program. Further, an effective tax structure directly affects the program's net internal rate of return
and can attract foreign investors. For instance, a sudden rise in tax rates may block the working
capital and may increase the pain in terms of valuation, invoicing, compliance, etc. Also, for
program manager the cost increases and so careful tax planning is vital.
Apart from above mentioned factors, other factors like legal and regulatory environment,
protectionism with regard to foreign trade, availability of resources, level of investment in the
country, and adoption of new technology in the country also inuence the success of infrastructure
programs and hence requires consideration during the implementation stage of infrastructure
program. For example, land acquisition norms and slow dispute resolution process delays the
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project and results into time and cost overruns. A sound infrastructure program that understands,
recognizes, and predicts macroeconomic trend, will be responsive and resilient to long-term trends
and can cover losses by simulating different probability scenarios.
1.8.2

Program Formulation and Appraisal Process
Program management integrates the individual elements of the projects in order to achieve a
common objective. It is entirely cross-functional in its approach, managing across the various
disciplines of constituent projects such as engineering, designing, planning, procurement,
construction and nance as well as various components like power, water, highways, waste
management, telecommunication, multi-use development etc. Hence, the identication of such
potential investment programs is also known as program identication, which is the rst and crucial
stage in the Program investment appraisal process. A program idea may not emerge all of a
sudden. A program idea does not arrive by itself. It has to be sought after, identied and created.
The program appraisal process ow diagram is given below in Fig. 1.6.

Figure 1.6 : Program formulation and appraisal process

Once the program idea is created and is prima facie approved, a detailed process of program
formulation and appraisal starts with the program planning stage. At this stage, a detailed program
plan is developed. It highlights the key issues involved in the program and the key requirements
etc. Once, the program planning is done, the program is analyzed. The analysis is a time
consuming and a multilayered process, which involves analyzing a program for its viability in terms
of markets, technology, environment, social and last but not the least in terms of the nancials.
Even though, programs initiated by any government may not necessarily have the nancial
motives, still, nancial feasibility is an important issue to be examined for a program. There are
several techniques that are available for program investment appraisal (see Fig. 1.7).
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Figure 1.7 : Program Investment Appraisal Techniques

1.8.2.1 Program Investment Appraisal Techniques
The program investment appraisal techniques are broadly divided into two categories. The rst
category is discounting technique and the second is non-discounting techniques. The major
difference between the discounting and non-discounting technique is that non discounting
techniques do not consider the time value of money. These techniques assume that the value of
money will remain same over a period and it will not change. This assumption is unrealistic at
times, but it makes the calculations easy. In order words, the techniques here discard the
importance of ination and deation. Only the list of techniques are mentioned below, as these are
standard techniques employed in project appraisals. Project professionals are encouraged to get
familiarized with basics of these techniques.
•

Non-Discounting Techniques: Pay Back Period

•

Discounting Techniques
Ø Net Present Value (NPV)
Ø Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
Ø Modied Internal Rate of Return (MIRR)

1.8.2.2 Program Finance Management
Financial management ensures the efcient and effective management of money (funds) to
accomplish the objectives of the organization.
The level of funding needed should be determined, in the short and long term for the portfolio,
program or project including any subsequent in-life or running costs. Sources of funding should be
secured. The management framework should be dened, including nancial accountabilities,
levels of delegation, approvals and monitoring. Financial reports should be reliable and provided
to decision makers and to managers of work components in a timely manner.
Once the program analysis is done and appropriate programs are selected, the next step is
program nancing. Program nancing is an issue that deals with deciding the appropriate capital
structure, choosing the nancing instruments, examining the pros and cons of each of the
instrument and also examine the possibilities of international nancing. The sources of nance can
be categorized as internal and external. The internal sources refer to the nance raised by program
stakeholders in form of ownership and external sources refer to the use of debt. The internal
sources are also referred as equity and the external sources are also referred as debt (see Fig.
1.8).
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Figure 1.8 : Sources of Finance

•

Equity Shares
The equity shares represent the ownership of the program. The equity shareholders bear all the risk;
hence they also enjoy the rewards for taking the risk. They are considered as the real owners of the
program as they have the voting rights, have right to residual income in form of dividend, right to control
and pre-emptive rights. A pre-emptive right is provided to a select group of shareholders to purchase
additional shares in the event of a seasoned offering and residual claim in case of right in liquidation.
Some of the advantages of equity shares are that it is not mandatory to pay dividend to shareholders in
case of losses. The equity shares are perpetual and have innite life and the ownership of the shares
can be transferred from one person to another.

•

Internal Accruals
Internal accruals of a program consist of depreciation and amortization reserves and retained earnings.
The advantage of internal accruals is that these funds are readily available and you don't have to take
permission of any other stakeholder to use these funds. Further, there is no additional cost incurred, if
these resources are used in the program. The use of internal accruals also protects the existing
stakeholders from dilution of control. However, the availability of these resources in a program may be
limited; hence they may not be adequate to full the requirement. Additionally, internal accruals have
high opportunity cost associated with them.

•

Bonds and debentures
Akin to promissory notes, bonds are “I owe you” instruments. It means that it is form of debt nancing.
The investors who buy bonds are known as bondholders. The relationship between the company and
the bondholder is same as of a borrower and the lender. However, unlike the simple borrowing, where
there is only a single lender or a consortium of lenders, in case of bonds, there are multiple lenders. The
bonds provide fare more exibility than a term loans as they offer greater choice with respect to maturity
period, coupon rate (xed and exible), security, repayment terms and conditions, and special features
like call and put. The bonds are also traded on stock exchanges similar to the equity shares, hence
provide sufcient liquidity to its investors.
The bonds have a face value, which is also known as the par value, which shows the amount which the
company or government body promises to pay at the time of maturity. The coupon rate is nothing but
the rate of interest payable to the bondholder. This rate can be xed or exible. Maturity date is the date
at which the bond gets matured, and the principal amount is paid to the bondholder. Redemption value
is the value paid to the bondholder, at the time of expiry of the term for which bond is issued. Bonds
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have a clear advantage over other securities such as equity as the volatility of bonds (especially short
and medium dated bonds) is lower than that of equities. Thus, bonds are generally viewed as safer
investments than stocks. Bonds are often liquid and it is often fairly easy for an institution to sell a large
quantity of bonds without affecting the price much, which may be more difcult for equities.
1.8.2.3 Government Guidelines for Financing of Infrastructure Programs
Infrastructure programs in India are owned and managed by the government or a government
undertaking. Given the massive investments required infrastructure, there is now a broad
consensus that private sector participation in this activity must be encouraged. Private initiative in
infrastructure programs can take many forms, ranging from contracted operation of public utilities
to full ownership, operation and maintenance of these facilities. A typical example is an electricity
generation program, in which the private sector builds, owns, operates a project for a certain
period of time (called the “Concession Period”) and nally transfers back to the government. This
concept is called BOOT. For a road programs, the private sector may be invited simply to build the
facility, operate it during Concession Period and nally, at the end of the concession period,
transfer the facility back to the government (BOT) without actually ever owning the same.
The projects in these programs may be implemented by a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV), which is
a distinct corporate entity. Project sponsors take an equity stake in the SPV. The SPV enters into
iron-clad contractual arrangements with project contractors, off takers, operators, government, and
project lenders. The dependence on debt is usually high and lenders generally lend on a nonrecourse basis. This means that project lenders would not have any fallback on the
resources/assets of the sponsors if the SPV fails to meet debt servicing obligations.

1.9

Program Stakeholder Engagement Plan

Stakeholder engagement ensures the needs and concerns of stakeholders are addressed sufciently to
enable the objectives to be met. A stakeholder is any individual, group or organisation that can affect, be
affected by, or perceive itself to be affected by an initiative (programme, project, activity).
Stakeholders should be identied, and their interests and expectations understood. A plan should be
developed dening how to engage them in a co-ordinated and appropriate way. The engagement plan
should be implemented, monitored and updated to reect newly emerging stakeholders and changes in the
position of existing stakeholders. Stakeholder attitudes should be assessed, updated and validated
throughout the work.
Stakehoders can affect the organization explicitly, implicitly, legally, throgh contracts, power and inuence.
So the two theoretical dimensions in dening stakeholders; strategic dimensions and the normative
dimensions. Normative dimesions includes scopes of wide number of stakeholders unlike strategic
dimensions which restricts the scope of stakeholders. As shown in gure, staegic dimension curve is more
narrow to the right as it restricts the number of stakeholders, while normative dimension curve includes
wider stakeholders so the curve becomes broader to the left side as shown in Fig. 1.9.
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Figure 1.9 : Stakeholder dimensions (Source: Friedman and Miles 2006)

For more details on stakeholder management, refer InBoK Section 5: Initiation and Stakeholder
Engagement Plan

1.10

Program Implementation Plan

1.10.1

Introduction
Generally, all infrastructure projects face tremendous challenges right from acquisition of land up
until total development of the project. To meet the ongoing and future challenges, all organizations
will need to have well conceptualized program implementation planning and strategy in place so
as to drive the projects within time, cost and resources and derive appropriate value at the hands
of their owners.

1.10.2

Program Background and Location
Programs are established in order to achieve certain goals or objectives and hence the program
background and its location must be known by the implementers, executors, operation and
maintenance group. The knowledge of program background helps to prepare micro and macro
planning, funding requirements, contract management, assessment of health, safety and
environment, land use, role of various stakeholders and their expectations at the time of
implementation. The program background also highlights the national or international importance
of the program once implemented and its locational advantage.

1.10.3

Program Brief and Charter
The rst set of documents that are prepared prior to initiating the program. Generally, the program
sponsors prepare this program brief highlighting the funding and other inputs required from key
stakeholders. The client or owner suggests the implementation plan and provides details outlining
the importance of the program that includes the program charter wherein vision, mission,
objectives, outcome, benets, constraints or challenges and all sorts of assumptions of the
program are mentioned. This charter serves as a link between the program and ongoing projects
of the organization. The charter depicts the authority level of the program manager and once
approved, it means that the program is ofcially accepted, documented and authorized for
implementation.
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Then this program brief is forwarded to the review board or comparable group within the
organization so as to approve the program and add to the project portfolio. This followed by the
business case leads to the formal initiation process according to its priority. The program brief
should address the specic criteria to be used by the organization for the implementation of the
program.
1.10.4

Program Vision and Success Factors
The vision statement mentions about the desired end state for the programme. It describes how
that state will benet the organization after implementation of the program and the outcomes
required achieving the vision. The outcome must be measurable so as to ascertain the weightage
of success and the factors contributed for such success while at the time of implementation.

1.10.5

Program Objectives
Every program encompasses a set of objectives that needs to be fullled. The objective statement
of the program shows the involvement of organization's businesses w.r.t various projects, customer
requests, market demand, regulations etc. The statement supports the organization's business
plan and strategic goals. All objectives should be measurable and should speak about the success
criteria. The program objectives are directly linked to implementation planning and strategy.

1.10.6

Program Strategy and its Purpose
. Strategies are a statement of intent. Once implemented, it means the intent has been realized or
achieved. Strategy is the agenda for the top leadership in any organization formulated while at the
time of implementation of plan. All programs are guided by appropriate strategy to realize the value
and optimal use of resources at the time of implementation. Program is the missing link between
the strategy conceptualized by the top leadership and the projects and operations so as to realize
the value. Generally, the program constitutes number of projects and any other action plans to
meet the competitive advantage. Organizations to benet from their programs and derive values
should have sound program implementation plan with the linkage of high-level strategy.
Prior to the implementation process began, the strategy makers should nd out the people
responsible to carry out the plan; how everyone going to work together? How to implement the
strategy and what must be done to align the organization's operations in the new intended
directions. Therefore, while drawing the program strategy, three things to consider a) how to
achieve the strategy b) how to manage changes c) how to achieve effectiveness w.r.t the goal,
resources, internal process and conicting values. But if the strategic managers do not have skills
and competencies, lack of prociency and are unable to understand the strategic language, then
obviously, the organizations will not be able to derive the expected outcome after implementation
of the program.

1.10.7

Update of Strategy Document
Its a living document that applies to one's own program. Updates to the strategy document will
reect the program achievement, risks, changes, constraints, remedial measures and other
ongoing variables of the program implementation plan. The strategic document shall be updated
continuously based on the requirement.
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1.10.8

Intended users of the Strategy Document
The intended users of the strategy document are the senior leadership in the organization, those
who are responsible to drive the program, projects and portfolio management. The intended
strategies are described in detail matching with respect to organization's strategic plan. The
intended strategies must be well laid out while drawing the program implementation plan.

1.10.9

Program Policy
Prior to the implementation of any program a policy development process is undertaken so as to
help the organization to choose the best suited alternative after evaluating the possible options.
The policy should be exible enough for any changes to safeguard or protect the need of the
owner/client. The policy must ensure consistency, credibility, support and replication. The policy
document should include the a) the purpose and philosophy b) line of authority and its limitations
c) roles, responsibilities and accountabilities of the personnel d) current and future resources e)
strategic interventions f) coordination and integration g) program evaluation and expected
outcome h) public relations etc.

1.10.10 Stakeholder Identification
While planning for implementation of a program, it is important to identify the actual stakeholders.
Stakeholders are referred as an individual or a group having interest in the program; inuence over
the program either directly or indirectly or provides information to the program or affected by the
program. The stakeholders may be internal or external. The roles of the stakeholders may be
based on functions, making program decisions, provide funding, resources, expert advice,
consultations, dening or narrating customers' requirements and expectations, benets, outcomes
etc. Failure to identifying the stakeholders and not meeting their demands and expectations may
lead to time and cost overrun, unexpected issues and challenges and other non-conducive
consequences. The stakeholders plays very important role while implementing any program.
Therefore, it is important to identify the program/project specic stakeholders based on the various
phases/life cycle of the program/project.
1.10.11 Roles, Responsibilities and Accountability of Stakeholders
Once the stakeholders have been identied, there is a need to dene their roles, responsibilities
and accountabilities based on the life cycle of the program. The stakeholders may have varying
levels of responsibilities, authorities when participating. Their role and involvement may range from
occasional contribution while conceptualizing a program to full scale participation at the project
level which includes political, economical, social, nancial, technical, legal, environmental etc. they
may be project sponsor, customers or end users, sellers, business partners, organizational groups,
functional managers and others. Stakeholders are generally accountable to a program manager
(at the capacity of a senior bureaucrat). The program manager is responsible to balance the
interest of the stakeholders and ensure that his team interacts with stakeholders in a professional
and cooperative manner. The program manager may involve the project sponsors and other team
members from different locations during the time of program implementation.
1.10.12 Program Organisation
Generally, the program organization focuses on the roles, responsibilities, authorities, power and
accountability of the people responsible to implement program. The program organization focuses
on dened management structure and reporting arrangements according to the hierarchy of the
organization. The program organization is driven by the vision of leaders consisting of the
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Managers, Senior Managers, VP (Vice Presidents), CEO (Chief Executive Ofcer), COO (Chief
Operating Ofcer), MD (Managing Director) , Chairman and board members. Leaders motivate the
team and also show their commitments to the program and ensure that the personnel are engaged
effectively to receive their support for the program. Program coordination is an important task to
ensure that the desire benets are achieved.
The program manager is responsible for leading and managing the program on day to day basis
including new capabilities ensuring program governance, derive values and nally close the
program. The program manager is accountable for planning and designing the program,
proactively monitored its progress, minimizing the issues and conicts, managing and resolving
risks, prepare program budget, monitor expenditures and cost against the benet and dene the
program governance framework. The program manager also acts as business change manager
and manages the issues and challenges throughout the life cycle of the program. The program
manager irresponsible for efcient allocation of resources, develop skills within the project. The
program manger should have dynamic leadership skills and understand the wider objective of the
program so as to ensure appropriate coordination, cooperation, teamwork, maintain credibility
within the program environment and enjoy the support of all stakeholders.
The program ofce acts as a central nerve system and information hub for the program and
responsible for total coordination of all information, communication, monitoring and control,
resource allocation, program governance and total performance of the program. The program
ofce uses tools like program mandate, program brief, program charter, program denition
document and program preparation plan to monitor the program. There has to be an appropriate
level of engagement between projects and programs. Project level organization structure needs to
have clear leadership, direction setting, decision making and management.
1.10.13 Project (Package) Execution Plans (Pep)
Project execution plan involves breakdown the scope of work into several work packages related
to tasks within a project. By breaking a project into several work packages helps the project
manager to have micro level control over the specic tasks associate with each packages and
ultimately to control the entire project. For example, in case of EPC Projects engineering,
procurement and construction are three independent major packages and there may be further
sub-packages. Work packages allow performing tasks simultaneously by multiple teams in
parallel. Each team follows the task or scope dened for the work package and responsible to
complete within the given time, cost and resources. The teams are supervised by a team
leader/manager/supervisor/head for seamless integration of all the packages once the individual
work packages are completed. To measure, manage and control the estimates of such work
packages, the estimates are made at an activity level and thereafter aggregated to the work
package level. The well-known technique called EVM or Earned Value Management can be used
to measure the performance of such work packages.
1.10.14 Program Phasing and Deliverable Milestone
Wherever the programs are large and complex in nature, they are directed to implement in a
phased manner. Prior to announcing any program for implementation, its deliverables and
milestones are decided. Deliverables are considered as certain output while the milestones are the
timeline to achieve during the life cycle of the program. Both the deliverable and timeline is
monitored using the IT tools such as Internet of Things(IOT), Block Chain, Building Information
Model(BIM), Microsoft Project, Primavera and several other modern tools that are available so as
to ensure timely completion of the programme within its costs and resources and derive
appropriate values.
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1.11

Program Breakdown Structure

1.11.1

Definition
Program Breakdown Structure (PBS) is an objective-oriented breakdown of a program into smaller
related components. It is a hierarchical and incremental decomposition of program's objectives
into a group of related projects, subsidiary programs, operations or program activities that can be
managed in a coordinated manner to obtain benets not available from managing individually
(PMBOK, 6th Ed.).
As a strategy, when multiple projects are needed to accomplish a set of goals and objectives for an
organization, projects may be grouped together into a 'program' and when multiple programs are
needed to achieve organizational objectives, programs may be grouped under a 'portfolio'.
However, projects, programs and portfolios often share the same resources and stakeholders
increasing their interdependencies even though they may differ in their objectives and focus. This
may result in need for enhanced coordination within and across the projects or programs and
portfolios. PBS helps to break down the structure into manageable components for effective
governance.

Figure 1.10 : Program Breakdown Structure

PBS provides the necessary framework for detailed cost estimating and control, along with
schedule development and control. The framework and decisions are applicable across projects in
an organization and are inuenced by the organization policies.
1.11.2

Organization Breakdown Structure
1.11.2.1 Definition
Organization Breakdown Structure (OBS) is dened as 'a hierarchically organized depiction of the
program or project arranged so as to relate the work packages to the performing organizational
units' (PMBOK Guide, 3rd Ed). OBS identies the responsible personnel for every single
component or element of the program in the PBS and reinforces that each work package has a
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single point of accountability. OBS includes the various stakeholders of the programor project
including: owner, contractor, sponsors, consultants, government bodies and project team
members. Through this framework, OBS demonstrates the hierarchy of personnel with
responsibilities and the reporting structure.
1.11.2.2 Objective
The objectives of OBS are:
1. To identify and assign responsibility and accountability to every single element of the program
or project work packages.
2. To provide a framework for sequential program or project planning and control in terms of
resources, budget and schedule.
3. To tie the responsible organizational unit to cost control accounts
4. To facilitate communication amongst the various stakeholders of the program or project for
effective performance.
Eng. And SCM
Project
Manager 1
Interface
manager

Construction/
Other

Eng. & SCM
Project
Manager n
Construction/
Other

Program
Manager
Construction
Manager

Contractor 1
Contractor 2

Planning
Manager

Prog Life Cycle
PM&C

Other key
Functions

HSE, Quality,
IR, Media..

Figure 1.11 : Organization Breakdown Structure

1.12

Program Interfaces and Integration

The program environment is complex and there are multiple stakeholders with differing in opinion and often
conicting needs; their inputs are always affecting the process which may cause the high level of ambiguity
and uncertainty. Program often have a nality that cannot be dened clearly and require processes that are
both cyclic and aimed at reducing ambiguity. To reduce such ambiguity, the formulation phase must
address stakeholder issues. It requires continuous interface for identifying their needs and expectations,
estimating achievability, gaining agreement on objectives, and in the appraisal phase, assessing results
against these and reiterating all the steps on a regular basis for smooth integration. While at the time of
implementing projects, the interface between coordination and control is necessary to maintain the
successful system integration of engineering, development and construction and subsequent system
enhancements. To achieve this, a systematic process of Interface and Integration Management is necessary,
and this topic is dealt in detail in Section 8 of InBoK.
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1.13

Program Change Management and Control

Program Change Management and Control ensures only benecial or necessary changes to the baseline
are implemented. Changes might originate from any stakeholder, including policy makers, executive
management, end users, suppliers or team members. Alternatively, a change might result from a risk or
issue which cannot be resolved. Criteria should be dened to:
•

Dene what aspects of the work should be change controlled.

•

Direct which individuals or groups have the authority to approve changes

•

Ensure that contracts include sections on change management and control

Changes are inter-related with risks and issues which is depicted in Fig 1.12
Identified
risk

Risks

Residual risk

It doesn’t happen
It happens
Identified issue

Issues

Solved within plan
Cannot be solved within plan
Change
control

Change request

Updated
baseline

Figure 1.12 : Relationship between risks, issues and changes

Change requests should be recorded, identied, and dened. The impact of a change should be assessed
in terms of impact on the business case, objectives, benets, scope, resources, time, cost, quality and risk.
An implementation plan should be developed, prior to receiving approval to implement the change.
The decision should be communicated to all interested parties. Once the change has been incorporated
into the baselined plan and affected information updated, the change request should be closed.
Changes to systems/groups of interrelated deliverables (products) should be controlled through
conguration management.
InBoK Section 12 – Integrated Change Management, covers details of change management in projects and
programs.

1.14

Configuration Management

Conguration management is the term used to describe the management of a group of products or items
that work together to manage and deliver a solution, service or system, whether produced internally or by a
supplier or Contractor. In case of infrastructure programs, it will be related to changes occurring in the
constituent projects resulting in change of program conguration. (Ex: re-alignment in highway projects,
additional environmental units installed in power projects etc.)
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Conguration management is used to ensure the components of a solution work together, are identied in
terms of status and version and that the composition of higher-level groupings of those deliverables are
compatible and known at all times.
Conguration management should include:
•

Planning the scope of and managing conguration, including conguration baseline control.

•

Conguration status accounting and reporting to ensure those requiring this information are informed.

•

Verifying the accuracy of the conguration records (conguration audit).

Note: the deliverables placed under conguration management can include those produced by suppliers/contractors and
internally, tools used during the design, development or manufacturing of a solution and management deliverables.

Note: this practice is essential in most engineering or technical solutions but can be applied to nontechnical elements such as processes, operating manuals and instructions. Different sectors might have
different names, such as parts or asset management.

1.15

Program Communication Management

Communication is one of the most essential functions in program management which can dramatically
affect the outcome of a program. Without an effective communication management strategy, it is very
difcult to successfully execute a program or its constituents. Communication is a process of an exchange
of information between people or groups through an effective system of signs, words, gestures, symbols
and behavior. If the intended message is effectively communicated, the communication process is said to
be successful. Effective communication is like a common thread which links all program activities and
processes.
Program communication management consists of the processes essential to meet the information needs of
the program, its constituent projects and all stakeholders involved through various formal and informal
activities intended to achieve an effective information exchange. Communication management is an
important yet a complex phenomenon and hence needs to be managed effectively.
Communications ensure interactions with the stakeholders are effective and likely to contribute to the
successful delivery of the work.
Communications should be designed and coordinated to ensure the right messages are addressed to the
right audience, at the right time and in a way which is acceptable to the recipients. Communications should
be planned to match the stakeholders' needs and include feedback mechanisms and effectiveness
measures. The impact of communications should be assessed and, where appropriate, responded to. The
communications plan should be adjusted if needed, to achieve successful change.
Note: depending on the stakeholders, engagement might be through press releases, news channels,
adverts, posters, social media, web sites, leaets.
Project level formal communication happens through information management systems. This is covered in
detail in Section 13: Information Management and Digital Implementation.
1.15.1

Purpose
The main purpose of program communication management is to provide communication
processes which would act as the critical links between people and information necessary for
successful communications. Out of the entire time spent by project managers on the management
of projects, 70% to 80% of the time is believed to be spent on communication. The value of
communication is more substantial during the program management because here stakeholders,
complexity, and delegation often increase geometrically. In such situation, it is imperative for the
program managers to effectively use various communication management processes in programs.
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The growth of information and communication technology in the last few years has not just
substantially reduced the time required to communicate with various program stakeholders but it
also has given additional dimensions to the channels and challenges of communication which
have become multifold in this era of tweets, podcasts, emails and virtual meetings.
The important objectives of Program Communication Management considering all these
challenges are:

1.15.2

•

To develop a communication plan and strategy for the program and its constituent projects

•

To distribute information via appropriate communication channels and methods so that they
reach the relevant stakeholder groups most accurately and in time

•

To ensure that a clear vision and narrative prevails throughout the program implementation and
an audience/stakeholder-centered approach is taken in all activities

•

To facilitate feedback channels for monitoring and controlling communication processes

•

To prepare and preserve the program documents using traditional ling systems or modern
software systems

•

To maintain records according to the program's 'Record Retention Policies'

Communication Management Procedures
Communication Management procedures are the key to keep all stakeholders adequately
informed and aware regarding the progress and status of the program and related issues. Like
many other important things in program management, communication procedures need to be
equally well planned. There are four main aspects of communication management procedures.
1. Communication Planning: This is a process of developing an appropriate approach and plan
for program communication activities wherein the communication needs of the program
stakeholders and the ways to satisfy these needs are identied. Communication planning
process involves nding out what information needs to be communicated and when, who will
communicate it and to whom, and how it will be communicated.
2.

Information Distribution: In this process, needed and accurate information is provided to
program stakeholders in a well-timed way. The information distribution process includes
collecting, creating, distributing, storing, retrieving, monitoring, and nally disposing
mechanisms of program information. The success of the process lies in sending the
information to the right stakeholders, through the right medium, within time and without any
ambiguity.

3. Communication Control: Communication control is the process of managing communication
to ensure that all information needs of the program stakeholders are satised and all issues
which are of interest to the stakeholders are resolved. This involves conict resolution,
relationship management and inuencing. It is about overall managing and controlling the
communication throughout the life cycle of the program.
4. Performance Reporting: This is the last process in which the program performance data
collected from the constituent projects and non-project activities is consolidated and based on
these data, the information is provided to the relevant program stakeholders. It is a form of
controlling through communication.
1.15.3

Approach to Communications
There are many approaches to Program Communication Management considering the multiple
stages and the varied audiences the programs have. The approaches to communication are
generally dened during the communication planning stage according to the needs of the
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stakeholders. The right approach is determined based on the nature and requirements of the
stakeholders. The most signicant forms of communication considered while making the
communication plan are:
a. Interpersonal communication: In this type, information is interchanged between individuals
during various stages of program implementation. Primarily, face-to-face interaction is the main
feature of interpersonal communication.
b. Small group communication: This approach is used to communicate with the groups of
around three to six people wherein same information is needed to be exchanged in a faster
way with a small group working on the same task.
c. Public communication: This type of communication is used in a situation wherein there is a
need to address a larger audience by a single speaker. In this, a public forum is chosen to
speak a group of people and deliver the messages intended.
d. Mass communication: Mass communication is used when the information to be distributed is
very large and the stakeholder groups to whom it is to be delivered have very less connection
with the sender of the information. At times, the information is intended for large anonymous
groups.
e. Networks and social computing communication: In this type of communication, use of
technology and media is done to communicate with multiple groups at the same point of time.
'many- to- many' information exchange is possible in this way.
helps in solving problems and making decisions.
1.15.4

Reporting
Reports are a key area in Program Communication Management. Different types of reports are
prepared during different program stages. A project report is an informative document that
updates project managers and stakeholders about the status or progress of a project. It includes
details relating to the accomplishments, risks, budget, and performance of the team members. It
also helps in decision-making.
Reporting ensures the management team(s) and interested parties are aware of the current status
and outlook, particularly with respect to the likelihood of achieving the objectives. A reporting
framework should be designed to meet the needs of the identied report recipients in a timely
manner. A report should highlight progress to date, whether the current work scope is likely to be
completed to plan, prevailing risks and issues and any decisions or direction required. Appropriate
milestones and performance indicators should be included in the report. Performance indicators
should reect the delivery method used.
Each report should state the period or date the report is related to and the date on which the report
was published, or if live, created.
The form of a report should be appropriate and proportionate to the work being reported on (e.g.
Gantt, slippage, visibility chart, burn- down) and the roles being reported to.

Note: reporting applies to information owing within and between portfolio, program, project and work package teams. The
guidelines to ensure such ow should be established at program management level.

1.16

Program Procurement and Contract Management

Sourcing ensures products or services bought as part of resourcing the work or developing the outputs are
of the appropriate quality, represent value for money and can be delivered within an acceptable level of risk.
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Appropriate contract strategy and sourcing packages should be determined, suppliers selected
against dened criteria and the contracts formally agreed. Contracts should be designed to reect
the type and method of delivery and reliability of the supply chain. The scope of contracts should
include all necessary documentation and tools required for the operation of the service or product.
InBoK Sections 3 and 4 cover the details of pre-project planning, contract strategies, bidding
preparation and contract negotiation
Contract management ensures any products or services bought as part of resourcing the work or
developing the outputs are of the required quality and delivered when needed.
The management team should comply with the contractual obligations (as customer), including
payments to suppliers. Supplier performance and quality should be monitored and accepted after
verication against the contractual requirements. InBoK Section-11 Contractor Compensation
Management deals with managements of payments to contractor/concessionaire while ensuring
the project outcomes and objectives are successfully met.
Program procurement management refers to the processes involved in formulating guidelines that
are used for obtaining goods and services for meeting the needs of program and its constituent
projects. Though in infrastructure projects the goods and services are typically procured from
outside organizations during project procurement, program level planning for procurement is
necessary as well as recommended for various reasons that are detailed in the following sections.
For supply chain management at component project level, one should refer to InBoK Section 15
Supply Chain Management.

1.17

Program Quality Assurance

The word quality, today, is synonymous to customer satisfaction. Having said this, one cannot do away with
conrming to standards and specications. Quality is one among those crucial attributes in infrastructure
that relates to all or any aspects of the nished construction project. Quality in construction of infrastructure
projects takes on an extra layer of expectations for the participants when one considers the visible
construction work and its construction practices together with how well the project has been managed as
regard to its cost and schedule.
Quality shall be actively managed to maximize the likelihood of success. The methodology or process for
undertaking work should be dened and appropriate to the outputs. People should be trained, briefed and
competent to undertake the work assigned to them.
Construction projects involve many participants including the owner, designer, contractor, and lots of other
professionals from construction-related industries (see Fig. 1.13). Each of those participants is involved in
implementing quality in construction projects. These participants are both inuenced by and rely upon one
another. Therefore, the development projects became more complex and technical, and huge efforts are
required to cut back on rework and costs related to time, material and other resources for keeping the work
on track.
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Figure 1.13 : Elements of Quality

1.17.1

Quality Management
Quality management ensures outputs are t for purpose to achieve the objectives.
The management framework should include:
•

Quality assurance to provide condence that outputs will match their dened quality criteria.

• Quality control to monitor specic results to determine compliance with the specied designs
and identify ways to eliminate causes of unsatisfactory performance.
Note: the quality of the solution is dependent on the choice of appropriate design and development methodologies. Different
approaches are appropriate in different circumstances, for example an iterative, agile delivery approach for digital service.

1.17.2

End User Needs and Requirements
Managing requirements ensures the needs of stakeholders are understood and considered
throughout the development of the solution.
Requirements should be rened, elaborated (for example, as agile epics and user stories) and
evolve with the design until a solution is dened and viable product agreed. Multiple iterations
might be needed to fully understand the requirements.
A common understanding of the outcomes for all phases of the solution's life cycle (including
development, in-life and disposal) should be agreed between those requesting the work and those
undertaking the work. (Note: Typically, a solution life cycle is beyond program life cycle)
This should include any relevant statutory, regulatory or other constraints. The requirements should
be determined for those affected by the development and use of the outputs and subsequent
outcomes, such as the public, end users, operational and maintenance staff, developers,
constructors and manufacturers. Requirements should be uniquely identiable, current, mutually
consistent, understandable, unambiguous, prioritized and validated. There should be two-way
traceability between the requirements and the elements of the design. Changes to requirements
should be controlled and changes should be aligned to the vision and goals of the work
component.

Note: traceability can be recorded using conguration management.
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1.17.3

Solution Design
Design ensures the outputs meet the requirements and will achieve the desired outcomes and
benets and represent value for money. Design might be sequential, incremental, iterative or agile.
Solution design might evolve as requirements are elaborated and design progresses. The solution
design (or blueprint) should include all outputs needed to achieve the desired outcomes,
including, but not limited to, people, software, equipment, operations and maintenance products,
manufacturing, security, information, organisation design, supply chain, performance
characteristics and desired behaviours. The solution should be dened sufciently to enable its
parts to be veried as correct. There should be two-way traceability between the design elements
and the plan.
The design team should consider a range of solutions (design approaches, design concepts, or
preliminary designs) that potentially satisfy the requirements and recommend a solution to be
implemented.
The entire solution should be considered with progressive decomposition into its constituent
elements, including those undertaken and implemented by suppliers. Interactions between
elements and the operating environment should be known and taken into account.

1.17.4

Solution Development and Integration
Solution development and integration ensures that the solution is built in a dened way such that
all elements comprising the solution work together within the operating environment.
Working methods and processes should be dened together with how different elements of the
designed solution are integrated and work as a whole. A strategy should be developed dening
the approach to be taken for sequencing, delivery and integration of the elements of the solution,
including any special environments or facilities required.

1.17.5

Verification against Design and Validation against Need
Verication checks the correctness of a solution (or part of a solution) to conrm that it matches the
specied design. It should be aimed at detecting faults or failures.
Validation ensures the right problem is being addressed and the solution is likely to meet the
requirements when operating in its intended environment. Validation should be applied to the
solution or a signicant part of it and should be aimed at demonstrating stakeholder satisfaction.
Verication and validation should be continuous throughout the life cycle and may be iterative in
nature with solution, design and requirements evolving as work progresses. The methods used for
specialist work should include appropriate approaches and planned activities for both verication
and validation.

Note: methodologies for verication and validation might include, but are not limited to: prototyping, simulation, inspection,

show and tell, analysis, demonstration, test, trials or pilots, and sampling.
1.17.6

Learning from Experience
Learning from experience avoids repeating the same mistakes and helps spread improved
practices to benet current and future work.
At the start of the work, those involved and key stakeholders should identify and apply relevant
lessons from previous experience when planning the work. Throughout the life cycle, lessons
should be continually captured, evaluated and action should be taken to mitigate delivery risk and
facilitate continual improvement of the nal outputs and services. Organisation leaders, (including
arm's length bodies) and owners of standards, processes, methods, guidance, tools and training,
should update their knowledge sources and communicate learning as appropriate.
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1.17.7

Program and Project Specific Team Induction and Training
Induction and training ensures team members are working effectively as soon as practical through
being briefed on the context of the program or project and its operational procedures. Induction
should include, but not be limited to, ensuring the necessary facilities are made available, a
brieng on the work, the role being undertaken, necessary processes to be followed and training
required and granting appropriate security access. Training should include, but not limited to,
dening a training strategy, analyzing training needs, dening, developing and maintaining
briengs/courses, planning, delivering and monitoring training events.

1.17.8

Program/Project Completeness through punch lists
A punch list is another key document prepared during key milestones or towards the end of a
construction project. It lists out the works that do not conform to the specications as mentioned in
the contract. This needs to be completed by the contractor concerned before the nal payment id
issued against the work dome. The work may include incomplete aspects of existing nishes,
material, and structures. The list is usually prepared by the owner, architect or designer, during
touring and visually inspecting the project.
In execution of a construction punch this, there are two main phases (see Fig. 1.14) - making it and
addressing the basic breakdown of the responsibility as to who does what:
ü Owner: The owner's job is to inspect the work, ask questions related to issues not understood
and list incomplete work. The punch list is then handed to the general contractor and another
walkthrough is performed to monitor whether or not the additional requests have been addressed.
ü General Contractor: They examine the details, consult the owner's punch list and prepare their
own lists for it to be addressed by the subcontractors.
ü Subcontractors: they need to take instruction/punch – lists from the contractors and
modify/rectify according to the details mentioned and required.
ü Architect/Designer: The role of architects and designers is supervisory in nature and they
need to ensure that it is built exactly what is was designed for.

Assigned

Draft
Design team
member in field

Design Team
Lead

Assigned
Subcontractor

Contractor
Pending
Review

Pending
Review

Closed

Figure 1.14 : Punch list work flow diagram

1.18

Program Planning and Scheduling

Program planning and Scheduling is concerned with describing and organizing the work of the program. An
initial assessment should be performed to make sure that the program is in line with the objectives,
priorities, vision and mission of the strategic plan. Next a high-level roadmap with the milestones should be
prepared. This road map should be used to set a baseline which will support its planning and execution.
Resource, capacity and capability management is complementary requirement to planning and scheduling
management.
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1.18.1

Planning
Planning ensures the outputs and outcomes are likely to be delivered within the dened
constraints (including scope, performance, time, cost, resources, risk) to achieve objectives and
realise the required benets. Planning should be a collaborative activity, where possible involving
team members advising on planning their work. Estimates should be justiable through evidence
or experience such as reference class forecasting, consensus or experience from previous work.
Plans may be for direct use or be created as contingency plans to be used in response to known
risks.
The plan should be based on a hierarchy showing each work component's place in the hierarchy
(see Figure 1.15). There should be single point accountability for every component and activity.
Plans should be viewable at different levels of the hierarchy and show the level of detail
appropriate to the needs of those viewing the plan. Depending on the level of the plan (portfolio,
program, project or work package), a plan might include forecasts of benets (if applicable),
milestones, activities, schedule, cost and resources, with associated assumptions, constraints,
critical paths and risk. Dependencies between activities and other work components (such as
programs and projects) should be dened. The plan should include and allow for assurance and
decision-making activities.

Figure 1.15 : Planning and Scheduling Hierarchy.

Note: a plan might be included in a single document or information source or distributed across a number of sources or
scheduling databases. A number of different hierarchies can be used to provide different perspectives on a plan, such as
program break down, cost breakdown, functional and departmental.

Planning might be iterative and progressive through the life cycle of a work component, with more
detail for the immediate future than for more distant work. Scope might be rened and claried as
work progresses to develop a plan which can be delivered at an acceptable level of risk. A plan
may include an indication of the current level of certainty by, for example, using ranges or
condence indicators.
Once approved, plans shall be baselined, and progress regularly monitored and analysed.
Forecasts should consider progress to date and prevailing assumptions and risks. Plans should be
updated, especially prior to signicant decision points, such as project gates. Any changes to a
baseline plan outside agreed tolerances shall be undertaken in a controlled way
1.18.2

Resource, Capacity and Capability Management
Resource, capacity and capability management balances the supply and demand for appropriate
resources (such as people, equipment, material and facilities) to be deployed when needed.
Resources might be sourced from within government, by recruiting or from the supply chain.
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A comprehensive view of future resource needs should be developed and maintained, with
possible shortfalls identied and addressed. Resources should be acquired or developed to meet
the planned needs. If insufcient resources are available, work should be re-planned to reect such
constraints. Business continuity measures should be in place in the event of the loss of critical
resources
Note: 'appropriate resources' means, for materials, equipment and facilities, the required quantity with the right specication. For
people it means the right skills, competences and expertise to undertake the work.

1.19

Program HSES (Health, Safety, Environment and Security) Management

Program HSES Management should set objectives at Program and the constituent project level. These
include:
•

Zero recordable injuries and environment incidents.

•

Reduce risk as low as reasonably practicable

•

Comply with applicable legal requirements, OSH 2020, Environmental regulations & Project HSE
requirements

•

100% incident recording and reporting.

•

100% adherence of usage of appropriate PPE's at work

•

Assure security to workmen and materials

At a program level, the following policies are to establish, complying to OSH Code 2020, preferably
conforming to industry standards such as OHSAS 18001:2007 Occupational Health & Safety and ISO
14001:2004 Environmental Management. At Program level the following Policies need to be created.
•

OSH (Occupation Safety and Health) Policy

•

Alcohol and Drug Policy

•

Environmental Policy

•

Security Policy

Compliance to such policies is achieved through Project level HSES Management. Please Refer to InBoK
Section 19 Safety, Health, Environmental and Security
While every program is unique, strong HSES outcomes can be achieved by the program manager by
implementing a comprehensive program consisting of the following elements:
•

Strong contractor and subcontractor safety management standards established by the program
manager

•

Safety plan development and review prior to initiation of safety affecting work Safety training of project
managers and the program team

•

Implementation of a program-wide safety orientation program New employee orientation and mentoring
programs

•

Strong safety awareness program and campaigns Substance abuse program

•

Recognition, reward, and incentive programs

•

Incident reporting, investigation, and continuous improvement programs Daily pre-task planning

•

Strong program manager oversight of project manager implemented safety programs

•

Robust safety audit program at all levels and at all program stages; thorough corrective action follow-up

•

Strong knowledge sharing across the program
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1.20

Implementation Checklist

•

Ensure owner's organization and PMC team have a true program management perspective, considering
entire program life cycle.

•

Is each project, its phasing, and its features, absolutely required to meet Strategic Objectives of the
program? (If not, see clarication, resolution, and alignment between owner and PMC organizations)

•

Are Program Strategic Objectives well dened, communicated, and reinforced? If key owner and PMC
managers are asked to describe them, will they know what they are? Are they aligned?

•

Have top level KPIs been put in place that allow measurement of Program's Strategic Objectives and
desired outcomes?

•

Is the owner's organization, including executive and supporting functions (legal, procurement), aligned
with the Strategic Business Objectives and the selected strategy?

•

Have key stakeholder efforts adequately progressed when the program is initiated?

•

Does the collective execution team understand the differences between program and project
management and how their roles shift under program management?

•

Are the “other works”, which are not part of constituent projects, are clearly dened and understood?
Do we have organizational elements and processes provided for its continued understanding and
exploration?

•

Have traditional alignment efforts been broadened to account for these more holistic and life- cycle
perspectives that programs require as well as ensuring alignment around Program Strategic Objectives,
strategy?

•

Are the organizational roles and responsibilities consistent to ensure program implementation? Are the
levels and number of positions adequate to provide governance over constituent projects and other
works related to program?

•

Are the inter-relations, interface and inter-dependencies between the program and its constituent
projects well documented, with strategies and organization structure in place to manage these?

1.21
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2

Program Benefits
Management and Governance

This section is divided into two parts. The rst part (2.1) talks about the Benets Management and the
second part (extending from 2.2 to 2.4) discusses Program Governance.

2.1

Program Benefits Management

The vast majority of Government policies are delivered through projects and programmes (sometimes they
are referred as missions in the Indian context) of various forms. It is therefore essential that projects are
delivered on time realizing their intended purpose or benets for citizens. It is key to identify the benets
from a program, and is one of the most important steps in overall Program Management scheme. Benets
management identies/lists benets, outlines the necessary processes and provides a path towards
actualizing the benets. In this process, the rst step is to list all benets and possible disadvantages arising
out of a particular program and make sure they are clearly dened. None of the programs will have only
benets associated with them – disbenets (or disadvantages) will also be part of the equation. The second
important step is quantication. A suitable measurement criterion is put in place for quantication and
measurement of such benets which will help in meaningful comparison. Lastly, the implementation process
is outlined and dened.
The realization of benets is the major success criteria on which any project, program or portfolio can be
judged. What constitutes a benet may have many answers – to put it simply it can be considered as a
positive impact of change. As discussed earlier at the same time the negative impact of this “positive”
impact also needs to be covered. For example, building roadway network will decongest the city (in a short
term), but it will make the society more automobile friendly creating congestion in a very short period of
time. This will again necessitate building of new highways. If one considers pollution associated with the
new construction or induced trafc, then that is another disadvantage. These are the negative effects of
change that the implementing agency should be willing to accept to achieve desired/outlined positive
change. The benets can be considered to be either tangible or intangible. The examples pf tangible
benets include 'reduced costs' or 'reduced pollution (can be even quantied in rupee terms)'. Intangible
benets are things like 'improvement in quality of life' or 'decreased risk' (though there are means to convert
them in rupee value, still it is vague). The value assigned to the benets is a critical input any investment
appraisal in the business case. A term like social cost benets analysis (SCBA) or Economic Internal Rate of
Return (EIRR) is perhaps more appropriate rather than Business case for projects implemented in the
infrastructure domain. As the infrastructure projects are mostly carried out by the Governments, which have
scarce resources, the benet realization assumes further signicance.
The steps involved in program benets management in line with the PMI standard is as shown in Fig. 2.1.
They are (1) Benets Identication (2) Benets Analysis and Planning (3) Benets Delivery (4) Benets
Transition and (5) Benets Sustainment. Following sections will cover all these areas.
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Figure 1: Program Lifecycle and Beneﬁts Management (Source: PMI Standard for Program Management, 2017)

2.1.1 BENEFITS IDENTIFICATION
One of the crucial tasks of the program team is to identify what can be/should be considered as a
benet and to create some prioritization of the purpose in line with the strategic objectives of the
organization. These are common challenges faced by implementing agencies of the various
governments while contemplating and planning benets management for a certain program. Major
programs as well as projects routinely have huge investment and high levels of complexity. To add to
that, in a democratic setup, changing political tide during an often very long program delivery
schedule is further challenging. Different political parties and the governments they lead them have
different priorities which can delay the support for the project. A clearly dened benet management
plan may bring more support for the program (and may remain immune to the change in political
world). Benets should be identied using an unbiased approach to ensure all possible benets and
disbenets have been documented. The process of benets identication can be done in
consultation with the relevant stakeholders (and at least representative stakeholders if not all). The
point of view and understanding what improvements are seen as positive outcomes and what are
judged as negative consequences will help in program framing. The involvement of stakeholder can
also be seen as a consensus building measure and creating more allies for the project. If possible,
workshops/public gathering can take place to capture all stakeholder ideas and develop a common
understanding on the set of desired benets and potential disbenets. These workshops/stakeholder
meetings may be susceptible to campaigns by special interest groups having a particular point of
view, but as long as the vision for the program is clear, benets identication process can deal with
the biases proposed by such groups.
2.1.1.1 Benefits Register
In the preceding section, the process and approach to the identication of benets is discussed. This
identied approach, rationale for selection of benets and a brief outline of each identied benet can
be created in a Benets Management Strategy. This provides a basis, and documents that a due
process is followed and appropriate stakeholder input has been taken to identify benets differing
perspectives. Table 2.1 shows common types of benets and their possible measure. It shows how
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some of the identied benets can be quantied (which is one of the most important steps).

Table 2.1: Five common types of benefits with examples
Category

Beneﬁt type

Possible measure

Financial

a. Revenue increase
b. Capital expenditure

Increase in revenue by 25%
Reduction in capex by 20%

Operational

a.
b.
c.
d.

Cost reduction, More end users under
service net

End User

a. Service
b. Reputation

Achieving on time service, market
leader in a certain segment

People

a. Morale
b. Capacity building

Reduce staﬀ attrition by 10%

External Stakeholder

a. Regulatory

Reduction in greenhouse gases by
20%

Eﬃciency
Eﬀectiveness
Quality
Innovation

Source: CIOB Code of Practice for Programme Management in the Built Environment (CIOB 2016)

Creating a benet map is a good rst step. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic representation of benet
map which consists of three simple questions (what is the problem? Is it part of departmental
objective? And what are the possible improvements?). Such questioning strategy will lead to
understanding all potential benets and disbenets, interplay between the benets, disbenets and
ascertaining the alignment with the organization objectives. The benets thus identied are given
unique identication numbers and changes (if any) are noted over the lifecycle of the program. The
documentation of this benets and disbenets is a Benets Register. A Benets Register keeps a
list of identied benets, person responsible for keeping track of the benets, expected dates of
realization, quantication methods, baseline and to date measurements, etc. Benets Registers are
kept and maintained from project level to department level depending on the approach taken for
benets measurement. In Indian context, many ministries such as Ministry of Urban Development
(MoUD) provide dashboards for tracking benets (for general public and interested stakeholder).
Typically, an Excel spread sheet can be used for preparation of a benets register. One can create
line items of each benet followed by a brief description of the benet. Mapping of program
objective with the identied benets can also be done. Further notes may include the expected
beneciaries, baseline data, target numbers and selected measurement methodology.

Drivers:

Objec ves:

Beneﬁts:

What are the
problems or

Aims aligned to
Departmental

What
improvements

Table 2: Sample Beneﬁt Register
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Following is a list of steps that can be undertaken to create a benets register. A detailed process
for this is described with useful templates by Levin and Green (2016). The benets register is in the
form of a table. The number of elds which can be in this table can be as high as 17. One can rst
start with a benets identication number and then provide a brief description of the identied
benet. Categorization can be done for the benet (such as nancial/no-nancial; tangible/nontangible, etc.) Information about the Benet Owner (the person/organization responsible for
realization) should be included. Other information which can be included is Program contribution,
mode of benet realization, requirement of resources, dates of expected realization, actual
realization dates (variations), measurement criteria (methodology as well), anticipated risks, list of
stakeholders and approval authorities can be mentioned. A simple (and brief) benets register may
be as shown in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Sample Benefit Register

Beneﬁt ID

Beneﬁt
Description

Beneﬁt
Category

Beneﬁt
Owner

Expected
Realization
Date

Actual
Realization
Date

Criteria

Beneﬁt 1
Beneﬁt 2
Beneﬁt 3
Beneﬁt 4
….
…..

2.1.2

BENEFITS ANALYSIS AND PLANNING
The importance of benets analysis and planning assumes further signicance in the highly
competitive environment in which we operate (for example technological obsolescence). A proper
benets analysis and planning process is required to ensure effectiveness of the proposed
investment. There should be scope for innovation/value engineering kind of concepts also to be
involved while creating program outlines and selection of projects. Benets analysis will identify
the scope of such innovations. As per PMI standard, the benets analysis and planning would
involve the following:
•

Dening and prioritizing the program components

•

Establishing metric for program benets and putting in place measurement methodologies

•

Creation of a benets realization plan and establishing a monitoring mechanism

•

Integrating/mapping benets into the program plan

One of the important tasks (part B above) here is the appraisals of these expected benets
(detailed discussion provided in section 1.7). The term sometimes used is Value (quantifying in a
sense) and Appraise. The idea behind the Value and Appraise is to prepare a mathematical model
of the proposed cash ows (costs and benets) for the selected options (see Fig. 2.3). Project (or
Program) Formulation and Appraisal can also be used here. These activities are generally carried
out by the Finance specialist and Economists within the Department. In the Indian context, the
projects at central government level go through a PPP appraisal committee (PPPAC) which
mandates such kind of exercise. The metrics used in such cases may be in the form of EIRR or
Financial Rate of Return (FIRR). The process of value and appraise can assist in selection of
appropriate programs and projects.
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Figure 3: Value and Appraise (Source: Infrastructure and Projects Authority, 2017)

Documenting the benets dependencies and associated benet risks form the nal steps in the
formulation and appraisal stage. Dependencies can be noted with the help of benets map. It can
be added to the program level Risk, Action, Issues and Dependency (RAID) logs. The benet risks
can be identied through the standard risk management approach (section 1.6). In summary, the
benets analysis will help in selecting/prioritizing projects that part of program and derive
maximum benets while leveraging innovations.
The planning process provides an explanation regarding the management of benets. It will create
policies and procedures for various parameters such as criteria (measure and methodology),
administration (roles and responsibilities), priorities, etc. In certain cases, benets management
may be part of broader scope management plan. In such instances this planning step may simply
be review and update of benets management section. As a particular program/work/project is
authorized, the resources needed for benets management are allotted and the process of
benets management begins.
2.1.2.1 Benefits Management Plan
The benets management plan as described in the literature uses the term Benets Realization
Management. The Benets Realization Management can be considered to be consisting of ve
phases which are: benets identication, benets analysis and planning, benets delivery, benets
transition and benets sustainment. The Figure 2.3 below shows these steps in line with the
program lifecycle given in the PMI standard. Benets Realization Management acts as a link to the
program and project outcomes with the strategic organizational objective. In the PMI standard and
related books on the topic, benets link strategies to the stakeholders as well. The ow is generally
from that program and project outcomes will lead to strategy. Programs and projects need to
deliver the expected benets in order to be termed as successful. Benets Realization
Management helps towards that goal (discussed further in the Benets Delivery section, section
2.1.3)
2.1.2.2 Benefits Management And The Program Roadmap
The relationship of strategy and program outcome is discussed briey in the previous section. The
Figure below (Fig. 2.4) depicts a sample Benet Management Process. Again, emphasis here is to
use the program road map in such a way that the realization of benets is possible in a planned
way. Thiry (2010) describes the use of the “how-why” logic in the classication of the benets.
According to him, it assists in removing some of the subjectivity and politics (to the extent
possible) involved in the prioritization process.
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Figure 2.4: Beneﬁts Management Process (Source: Thiry, M (2010), Programme Management)

2.1.2.3 Benefits Register Update
The benets realization plan is noted in the previous Section and serves to guide the work done in
the program. It is a signicant document as it serves as a baseline. As outlined earlier there can be
about various elds which can be part of a benets register. During the lifecycle of a program,
changes are bound to happen. For example, whenever the benets are realized, the date of
realization can be updated. An updated benet owner (organization or a responsible person) will
assist in communication and assigning responsibilities. An updated benets register will be
instrumental in tracking of program and will contribute towards realization of benets.
2.1.3

BENEFITS DELIVERY
The benets delivery (as per PMI standard) includes the following three primary components:
•

Creation and maintenance of benets register

•

Monitoring of benets/updating of register

•

Reporting of benets

The benets realization plan is the tool identied for delivery of benets on one common platform.
Such a plan will include processes such as identication of benets, their monitoring, and
implementation. It will also keep record of benets achievement as well as documenting and
dening measurable program outcomes. Levin and Green (2016) provide detailed description on
preparation of such plans and provide templates for creation of benets realization plan. A benets
realization plan will include the following:
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PURPOSE: The plan will start with a short statement introducing the reader to the purpose of the
benets realization plan. This kind of statement can be of a paragraph or two. It will outline the
value of the program to the organization and the goals of organization. It will introduce in broad
terms the benets to be delivered by a program and the philosophy of measurement. The
realization plan document is drafted early in the life of the program but will be updated as the time
progresses. Benets realization plan will be part of the project management plan. Discussion on
transition and closer processes will also be included.
DEFINITIONS: In the next section all the benets of the program (categorized appropriately as say
nancial/non-nancial) will be dened in detail. It provides the path of benets realization. The
benets derived here will be as an outcome of the program formulation and appraisal process
should be in line with the organizational objectives. As described earlier, suitable stakeholder
consultations/workshops can be carried out for identifying the benets in case a benets register is
not present. Otherwise, it builds on the benets register.
IMPACT: A section describing impact of the benets on overall outcome of the program is
included. This reinforces the value of the program towards achievement of the benets. It also
points out to the interdependencies. It further shows the value of the program in terms of the
benets to be realized, and it describes the interdependencies between the program's benets.
QUANTIFICATION OF BENEFITS: This section deals with the key metrics and methodologies
required for quantication of benets. It describes the processes that will be used to measure and
quantify the program benets. Some of the metrics which can be used to judge the performance
can be planned vs. realized benets (in terms of delivery or dates). Things such as post facto value
for money analysis (for program) can be done to ascertain program objectives and benet
realization. If benet realization is not on track, then corrective actions can be taken.
ADMINISTRATION (ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES): Benets realization plan will need input
from various parts of Program Management Ofce. RACI table can be used for assigning and
tracking the responsible for monitoring/reporting/tracking benets management. It will also include
the persons to be consulted and persons which need to be kept up to date on progress. This will
ensure a collaborative effort which will lead to greater success chances.
COMMUNICATION PLAN: Section 1.13 details various communication strategies, plans, and
protocols for coordination among various program aspects. The information in relation to the
proposed program benets and their realization can be disseminated using a proper
communication plan. It outlines the process of review with concerned stakeholders. The section
will include discussion on structure and plan for regular updating of the benets realization report.
The communications plan related to benets can be a separate section in the overall program
communications plan.
BENEFITS DELIVERY: In majority of cases, the program benets are not realized simultaneously,
they tend to be at different points of time. In this section, tools such as Gantt chart can be used to
visualize planned and actual dates for realization of benets. The schedule should be developed
with interdependencies in mind and these should be clearly depicted. Again, this schedule can be
part of the overall program schedule.
RISKS: As mentioned earlier, the risks should be identied and clearly outlined. This section will
outline the risks, how they can be measured, assessment of impact of the risk and nally the
strategies for mitigation of the risks.
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Apart from the parameters discussed in the section above, in some instances if new systems or processes
are introduced, them a section can be added discussing these new systems. There will be a section on
transition/sustainment and closure in the benets realization plan (this is discussed separately in the
following section). A section detailing the approval process (written approval) of the benets realization plan
by the concerned stakeholders is included.
As can be seen from the above preparation of detailed benets register or a comprehensive benets
realization plan has many common elements. The task of identifying, monitoring and controlling can be
done through either or both ways.
2.1.4

BENEFITS TRANSITION
As per the PMI standard, the benets transition involves following two components:
•

Consolidation of all program benets

•

Transfer of the responsibility

The benets transition process occurs towards the end of the program lifecycle. The transition
process will mean that a certain component of the project is handed over for operations and the
benets will be accrued to the operator (through the program). It may be again a step by step
process, as benets will be realized over a period of time. A proper transition process is essential
for documenting and tracking the identied program benets (otherwise it is liable to be forgotten
or worse terminated). Transition management is therefore necessary to deliver the value of the
program. Program Benets Transition Plan can be put in place to ensure smooth transition. The
delivered program benets should be quantied, measured and nally consolidated (the benet
register should be updated accordingly). As the transition phase is completed, the resources
allocated for this program benet realization are reallocated. It is followed by the closure of all
program records. It is a live document that may be updated as concerned program components
are closed and transitioned to operations. A comparison can be made between planned and
realized benets.
The benets transition plan is on the similar lines of the benets realization plan as described in the
previous section (it is sort of a standard template). This plan will also start with description of
purpose outlining the reason for such a benets transition plan. Intention of the plan is smooth
transition of the benets which can be described in this section. The second section can have
description of transaction process to be followed. The key stakeholders involved (from RACI
template/benets register) are listed as well as their responsibilities to be carried out are outlined. A
list of the benet transition activities to be undertaken should be given. Again, such list can be part
of the overall program master schedule. The section can be a dedicated section on component
transition request. As the different components end at different time, the components can be
transferred accordingly. A section on documentation requirement is followed. This section will
provide description of the need of documents required as per the benets transition process.
Examples of such documents can be training modules, standard operating procedures, manuals,
etc. As part of documentation, meetings/conferences/workshops may be required for transfer of
information. The next section will be roles and responsibilities on approvals (again on a similar
pattern as described for benets realization plan). A section is provided identifying and outlining
transition critical success factors.
2.1.5

BENEFITS SUSTAINMENT
The benets sustainment according to the PMI involves following components:
•

Monitoring of performance in terms of benets

•

Process to ascertain continuation of realization of benets
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The benets transition plan is designed to create a path continuous and stage wise benets
accrual. It is not an outline for long term success and continuity of benets realization. The
transition plan is more of a short-term endeavour. A closure plan ensures that the benets are
delivered and utilized over a long period of time and suitable modications can be done as and
when needed to address the changing world. The benets sustainment plan is an iterative
document and follows a similar template to the earlier two plans.
This plan begins with a brief purpose statement highlighting the intention and need of such
document. In the next section, denitions of program benets are given (which can be borrowed
from the benets register). In the next section critical success factors for sustainment of a particular
program benets are outlined and discussed. It may include support systems for the changes
introduced, handholding for new systems, training, etc. One of the key parts of such a plan is the
Metric section which allows to monitor the program benets realization. It is of utmost importance
to collect various different data points to ascertain that the full benets of the program are realized.
There will be more section on roles and responsibilities, benets sustainment communication plan,
benets sustainment related risks and approval mechanism.
In the following section a case of Karnataka Urban Water Supply is presented to illustrate benets
realization.
CASE – KARNATAKA URBAN WATER SUPPLY
In the year 2005, Government of Karnataka (GoK) started a water supply service delivery
improvement programme with private sector participation (PPP) at the local level on a pilot basis.
This initiative was part of a larger program developed by GoK to improve the delivery of service in
the urban water sector. This pilot project (part of a larger program) was aimed at increasing the
water availability and service delivery levels at the urban local body (ULB) level. This project is part
of water distribution programme being undertaken by the state government of Karnataka. Table 2.3
represents some of the identied benets of the said project.
Table 2.3: Benefits Realization through PPP implementation
S.
No.

Parameter

Situation before PPP
intervention

2020-11

Average of 3 hours in
3-7 days

24*7

24*7

24*7

7590

8479

8852

2012-13

2013-14

1

Hours of Supply

2

Volume of water
supplied to demo
zones (in ML)

3

Average pressure in
the distribution system
(m)

0-5m; highly
unequitable distribution

6

6

6

4

Population served

180,000

189,680

209,806

221,154

5

Losses as a % of
input

More than 50%

11%

13.3%

10.7%

6

Metering

Negligible

7

Non-revenue water

8

Collection of user
charges (including
arrears)

Nil

79%

102.68%

89.14%

9

Per Capita Water
Supplied (lpcd)

-

110

111

110

Source: Planning Commission, 2010. Compendium of PPP Projects in Infrastructure. Secretariat
for Infrastructure, Planning Commission, Government of India, New Delhi
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The project resulted in bringing strong social as well as economic benets. These benets not only
were limited to nancial benets (reduction in non-revenue water) but lead to improvement in
health issues. One of the side effects of improving service delivery was that the voluntary bill
payments increased. The study reported that after completion of the project, there was a reduction
in cases of water borne diseases in the pilot area.
The case study goes on to suggest for future such endeavours; it would be worthwhile to do a
“comprehensive benet monitoring and evaluation”. Such an evaluation can focus on aspects like:
“impacts on soil quality, reduction in instances of water logging, avoidance of cross contamination,
reduction in wastage of water at house hold level, change in storage of water and other coping
strategies by the consumer, improvements in the water quality, specic health improvements,
changes in habits of personal hygiene, and changes in wastewater generation, before and after the
project”.
One of the observations from project was - as water usage per capita increased, the amount of
waste water generated increased as well for which the ULB was not prepared. This is an example of
how a positive impact in one area can create a negative impact in another.

2.2

Program Governance

Program governance provides an overall framework for execution of a program. Program governance is
based on the program vision, goals and objective and stakeholders' needs. It involves establishment of
processes and a structure. The structure will address various aspects such as communication,
implementation, and monitoring. It can also develop policies and draw from best practices followed in
various sectors. Establishing governance framework needs careful attention as it is expected to be
repeatable and can be used across organization. The components of Program Governance are presented
in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4: Components of Program Governance

Initiation: Establishing the Project Governance Framework
Creation of a Project Governance Framework
Fixing/assigning roles and responsibilities
Stakeholder Engagement practices
Planning: Establishing metrics for:
Risk & Issue Management
Stakeholder engagement
Stakeholder communication
Executing: Execution of the governance framework
Stakeholder engagement and communication
Meetings
Reporting
Monitoring and Controlling
Monitoring performance and metrics
Controlling processes for desired results
Closing: Assurance
Ensuring the framework established is eﬀective
Source: Alie, 2015
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2.2.1

PROGRAM GOVERNANCE PRACTICES
In this section various program governance practices are discussed. There are many sources such
as PMI standards for Program Management, Thiry (2010), Levin and Green (2016) can be used for
gaining additional insights on program governance.
2.2.1.1 Program Governance Plan
The governance plan contains description of the process to be followed to execute a certain
program's governance activities. The focus of this plan is on goals, structure, roles and
responsibilities, and overall coordination with the Governance Board. The governance plan
ensures the strategic objectives of the program are fullled in smoothest possible way. The
program governance plan is part of the larger program management plan. An effective governance
structure (as result of the plan) is vital to success of the program. The major stakeholder in every
program is the Governance Board (or steering committee) which focuses on benets realization,
reviews, and decision making. The Governance Board or the Board of Directors (in some
organizations), promotes proactive approach anticipating any future challenges. The Governance
Board deals with identication, analysis and responding to internal/external triggers in the
program. It is also associated with change, initiate, terminate, or transition components as and
when required. The governance plan provides the process needed for timely decision making and
removing any impediments to program progress. This plan is a live document and should be
reviewed from time to time by the program management team and the members of the
Governance Board.
2.2.1.2 Program Governance And Vision And Goals
It is important to clearly outline vision and goals at the beginning to ensure alignment with
organization's strategic goals and objectives. It creates the goals for all the program's components.
It also outlines overall goals for the entire program and the process of benets delivery. In addition,
it provides the interfaces between the program with other programs or projects in the organization.
Program governance addresses a number of varied goals. Some of the example include: (1)
Dening and implementing a structure for executing program management (2) Creation of a
desired direction, periodic review of interim results, and identication and execution adjustments to
ensure achievement of the planned outcome
2.2.1.3 Program Approval, Endorsement, And Definition
The Governance Board is responsible for the approval of the initiation of new components selected
as a part of the program. It also determines whether a certain component should be terminated,
either because it has completed its deliverables or termination as it no longer aligned with the
program's goals and objectives. It is also concerned with the approval, when a component needs
to be transitioned to operations, such as a product to end user. This section provides the process,
the Board will follow for initiation, termination, and transition, and the criteria for each of the activity.
The Governance Board has a very broad responsibility for approving and deciding the overall
program approach. The board is also responsible for approving the approach every component
will use. The decisions of the Board have bearing on the overall benets delivery of a particular
program. Ideally, each and every member of the Board should be aware of and be aligned to the
organization's strategic plan, vision, mission, and values.
2.2.1.4 Program Success Criteria
Different success criteria are appropriate for each program. Some of the success criteria such as
reduced cost, reduced pollution levels have already been discussed in the Benets Realization
Management section. This section states the minimum success criteria for the program and the
metrics to be used to assess progress.
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2.2.1.5 Program Monitoring, Reporting, And Controlling
The programs usually are of longer duration than the constituent projects and are generally more
complex in nature. The phase-gate reviews are one of the preferred methods for monitoring and
controlling, particularly when programs have completed a certain phase in the life cycle. These
reviews provide a go/no-go decision. These gate reviews help in the overall monitoring and control
of the program. It makes sure that program is being managed effectively and also program
components are progressing as planned. These reviews pave a way to evaluate the strategic and
quality criteria (for example: ensuring that the program remains aligned with the organization's
overall strategic direction; realization of program benets as planned; the level of risk to the
program is in line with overall risk tolerance, etc.) An outline of activities of the meetings, their
schedules, items to be covered, associated roles/responsibilities is prepared to effectively utilize
these meetings.
As discussed earlier, the Governance Board reviews the program from time to time. These reviews
focus on overall program management and performance. It is aimed at ensuring planned benets
are realized and, in the end, sustained.
They assess the existing plans to:
•

Check for the effectiveness and suggest appropriate changes

•

The appropriateness of program tools and techniques that are being used, such as the
program management information system

•

Overall performance against planned outcomes and benets realization

•

Possible alternatives which can contribute to overall program success

•

Adequacy of the existing processes and procedures

2.2.1.6 Program Risk And Issue Governance
Programs also interface and interact with other perspectives like strategy, programs, projects and
operations. To foresee risks at an early stage and handle issues appropriately, it is important to
understand the differing perspectives and continuously evaluate them over the entire program
duration. The genesis of the risk can be in the strategic level changes, interdependencies with
other initiatives, outcomes and benets realization of other initiatives.
The strategic level changes are driven by:
•

The external factors (beyond control of the organization). For example: political, economic,
social, legislative, technical, environmental, etc.

•

Dependencies with other program initiatives

•

Internal political pressure (lack of champion for the cause/initiative)

•

Issues with third party suppliers.

The governance board needs to be able to identify risks and issues. The program risk
management (identication as well as mitigation) is discussed in great detail in section 1.6 and
1.16 as well as in Section 20 of InBoK.
2.2.1.7 Program Quality Governance
The quality management plan of a program establishes mechanisms for program quality and
outlines the program's quality needs across various components of the program. It also describes
requirements associated with the program components as project managers (as part of the
program) prepare their own quality management plans. It should be kept in mind, that the
program's quality management plan is not replacement of the quality management plans at project
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level. Rather, its purpose is to clearly outline specic quality standards and policies and oversights.
It is intended to ensure that the program realizes the anticipated benets. This plan ensures
consistency in specic quality requirements across the various components (constituent projects
and other related work) in the program.
Quality assurance responsibilities involves audits of the program's broad commitment to quality
management or in certain cases an audit of a specic component's quality management activities.
It ensures that suitable standards are used and they comply with the regulations. These
responsibilities promote continuous process improvement for the program (and program
components). Quality control responsibilities may also involve methods and approaches to
monitor/record results of activities.
2.2.1.8 Program Change Governance
The program managers deal with change to a greater extent than the project managers. Over a life
of a program, change is unavoidable. To be successful in such a situation requires controlling
change. When it is not possible to control change, adapting to change becomes necessary. The
Governance Board sets the limitation on how and who should handle the change. There are types
of changes which a program manager can decide alone and then there are types that must
escalated to the Board. The objective is to enable the Governance Board to provide support when
changes are required. The objective is to position the program to best respond (quickly and
appropriately) to any changes that occur. A change management plan acts as a guideline to
achieve this. The change management plan contains the processes and procedures to deal
(manage) program changes. It provides different approaches to follow when there is a program
change and evaluate its impact on the overall program.
2.2.1.9 Program Governance Reviews
Audits are integral part of the review process and can be conducted by internal as well as external
agencies. The periodic meetings are focussed on progress and reported status. However, the
audits focus on the supporting data and emphasizes record keeping. The objectives and
appropriate timing of audits are in the audit plan (detailed description provided in the Governance
Domain section of the Standard for Program Management—Third Edition (2013)).
Audits are necessary for a variety of reasons. The audits may span domains such as nances,
quality aspects, management processes and practices, etc. They should be perceived in a positive
manner rather than as one more compliance requirement. The Audit Report shows an objective
assessment (based on data) of the performance or a certain aspect of the program. The report's
ndings and recommendations can greatly enhance program effectiveness. The audit process
ensures that the program benets are being delivered as planned in the benet realization plan
and that the program is following the program management plan.
2.2.1.10 Program Periodic Health Checks
A periodic health check from time to time is essential for program governance plans. Review
meetings in addition to phase-gate reviews are held to assess overall program performance
against outcomes (and planned benets). It assists in determining if any preventive or corrective
actions are warranted. Generally, the phases in the life cycle are long for many programs, such
reviews provide a way to evaluate progress on a more regular basis. These meetings, help the
members of the Governance Board to be involved in the program frequently and allows to
evaluation of performance. The program manager uses these reviews to highlight areas in the
program rather than going into specics. A description of overall status, concerns, and issues is
presented. The program manager has an opportunity in these reviews to discuss any proposed
alternatives with the Governance Board to improve the overall program success.
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2.2.1.11 Program Component Initiation And Transition
Programs consist of project work (components) as well as management effort and infrastructure
(non-project work). Decisions regarding new components can be effectively handled through a
component initiation form to prevent uncertainty. This form is prepared well in advance as the
Governance Board must discuss and approve the initiation requests.
The component initiation request provides description of the need, feasibility, and justication for a
certain component to be part of the overall program. Components in this case may involve projects
and non-project (or operations work). In majority of cases, the program manager is responsible for
the component initiation request taking into account input from other concerned stakeholders and
the program sponsor. The component initiation request may also be provided in some cases by
the client or the funding organization. The Governance Board typically is required to approve such
requests (especially if organizational resources are required). This approval acts as the mandate
for the component to be included in the program.
The component transition request describes the component's benets that have been realized and
its objectives sufciently satised. Subsequently, the component needs to be transitioned to
ongoing operations. As discussed earlier, different components will nish at different times
(sometimes ahead or lagging of other). In majority of cases, the project manager or operations
manager is responsible for the component transition request taking into account the input from
other concerned stakeholders and the program manager. The component transition request may
be provided by the client or the funding organization. The Governance Board typically is required
to approve such requests. This approval acts as the mandate for the component to be transitioned
from the program. It can be noted here, that components also will transition from one phase in
their life cycle to another. The form described here is used for formal approval for component
closure, rather than for approval to transition from one phase to another.
2.2.1.12 Program Closure
The closure of program is obviously a major governance issue. Many issues must be settled in this
process, for example, whether certain benets are transitioned to operations or they become a part
of another program?
The program closure recommendation indicates:
•

All the benets of the program have been realized.

•

All deliverables have been completed.

•

The program can be closed ofcially.

The program manager is responsible for preparation of this recommendation. The program
manager presents it to the Governance Board. Before the recommendation is drafted, the program
manager is expected to meet with each of the related stakeholders to garner support for the
recommendation. The Governance Board is responsible for documenting its recommendation to
close the program. This decision is included in the governance decision register. This decision
then is provided to the program sponsor, who ofcially closes the program.
2.2.2

PROGRAM GOVERNANCE ROLES
The structure of the Governance Board is outlined in detail in this section. Existing organizational
charts can be used (as they already show the existing accountabilities and authority levels
prevalent in the organization). Different programs in the organization sometimes use different
structures. The program governance board or a steering committee makes decisions on behalf of
the program. It provides the systems and processes needed for governing a program. A sample
program governance structure is shown in Fig. 2.5.
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The board may consist of (see Fig. 2.5):
•

Program sponsor or assigned executive (who provides a strategic insight into the program)

•

Other sponsors of the program or assigned executives

•

Functional leaders

•

Representatives from the customer/end user organization

•

Other associated (in some cases inuential) stakeholders/expert

•

Program manager, an invited member of the board and representative of the program in front of
the board.

Table 2.5: Roles and Responsibilities in Governance Structure
Sponsor: Strategic Direction
Championing the project cause
Approving project charter
Owner of the Business case
Accountable for the entire lifespan of the program
Prioritization of the projects within the organization
Steering Committee and Program Management Oﬃce (PMO): Operational Direction
Determination of measurement criteria for goals and objective
Approval of the project management plan, implementation plan and criteria
Monitor and control the project in accordance with the charter
Escalation point for project deviations
Link among project and program governance
Documenting lessons learned, adopting best practices
Managing interdependencies
Program Manager: Tactical Direction
Execution according to the governance plan
Manages the progress and performance of the governance plan
Executes the communication plan
Stakeholder management based on established expectations
Source: Alie, 2015
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Figure 5: Programme Governance Structure (Source: Sanghera 2008)

2.2.2.1 Program Sponsor
The program owner (Government in case of infrastructure projects) is the one who will be
responsible for providing necessary resources for a program. Sometimes a similar term as a
program sponsor is used. Some of the distinction pointed out in the denition says that “While the
project owner provides the resources to deliver the project results, the project sponsor has the
responsibility to channel the resources to a project on the owner's behalf”. There is as such no
single denition in the literature. In terms of projects, according to the Project Management
Institute (2004), “the project sponsor is the person who provides the nancial resources”. Kerzner
(2006) opines “a project sponsor as a senior executive of the organization who champions and
supports the project”. The role of the sponsor, for example, can be in the form of a client (contact
point) or it could be for conict resolution (escalation point). Many organizations have a group of
sponsors (instead of one) who are part of the governance board or the steering committee. The
word 'investor' (sometimes used synonymously) with project owner or sponsor is not an
appropriate usage. The investor is more concerned may be with return on his investment rather
than the program objectives (not with a government investor). The role of investor perhaps is
similar to that of the banker or nancier. In some cases, there can be several project sponsors from
different organizations.
2.2.2.2 Program Steering Committee
As shown in Fig. 2.5, the program steering committee or (the governance board) is the main entity
responsible for the governance of a specic program. It is consisting of stakeholders from various
functional and technical backgrounds. The steering committee will be there for the entire lifecycle
of the program.
The literature points out to the following major tasks to be performed by the steering committee (or
the governance board):
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•

Approval of the program plans. Approval of changes (if any) in the plans.

•

Compliance with corporate/legal/regulatory policies, procedures, and standards.

•

Resource availability, allocation

•

Strategic progress review and reporting.

•

Guiding authority to the program manager (if guidance sought)

•

Review of the progress. Review of cost and benets delivery (planned vs actual).

•

Establishing the governance/decision making framework for timely decisions

•

Managing/inviting investments in the program.

•

Initiation of the program.

The program board will have a program director and an executive sponsor. The program board is
not always a one-vote, one-person consensus committee when it comes to decision-making.
Usually, the executive sponsor is the key decision maker who takes into consideration the input
from other board members and the program management team. The board may include key
stakeholders both from inside and outside the organization. Board members usually do not work
full-time on the program, and therefore they rely heavily on the program management team. In
addition to the program board, some organizations decide to set up a program management ofce
to manage a specic program.
2.2.2.3 The Program Management Office
The program management ofce is a body within an organization that is dealing with dening and
managing program-related governance procedures, processes, and templates for all programs in
the organization. All the programs in the organization must comply with these processes and
procedures. The relationship between the program board and program management ofce is
shown in Figure 2.5. In some case, the program management ofce is entrusted with portfolio
management responsibility. The PMO is responsible for managing resource allocation (personnel,
schedule and budget) at the program level. Table 2.6 describes typical roles possible in a PMO.

Table 2.6: Typical possible roles in PMO
S. No.

Role name

Responsibilities

1

Program planner

a. Management
b. Responsible for creating/maintaining/updating all
planning strategies
c. Plans and schedules for the program as well as
related projects.

2

Budget
administrator

a. Administration and reporting of all program ﬁnances
b. Liaison for ﬁnancial policy of the program.

Communications
coordinator

a. Coordination and dissemination of all program
communication to all stakeholders
b. Liaison for corporate communications, which
interprets Communication policies
c. External communication for the program.

3

Source: Hanford, 2015
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2.2.2.4 Program Manager
Project managers generally focus on delivering a specic component whereas the program
managers typically focus on more than one outcome and components. Throughout the process of
program planning and execution, the program manager ensures that the program provides a link
to the organization strategy. The role of program and (contrast with project manager) is presented
in Table 2.7.
2.2.2.5 Project Manager(s)
In the previous section the role of the program manager is highlighted. The differences between
roles of a Program and Project Manager is presented in the Table 2.7 below which will delineate
the role of a project manager:

Table 2.7: Roles of Program Manager and Project Manager

Program Manager

Project Manager

Integrates eﬀorts, continuously assesses
and reﬁnes approaches and plans, ensures
good communication.

Plans, organizes, directs, and controls the project
eﬀort.

Directs managers to achieve deﬁned
outcomes aligned with business strategy.

Manages for on-time delivery of speciﬁc
products.

Acts as the implementation arm of the
program sponsor(s) and/or steering
committee.

Manages work within the project plan framework.

Manages managers.

Manages technical staﬀ.

Source: Hanford, 2015

2.2.2.6 Other Stakeholders
During the formulation and approval of the governance plan, all the actors (stakeholders) in the
ecosystems and their role must be clearly understood. Having stakeholders on the side of the
program (the allies) is very important. Towards that goal, the rst step is stakeholder identication
(which is one of the most difcult task). There are documented case studies which point out
ignoring a particular stakeholder (or a set of stakeholders) can derail the project or program. It is
always important to monitor the positions of all the concerned stakeholders and effort should be
made to align them (to extent possible) with the proposed view point of the program. Few
stakeholders are already discussed in the previous section (such as project steering committee or
the governance board, PMO, owner/sponsors, program and project manager). Detailed discussion
on stakeholder engagement (with program perspective) is provided in Section 1.8. A couple of
terms such as contractor and customer are discussed here
CONTRACTOR : This is an individual or group assigned with carrying out a particular task with the
capital of the owner to create a desired product or service. As many of the tasks are specialized in
nature and a single entity may not have all the expertise, using contractor is a preferred way of
executing task (it has other benets as well which are discussed in the procurement and
contracting guidelines).
CUSTOMER OR END USER: Customer or (in case of infrastructure) it may be the end user. For
example, the implementing agency may be the customer to the contractor, but a particular facility
such as road will be used by the general public (the end user).
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2.3

Program Governance Design and Implementation

While designing a program governance structure a strong foundation is needed. There needs creation of a
symbiotic network of actors who will come together to deliver the program benets. The process of program
governance design is intended to do that. These actors will be (as shown in Fig. 2.5) are the project
sponsors, the governance board, the PMO, the program manager, and the project manager. Choosing the
right actors for above roles is of utmost importance as these are the players who are going to deliver the
program (or projects). Identication of player (though very important) is only one aspect, creation of an
appropriate governance structure, allocation of responsibilities and putting processes in place is of
paramount importance.
Overseeing and actively managing program work is a difcult and complex undertaking when compared to
project management. In addition, the programs are dynamic and not static. They need to respond to
external events and changing conditions to a greater extent. Therefore, as highlighted before an effective
governance structure and set of governance functions must be established. These provide the means of
identication, assessment, and response to internal as well as external events. It provides a mechanism for
changes by adjusting program components or features. A meagre (or worse still non-existent) governance
structure will render the program in a perennial reactive state struggling to cope with change.
In terms of program governance design and implementation, following are the elements which need to be
focussed:
1. Organizational structures: This will include constitution of a program steering committee and a
Program Management Ofce (PMO)
2. Roles and responsibilities: These are specic roles such as executive sponsor or a steering committee
member, the program director/manager
3. Processes or Mechanisms: Guidance and direction in the form of policies, governance principles, and
decision or authority specications or best practices.

2.4

Implementation Checklist
Benefits Management Checklist
•

Are the benets aligned with the organization's strategic goals?

•

Are the benets—tangible, intangible, short-term, and/or long-term—explicitly dened in the business case?

•

Does the business case outline how the benets will be measured and when benets are forecasted to be delivered?

•

Are all project or program benets documented in a benet register and benets realization roadmap?

•

Have key stakeholders signed off on the benets realization plan.

•

Does governance consider benets management, including relevant acceptance criteria?

•

Are project selection and/or funding decisions based on the impact to expected benets?

•

Have the expected benets been clearly communicated to key stakeholders involved with delivery?

•

Does the project or program team understand how project level outputs contribute to business benets?

•

Is progress regularly reviewed against the benets realization roadmap?

•

Are benets frequently modied to reect the most current information regarding changing business conditions?

•

Is effective change control being utilized to close gaps between expected benets and actual benets?

•

Is there a formal process to discover new benet opportunities?

•

Is the project or program still relevant based on what benets can be realized against unexpected events or changes to
the benets realization plan?

•

Have the benets—tangible, intangible, short-term, and/or long-term—been optimized?

•

Have the benets been transitioned to and approved by key stakeholders, including accountable operational/
business owners?
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•

Have project or program outcomes and capabilities been handed over to operational/ business owners?

•

Are realized benets being measured and veried against business and sustainment plans?

•

Are actual benets being delivered within the timeframe of the benets realization plan?

•

Were lessons learned captured and communicated?

•

Have unanticipated benets been realized and captured for the future?

Governance Checklist
•

2.5

Are all the core elements of strategic program management present and the key questions that they focus on
adequately addressed?

•

Does the selected strategy reect consideration and achievement of all the program's strategic business objectives?

•

Are external stakeholder and resource constraints well understood and their impact on strategy selection well
understood? Do mechanisms exist to monitor these constraints for any changed impacts and strategic exibility that
may result?

•

Has adequate attention to governance structures happened and are governance relationships well understood and
agreed to?

•

Does the program approach incorporate the key success factors for program management?

•

Are strategy and governance mutually reinforcing?

•

Is the need for change recognized and agreed to? Are the requisite commitments and resources in place?

•

Do the selected framework processes comprehensively address the program's likely set of needs? Are the systems
agreed to and accepted?

•

Are metrics related to the various elements of strategic program management in place and are they being
effectively used?

•

Have cultural factors and their role in organizational transformation been fully considered?

•

Are required changes and their rationale clearly communicated and explained?

•

Is the Owner's primary executive sponsor sufciently and meaningfully engaged? Is there a shared understanding of
the keys to success?

•

Is the program team professionally and emotionally engaged and does it understand what success looks like?

•

Is the change management plan fully integrated into the overall program plan?

•

Has the program governance regime been clearly dened, and the necessary alignment activities undertaken between
Owner and Program Management staff? Do responsibilities, authorities, and program policies and processes act to
reinforce the agreed upon governance regime?

•

Have key success factors in program governance been reviewed as part of alignment activities?
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3
3.1

Pre-Project Planning and
Contracting Strategies

Introduction

Pre-project Planning is one of the key recommendations of PMI-KPMG Report on “Revamping Project
Management”. This is one of the most important steps in program management. Depending on the type of
Industry, the pre-project planning is a part of the efforts by project developer/ implementing agency using its
own resources or through a consultancy organisation. The output of the pre-project planning is often
•

A Detailed Project Report (DPR)

•

Basic Engineering Package (BEP)

•

Front End Engineering and Design (FEED) package

•

Front End Loading (FEL) Package

Depending on the type of projects, it is necessary to dene what should be the level of information to be
provided and level of Project denition to be reached. Some recommendations are given in this section of
InBoK. It has been observed in the study that suboptimal feasibility report, incomplete geology/site/soil
investigation and inadequate Detailed Project Report (DPR) are few major reasons of scope changes that
lead to time and cost overruns. The reliability of the information contained in these reports, which are
prepared for early assessment, has signicant inuence throughout the project delivery and its eventual
operations.
Many case studies highlighted that either the geological/soil investigation was not done completely or the
DPR data was inadequate, which resulted in site surprises and scope changes. Specically, in one case
study of the report mentioned above, the number of drill holes were inadequate, which led to signicant
differences in the geological strata predictions during DPR preparation and actual execution conditions that
subsequently impacted the project with a time overrun of approximately three years. Hence, it is of utmost
importance that these studies are done diligently as these have lasting impact on the project performance.
Secondly, the component projects of a program have to be sequenced in such a way that overall program
objectives and implementation timelines are met. Figure 3.1 depicts such planning. This sequence has to
translate to the sequence of pre-project planning to be done on the component project well in time, so that
incomplete information is provided to the contractors. It is also proven that exculpatory clauses in bid
documents do not actually prevent the problems of over-runs in projects and such incomplete pre-project
planning often results in disputes leading to a “lose-lose” situation both for the implementation agency and
contractors.
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Figure 3.1 : Program and Its Component Projects

Like a program, each constituent project will have 6 stages of project life cycle. These are
•

Pre-project Planning stage*

•

Project approval and Initiation

•

Project Execution Planning

•

Execution (and commissioning)

•

Monitoring and Control

•

Project Close-out (including Evaluation)

*Pre-project planning is an important stage, often considered as separate sub-project within the program
implementation but has an essential connect with subsequent stages of project execution.

Program
Implementa on

Pre-project
Planning

Project
Execu on

Figure 3.2 : Pre-Project Planning Connect with Program and Project
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•

Pre-project Planning stage: In the rst stage, the project conceptualization takes place which includes
identication, formulation of ideas and preparation of the project idea (white paper) for stakeholders,
preparation of feasibility report, based on the best selected option and preparation of detailed project
report.

•

Project approval and Initiation: In the second stage, the project is approved by the concerned
authorities including required statutory and other clearances followed by project nancing and approval
by the Government (Centre/State).

•

Project Execution Planning: Detailed planning and scheduling is carried out for implementation of
various aspects of Project Management including human resource planning, detailed design and
engineering, material management, construction, control and supervision. Baseline schedule, control
level schedules, performance metrics and their integration with program parameters are key
deliverables at this stage.

•

Project Execution (and commissioning): Execution stage relates to conducting the work as per plan,
conforming to the contract scope, quality requirements, budget constraints and agreed schedule.
Towards later stages of execution, the project is commissioned to achieve the laid down objectives of
producing goods and services within the specied quality and other parameters.

•

Project Monitoring and Control: This is an overlapping phase and includes monitoring project
performance, ensuring necessary controls to ensure desired progress and performance levels are
achieved at any point of time and reporting the project performance to stakeholders.

Project Closeout and Evaluation: In this phase, the project is evaluated with respect to the objectives and
the observations made are utilized for bringing improvements in future designs of similar projects /
programs. Project Close-out is covered in Detail in Section 2 – Program and Project close-out

3.2

Pre-project planning
The steps in Pre-project Planning are given below

Figure 3.3: Steps in Pre-project planning
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3.2.1

VALIDATE PROJECT CONCEPT
Program manager and his team needs to validate the conceptual basis of the component project
and its integration to the remaining part of the program, including the interfaces with other
component projects.

3.2.2

ORGANIZE FOR PRE-PROJECT PLANNING
3.2.2.1 Select the Team
In this function, the team that is responsible for ensuring that pre-project planning is carried out
properly is selected and developed. The team should be comprised of skilled and experienced
members who can respond to the business and project objectives. The team provides critical
inputs from business, project management/technical, and operations.
3.2.2.2 Draft the Charter
The charter denes the pre-project planning team's mission and responsibilities and further renes
the original concept into a workable, project-based concept. The charter must be based on
corporate/ department sponsored guidelines and forms the basis for alignment of objectives by
participants.
3.2.2.3 Prepare Pre-Project Planning Plan
Based on the charter and available resources, a plan is prepared documenting the methods and
resources for completing the pre-project planning activities to be performed by the team.
3.2.2.4 Key Points - Organize for Pre-Project Planning
It should be noted that the amount of effort and documentation will vary depending upon the size
and complexity of the project. Team selection, charter, and plan may be dened in a memo, or may
require a relatively extensive effort along with substantial supporting documentation and
instruction. Regardless, there must be a pre-project planning plan, and it must be clearly
understood by all parties who will participate in the process.

3.2.3

SELECT ALTERNATIVES
The third major sub-process, consists of the following four major functions
•

Analyze Technology: Existing and emerging technologies are evaluated for feasibility and
compatibility with corporate business and operations objectives in terms of inclusion and usage
within the project. Scale-up problems and hands-on process experience must be considered.

•

Evaluate Site(s): Alternate siting locations are evaluated to meet the client's needs in terms of
relative strengths and weaknesses. Note that “analyze technology” and “evaluate site” are
typically performed in conjunction with one another. Site alternatives can be global, local, or
even inside an existing building.

•

Prepare Conceptual Scopes and Estimates: The required information is developed and
assembled on the various combinations of alternatives in a format that permits valid
comparisons based on corporate, project and rework reduction objectives and constraints.

•

Evaluate Alternatives: The decision maker, with assistance from the team, compares viable
project options and chooses the option(s) most advantageous to the business for further
development. An interim funding step may be tied to this decision.
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Ideally, one alternative or combination of alternatives is selected and denes the basic project.
However, it may be necessary or desirable to move forward with more than one option. If this is the
case, the project team must recognize that multiple options still exist, and sufcient time and
resources are needed to deal with this more complex scenario. Too often, a project team will
proceed with what it believes to be the selected alternative, only to be derailed when they discover
that they must consider other alternatives.
3.2.4

DEVELOP A PROJECT DEFINITION PACKAGE
The fourth sub-process has ve functions
•

Analyze Project Risks: Risks associated with the selected project alternative(s) are identied
and analysed. These analyses should include nancial/ business, regulatory, project, and
operational risk categories in order to minimize the impacts of risks on project success. Risk
management is covered in detail in Section 20 of InBoK.

•

Document Project Scope and Design: The commercial and technical intent of the project is
clearly identied, and the project design is brought to that stage of completion necessary to
reasonably minimize the risks associated with execution and operation of the facility.

•

Define Project Execution Approach: This function involves addressing and documenting the
methods to be used to perform the detailed design, procurement, validation, construction, and
start-up of the project.

•

Establish Project Control Guidelines: Detailed procedures are developed to manage
execution of the project, including control guidelines such as milestone CPM schedules,
procurement schedules, safety guidelines, validation master plan, and a control plan that
addresses such issues as planning, scheduling, change management, and management
information systems.

•

Compile Project Definition Package: Information developed in the four functions listed above
is compiled into an authorization package that allows a decision to be made regarding the
viability of the overall project. A more detailed project denition package provides the basis for
project execution if the project is authorized.

This formal planning process will greatly enhance all participants' comprehension of project
requirements and objectives. It will also enable clear communication of plans and objectives to the
decision maker(s), which will minimize the possibility of miscommunication. Finally, and perhaps
most importantly, clearly dened plans and objectives will ensure good transfer of information to
other participants who must execute the project plan. At the completion of this sub-process,10 to
25 percent of the design effort should be completed based on the type, size, and complexity of the
project.
3.2.5

APPROVAL TO PROCEED
Make Decision is the fth sub-process of pre-project planning. In this sub-process, the decision
maker must weigh the business objectives of the project and determine through evaluation of the
authorization package if the project will meet the organization's/PIA's (Program Implementation
Agency) needs. The decision must be made with a thorough understanding of the project's risks
and objectives. At this point, the decision maker can approve the project for further execution,
cancel the project, or return it for further pre-project planning. If a decision is made not to commit
resources, feedback is used to modify the business planning of the organization/enterprise and
the project is cancelled. If the decision is made to commit resources, the project is approved, with
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or without modications, and the information generated during pre-project planning is given to the
project execution team. Ideally, continuity shall be maintained between the pre-project planning
team and project execution efforts.
Important note: If the projects undergo a long gap to reach tendering stage post DPR approval, revalidation of pre-project planning outcomes should be conducted before proceeding to tendering stage.
3.2.6

GUIDELINES FOR PROJECT INITIATION, FORMULATION, APPROVAL, SANCTION
(To be veried for contemporaneity and adopted from Section 1 of Project Implementation Manual
by MOSPI
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3.2.7

KEY PRINCIPLES FOR PRE-PROJECT PLANNING
There are several fundamental principles that are important to pre-project planning. The probability
of consistent and predictable success when planning and executing projects is greatly enhanced if
the following principles are recognized and embraced as PIA's organizational philosophy:
•

Pre-project planning is a process that can and should be standardized. The concepts
presented here must be adapted to individual company needs and then tailored to each
specic project in terms of scale and complexity. Nevertheless, the fundamentals remain the
same and should be consistently applied to all projects.

•

Pre-project planning is a PIA driven process that must be tied closely to organizational goals/
Program outcomes.

•

Consultants and other contractors may play a major role in actual execution, but the PIA must
ensure that business needs are being satised.

•

Organizational goals and guidelines for pre-project planning must be well dened and clearly
communicated to everyone involved in the process.

•

Business, operational, regulatory, and social goals and requirements must be fully understood,
clearly communicated, and effectively integrated into the pre-project planning process.
Alignment of goals within the project team is critical.

•

The amount of design effort complete at authorization for detailed design and construction
should be at least 10 percent of the total expended and preferably higher in order to ensure
better predictability of cost and schedule outcomes. Authorizing projects with less engineering
should be accompanied with the understanding that higher risk (in no small part due to
probability of signicant rework) and therefore contingency, should be allocated.
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•

An organizational process should be in place to pre-project plan all capital facility expenditures.
This process should call for, as a minimum, a charter, control plan including budget and
schedule for all phases of the project, an execution approach, and participation by a multidisciplinary team.

It is also important to recognize that there will be natural resistance to implementation of a formal
pre- project planning process. The resistance will come from both operations and technical
personnel and will generally be based on two widely held wrong perceptions:
1. “We cannot afford to spend money on conceptual planning for projects that may not be
approved.”
2. “This type of planning requires too much time and will delay the project completion date.”
Internationally, it has been demonstrated that good pre-project planning leads to:
•

Improved cost predictability

•

Improved schedule predictability

•

Better attainment of operational and production goals in the rst six months of operation

•

Better achievement of business goals

•

Better denition of risks

•

Fewer scope changes

•

Greatly reduced probability of project rework, failures and disasters.

In summary, pre-project planning represents a signicant opportunity for owners to improve all
aspects of project performance. Implementation is not without difculty. However, the return on
investment is denitely worthwhile. Statistics and feedback from companies who embrace these
practices indicate that there is an opportunity to reduce project costs by as much as 20 percent,
while also achieving signicant improvement based on other business and operations criteria. It
must be stressed that the work that is being advocated will take place at some point in the life
cycle of every project-the most cost-effective time for it to occur is during pre-project planning.

3.3

Contracting Strategy Development
An important step between pre-project planning and proceeding with tendering stage for a project
is “Project Delivery and Contracting Strategy Development”.
Within the industry, there are a myriad of approaches to developing Project contracting strategies,
and in many organizations, no documented/rigorous process exists. The objective of this section is
to establish the process of formulating contracting strategy for a particular component project.
Early development and implementation of a t-for-purpose Contracting Strategy is a critical
deliverable to facilitate successful Project outcomes.

3.3.1

DEVELOPING CONTRACTING STRATEGY
3.3.1.1 CONTRACTING STRATEGY OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of implementing an appropriate Contracting Strategy for a Project is to
increase probability of Project success. The objectives of the section include:
•

Contract strategy or strategies developed and implemented are aligned to and supportive of
Owner's business and Project objectives

•

Key considerations of Project scope, risk, work location conditions are addressed

•

The appropriate Project stakeholders are involved in the development, to understand and
support the Project contract strategy
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•

Clear and appropriate allocation of Project and contract risk to Contractors and Owners

•

Minimize/avoid contract claims and/or disputes

•

Clear denition of Project scope roles/responsibilities, communication channels and decision
making (this supported by well written, comprehensive contracts and scopes of work aligned to
the contract strategy)

The Contracting Strategy is, by denition, the top-level plan for delivering a major capital asset
within an uncertain environment. Deviations from “the plan” are to be expected: the strategy
should contemplate both potential changes, which can be managed and mitigated, and the
potential for unknown changes which cannot be managed and simply require adaptation. The
strategy should be framed such that changes are recognized promptly with a responsive planning
process immediately assessing “manage” or “adapt” options. Staying “on strategy” will expedite
the recovery from “off plan”.
3.3.1.2 Key Definitions
•

Compensation Models: The method of calculating the price to be paid for the scope or service
to be provided which may be lump sum, unit rate, target price, reimbursable or some other
compensation methodology.

•

Contractor means a provider of services (i.e. fabrication/construction/others).

•

EPC means Engineering, Procurement and Construction Services

•

EPC Contractor means a Contractor providing Engineering, Procurement and construction
materials and services to an Owner with respect to the Project.

•

E&P means Engineering and Procurement services

•

EPCM means Engineering, Procurement and Construction Management Services, where the
Construction services are executed by a Third Party but managed by the Party providing the
Engineering, Procurement and Construction Management services.

•

EPCM Contractor means a Contractor providing Engineering, Procurement and construction
management services to an Owner with respect to the Project.

•

Owner: For the purpose of this guide, “Owner” includes an EPC subcontracting for EPC, an
EPC acting as agent for Owner or the asset Owner directly.

•

Parties: Depending on the context in this guide, this term includes (i) the contracting Parties
and (ii) the key stakeholders within an organization involved in the establishing a Contracting
Strategy and in carrying out the Project planning process.

•

Project: The construction Project or a silo within the overall Project as the context dictates. The
“Project” for the purpose of this section may be from the asset Owner's perspective or from a
Contractor's perspective. Consequently, the “Project” objectives and constraints may differ for
some Parties.

•

Services means any of Engineering, Procurement or construction services or combinations of
such services.

•

Sourcing Strategy: The formal tendering or proposal strategy or process which may include,
multiple or sole source negotiations for the selection of the provider of particular scope or
service.

•

Target Price Contract: The Owner and the Contractor agree at the outset on a xed “target”
price; the Contractor is reimbursed for progress on an actual cost basis, subject to the
application at the end of the Project of a formula which provides for the Contractor to share in
any savings below the target price or to contribute to any overrun above the target.

•

Works Contractor: As used in this guide, means the trades or construction Contractor(s) used
for the construction component of the Project.
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1. Deﬁne Project Objec ves
With inputs from
Engineering, Construc on,
planning and other teams

2. Complete Market Survey/
Assessment of Contractors

3. Deﬁne Scope and Work
Breakdown Structure

Use Parametric Feedback
from other projects. Assess
Responses from Contractors

Inputs from/ Review by
Engineering, Construc on

6. Complete Owner’s SelfAssessment

5. Complete Project/
Contract Risk Assessment

4. Conduct Contract
Strategy Workshop

Use A achment O1 and
inputs from project team

Use A achment 02 and
Inputs from Project Team

Use A achment 03 Contract
Strategy Workshop Agenda

7. Analyse, recommend
Contract Strategies

Finalise and Submit for
Management Commi ee
for Approval

Use A achment 04
Weightages for Decision
Analysis

Proceed for
Implementa on if
Approved, Else Repeat
Step 7 onwards

Figure 3.1 Contract Strategy Development Workﬂow

3.3.2

IMPLEMENTATION BENEFITS
3.3.2.1 Contract Strategy Defined
A “Contracting Strategy” is the synergistic sum of many components - e.g. Project delivery models,
compensation models, sourcing strategies and standard form contracts - but the individual
components are NOT contracting strategies. Therefore, for greater certainty:
•

Formal tendering, multiple or sole source negotiations are examples of Sourcing strategies, not
contracting strategies.

•

Lump sum, unit rate, reimbursable, target price/guaranteed maximum price are examples of
Compensation models, not contracting strategies.

•

Design-Bid-Build, Design-Build, EPC and EPC(M), etc. are examples of Project Delivery
models, not contracting strategies.
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3.3.2.2 Pre-requisites For Successful Contracting Strategy
Development of a Contracting Strategy cannot be successfully undertaken without rst completing
several key activities, including:
•

Understanding of clear, documented business and Project objectives

•

Well dened Project scope and execution strategy

•

Initial Project risk and opportunity identication/evaluation

•

Owner Project team capability self-assessment

•

Up-to-date understanding of the Contractor market (supply/demand of supervision and direct
labour)

•

Listing and description of key Project constraints (e.g. schedule, cost, quality, regulatory,
community relations)

•

Capacity, capability, labor relations, supervision and labor availability

•

Multi-discipline team

The development of a Contracting Strategy is improved when all the appropriate functional
disciplines assigned to the Project are involved and consulted, as it broadens to scope of issues,
concerns, risks to be addressed in the Contracting Strategy.
3.3.3

KEY CONSIDERATIONS
3.3.3.1 Required Project Knowledge
The selection of appropriate and Contracting Strategy will require knowledge of the following
among project team members:
•

KEY OBJECTIVES: Identifying and understanding the key objectives of, and constraints on,
the Project

•

COMPLEXITY: Considerations around the level of complexity of the Project (e.g. remoteness,
technical innovation involved, contingencies presented by the marketplace, etc., all contribute
to complexity)

•

RISKS: Identifying and understanding the risks (both typical and specic) that might impact
upon or be encountered at each stage in the delivery of the Project, and how best to deal with
those risks (Refer Section 20 of InBoK)

•

SCOPE SPLIT: The split of the overall scope and the key interfaces that require to be managed
refer to scope matrix in section x provided herein

•

KEY DELIVERY PROCESSES: The key processes and activities that must be performed in
delivering the Project
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Ø Identication of Key Objectives and Constraints
Ø Establishing Level of Complexity
Ø Identifying and Understanding Project Risks
Ø Establishing the scope split
•

Project Delivery Process and Contracting Types
Ø Engineering Only or Engineering and Procurement
Ø Construction only
Ø Design and Construction/EPC/Turnkey/Design-Build
Ø Managing Contractor/EPCM/Design and Construction Management
Ø New Contracting Formats: Alliance Contracting/IPD/Collaboration

3.3.4

COMPENSATION MODELS
3.3.4.1 Compensation Models And Alternatives
Whilst the compensation strategy serves as a means of pricing the Services to be undertaken, it
also structures the allocation of commercial risk to the various Parties involved. Choosing a single
compensation framework (i.e. “lump sum”) for all types of projects, is not ideal in certain
circumstances.
The choice of compensation model has fundamental implications for the allocation of Project risks
and the determination of Project success. However, the allocation of risks, and the applicability of
the comments that follow, may vary greatly among different contracts employing the same
compensation model. That is, individual contracts may vary greatly while employing the same
compensation model. Scope of Services denitions, payment provisions, change mechanisms,
indemnity provisions, and many other contract provisions are also used to allocate risk, and have
implications on Project success. Contracts may also contain blended features of more than one
compensation model. As such, the following descriptions set out “typical” attributes of each
compensation model. Tailoring contract terms and conditions to the Parties, the Project, and the
market is as important as selecting the right contract type and compensation model; however, this
is a separate topic beyond the scope of the present documents. Below is a summary of factors to
consider in order to identify the commercial risk for an Owner/Contractor.
The following table summarizes the key issue of scope denition applicable to various
compensation models, in very generalized terms.
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The Rela onship Between Scope Maturity and Cost Risk (Owner’s perspec ve)
Scope ‘Eﬀort’
Compensa on Model

Scop Deﬁni on

Lump Sum/Fixed Price

Fully deﬁned (IFB/IFC)

Unit Rate

Fully deﬁned for each unit
(including detailed
pre-ambles by ac vity

Reimbursable

Par ally deﬁned scope

Target Price/Incen ve

Par ally deﬁned scope

Conver ble (Reimbursable
to Lump Sum)

Ini ally ﬂexible scope with
increasing deﬁni on upon
conversion to lump sum

Cost Risk

Table 3.2: Compensation models and Scope definitions

3.3.4.2 Lump Sum Or Fixed Price Contracts
Such Contracts require the Contractor to perform the contracted services and deliver services or
materials for a pre-agreed price (a lump sum or xed price). A lump sum Compensation model for
construction is best suited to Projects where there is a high degree of certainty regarding the
specic Project requirements and should be used where the scope of the Services is at an
advance stage of denition and the changes that can be anticipated are minimal. The Owner may
be required to take a hands-off approach with a lump sum contract so the ability for the Owner to
provide the level of inspection and review of Contractor's activities that it desires should be clearly
dened within the other sections of the contract (i.e. quality surveillance, vendor selection criteria,
design approvals, audit). In a lump sum contract, the Owner has essentially assigned all the risk to
the Contractor, who in turn can be expected to charge a risk premium in order to accept
responsibility for unforeseen contingencies. Contractor bears the nancial burden of
underestimating the actual cost of construction and benets from an overestimate that is accepted
by an Owner. Beside the xed lump sum price, other commitments are often made by the
Contractor such as a specic schedule, the management reporting system or a quality control
program.
Careful drafting and review of the scope of Services should be undertaken to ensure there is no
contradiction or ambiguity in the obligations being undertaken for the xed price or lump sum
agreed to avoid disputes.
The use of lump sum contracts is prevalent in commercial and small to medium industrial Projects
but is rare in major industrial Projects involving signicant risk and complexity. Lump sum contracts
are most conducive to competitive sourcing strategies when the Parties' have good scope
denition, price predictability for Contractor's input costs and abundant availability of resources
permitting the Owner to achieve savings through competition.
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3.3.4.3 Unit Rate Contracts
Unit Rate Contracts allow for payment of the Services and materials on a quantitative basis. The
cost elements within the compensation section are usually all-inclusive unit rates (i.e. Implicit
estimates of costs to be incurred).
Unit Rate contracts provide a xed price for a dened unit of Services (quantity), which may include
labour, equipment, and/or material. The nal contract value is determined by summing the actual
quantities multiplied by the specied unit rates. Contractor accepts the productivity risk and risks of
ination. Reimbursement should be based strictly on actual quantities and no minimum price is
guaranteed. For administration simplicity - the unit rates may, where possible, be “all-inclusive”
rates and be valid for quantities both large and small, however this may not provide the most
economical solution for the Owner as the risk factors the Contractors may want to include may
inate the unit rates, or the escalation of quantities may lead to disputes and claims.
An alternative is to have a large and varied suite of unit rates which accurately describe and reect
the Services to which they apply, and to have contract provisions to address signicant escalation
of quantities of Services.
Unit price contracts are generally restricted to Projects (or scopes of Services) where units of work
can be readily identied and measured (i.e. piling, pipelines, bulk earthworks,
concrete/foundations). Unit rate contracts require appropriate Owner surveillance (i.e. quantity
measurement) and appropriate resources.
3.3.4.4 Reimbursable Contracts
Reimbursable contracts place more commercial risk on the Owner compared to lump sum
contracts. This may achieve cost savings for the Owner, as the Contractor may be required to
incorporate less risk premium into the contract price. On the other hand, there may be decreased
cost certainty with reimbursable contracts. The Owner may incur cost ination due to changes in
market conditions, materials prices, labour costs and Contractor productivity among other factors.
Cost-reimbursement types of contracts provide for payment of allowable incurred costs, to the
extent prescribed in the contract. These contracts establish an estimate of total cost for the
purpose of obligating funds and may also establish a ceiling that the Contractor may not exceed
(except at its own risk) without the approval of the Owner. Cost-reimbursement contracts are
suitable for use when uncertainties involved in contract performance do not permit costs to be
estimated with sufcient accuracy to use any type of xed-price or all-inclusive unit rate contract.
Reimbursable contracts provide less incentive to cut costs and permit changes much more easily
than lump sum contracts. Therefore, reimbursable contracts may be favoured where construction
quality and design exibility outweigh cost considerations. Market conditions and Project
complexity may in fact dictate that lump sum contracting is not viable, and some variant of
reimbursable and unit rate contracts must be used.
Cost reimbursement is a frequent subject of dispute, requiring careful contract drafting to ensure
all anticipated costs are identied as reimbursable or not. But reimbursable contracts are less
susceptible to disputes due to design change as the contract allows for automatic compensation
for extra Services
A cost-reimbursement contract should be used only when
•

the Contractor's accounting system is adequate for determining costs applicable to the
contract; and

•

Appropriate surveillance (and/or use of contract incentives) during performance will provide
reasonable assurance that efcient methods and effective cost controls are used;

•

Reimbursable contracts are less suited to competitive tendering Sourcing Strategies.
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Typical reimbursable compensation strategies are on a time and materials basis which provides for
acquiring Services on the basis of direct labor hours at specied hourly rates that include wages,
overhead, general and administrative expenses, and prot plus actual cost for materials or may be
labour only with an agreed mark-up. In this compensation model, the Contractor has little or no risk
associated with salary, escalation, productivity, burden, ODC's and other labor associated cost (i.e.
a labor multiplier). Contractor's fee is a unit rate or percentage charged on each hour worked by
specied Contractor personnel multiplied by hours worked. The delineation between costs
contained within the reimbursable unit rate and fee elements must be clearly dened. The Fee
element can have multiple variants including a xed fee, percentage, award fee, incentive fee, or
any combination thereof charged on top of specic input costs incurred by the Contractor for
carrying out the Services. One of the most commonly used forms is a Cost plus xed fee contract
which is a cost-reimbursement contract that provides for payment to the Contractor of a negotiated
fee percentage that is xed in value at the inception of the contract based on the Contractors job
estimate.
The xed fee value does not vary with actual cost (unless stipulated) but may be adjusted as a
result of changes in the Services to be performed under the contract. This contract type permits
contracting for efforts that might otherwise present too great a risk to Contractors for a unit price
arrangement, but it provides to the Contractor only a minimum incentive to control costs. Under
this type of contract, the Contractor will receive the actual direct job cost plus a xed fee, and the
Contractor will benet from the opportunity to achieve a higher prot percentage if the work is
completed ahead of schedule and with less manhours. The Owner still assumes the risks of direct
job cost overrun while the Contractor will risk the erosion of its prots if the Project is dragged on
beyond the expected time and at greater manhours than was originally estimated.
3.3.4.5 Progressive Lumpsum Or Convertible Lumpsum
The overall aim of this strategy is a balanced approach to commercial risk such that Contractors
are able to convert a reimbursable contract to a Lump Sum at a stage where there is a much
deeper understanding of the Project and the associated costs and thus ultimately have greater
cost predictability.
This type of compensation strategy originated in Middle East as a result of major EPC Contractors
being unable or unwilling to contract on a Lump Sum basis due to: Increasingly complex Projects,
Mega Projects with Capex investments of several billion dollars and Increasing and unpredictable
global and regional commodity and labour costs. The advantage of establishing a convertible
contract at the outset is primarily the Owner's advantage; the Owner ensures that the Contractor is
required to submit a price to complete the Services on a lump sum when the design is sufciently
advanced and establishes parameters for the performance delivery if the option to convert to lump
sum is exercised.
Some of the issues which can affect the overall success of this Compensation Model include a
need for the following:
•

Trust and openness between Owner and Contractor

•

A balance of risk between Parties and a best for Project approach

•

The Conversion needs to be mutually agreed based on an open book estimate

Ultimately the benets that can be achieved by utilizing this Compensation model are for both the
Owner and Contractor as it allows Contractor better understanding of the Project before submitting
a xed price for elements of the Services and for the Owner it can reduce the overall negotiation
time for the Contract thus shorten overall Schedule.
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Conversions can be staged as the Project develops or full converted in a single step at the
appropriate stage of execution. Some pitfalls which can undermine its success include the
requirement for good quality early Engineering documentations (FEED/EDS) to allow early transfer
of Detailed Engineering/Procurement and Modular fabrication to lump sum. PIA's FEED/EDS
budget needs to be accurate or this can lead to delay and disagreement when converting the open
book estimate into a mutually agreed lump sum.
Contract complexity requires alternate contract terms addressing the parameters for a lump sum
tender, the cost and performance responsibilities that would apply if the Owner exercises the
option.
Whilst currently being investigated or proposed on a number of international projects, the
readiness of the Indian Construction Market to embrace this model and thus fully accept the
construction risk has not yet been fully tested on larger Projects.

Figure 3.5: Convertible Lumpsum model for Energy Sector projects

The ability to convert the construction element of the Project to a lump sum is DIRECTLY
DEPENDANT on the ability to efciently maximize the level of modularization of the components
thus minimize on site construction. In a post Covid-19 situation, optimizing prefabrication/modularization is key for project success in mega projects.
This compensation strategy increases the likelihood of construction Contractors being able to
ACCURATELY estimate construction efforts and offer a corresponding lump sum or all-inclusive
unit rate.
3.3.4.6 Mixed Compensation Terms
Generally speaking, it is not recommended to combine compensation terms for an individual
scope. The challenge with combining methodologies is the probability that an activity can be
charged twice without the Owner/PIA (and potentially the Contractor) being explicitly aware, thus
creating conditions for a dispute.
This is not to say that knowing, understanding, and potentially including reimbursable rates within
a lump sum (for example) contract is inherently negative. This may allow for agreeable means
between Owner and Contractor by which to price change to a given scope. However, trying to
manage one activity (i.e. earthworks) with blended terms could lead to billing confusion, potential
double charging, and potential decreases in productivity; all of which are inconsistent with an
effective Contracting Strategy.
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3.3.5

PROCESS FOR DEVELOPING CONTRACTING STRATEGY
3.3.5.1 Pre-workshop Risk Assessment Of Component Project
Contract strategy needs to be evolved through a workshop involving key stakeholders in
component project delivery. There needs to be an assessment of risk associated with the
proposed contract strategy. Based on the contracting Strategy alternatives, the team needs to
evaluate the division of responsibilities for various project scopes of work amongst Contractors
and PIA, and key risks and their mitigation to be in the selection process of the appropriate
compensation model for a contract. This will be key input to the contract strategy workshop.
3.3.5.2 Contract Strategy Workshop
There is a template as an attachment to this section of InBoK. It can be used as a basis to assist
Project teams plan and implement the Contracting Strategy development process. It
“operationalizes” the work process ow diagram, and includes all the key steps, references to the
various Best Practices tools, and lists the key Project disciplines to be involved.
This meeting agenda template is completely scalable and can be used to develop a Project
Contracting Strategy in one meeting for Projects with small scope, low dollar and complexity, or as
a basis for multiple sessions, for complex, high risk, high capital value Projects.
Risk Register format proposed in InBoK section 20 can be used for this purpose.
3.3.5.3 Owner's/ Pia's Capability/ Involvement Assessment For Managing Project
The contract strategy should be consistent to the size and capability of the PIA/Owner
organization. For this, the PIA's own capability and capacity is to be assessed properly. For
example, when PIA chooses a Unit Rate mode of contract strategy, it needs to ensure that the
manpower required to supervise and inspect the contractor's work is sizeable and achieved
through resources within the organization or employing a PMC (project management consultant)
well before issuing the RFPs (Request for Proposal) for work.
3.3.5.4 ESTABLISHING WEIGHTAGE FOR OBJECTIVES FOR DECISION ANALYSIS
Once multiple options are conceived for component project delivery, a matrix with appropriate
weightages can be used to arrive at the most suitable contracting model. An example is given in
Attachment 03 of this section.

3.3.6

OTHER REFERENCES FOR CONTRACTING STRATEGIES
The following references can be consulted for further guidance on Contracting strategies

3.4
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3.5

ATTACHMENTS

3.5.1

ATTACHMENT 01: CONTRACTING STRATEGY WORKSHOP AGENDA – TEMPLATE
Purpose/Instructions for Use: This template meeting agenda is to be used to guide the preparation
and facilitation of Project Contracting Strategy workshop. The typical agenda here is meant to be
illustrative and not a complete, exhaustive list of all requirements to be addressed by PIA's project
manager,
Contract Strategy Workshop Accountability: Project Manager/Director; Facilitated by Contracts
Manager
Suggested core attendees from Project team
•

Engineering Manager/Leader

•

Procurement Manager/Leader

•

Materials Management Manager/Leader

•

Logistics and Transportation Manager/Leader

•

Project Controls/ Planning Manager/Leader

•

Quality Assurance Manager/Leader

•

Construction Management Manager/Leader

•

Labour Relations Manager/Leader

•

Health, Safety, Environment (HSE) Manager/Leader

•

Local Community / Social Sustainability Manager/Leader

•

Commissioning and Start-up Manager/Leader (where applicable)

•

Operations and Maintenance Manager/Leader (where applicable)
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3.5.2

ATTACHMENT 02: SELF-ASSESSMENT FOR PROJECT DELIVERY
Purpose: This tool is to be used by Project teams to assess their relative capability and readiness
in key areas of planning and execution, in order to assist with the development of the appropriate
Contracting Strategy for a Project. Specically, this self-assessment will assist in determining which
scopes of work and responsibilities should be self-performed and what scope should be
contracted to a third Party.
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This tool is not intended to give a denitive readiness score or answer, but to drive the
right/pertinent questions for Project Owner/PIA to honestly reect on their capability and capacity.
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3.5.3

ATTACHMENT 03: WEIGHTAGES FOR DECISION ANALYSIS
The initial step is to determine what the Project objectives are, the next and more difcult step, is to
weight these as to priority. Typical objectives are Cost, Schedule, and Quality. Where a team may
nd itself in difculty is in trying to nd consensus on the weighting of these 3 key objectives and
the inclusion and weighting of other key objectives in comparison. If score of every strategy is
equal, then any strategy can be adopted. Most important thing is to ensure that we have
reasonable number of contractors available to ensure competitive bidding.
Different Contracting Strategies affect objectives to a greater or lesser extent, so it is vital that there
is a real intense discussion about focus areas of the project team.
A Decision Analysis tool, as indicated below, can be used to score the various Strategies against
those Project Objectives. The Project team score, on a basis of 1-10, how well each of the
contracting Strategies will best meet the objectives of the Project. This is done solely to determine
what Strategy best meets the company's objectives.
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4
4.1

Bidding Documents
Preparation and
Contract Negotiations

INTRODUCTION

Public procurement is about acquisition of works, goods, plant, consultancy and non-consultancy services
using public funds and for the benet of the public. Public authorities usually invite competitive
bids/proposals for the supply of specic works, goods, plant, consultancy and non-consultancy services on
certain terms and conditions that are specied at the time of invitation of bids/proposals. The public
authorities accept the bid/proposal from amongst the bids/proposals received by it that is most
competitive/advantageous. Following acceptance of the bid/proposal, a formal contract is signed for the
supply of specic works, goods, plant, consultancy and non-consultancy services by the selected
bidder/proposer. In the course of supply, the public authority has to ensure that the supply is in accordance
with the terms of contract agreement. The basic tenets of public procurement policy have to primarily cover
two areas, the selection of the supplier, and the actual supply of works, goods, plant, consultancy and nonconsultancy services by the selected supplier.
Success of implementation of a programme/project, to a great extent, depends on effectiveness and
efciency of procurement of various works, goods, plant, consultancy and non-consultancy services
required for the programme/project.
Works by denition include both civil works and mechanical & electrical works. Works also include
structural, computing, monitoring, safety, and surveillance installations; and components, whether
temporary or permanent in nature, that are required during and post construction to ensure that the 'Works'
serve their intended purpose when put into use. Goods by denition include all materials, articles,
assemblies (e.g. rolling stock), and also intangible products like technology transfer. Goods may be
consumed or used individually, collectively, in association or in assembly or incorporated in 'Works'. By
denition, Works include Goods incidental thereto and vice versa. Consultancy Services, by denition,
include range of services that are advisory or professional in nature. Non-consultancy/Other Services by
denition are services that are not consultancy in nature (e.g. catering services). Non-consultancy Services
to a great extent include out-sourcing of different types of services, which were traditionally being carried
out departmentally. Denition of Goods include Plant to some extent. But in the holistic perspective of a
project/programme, Plant generally refer to specially engineered plant and equipment, such as turbines,
generators, boilers, switchyards, pumping stations, telecommunications, process and treatment plants, and
the like for power, water, sewerage, telecommunication and similar projects that are designed, built,
supplied and installed by the contractor/supplier.
(Note 1: In this chapter, the entity that supplies Goods, supplies and installs Plant, construct Works, has been generally
termed as Contractor (Concessionaire for Public Private Partnership (PPP) projects) though there may be a lot of terms
with similar connotation used in different contracting formats. The entity providing Consultancy Services has been termed
as Consultant whereas the entity providing Non-consultancy/Other Services has been generally termed as Service
Provider. The authority inviting Application/Expression of Interest (EoI)/Bid/Proposal and administering contract is termed
as Procuring Entity. Where the context permits, the bidding documents, proposal documents, prequalication
documents, expression of interest documents- are collectively termed as bidding documents. Similarly, the entity
(Applicant/Bidder/Proposer/ Consultant/Service Provider) submitting its Application/Expression of Interest/Bid/Proposal in
response to request or notice of the Procuring Entity is collectively termed as Bidder, and the Application/Expression of
Interest/Bid/Proposal is collectively termed as Bid.)
Note 2: Whenever there is a reference to Government of India Rules/Notications/Manuals in this chapter, latest version of
the same shall be followed.)
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4.2

GOAL OF PUBLIC PROCUREMENT

The ultimate goal or objective of public procurement is basically three-fold. First objective is timely
completion i.e., the Works & Consultancy Services should be completed, the Goods should be supplied
and the Plant should be supplied and installed within the scheduled time period, whereas Non-consultancy
Services should be provided throughout the scheduled time period. Second objective is t for purpose of
the Works, Goods, Plant, Consultancy & Non-consultancy Services which can be determined through a set
of pre-decided quantitative and qualitative attributes. Third objective is cost efciency of public procurement
i.e., the Works, Plant, Goods, Consultancy & Non-consultancy Services – should be procured at optimum
price while the rst two objectives are duly achieved. Public procurement has to simultaneously ensure that
safety, health, and environmental safeguards have to be strictly adhered to during the procurement process.
However, the immediate objective of procurement process is timely award of contract to the party that
sufciently assures achievement of ultimate objectives mentioned above.

4.3

PROCUREMENT CYCLE

Procurement cycle can be broadly divided into four stages i.e.,
1. Preparation of procurement plan
2. Preparation of bidding documents
3. Bidding process including award of contract and nally
4. Contract management that continues beyond completion of contract.
Each of the stages includes the process of requisite approval(s) from the authority(s) competent to do so in
a particular organisation. The stages are briey discussed below.
4.3.1

PROCUREMENT PLAN
A programme or project requires procurement of any or all of the following:
1. Goods
2. Plant (Design, Supply & Installation)
3. Works
4. Consultancy Services
5. Non-consultancy Services
Procurement plan identies and maps the contours of the procurement activities. Procurement
plan essentially consists of identication of the component(s) mentioned above that are proposed
to be contracted under a programme/project, the cost estimate, procurement method and nally
time schedule for procurement of individual component(s), clearly indicating dateline for different
milestones of procurement process and inter-dependency of procurement of different
components. Preparation of procurement plan is guided by procurement approach adopted by
Procuring Entity considering risk, value, context, nature, and complexity of the procurement.
It may be simple for a single project but quite complex for a programme that involves procurement
of various Works, Goods, Plant, Consultancy and Non-consultancy Services. Procurement plan of
a project should be prepared when feasibility studies/detailed project report is in advance stage
and there is, at least, in-principle approval from the competent authority to the project. Preparation
of procurement plan of a programme is very important to complete procurement process as per
schedule since delay in procurement of a single component of the programme may impact
procurement of some other component(s). The procurement plan of a programme is prepared
tentatively in the beginning based on feasibility study of the programme but gets updated as the
detailed project report of individual components are prepared.
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Procurement plan for a programme may involve procurement of similar components for multiple
projects. Procuring Entity has to decide during preparation of procurement plan whether to invite
Bid for multiple projects under a single bid notice or separate bid notices. Procurement for multiple
projects under a single bid notice may be slightly cumbersome to evaluate and run the risk of
delay in respect of all the projects due to legal/oversight issues. But if designed and handled
properly, the procedure offers twin advantages of considerable savings in time and competitive
prices.
Procurement plan should be clearly aligned to make it sustainable. Sustainable procurement looks
beyond economic parameters and factor social and environmental considerations such as use of
recycled materials. Sustainable procurement is essentially based on whole life costing of the
programme/project and guided by the principle of value for money.
Procurement plan should clearly establish governance arrangements for procurement with clear
and transparent lines of accountability within Procuring Entity, procurement oversight by funding
agency like World Bank/ADB/JICA, and legal and institutional framework for procurement audit
including independent third-party audit, wherever necessary.
4.3.2

PREPARATION OF BIDDING DOCUMENTS
Most of the Ministries/Departments/PSUs dealing with infrastructure development programme have
developed model bidding documents for different kinds of contract. NITI Aayog has also published
model bidding documents for different kinds of contract in some infrastructure sectors. Procuring
Entity has to decide on procurement method and corresponding model bidding documents before
embarking on preparation of actual bidding documents for a particular procurement. The model
bidding documents is then used to develop actual bidding documents for a particular
procurement. Guidance given in the model bidding documents are used together with various
inputs from feasibility studies/detailed project report and applicable guidelines of the Procuring
Entity for the purpose.

4.3.3

BIDDING PROCESS INCLUDING AWARD OF CONTRACT
This stage of the procurement cycle includes activities such as bid invitation, pre-bid meeting,
issue of reply to queries during pre-bid meeting, issue of addendum/corrigendum to bidding
documents, receipt of bids, opening & evaluation of bids, selection of the bidder, award of contract
and nally signing of agreement. Procuring Entity will carry out all the activities following the
procedure given in bidding documents.

4.3.4

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
The contract management stage is the nal stage of procurement cycle, in which the supply of
Goods, supply and installation of Plant, construction of Works actually take place or Consultancy
and Non-consultancy Services are provided. During this stage, the parties to the contract i.e.,
Procuring Entity/Contractor/Consultant/Service Provider full their respective obligations under the
contract. The contract management depends on internal factors such as subject matter of
procurement, procurement method, adequacy & correctness of contract agreement, competency
and integrity of personnel employed by all the parties to manage the contract, continued nancial
capability of the Contractor/Consultant/Service Provider , etc., and external factors such as force
majeure conditions, procurement of timely clearance from various government agencies by
different parties as per their obligations, and changes in government policies, etc.

4.3.5

PROCUREMENT CYCLE
The procurement cycle starts after preparation of feasibility studies/detailed project report, but
before the appraisal and approval of a programme/project by Procuring Entity because total
project costing and appraisal & approval process is dependent upon the choice of procurement
method. The steps involved in procurement cycle up to award of contract are illustrated below:
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Selec on of
Procurement Method

Selec on of Model
Bidding Documents

Invita on & Receipt
of Bid/Proposal*

Prepara on of
RFB/RFP

Evalua on of Bids/
Proposals and Finalisa on
of Contractor/Consultant/
Service Provider*

Decision on
Prequaliﬁca on/
Shortlis ng
v. Post-Qualiﬁca on

Prepara on of
Project Speciﬁc
RFQ/REOI (Op onal)

Evalua on of Applica ons/
EOI and Finalisa on
of Prequaliﬁed Bidders/
Shortlisted Consultants

Invita on & Receipt
of Applica ons/EOI

Contract Nego a ons

Award of Contract

Figure 4.1: Procurement Cycle up to award of Contract

* RFP includes invitation, receipt and evaluation of Proposal in two stages.

4.4

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR PROCUREMENT

There is no particular law in India governing public procurement. However, the important
Acts/Rules/Guidelines concerning public procurement are listed below:
a. Article 299 of The Constitution of India (contracts to be executed in writing by ofcers specically
authorised to do so)
b. Article 14 of The Constitution of India (right to equality)
c. Article 19(1) of The Constitution of India (right to carry on a profession)
d. The Indian Contract Act, 1872
e. The Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 (as amended in 2019)
f.

Competition Act, 2002 as amended with Competition (Amendment) Act, 2007

g. The Information Technology Act, 2000 (IT Act, regarding e-procurement and e-auction, popularly called
the Cyber law)
h. Right to Information (RTI) Act 2005
i.

Central Vigilance Commission Act, 2003

j.

Delhi Special Police Establishment Act, 1946 (DSPE – basis of the Central Bureau of Investigation)

k. Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988
l.

Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (Sections 195(1) and 197(1))

m. General Financial Rules, 2017
n. Delegation of Financial Power Rules
o. CVC Guidelines on procurement /tender and contract management
p. Various labour laws applicable at the works' site
q. Various building and safety acts, codes, standards applicable in the context of the scope of work
r.

Various environmental and mining laws, codes, standards applicable in the context of the scope of work

The model bidding documents prepared by different Ministries/Departments/PSUs should be compliant to
the Acts/Rules/Guidelines mentioned above. When a programme/project is funded by a multi-lateral lending
agency, the procurement procedures as required by such agency has to be followed with the approval of
Ministry of Finance.
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4.5

PROCUREMENT PRINCIPLES
The core public procurement principles are value for money, economy, integrity, t for purpose,
efciency, transparency and fairness. The core procurement principles mutually reinforce each
other in some combinations and in some other combinations they conict with each other. Hence,
conformance of procurement process to the core procurement principles should be seen in a
holistic manner rather than from the narrow perspective of an individual principle.
Value for money means the effective, efcient, and economic use of resources based on evaluation
of relevant costs and benets, along with an assessment of risks, non-price attributes and/or lifecycle costs. Value for money does not focus only on economy as it simultaneously addresses the
issues of quality, reliability, performance, etc., and thus reduces the possibility of poor quality
resulting from purely economic considerations. Value for money entails balancing the principles of
quality, efciency and economy. To achieve value for money in procurement, Procuring Entity has
to adopt clear set of procurement objectives based on a meticulously prepared detailed project
report, devise procurement approach that has adequate mitigative measures keeping in view
nature & complexity of the project/programme and risks associated with it. The procurement plan
will be developed on the foundation of such objectives and approach, and diligently implemented
while ensuring integrity throughout the process.
Economy in public procurement obviously means minimum cost to the exchequer and therefore a
very important principle of procurement. But sole considerations for economy may, at times, result
in compromising quality and efciency. Evaluating economy based on life cycle costs is a better
approach.
Integrity of all entities involved in public procurement and integrity of bids is the most important
principle and it reinforces all other principles. Integrity can be assured when entities involved in the
bidding process such as Procuring Entity (including any other entity that is assisting the Procuring
Entity in the bidding process) and Bidders are deterred from adopting undesirable practices such
as corrupt practice, fraudulent practice, anti-competitive practice, coercive practice, conict of
interest, obstructive practice through a carefully designed system and conscious growth of value
based work culture.
Fit for purpose simply means whether the Works, Goods, Plant, Consultancy, and NonConsultancy Services meet the purpose it was originally designed for. Actually, the principle aims
at tailoring individual procurement processes to meet operational needs and deliver the right
result.
Efciency in public procurement is judged by shorter time taken for procurement, decreased
transaction cost, increased leveraging of technology in procurement and improved procurement
planning.
Transparency in public procurement means that all procurement related information must be
available to all stakeholders i.e., Applicant/Bidder/Proposer/Consultant and the public at large at
right time, unless certain condential information cannot be disclosed for valid legal reasons.
Transparency principle requires public procurement authorities to primarily do what is stipulated in
bidding documents.
Fairness in public procurement requires that all Bidders are treated alike without any preferential
treatment to any and this behaviour and attitude of the Procurement Entity is exhibited in all its
decisions and actions.

4.6

PROCUREMENT METHODS
The procurement methods available and in practice for Works, Plant (design, supply & installation),
Goods, Consultancy Services, and Non-consultancy Services are briey summarised below:
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4.6.1

PROCUREMENT OF WORKS, GOODS & PLANT
4.6.1.1 Item Rate Contract
Item rate contract has been the widely prevalent contract for Works, Goods and also Plant whose
detailed design and engineering drawings have been prepared and technical specications have
been rmed up by the Procuring Entity before invitation of Bids. A Bill of Quantities (BoQ) is
provided in the bidding documents giving quantities of various items. The Bidder quotes rate of
individual items in its Bid and the Bidder that has submitted substantially responsive Bid, meets the
qualication requirements and has quoted lowest evaluated cost is awarded the contract. The
Contractor constructs the Works; supplies the Goods; and designs, supplies, and installs the Plant
using the scope, schedule of requirements, engineering drawings, technical specications, design
standards, etc., given in the bidding documents that subsequently forms part of contract
agreement. The Contractor is paid for measured quantities executed/supplied/supplied & installed
by it at the rates quoted by it in its Bid and accepted by the Procuring Entity. Procuring Entity
remains responsible for the design and drawings prepared by it, incorporated in the bidding
documents and later made part of contract agreement. Any requirement for change in design or
increase/decrease in quantities or requirement of new items is materialised through provision of
variation in the contract. There is another form of contract called percentage rate contract that
functions on the same principle but slightly varies with the item rate contract as regards the
procedure of nancial bid is concerned. In percentage rate contract, BoQ given in the bidding
documents contains quantity, rate and cost of individual items as determined by Procuring Entity
together with total cost of the Works/Goods/Plant. The Bidder quotes a percentage above or
below the rates given in BoQ in its Bid. All other terms and conditions of the contract essentially
remain the same as item rate contract. The contracting formats used for procurement of the Goods
are essentially item rate contract. However, there are several variants of Goods Procurement such
as Open Tender Enquiry, Global Tender Enquiry, Limited Tender Enquiry, Special Limited Tender
Enquiry, Proprietary Article Certicate, Single Tender Enquiry, Withdrawals against Rate Contracts,
Direct Procurement without Quotation, Direct Procurement by Purchase Committee, Purchases
through Central Purchase Organisation or other such agencies to suit various procurement
circumstances such as source availability, size, urgency, cost/complexity of procedure , etc.
4.6.1.2 Epc/lstk Contract
Item rate contracts for Works/Plant suffer from two general shortcomings i.e., time overrun and
cost overrun – which primarily stem from deciencies in the design prepared by Procuring Entity.
These shortcomings are substantially addressed in Engineering, Procurement & Construction
(EPC) contract used for Works. In EPC contract, the Contractor is responsible for design,
procurement, construction, commissioning and handover of the project to the Procurement Entity
at an agreed price and at a xed date followed by performance-based maintenance during
relatively long defects liability period. The Procuring Entity species the scope of work, design
standards, construction specications, and performance standards/service levels vis-à-vis
maintenance requirements in the bidding documents. Bidders quote lumpsum price for the project
in their nancial bids, which becomes the governing criteria for award of contract. The contract
amount is paid to the Contractor based on completion of stages which are dened in the contract.
The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) has recommended that item rate contracts
may be substituted by EPC contracts wherever appropriate. Contractor prepares its own design
based on design standards and specications given in the contract and gets the design
reviewed/approved from Authority's Engineer/Other Employer's Personnel. The Contractor
therefore remains solely responsible for design and there is no time/cost implication whatsoever
on the Procuring Entity. EPC contract has additional advantages of assured performance
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standards/service levels during defects liability period, incentive for innovation and best practices
in design, materials, equipment and construction methodology apart from improved risk
management. However, Contractor's ability to manage risk (probability that, despite careful project
costing and planning, unforeseen events will occur during the implementation of a project which
will affect the nal cost and completion time) in design, procurement and construction phase is
critical for success of contract. On the other hand, Contractor's focus to provide minimum
compliant design creates a sense of discomfort to the Procuring Entity.
Lump Sum Turn Key (LSTK) contract is similar to EPC contract with a slight difference. Basic
engineering of Works/Plant, design standards, and specications are provided by the Procuring
Entity to the Bidder in EPC contract which form the basis for detailed design prepared by the
Contractor. However, in LSTK contract, Procuring Entity provides only design standards and
specications and it is the responsibility of the Contractor to prepare basic and detail design of the
Works/Plant. LSTK contract is mostly used for procurement of electrical and mechanical
works/plant.
FIDIC has advised that EPC/LSTK contract is not suitable in the following circumstances:
a. If there is insufcient time or information for Bidders to scrutinise and check the requirements of
Procuring Entity or prepare designs, risk assessment studies, and estimating;
b. If construction will involve substantial work underground or work in other areas which bidder
cannot inspect unless special provisions are provided to account for unforeseen conditions;
c. If the Procuring Entity intends to supervise closely or control the Contractor's works or to review
most of the construction drawings.
4.6.1.3 Ppp Based Contract (with & Without Revenue Risk)
Public Private Partnership (PPP) contract is a kind of collaboration or partnership between the
Procuring Entity and Concessionaire with regards to implementation and/or operation and
management of an infrastructure project (Works), and is built on the expertise of each partner that
meets clearly dened public needs through the appropriate allocation of resources, risks,
responsibilities and rewards. There are some distinct advantages/benets of PPP projects:
a. The scarce public resources are supplemented so that more number of potential candidate
projects can be implemented.
b. There is marked increase in efciency in project delivery, operation and management.
c. Responsibilities are allocated to the respective parties who are best suited to handle the same.
d. Assured performance standards are maintained during operation period.
e. There is incentive to use innovation and best practices in design, construction, operation, and
maintenance.
There are several variants of PPP contract. In all forms of PPP contract, the successful Bidder
incorporates a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV). The SPV called as Concessionaire signs the
concession agreement with Procuring Entity and carries out design, construction, operation and
maintenance of the project in accordance with provisions of the concession agreement.
Notwithstanding the advantages mentioned above, overall cost of PPP projects is likely to be
higher than other formats of contracting due to higher rate of interest for private sector borrowing
compared to government/public sector borrowing, higher transaction and administrative costs, etc.
Therefore, nancial viability should not be the only criteria to consider implementation of a project
on PPP mode. In addition to nancial viability, efciency gains from improved project delivery,
operation and management, and access to advanced technology vis-à-vis additional costs should
be adequately established.
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Of the several prevalent variants of PPP contract, the concession contract or more particularly
Build, Operate & Transfer (BOT) contract is largely used for infrastructure projects in India. In BOT
contracts, concessionaire has to pay a concession fee (as mentioned in bidding documents and
later in concession agreement) to the Procuring Entity. Either the Procuring Entity pays viability
gap funding to the Concessionaire (generally referred to as grant) or the Concessionaire pays
premium to the Procuring Entity depending upon revenue potentiality of the project.
Grant/premium is normally the bidding parameter for selection of the successful Bidder from
among the Bidders who have submitted substantially responsive Bid and meet the qualication
requirements. In some PPP projects, concession period (sum total of construction period and
operation period) or user fee (a fee that is collected by the Concessionaire from the users during
the operation period for the services provided) is used as the bidding parameter. In fact, any two of
the three bidding parameters mentioned above are pre-decided, and mentioned in bidding
documents and nancial bids, are invited based on the third parameter. Where grant/premium is
decided as the bidding parameter, the Procuring Entity pre-decides concession period and user
fee (including its revision mechanism), and upfront mentions in the bidding documents. The
Procuring Entity also species the details of the project such as scope of work, design standards,
construction specications, performance standards/service levels vis-à-vis maintenance
requirements for the operation period, etc. in the bidding documents. These are essential inputs to
the nancial analysis undertaken by the prospective Bidders in the bidding stage together with
many other inputs depending upon market conditions, bidder's own resources, capabilities &
credit worthiness, social, economic & political features of the project site, etc. Financial quote of a
Bidder in terms of grant/premium should be ideally based on its nancial analysis. The
Concessionaire undertakes design, construction, operation and maintenance of the project in
accordance with design standards, construction specications, performance standards/service
levels and other requirements. The Concessionaire arranges nances for construction of the
project from its own equity participation and debt from banks/nancial institutions apart from
viability gap funding from Procuring Entity, if any, as per the contract. On completion of
construction, the concessionaire operates and maintains the project including all facilities
throughout the operation period and collects user fee from the users. The revenue generated from
the users is utilised to repay debt, meet operation & maintenance costs of the project, statutory
dues, concession fee, and nally provide Concessionaire's prot.
Revenue shortfall is the most important threat to successful completion of a BOT project as the
projected number of users considered in the nancial analysis by the Concessionaire may not
actually use the facility during different durations of operation period due to various socioeconomic conditions. The resulting crisis may spoil the nancial projections of the Concessionaire.
Delay in construction period due to various reasons that may be attributable to the Procuring Entity
may considerably increase the construction cost that may not be entirely compensated by the
Procuring Entity. Delay in completion of construction for reasons attributable to the Concessionaire
further shortens the operation period thereby seriously impacting the revenue stream.
There are some other variants of PPP contract used in our country. One is BOT (Annuity) contract
where the Concessionaire does not have any revenue risk as the Procuring Entity collects the user
fee either on its own or through another mechanism and appropriates the amount. Although the
Concessionaire does not have revenue risk, it has all other risks as applicable to a BOT contract. In
BOT (Annuity) contract, the Concessionaire is paid bi-yearly annuity on completion of construction
to repay debt and meet maintenance & operation costs, statutory dues, Concessionaire's prot,
etc. The bi-yearly annuity paid to the Concessionaire is, in fact, the bidding parameter to select the
successful Bidder. Other features are more or less same as BOT contract. There is also another
variant of PPP contact called Hybrid Annuity Mode (HAM) that is specically used in highway
sector. HAM contract is same as BOT (Annuity) contract except that Procuring Entity pays a part of
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construction cost to the Concessionaire during construction period called as construction support
(normally 40% of construction cost). The payment is made linked to completion of construction
milestones.
PPP contracts are usually quite complex and associated risks are enormous particularly in BOT
contract. A clear declaration of the requirements of Procuring Entity in the bidding documents with
regards to scope of the project, design standards and specications, performance standards for
maintenance & operation is essential to avoid delays, uncertainties and consequent disputes. A
stable regulatory regime, good governance, fullment of Procuring Entity's obligations in time as
per contract provision, reasonable assistance to concessionaire in procurement of applicable
permits and clearances and above all mutual trust between the parties are also essential for
successful implementation of PPP contracts.
4.6.1.4 Operation & Maintenance Works
Procurement of operation and maintenance works used to be traditionally done in a manner similar
to item rate contract described in para 4.6.1.1 above. However, new procurement methods such as
management contract, operation & maintenance contract, output & performance-based
maintenance contract, etc., are also being progressively used in different sectors. While operation
& maintenance contract, output & performance-based maintenance contract focuses on the
output-oriented goals of a project, the management contract, in general, are input focused.
These contracts are generally of shorter duration, say three to ve years. Some of these contracts
are akin to operation phase of PPP/EPC contract. The payment to the Contractor is made in a xed
sum but reduced in proportion to failure on the part of the Contractor to maintain the performance
standards/service levels as per provision of contract. A marked feature of this contract is that the
Contractor is fully responsible for the design of the works which are necessary to reach the
required performance standards/service levels, and the durability and performance of the works
over a longer period. The Contractor's focus should be on the integral management of the asset
instead of simple construction/repair of works and the Contractor should have requisite technical,
managerial and nancial capacity. There are several advantages of operation & maintenance
contract and output & performance-based maintenance contract such as Procuring Entity's focus
on its core area, time saving, operational continuity, knowledge, etc. However, such types of
contracts suffer from the disadvantage of loss of control of the Procuring Entity on its assets. These
types of contracts are also substantially applicable to Non-consultancy Services.
4.6.2

PROCUREMENT OF CONSULTANCY SERVICES & NON-CONSULTANCY SERVICES
Consultants are engaged in a programme or project for various purposes such as feasibility
study/preparation of detailed project report, construction supervision, project management,
safety/environmental/quality/nancial audit, capacity building, advisory services, etc. Hiring of
consultancy services for certain purposes like Independent Engineer in a BOT road project is done
as a matter of procedural requirement, whereas in other cases hiring of a consultant is done to
supplement in-house capability and expertise of the Procuring Entity for providing a specialised
service. Services such as transport, logistics, clearing and forwarding, courier services, routine
upkeep and maintenance of ofce/buildings/estates, catering, security services, etc., are classied
as Non-consultancy Services. Consultants play a very crucial role in implementation of a
programme/project but Procuring Entity must have a core team of competent ofcers deployed in
a programme/project to ensure that the Consultant provides the services meeting the requirements
of Terms of Reference (ToR) that explains the objectives, scope of work, activities and tasks to be
performed, respective responsibilities of the Procuring Entity and the Consultant, and expected
results and deliverables of the assignment. The higher management of the Procuring Entity should
not lose sight of this extremely essential requirement.
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4.6.2.1 Types Of Consultancy Services Contract (based On Type Of Payment)
There are basically ve types of Consultancy Services contract prevalent in India based on the
ways payment is made to the Consultant, out of which following three types of Consultancy
Services are widely used in implementation of a programme/project.
a. Lump-sum (Firm Fixed Price) contract
b. Time based (Retainer-ship) contract
c. Per centage (Success Fee) contract
Out of the above lump-sum or xed price contract is generally used for Consultancy Services
engaged for feasibility study/detailed project preparation/environmental studies, etc. In such
contract, a xed price is paid to the Consultant for the scope of work specied in detail in ToR.
Actual payment is, however, made in stages linked to completion of milestones. Time based
contract is framed on monthly/daily rate of remuneration of personnel employed under the contract
in addition to ofce establishment and other associated costs. Time based contract is generally
used for Consultancy Services for construction supervision, various types of audit, advisory
services, etc., where Procuring Entity has reasonable control and monitoring of actual manpower
mobilisation by the Consultant. Per centage (Success Fee) contract is generally used for
architectural services and the like.
4.6.2.2 Types Of Consultancy Services Contract (Based On Selection Process)
There are basically three types of Consultancy Services contract prevalent in India based on the
ways selection of the Consultant is done:
a. Price based System – Least Cost Selection (LCS)
b. Quality and Cost Based Selection (QCBS)
c. Direct Selection – Single Source Selection (SSS)
Out of the three types of consultancy services mentioned above, single source selection method is
used in exceptional circumstances such as continuation of old services, emergency situation, use
of proprietary technology, etc. Other two methods are generally used for various purposes in
implementation of a programme/project.
In both LCS & QCBS method, either Proposal (technical & nancial) is invited directly from the
interested and eligible Consultants or only from the shortlisted Consultants. In the latter case, a
pre-decided number of Consultants are shortlisted based on Expression of Interest (EOI) received
from interested and eligible shortlisted Consultants.
Least cost selection method is relatively simple, where technical proposals are generally evaluated
against pass/fail criteria when Proposal is directly invited from all interested and eligible
Consultants to determine whether a Consultant is technically qualied or not. Otherwise, technical
proposals are evaluated to assign marks against pre-decided attributes out of a total 100 marks
and a Consultant is technically qualied if its aggregate score exceeds a threshold value. Financial
proposal of all Consultants who have submitted substantially responsive Proposal and meet
qualication requirements are opened and the Consultant quoting the least cost is selected. If
Proposal is invited from shortlisted Consultants, technical proposal evaluation is meant to conrm
that the Consultant continues to meet eligibility and qualication requirements, whereas least cost
is the sole criterion for nal selection of the successful Consultant.
QCBS method of selection is more rational where weightage is assigned to the technical proposal
in the range of 70-80 whereas balance weightage to the extent of 30-20 is assigned to the nancial
proposal. Technical proposal of the Consultants is evaluated to assign marks against pre-decided
attributes considering total marks as 100 and a Consultant is technically qualied if its aggregate
score exceeds a threshold value and nancial proposal of all Consultants who have submitted
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substantially responsive Proposal and whose technical proposal scoring exceeds threshold value
are opened. The nancial proposal score of the Consultant quoting lowest price is considered 100
and the nancial proposal score of another Consultant is determined by multiplying 100 with the
ratio of its quoted price versus lowest quoted price. Both the technical and nancial score of the
Consultants are weighted with respect to the weightage assigned to technical proposal and
nancial proposal and weighted technical and nancial scores of all the Consultants are added
together. The Consultant scoring highest marks is selected. The QCBS method is more rational as
it gives priority to technical capability of a Consultant. If Proposal is invited from shortlisted
Consultants, similar procedure is followed except that there is no threshold value for technical
proposal score and nancial proposal of all shortlisted Consultants are opened.
4.6.2.3 Non-consultancy Services
Non-consultancy Services can be either lump-sum contracts, time-based contracts, unit
(item/service) rate-based contracts or it can be a mix of these methods depending upon the nature
of services. It can also be an output and performance-based contract. Indenite delivery contracts
based on time or unit (item/service) rates may be used for services that are required at unequal
intervals over a pre-decided period of time. PPP mode of contract can also be used for Nonconsultancy Services. Selection of Non-consultancy Services provider is done in a manner similar
to procurement of Works and Goods as described in para 4.6.1.1/4.6.1.4 above.
4.6.2.4 Gem
The Government e-Marketplace (GeM) is a government-run e-commerce portal intended as onestop facility for easy online procurement of the consumer goods & services that are needed by
various Government Departments, Organizations and PSUs. Government directives mandate use
of GeM for procurement of various goods and services available on GeM.

4.7

Choice of Procurement Method
Choice of a particular procurement method whether it is for Works/Goods/Plant/Consultancy/ Nonconsultancy Services contract depends on several factors. In some cases, a particular
procurement method may have distinct advantages over other methods, whereas in many other
cases, each of the available options may have certain advantages as well as disadvantages. In that
case, the option should be selected that assures best value for money and tness for purpose. As
such, a comparative analysis has to be done between all available procurement methods to come
to a rational solution. Procurement method should be decided during feasibility stage. The
succeeding paragraphs, although not exhaustive, provide some guidance for selection of
procurement method. In a programme/project being implemented with loan assistance/grant from
a multi-lateral lending agency like World Bank/Asian Development Bank, choice of any particular
procurement method shall be in consonance with policies of such agency.

4.7.1
Works have multiple procurement methods.. Financial analysis is an important tool to determine
nancial viability or in other words bankability of a project on PPP mode (a project may not be
bankable in some cases in spite of being nancially viable). A prospective Bidder or for that matter
a lender who gives debt to a PPP project analyses the project parameters and functionalities
purely from an investor/lender point of view. A prospective Bidder has to carry out preliminary
design & costing apart from calculation of revenue projections. Financial analysis results such as
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nancial internal rate of return, return on equity, debt service cover ratio, cash ow availability, cost
recovery period, etc., are of interest to a prospective Bidder or a lender while making its own
analysis to bid for a PPP project or give debt to it. The quantitative risk analysis is also highly
important because a project with high return on equity may not be bankable, if it indicates negative
cashow in initial years. Hence these results are also important to a Procuring Entity to decide in
the rst place whether to go for PPP method or not. Notwithstanding the scarcity of resources to
meet the vast requirement of infrastructure upgradation, bankability of a project should not be the
sole criteria for opting PPP method of procurement. Benets that may accrue to the project in
terms of innovative technology, assured high quality operation and maintenance must be duly
factored in. For example, a project with very simple scope and almost xed design option and
devoid of any risk may be preferred for item rate contract, no matter how strong the nancial
analysis results are, because it has to be always remembered that public borrowing is cheaper
than private borrowing. A case in contrast may be considered where a project has strong
requirement of innovative technology whereas the nancial results are weak. Such cases may
warrant viability gap funding from Procuring Entity to make the project viable on PPP method and
the same should be preferred. There are other ways of making a project bankable like adding a
sweetener to the project (e.g. some small completed works are added to overall scope).
Choice between an item rate contract/EPC or LSTK contract also needs to be made rationally.
LSTK method is preferable for procurement of relatively large/complex/specially engineered Plant
such as turbines, generators, boilers, electrical switchyards/substations, pumping stations,
telecommunication systems, process and wastewater treatment plants, and similar projects or
plant requiring non-standard specications. In so far as Works are concerned, EPC contract has
many an advantage over item rate contract as mentioned in para 4.6.1.2 but in certain Works,
where the design prepared by Procuring Entity is very rm/robust without any room for
change/alternative, item rate contract may be simpler and better. Similarly, in respect of Works
where Procuring Entity has a credible and established arrangement for operation & maintenance,
choice of item rate contract may be better. Value for money and tness of purpose should be the
ultimate criteria without any bias for any of the options.
Percentage rate contract is preferred to item rate contract where rate analysis of all the items are
just and reasonable in comparison to market rates and thereby the possibility of front loading and
other inconsistencies in bid prices of the successful Bidder are eliminated.
4.7.2
Government guidelines mandate procurement of Goods shall be invariably done through GeM, if it
is available on such platform. Wherever, an item is not available on GeM or the pre-decided
specications of a particular item is not satised by the products/makes of different vendors in the
GeM, Procuring Entity may go for any of the procurement methods stated in para 4.7. The
intended use and specications of Goods needs to be decided in advance, if there is sufcient
clarity in the matter. Then availability of Goods and time line for procurement shall be the
governing criteria to decide a method. Any method selected other than OTE must have the specic
reasons recorded before approval of the competent person in the Procuring Entity.
4.7.3
QCBS method of selection for Consultancy Services is superior to LCS as it ensures quality of the
services. But in reality, such quality can be actually realised, if the Consultant actually deploys the
key experts and other professionals (who contributed to higher score during evaluation of the
technical proposal of the Consultant) in the project. QCBS method requires a pre-decided
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objective marking scheme for evaluation of technical proposal to avoid any bias. Generally, QCBS
method is preferred in construction supervision, project management and similar Consultancy
Services, where the key experts and other professionals are required to work in site ofce. In other
types of Consultancy Services such as project preparation consultancy services, third party
auditing, safety/environmental auditing, etc. bulk of the work is done by the Consultant in its head
ofce or design ofce and therefore it may not be possible for the Procuring Entity to keep track of
actual deployment of the experts elded by the Consultant. Choice of QCBS method in such case
may actually end by paying more without getting proportionate benets. LCS method is simple
and cost effective and, therefore, may be opted in such situation unless design requirements are
not of routine nature and require a great deal of expertise for which QCBS method is preferable.
4.7.4

REQUEST FOR BID VERSUS REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
Request for Bid and Request for Proposal are many times used interchangeably by a Procuring
Entity but there is a marked difference between the two processes and needs to be correctly used
depending upon circumstances and intent. Request for Bid is solicited when the project
requirements and outcomes are well established i.e., scope of work, design standards, and
specications are rm. Procuring Entity provides standardised information to all prospective
Bidders in Request for Bid. The Bidder's capability to undertake the Works, supply the Goods,
design, supply & install the Plant or provide Non-consultancy Services is judged from the
information provided by the Bidder in its technical bid. Prequalication of the Bidders is also done
in some cases to eliminate/minimise participation of frivolous Bidders, who may jeopardise the
bidding process. Finally, the lowest quote in nancial bid normally becomes the governing criteria
for award of contract (selection of Contractor can also be something similar to QCBS method used
for Consultancy Services i.e., by applying rated criteria that take into account technical factors, in
addition to cost factors). Request for Bid route is simple and fair to all the Bidders but it has risk of
underestimating actual technical capability of a Bidder or the technical capability of a Bidder that
will be potentially harnessed for the project. The method also sometimes suffers from
underbidding by Bidders with the sole purpose of winning a contract.
Request for Proposal is a competitive negotiation method of soliciting proposals. The method is
preferable when the Procuring Entity knows the end product that is unique in nature but the
Procuring Entity has only general ideas about the specications, design standards and processes.
In such case, weightage has to be given to both price and technical capability coupled with a keen
desire on the part of a Proposer to excel. The Request for Proposal will set out the end product,
generic specications and design standards and a clear proposal evaluation criterion. In the rst
stage, the Proposers are required to offer technical proposal containing their own solutions,
methods (and prices in certain cases). The proposals (technical/technical & nancial) are
evaluated and the Proposers submitting responsive Proposals are invited to
negotiations/clarications meeting. The Proposers who attend the negotiations/clarications
meeting are asked to submit their updated technical proposal and nancial proposal and the
Procuring Entity awards the contract to the Proposer that has submitted most advantageous
proposal based on combined scoring of technical as well as nancial proposal. This process ends
up with best suited proposal to meet the end objective of the Procuring Entity at the best price. But
the process is quite tedious, time consuming and has element of subjectivity in evaluation of
technical proposals and hence require robust integrity process to prevent misuse. Request for
Proposal is akin to two stage bidding described in Rule 164 of General Financial Rules, 2017 and
allowed for both Works & Goods. Manual for Procurement of Works, 2019 prescribes use of two
stage bidding similar to request for Proposal for large and complex projects with characteristics
such as
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a. Procuring Entity may be nding difculty to nalise scope/design standards/specications
without receiving technical inputs from potential contractors/manufacturers/suppliers,
b. Prospective Bidder is required to carry out extensive survey, investigations and risk analysis,
c. There is rapid technological advances or market uctuation affecting the procurement, etc.
Shortlisting of more number of Proposers in rst stage of RFP is not desirable as it lowers the
chance of success of each Proposer and hence the Proposers may be less willing to spend funds
for preparation of the second stage proposal of the RFP. Therefore, in two-stage bidding process,
the qualication criteria can be structured so as to provide an optimal number of shortlisted
Proposers for the second stage of RFP.
Request for Proposal is generally invited for Consultancy Services though the fundamental
principles are more akin to Request for Bid.

4.8

Selection of Model Contract Document
Some of the Ministries/Departments/PSUs dealing with infrastructure programme/project have
model documents of their own for different methods of procurement for Works/Consultancy
Services/Plant, etc. In a programme/project being implemented with loan assistance/grant from a
multi-lateral lending agency like World Bank/Asian Development Bank, the model contract
document of such agency (e.g. for procurement of Works in a project being implemented with
World Bank loan assistance, Standard Procurement Document Request for Bids Works without
prequalication may be used that contains Conditions of Contract for Construction for Building and
Engineering Works Designed by the Employer (“Red book”) Second edition 2017 published by the
Federation Internationale Des Ingenieurs - Conseils (FIDIC)). The unique advantages of FIDIC
documents are absolute clarity, transparency and certainty in contract documents, balanced
allocation of risk and reward between the parties, exibility to suit different conditions through
introduction of conditions of particular application. NITI Aayog (erstwhile Planning Commission)
has also published model contract documents for certain infrastructure sectors. There is need of
continuous review of existing documents based on feedback from sites and progressive revision
thereof. Ministries/Departments/PSUs, who don't have model documents of their own, also need to
publish their own documents. When a model document is not available with a particular
Ministry/Department/PSU for a particular procurement method, it may either follow model
document of another Ministry/Department/PSU or FIDIC document with appropriate modications
to General Conditions through Particular Conditions so that there is compliance to General
Financial Rules, 2017.

4.9

Prequalification/short listing vs Post-qualification

4.9.1
Prequalication is normally used with Requests for Bids and is optional depending on the nature
and complexity of the Goods/Works/Plant/Non-consultancy Services. It is somewhat different from
Request for Proposal or two stage bidding as discussed in para 4.7.4 above. In small and medium
size projects, Bid for Works, Goods and Plant are normally invited in one go. The Bid submitted by
a Bidder typically consists of 3 parts. Part 1 contains bid security, power of attorney, joint venture
agreement, etc., part 2 contains technical bid and part 3 contains nancial bid. However, in large
and complex projects having the need for custom-designed equipment, plant, specialized
services, some complex information and technology, procurement under turnkey, design and
build, or management contracting, where capability of the Contractor is extremely important,
prequalication of Bidders as an advance step is preferred. The purpose of pre-qualication is to
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assess technical and managerial competency and nancial soundness of the interested Bidders
and potential Bidders are prequalied for the project on the basis of such assessment. As a result,
only capable and serious Bidders are encouraged to participate in the bidding. Prequalication,
however, delays procurement, involves additional cost, and enhances the possibility of
cartelisation particularly when bidding for multiple projects are taken up at same time. Cartelisation
can be avoided by Procuring Entity through a variety of measures such as right packaging of the
projects, shorter time interval between declaration of prequalication of bidders and issue of RFB,
due diligence in scrutiny of nancial bids, etc. There is also another possibility that a Bidder, who is
not prequalied, may create legal hurdles delaying the bidding process.
It is desirable that the time gap between publication of pre-qualication result and invitation of bid
is less than six months. World Bank, however allows validity of pre-qualication process up to a
period of 1 year.
Pre-qualication may appear cumbersome for a single project but this is a worth exercise for
multiple projects. Procuring Entity dealing with large number of projects may also undertake
annual pre-qualication exercise for projects of different size and complexity which makes the
process easier and involves no additional time spent on bidding process for individual projects but
such a blanket annual exercise may compromise assessment of capability required with regards to
complexity of an individual project or a small group of similar projects.
4.9.2
Shortlisting is an exercise for procurement of Consultancy Services similar to prequalication of
Bidders for Works/Goods/Plant/Non-consultancy Services. Shortlisting of Consultants is a normal
process in projects implemented with loan assistance/grant from multilateral lending agencies.
Shortlisting of Consultants is also required in large and complex domestically funded projects
where role of Consultant is very critical from point of view of contract administration, expertise of
Consultant in some specic elds and there is possibility of relatively less qualied Consultant
winning the contract if Proposal is invited directly. However, shortlisting process has certain
disadvantages too. It consumes more time and tend to favour large and reputed Consultants.
Shortlisting of large Consultants in multiple Consultancy Services packages simultaneously may
be counter-productive too. Procuring Entity must evaluate the likely advantages before taking a
decision on shortlisting.

4.10

Broad Contents of Prequalification/REOI Documents
The structure, sequencing and contents of model prequalication/request for expression of interest
documents may vary considerably depending upon procurement method and model document
selected but the contents can be briey summed up as follows:

4.10.1

GOODS, WORKS, PLANT
4.10.1.1 Invitation for Prequalification
This is a notice giving brief outline of project and prequalication process.
4.10.1.2 Instructions to Applicants
Instruction to Applicants should contain all the information that are required by a prospective
Applicant to understand the requirements of Procuring Entity, process for clarication of doubts of
the Applicant, guidelines to the Applicant to frame & submit its Application and integrity
requirements. It should also contain all the information/procedure about opening & evaluation of
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the Applications and publication of the list of prequalied Applicants. Instructions to Applicants
generally comprise of standard clauses requiring no change in the contents.
4.10.1.3 Prequalification Data Sheet
The project specic information, eligibility & qualication requirements of prospective Applicants,
evaluation method and time schedule for submission & opening of Applications are provided in
this section to supplement the standard clauses in Instructions to Applicants.
4.10.1.4 Qualification Criteria and Requirements
The criteria for prequalication of a prospective Applicant in terms of its eligibility, experience,
nancial standing, past non-performance, compliance to integrity requirements are objectively
provided in this section. When Application is invited for prequalication of multiple projects or
contract packages, the criteria for qualication when an Applicant has different combination of
projects are also mentioned. This section is normally integrated with Instructions to Applicants
section for domestically funded projects.
4.10.1.5 Application Forms
This section provides sample formats/template which are used by Applicants to provide their
general information (individual member's information in case of JV), eligibility, experience, nancial
position, record of past non-performance, compliance to integrity requirements, etc.
4.10.1.6 Scope
This section provides site data, Goods/Works/Plant requirements including operation &
maintenance thereof, construction/supply/delivery/operation & maintenance period, functional
requirements, quality requirements, commissioning requirements, testing requirements,
performance requirements, environmental and social requirements, etc. This section is framed to
suit the requirements of subject of procurement and method of procurement.
4.10.2

CONSULTANCY SERVICES
REOI notice generally contains brief details of the project, scope of Consultancy Services,
information to be submitted by a Consultant along with supporting documents as part of its EoI
(sample details given below), guidelines to Consultants for submission of EoI, procedure for
opening and evaluation of EOIs, etc.:
a. Name, Address, Telephone No. & Email id of the Consultant
b. The structure and organization of the Consultant
c. Annual turnover of the Consultant during last ve years from Consultancy Services
d. List of the assignments similar to the subject of Consultancy Services in terms of scope, size
and nature that have been completed/undertaken by the Consultant in the last ve years
e. Information in respect of technical experts/personnel employed available with the Consultant
f. Availability of infrastructure (equipment, laboratory, software, etc.) with the Consultant

4.11

Broad Contents of Bidding Documents
The bidding documents should include every bit of information that would enable any prospective
Bidder to make decisions relating to its offer of price after fully understanding the terms of supply
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(of the Works, Plant, Goods, Consultancy & Non-consultancy Services) and complexities of
performance. Secondly, these should also include the procedural aspects of the bidding process
to guide the Bidders to prepare and submit their Bids in the prescribed manner. Thirdly, these
documents should state in clear terms the rights (e.g. to the access to the delivery site, to receive
payment or collection of user fees, to be granted permits from authorities, to raise disputes and the
mechanism for their redressal, etc.) and the obligations (e.g. of performance within specied time,
of complying with the specied quality and safety standards, of mitigating the environmental
damages, etc.). Last but not the least, these documents should promote fairness (equal
opportunity to the Bidders), transparency (e.g. disclosure of award criteria and the process of
award), competition (e.g. xing qualication threshold in a manner that attracts more Bidders) and
integrity (e.g. absence of corrupt and fraudulent practices).
The structure, sequencing and contents of model bidding documents may vary considerably
depending upon procurement method and model document selected but the contents can be
briey summed up as follows:
4.11.1

GOODS, WORKS, PLANT, NON-CONSULTANCY SERVICES
4.11.1.1 Notice Inviting Bid/Proposal
This is a brief notice giving information of the intention of the Procuring Entity to invite Bid/Proposal
for a specied set of Works, Goods, Plant or Non-consultancy Services, and guides the
prospective Bidders as to how to proceed in response to the notice. The notice should be widely
publicised and contain brief description of the Works, Goods, Plant or Non-consultancy Services,
the details of contact person, portal address for downloading the bidding documents, the bidding
deadlines, the price of the bidding documents, estimated cost of project, duration of project, bid
security amount, and who all are eligible to bid (e.g. Indian or international entities in sole capacity
or in joint venture, an experience threshold in the given eld of supply, etc.).
4.11.1.2 Instructions to Bidders (ITB)
This section furnishes all information that is required by prospective Bidders to prepare and submit
their Bids. The information include scope of bid, contents of bidding documents, eligibility &
qualication requirements, joint and several responsibilities of joint venture partners, procedure for
preparation & submission of Bids by the Bidders, bid security & performance security, scope &
method available to prospective Bidders to seek clarications from Procuring Entity, procedure for
amendment of bidding documents, procedure for opening & evaluation of Bids, procedure for
dealing with non-material non-conformities, contract negotiations, award of contract, etc. This
section must contain reference and cross reference to all other sections mentioned in this sub-para
4.11.1 so that every Bidder understands the full import of their right and obligations under the
eventual agreement. Instructions to Bidders generally comprise of standard clauses requiring no
change in the contents.
4.11.1.3 Bid Data Sheet/Appendix to ITB
The project specic information, bid security requirement, pre-bid meeting details, time schedule
for submission & opening of Bids, evaluation method, etc., are provided in this section to
supplement the standard clauses in Instructions to Bidders.
4.11.1.4 Evaluation and Qualification Criteria
This section contains details of eligibility (conict of interest, past history of litigation, nonperformance, debarment, etc.) and qualication (nancial capabilities such as turnover, net-worth,
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access to liquid assets and technical capabilities such as construction/supply & installation
experiences above certain threshold values, bid capacity, aggregate payments received from
eligible projects, technical personnel, key construction equipment, production capacity,
authorisation from original equipment manufacturer, etc.) requirements for single entity/JV
members , etc. The requirements while bidding for single project/multiple projects under single
notice inviting Bid/Proposal are also detailed. In case the basis for award is life cycle costing
(generally for works that include operation & maintenance for pre-determined period following
completion of construction) or rated criteria similar to QCBS method, weightage to different
attributes of technical bid, nancial bid and formula for determining combined technical and
nancial score have to be given in this section. This section is normally integrated with Instructions
to Bidders section in bidding documents for domestically funded projects.
4.11.1.5 Code of Integrity for Public Procurement
This section highlights the requirements of ethics to be observed by the Bidder/Contractor during
bidding stage and subsequently during the stage of construction/supply/delivery/installation/
operation & maintenance/providing services. This section includes prohibited practices for a
Bidder/Contractor including conict of interest and deterrent measures against violation(s). A
standard format of Integrity Pact is enclosed to this section which essentially envisages an
agreement between the Bidders and the Procuring Entity committing the persons/ ofcials of both
sides, not to resort to any corrupt practices in any aspect of the contract at any stage.
4.11.1.6 Bidding Forms
This section contains all such forms that a prospective Bidder is required to submit as part of its
technical bid (e.g. the forms for bid submission letter, bank guarantee for bid security and
performance security, various forms for Bidder information, eligibility, qualication, joint venture
agreement, power of attorney, etc.). The standardisation of forms makes evaluation easy and
minimises the clarications sought by the Bidders.
4.11.1.7 Scope, Schedule of Requirements, Bill of Quantities, Design Standards,
Specifications, Drawings, Safety, Health & Environmental Requirements, Performance
Standards
The subject details mentioned in the heading are not required for any single procurement method
but it is essentially a collection of all such requirements applicable to different procurement
methods for Goods/Works/Plant/Non-consultancy Services. For a particular procurement method,
the applicable details may be selected and incorporated in bidding documents at appropriate
places, e.g. an EPC/PPP contract for Works will include scope, design standards, specications,
drawings (only preliminary, not good for construction drawings), safety, health & environmental
requirements, performance standards but not bill of quantities.
These details are essential for design, construction, operation & maintenance of Works,
manufacturing/selection, delivery, installation, operation & maintenance of Plant/Goods (as
applicable) and delivery of Non-consultancy Services. Such information guides the prospective
Bidders to take informed decision on bidding including bid pricing.
Design standards and specications is the most important document from the point of view of
quality of Goods/Works/Plant/Non-consultancy Services. Many Procuring Entities develop and/or
prescribe these design standards and specications for the 'inputs' (e.g. material inputs in case of
Works), 'processes' (e.g. manufacturing, construction, testing, etc.) and 'outputs'. These three
elements of quality, more particularly the processes, have certain side effects in the form of
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endangered safety and human health as well as damage to natural and social environment, which
impose a cost on the society (or externalities). A quality product is possible only if these
externalities are internalised by prescribing standards for mitigating measures for safety and
environment.
Certain details mentioned in this sub-para 4.11.1.7 may form part of General Conditions in certain
model documents.
This section may include a background information (e.g. feasibility study report or detailed project
report) to enable a prospective Bidder to understand the scope. Usually, the background
information provided by the Procuring Entity comes with a disclaimer with regard to its accuracy
and correctness, which are left to the Bidders to verify and satisfy themselves.
4.11.1.7.1 General Conditions
General Conditions set out denition of important terms used in contract, obligations of Procuring
Entity & Contractor/Concessionaire/Service Provider, representations & warranties, appointed
date/commencement date and conditions precedent for the same,
design/construction/manufacturing/testing/commissioning/acceptance details, payment terms
including that of advance payment, insurance requirements, procedure to handle change of
scope/variation in quantity, damages/bonus provisions, force majeure conditions, default of parties
& termination, dispute resolution mechanism, the entity responsible for supervision and making
determination (e.g. Engineer, Independent Engineer, Authority's Engineer), taking over the asset by
the Procuring Entity and discharge of the Contractor, etc. General Conditions together with
Contract Data and Particular Conditions govern administration of contract by the respective parties
from signing of agreement to taking over of the asset by the Procuring Entity. General Conditions
generally comprise of standard clauses requiring no change in the contents. General Conditions
together with Contract Data, Particular Conditions, Scope, Schedule of Requirements, Bill of
Quantities, Design Standards, Specications, Drawings, Safety, Health & Environmental
Requirements, Performance Standards should clearly convey to a prospective Bidder as to what is
expected from the Contractor under the contract and the manner it is expected.
4.11.1.7.2 Contract Data
Contract data gives all project specic information to supplement the General Conditions. In some
bidding documents, there may be blanks, brackets, asterisks in General Conditions where the
project specic inputs are inserted and no separate Contract Data is required.
4.11.1.7.3 Particular Conditions/Special Conditions
Certain provisions of General Conditions that may not be applicable/suitable for a particular project
from statutory, functional or other considerations are substituted by appropriate provisions in the
Particular Conditions that help retain the General Conditions as a standard document with no
change. Additional conditions beyond the General Conditions are also provided in Particular
Conditions. Contract Data is sometimes made part of Particular Conditions/Special Conditions
without separate section in bidding documents.
4.11.1.7.4 Contract Forms
This section contains forms for letter of acceptance, contract agreement, bank guarantee format for
advance payment(s) and any other forms relevant to a particular contract.
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a. The contents of bidding documents as mentioned above generally applies to bidding without
prequalication. The contents may be somewhat modied and sometimes different sections
clubbed together for sake of convenience for a particular procurement method applicable to
Works (including Operation & Maintenance Works)/Goods/Plant/Non-consultancy Services.
When prequalication is done prior to bidding, Bids are invited only from prequalied Bidders.
The contents of bidding documents are modied in that case such that qualication criteria are
not given afresh and prequalied Bidders are asked to update their eligibility and qualication
information in the Bid.
b. Particular Conditions are warranted where General Conditions specically require further
information and/or type, circumstances & locality of the works require additional provision.
Particular Conditions are also warranted where substitution of any provision of General
Conditions is necessitated by law of land or some exceptional circumstances.
c. Purchase preference policies of Government of India wrt procurement of Goods from
Khadi/Handloom industry, Micro & Small Industries, domestically manufactured products, etc.
shall be clearly spelt out in ITB.
d. With respect to procurement of Goods, qualication criteria shall not include any provision that
will be advantageous to foreign manufactured goods at the cost of domestically manufactured
goods.
e. All procurement shall be through CPPP except Goods and Non-Consultancy Services which
are mandated to be procured through GeM.
4.11.2

CONSULTANCY SERVICES
4.11.2.1 Letter of Invitation
This is a notice giving brief outline of the project, consultancy assignment and selection method.
The notice is addressed to all eligible Consultants, if there is no shortlisting, otherwise it is
addressed to only the shortlisted Consultants and the names of all such shortlisted Consultants
are mentioned in the Letter of Invitation.
4.11.2.2 Instructions to Consultants
This section furnishes all information that is required by prospective eligible Consultants to prepare
and submit their Proposal. The information also includes eligibility & qualication requirements,
selection method, performance security, procedure for opening & evaluation of technical &
nancial proposals, integrity requirements, contract negotiations, award of contract, etc.
Instructions to Consultants generally comprise of standard clauses requiring no change in the
contents.
4.11.2.3 Data Sheet
Project specic information pertaining to the subject consultancy assignment are given in this
section that supplements standard clauses of Instructions to Consultants. The specic information
with respect to evaluation and selection of the Consultant are given in detail, including criteria for
scoring. Such information is to be used by a prospective Consultant in conjunction with
qualication requirements of key experts given in Terms of Reference.
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4.11.2.4 Standard Forms of Technical Proposal
This section includes the forms that will be used by the prospective Consultants to submit their
technical proposal. The forms are used by Consultants to provide information on Consultants'
organisation, experience, personnel, infrastructure, approach, methodology, comments on ToR,
work schedule, team of key experts including their curriculum vitae and intended inputs in the
proposed consultancy assignment, responsibility matrix, etc.
4.11.2.5 Standard Forms of Financial Proposal
This section includes nancial proposal submission form and supporting forms to enable
prospective Consultants to submit their nancial proposals.
4.11.2.6 Code of Integrity for Public Procurement
Conict of interest involving conicting activities, conicting assignments & conicting relationships
is the most important integrity related issues for a Consultant during bidding stage. Unfair
competitive advantages to a particular Consultant is another one. The section highlights the
requirement of integrity for Consultants, various deterrent measures and also includes standard
format of Integrity Pact which essentially envisages an agreement between the prospective
Consultants and the Procurement Entity, committing the persons/ ofcials of both sides not to
resort to any corrupt practices on any aspect during any stage of the contract.
4.11.2.7 Terms of Reference (ToR)
ToR is a very important and unique part of bidding documents for Consultancy Services. The
background information, objectives, scope of services, specic tasks required to be implemented
during the assignment, relevant supporting information, schedule of deliverables are provided in
this section along with team composition and qualications requirements of the key experts, inputs
from Procuring Entity, etc. ToR should be comprehensive and unambiguous but not too detailed
and inexible, so that competing Consultants may be in a position to propose their own
methodology and stafng (if allowed in the RFP).
4.11.2.8 Conditions of Contract
This section contains all the conditions that are used for administration of contract from signing of
agreement to completion of services such as denition of important terms used in contract,
obligations of Procuring Entity (access, payment, counterpart staff, etc.) & Consultant (carrying out
services, reporting, approval of Procuring Entity, insurance requirements, etc.),
replacement/removal of key experts, force majeure conditions, default of parties & termination,
dispute resolution mechanism, etc. General Conditions together with Special Conditions govern
administration of contract by the respective parties from signing of agreement to completion of
Services by the Consultant. General Conditions generally comprise of standard clauses requiring
no change in the contents.
4.11.2.9 Special Conditions
All project specic information is given in Special Conditions to supplement General Conditions.
4.11.2.10 Contract Forms
This section contains letter of acceptance, contract agreement and other relevant forms such as
bank guarantee format for performance security.
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a. Conict of interest is a very important issue which compromises the services of a Consultant in
multiple stages of project implementation and also in very different manners. Procuring Entity
should carefully guard against any conict of interest of a prospective Consultant during
procurement stage.
b. Knowledge, skill, expertise and integrity of key experts are of paramount importance for quality
delivery of services by a Consultant. These qualities of key experts are required to be assessed
by Procuring Entity from CV of key experts submitted by a Consultant as part of its technical
proposal. The criteria for evaluation and marking of key experts should be objective in nature
and pre-decided but should not be too much mechanical in nature. Procuring Entity should
remain vigilant against mis-representation of facts and twisting of facts in a CV.
c. Consultants generally tend to form joint ventures or associate to increase their capability and
win a contract. However, a joint venture performance is many often unsatisfactory with hardly
any trace of participation of lead member. Procuring Entity should make the performance
requirements of all members of a joint venture quite stringent in RFP. Functional arrangements
of a Joint Venture should be further rmed up during contract negotiations.

4.12

Considerations in Preparation of RFQ/REOI/RFB/RFP
Preparation of bidding documents such as RFQ/REOI/RFB/RFP should be done keeping in view
the core public procurement principles explained in para 4.5 of this chapter. The considerations
explained in succeeding paragraphs are intended to meet the requirements of the core principles.

4.12.1

GENERAL
4.12.1.1 Completeness
While preparing bidding documents for prequalication/shortlisting/RFB/RFP for Works/
Goods/Plant/Consultancy Services/Non-consultancy Services, normally a model document is
adopted by the Procuring Entity in which project specic inputs are lled up in different sections
and particular conditions are incorporated in addition to/in replacement of general conditions. The
project specic inputs may range from a single gure (e.g. bid validity period) to several pages
(e.g. ToR for Consultancy Services). Each of these inputs has a certain role to play both in
selection of the most preferred Contractor/Concessionaire/Consultant/Service provider and
administration of respective contract. Therefore all project specic inputs in Notice Inviting
Bid/Letter of Invitation, Data Sheet, Qualication Criteria, Scope, Schedule of Requirements,
Specications, Design Standards, Drawings, Safety, Health & Environmental Requirements,
Performance Standards, Terms of Reference, Contract Data , etc. have to be meticulously lled
up/drafted so as not to leave any gaps. The objective is that the bidding documents should be
complete in all aspect. Extra care is required where contract data have to be lled up in the
blanks/brackets provided in a model document. Particular Conditions are required in addition to/ in
replacement of General Conditions for different reasons such as compliance to statutory
requirements, accommodating typical requirement(s) of a project (e.g. balance work of a project
left unnished by previous Contractor), etc. but Particular Conditions are not intended to alter
balance of risk/reward allocation between the parties. Particular Conditions are required to be
drafted very carefully.
4.12.1.2 Correctness
Correctness of bidding documents is another important requirement. All the project specic inputs
to the bidding documents should be correctly extracted from feasibility studies/detailed project
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report or specically prepared following the guidelines in the model document and suiting to the
requirement of a particular project. Error in Data Sheet, Qualication Requirements may result in
selection of a Bidder who does not have capability to deliver the project, squeeze the competition
unnecessarily or create a dispute thereby completely derailing the bidding process. Error in
Contract Data or Particular Conditions may result in unnecessary change of scope/variation,
potential disputes and termination of contract.
4.12.1.3 Clarity
Clarity in bidding documents is also very important. The Procuring Entity, Bidders and other
stakeholders involved in implementation of a programme/project must interpret in the same way
any term/phrase/sentence/paragraph that form part of the bidding documents. A small error in
bidding documents can be remedied without much impact on selection process or contract
administration but a minor contradiction between two provisions in same section or different
sections of the bidding documents or different interpretation of the same provision in the bidding
documents by different parties to the procurement or contract administration have the potentiality
to derail the project. Whereas an error can be easily and quickly detected during peer review of
bidding documents or by the prospective Bidders during bidding stage and accordingly corrected
through issue of corrigendum to bidding documents, a conicting provision may take considerable
time to be detected, create confusion among the parties to the contract and affect the decision
making process within the Procuring Entity thus having cascading effects on bidding process
and/or contract administration. So, Procuring Entity must pay careful attention while
preparing/checking/approving bidding documents to ensure maximum clarity.
4.12.1.4 Consistency
The intention/requirements of the Procuring Entity should manifest clearly and consistently
throughout the bidding documents. This can be ensured when the person/group of persons
preparing the bidding documents have sound knowledge about the model document being used
for particular procurement method. Services of contract expert/procurement specialist should
invariably be availed for large and complex projects. Consistency has two dimensions as far as
bidding documents are concerned i.e. consistency of intent and consistency of terms used in the
bidding documents. Similar works experience is a qualication criterion that is invariably used in
procurement of Contractor for Works and this requirement is mentioned either fully or partially in
more than one places say Notice Inviting Bid, ITB/Bid Data Sheet, Evaluation & Qualication
Criteria and Bidding Forms. Consistency of intent demands that it should mean exactly same
everywhere and the meaning should have absolute clarity. Some words/phrases may substantially
mean same and may be used interchangeably in the bidding documents while drafting the
documents but there is every likelihood that these words/phrases may be interpreted differently by
different parties. Every attempt should be made to use same word/phrase throughout the
documents even for words other than those covered under “Denition”.
4.12.2

SPECIFIC
4.12.2.1 Prequalification/Shortlisting vs Post Qualification
This is already explained in para 4.10 of this chapter.
4.12.2.2 Selection of Model Contract Document
This is already explained para 4.9 of this chapter.
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4.12.2.3 National Competitive Bidding vs International Competitive Bidding
Relevant extracts of Rule 161 of General Financial Rules, 2017, as regards to International
Competitive Bidding for procurement of Goods is extracted below:
“Where the Ministry or Department feels that the goods of the required quality, specications etc.,
may not be available in the country and it is necessary to also look for suitable competitive offers
from abroad, the Ministry or Department may send copies of the tender notice to the Indian
Embassies abroad as well as to the foreign Embassies in India. The selection of the embassies will
depend on the possibility of availability of the required goods in such countries. In such cases eprocurement as per Rule 160 may not be insisted.”
As far as Works are concerned, International Competitive Bidding is preferable where required
technology/specications/quality are not available in the country or for high value contracts (limit
xed by individual organisations) to promote better competition, encourage foreign investment,
technology transfer, etc.
A decision to go for International Competitive Bidding should be decided on critical appreciation of
above requirements. In International Competitive Bidding, provision should be made for payment
in both INR and foreign currency(s) to attract participation of international Bidders. Fair dispute
resolution mechanism in bidding documents is a must to attract participation of international
Bidders in procurement of Works/Goods/Plant/Consultancy Services/Non-consultancy Services.
Additionally, for Works, Procuring Entity must ensure a congenial working environment and
facilitation of clearances/permits from various Government agencies.
International Competitive Bidding may be a requirement for projects implemented with loan
assistance/grant from multi-lateral lending agencies such as World Bank, ADB, etc.
4.12.2.3.1 Allowing Single Entity/Joint Venture/Consortium Bidder
The procurement process and contract administration are easier for both the parties if the selected
Bidder is a single entity. But joint ventures are usually allowed in procurement of large and
complex Works and Consultancy Services in addition to single entity. Joint ventures allow
enhancement of qualications and experience of bidders and hence promote better competition.
The system also promotes capacity enhancement of individual members of the joint venture that
has a positive impact on the construction industry. Sometimes entities may form joint venture on
long term basis and participate in bidding for several projects over a period of time or form joint
venture for a particular project. The number of members of joint venture allowed by Procuring
Entity may vary from project to project but maximum number of members allowed is usually three.
Whatever be the nature of joint venture formation or number of members, all the members of joint
venture are required to be jointly and severally liable for the entire contract. Joint venture members
are required to form a joint venture agreement to formalise contribution of each member to the
project in terms of money, manpower, machinery & equipment, skill, and other inputs, as well as
right of each member to mutual control of the joint venture management, and share in the
prot/return. Procuring Entity must ensure that the provisions of the joint venture agreement are in
no way conicting with the bidding documents.
4.12.2.3.2 Bid/Proposal Preparation Period
GFR 2017 species that minimum three weeks' time period should be given to a prospective bidder
to submit its Bid/Proposal from the date of publication of Notice Inviting Bid/date of downloading of
bidding documents from e-procurement portal, whichever is later. The minimum time period
specied is 4 weeks for International Competitive Bidding/Global Tender Enquiry. All Procuring
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Entity has to follow this minimum specied period. But for large and complex projects or projects
being implemented through EPC/LSTK/PPP contracts or where Request for Proposal is invited
instead of Request for Bid, time period provided to the prospective Bidders should be reasonably
estimated considering the surveys, investigations, preliminary design, proposal formulation, bid
pricing , etc. to be carried out by the Bidder. The time allowed should be just and not in excess of
what is required by a serious Bidder because unnecessary long time period makes the prospective
Bidders casual to the Notice Inviting Bid/Proposal. When an amendment to bidding documents is
issued through a corrigendum/addendum, Bid/Proposal submission date should be
proportionately increased to account for the additional works/reworks required to be done by the
Bidders.
4.12.2.3.3 Objective and Quantifiable Qualification Criteria for Works/Plant/ Goods/Nonconsultancy Services
Qualication criteria are intended to assess the Bidder's technical and nancial capability to deliver
a particular project having certain typical characteristics. These criteria are also intended to give
comfort to the Procuring Entity that there might not be any appreciable risk of midway
abandonment of the contract by the Contractor or heavy indulgence in litigation or possible misconduct/unethical activities by the Contractor. Qualication criteria have two dimensions. One is
subject matter of criteria and the other is requirement. The subject matter of criteria is highly
detailed in World Bank Standard Procurement Documents and the like. Manual for Procurement of
Works has also detailed the subject matter of different criteria. Procuring Entity should choose the
criteria that has relevance to the concerned procurement of Works/Goods/Plant/Non-consultancy
Services. The other aspect is objectivity and quantiability of the requirement indicated for a
particular criteria with minimum qualitative judgement on the part of the Procuring Entity. For
example, similar works should be carefully dened to ascertain that the past experience of the
Bidder has enabled him to satisfactorily address the typical characteristics of the project in
question and execute it satisfactorily and simultaneously the Procuring Entity faces no difculty in
evaluating a given past experience of a Bidder as admissible or inadmissible.
4.12.2.3.4 Reasonable Duration of Time for Different Activities under the Contract by
the Parties
The parties to a contract have to full several obligations during pendency of the contract such as
survey, investigation, design, procurement of materials & services, construction, supply,
installation, testing, commissioning, operation, maintenance, services, procurement of clearances,
handing over of site, payment, determination, etc. The time period required for fullment of a
particular obligation by a party (Procuring Entity, Contractor, Consultant, Service Provider) should
be assessed in a rational manner considering the reasonable deployment of personnel, machinery
and other accessories/requisites by the party for carrying out the activities in fullling the particular
obligation and mentioned in bidding documents. Reasonable time period should also be allocated
in bidding documents for the activities to be carried out by supervision consultant, independent
engineer, authority engineer, project management consultant, etc. in administration of contract.
These time periods also have impact on bid pricing.
4.12.2.3.5 Balancing of Risk/Reward Allocation in Contract
“Allocate the risk to the party who is best suited to handle it”, is a quote generally used in
contracting parlance. This is better said than done because all dimensions of a risk can hardly be
quantied properly in advance and ability of a party to handle a particular risk is dynamic in nature
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and heavily dependent upon socio-political canvas of the site. Although model documents have
standard clauses for risk/reward allocation between parties, in large and complex projects/projects
being implemented through EPC/LSTK/PPP contracts/where Request for Proposal is invited
instead of Request for Bid, risk/reward allocation should be carefully analysed and modied, if
necessary, through Particular Conditions.
4.12.2.3.6 Inclusion of Output & Performance Based Maintenance in the Scope
This is particularly applicable to procurement of Works & Plant. Whereas PPP contracts have inbuilt
provision for output and performance-based maintenance during operation period, similar
provision is incorporated in EPC/LSTK projects for varying durations which may also correspond
with defects liability period under the contract. Output and performance-based maintenance
provision following construction/installation of Works/Plant can also be incorporated in item rate
contract.
4.12.2.3.7 Price Adjustment/Fixed Cost
Provision of price adjustment in contract conditions makes the contract fair and avoids
unnecessary loading of Bids for possible increase in input prices. Price adjustment provision may
be slightly cumbersome for calculation in small contracts, nonetheless the provision should be
made in all contracts irrespective of size so that a Bidder determines its bid prices rationally
without much speculation.

4.13

Considerations in Evaluation of Bids/Proposals
A few important considerations for Bid/Proposal evaluation are listed below for guidance of
Procuring Entity, but before applying a particular consideration listed below, Procuring Entity must
satisfy itself that the corresponding provision is already included in the bidding documents:

4.13.1

HANDLING OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Conict of Interest is a serious matter that may compromise integrity of bidding process. Bidders
are required to submit Integrity Pact reinforcing their commitment to several aspects of integrity
including conict of interest. Bidding documents have penal provisions for Bidders suppressing
information that demonstrates conict of interest. There are also guidelines for employees of
Procuring Entity as well as agencies advising/assisting the Procuring Entity to conduct themselves
in a way to avoid conict of interest situation. To instil a sense of condence among all Bidders as
to transparency and fairness in the bidding process, conict of interest situations should be
avoided before they occur and any wilful violation should be dealt severely.

4.13.2

HANDLING PRE-BID MEETING QUERIES
Pre-bid meeting is conducted in moderate to large size projects. Pre-bid meeting is intended to
clear the doubts and apprehensions of the Bidders on any aspect of the project and/or bidding
documents. The Procuring Entity should promptly reply to the queries of the Bidders which may be
with regards to supposed errors, omissions, discrepancies and other shortcomings in bidding
documents. The reply/clarications to pre-bid meeting queries should be unambiguous, coherent
and rely on specic clause/paragraph of bidding documents. Any amendment to bidding
documents required as a result of such reply/clarications shall be done through issue of
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corrigendum/addendum. Some pertinent queries may require fresh survey, investigation, analysis,
design, costing, etc. and therefore require considerable time. In such circumstances, Procuring
Entity should not hurry the bidding process with defective bidding documents in anticipation of
necessary modications during construction/installation/services, rather diligently carry out the
required activities afresh and issue corrigendum/addendum to the bidding documents to correct
the questionable. As a result, the bidding process may take additional time to conclude but the
process should not be compromised. The prospective bidders may sometime seek far bigger
changes in bidding documents that may have far reaching consequences. Such suggestions may
not be outright rejected, rather the Procuring Entity should critically evaluate such suggestions and
may act upon the ones that may add value to the project.
4.13.3

HANDLING SINGLE BID
According to the World Bank Procurement Regulations, a single Bid/Proposal received in response
to RFB/RFP can be well considered for evaluation and further action, if the Notice inviting
Bid/Proposal has been advertised as per prevailing guidelines, the qualication criteria is not
unduly restrictive and prices are reasonable. Manual for Procurement of Works, 2019, and General
Financial Rules, 2017, also precisely state the same thing. In case a single Bid is received or there
is only one technically qualied Bidder (both situations have same implication), bidding process
need not be cancelled, provided the conditions mentioned above are fullled. Further, if a single
bid is rejected, the matter should be carefully examined to nd out the reason for poor participation
and, if possible, make appropriate modications in bidding documents instead of bidding again
and again with same bidding documents.

4.13.4

BID/PROPOSAL EVALUATION PROTOCOL (INTERNAL EVALUATION, EVALUATION WITH
SUPPORT FROM OUT SOURCED AGENCY)
Bid/Proposal evaluation is mostly done by Procuring Entity internally by a tender
committee/purchase committee/evaluation committee and recommendation of such committee is
accepted by the competent authority in Procuring Entity. Manual for Procurement of Works, 2019,
and General Financial Rules, 2017, stipulate that no member of the tender committee/purchase
committee/evaluation committee shall be reporting directly to any other member of the committee,
which should be strictly followed in procurement estimated to be more than Rs. 25 lakhs to ensure
independency of all members of the committee. Some Procuring Entities employ services of
project management consultant or nancial consultant to assist in evaluation of Bids. Such
practice should be followed with utmost caution so that none of the requirements of Bid evaluation
process such as transparency, condentiality, fairness, no conict of interest is compromised.

4.13.5

MATERIAL DEVIATION, RESERVATION, OMISSION IN BID/PROPOSAL
Determination of responsiveness of a Bid/Proposal inter-alia requires that there should be no
material deviation, reservation, omission in Bid/Proposal. A material deviation, reservation,
omission in a Bid/Proposal is one that would substantially affect Procuring Entity's rights or
Bidder's obligations with respect to different characteristics of Works, Plant, Goods Consultancy &
Non-consultancy Services or affect competitive position of other Bidders. Any condition
incorporated in the Bid/Proposal by a Bidder will be treated as material deviation. Such material
deviation, reservation, omission in a bid/proposal must make it non-responsive.

4.13.6

NON-MATERIAL NON-CONFORMITIES
There may be some non-conformities in a Bid/Proposal that does not materially impact the
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Bid/Proposal as explained in sub para 4.13.5 above. Non-material non-conformities in a
Bid/Proposal may not be a ground for making the Bid/Proposal non-responsive, unless the Bidder
is unwilling to make necessary corrections in its Bid or the correction to the Bid to remove Nonmaterial Non-conformities impacts bid price. An example of non-material non-conformities is a
certain minor deviation (not amount, validity period and other project specic inputs) in the bank
guarantee submitted by a Bidder which can be treated as a non-material non-conformity and if the
Bidder submits amendment to the bank guarantee in response to clarications, the same may be
accepted.
4.13.7

DOMAIN OF CLARIFICATIONS TO BE SOUGHT FROM BIDDERS
Procuring Entity can seek clarications from Bidders to assist in evaluation of Bids but no change
in the prices or substance of the Bid shall be sought, offered, or permitted. The shortfall
information/documents should be sought only in case of historical documents. If the Bidder has
claimed experience of a project but not furnished its completion certicate, the certicate can be
asked for and considered in evaluation but experience certicate furnished by the Bidder in its
clarications for any new project shall not be considered. So, whereas Procuring Entity should not
disqualify a Bidder for a minor mistake/omission, the Bidder should not be allowed to gain undue
advantage for the sake of clarication.

4.13.8

DEFINING SIMILAR WORKS/SERVICES & ELIGIBLE PROJECTS
Construction experience is one of the most important criteria to determine technical capability of a
Bidder for procurement of Works (both in item rate, EPC and O&M) contract. There are ve
different aspects of the said criteria i.e., no. of similar contracts substantially completed, value of
such substantially completed contracts, how much share of value of a completed contract to be
considered given the participation of the Bidder in question in the project as a member of joint
venture or as a sub-contractor, what does substantial completion means and nally what is the
criteria of similarity. Manual for Procurement of Works, 2019, may be referred for guidance in this
regard. Determination of similarity of experience is a challenge. Procuring Entity should dene
similarity of construction, supply, delivery & installation, consultancy/non-consultancy experience
in RFB/RFP indicating minimum key requirements in terms of cost, physical size, complexity,
construction method, technology and/or other characteristics based on scope of works or
schedule of requirements so as to eliminate possibility of arbitrariness. There is, however, every
possibility that an experience cited by a particular Bidder in its Bid/Proposal may not entirely match
with all the attributes of similar experience dened in RFB/RFP and some amount of qualitative
judgement is required on the part of the tender committee/evaluation committee to either accept or
reject the particular experience.
Denition of similarity of experience should also be provided in RFB/RFP for PPP projects as
applicable.

4.13.9

REASONABLENESS OF BID
Reasonableness of prices quoted by the lowest/most preferred Bidder has to be examined and
declared by tender committee/evaluation committee for procurement of Works/Plant/Goods/Nonconsultancy Services. Test of reasonableness of bid is a very important task for the tender
committee/evaluation committee. The tender committee/evaluation committee may seek
clarications from the Bidder, conduct market enquiries, collect rates from similar projects awarded
in recent past or adopt any other method considered suitable. The information gathered by the
tender committee/evaluation committee and their own analysis shall be recorded in minutes of
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meeting. The lowest evaluated Bid price can only be accepted by the Procuring Entity if the prices
are reasonable.
4.13.10 HANDLING ABNORMALLY LOW/SERIOUSLY UNBALANCED/FRONT LOADED BIDS
An abnormally low Bid is one that raises material concern about ability of the most preferred Bidder
to deliver the project. In such case, Procuring Entity many times seek clarication on rates from the
most preferred Bidder and if the explanation of the Bidder is not satisfactory, Procuring Entity may
require additional performance security as additional comfort against possible non-performance of
the Contractor. However, if the Bidder is not able to demonstrate its capability to deliver the
project, no amount of additional performance security can remedy the problem. Under the
circumstances, the Procuring Entity may reject the Bid/Proposal, whether it is
Works/Plant/Goods/Non-consultancy Services.
There is a risk in bidding of item rate contract for Works such that the lowest evaluated and
substantially responsive Bid may be seriously unbalanced or front loaded. Procuring Entity, in such
case, may either accept or reject the Bid/Proposal or accept with additional performance security
after evaluation of detailed rate analysis and supported information submitted by the Bidder.
4.13.11 CONFIDENTIALITY IN BID EVALUATION PROCESS
Condentiality in bid evaluation process is highly essential to ensure transparency and fairness.
Condentiality and transparency are not mutually exclusive on principle as far as bid evaluation
process is concerned but their domain is different in space and time as explained herein.
Procuring Entity has also an obligation to the Bidders to keep condential their proprietary
information, trade secrets and commercial or nancially sensitive information. All information
related to evaluation of Bid/Proposal shall not be disclosed to Bidders or any other person not
ofcially connected with the Bid evaluation process till the award is notied to the successful
Bidder. No Bidder shall contact Procuring Entity on any matter related to the Bid except on request
and prior written permission. Any effort on the part of a Bidder to inuence Procuring Entity on bid
evaluation process or award of contract will lead to rejection of its Bid.
4.13.12 HANDLING OF COMPLAINTS/GRIEVANCES IN PROCUREMENT
A Bidder or for that matter a concerned citizen may have certain complaints/grievances about a
particular procurement process. The complaints/grievances have their genesis in misinterpretation,
negligence, wilful misconduct on the part of the Procuring Entity or ignorance, deliberate mischief
on the part of the Bidder/concerned citizen. Many of the complaints/grievances about procurement
can be avoided if the Procuring Entity disseminates sufcient information on its own through
various means. In addition to suo-moto dissemination of procurement related information at
appropriate time, Procuring Entity should have a robust complaints/grievances handling
mechanism for the purpose. Taking a decision on a complaint/grievance at the earliest saves a lot
of trouble in future. The World Bank, Procurement Regulations for IPF Borrowers have laid down a
robust process for handling of complaints/grievances and structure of response to a complaint that
should include
i) Statement of issues,
ii) Facts and evidence,
iii) Decision and reference to the basis of decision,
iv) Analysis, and
v) Conclusion
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Manual for Procurement of Works has specied that there should be a panel of Independent
External Monitor(s) appointed by every Procuring Entity with prior approval from Central Vigilance
Commission and name and contact address of the IEMs are invariably mentioned in NIT. The
complaints received by IEMs would be examined by them and they will give their views/decisions
directly to Procuring Entity/CVC as appropriate.

4.14

Contract Negotiations

4.14.1

PREVAILING RULES/GUIDELINES
4.14.1.1
Contract negotiations although not fully forbidden in General Financial Rules, it is generally
permitted in rare circumstances. General Financial Rules is silent on contract negotiations for
Works but allows negotiations for single source selection/consultancy by nomination. General
Financial Rules, however, prescribes the following in so far as procurement of goods and disposal
of goods are concerned:
Goods: “……in exceptional circumstances where price negotiation against an ad-hoc procurement
is necessary due to some unavoidable circumstances, the same may be resorted to only with the
lowest evaluated responsive bidder.”
Disposal of Goods: “The bid of the highest acceptable responsive bidder should normally be
accepted. However, if the price offered by that bidder is not acceptable, negotiation may be held
only with that bidder. In case such negotiation does not provide the desired result, the reasonable
or acceptable price may be counter offered to the next highest responsive bidder(s).”
4.14.1.2
Manual for Procurement of Works and Manual for Procurement of Goods provide for negotiations
as a rare exception rather than rule. Negotiations, if at all it is done, will be only with the lowest
acceptable Bidder. Negotiations may be conducted in circumstances such as
i) Procurement on nomination basis,
ii) Procurement from single/limited sources,
iii) Suspicion of cartel formation, and
iv) Emergency requirements (for minimum quantities only)
Negotiations can be done only with express approval of authority competent to accept/reject Bid
based on clear recommendations of tender committee/evaluation committee.
4.14.1.3
Manual for Procurement of Consultancy and Other Services provide for contract negotiations in
single source selection/nomination of Consultant. It, however permits contract negotiations with
the most preferred consultant to freeze the aspects such as ToR provisions, methodology, key
personnel availability and deployment, sub-professionals' deployment, inputs from Procuring
Entity, etc. However, such contract negotiations are not to alter original ToR or Proposal prices.
Consequences of contract negotiations in a rare case may have a bearing on the nal prices but
increase in nal cost quoted by the Consultant is not allowed.

4.14.2

NEGOTIATIONS
As is evident from the prevailing rules/guidelines stated in para 4.15.1 above, there is limited scope
of contract negotiations in various procurements under a programme/project. Notwithstanding
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such limitations, let us understand the fundamental principles of any contract negotiations.
4.14.2.1 Negotiations Objectives
Negotiation is a process involving two or more people/parties having conicting positions and
attempting to reach an agreement. The objectives of negotiations are to reach an agreement on
variety of issues that concern contract operation as well as settlement for a fair & reasonable price
that make the situation win-win for all parties.
4.14.2.2 Negotiations Tactics
Successful negotiations depend upon personality traits of the negotiators such as empathy,
respectfulness, fairness, patience, exibility, sense of humour, etc. There are several tactics for
negotiations such as fait accompli, deadline, good guy/bad guy, missing man, limited authority,
fairness/reasonableness, unreasonable/extreme demands, delay, withdrawal, attack, etc. Not all of
them have to be used in every contract negotiation. In fact, a good negotiator should develop skill
to employ different tactics at different times during the course of a particular negotiations.
4.14.2.3 Negotiations strategies
There are ve strategies for negotiations such as concession making, contending, compromising,
problem solving and inaction/withdrawal as outlined by Jeffrey Pinto, author of Project
Management Handbook. The negotiators should have prior consent about the negotiation strategy
from the person competent to take decisions before starting the negotiations. There can also be
mid-course correction in negotiation strategy with prior approval from competent authority
depending upon extent of concession, capability and commitment of the other party and
exigencies of subject procurement.

4.15

Award of Contract, Signing of Contract Agreement and
Commencement of Contract

4.15.1
The successful Bidder determined after bid/proposal evaluation (further conrmed after contract
negotiations, wherever done, in accordance with guidelines/procedures mentioned in para 4.14
above) is notied the award the contract. Procuring Entity shall take due precaution to conclude
the bid evaluation process and issue award notication within the original bid validity period. If the
bid evaluation process is likely to exceed bid validity period for some or other reason, Procuring
Entity shall seek extension of bid validity period from such Bidder(s) as appropriate considering
the stage of evaluation. A Bidder may or may not extend bid validity period. Bidding result will be
published by Procuring Entity on CPPP. An unsuccessful Bidder has right to question rejection of
its bid/proposal. Procuring entity should ensure a decision within 15 days of the receipt of the
representation from an unsuccessful Bidder. Some Procuring Entity publish the result of different
stages of evaluation on CPPP along with reasons for disqualication of unsuccessful Bidder(s)
giving them an opportunity to submit their grievances, if any, and Procuring Entity publish nal
result on CPPP after careful examination of grievances/representations received from unsuccessful
Bidders. Some of the World Bank Standard Procurement Documents have two stage process for
notication of award. In the rst stage, Procuring Entity noties all Bidders of its intention to award
the contract to the successful Bidder and allows a standstill period of 10 days to allow any
unsuccessful Bidder to make any representation and provide debrieng to those unsuccessful
Bidders who have made representations. Procuring Entity shall notify the award in second stage
on completion of stand still period.
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4.15.2
Upon receipt of award notication, the successful Bidder is required to submit performance
security in the amount and manner specied in the bidding documents and then sign the contract
agreement with the Procuring Entity. In some low value contracts, award notication itself
constitutes the contract whereas in some other contract, successful Bidder is sent an agreement
for signature and return. The successful Bidder is required to acknowledge and unconditionally
accept, sign, date and return the agreement. In PPP contract, the successful Bidder upon receipt
of award notication, incorporates a Special Purpose Vehicle called Concessionaire that eventually
signs the concession agreement with the Procuring Entity. The contract shall include the contract
form, general conditions, contract data, particular conditions/special conditions, the nancial
bid/proposal of Contractor/Consultant, joint venture agreement, other contract forms and other
documents as applicable.
4.15.3
Effectiveness date of the contract or commencement date or appointed date is usually different
from the date of signing of contract agreement. The construction/supply/design, supply &
installation/services delivery period starts from such commencement date. It may be mentioned in
some contract that it will be effective with effect from a certain date that follows the date of signing
of contract agreement by a certain number of days. In some cases, contract requires that a
letter/notice to proceed with the works/supply/services is issued by the Procuring Entity following
the date of signing of contract agreement where the Procuring Entity clearly mentions the date of
commencement of contract. Some contracts require that either party have to full certain
obligations before the commencement/appointed date is declared. Such obligations are called
'conditions precedent' in PPP contract which have to be fullled by both Concessionaire and
Procuring Entity before the appointed date is declared. A limited notice to proceed is generally
applicable to Works that follows PPP or EPC procurement method. Such notice is issued to enable
the Contractor/Concessionaire to start construction when all conditions for declaration of
commencement/appointed date is yet to be fullled. The scenario aims at encashing mobilisation
of the Contractor/Concessionaire at site and nish the contract earlier but suffers from serious risk
of prolonged delay, disputes if the appointed date cannot be nally declared due to failure on part
of either party to full conditions precedent. A particular method for achieving effectiveness of the
contract shall be followed as specied in the contract only.

4.16

Implementation Checklist
Checklist for different important milestones in bidding documents preparation, bid evaluation,
contract negotiations & award of contract for different procurement subjects and procedures such
as single stage bidding and two stage bidding are given below:
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5

Initiation and
Stakeholder Assessment

Large scale engineering and construction programs face a complexity in program design and denition of
constituent projects. Often this complexity is not fully appreciated until after the component projects to
comprise the program have been selected. This will be too late. In the program initiation, project selection
and periodic revalidating of that selection are a characteristic of large engineering and construction
programs. Continual alignment of stakeholders in program is key to ensure that component projects are
start off effectively. In this section, the initiation aspects at program and component project level are
explained in detail.

5.1

Program Initiation

Program Initiation is the starting phase of the project and so comes the assumptions or confusions like from
where to start. In this stage some managers decide to develop a plan or make a schedule or prepare a
budget or sometimes they validate the assumptions made. Project initiation can play a huge role in the
success of any project hence any decision made at this stage has to be clearly dened.
Usually in this stage:
•

Goals, objectives and their constrains are dened.

•

Stakeholders are identied for the project.

•

Strategy (Technical or any Business Strategy) is been made keeping in mind the objective of the project,
its stakeholders and their constrains.

•

Project team is decided and the resources need for the completion of the project.

•

Time and budget constraints are imposed.

•

Fulls legal and social requirements for the project.

5.1.1

PROGRAM CHARTER
A program charter is a key program document. Without a charter, program manager has no
authority to use resources for program implementation. At the time program is approved, it states
program vision, key objectives, expected benets, constraints and assumptions. Once the
program charter is approved, the program is ofcially authorized to commence.
5.1.1.1 Project Charter Contents
Program Charter should contain the following:
Purpose: A brief introductory statement dening the purpose of the charter, such as:
The program charter states the vision statement that denes the organization's end state for the
program—a vital concept for successful program completion. It also states the program manager's
authority and responsibility and formally authorizes the program.
Program vision: The program vision is the desired end state for the program. It describes why it
will benet the organization. It also describes the outcomes required to achieve the vision.
Justification: Each program has a key set of objectives to be accomplished. Objectives may
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involve the organization's business need for the program, a customer request, market demand, a
regulation, etc. The program's objectives support the organization's business plan and strategic
goals. The objectives should be measurable and state success criteria.
Strategic fit: The program's objectives are established in order to support those of the
organization. This section lists the key strategic drivers for the program to show the link to the
organization's strategic objectives and other ongoing strategic work in the organization.
Program Benefits: Programs are established in order to deliver benets that may not be realized if
projects and other work within the program were managed on an individual basis. Benets
enhance current capabilities or enable development of new capabilities. A benet is an outcome of
actions or behaviors to provide utility to the program's stakeholders. It is an improvement to the
running of the organization, such as increased sales, reduced costs, or decreased waste. Benets
may be tangible (such as nancial objectives) or intangible (such as customer satisfaction or
improved employee morale). Benets should be specic, measurable, actual, realistic, and time
based. This section describes the benets and how they are to be realized building on the initial list
in Chapter 3, Program Strategic Management/Alignment.
Program constraints: Constraints are factors that limit the options of the program team. For
example, a constraint may involve a regulatory requirement that must be met by a certain date.
Constraints typically fall into categories such as time, cost, resources, or deliverables. Constraints
are expected to change throughout the life of the program.
Program assumptions: This section describes the assumptions or any factors that are considered
to be true, real, or certain in planning the program. Assumptions generally involve some degree of
risk. They are expected to change throughout the life of the program.
Scope: This section describes what is within the scope of the program, and what is excluded from
it. It serves as the basis to avoid possible scope creep from the beginning of the program.
Program components: This section states the various components to be part of the program to
show how they will interface and interrelate throughout the program's life cycle in terms of a highlevel plan for these components.
Known risks and issues: This section lists any risks and issues known at this time. They are
expected to change during the life of the program.
Schedule: This section describes the planned length of the program and any milestones that are
known at this time.
Resource requirements: This section lists required resources, both human and other resources,
for the program and the cost of each resource for later in-depth planning.
Stakeholder considerations: This section builds on the concepts explained later in the section.
Initial stakeholder identication purpose is to list in more detail any key concerns of the
stakeholders and the attitudes of the stakeholders who are expected to inuence the program and
be active in it at various phases of the program life cycle. It also includes a draft program
communication management plan for these stakeholders since active communications are
required at the time of program initiation.
Governance: This section describes the program's recommended governance structure as well as
the governance structure for the various projects and non-project work that are part of the
program, including reporting requirements. It also describes the program manager's level of
authority.
Approvals: This section contains the approval of the program charter by the members of the
Program Implementation Board (name could be different in different departments/organizations)
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and other key stakeholders as required.
Other Essential Information on Coversheet of Program Charter:
•

Business unit/Department

•

Program name:

•

Program manager: Including contact email and phone details

•

Program sponsor:

•

Actual start date:

•

Approved end date:

•

Program number:

•

Revision history:

•

Approvals:

5.1.1.2 Program Management Roles and Responsibilities
In some instances, owner organization/PIA will choose to undertake the role of program manager,
establishing a dedicated team to such a task. The assumption of the program management role by
the owner's organization does not relieve the need for an independent oversight function such as
that typically represented by a Program Management Ofce or PMO. Increasingly, owners are
choosing to engage the services of program managers that can bring an ability to quickly surge
specialty resources and down staff equally fast as the program moves to a new phase or ends. In
either case, the program oversight is the responsibility of program management team.
Large Infrastructure programs need to manage the following
•

Large, multi-unit, and complex projects

•

Multiple EP/EPC contract interfaces

•

External nancing

•

Flexibility to ramp up and ramp down organization and resources

•

Experience in managing large international projects

The Program Management Organization shall be constituted to address the above.
As a minimum, the program management organization shall have the following positions with
clearly dened roles and responsibilities.
•

Program Director or Program manager (Based on size and complexity of program)

•

Program Information Manager/Director

•

Program Project Planning/Project Controls Manager/Director

•

Interface Manager

•

Project Managers for overseeing constituent project

•

Engineering Manager Director

•

Program Supply Chain Director

•

Construction Management Director

·

Contracts Manager/DirectorFigure .

Typical Program Management Organization
A typical organization for a program may look as in Fig 5.1
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Figure 5.1: Typical Program Management Organization

5.1.1.3 Program Financial Framework
The program nancial framework is developed early in the program denition phase to set the
stage for program nancial matters. Such framework denes available funding and outows as well
as nancial constraints on income, spending and management. The information discovered in
development of the program nancial framework may have impact on the program business case.
The nancial framework then serves as a key document in the program's nancial management
plan. Each department or organization will have pre-dened formats for use. The intent of the next
few paragraphs is to aid any potential enhancement to the contents of such nancial framework.
Purpose: A brief introductory statement dening the purpose of the nancial framework, such as:
The program nancial framework delineates the available funding sources and expected outlays as
a basis for present and future budgeting to ensure adequate understanding of the special
considerations involved in each funding source and expenditure destination. Additionally, it
describes funding ows to ensure money is spent in the most efcient way.
Funding sources: While some programs only have a single funding source, others have multiple
sources of funding. This section describes the various sources of funding for the program. Funding
sources typically depend on the size, complexity, and type of program. Other factors include
whether it is international or within a country. The program may be funded internally and/or it may
require external sources for funding.
Financial framework constraints: Each program has certain nancial constraints. Examples of
constraints that may be ones to consider include:
1. How payment is to be made if on an international program; will a percent of contracts be held
in retainage;
2. Since it is rare that a program, especially a long one, will receive all its funding at the
beginning; When will funds be made available;
3. Whether government bonds will be used for funding that need to be created or sold;
4. If funds are to be provided at predetermined milestones;
5. Whether compulsory employment will need to be included or if there is a requirement for
compulsory use of a certain percent of indigenously produced products; and if there are any
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buy back arrangements that are required.
Financial framework assumptions: The program team will make assumptions concerning
funding sources and funding goals for the program. As these assumptions may affect the
program's deliverables, benets, and objectives, they should be documented in this section and
updated as changes occur during the program's life cycle.
Known risks and issues: Financial management, beginning with cost estimates and the nancial
framework, will have risks and issues to state. For example, a key risk could be if a contractor is
subject to retainage, it may affect the contractor's ability to complete its portion of the program
within budget. Another possible concern is if funding is to be provided at certain time period, and
there is a budget cut that may occur. Such risks and issues are listed in this section.
Financial schedule: Given the length of programs, cash inows tend to occur far more quickly
than the program's benets. A nancial schedule is helpful to show both the inows and outows
of funds for consideration by the Portfolio Review Board and other key stakeholders. As the
schedule is pre-pared, if the program will be comprised of some existing components, review their
schedules and infrastructure operational costs to date.
Resource requirements: This section describes key resource requirements from the program as
the program manager will need to have a close working relationship with the nancial organization
and may need a core team member with a background in nance or support from the Enterprise
Program Management Ofce.
Financial metrics: This section describes nancial metrics to ensure that money is spent on the
program in the most efcient way. These metrics should track to the business case, and as they
are described in this document, it may be necessary to update the business case as a result.
Stakeholder and funding source considerations: This section states the key stakeholders with
an inuence over or an interest in the nancial aspects of the program. It specically lists those
stakeholders that are expected to provide funding to the program and how best to engage them to
ensure their support. It will serve as data to consider as the stakeholder engagement plan is
prepared.
Approvals: This section contains the approval of the program nancial frame-work by the
members of the Portfolio Review Board and other key stakeholders as required.
The contents of this nancial framework document can be converted into a tabular format with
accompanying discussion. Existing formats in the departments/organizations can be used after
checking for completeness and relevance with respect to factors mentioned above.
5.1.2

PROGRAM ROAD MAP
Program Road Map is another key document in program initiation. Timing of major milestones is
important in the selling and execution of a program. The program roadmap provides a guide or
“map” through time of the program's scope and execution. At the program initiation stage, the
roadmap is high level in nature. It is greatly rened later in the program, especially as the program
management plan is prepared.
The terms roadmap and timeline are sometimes confused. Indeed, a roadmap document should
include a (usually) single graphic depiction of its essence. That depiction is a timeline, but in the
road map there is far more strategic information. The program roadmap graphic not only conveys
the essence of the program in a single diagram, but it also must convey that information
completely enough in a manner readily assimilated by higher-level executives in the organization.
5.1.2.1 Program Roadmap Instructions
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The program roadmap includes the following:
Purpose: A brief introductory statement dening the purpose of the program roadmap, such as:
The program roadmap shows, in a chronological way, the program's intended direction as it
describes major milestones, key dependencies, the link between the planned and prioritized work,
and key decision points.
The program roadmap helps in program execution and management, as it is used to assess
progress in delivering benets. It shows the program's high-level, overall scope and execution. It is
prepared based on the program's business case and the organization's strategic objectives.
Although the program roadmap is prepared as the program is initiated, it is an iterative document,
developed in a rolling-wave format, and it should be reviewed periodically by the program
management team, other key stakeholders, and the members of the Governance Board, as the
work of the program continues throughout the various phases in its life cycle, especially when
there are schedule, nancial, benet, and other program changes. The program roadmap is a
subsidiary document to the program management plan and evolves with it.
Endpoint objectives: This section describes the overall objectives of the program, especially in
terms of benets realization and ultimate benets sustainment. It describes the link between the
business strategy and the planned and prioritized work to be done in the program. It may include
any needed resources or competencies required for program success.
Key challenges and risks: This section describes the key challenges associated with the program
and the identied risks to the program. By noting these challenges and risks as part of the
roadmap, deviations from them then may indicate other threats to the program or potential
opportunities.
Key milestones and decision points: This section describes the key milestones and decision
points in the program. As part of the roadmap, the high-level, overall scope and execution of the
program are shown. These milestones and key decision points will increase as the program
ensues, as components are completed, and others are initiated as part of the program. As
decisions are made, and as change requests from other areas cause milestones to change, the
roadmap may require updates. This section may include a graphic road-map fashioned after the
simple example at the end of this section. The con-guration of that depiction is highly dependent
on the individual program and must be tailored as such to convey in a single glance the overview
of the roadmap document.
Program organization: This section describes the dependencies between the program
components, such as releases in a software program or stages in a construction program. It
describes when components are to be implemented and how requests to initiate components are
processed.
Supporting infrastructure: This section describes the support structure and needed capabilities
for the program, such as use of a program management ofce; guidelines, procedures, and
templates; facilities; and tools and techniques.
Approvals: This section contains the written approval of the program roadmap by the program
sponsor, program manager, program management ofce, members of the Governance Board, and
other key stakeholders as appropriate.
The program roadmap is graphical representation of the key activities, goals and deliverables
presented with the timeline. The program roadmap helps to managing the stakeholder's
expectations, as well helps to coordinate the resources and communicating construction plans.
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Figure 5.2: Program Road map

5.1.3

PROGRAM DESIGN AND CONSTITUENT PROJECT INTEGRATION
Integration for Infrastructure Projects is not easy as they involve many diverse and dynamic
organizations with each having a different kind of technical challenge that has to be overcome in a
different way. It is because this industry has unique standards and discipline to integrate such as
security, project and public safety, occupational health, and compliance with environmental
regulations – as the projects are much affected by site conditions, technology, market conditions,
economic environment of the country, contract execution expectations, economic environment of
the country, human resource availability and many other internal as well as external factors.
By maintaining cost, time and scope of the project with stakeholder's interest and validating
decisions inside, contractual agreements will help to complete the project on time with no higher
cost associated with it. The effectiveness and efciency of the project depends on the integration
management and hence integration management have to be performed in a successful manner.
5.1.3.1 Constituent Project Integration
Constituent Project Integration is all about:
•

Make sure that the project deliverables deadlines, project life cycle, and the benets realization
plan are aligned.

•

The Project Management Plan should achieve the project goals and objectives.

•

Ensure the creation and the use of relevant knowledge to and from the project.

•

Managing the project performance and changes to the activities involved in the project.

•

Taking coordinated judgements on important developments impacting the project.
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•

Measure and tract progress and take effective action.

•

Collect, Analyze and Communicate the project information which are relevant for the
stakeholders.

•

Completion of all project work and closing them formally at each phase and then closing the
project as a whole.

•

Managing transformations in phases when necessary for the project.

5.1.3.2 Interfaces and Integration requirements
While Interface and Integration below are the requirements for any Construction Project:

5.1.4

•

Project Site Characteristics

•

Engineering Requirements

•

Existing asset conditions

•

Design Parameters

•

Technical denition

•

Site Safety

•

Design and Construction Timeliness

•

Inspection/Testing or Audit Requirements

•

Referred Applicable Codes and Standards

•

Security, Environment, Workforce Related Requirements

•

Existing or other possible government regulations

PROJECT INITIATION MINIMUM REQUIREMENT
The minimum requirement for any Project Initiation is the Project Charter. Project Charter is that
legal document which contains all the important information which any project needs during its
initiation.
For starting any project government approvals are must along with all legal documents to start a
project in India. But if the contractors for the project are not resident then the export control for the
material, the cultural norms, construction skill training and security (for the residents, workers off
site) are also to be considered.
5.1.4.1 Government Guidelines for Project Formulation, Identification And appraisal
From time to time, the government has developed procedures/guidelines for Project Formulation,
Identication and Appraisal stages of projects. These guidelines/procedures provide the request
criteria for improved rigor and capacity building during the planning, selection, development and
execution phases of the project. They play a signicant effect on the importance and success of
the projects as well as on their timely execution. Due to inability in dening constraints,
compromising with the quality of the project, incurring additional expenses, inaccurate
environmental impact analysis, delay in implementation, shortage of consultation with the
stakeholders during project formulation stage negatively impacts the project at later stages. The
additional time and effort managed to spend at the project formulation and appraisal stage would
be very well invested and would eventually lead in qualitative improvement in relation to the nal
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effects of the project.
The guidelines/orders for the above are timely issued by the Cabinet Secretariat, Ministry of
Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC), Ministry of Finance (MoF), Ministry of
Commerce and Industry (MoCI), Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation (MoSPI),
Planning Commission, Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs (MoHUA). The guidelines issued by
these authorities are posted in the government online web portals for the easy availability of the
user.
5.1.4.2 Government Sanction for Projects
Government Sanction is very important for any project. By getting sanctioned a project can be
started but if the sanction is not approved, then the project has to be stopped at that point of time.
In a broader way, the government sanction for projects are issued in some of the activities
mentioned below:
•

Project Formulation

•

Institutional framework for the Appraisal

•

Time frame for Appraisal and Approval

•

Delegation of Power for Financial Appraisal

•

Approval for PPP Projects, Original-Cost Estimates

•

Creation of Autonomous Organizations

•

Equity/Loan assistance by government

•

Sanctioning Pre-Investment practices

For example, in a construction industry, sanctions have to be provided from many departments to
start a project. Below are few sanctions which are must for any construction project:
•

The builder must get a clear title for the land where the construction has to be started. The land
must not be a disputed land and should be a cleared property.

•

Land clearance document should be submitted by the concerned authority to convert any
agricultural land to a non-agricultural land (on requirement basis).

•

Zonal Clearance approval is a must. The approval for basic amenities like water, road,
electricity etc. vary from city to city.

•

Building approval which consists of
Ø Building Plan
Ø Layout approval
Ø Intimation of Disapproval – This document is needed at different stages of project-during
initiation, in between the construction or during the closure of the construction.
Ø Commencement Certicate - A permission from the local authority and a must certicate to
start the project.
Ø Completion Certicate (Issued after the Inspection Process)
Ø Services and Utilities Installation (To show the building is approved with electricity, water and
gas)
Ø Occupancy Certicate – This is the nal document required from the local authority to show
that the building can be used for any purpose.

5.1.4.3 Adoption of PPP Mode (where applicable)
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PPP mode stands for Public-Private-Partnership Mode. In this mode the private organizations are
allowed to invest in public projects. This mode is practiced to reduce the public borrowing
requirements and to easily transfer the risk from a public organization to a private organization. In
this way the public organizations can now concentrate in their core business. This is a exible
model as it can be changed according to the requirements made by the government or any client.
Public Private Partnership Model brings in practice the core values of the integrated project
management. In this model the private organization can be allowed to enter at any stage during
the project, might be at a very early stage to collaborate relationships or for risk and value
management or may be at a later stage. This mode helps many private rms to grow. It further
helps to complete many government projects at a faster phase.
In India, there are mainly BOT, BOOT and Operations and Management Contracts are used. BOT
Model stands for “Build-Operate-Transfer”, BOOT Model stands for “Build-Own-Operate-Transfer”.
These are mostly funded by private sector; partial ownership is given to private rms but the
responsibilities are shared to give client some control.
Below are some examples:
Examples of BOT projects in India: Delhi-Gurgaon Expressway, Tuni-Anakapalli Annuity Road
Project, Nhava Sheva International Container Terminal, Hyderabad Metro etc. (All these projects
include Design as well as Finance).
Examples of BOOT projects in India: Mumbai Metro, Gangavaram Port, Amritsar Inter-city Bus
Terminal, Vadodara Halol Toll Road etc. (All these projects include Design as well as Finance).
Examples of Operations and Management Contract projects in India: Bhiwandi Electricity
Distribution Franchisee, Latur Water Supply Project, Karnataka Urban Water Supply Improvement
etc.
The Government Guidelines for Formulation, Appraisal and Approval of Public Private Partnership
(PPP) Projects have been set to release by the Ministry of Finance, Department of Expenditure. It is
been said that PPP modes are really affective and results in overall economic progress. This model
is further used in the construction of Airports, Highways, Ports & Harbors, Sub-ways, Railways,
Bridges, Roads, Hospitals, Technology Parks, Exhibition Centers, Flyovers etc.
5.1.4.4 Project Identification/Formulation
Usually government plays a neutral role in encouraging any project but there are few factors which
are considered for identication or formulation of any project.
Success of the existing sector: By analyzing the success of an existing sector one gets suitable
information about the nancial performance of the sector and can have the knowledge of products
and services offered by them. By doing so the companies can launch the project during the growth
phase of the industry.
Availability of Raw Materials: Availability of raw materials is very important for identication or
formulation of any project.
For Example – Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra are rich in Sugarcane thus most of the sugar
industries are located nearby them. Similarly, Bihar, Orissa and Jharkhand are the states which are
rich in Iron Ore, hence iron and steel mint are located nearby them.
Availability of Skilled Labor: Having availability of skilled labor helps to identify and formulate the
project according to the industry.
Import Substitution Projects: Whenever any product is substituted to India from foreign market
there is a loss for a local industry. To substitute this there are many projects which are undertaken
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as a substitution for the imported products. Best example for this is the use of automobile spare
parts from the local brand to substitute the imported spare parts for the automobile.
Price Trend: Changes in Prices creates demand and supply uctuations and this gap brings new
opportunity to start the project.
Research Centers: There are always ongoing research for new products or any manufacturing
systems which gives chances to the entrepreneurs to start the project.
Government Guidelines: Sometimes Government guidelines or introduction of any new policy or
launching relaxation schemes in some domains create new opportunities to start the project.
There are two different stages through which project idea proceeds before the public funds takes
into effect. These are:
1. Feasibility Report (FR)
2. Detailed Project Report (DPR)
5.1.4.5 Preparation of Feasibility Report (FR)
Feasibility study points out on how the project should be implemented practically within time,
resources, budget and quality constraints. This study gives the practical aspect with the utmost
client satisfaction on how the project should be delivered. Feasibility of the project can be checked
through internal factors such as Discounted Cash Flow, Pay Back Period, Internal Rate of Return
etc. while the external factors like Price of materials used, Labor's payment also inuences the
study.
The Feasibility Report (FR) is prepared during the initial stage of the project. It should concentrate
on the study of current scenario, scope and signicance of the issues to be solved, the needs and
justication for the light of national priorities, potential solutions, early environment and social
analysis, initial site inspections and various associated risk factors.
Feasibility Report should contain the following details:
•

Proposed Project Schedule

•

Risk Analysis

•

Technical and Geographical Analysis

•

Stakeholders and Public Engagement

•

Legal/Statutory/Planning restrictions or specications

•

Health and Safety assessments

•

Potential funding measures

•

Potential Design Analysis

•

Capital and Operating expense forecasts

•

Environmental Impact Assessment

•

Strategic-Growth timeline

5.1.4.6 Public Investment Board (PIB) and Main Expenditure Finance Committees (EFCs)
The Public Investment Board (PIB) is a high-level national council of the Central Government, who
is responsible for taking an investment decision on proposals for public investments to produce
goods and services. The projects involving revised cost estimation (RCE) of Rs.500 crore or more
are gone for the appraisal to the public investment board. The RCE includes the budgetary
supports, external aid, internal resources, loans etc. Cabinet approval is also required for such
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kind of projects.
The projects with investment less than the Rs. 500 crores are sanctioned by the expenditures
nance committees (EFCs). Initial sanctions by considering the nancial risk are easy to receive in
stage I. However, planning commission and other appraising agencies comments are duly
considered before the sanctioning for the stage II.
PIB/EFCs considers projects only with nancial and economic internal rate of return (IRR) both are
exceeding 12% over the operating life of the projects.
5.1.4.7 Preparation of Detailed Project Report (DPR)
Detailed Project Report (DPR) is often a center piece for contacting nancial entities or investors for
nancial initiatives. The purpose of making a DPR is to ofcially express the project promoter's
decision to move into a new project. The particulars included in the feasibility report is described in
detail in DPR. This report also provides a full breakdown of the project including a clear timeline
and a xed expense. This method is used to track and control both the nancial and physical
progress of the project. It is mostly expected to have a difference in cost suggested in FR and the
DPR but additional details should be included in DPR to ensure that cost mechanisms are
adequately assessed. Sometimes professionals are also hired to prepare Detailed Project Report.
The main components of DPR are:
•

Basic Details of the project (Name, Location, Sector, Cost)

•

Description of project promoters, their previous expertise, and working results of companies
owned (if) by them

•

Specic Details on the project:
Ø Description and Source of Raw Materials
Ø Product Information
Ø Technology used in different stages of project
Ø Team Details involved in each phase of the project
Ø Land, Building, Environment Clearance, Plant and Machinery Details
Ø Utilities (Road Connectivity, Water, Electricity) details
Ø Labor Requirements and Facilities provided to them for their welfare

•

Project Implementation Schedule

•

Ways from which project is been nanced

•

Financial details (NPV, IRR values, Cash Flow estimates, Coverage Ratios)

•

Ways to repay loan amount

•

Protection of collateral securities to be given to nancial institutions

•

All necessary government approvals required at different stages of project.

The DPR is been submitted to necessary government authority such as Planning Commission,
Department of Expenditure, sometimes to Central Electricity Authority or Central Water
Commission etc. The DPR helps to ensure that certain facets of the feasibility of the project be they
environmental, technological, nancial or economical are thoroughly investigated before the
launch of the project.
5.1.4.8 Regulatory/Statutory Clearances
The main objective of the Government project clearance rules or regulatory/statutory clearances is
to promote planning and formulation perspectives for the optimal utilization of resources such as
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land, water, energy, mineral resources etc. Equal importance is given to discharge of treated
afuent for the conservation and preservation of environment in any region where the proposed
project is been installed, in addition to workplace protection and health management for any
industrial activity.
The regulatory bodies involved for such clearance are, Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate
Change (MoEFCC), Ministry of Labour and Employment (MoLE), etc.
5.1.4.9 Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) is discussed between the project head, regulator and the
community to make sure the project is viable and it does not provide any risk or negative impact to
the environment. The project should be executed in such a way that if there is any waste material
produced during the process then they should be properly managed and reuse or recycle of those
materials are been done keeping in mind that the environment does not have any harmful affect
from them.
For any construction project, environmental aspects such as wildlife, cultural resources, human
health, climate, remoteness etc. have to be understood properly during the preconstruction stage
of the project. A proper EIA analysis has to be done to realize construction impact analysis on
environment.
5.1.4.10 EIA Clearance
For a Construction Industry, Environment Impact Analysis Clearance is mainly divided into 4
stages:
1. Screening Stage: Screening of the Site is done in this stage to decide if EIC Clearance is
needed or not.
2. Scoping Stage: Scoping refers to detailed and comprehensive study of all relevant environment
concern for the preparation of EIA report.
3. Public Consultation Stage: This is the consultation stage where local people, project members
and government authorities assemble to put their observations regarding the project.
4. Appraisal Stage: This is the detailed scrutiny stage done by Experts from Appraisal Committee
or State Level Appraisal Committee to grant the EIA Clearance application.
Below is the detailed EIA Clearance procedure:
•

Site Selection should follow proper compliances with current guidelines from the government, if
not, then the site has to be changed.

•

Once the EIA report is ready, Investor approaches State Forest Department and State Pollution
Control Board (SPCB) to check for the quantity and quality of efuents realized from the
proposed unit and veries it with the suggested standards. If it meets all the standards then a
No Objection Certicate (NOC) is issued which would be valid for the next 15 years.

•

Public Hearing is a legal part of the project where there is a face to face discussion among the
people nearby that place, project proponent, government to express their concern. It is
arranged in a systematic and transparent manner ensuring maximum public participation at the
project site. This step is done prior to the issue of NOC from SPCB.

•

Suggestions from other government ofcials such as Panchayat representatives, District
Development Body, Department of Environment and Forest etc. are considered.

•

After hearing the suggestions from all the above and inserting certain clause in the document, it
is further sent to Ministry of Forest and Environment for approval.
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•

The decision of the ministry comes within 30 days from the date of submission of document.
This EIA Clearance is valid for 5 years from the completion of the project.

Screening Stage

Start

Site Selec on
Scoping Stage
Conduct Environmental
Impact Analysis (EIA)

Apply for No Objec on
Cer ﬁcate (NOC)
Public Consulta on
State Pollu on Control Board
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Project proponent apply for
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required documents (EIA report,
NOC from SPCB, etc.)

Appraisal

Documents are reviewed by
Environmental Appraisal Commi ee

Change Suggested

Rejected

Accepted

Post EC
Monitoring

Figure 5.3: EIA Clearance procedure

Few more factors which has to be addressed from Environment Impact Analysis Clearance are:
•

Water and Air Quality

•

Health and Welfare policies for the workforces

•

Material Handling

•

Efuent management and treatment (liquid, solid and air)

•

Post environment continuous monitoring and control

Based on the size, type and purpose of the project these clearances differ from the concerned department
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and authority. Sometimes there are few more approvals which project proponent asked for the clearance of
project. These includes:
•

Approvals from Mining Department of the State Government (for evacuation of basements).

•

Approvals from The Central Ground Water Board for running bore wells.

•

Approvals from National Highway Authority of India for the approach of any road.

•

Approvals from Chief Controller of Explosive for keeping petrol or diesel in storage during construction
or operational stage.

•

Approvals from Fire and Safety Department.

•

Sometimes, NOC from Civil Aviation Department (if applicable).
5.1.4.11 Forest Clearance
Application for Forest Clearance can be applied through the online government portal. Once the
request is made there will be a unique id and password created in the name of the applicant and
further documentation work will start. The user can login anytime in that portal for completing their
application and for regular updates. The applicant will be asked to submit project details with
necessary documents. Based on the size, type and purpose of the project, forest clearances differ
from the concerned department and authority.
The authorities which are involved in Forest Clearance are:
•

Nodal Ofcer (State Forest Department)

•

Divisional Forest Ofcer/Wide Life Warden

•

Conservator of Forests (CF)/Chief Conservator of Forests (CCF)

•

State Secretary (State Government)

•

Regional Ofce and Head Ofce (HQ-New Delhi)

•

Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC)

•

District Collector (DC)

5.1.4.12 Compensatory Afforestation
A Compensatory Afforestation is one of the most important condition laid down by the Central
Government while accepting any plans of converting or diverting of forest land for non-forest
usage. A comprehensive scheme for any type of such proposal is a must document submitted to
central government. This scheme must include all the details of species, maps of the area which
are undertaken and needs to be afforested, year wise forestry operations etc. This proposal should
be technically and administratively approved by the concerned authority.
Lands listed for compensatory afforestation as per Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate
Change (MoEFCC) regulations are to be shifted to the jurisdiction of the State's Forest
Department. These lands are designated as protected forests to guarantee their safeguard from
biological interferences. They are also distinguished from the regular plantation scheme as
compensatory afforestation is explicitly dened under the project proposal.
5.1.5

PROJECT INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT & INTEGRATION OF
INTERRELATED PROJECTS.
Project Integration is dened as “…the processes and activities to identify, dene, combine, unify,
and coordinate the various processes and project management activities within the Project
Management Process Groups”.
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Integration of Interrelated project is a difcult task for construction project as these projects are
complex and are affected by many external factors such as site condition, availability of human
capital, climate change, technology and equipment used along with executing operations across
boundaries, to comply with the law, policies by state and foreign bodies, state demographic
restrictions etc. They should also be enforced with environmental protection rules. But if integration
of interrelated projects is managed properly, these difculties can be resolved. There should be
transparency in addition to proper communication and coordination among interrelated projects.
To complete the project in short span of time it is important to break the project into small activities
and complete all those activities before time like planning for construction across power lines,
bridges, site ofces etc. In several situations, in attempt to fund one project, many similar
investments must be made concurrently to have required infrastructural support. In order to ensure
the effective execution of a new project, it is important that interrelated and infrastructural projects
should be dened and examined together as part of an interconnected economic programme. The
relevant transactions should be checked together with their cross-impact assessments.
5.1.6

Sectoral Check List for Project Initiation
Checklists are not intended to be, nor should be, fully exhaustive, because there are apparently
endless quantities of alternative details and parameters that should be taken into consideration
before formulating some specic project.
Broadly the checklist for different sectors should include all below items:
1. General Project Details – Goals, Objectives of the project, it's sectoral linkages
2. Project Overview and Contribution of the team
3. Physical and Technical Analysis of the project
4. Market Details – Imports, Exports, Domestic Consumption, Market Conditions, Marketing
Strategy
5. Financing Details – Financial Analysis, Operational Costs, Multiplier Effects
6. Economic Valuation and Social Justications – Employment creation, Social and Cultural
impact of the project on state and central level of the project
7. Management related information – Stafng, Foreign Partners Involvement, Budgetary
Provisions etc.

5.2

Program Stakeholder Engagement
Every Infrastructure program ranging from buildings, healthcare facilities, utility infrastructure,
highways, oil and gas or any other facility has their own risks and challenges. Construction
projects have to collectively consider the location of the project, communities, government rules
and regulations, site and environment conditions, with a wide variety of stakeholders needs.
Large Infrastructure programs require the PIA and its program management team to undertake on
stakeholder programs. This approach is driven by the growth in scale and complexity often
represented by these programs but also by the fact that different constituencies and stakeholder
groups may have different views and interests as it relates to the various projects comprising the
program.
Figure . : Stakeholder Management Steps In embarking stakeholder management in large
programs, it is necessary for the program manager to undertake a structured process and equally
important, ensure that the roles, responsibilities, and efforts on individual projects meet program
standards and objectives and are well coordinated. Typically, stakeholder management in a
program as consisting of six principle steps:
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Figure 5.4: Stakeholder Management Steps

1. Identify Stakeholders
2. Map Stakeholders
3. Enlist Stakeholder issues
4. Assess Stakeholder objectives
5. Manager Stakeholder engagement
6. Monitor and control Stakeholder management
Apportionment of responsibilities between the owner organization (including the PgMO), the
program manager, and project contractors will vary, but the following table provides a typical
apportionment of responsibilities between the owner/program manager and the project
contractors.
5.2.1

IDENTIFY STAKEHOLDERS
Stakeholder identication represents the rst step in the overall stakeholder management process.
The program manager undertakes key stakeholder identication utilizing a structured framework
for stakeholder group identication. One such framework for stakeholder identication is illustrated
in the following table.
Stakeholder Groups
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This stakeholder identication process is carried out both at the program level as well as at the
project level with the program manager developing an initial identication of individual project level
stakeholders.
Based on this initial project level stakeholder identication, the program manager identies an
initial set of cross program stakeholders which will be subsequently rened based on project
inputs.
The program manager carefully denes the level of detail and characterization required by the
various projects of the stakeholders acting upon their individual efforts.
Project contractors then complete identication of project level stakeholders consistent with
program requirements established by the program manager.
5.2.1.1 ROW and other program acquisition processes
The right of way (ROW) acquisitions must be done according to the central and state guidelines. It
involves land acquisition for the construction projects. The cost related to ROW plays signicant
factor in the project.
The ROW administrator assigns certied and pre-approved appraiser for the valuation of land. The
acquisition process involves identifying appraisal price, and negotiating with land owners. It also
involves the relocation assistance to the relocation of the landowners and residents. The
acquisition process takes considerable time, and it should be incorporated into the project plan.
The ROW clearance and encroachment certicates must be submitted before the bidding is called
for the project. Considering the criticality of this barrier, it is necessary to have robust ROW
Acquisition plan, and establish ROW team to undertake the ROW process.
5.2.1.2 Barriers to ROW and other acquisitions
The main barriers for the ROW and other acquisitions are categorized into mainly ve categories :
1. Project Development
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Ø Revisions into ROW plans
Ø Lack of coordination
Ø ROW acquisition tight schedule
2. PIA/Project Owner Internal Capability
Ø Lack of appraisal's skills and knowledge
Ø Lack of experience of ROW staff
Ø Insufcient number of ROW staff
Ø Insufcient number of appraisers
3. Relationship with the Public
Ø Property owners' distrust on appraisal
Ø Less communication between the ROW agency and property owners
Ø Limited information in public domain
Ø Absent of motivation of owner to settle early
Ø Owners fatigue due to repeated requests
4. Appraisal and Acquisition
Ø Appraisal report delivery delays
Ø Owner's appraisal is disclosed late
Ø Resistance of the property owner
Ø Work delay due to mortgage lenders
Ø Repeated appraisal of the property owners
5. Legislative and other issues
Ø Excessive legal costs
Ø No time limit for condemnation action
Ø High and unjustiable appraisal demand from the owner
Ø Appointment of commissioners for hearing
Ø Requirement of mortgage release
Ø Limited authority of eld level ROW personnel
5.2.1.3 SUGGESTED APPROACH FOR REMOVAL OF BARRIERS
ROW acquisition is a complex and complicated process. For removing barriers for ROW
acquisition, it is necessary to involve governmental bodies, legislative agencies and where
necessary NGOs. It is also necessary to take necessary steps in advocacy emphasizing program
benets to the local communities, land/property owners and end users. Program level and
component-project level strategies for ROW acquisition are important and this process requires
effective stakeholder engagement as explained in subsequent sub-sections.
Following are the suggested approaches for dealing with barriers of ROW acquisition/Land
Acquisition:
1. Project Development
Ø Constitute a multi-functional/multidisciplinary project delivery team (ROW, design, envir.,
survey, constr.)
Ø ROW involvement in early project stage
Ø Performance management planning of ROW activities
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2. Agency's Internal Capability
Ø Professional training and/or education program for ROW staff, appraisers, and appraisal
reviewers
Ø Utilization of advanced technology (e.g. electronic land parcel information management,
GIS)
Ø Assign projects according to appraiser's experience
3. Relationship with the Public
Ø Public involvement in appraisal phase
Ø Sufcient information sharing and discussion with property owners
Ø Encourage ROW staff to meet property owners
Ø Encourage appraisers to meet property owners
4. Appraisal and Acquisition
Ø Use the same agent for the appraisal and negotiation
Ø Mediation by an experienced agent to reach the last settlement
Ø Outsource the ROW acquisition process, following organizational guidelines
5. Legislative & other issues
Ø Use of incentive program for relocation
Ø Use of special delivery method (e.g. design-build, public-private partnership, etc.)
Ø Authorizing eld personnel to initiate administrative settlements
Requiring mortgage/lien releases only on higher value acquisitions.
Promote
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Unaware

Stakeholder 1

C

Promote

Resistant

Neutral

Suppor ve

Neutralise

Leverage
C

Stakeholder 2

Leading

D
DC

Stakeholder 3

C

Stakeholder 4

D

C = Current engagement
D = Desired engagement

Fig 5.5 Stakeholder Engagement Assessment

5.2.2

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
Stakeholder Analysis includes identication of stakeholder's characteristics, involvement and
expectation, responsiveness, capacity, deciencies and their wider participation for project
success. It further includes the relevant information regarding them such as their knowledge,
ownership, legal or moral right and interest for the project. The external stakeholder reaction is
now measured and the decision is nally made to either continue or to abandon the project.
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Transparency and efcient communication are crucial for Stakeholder analysis.
Stakeholder Analysis will also help to develop a strategy which will be able to mitigate risks
involved in the project and to deliver the project on time to customer.
5.2.2.1 Mapping of Key Stake Holders for the program – Common
Mapping of the Stakeholder means to prepare a useful list of stakeholders. The importance of
stakeholder is directly linked to the degree of their ability to inuence the project through their
relationship networks.
In common, for any construction project the stakeholders can be classied in the following
dimensions:
•

Power: Based on the power the stakeholder holds to take any decision or to make any change,
the mapping should be done to High, Medium and Low.

•

Support: The support of the stakeholders for any project can be used for mapping and can be
categorized as Positive, Neutral and Negative.

•

Influence and Interest: The inuence and interest from the stakeholders for the project should
be mapped in High Inuence/Interest or Low Inuence/Interest.

•

Attitude: The attitude of the stakeholder can be viewed as Supportive or Destructive for any
project.

5.2.2.2 MAPPING OF KEY STAKE HOLDERS FOR CONSTITUENT PROJECTS
Mapping of Stakeholders for Constituent project can be done using Stakeholder Circle® for
Construction Projects. Stakeholder Circle® is a mapping method or technique which helps in
representing data about stakeholders.
This method is divided into ve steps:
1. Identity: Identication of all stakeholders are done at this stage. This identication is done
according to the type of Component Project may be Dams, Residential Building, Malls,
Apartments etc. The stakeholders are identied in such a way that they will be helpful for the
project. A list of all stakeholders is created based on the impact which they will make for the
project or the way they will be impacted by the project. These listed stakeholders are then
categorized based on the direction of inuence which is important for developed target
communication.
2. Priorities: All the stakeholders identied are prioritized based on their importance for the
project. These can be done according to the power they hold which inuence the project (High
Capacity, Some Capacity, Signicant Capacity or Relevant Capacity to make any change for the
project), according to the closeness to the project or the proximity (Directly Involved, Routinely
Involved, Detached from the Work or Relatively remote from the work), urgency means how
prepared are they to act their own outcomes in a positive or negative way. It can be done with a
combination of value and action (from high to low or from low to high say-very low, low,
Medium, High, Very High).
3. Visualize: The current members in the stakeholder's community should be displayed and
visualized to the members of the project. It is important to show who is rated as the most
important stakeholder may be in a power/impact grid or an inuence/impact grid.
4. Engage: An engagement strategy and communication plan should be developed. Engagement
can be done either through support or receptiveness. Support can be further divided as Active
Support, Passive Support, Neutral, Passive Opposition or Active Opposition. While
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Receptiveness can be classied as Eager to receive information, Will agree to receive
information, May agree to receive information, Not prepared to receive information, or
Empathically refuses to receive information regarding project.
5. Monitor: Effectiveness of the communication has to be monitored time to time. It should be
noticed if there is a need for change in all the above plan or it should be continued. If there is
any gap found during the monitoring process then it's an indication that the communication
strategy developed is not working and it needs to be changed. During this stage it is essential
to consider the overall environment of the project to ensure that any changes made is by the
project communication efforts rather than the external circumstances.

Figure 5.6: Project Design and Component Project Integration

5.2.3

PROGRAM AND PROJECT LEVEL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Program and project level stakeholder engagement is important to improve the efciency and
effectiveness of the project. Stakeholder engagement helps to meet the requirements of
stakeholder. For construction projects, stakeholder includes specications in their contract as it
helps them to verify the standards independently and helps them with additional assurance of the
project. The mentioned specications can be used to optimize the project design and further use
them for contractual requirement.
Stakeholder engagement is important for any program as each stakeholder plays a different and
important role for shaping a project. There are many issues associated with any construction
project, may be front end or back end which are confronted by stakeholder as a part of the
program team.
Stakeholder engagement depends on the inuence and interest of the stakeholders as depicted in
the graphic below.
5.2.3.1 Program Level Engagement
Identication and conrmation of the level of effort to be assigned to each stakeholder group and
the preferred form of engagement and associated frequency need to be established by the
program manager.
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Early engagement with stakeholders helps set the stage for a constructive process throughout the
entire program execution process. Stakeholder engagement can begin in the earliest stages of
issue identication at the program level and then be built upon as the program is developed and
ultimately implemented through a series of projects.
Proactive engagement allows surprises, issues, and problems to be addressed within a framework
in which a high level of trust exists. Contrast this with the reactive situation where rst engagement
takes place around a problem or crisis.
Programs should scale their stakeholder engagement strategies relative to the risks and impacts
the program and its various projects are likely to create. There is no one-size-ts-all approach
when it comes to engagement. Stakeholder mapping such as the Inuence-Interest grid previously
explained can provide guidance on selection of engagement strategies as reected in the
following table.
Stakeholder Engagement Strategy Guidelines

5.2.3.2 Constituent Project level engagement
Constituent project level engagement is the attraction and involvement of the different individual,
group or organization stakeholders which are affected by the projects or may affect the project.
Project level contractors complement the program manager led effort by:
•

Engagement with project level stakeholders
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Ø Based on agreed to strategy with the program manager
Ø Consistent with apportioned responsibilities
•

Stakeholder and issue tracking at the project level

• Implementation of program strategies for stakeholder engagement and issues management
among project level stakeholders.
5.2.3.3 Roles and Responsibilities
Stakeholder Management Responsibilities
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Figure 5.7: Stakeholder Engagement Strategies based on their interest and power/influence

5.2.3.4 Stakeholder Engagement and Communication Strategies
Like any program function, stakeholder engagement needs to be managed and driven by a welldened engagement and communication strategy. Clear objectives must exist together with a
timetable, budget, and allocation of responsibilities.
Good Stakeholder Engagement and Communication Strategies are characterized by:
1. Timely and comprehensive information disclosure
Ø Factual information
Ø Earliest possible disclosure after assessment of timing related risk
Ø Readily accessible
Ø Respect for sensitive information
Ø Structured to facilitate engagement
2. Early and ongoing stakeholder consultation
Ø Founded on well-developed and communicated plan
Ø Consultation well-dened (Purpose, Pre-conditions for consultation, affected stakeholders)
Ø Issues prioritized with respect to urgency & importance.
Ø Carefully selected engagement methodologies
Ø Clearly identied responsible individuals both within the program and project levels
Ø Document consultation process, feedback, and actions and feedback to stakeholders
3. Stakeholder negotiation and building of partnerships
Ø Well-dened framework for determining when negotiation is appropriate
Ø Involvement of empowered representatives
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Ø Engagement free of intimidation
Ø Mutual agreement on key issues
Ø Full disclosure of complete relevant information
Ø Participatory, not adversarial, negotiation approach
Ø Negotiating style focused on building partnerships
Ø Sufcient time for decision-making
Ø Sensitivity for cultural differences between PIA & local stakeholders
Ø Flexibility, consideration of multiple options
Ø Commitment to make a compromise
Ø Agreed to and documented outcomes
4. Timely concern or conict management
Ø Well established process discussed with stakeholders before issues arise
Ø Process formalized, documented, and communicated
Ø Provisions for third party involvement
Ø Done timely and in with transparent process
Ø Documented and reported back to stakeholders
Ø Preserve legal remedies
5. Feedback to stakeholders in the principal areas of interest to them
Pre-identied (and agreed to) information, format, and frequency

5.3

Implementation Checklist
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6

Baseline
Development

Program Baseline is established for overall program implementation along with baselines of constituent
projects, which are sometimes progressively developed over time.
Baselines are required for programs and projects to ensure effectively monitoring and control. Once
baselines are established, the program implementation and project execution activities should be carried
out with continual watch on performance with respect to baseline. This process requires program/ project
teams to:
•

Perform comprehensive planning

•

Dene Baseline requirement as per program design/ project scope

•

Align and assign responsibilities to perform to baseline

•

Establish reporting requirement and Communicate extensively and effectively

•

Measure performance against the baseline

•

Establish KPIs (Key Performance Indicators and Create Dashboard to enhance visibility of project
performance.

•

Anticipate and/ or react immediately to a change

•

Produce timely and accurate forecasting

•

Apply corrections in a timely and cost-effective manner

•

Conduct rigorous management reviews at program level and constituent project level

Program Baseline is established for overall program implementation along with baselines of constituent
projects, which are progressively developed. Program baseline often contains other work which is not part
of the constituent projects. Such “other work” might include:
•

support services such as Program Management Ofce, solution architecture, nance, and HR,

•

ongoing improvement initiatives not run as constituent projects, but using a dened approach, such as
program dashboards, databases, six sigma and LEAN, and service delivery, business as usual
operations.

6.1

Program Baseline

6.1.1

Program Implementation Breakdown Structure
Program breakdown structure will constitute component project work and non-project work (other
work). Typical Program Breakdown structure may look like as depicted in g 6.1 below.
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Figure 6.1: Program Break-down Structure

6.1.2

Program Implementation Baseline
Program Baseline consists of program benets plan and constituent project baselines. At program
level, there are four components of program baseline.
1. Infrastructure Facilities Baseline
2. Project Budget Baseline
3. Program Implementation Baseline (Schedule)
4. Program Interface Plan
6.1.2.1 Infrastructure Facilities and Benefits Baseline
Dening the infrastructure to be built with broad scope denition of component projects and the
other supporting program functions and the benets to be realised (as detailed in the benets
management plan) forms the scope baseline for the program.
Benets should be reassessed throughout the duration of the work as new benets might emerge
as the work progresses and expectations might change. Benets trigger points should be included
in plans. Once triggered, actual benets realisation should be tracked against the plan.
There should be two-way traceability between benets, outcome, solution, outputs, requirements
and objectives, as depicted below:

Figure 6.2: Example of benefits mapping, showing traceability from policy to benefits
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6.1.2.2 Program Budget Baseline
Since programs are, by denition, composed of multiple components, program budgets should
include the costs for each individual component as well as costs for the resources to manage the
program itself. The baselined program budget is the primary nancial target that the program is
measured against. The majority of the program's cost is attributable to the individual components
within the program and not to managing the program itself. When contractors are involved, the
details of the budget come from the contracts. The cost of program management and supporting
program activities is added to the initial budget gure before a baseline budget can be prepared.
Two important parts of the budget are program payment schedules and component payment
schedules. The program payment schedules identify the schedules and milestones where funding
is received by the funding organization. The component payment schedules indicate how and
when contractors are paid in accordance with the contract provisions. Once the baseline is
determined, the program management plan is updated.
Updates to the program budget baseline will contain Program payment schedules, and
component payment schedules.
6.1.2.3 Program Master Schedule
The program schedule management activity determines the order and timing of the components
needed to produce the program benets, estimates the amount of time required to accomplish
each one, identies signicant milestones during the performance of the program, and documents
the outcomes of each milestone. Typically, a program schedule is developed collaboratively with
components as component schedules are elaborated. Program components include projects,
subsidiary programs, and other work undertaken to deliver the program's scope.
Program schedule management planning begins with the program scope management plan and
the program work breakdown structure (WBS), which denes how the program components are
expected to deliver the program's outputs and benets. The initial program master schedule is
often created before the detailed schedules of the individual components are available. The
program's delivery date and major milestones are developed using the program roadmap and the
program charter.
The program master schedule is the top-level program planning document that denes the
individual component schedules and dependencies among program components (individual
components and program-level activities) required to achieve the program goals. It should include
those component milestones that represent an output to the program or share interdependency
with other components.
The program master schedule should also include activities that are unique to the program
including, but not limited to, activities related to stakeholder engagement, program-level risk
mitigation, and program-level reviews. The program master schedule determines the timing of
individual components, enables the program manager to determine when benets will be delivered
by the program, and identies external dependencies of the program. The rst draft of a program
master schedule often only identies the order and start/end dates of components and their key
interdependencies with other components. Later, it may be enriched with more intermediate
component results as the component schedules are developed.
Once the high-level program master schedule is determined, the dates for each individual
component are identied and used to develop the component's schedule. These dates often act as
a constraint at the component level. When a component has multiple deliverables upon which
other components rely, those deliverables and interdependencies should be reected in the overall
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program master schedule. When a program is established over a set of existing components, the
program master schedule needs to incorporate the milestones and deliverables from the individual
component schedules.

6.2

Project Baseline Development
The project Baseline provides the basis for project denition, control and performance
measurement throughout the life of the project. These essential documents must be completed,
reviewed by program management, and understood by all team members before a project
execution.
The Program Manager together with the constituent project manager/project leader have the
responsibility for developing the project Baseline. Each of the key Disciplines Leads working on the
proposal team is responsible for providing their discipline's input. The Project Controls Lead
coordinates development of many of the Baseline documents. Project Baselines for the PIA
(project implementation agency) and the contractor could be different for the cost baseline
depending on the way costs and contingencies are allocated in each organization, but schedule
baseline and scope baselines should be common, transparent and well aligned between the
contracting parties.

6.2.1

6.2.2

Baseline Components
•

Contract/ITB: The version of the contract signed by Contractor and the Client, with the addition
of any amendments or change orders thereto.

•

Project Scope: The written scope of work for the project, which includes both the Scope of
Facilities and the Scope of Services.

•

Project Execution Plan: The overall execution plan for the project, which denes execution
strategies and methods. It is generally issued as a single document, but by denition includes
any functional component plans that are issued separately.

•

Project Estimate: The estimate of the overall cost to execute the project. It includes all cost
elements, and by denition includes the basis of the estimate, and any support documents.

•

Management Level Schedule: The high-level schedule which denes major activities and
interfaces, summarizes the various phases of the project (e.g., engineering, procurement, and
construction), and identies all major milestones. This is also sometimes referred to as the
summary level schedule or the milestone schedule. The management level schedule should
have milestones that are reected as interdependencies in program schedule.

•

Risk Assessment: The results of the risk analysis performed while formulating project delivery
and contracting strategies. Contractor later may do regular risk analysis and present it to
client/owner.

•

Estimated Cost of Component project of the program: Estimated cost of project
implementation (later updated to baseline cost after contract is awarded and constantly
monitored for changes)

Key activities related to development of the project Baseline documents include
•

Contract/ITB: The contract is perhaps the most important baseline document since it spells
out reimbursement, liabilities, and other legal issues regarding the project. Careful
development and review of the contract including review of the contract and proposal by the
Legal Services, Tax, and Insurance departments.
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6.2.3

•

Project Scope: The Proposal Manager and his/her team are responsible for nalizing the
scope of work (which includes both the Scope of Facilities and the Scope of Services) initiated
during the ITB development stage. The scope of work should be sufciently detailed to capture
all facilities and services (non-facility) work, and ensure that the full range of required contractor
services and capabilities have been considered. The scope document must also provide
enough detail to support the proposal estimate. Care must be taken to ensure that all
Client/Owner options are clearly identied and segregated.

•

Project Execution Plan (PEP)/Project Delivery Strategy (PDS): The Project Manager for
component project is responsible for developing a Project Execution Plan/Project Delivery
Strategy as appropriate to the delineated scope and its interface with constituent projects. The
PEP must integrate all the Baseline documents into a coherent plan that outlines Contractor's
responsibility to execute the component project and accomplish the requirements set out in the
bid documents. Construction execution thinking must be integrated with project planning. For
example, a modular construction/offsite fabrication strategy for projects in remote location
would have a major impact on all other phases of execution planning.

Essential Contents of Project Execution Plan/Project Delivery Strategy (PDS)
The PEP/PDS (together with the other elements of the project Baseline) forms the basis of the cost
estimate. Baseline PEP/PDS should address the following types of execution issues:

6.2.4

•

Project schedule/milestones

•

Project nance issues

•

Key contractual requirements

•

Risk analysis and mitigation

•

Commercial and tax structure

•

Digitalization and Technology Adoption

•

Engineering/Design

•

Collaboration and interfaces

•

Partnerships or teaming arrangements

•

Design review approach (including Client participation)

•

Material Management/Procurement/Logistics

•

Sourcing strategy – Approved Vendor Lists/process of approvals

•

Contracting Strategy and Compensation

•

Construction Execution Approach

•

Onsite or Offsite fabrication requirements

•

Completion requirements and Takeover sequence

Management Level Schedule (Baseline Schedule)
Project schedules, as required, are developed by the planning department and submitted to the
Proposal Manager for his or her review and approval. During schedule development, the planning
department takes into account discipline estimates and input, overall program requirements, and
project execution strategy. Baseline schedule should have a detailed basis for project schedule
including
•

Basis for planning

•

Assumptions
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6.2.5

•

Constraints

•

Integration requirement with program schedule

Baseline Project Estimate
The Estimating group or Appointed consultant develops the project estimate (which also includes
the estimate basis)/a consultant employed, based on the requirements listed in ITB/bid inquiry
document and on the cost, estimates developed by each involved discipline. The estimate must
reect all cost expenditure associated with the proposed scope of facilities and services,
particularly addressing high-risk items. All expenses and anticipated costs for project execution
need to be identied.

6.3

Baseline Schedule Development and Review Process
As schedule baseline is of common interest to the project Owner/PIA and the contractor, the key
aspects of schedule development and review are detailed in this sub-section.

6.3.1

Schedule Development
A schedule has to be accompanied by a schedule basis memorandum. Guidelines for preparing a
schedule basis memorandum are given in the reference. Development of schedule, should include
as a minimum, the following:

6.3.2

•

Inclusion of the entire project scope

•

Sequence and work ow

•

Constructability

•

Timing and phasing

•

Adherence to legal and contractual requirements

•

Unambiguous and clear descriptions of the work

•

Resource usage and balance

•

Level of detail

•

Design and coding of activities and project organization [i.e. organizational breakdown
structure (OBS) and work breakdown structure (WBS)]

•

Highlighting key or critical areas of risk

Baseline Schedule Review
6.3.2.1 Reviewer's Role and Responsibilities
The reviewer is usually either the project owner's representative or a member of the owner's staff.
The reviewer needs to be fair and objective in the overall review process, should understand the
type of project to be performed, and be trained in good scheduling practices. The reviewer should
read and have a good understanding of all the contract documents related to the schedule
(contract, general conditions, supplemental conditions, specications, plans, and other
documents) before starting the baseline review process.
6.3.2.2 Review Process Overview
A baseline schedule review is performed by evaluating the entire schedule to determine if it reects
a realistic, complete, and workable plan in accordance with the contract requirements. The
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schedule should adhere to CPM network development principles that will allow it to be used to
track progress and forecast updated project completion. The baseline schedule should be
evaluated using the following criteria:
•

Scheduling requirements included in the contract general specications.

•

Scope of the project as dened by the contract plans and specications.

•

The contractor's execution plan or workplan.

•

Resource availability.

•

Scheduling practices and guidelines generally accepted for use by professional scheduling
practitioners.

6.3.2.3 Baseline Schedule Review Items
Important items that should be considered in the baseline schedule are:
•

Critical procurement and long lead time activities

•

Activity durations that account for utility or permit restrictions

•

Concurrent activities of similar work that exceed daily planned crew resources

•

Predecessor activities unrelated to successor activities

•

Project milestones that establish the contract performance period

•

Area access restrictions

•

Coordination with other projects and third parties

•

An identiable and reasonable critical path

•

Compliance with contract requirements

6.3.2.4 Factors for Disapproval
If the baseline schedule is found to be decient, then it has limited value to the project team as a
tool to manage the contract, track the project's progress, and identify and measure project delay.
There are several factors that can cause a baseline schedule to not be approved. These factors
include instances when the plan depicted in the baseline schedule does not meet the requirements
of the contract, the plan depicted in the baseline schedule is determined to be unachievable, the
baseline schedule does not represent the contractor's plan for completion, or when there are fatal
technical errors. One must weigh the negative consequences of disapproving a schedule against
the problems with accepting a awed schedule before deciding on a course of action.
Common goal of the Contractor and the Owner/Owner's presentative should be arrive a schedule
baseline, which is well planned and addresses all aspects of project execution and has ability to
track and manage deviations.

6.4

Scope Baseline and Scope Creep in Projects

Scope creep, or at least the tendency, is a reality of project execution. Scope change, effectively managed,
is not necessarily bad. Scope creep, ineffectively managed, creates project problems and drives cost and
schedule overruns. Some indicators of potential scope creep risk, are mentioned below:
•

Number of oversight entities

•

Impact of project location

•

Alignment of internal entities

•

Number of owner organizations
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•

Number of funding phases

•

Clarity of project goals

•

Project population density

•

Target project schedule

•

Number of joint venture entities

•

Number of active internal entities

Front end planning and alignment strategies are effective means of reducing the risk of scope creep. Strong
change management practices complemented by effective dispute resolution practices also contribute to
better scope management.

6.5

Key Performance Indicators for Performance Against Baseline

All items of scope must be quantiable and measurable. These in turn must be linked to the baseline cost
and schedule. Program managers and the respective constituent project managers should establish Key
performance indicators showing project performance against the established baselines. As a minimum KPIs
should be established for effective monitoring against the baseline
•

Safety KPIs (For example Incidents and their frequency measured against program/ project goals on
safety)

•

Schedule KPIs (for example, No of Projects on Schedule, Days behind Schedule/ per Project)

•

Cost KPIs (For example, monthly cost variations at project level and program level, number of projects
forecasted over budget etc)

•

Procurement/ Contract KPI (For Example, Actual Versus Planned Purchase orders/ Contracts)

•

Quality KPIs (Example: No of Defects/ Project, Rework)

6.4

Implementation Checklist
Applicable
(Y/N)

Completed

Program Baseline Established

☐

☐

Infrastructure and Beneﬁts baseline

☐

☐

Program Budget Baseline

☐

☐

Mater Program Schedule

☐

☐

Program Interface Plan

☐

☐

Non-Project Activity Listing

☐

☐

Project Baseline Established

☐

☐

Contract Baseline

☐

☐

Scope Baseline

☐

☐

Schedule Baseline

☐

☐

Estimate/Cost Baseline

☐

☐

Execution Baseline

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

Activity

Continual Reconciliation
Reconciliation of Program baseline with
respect to component project baseline
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7

Setup and
Administration

For the projects to be delivered successfully, a plan towards understanding the human resources required,
their training, a structure to establish authority towards making decisions, several arrangements for proper
documentation of project details are essential. This section discusses these aspects in detail.

7.1

Identifying the Project Team

7.1.1

PMO (Project Management Office) and Resource Planning
The project ofce or project management ofce (PMO) is a place earmarked, where the project
team including the support staff meets on daily basis. The place may be within the organization or
at the project site (when the project actually moved to the project site). The very objective of this
ofce is to ensure proper coordination amongst the members and other stakeholders from a single
location and also responsible for project planning, organizing, stafng, directing and controlling
the project activities in an established manner so as to successfully implement the project within
time, cost and resources. The project ofce acts as an interface for both in-house control and
customer reporting. The ofce ensures that all documentation related to the project/s is/are
properly preserved, maintained, controlled and distributed (as and when necessary) to all the
project personnel. The project ofce further ensures work authorizations, funding, cost control,
cash ow management and site administration and control. The project ofce ensures for total
performance of the project within the contractual framework. The project ofce is generally headed
by a project director/manager according to the size and complexity of the project under execution.
The ofce may be controlling one project or multiple projects at a time wherein other teams are
also located in the same project ofce. The PMO is the link or interface between the top
management and the operational personnel in the project.

7.1.2

Organization Chart
A pictorial diagram is given showing the PMO for a large development project.

Figure 7.1: Project Management Office (Source: John M. Nicholas and Herman Steyn)
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While functioning at the project level the PMO maintains formal and informal relationship with their
members within the line and staff (Fig. 7.2). But when functioning in a multi-project environment,
the PMO maintains the matrix relationship with its members. Matrix is a grid like structure of
authority and reporting relationship created by the overlay of the project organization on a
traditional functional organization. There are two types of managers i.e. one is project manager
and other is functional manager. The intersection is called the matrix point (Fig. 7.3). But when the
project moves from the PMO to the site – at that time there is a requirement to put up a eld project
ofce under the total control of PMO. It may be called pure project organization ofce especially
created for and singularly devoted to achieve a specic project goal (Fig. 7.4).

Figure . : Formal and informal relationship (Source: John M. Nicholas and Herman Steyn)
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Figure 7.4: Pure Organization Structure (Source: John M. Nicholas and Herman Steyn)

7.1.3

Project Personnel Contact List
It is the responsibility of the project ofce to maintain the list of personnel in detail as a part of
resource data bank. Though this list is generally maintained by the organization's Human Resource
Department, however, the project ofce also maintains the parallel record of the personnel
engaged for a specic project so that the ofce can monitor and control the movement of the
personnel and provide the direction as and when required to achieve the project objective. The
project ofce also maintains the record of cell number and email address of all employees so that
they can be contacted during emergency and beyond ofce hours.

7.2

Project Correspondence

7.2.1

Documentation Requirements for Project including Retention Schedule, Documentation
Guidelines at component project level
All projects are required to generate numerous documents – the volume of which can be
overwhelming. Therefore, many projects need a document management system that will ensure
the required documents are created, conforms to standards, organized, and stored for easy
accessibility by authorized persons. A computerized document management system may be
needed by the organization where the voluminous documents are expected to generate so as to
track, store, access and update version of digital documents. Many a times the project
organization faces multiple legal issues and most of the decisions made will need to be clearly
documented. The documents may include project management policies, procedures, forms and
guidelines, standard formats etc. As a part of the documentation requirements, all eld ofce les
should be kept up-to-date and should be maintained for ready reference at the job site during the
entire construction phase of the project. The eld ofce le should include the general
correspondence, job drawings, shop drawing submittals, requisitions, reports, samples, operating
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tests, deviation requests, etc. The project manager and his team members should possess strong
writing skills. Good procedural documentation will accelerate the project management. The
retention of the documents is generally decided by PMO. The custodian of the documents is
Documentation Manager/Project Director.
7.2.2

General Correspondence Setup, Correspondence and the Project Collaboration System
At the project level, it is to be decided what are the types of correspondence to be made from
project management ofce to the various stakeholders such as contractor, consultant, subcontractor, supplier, regulatory and statutory authorities, users, and members of internal
organization. Generally, all organizations responsible to drive projects routinely require maintaining
various standard forms for all commercial correspondence and reporting at different time. Such
forms are custom built developed by the organizations for maintaining the uniformity while
corresponding with either internal or external stakeholders.

7.2.3

Types of Correspondence
As mentioned above, the project management ofce requires to correspond with various
stakeholders at different times. Following are the types of correspondence generally observed in
project environment:

7.2.4

•

Correspondence with Client (strategic)

•

Correspondence with Contractors/Sub-contractors/Suppliers (commercial/statutory/
engineering/materials/site related/health and safety/time/cost/claims etc.)

•

Correspondence with Consultant (engineering drawings/shop drawings/requisitions/
reports/samples/operating tests/deviation requests/inspection and waiver/rejection/delays/site
issues/supervision reports/claims/accidents and breach of safety norms by the
contractor/PAC/FAC/total closure of the project etc.)

•

Correspondence with Regulatory and Statutory Agency (environmental clearance/clearance
from local authority/ESI/PF/shop and establishment/political/social/other legal requirements
etc.)

•

Correspondence with internal stakeholders and users

Documents Distribution and Guidelines
In case of large and complex projects or wherever the organization is responsible to execute
several projects routinely, such organizations generally have exclusive documentation cell which is
responsible for maintaining and distributing the documents. At the time of preparation of any
document, the receiver of these documents is decided by the PMO. Now a days due to digital
transformation in the projects, many a times the documents are digitally transferred/distributed to
the person concerned. There is no xed norm as such about who should be the receiver of a
document. It generally depends upon the guidelines set by the organization, in case of document
distribution.

7.3

Organizing Project Documents

7.3.1

Project Filing System
There are numerous types of individual records that are important for future reference. Many of the
records that must be maintained are primarily of a technical and not an administrative in nature or
vice-e-versa or both. Therefore, individual les are maintained by all the departments at the PMO.
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The ling system should be such that the documents must be made available when demanded.
There should not be such les that contain same information but are labelled differently. To create
an effective ling system, one needs to start with the plan. Just labelling on a folder will not sufce
a purpose therefore set up ling system is important that can accommodate les for different
records with proper labelling and colors for easy identication. Generally, ofce les are maintained
in vista racking system wherein at les are kept in horizontal or vertical position in hanging
compartment and each of the compartments is given a title for easy handling and identication.
Sometime the color separator is used within a le for segregating the records. All ofces generally
use at le or box le or both for maintaining records as part of their ling system.
7.3.2

Project Network Directory
Directory service or name service in computing maps the network resource names to their
respective network addresses. Information infrastructure for locating, managing, administering,
and organizing everyday items and network resources are shared services, which can include
volumes, folders, les, printers, users, groups, devices, telephone numbers and other objects. For
a network operating system, a directory service is an essential component. The directory server
considers each resource on the network as an object. Information about a particular resource is
stored as a collection of attributes associated with that resource or object.
It denes a namespace for the network. The namespace is used to assign a name (unique
identier) to each of the objects. Directories usually have rules determining how network resources
are named and identied, which requires the identiers to be unique and unambiguous. When in
use, a directory service user need not remember the physical address of a network resource;
providing a name locates the resource. Some directory services include access control provisions,
limiting the availability of directory information to authorized users.

7.4

Project Issues Identification and Resolution
According to Edward R. Fisk, the construction log or eld diary is in reality the same document. A
daily diary or log book is maintained by each member of the project eld staff. This book is a
quasi-legal document and should be made neatly and accurately recorded. An entry should be
made every day, whether or not work was performed. Although variations may occur without
destroying the credibility of the document, the recommendations provided here should assure the
greatest degree of reliability. It is frequently necessary to consult a eld diary to give testimony
during a court trial. This book itself is not generally admissible as evidence but can only be used as
a memory refresher by the person who made the original entries while giving testimony on the
witness stand. Frequently, the log is referred to as the inspector's diary. During the progress of the
work, it may be advisable to submit the daily diary at regular intervals to the project manager of the
design organization or owner to allow inspection of its contents. In this manner, the project
manager can be advised of all the transactions that have been taking place in the eld. The diary
or the log requirements can be grouped into signicant categories: Format and Content. Each is
equally important in its own way.

7.5

Administrative Control Activities

7.5.1

Authorized Signature list/Delegation of Authorities
For the smooth functioning of any organization, it is required to delegate appropriate authority to
every individual or group commensurate with their role and responsibilities. In absence of authority
it may create a total chaos in the organization. Authority can be delegated from one's superiors.
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Power, on the other hand, is granted to an individual by his superior and is a measure of their
respect for him. In the traditional structure, the power spectrum is realized through the hierarchies
whereas in the project structure, power comes from credibility, expertise, or being a sound
decision maker. Authority is a key to the project management process. Project authority provides
the way of thinking required to unify all organizational activities towards an accomplishment of the
project regardless of where they are located. The amount of authority granted to the project
manager varies according to the size and complexity of the project, philosophy, and management
interpretation of potential conicts with functional managers. According to Steiner and Ryan, there
are certain fundamental elements over which the project manager must have authority in order to
maintain effective control. Failure to established authority relationship can result in:
•

Poor communication channels

•

Misleading information

•

Antagonism, especially from the informal organization

•

Poor working relationship with superior, subordinates, peers, associates

•

Surprises for the customer

The following are the most common sources of power and authority problems in a project
environment:
•

Poorly documented or no formal authority

•

Power and authority perceived incorrectly

•

Dual accountability of personnel

•

Two bosses (who often disagree)

•

The project organization encouraging individualism

•

Subordinate relations stronger than peer or superior relationships

•

Shifting of personnel loyalties from vertical to horizontal lines

•

Group decision making based on the strongest group

•

Ability to inuence or administer rewards and punishment

•

Sharing resources among several projects

The authorized signatories are those with whom power and authority has been delegated to
control and manage certain tasks to execute. Such signatories can be right from
supervisor/foreman level to managing director/chairman of an organization. In case of large form
and Government depts., a list of such signatories is prepared and circulated to all the members.
7.5.2

Overtime Authorization
Generally, in a project environment the project work continues 24/7 till the time project gets
completed. Therefore, some of the worker/ofce personnel from lower to the middle rank (drivers,
cleaners, ofce boy, maid servant/cook, ofce clerk, supervisors/foreman and other project staff)
are required to work beyond the ofce hours due to limited supply of such resources. These
personnel receive additional remuneration apart from their salary/wages for working beyond the
ofce/site hours. To maintain the administrative control on such additional working hours and
authorizing for making payment, delegation of authority is vested on certain competent authority at
PMO under whose authorization such overtime can be performed. Wherever the frequent overtime
is required, in such cases the individual project personnel maintains their own log book which is
signed and approved by an appropriate authority based upon which such personnel receive their
payment.
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7.5.3

Travel Authorization
The PMO personnel are required to frequently visit to the project site for supervising the work,
attend meeting, inspecting the materials and equipment, visit to the suppliers and sub-contractors'
premises or for other ofcial work which requires travel authorization. Once the travel plan has
been orally approved by a competent authority, immediately a travel requisition (a standard format)
is generated and approved by the same competent authority upon which the project accounts
department releases the fund/advance payment to the personnel concern for making the travel
arrangements. Upon completion of the journey, the personnel concern supposed to submit a tour
report and also submits the travel expenditure in an appropriate format so as to square up the
dues and meeting the accounting requirements.

7.5.4

Administrative Procurement
The PMO's ofce is required to procure ofce equipment, stationeries and other materials so as to
upkeep the ofce including canteen, guest house, and any other utilities and facilities within the
ambit of PMO. To meet such administrative procurement, the PMO may appoint a Purchase and
Store Ofcer within the administration department or delegate the responsibility to the project staff
(project materials ofcer/manager) – those who are responsible for procuring project related
materials. There are no standard guidelines with respect to such administrative procurement. It
purely depends upon the organization which is managing the projects.

7.5.5

Upkeep and Revision control of Project Plans/Procedures
According to Harold Kerzner as mentioned in his book on Project Management, planning phase
provides the fundamental guidelines for the remainder of the project, careful management control
must be established. Since planning is an ongoing activity for a variety of different programs,
management guidelines must be established in regard to upkeep and revision control of project
plans/procedures on a company-wide basis in order to achieve unity and coherence. All functional
organizations and individuals working directly or indirectly on a project are responsible for
identifying, to the project manager, scheduling and planning problems that requires corrective
actions including updating and revisions during both the planning cycle and the operating cycle.
The project manager bears the ultimate and nal responsibility for identifying requirements for
corrective actions. Management policies, procedures and directives are written specically to
assist the project manager to identify how to upkeep and control the revisions in project plan and
procedures. Without clear denition of the above during the planning phase, many projects run off
in a variety of directions. Therefore, many organizations ensure to establish functional and
operating policies and procedures - to upkeep and revise project planning and schedule control,
as well as to have a brief description of how they should interface.

7.6

Prime Contract Administration Per Project

7.6.1

Common Project Level Contract Administrative Set Up
Contract management is dened as “art and science of managing contractual agreement
throughout the contracting process”. In the project management ofce, the contract administrator
is responsible for contract administration set up at the project level. This includes (but not limited
to) addressing the change management, specication interpretation, adherence to quality
requirements, inspections and audits, warranties, performance reporting, record management and
documentation, production surveillance, approval of waivers, breach of contract, claims
administration, resolution of dispute, project schedules, project termination and project closure,
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etc. The contract administrator is responsible for compliance by the seller to the buyer's
contractual terms and conditions and to make sure that the nal product is t for use. Perhaps the
majority of the contract administrator's time is spent handling changes such as administrative
change, change order, contract modication, undenitized contractual action, supplemental
agreement, constructive change apart from as specied above, etc. The larger is the contract, the
greater is the need for the contract administrator to resolve ambiguity in the contract. Therefore,
the contract administrator's role is to set up the contract administrative premises right from the
inception of the project up to the contract closure i.e. after verifying all of the work performed and
deliverables produced are acceptable to buyers. Contractual closure is then followed up with
administrative closure which included documents verication, debrieng the overall performance,
identifying room for improvement for future contract, performing a lessons-learned review,
identifying best practices, etc.
7.6.2

Contract Administration at Component Project Level
At the project management ofce, the contract administrator lends the support in corporate
procurement strategy and project procurement strategy. When planning for procurement of
materials and services arises in projects, selection of one of the following as the primary objective
is involved:
•

Procure all goods/services from a single source

•

Procure all goods/services from multiple sources

•

Procure only a small portion of the goods/services

•

Procure none of the goods/services

At the component project level, there are multiple contracts required to be nalized by the project
management ofce. For all such contracts, the contract administrator is responsible to prepare
tender documents, bid evaluation procedure, Bid/No Bid decision making, contract negotiation
and formation, contract administration and close-out. This is possible when the need of the project
has been dened, procurement statement of the work including specications and work
breakdown structure has been developed, make or buy analysis has been carried out, major
milestones and the timing/schedule has been laid out for long lead procurement, cost estimation of
various materials and services including life cycle costing has been carried out, source selection
and vendor development policy has been brought out including listing of possible
project/procurement risks, and obtained authorization and approvals to proceed with the
component project level contract administration.
7.6.3

Miscellaneous Contract
Before analysing various types of contracts, one should be familiar with the terminology such as:
•

The target cost or estimated cost

•

Target or expected prot

•

Prot ceiling and Prot oor

•

Price ceiling or ceiling price

•

Maximum and minimum fees

•

The sharing arrangements or formula

•

Point of total assumption

The understanding of classication of engineering contracts is particularly relevant to large and
complex construction projects that are multidisciplinary in nature. In construction project, several
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agencies are involved and the owner needs to have well dened contract with each one of them.
No single form of contract agreement ts every situation or project. However, a wide variety of
contractual arrangements are found which are as under:
•

Cost plus percentage fee

•

Cost plus xed fee

•

Cost plus guaranteed maximum

•

Cost plus guaranteed maximum and shared savings

•

Cost plus incentive (Award fee)

•

Cost and cost sharing

•

Fixed price and lump sum

•

Fixed price with redetermination

•

Fixed price incentive fee

•

Fixed price with economic price adjustment

•

Fixed price incentive with successive targets

•

Fixed price for services, material and labor at cost

•

Time and material/labor hour only

•

Bonus/penalty

•

Combinations

•

Discretionary (partnering, joint venture)

•

Separated (lump sum, measurement item rate, measurement percentage rate, cost plus
percentage)

•

Management (management contract, construction management contract, design management
and construction contract)

•

Integrated (design-build, turnkey, BOT)

•

Rate contract

•

Running contract

•

Hybrid contract

Traditionally, contracts were made with a clear description of different measurable items. It should
be recalled that, at the outset, the client carries out a preliminary estimate based on diverse
factors. Based on the method of contracting to be followed, the contractors submit a bid which is
evaluated by the client before the job is awarded to a contractor. Almost all over the world, civil
engineering projects were largely in the domain of varying degree of state control till quite recently,
and each society developed different contracting procedures. The ongoing privatization and
globalization in the construction industry have led to a sea change in contracting procedures.

7.7

Human Resources Policies

Human resource policies herein have been structured as guidelines which may be referred to for effective
administration of a project site and for better management of this crucial resource and its competencies that
are the key differentiators for the successful execution of a project. The policy guidelines are just indicative
of a standard structure that may be adopted at Project site levels, however the same is subject to expansion
or change based on unique challenges of each project site.
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7.7.1

Business Travel
Corporate travel policy, the broad term encompasses a set of rules and procedures that are
adopted by an organization/company to standardize any travel related to ofcial business
purposes while keeping the expenditure low. Rules under Corporate travel policy govern business
travel norms, allowances for stay and expenses while also outlining specic details about the
process of authorization of travel and reporting of business travel expenses. This data is not only
needed by the HR/Personnel department to track business travel of employees, but it is also to
ensure safety of employees and maintain nancial records for budget and audit purposes.
Business travel in earlier days was restricted to use of business class air travel options with some
organizations insisting on use of travel through national air carriers only, whether domestic or
international. However, with globalization and increasing competition in the travel sector, today
travel is mostly done in economy class unless otherwise needed to be done in business class for
management executives with due authorization. This helps reduce operational expenses for a
company and gives them better negotiated travel deals for bulk business travels like attendance at
conferences, seminars or corporate meetings at headquarters.
Given below is a sample of how Business travel protocol looks like in a Company.
Table 7.3: Common Business Travel policies

Table 7.4: Hotel stay and food allowances
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7.7.2

Expense Reporting
Corporate travel policy also covers reporting of any expenses that may have been incurred by an
employee during the course of his work, for effective disbursal of his duties and responsibilities. It
is mandatory that expenses are duly approved and authorized by requisite authority both at Project
headquarters and at Project site level and, any deviation in the said process is not acceptable for
reimbursement of expenses. Most organizations have a policy of reporting of expenses within 7-10
days of having incurred the said expenses by an employee during his course of duty/travel.
Expenses cover both business travel expenses and any other expenses that may have been
incurred at the project site, duly approved and authorized by competent authority.
Sample Expense reporting structure and policy has been given below.
Table 7.4: Hotel stay and food allowances

7.7.3

Assignment/Relocation
Project sites continue to face unique challenges in terms of planning of manpower, resources and
their optimum utilization for achieving higher efciency both in terms of work productivity and
project success parameters. Given this challenge, it becomes imperative for project sites to
reallocate and at times re-assign manpower (employee/human resources) across project locations,
sometimes even at remote sites in accordance with project strategies and organizational business
objectives.
While most employees working on project sites are psychologically aware of this process of
relocation and re-assignment of their job roles and assignments, it is always a sign of a great
organization that supports its employees in this entire movement process. This support is more
needed by employees who have to relocate to distant places along with their families. Support in
the form of familiarization to a new location, initial hand holding in terms of nancial assistance and
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support by way of few days leave to setup home; avail school admission for children etc. makes an
employee feel duly acknowledged and reciprocated from the organization for his/her continued
services.
Given below is a sample of Relocation/Re-assignment policy adopted by organizations.

Table 7.6: Relocation policy

7.7.4

Common guidelines for Project Level Policies
Projects vary in terms of various parameters; hence it is very difcult to create guidelines that may
be adaptable across different Project sites given their unique characteristics and challenges. Thus,
there are certain common guidelines that may be adopted at the Project site, applicable across
employee levels while ensuring that certain specic policies are also created as an extension of the
common guidelines for better project control and monitoring.
Most project sites are at remote locations and have a mix of people working across age groups,
gender, and socio-economic backgrounds, hence developing common guidelines that addresses
this diversity is a major challenge. However certain areas of ethics, discrimination, condentiality,
harassment etc. can be brought under the ambit of common guidelines and project level policies
can be created that address these issues.
Given below is a list of common guidelines that may be adopted at the Project level for smooth
functioning and better control.
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Table 7.7: Common Guidelines for smooth functioning and better control of project

7.8

Orientation and Training

7.8.1

Orientation
Orientation is the process of introducing and acquainting a new joinee to his/her workplace and
the organization through an administrative compliance process that is short term and mostly a
week-long process.
Every company wants to welcome its New Joinee by ensuring that the person is familiarized with
details about the organization and is updated about its policies and guidelines. Thus, the
orientation process comprises of the following steps to be undertaken:
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1. Handing over of an Orientation Kit comprising of organizational policy manual, organizational
vision and mission statements, organizational culture, values and history. Also details of key
personnel and contact points/departmental heads.
2. Outline of employee job description, key procedures and policies including details about
expected workplace behavior and dressing guidelines.
3. Ensuring submission of various mandatory documents by the employee and lling up of
online/physical employee joining form. Completion of all necessary paperwork as required by
Admin/HR departments.
4. Creation of employee unique id, email id, authentication card etc. Preferably beforehand.
5. Setting up of employee workspace beforehand and familiarizing employee to his/her
workspace including details about ofce/workplace layout.
6. Handing over requisite stationary kit and information of process for requisition.
7. Guided tour of the workplace and brief introductions to key personnel.
8. Assignment of Buddy for entry level joinees (Junior engineers/Management trainees etc.) for
smooth on-boarding.
9. If possible, scheduling of a luncheon or brief introductory session with Departmental
Head/Project or Program Head.
10. Review of details on Probation period, including leaves policies, pay administration process,
timelines and legal deductions.
11. Brief review and details on performance expectations and evaluation process during probation
period.
12. Handling over details on Department specic policies, Safety Policies and other guidelines like
Grievance Redressal, Sexual Harassment and Whistleblower policies.
7.8.2

Training
Construction project environment is understood to be quite different from other
manufacturing/production-oriented environments. It is characterized by groups of individuals
working together for short periods of time before being disbanded and redeployed elsewhere
within the organization (Atkins and Gilbert, 2003). This being a labor-intensive industry, a lack of
good quality manpower and shortages of critical skill sets at various junctures of the project can
serve to increase project costs, cause delays and reduce the credibility of the project owners. The
survival and growth of this industry is based on an ever-evolving spectrum of knowledge sharing
and skill enhancement. Beyond basic technical qualications, most employees at supervisory and
above levels till middle managerial positions face a challenge with acquisition of managerial
competencies including people handling skills that serves as a personal and professional blockage
for the individual and organization alike. Working at remote sites with less access to knowledge of
upcoming technologies, functional trainings and behavioral trainings hinder their ability to
effectively perform to their full potential thereby affecting Project performance.
Training is the dened as the process of supporting an employee to acquire relevant knowledge,
new skills and upgrade their abilities to deliver higher effectiveness and efciency in their current
job roles. Today the concept of Employee Development has been added to the process of Training
ensuring that not only does an organization conduct training but also augment its talent pool
through development of its human resources.
The process begins with triggering event which highlights the problems or opportunities faced by
the company. Based on that, a need analysis is done to understand if training would play a role in
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handling the triggering event. If training is considered necessary in handling the triggering event
then the company has training needs, else the company needs to handle the triggering event
through fullling the non-training needs. If the company has training needs then only the next step
of the process comes into picture.
Sample Training Process Model (ADDIE)
The design phase involves deciding
the objectives and methods to be
set and used for detailed planning of
training. The development phase
involves designing a detailed
training program. The basic
problem/mistake made in the next
step of implementing the training is
that the training may be designed
most aptly but may not be
implemented to the fullest. This may
be lag in any of the areas of content
implementation, trainer choice,
choice of methods, putting methods
in action etc. The evaluation phase
gives a better idea on the
implementation of each step of the process. It involves process evaluation i.e. the evaluation done
during the training sessions and outcome evaluation i.e. the evaluation done at the end of the
training program.
Training can be of various types, functional, technical, behavioral and procedural which can be
conducted in two modes: On-Job Training and Off-Job Training.
An organization can undertake the following On-Job Training initiatives.
Table 7.8: On-Job Training Programmes

Additionally, for ensuring better learning and higher levels of job-oriented competencies, following
Learning and Development initiatives can be undertaken as an Off-Job Training method.
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Table 7.9: Learning and Development Initiatives

It is needed to highlight some examples of training interventions that are adopted by leading
Infrastructure organizations in India to support the growth and development of their employees.
7.8.2.1 Junior Level employees
New Joinee Orientation and Induction training is the key programme delivered by organizations to
familiarize and acquaint trainee engineers and management trainees to the company. BUDDY
program is another popular initiative that pairs new joinees with existing employees from across
departments, mostly their seniors from colleges or people in the similar age cohort as a supportive
hand holding mentor and guide for a duration of 3-6 months. Organizations are also getting
creative today to engage the younger workforce by setting up project-based challenges
(team/individual events), programming hackathons (to enhance software capabilities) and even
social media brand awareness competition aimed fueling engagement of the young minds.
Additionally, fast track growth programmes that encourage exceptional talent development and
progression, coupled with University education sponsorships and support are initiatives towards
developing and retaining young talent.
7.8.2.2 Middle Management employees
Training programmes for this level of employees are mostly functional, technical and behavioral
aimed at helping employees develop and progress in their careers. At this stage, most employees
are moving towards leadership positions as per their career progression paths and thus any
learning and developmental initiative that supports this is welcome and acceptable. Project site
technical trainings, Equipment and Process Trainings, Safety and Health oriented trainings,
Contract Management training from functional perspective are some of the common programmes
conducted in both On and Off-Job modes. Another area that has been evolving as a focus area of
training for Middle management personnel at Project sites is, Behavioral trainings like team
management and motivation, attitudinal change, conict management, communication skills and
trainings on self-management areas of time, task prioritization, professional work behavior, stress
etc. Benchmark practices and project success stories can also be shared for better understanding
amongst employees and motivation towards managing unseen site challenges.
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7.8.2.3 Senior Management employees
Employees at this level are in decision making roles, hence any growth on their career path is
towards Leadership roles that seek competencies of accountability, decision making, problem
solving, and ownership of task, strategic focus etc. Thus, training for these levels of employees are
called Learning and Development programmes and mostly behavioral in orientation.
T-Group training or Sensitivity training programmes, Leadership competency development
programmes, Strategic Focus development programmes are more effective and can be conducted
on Off-Job modes through use of self-paced learning using knowledge sharing portals, case
studies and Management Development Programs.
Some organizations also offer educational sabbaticals to international universities, sponsorships to
industry conferences/seminars and even social project initiatives to increase their motivation
towards learning which has generally hit a plateau at this career stage.
7.8.2.4 The Need to evaluate training
Training analysis essentially helps with the invention of training gaps and opportunities in training
staff. Training analysis collects info that may facilitate verify enhancements on training programs
and help trainers decide if current programs need up-gradation. The training analysis method is
crucial to assess training effectiveness, facilitate improve overall work quality, and boost employee
morale and motivation by taking cognizance of their feedback regarding the development and
execution of training programs.
Thus, we can understand how crucial T&D is to an organization and how proper training needs
assessment, its effective conduction and detailed feedback/evaluation can help a Project
organization understand, whether they are truly getting an effective ROI in terms of enhanced
human resource competencies and better business results.
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7.9

Implementation Checklist

Administrative Control Activities
•

Is Authorized signature list issued?

•

Is Overtime authorization forms developed?

•

Are Travel authorization forms specic for the project developed?

•

Is a system established to control plans and procedures?

•

Is Administrative procurement process established?

Contract Administration
•

Is Contract Summary issued

•

Is a system setup so that all obligations established by the prime contract are satised
by the project team?

•

Are the contract development les setup?

Project Specific HR Policies (where applicable)
•

Is the Project Business travel procedure issued?

•

Is Expense reporting procedure issued?

•

Are the Assignment / Relocation policies implemented?

Project-Specific Training / Orientation
•

Are the project specic training needs assessed?

•

Is a Project-Specic training / orientation plan developed?

•

Is the Training being held and documented in project les

Insurance and Bonds
•

Are Project insurance requirements determined?

•

Are Project bonding requirements determined?

•

Are the requirements for bank guarantees, letters of credit, retention, etc. determined?

Confidentiality
•

Have we determined if condential documents on project?

•

Is Condential document handling procedure developed?
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8

Interface and
Integration Management

This section discusses the importance, functions and practices to establish an effective interface
management team for any project. It involves emphasis on various aspects like the scope of interface
management in any project/program, concerned personnel to be employed, supervision of the established
team, ways of identifying issues to be resolved, attributing accountability to the team, and making sure all
interface issues are resolved for the benet of all stakeholders.

8.1

Definition of Interface Management

Interfaces are dened as the contact point between projects, programs and organizations. Interface
Management (IM) is therefore the management of these contact points so as to ensure overall benet i.e.,
reduced costs, schedule risks, etc., to all the stakeholders of the project, program or organization. IM plays
a crucial role during the entire life cycle of a project including planning, design, construction and operation
phases.

8.2

Interfaces for Convergence of Execution

8.2.1

Role of Interface Management in Programs and Projects
Most projects and programs are myriad of managerial and technical interfaces which pose
challenges to the effective program implementation or project execution. It is a long-acknowledged
problem that large, complex, modularbased projects struggle to achieve on time, on budget
project performance. This is largely due to interface dependencies. Without established work
processes to manage interfacerelated issues, the risk of schedule delays and cost overruns
increases dramatically. Interface Management problems can account for up to 20% of project costs
and thus must be appropriately managed by anticipation rather than reaction.
At program level, the interfaces between component projects need to be managed well to ensure
the program objectives are fullled and benets are realised. At project level, IM between the
Client, Engineer/Project Manager and the E&C Contractor; between the E&C Contractor and his
Subcontractors; those between E&C Contractors in a consortium or in Joint Venture; and terminal
points at the Battery Limits are just some of the important interfaces that need to be managed
effectively in order to ensure a successful outcome. Another aspect is to design the programs and
projects in such a way so as to reduce the number of Interfaces to the optimum level.
Role of the Interface Management is to ensure program and project interfaces managed in a
structured, accountable manner through information sharing, collaboration and stewardship. In the
following sections, we will use a term called participant to generally indicate component projects at
program level and interfacing parties at project level.
As Interface management is an important aspect of project execution, but often not dealt enough in
common project management literature, this section deals with higher granularity of interface
management.
Interface management is a proactive process and has evolved from level of identifying hindrances
to proactively preventing the issues as depicted in Fig 8.1 below
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Figure 8.1 : Evolution of Interface Management

8.2.2

Purpose of Interface Management
IM is achieved through the following steps.
1. Identify “junctions” where the input or output requirements of one participant impact the input
or output requirements of one or more additional participants.
2. Ensure the efcient ow of information between participants in the pursuit of a resolution to the
needs of the junction thus identied.
3. Establish a formal framework for decision-making associated with the resolution.
4. Inject real-time visibility into all interface management issues among all participants, to
eliminate surprises, oversights or omissions from participants' unawareness.
The interfaces are often managed through an interface management platform or a database at
program level and component project level.

8.2.3

Scope of application
This section discusses the many various complex Interfaces that may be found on programs and
component projects, with focus on EPC/Lump Sum Turn Key (LSTK) projects and ways in which to
reduce the associated risk. Some of the key interfaces that may be encountered are discussed
below which may also apply to other type of contracts. A key requisite is that clear roles and
responsibilities with authority and accountability needs to be adopted for each interface
arrangement and where possible, pre-project alignment exercises undertaken between the
respective participants.

8.2.4

Role definitions
In large programs and projects, it is necessary to create a role of interface manager, with a
reasonable team to support in managing interfaces. Role of the Interface Manager is to create
process, procedures and policies to ensure program and project interfaces managed in a
structured, accountable manner through information sharing, collaboration and stewardship.
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Interface Management requires a management structure with the ability to cross the relevant
participant boundaries without impacting the overriding contractual relationships. The nomination
of an interface representative position within each entity's project organization achieves this. The
Project Interface Manager has overall responsibility for implementation and maintenance of the
interface management process throughout the project life cycle by developing and implementing
project specic Interface Management work processes, capturing the necessary interface
agreements, monitoring progress, ensuring that schedule requirements are maintained and
identifying/initiating any change requests that may arise out of the interface requirements.
Interface Managers at program and project level should be reporting to program manager and
project managers respectively.
8.2.5

Definition of an issue-free interface
The interface between two interfacing parties can be called an “issue free interface” only when the
interfaces in engineering, supply chain, construction and system integration are seamless with
output from one participant matches perfectly with input requirement of recipient participant.

8.2.6

Limits on the scope
While managing the interfaces, there will be instances necessitating contract changes to one of or
more parties to protect overall program benets or project objectives. These contract changes and
modications are not a part of interface management, but interface management provides
necessary inputs and basis for such changes. Contract provisions should address the interface
management and change management issues appropriately.

8.3

Interface issue resolution overview

8.3.1

Framework foundation
The interface resolution framework rests upon six pillars: (1) Identication, (2) Resolution, (3)
escalation, (4) Management of change, (5) Dissemination, and (6) Transparency.
1. Identification: As the name indicates, identication seeks to ag an issue as soon as it comes
to light, and document it in a controlled fashion. No issue is too small or too benign to be allowed
to y under the radar. All issues are therefore subject to interface oversight. The Identication
process proceeds throughout the life of an instance until it is resolved and closed. It also
encompasses the means of notication, the documentation generated, the trail of inputs and
exchanges leading to the resolution, and the quantied impact to the project as a whole.
2. Resolution: This is the mechanics for addressing an interface issue. It is more process than
paperwork, more people than procedures. The resolution stage ultimately leads to the decision
made by the project team to deny, x, alter, or expand the initial issue. The process is in fact a
micro-scale project unto itself, which consumes time, labor, and possibly material to reach a
satisfactory conclusion. Its output could include such deliverables as: calculations, drawings,
analyses, procurement paperwork, change orders, project directives, and project baseline
adjustments.
3. Escalation: Interface issues are resolved on the principle of proximity: in other words, those
closest to the issue are best to solve it. Resolution mechanics are fundamentally a bottom-up
methodology. Issues that crop up at the lead level should be resolved at that level, even when
leads from different vendors are involved. When they cannot be solved from within, they must be
elevated to the next level, according to the project's accountability matrix. At each step, the
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interface team acts as responsible party for the process, by coordinating and enabling the
resolution mechanics until closure is achieved. Within the project, the escalation buck stops with
the project manager. For program level interface issues, the nal resolution lies with program
manager.
4. Management of change (MoC): Once an interface issue is resolved satisfactorily, its solution
must be implemented, and its cost/schedule impact assigned against the project's baseline
allocations. At a minimum, the solution implementation will be authorized via a project directive or
a change/variation order, as discussed earlier in the chapter. Signicant changes affecting the
contract, or the scope of the project would be handled via formal letters issued by the project
manager.
5. Dissemination: This process occurs once the MoC process yielded an authorization to
implement a solution. The dissemination process aims at keeping all project partners apprised of
the decision rendered on a specic interface issue, regardless of any partner's distance from it.
The dissemination process must limit itself to documentation that focuses on the nature of the
decision taken.
6. Transparency: Transparency exists in tandem with dissemination. All affected project partners
should have full awareness, in real time, to the respective interface issues, from Identication to
dissemination.
8.3.2

Accountability of Interface Managers and Coordinators
Accountability for resolution of all the interface issues lies with Interface Manager. As many
partners or participants may be involved in resolving project interfaces, it is necessary to have
interface coordinators within participating parties (contractors, vendors, consultants) to take
accountability for issue resolution within their own organizations.

8.3.3

Closure of interface issue
The dissemination of a resolved interface issue implies completion. Once the resolution has been
duly published and disseminated, the interface manager must declare the matter closed. If more
work is needed to complete the resolution, the interface manager can still disseminate the solution,
with the caveat that it is provisional. It is up to this individual to elaborate a strategy to follow up on
all the loose ends associated with an issue. An issue is explicitly unnished until closure has been
declared. It goes without saying that a project cannot be completed with interface issues still
outstanding.

8.3.4

Software and Common program tools for Interface Management
Transparency implies real-time access, which, in turn, implies software. Interface Management can
be managed through a well-designed database, with appropriate access to interface managers
and interface coordinators. The decisions on design and implementation of Interface management
platform should be taken early in planning phases of projects and programs.

8.4

Inclusion of Interface Management in Contracts/Invitation to Bid (ITB)

8.4.1

Contractor's obligations in Interface Management
Contracts and ITB documents shall contain contractors' obligations for interface management
including providing information to interfacing parties and proactively raising interface issues for
smooth execution of component projects. Contract should also address the process of
incorporating any changes to scope in a view to protect project objectives and program benets.
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8.4.2

Client's/PMC role and obligation in Interface Management
Client or the PMC has responsibility to resolving the interface conicts between participants and
allocating actions for interface closure in such conict situations. They play role as program
managers and hence escalation of interface issues to program level is to be addressed in contract
documents as well as all standard operating procedures (SOPs).

8.5

Interface Management in Programs and Projects

8.5.1

Interface Management Team
Typically, the Interface Management Team is a functional group reporting to the project manager or
sometimes an engineering manager as most of the interfaces require engineering solutions.
Project Interface Managers of component projects form interface management team at program
level, led by Program Interface manager. A typical organization of project level interface team is
shown in Fig 8.2.

Figure 8.2 : Interface Management Team

8.5.2

Technical Leadership
Together, the Interface Manager and Project Interface Coordinators focus on the implementation
and execution of the interface management plan. Typically, each participating party's technical
team will work in conjunction with the interface management team in the following manner:
1. Discipline Leads, representing the technical interests of their respective disciplines with a given
organization (participating party)
2. Engineering Managers, representing the technical interests of each contractor's scope of work
3. Project Managers, representing the overall interests of each contractor's project execution
group.
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8.5.3

Responsibilities
Interface Manager: The Interface Manager is responsible for Interface Management on the project.
Main responsibilities include:
1. Implement, enforce, train and update the IM plan
2. Establish a distribution matrix for interface documents
3. Chair weekly/fortnightly interface management meetings
4. Issue the meetings' agenda, notications and minutes
5. Develop and maintain the Interface Register
6. Publish the interface register, the dashboards and reports monthly
7. Act as nal decision level on unresolved interface points
Partner Interface Coordinators: The Partner Interface Coordinator manages the day-to-day
execution of interface management tasks on the project. (Partner means vendors, sub-contractors,
consultants within a project). Responsibilities include:
1. Act as lead and primary Partner contact vis-à-vis interface coordination on the project
2. Establish and maintain their respective interface document register dates for their interface
documents to be provided to the Information Manager.
3. Coordinate the review and interdisciplinary squad checks of interface documents within their
respective organizations.
4. Issue all interface documents to the Interface Manager
5. Flag and bringing to the attention of other interface coordinators any technical deviations
directly affecting them. (Example: Change of alignment)
6. Control the efcient and timely ow of documentation and information in the pursuit of interface
point resolutions.
7. Maintain and control each Partner's Battery Limit Tables.
Records Technician: This individual reports to the Interface Manager and works directly with the
interface management software. Duties will include data entry, update and maintenance of the
database records, preparation of reports and their distribution to the appropriate parties.

8.5.4

Interface Management Process
See Fig 8.3 Information Management Process below.
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Figure 8.3 : Information Management Process

The IM process is designed to provide a method to formally document the interface conict and
track the exchange of information between project participants and to monitor the performance of
all participants in making available the required information. The process, following the framework
described in 8.2 (in parenthesis), is as follows:
1. Recording an interface (Identication)
2. Creating an interface agreement
3. Agreeing / Resolving Conict (Resolution & escalation)
4. Monitoring the status (Management of Change)
5. Reporting the status (Dissemination and Transparency)
6. Closing the interface agreement (Transparency)
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8.5.4.1 Identification and recording of an interface
Information required is identied by the receiving party and advised to the interface manager,
whom in turn will develop an electronic register of all identied interfaces, usually in a database
format, with each interface agreement having its own identication code such that the receiver and
Sender are easily identied. For example, in the case of an external party, PAC-EPC1-001 depicts
an interface agreement that Project Automation Contractor requesting from an EPC1.
8.5.4.2 Creating an Interface Agreement
A formal interface Agreement document is generated from the Interface Management database by
the interface manager and signed by the receiver and issued to the Sender via formal document
management process with the necessary data elements such as Interface Agreement Identication
Number, Priority (whether it is highly critical or information only), Date Raised, Sender Organization
and Interface Contact, Date information needed by the receiver and date agreed by the Sender
and the status of the Interface Agreement as either being OPEN or CLOSED.

Figure 8.4 : Relation between component project, interface point and interface agreement
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8.5.4.3 Agreeing/Resolving Conflict
Once the created Interface Agreement is issued by the “Receiver”, the “Sender” will either accept it
or will ask for a discussion for clarication. The Interface Agreement is then discussed with the
“Sender” and either accepted, modied, or deleted. If there is a dispute over the legitimacy of an
identied interface, the interfacing parties will make every effort to resolve the issues. The client
may intervene to provide nal arbitration of any unsettled issues. The Sender will sign the Interface
Agreement by a formal signature on the form and issue it back to “receiver”. The database is
modied as required. To simplify the process, an Interface Agreement may be revised only once.
8.5.4.4 Monitoring Status
Each Project Interface manager/Interface Coordinator monitors the status of the interface
agreements on a regular basis by having periodic Interface Meetings or teleconferences between
the parties to review the progress on the Interface Registers that are derived from the Interface
Database. The Interface Agreements with “Critical” Status are prioritized and the respective Project
Managers will develop contingency plans for the “critical” data that is deemed to be “late to
minimize the impact of the critical data”.
8.5.4.5 Reporting Status
The interface manager is responsible for producing regular reports from the electronic log
indicating the interface progress. The frequency of reports will depend on the project reporting
requirements, however, as a minimum a status report will be generated monthly and included in
the monthly project progress report. Reports can be either in a tabular format as an Interface
Register or in a statistical format as a high-level report.
8.5.4.6 Closing the Interface
When the “Receiver” receives the requested information by the required date and considers it
acceptable, then the “Receiver” can sign the Interface Agreement as “Closed” and issue it back to
the “Sender”. In turn, the “Sender” signs the interface agreement form as “Closed” and the
document is recorded as such in both the “Sender's” and the “Receiver's” interface databases. The
“Closed” interfaces are omitted from future Interface Agreement reporting.
The interface agreement is considered closed if the accountable party approves the accuracy and
adequacy of the received deliverables. If the accountable party is not satised with the provided
service, the Interface Manager along with his team members will update the interface agreement
and will ask for more appropriate information/task. The consulted party will review the updated
interface agreement and inform the accountable party of his acceptance, objections or concerns.
The deadline for the interface agreement can be rescheduled with the acceptance of both parties,
and the other involved parties will be informed of the modications and updates. In fact, this
process is a negotiation between parties involved at the interface point. If the accountable and
consulted parties are not able to resolve the issue and accept the response provided to the
agreement, the owner's/Program's Interface Manager/Coordinator is notied and can step in to
help in the conict resolution process.

8.6

Typical Organizational Interfaces in Projects and Programs
There are multiple levels of Interfaces in projects and programs as depicted in Fig 8.5, Levels of
Project interfaces. These can be classied at three levels (Inter, Intra, and Extra project interface
points).
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Figure 8.5 : Levels of Project Interfaces

1. Inter-project interfaces are between different parties directly involved in project planning and
execution
2. Intra-projects interfaces are within the organization of each independent party, involved in a
project/program
3. Extra-project interface is between project/program parties and other parties/organizations
which are not directly involved in project/program execution e.g., permitting agencies,
environmental organizations etc.,
(Note on Client/Project Management Contractor: Many clients appoint a Project Management Contractor (PMC) to manage the project
on their behalf. This means at the project level the Contractors do not have direct access to the Client but interfaces with the PMC. In
this case, PMC needs to be authorised to resolve the interface problems.)

8.6.1

Interproject Interfaces:
8.6.1.1 Between component projects of a program (Inter)
Interface between component projects starts with early design stage. If these interfaces are dealt in
the engineering phase, it benets the program in removing redundancies or avoiding orphaned
elements that often occur at interface points. Examples are unique to the project/program
domains: 1), Valve stations between the units and inter-connecting pipe-racks in
renery/petrochemical projects. 2) When various government agencies are owners for a large
program, the component projects are often designed and executed in silos resulting in cost
duplication.
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8.6.1.2 Between Component Projects and Non-project Program Activities
There are many program management activities which are not a part of component projects. These
activities however have interfaces with component projects of a program. For example, landacquisition for a large program. These interfaces become escalated interfaces to program level
and the responsibility to resolve them often lies at program level.
8.6.2

Intra Project Interfaces:
8.6.2.1 Interfaces within Contractor's organisation (Intra)
There will be interfaces within the contractor's organization as most of the organizations operate
through functional or matrix organizational structures. However, these interfaces are important to
be resolved as it affects the contractor's project delivery. Each contractor's project manager should
plan a process to address and mitigate inter-discipline and inter-functional interfaces within the
organization, following principles of (1) Identication, (2) Resolution, (3) Escalation, (4)
Management of change (MOC), (5) Dissemination, and (6) Transparency. Typical interfaces in EPC
execution are:
1. Between Engineering disciplines
2. Between Engineering and Supply Chain/procurement
3. Between Engineering and Construction
4. Between Engineering, construction and commissioning
The interface issues can be proactively minimized by
1. Establishing Inter-disciplinary work-processes and workow
2. Conducting Inter-discipline reviews of engineering deliverables and vendor drawing
3. Constructability studies by early involvement of construction during the engineering
development
4. Early maintainability and operability reviews well before engineering drawings are issued for
construction
5. Construction and Commissioning alignment well in advance of construction completion
Project Manager can have internal interface registers to track and resolve internal interface issues.
8.6.2.2 Joint Venture/Consortium/Alliance Interfaces (Intra)
Typical collaboration agreements for major projects delivery are generally in the form of Joint
Ventures/Consortiums/Alliances. Normally these are operated through agreements and MOUs
(Memorandum of Understanding). These agreements should clearly dene the division of
responsibilities along with interface points and process to manage the interfaces between
collaboration partners. From the perspective of a Client or PIA, the internal interfaces are a
problem to addressed by collaborating partners, hence it is necessary to have strong internal
Interface Management process to resolve interface issues. Consortium/JV's Interface Manager can
be assigned this responsibility.
8.6.2.3 Interface with Suppliers and Construction Subcontractors (Intra)
These interfaces are internal to EPC contractor and has to managed through internal information
management between the contractor and vendors/Subcontractors. This achievement through
robust processes and systems internal to the EPC contractor.
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8.6.3

External Interfaces
These are very important interfaces that need to be managed both at program level and
component project level. However, the external parties may not have same level of commitment to
resolve as program managers or component projects managers and are difcult to be managed
using an interface management database. External interfaces are often managed through effective
stakeholder engagement. (Refer Section 5 of InBoK for information on stakeholder management)
1. Interface with Government Agencies for permits. Program managers may issue guidelines on
permit requirements and permitting guidelines so that all component projects have a consistent
understanding of requirements. It is also necessary to insist for a project permitting plan to be
submitted, so that the consistent understanding translates to action plan at project level.
2. Interface with Local Communities.
3. Interface with other connected programs, especially when multiple concurrent programs and
project are planned in the same geographic area.

8.7

Status Reports of IM

8.7.1

Reporting requirement
The Project Interface Manager will provide dashboard reports to support an overview of interfaces
for a selected contract or contractor, as well as the ability to provide early warning of potential
schedule slippages. The following dashboards will be developed and implemented by the
Interface Manager:
1. Interface Point Summary
2. Interface Agreement Status
3. Interface Agreement Summary
4. Early Warning Summary
5. RFI summary
6. NOC Log status

8.7.2

Interface point summary
The Interface Point Summary displays an overview of all Interface Points. The report provides a
summary of all Interface Points grouped by Package and then by status. Participants can quickly
view the progress and number of interfaces for a given package. Progress is indicated by the
movement of Interface Points from the initial status of 'Issued', to 'Finalized' and nally to 'Closed'.

8.7.3

Interface agreement status
This report provides an overview of all Interface Agreements created, with a break down by status.
The Dashboard can be ltered based on Participant, Package, Phase, Area, System and Discipline.

8.7.4

Interface agreement summary
This report provides to the Project Manager/Program Manager and the Interface Management
Team an overview of all Interface Agreements created, grouped by Package, with a break down by
status.
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8.7.5

Early warning summary
This report identies what Interface deliverables are due within a specied period of days, or have
already become overdue. The Early Warning dash board provides a snapshot view of all Interface
Agreements which are nearing their due date.

8.7.6

RFI (Request for Information) Summary
This report presents a detailed summary of all RFI, listed by package and by status (Issued,
Finalized, Closed, Late). The report will also highlight the RFI that are due within a specied period
of days, or have already become overdue.

8.7.7

MOC (Management of Change) Log status
This report provides an overview of all items listed in the NOC Log, with a break down by status.
The Dash board can be ltered based on Participant, Package, Phase, Area, System and
Discipline.

8.8

Interface Coordination

8.8.1

Weekly coordination meeting
This meeting will serve as the principal venue for the IM and the PIC to exchange information,
update status of deliverables and identify any potential conicts or problems. This meeting is not
intended to resolve issues and conicts. Resolution shall be achieved in smaller working groups
involving only personnel necessary to derive the desired outcome. The weekly meeting will be
chaired by the Interface Manager and will cover:
1. Reviewing open items on the MOC log
2. Update the Interface Register's delivery schedule for interface documents
3. Discuss any other issues unit interface coordinators would like to raise
4. Develop or clarify any interface procedures
5. Risk review and mitigation
6. Pending changes.

8.8.2

Monthly coordination meeting
This meeting will serve as the principal venue for the Interface Manager, the Partner Interface
Coordinator and the contractors' project managers to exchange information, update status of
deliverables and identify any potential conicts or problems. This meeting will also serve as forum
for interface decisions not achieved from at the contractors' project manager level. The monthly
meeting will be chaired by the Interface Coordinator and will cover:
1. Status of outstanding Interface Register records that are past due
2. Reviewing open items on the MOC log
3. Final decision on unresolved interface points elevated beyond the contractors' project manager
level.

8.9

Interface Completion and Integration

8.9.1

Closure of Interfaces for Project
At component project level, interfaces at each stage (engineering, procurement, construction and
commissioning) should be closed before reaching 90% completion of the work at each stage.
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Unresolved inter-project level interfaces should be escalated to the program level to take care of
open interface points and commercial and execution treatment for closure of these open-interface
points. Program manager may decide to take some interface points of a particular project A to
project to another project B, based on program schedule requirements and decide to agree for
closing project A.
8.9.2

Integration and Integrity Check
This goes back to program design where the component projects and non-project activities are
conceptualized to achieve desired program objectives and realize the program benets. Once the
components projects are complete and commissioned, an integrity check needs to be performed
synchronizing various components of programs. Any remedial actions to be taken, need to be
performed either at program level or at project component level or both. Program interface
management is considered to successful only when all open and escalated interface points are
closed, and integrity check and the remedial actions are completed.

8.10

Implementation Checklist

1. Interface Management Plan developed?
2. Interface Management Database designed and established?
3. Interface Management Team formed?
4. Interface requirements are covered in the contract documents of component projects?
5. Interface Communication protocols, including timing and frequency of interface meeting implemented?
6. Interface Management Process and Interface Agreement formats agreed between participants?
7. Escalation mechanism for interfaces issues to program management established?
Integrity checks done after all interface issues between components projects are closed.

8.11
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9

Cost Monitoring
& Control

A project is undertaken to create a built facility within pre-determined budgeted cost utilizing the planned
resources. Cost management is an essential component of project management and aims to achieve
satisfactory project cost performance through efcient project planning and execution within the budgeted
cost.
Cost management of the project is necessary for the following reasons:
•

It is essential that the project cost is determined with reasonable accuracy and the project is
accomplished within planned time frame and resources.

•

To develop realistic cost estimates to predict the likely nal cost as it provides the basis for project
budgetary processes.

•

Application of cost management on all stages of the project.

•

Cost estimates help determine the project feasibility, obtain nancial approvals, plan project cash ow,
provide basis for bid evaluations and project durations.

•

The Owner/PIA's need for cost management is to achieve the creation of the built facility with maximum
value at economical cost within the planned time frame. The contractor's need for the cost
management is to organize and control the utilization of the resources and produce the deliverables
within the agreed cost and time frame adhering to the quality and safety standards.

9.1

Cost Estimating

At program level, most of the estimates are based on preliminary estimates and the accuracy level of the
estimate improves as the component project conguration and scope are dened. Levels of accuracy and
effort of these type of estimates can vary based on the phase of the project. Typically, the programs and
projects are visualized in terms are structured hierarchically, where in each layer of management has
specic functions or actions, in additional to control and oversight responsibilities over those actions taken
in subordinate layers. Ideally the estimate summaries are to be presented in the layers identied for
program implementation/component project execution.

Figure 9.1 : Generic Program/Project Hierarchy in Infrastructure projects
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In the course of executing projects, a TCE (Total Cost Estimate) estimate is normally a Client/PIA required
deliverable. For obtaining project authorization and for evaluating construction bids, PIA normally uses this
required estimate.
Additionally, other types of estimates are normally necessary in executing projects, such as estimates for
evaluating alternatives, for forecasting, or for large changes in scope.
All project trends and change orders require estimating for presenting costs to Management and/or the
Client. Estimates for construction only or EPC projects must be consistent with the project scope, execution
plan and schedule. The initial project estimate should normally reect the project scope of work and dates
as included in the contract documents, which establishes the Cost Baseline for monitoring and controlling
component project cost.
Estimating activities are discussed in the following sections:
•

Section: 9.1.1 - Types of Estimates

•

Section: 9.1.2 - Estimate Plan and Basis

•

Section: 9.1.3 - Estimate Preparation

Types of Costs
The key elements of an estimate include direct eld costs, indirect eld costs, home ofce costs,
Client/Owner's cost, contingencies, escalation, other costs, and exclusions.
The following is included for a more common understanding of estimate cost elements:
• Direct Field Costs: include direct labor, tagged equipment and bulk material, and subcontract labor
and material costs.
• Indirect Field Costs: include items such as eld staff labor and expenses, enabling infrastructure
works, temporary construction facilities, construction services and supplies, payroll burdens and benets,
construction equipment, small tools, and eld overhead costs.
• Project Office Costs: include home ofce labor, expenses, payroll benets and burdens and ofce
overhead costs.
•

PIA/Owner's Costs: typically include whatever costs the PIA/owner assigns to the project.

• Contingencies: are to cover uncertainties of time or cost within the project scope and under
Contractor's control and are based on a risk analysis.
•

Escalation: can be built in or entered as a single line item.

• Other Costs: typically included below the line items such as taxes, import duties, freight, spare parts,
permit fees, start up and commissioning, etc.
• Exclusions: is not a cost component, instead, it is a list of those elements not in the estimate such as
existing facilities, force majeure events, legislative changes, etc.
9.1.1

Types of Estimates
There are three general categories or types of estimates that can be provided – conceptual, semdetailed, and detailed – with additional variations possible within those types. The Association for
the Advancement of Cost Engineering International (AACEI) has assigned “class” numbers to
these estimate types ranging from 1 to 5 as shown in the accompanying charts.
•

Conceptual Estimate: Conceptual Estimates are generally prepared by owner/PMC to screen
different scenarios and determine feasibility. They should never be used as the Baseline or
control base for a project. Conceptual estimating systems/tools include Icarus.
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Ø Stochastic Estimate: A thumb rule-based estimate which the cost of a built facility is
derived from the cost of a similar facility of different capacity or site. Through the use of
actual historical costs or a previous detailed estimate, the cost of the facility can be
estimated.
Ø Parametric Estimate: A Parametric Estimate is one in which the cost of a built facility is
derived from the cost of the major components in that facility with appropriate location eld
factors. The behavior of direct labor and bulk material costs relative to the cost or nature of
the major equipment is reasonably predictable. This method is adopted for Energy
Infrastructure Projects.

Figure . : Time phasing of estimate project

•

Semi-Detailed Estimate (combination of conceptual and detailed): A Semi-Detailed
Estimate is one employing either capacity or parametric techniques in estimating direct eld
costs for some portions of the project with the balance of the direct eld costs estimated in a
detailed manner, possibly employing frequency data and factors in the determination of
quantities. Whether factored or estimated in detail, all costs are developed at the direct eld
cost (DFC) level with direct labor derived and used as the basis for factoring indirect eld costs.
Engineering & other ofce costs may then be estimated through the use of curves generated
from statistical data, or may be detailed, depending on the information available.

•

Detailed Estimate (forced detail and actual detail): A Detailed Estimate is one in which each
component or group of components has been quantitatively surveyed and priced, using the
most realistic unit prices available. Quantities are determined from drawings or sketches and
specically identied. A Forced Detailed Estimate is one based on preliminary project
documents developed to represent the nal design. An Actual Detailed Estimate is one
prepared when engineering and design work have reached 70-80% complete.
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•

Estimate Usage and Accuracy by Type

Note: The -/+ value represents typical percentage variation of potential actual costs from the cost estimate after application of
contingency (typically at a 50% level of condence) for given scope. The above table is based on globally recognized work by AACEI.

9.1.2

Estimate Plan and Basis
Before starting any estimate effort, an estimate plan and an initial estimate basis need to be
prepared and agreed with the Client. These documents allow the Project Manager to provide key
input into dening the scope and level of effort required for any estimate effort.
9.1.2.1 Estimate Plan
The estimate plan describes the estimating methodology, responsibilities, interfacing needs, scope
of work, and formats to be used for the preparation of the estimate. The plan is based on inputs
from Project Management, Estimating, Project Engineering, Construction and the Client/Owner.
The plan outlines the level of estimate to be created and all estimate requirements (drawings,
specications, material pricing, contractual requirements, labor posture, reviews, approvals, etc.)
with responsible parties and due dates identied. A bar chart type schedule should be included as
part of the plan outlining key estimating activities and corresponding durations.
9.1.2.2 Estimate Basis
As part of the estimate effort, an estimate basis document needs to be prepared. It should be as
complete as possible in advance of estimate preparation and issued to the project team as an
estimate preparation guideline. The estimate basis should be nalized at estimate completion and
issued along with the completed estimate. The estimate basis should thoroughly describe:
•

Estimating methodology

•

Estimate organization and format

•

Scope of work

•

Listing of engineering documents used

•

Denition of all cost elements

•

Project execution philosophy
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•

Qualications and assumptions

•

Area labor analysis and execution posture recommendation

9.1.2.3 Any other items which may have substantive impact on the estimate
Key elements to be contained in the basis document are:

9.1.3

•

Description of the facility including product, capacity, location and other key attributes

•

Estimate cut-off date dening the date and stage of project information used in the estimate

•

The project schedule used as the estimate basis

•

Estimating methodology and tools used

•

Key execution strategies such as modularization, material sourcing, subcontracting, etc.

•

Currency and exchange rates

•

Basis of escalation

•

List of documents and revisions used in preparation of the estimate

•

Denition of costing provided by other participants

•

Construction philosophy

•

Allowances included to cover for documents which are not at the quality required for the
estimate accuracy (e.g., design development level vs Good for construction level)

•

Labor productivity

•

Material pricing methods

•

Sources of materials

•

Costing of spares

•

Commissioning and startup responsibility

•

Third-party costs for inspection and startup assistance

•

Site and travel policies for pricing

•

Allowances used such as:

•

Material take-off

•

Design development

•

Mechanical and specication

•

Method of developing material quantities

•

Materials supplied by others

•

Extent of taxes and duties

•

Client costs

•

Risk assessment

•

Contingency

•

Assumptions

•

Exclusions

Estimate Preparation
Preparation of an estimate is a group activity typically requiring the combined efforts of task force
and non-task force personnel from multiple departments. This can vary with the type and usage of
the estimate. A capacity factored estimate could possibly be prepared entirely by the Estimating
Lead whereas an EP or EPC detailed estimate would involve the project team and possibly nontask force personnel.
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For an EPC detailed estimate, the following estimate elements are provided by:
(Note: The actual functional names of the groups mentioned below vary from organization to organization)

•

Direct eld costs are a joint effort of the Engineering, Construction, Procurement, Contracts and
Estimating groups.

•

Indirect eld costs involve the Construction, HR, Procurement, Contracts and Estimating
groups.

•

Project Management, Engineering, Procurement, and the Project Controls groups prepare HQ
or Project Ofce costs.

•

PIA Costs/Project Owner's costs are calculated by the PIA themselves or through a PMC.

•

Contingencies and escalation are prepared by Estimating, Procurement, Project Management

•

Estimating, Procurement, Legal and Project Management prepare other costs.

Key activities in preparation of an estimate include:
•

All estimates should start with a plan and have a basis prepared.

•

The estimate should be prepared utilizing the appropriate level of resources.

• Internal task force review should be held and comments resolved. Historical data should be
used to validate the estimate.
• Review estimate with Department Managers/Subject matter experts as appropriate and resolve
comments
•

Prepare nal historical documentation.

Notes:
1.

Client/PMC estimates are to be updated after award of contracts

2.

Estimate accuracy varies based on the quality of the input and the time spent in preparation. Be careful not to misrepresent the
reliability of estimates, regardless of their intended use.

3.

No estimate is complete without escalation, contingency and exclusions!

4.

Reconcile all new estimates against previous estimates and prepare reasons for the differences.

5.

Estimate should be reviewed and appropriate level in the respective organization (Owner/PMC/Contractor).

9.1.4

Estimating for Infrastructure Projects
The following methods which are generally adopted for the preliminary cost estimation of
infrastructure projects like roads, bridges, water supply, sewerage treatment, airports, dockyards,
and dams, may be adopted:
a) For road projects, based on the road layouts, cross-sectional details and construction material
specications, geotechnical characteristics worked out in the planning process, the parametric
cost data in terms of cost per unit length or cost per unit surface area of the road compiled from
the past projects with suitable enhancements to cover current costs are used to obtain the
preliminary cost estimates. Improved preliminary cost estimation could be made based on the
approximate quantities of items worked out from the preliminary layouts and designs could be
used with applicable unit rates of the items of work.
b) For bridge projects, the preliminary cost estimation needs to be based on the preliminary
designs and drawings made considering the trafc requirements, site constraints, subsurface
conditions, etc. The approximate quantities of items are worked out from the preliminary
drawings and costing done with available information on the unit rate of these items. For the
bridge structures, elemental costing method is a useful approach wherein costing of individual
bridge elements like foundations, sub-structure, deck structure, bearings, approaches, railing,
drainage, lighting, landscape works, etc., is done. As the bridge deck structure constitutes a
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major cost component, cost data on cost per unit plan area of the bridge deck obtained from
the past projects may be useful for the preliminary cost estimation. This unit cost information
related to deck structure is dependent on the parameters like span; width of the bridge; deck
cross-section; structural system: material type in terms of steel, reinforced concrete,
prestressed concrete, precast or cast in-situ and concreting composite systems, and erection
and other construction technology aspects.
c) For infrastructure services such as water supply, sewerage and drainage systems for township
like projects, database on the cost of these services worked out as cost per unit area of the site
from the past projects could be adopted with suitable enhancements for the time factors. Such
unit area costs depend on the parameters like type of developments (low-rise, medium or high
rise), housing layouts, density and site characteristics. For more realistic preliminary cost
estimation, preliminary layouts and designs of these services are worked out to arrive at the
approximate quantities of the items and with the information on current unit rates of these
items, the preliminary cost estimates are worked out.
d) For other structures like airports, dams, dockyards and hydel projects, costing may be based
on per unit costs of similar structures where such data is available. Where data is not available,
approximate quantities based on preliminary designs of various components may be worked
out and cost worked out based on prevalent market rates/schedule of rates as available.

9.2

Organizational Structure for Cost Management
a) The organizational structure and the mechanism for the implementation of the cost
management functions are dependent on the type of procurement method adopted and the
contractual arrangement between the project participants (client, design professionals,
management consultants and contractors) specifying their roles and responsibilities and
coordination arrangements.
b) in the traditional design-bid-build model, two project management teams are involved: one
dealing with the client's objectives in all the project stages and the other managing the
contractor's interests during the post-contract award stages. As the client is ultimately bearing
the project cost, the client represented project management team shall be primarily
responsible for managing the overall cost management functions with the main objective of
keeping the project completion cost within the client's project budget limiting the cost overruns.
c) During the pre-contract project development stages, the cost estimation functions are carried
out through the cost estimators/quantity surveyors and managed by the client's project
management team. This team shall also be responsible for coordinating the value management
processes for cost optimization and also undertake the cost related bid preparation and
evaluation processes.
d) In some cases, for better collaboration, the cost estimation processes are undertaken by the
lead design consultant as a parallel process along with the design development by engaging
the cost estimators/quantity surveyors as a part of the design team. However, the client's
project management team shall closely coordinate with the design team to ensure that the cost
estimates are in tune with the client's functional requirements and the budgetary costs.
e) During the post contract award stages, the client's project management team shall be
responsible for managing cost implied change orders and other cost variations so that the
costs incurred during project execution are in accordance with the planned baseline costs. The
focus of the contractor's cost management team during this phase shall be on the efcient
utilization of the resources so that the project completion is achieved with the desired markup.
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9.3

Roles and Responsibilities for Cost Control

The responsibility of project cost monitoring and control is on project manager which takes help of planning
and control engineer. The responsibilities and roles at different phases are as follows:
Job responsibilities of project manager for cost monitoring and control:
1) Be thorough with the contract (Know and understand the Contract)
2) Ensure projects are completed within stipulated parameters of cost
3) Manage payment by the Client
4) Manage the budget, scope and schedule
5) Maximize Contractor services
6) Mitigate risks
7) Manage the changes
8) Manage the cash position on the project
Job responsibilities of Project Control Manager/Planning manager:
1) Responsible for preparing and implementing the cost baseline and Cost control plan
2) Responsible for compilation of management information system of total project
3) Responsible for implementation of monitoring tools, consistent with contract and program requirements
4) Co-ordination with other departments for cost inputs
5) Identifying trigger events for risks and Changes
6) Capturing cost information, monitoring deviation to the baseline and forecasting future costs to
complete the project

9.4

Cost Baseline and Cost Control

Cost baseline is a “time-phased budget that is used as a basis against which to measure, monitor, and
control overall cost performance on the project”. Besides the schedule baseline, the cost/budget baseline is
the most important part of a project baseline. The cost baseline handles the amount of money the project is
predicted to cost and on the other side when that money will be spent. It is an approved budget usually in a
time distribution format used to estimate, monitor, and control the overall cost performance of the project.
Cost Control is the mechanism of capturing, reporting and controlling project costs. Cost Control starts at
the project inception and continues throughout the life of the project. Recognize that the Project Manager
establishes much of the framework for effective cost control during proposal preparation, which forms the
basis for the cost control effort during project execution.
The Baseline cost budget is the starting point for all cost control. Once distributed against the WBS it forms
the yardstick for measuring cost performance. This Baseline budget must always stay correct in relationship
to the project scope to ensure the relevance of the cost program. In this regard, change management and
trending are an important part of cost control. For more Information on change management is provided in
Section 12 – Change Management, InBoK.
Key elements of a cost control system include:
•

WBS/Cost Elements

•

Budget

•

Contingency Management

•

Commitments
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•

Expenditures

•

Fair Price Estimates

•

Analysis

•

Forecasting

•

Cash ow

•

Reporting

The Project Manager with the Project Controls Manager (Some organization refer as Planning Manager)
establishes the basis for the cost control effort. All project personnel are then responsible to control project
costs in their area of responsibility. As such, they must be provided accurate and timely actual cost data
compared against budgeted amounts.
The Project Manager's general role in cost control includes:
9.4.1

Cost Control Plan and Execution
The cost control plan, similar to the estimate plan, outlines the tools, procedures, functions,
reports, formats, interfacing needs, and organization to be used in the reporting and controlling of
cost on the project.
Few important activities involved in preparing cost control plan and executing are:
•

Establishing a clear Cost breakdown structure consistent with WBS

•

Dene accounting requirements and integration with ERP system

•

Dene reporting requirements

•

Dene Change Management Process (See InBoK Section 12)

•

Agree and communicate project budgets

•

Prepare and Implement Risk mitigation plan

•

Approval of internal changes and pursuing contract changes

•

Closeout back charges, disputes, changes and claim, all of which affect the project baseline

•

Controlling non-reimbursable/non-payable expenses (by client) on projects

(Note: Don't allow work to proceed on any change in scope without rst getting Client/PIA approval.)

9.4.2

Cash Flow and Cash Management
Cash ow is the distribution of project planned expenditures (obligations) over time in line with the
project schedule. Cash management is the management of receipts and actual expenditures to
optimize project prots. Cash ow management on a project is essential to:
•

Inform the Client/Owner of their anticipated monthly expenditure over the life of the project to
allow their planning of nancing arrangements.

•

Allow the Project Manager the tool to monitor planned and actual project commitments and
expenditures.

•

Provide the Project Manager the basis for cash management within the connes of the contract
commercial terms.

Levels of cash flow curves vary with the size and type of project, but typically include:
•

Overall project cost curve

•

Home ofce engineering cost curve

•

Commodities and equipment cost curves
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•

Subcontractor cost curves

•

Field labor cost curves

An internal cash ow curve of project revenue is also normally prepared and is necessary as a
cash management tool for the Project Manager. Cash management is primarily focused on the
cost of cash, but other elements of cash management include:
•

Obtain on time receipt of payments

•

Manage cash ow relentlessly

•

Get Contractor's retention at appropriate time, without delays

•

Include cash impact in change orders

•

Account for currency exchange risks

•

Look out for unusual factors that may impact cash ow

Preparation of the plan and actual curves for commitments, expenditures and revenues are the
responsibility of the Planning manager/Cost Engineer on the project. These curves are then utilized
by the Project Manager to monitor and forecast expenditures and to manage expenditures against
Contractor's revenue: In order to minimize the working capital requirement, the Project Manager
and his team shall take care of the following:
•

A preliminary planned cash ow curve should be generated using the Baseline estimate and
the Level 1 Management Schedule.

•

More accurate planned cash ow curves need to be generated once Level 2 CPM Schedules
are prepared.

•

Planned cash ow curves need to be revised in concert with the Change Management Process,
Total Cost forecasting, and any project schedule revisions.

•

Actual cash ows need to be shown against plan as expenditures or commitments are made.

•

Effect Management of working capital through
Ø Managing invoicing, receivables and payments to suppliers and subcontractors.
Ø Contract terms such as advance funding by Client, zero balance accounts, frequency of
billings to Client, negotiating retention by Client.
Ø Progress payments that generate required contractor cash ow, to be able perform to the
schedule requirements.

•

Cash ow curves should be updated monthly and included in the Contractor and (as
applicable) monthly reports to owner/PIA.

Note:
•

Owner/PIA also manage their cash ow and consequently Contractor's objectives and the Client's objectives will normally be in may
differ sometimes. The objective of both contractor and client should be towards meeting the project objectives.

•

Much of the control of cash management between Contractor and the Owner is determined during the contract negotiation stage.
Contractor's project manager is then charged to manage cash within the framework of the contract's commercial terms.

9.4.3

Analysis and Trending
Cost analysis involves the comparison of planned project cost commitments and expenditures
against actual data for identication of variances. Trend analysis involves examining project results
over time to determine if performance is improving or deteriorating.
Cost variances from the control Baseline can be detected by examining any number of actual
performance data and comparing to the budgeted criteria. Performance data can include:
•

Expenditures

•

Unit Costs
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•

Quantities

•

Productivities

•

Average Hourly Rates

•

Currency Fluctuations

•

Escalation

Importance notes related to analyses and Trending
•

To identify variance, a detailed control Baseline must be in place and actual cost against this
control Baseline must be accurately assessed.

•

Reporting must be agreed between Project Controls and the Project Management team that
identify key areas of the project where variance analysis will be focused.

•

Analysis should begin once pertinent actual project cost data becomes available.

•

Analysis requires an independent review and creative input to come up with an understanding
of how, why, and where project costs vary and where they are trending.

•

Disciplines should be involved in the analysis effort to concur with ndings and input into
corrective actions.

•

Analysis must be timely in order to identify variances and allow corrective actions prior to
signicant deviation from the control Baseline. Analysis reports must be prepared that dene
the variance, how and why it occurred, the impact to the project, and proposed methods of
recovery.

•

Project teams tend to be optimistic about recovery from variances. Project Manager should not
be blinded by the optimism; the purpose of the variance and trending analysis is to identify
deviation from plan and this should be reality.

Key questions to be asked while reviewing variances

9.5

•

Is the variance temporary or permanent? If deemed permanent, such as labor productivity, then
forecasts must reect this condition.

•

Are there hidden costs associated with the impact of the variance such as extra equipment
costs?

•

Are there other cost accounts that may be impacted by identied variance? Is there a cascade
effect?

•

Will the cost variance impact the schedule, execution plan, risks, etc.?

Earn Value Management (EVM)

Earned Value Management is good tool to monitor cost and schedule on any project. However, majority of
Indian contractors have not fully embraced it. EVM is detailed in modern project management literature and
also in detail in Indian standard on Construction project management (IS 15883- Part 3, 2015)
Earned value management (EVM) technique is used as a tool for the measurement of current time and cost
performance and forecast the future outcomes. The technique is detailed out in Annex B of IS 15883 (Part3).
All project managers and planning managers should study and implement EVM output indices (CPI, SPI) as
one of the data points for monitoring project performance, without depending on these indices only.
EVM considers project schedule status and updated costs incurred at periodic intervals and provide an
integrated approach for the measurement of cost and schedule performance during the course of project
implementation. The performances are characterized by the variance between the planned performance
and actual performance. The technique also forecasts the future cost performance based on the current
cost trend and enables early warning signals for taking corrective measures in the event of unfavourable
cost trends.
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Implementation of earned value methodology provides the following information and enable managerial
actions in situations of unfavourable cost and time performance:
1) Adherences of the actual costs incurred to the budgeted costs and identify the cost over-run or underrun.
2) Adherence of the time progress to the as planned schedule and identify the time over- runs.
3) Over or under utilization of resources.
4) Forecasting likely completion cost based on observed cost trend.
In construction contracts, it is valuable to incorporate the EVM methodology for monitoring the time
progress and cost reporting and control processes. The limitations of the EVM come from the fact that the
progress measurement based on the cost expenditures may not necessarily be in tune with the value
creations. Also, the successful implementation of the method depends upon the extensive and accurate
documentation of the periodic costs on various resource utilizations to capture the actual cost occurrences
in relation to the project schedules. However, computerized approaches could take care of these aspects.
9.5.1

Cost and Financial Reports
These are generally internal to contractor organization, but very important to assure contractor's
ability to full contractual obligations & assure project delivery. Some elements of cost are to be
reported by contractor to Owner/PIA for them to track cost performance on projects.
The Project Manager has responsibility to establish the requirements for cost and nancial
reporting on the project. The Project Controls Manager has responsibility to utilize the cost data
and invoicing details to prepare the internal and external cost reports required by the project.
Reports and their key elements that are required to be generated include:
Cost Reports: A project cost report should be prepared monthly (as a minimum). Some key
aspects of cost reporting are:
•

Obtain agreement with Client (if required) on the content, paying attention to any contractual
requirements for such reporting.

•

Provide to Client on invoicing as part of the monthly progress report.

•

Suggested report content includes:
Ø Summary of all costs.
Ø Summary of all deviations (e.g., trends and change orders).
Ø Forecast to completion.
Ø An analysis of cash ow.
Ø A narrative addressing items that have cost impact such as trends, milestones, and items
that require management attention.

•

Ensure that the project leadership team reviews this report to identify concerns that require
corrective actions.

Project Financial Reports: There are internal Contractor company condential document reecting
a project's nancial status. For each project scope of work, the such report provides a summary of
revenue, cost, contributing margins and EBIT achieved to date, scal year outlook by quarter,
indicated total project values, contingency values, revenues reserves, effort-hours and prot
projections. Formal and contents are internal to the respective contracting organizations.
Key Notes:
•

The Project Manager needs to review and understand all project cost and nancial data prior to presentation to the Client or
Contractor Management.

•

Cost and nancial reporting need to occur as soon as practical after the Contractor monthly nancial close. If not, information
presented can easily be a month to six weeks old prior to reporting
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9.6

Checklist for Implementation

Estimates
•

Estimate plan and basis prepared Estimate kick-off meeting held

•

Estimates compared against historical data Estimate review materials prepared

•

Estimate reviews held with:
Ø

Task force leads

Ø

Contractor Management

Ø

Client

•

Estimate nal documentation prepared and led

•

Cost control plan prepared

•

Cost control aligned with Baseline documents Risk mitigation plan prepared

•

Cost forecasting in place

•

Cash ows prepared and cash management plan in place

•

Analysis and trending are in place and functioning

9.7
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10

Schedule Monitoring
and Control

Scheduling is an important exercise in executing any infrastructure project. This section talks about various
aspects to be considered in scheduling a project/program vis-a-vis different levels of scheduling, project
mapping, monitoring whether the progress is on schedule, and controlling risks in deviation. The section
takes into account scheduling at both project and program levels.

10.1

Program Schedule Requirements

10.1.1

Program Schedule Basis
A schedule represents an agreement for all stakeholders to execute a program. It includes all
activities to complete the deliverables outlined in the program's Work Breakdown Structure (WBS).
An Integrated Program Schedule is based on the critical path method scheduling technique that
encompasses logical sequencing of all activities as per the execution plan. Based on the WBS,
there are several levels in the master schedule, each of which serves a purpose. For instance, at its
apex, in the summary level, the Integrated Master Schedule gives a strategic view of all the
activities and milestones that are essential to start and nish a program. In contrast, at its base
level where the schedule could be very detailed, the schedule reects all the activities necessary to
produce and deliver each outcome. Subsequently, one ponders, how detailed should a schedule
be? One could say that the detail should be sufcient to identify the longest path of activities in the
planned schedule of the program.

10.1.2

Component Project Inter-relation and interdependency
Within a program, the component projects are interdependent such that the successful delivery of
individual project may be dependent on the capabilities of other projects within the program,
which in turn can affect the overall success of the program. Interdependencies could be a two-way
phenomenon. For instance, an individual project may require capabilities from other projects for
successful completion of a program. Interdependencies are then be termed as “Dependencies”.
Alternatively, individual projects may need to contribute capabilities to other projects for successful
completion of the overall program. They are then termed as “Contributions”. Figure 10.1 depicts
the interdependencies.

Figure 10.1 :Component project interdependencies
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Managing interdependencies among component projects systematically helps to increase the
success rate of the program. Identifying interdependencies among component projects helps in
incorporating their inter-relations in the schedule of each project. Through the integrated program
schedule, the interdependencies among all component projects can be mapped through the interrelations between schedule components of interdependent projects.
10.1.3

Integrated Program Schedule
Integrated Program Schedule, also known as Integrated Master Schedule (IMS) includes the entire
scope of work for a program's successful execution from start to nish. This would include the
effort and works of all stakeholders including government, contractor, client, consultant and other
key parties. IMS is the document that integrates the planned work with the resources necessary to
accomplish that work along with its associated budget. For example, an IMS connects all the
scheduled work of the government and the contractor in a network of logically linked sequence of
activities such that the sequence depicts how related portions of work is dependent on one
another between the government and contractors. Thus, IMS is key to effective program
management and should be the focal point for planning, and scheduling. Further, IMS should be
complete and exible, as the network between the stakeholders tends to be dynamic. IMS should
therefore consist of logically related activities (Figure 10.2) with forecasted dates that are
automatically rescheduled based on changes in individual activities start and nish timelines.

Figure 10.2 : Integrated Program Schedule

10.2

Guidelines on Project Schedule Requirements

10.2.1

Basis of Project Schedule (Schedule Basis Memorandum)
The Schedule Basis Memorandum (SBM) serves as a document to assist the project team in
capturing information about the development of the schedule. In long-term infrastructure projects,
there are several instances wherein the team that has developed the schedule may not be part of
the program till the end. Hence, the assumptions and exclusions based on which the schedule is
developed, requires to be communicated to the project team. SBM thereby assists the project
team in identifying key elements, issues or special considerations of the program that form the
basis for the development of the schedule. Information such as how each schedule was developed
or on what basis was it developed or what information was available at that time or who were the
stakeholders involved then and when was the schedule developed and so on, gives the project
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teams and the stakeholders of the project a good understanding about the developed master
schedule. Some of the inclusions in SBM are shown in Table 10.1. That apart, SBM could also
serve as a document to assist new personnel, who might join the team later, specically as a new
scheduler or project manager.
Table 10.1 : Inclusions in Schedule Basis Memorandum

The schedule basis memorandum has further benets for the stakeholders. It could serve as a
primary document that authenticates the degree of completeness of the project schedule and
thereby provides condence to support probable future changes in the schedule such as for
change management, reconciliation, and analysis.
10.2.2

Key contract requirements for schedules
The schedule is a key instrument for effective project management. It is therefore necessary to
include precise requirements in the contract documents. Further, it is important to include all the
requirements in the tender or contract documents at the most appropriate place and above all only
once. Table 10.2 shows contract requirements of a schedule.
10.2.2.1 General Requirements:
The general schedule requirement includes the basic information such as the requirements for
using the critical path method, schedule of the calendar, dened working periods/shifts and similar
information at the required level of detail.
10.2.2.2 Technical Requirements:
Technical requirements should highlight the constraints and limitations that are specic to the
program such as the restricted use of any specic constraint or certain relationship types with lags
and leads or the non-allowance of negative oat and so on. Additionally, program-based decisions
on structuring elements such as predened activity IDs or program specic codes, information on
resources, and user-dened elds etc. should be included.
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10.2.2.3 Contents of a Schedule
The contents of a schedule should include a list of requirements such as the contract milestones or
the interface milestones, client and consultant related activities and approval requirements for
important project documents, documentation, and contingency buffers.
10.2.2.4 Change and Baseline Management
It is wise to include in the schedule specications a section on how to deal with changes and how
to manage them through baseline revisions. Requirements for setting performance measurement
baseline should be included.
10.2.2.5 Progress monitoring and reporting
Method for progress measurement and reporting (like Earned Value Method and S-curves) should
be included.
10.2.2.6 Submissions
The particulars on how and when to submit schedule-related documentation should be included
under the schedule requirements apart from the submission frequency and le-type.
10.2.3

Incorporating Client obligations into the schedule
Pre-development approvals, administrative approvals, expenditure sanctions, providing right of
way, approval of drawings, support in procuring applicable permits, assisting in obtaining access
to facilities and utilities like water and electricity are some of major obligations of the client in an
infrastructure project.
The schedule for government works should include all activities related to pre-development
approvals, administrative approvals and expenditure sanctions. The schedule must include the key
milestones like providing the right of way and approval of drawings. The contractor's schedule
should include activities related to submittals for approvals and milestones representing the
approvals along with their links to the project activities. In the integrated program schedule, the
interdependencies between government works and contractor's works must be clearly depicted to
make the client responsible for timely execution of the project.

10.3

Schedule Levels

10.3.1

Level 1 Schedule: Program Master Schedule or Executive Summary
Program Master Schedule (PMS) comprises of several individual schedules of the projects within a
program. For example, a PMS may consist of individual project schedules for the prime contractor
and for the government ofce that may include for program management and testing laboratory.
Ideally, the PMS should be a single schedule le encompassing all stakeholders and project
activities. However, it could also be discreet set of schedules, perhaps representing the work of
separate contractors and government ofces, nevertheless, networked together through external
links. Regardless of the method adopted, the PMS schedule(s) must be consistent both
horizontally and vertically. Figure 10.3 shows a typical PMS that includes the summary,
intermediate, and detailed schedules.
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Figure 10.3 : Program master schedule

10.3.2

Level 2 Schedule: Project Level Summary or Summary Master Schedule
Level 2 is the highest level in the schedule wherein, it depicts a summary of the master schedule.
Thus, the Summary Master Schedule provides a strategic view of all activities and milestones that
are necessary to start and complete a project. This summary schedule level is useful for project
managers and decision makers to assess key milestones and view the overall progress. Summary
schedules are in general roll-ups of intermediate and lower levels or detail schedules. While
scheduling, the milestones are automatically set based on the established network logic between
planned activities. Figure 10.4 depicts a typical project summary schedule.

Figure 10.4 : Project summary schedule

10.3.3

Level 3 Schedule: Project Coordination Schedule (PCS)
Project Coordination Schedule (PCS) is an intermediate schedule that includes both information
from the summary schedule and key project activities that relate to high-level milestones.
Intermediate schedules may or may not include detailed work activities but may summarize
activities related to a specic trade or show the interim milestone decisions necessary before a
major milestone accomplishment. The purpose of PCS is to coordinate information and facilitate
tracking of key project milestones such as a major program decision or deliverables.
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10.3.4

Level 4 Schedule: Execution Schedule, also called a Project Working Level Schedule
The Execution Schedule includes all work activities and milestones necessary for project execution
and completion. This working level schedule includes all project activities, their sequencing, and
timings. Such schedule forms the basis for resources planning and allocation, project execution
and progress updates.

Figure 10.5 : Project execution schedule

This schedule is the key critical path method schedule that displays the activities to be completed
by the project team. This schedule is required for every project. In this schedule, the dates
generated for the scheduled activities, represent the anticipated start and completion time of the
work. Figure 10.5 depicts a typical project execution schedule.
10.3.5

Level 5 Schedule: Detail Schedule
This level is primarily a further breakdown of the activities in Level 4. It can be termed as a shortterm schedule that shall be used to map out detailed tasks, which are necessary to coordinate
day-to-day activities in a specic area. Planners or supervisors to plan and coordinate their work at
a detailed level, develop such schedules, the resultant of which could be a Bar Chart (Gantt
Charts). The schedule at this level is dynamic and will have to be replaced once in every 2 to 4
weeks depending on the complexity of the work. For instance, a 'weekly schedule' for 2 weeks
shall be updated/replaced every week. The workforce deploying this type of schedule may include
superintendents, team leaders, crew leaders and supervisors.

10.4

Project Mapping for Planning and Scheduling – Different Approaches

10.4.1

Critical Path Method & Program Evaluation and Review Technique (CPM/PERT)
Critical Path Method (CPM)
The Critical Path Method (CPM) calculates the earliest and latest time by which an activity can start
and nish without extending the project duration. CPM uses activity durations and relationships to
calculate the scheduled start and nish dates. Two types of passes are necessary within a project
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network to estimate the activities timeline; that include the forward and backward pass. While the
forward pass determines the early start and early nish times, the backward pass determines the
late start and late nish times of every activity in the project network. Subsequently, the total oat
and free oat for each activity is calculated and the critical path determined. A schematic
representation of the CPM is shown in Figure 10.6.

Figure 10.6 : Critical Path Method

Further, the CPM analysis technique assists to determine the criticality of an activity based upon
the amount of time that activity could delay without affecting the overall project completion time.
The number of working days by which an activity can delay without inuencing the project
completion is termed as the 'total oat'. An activity having zero total oat is critical for timely project
completion. The critical path is the longest continuous path of activities through a project network
that determines the project completion date. All activities along the critical path are critical. A delay
in one critical activity can delay other activities and the project. In gure 10.7, the critical path is
identied by the activities K-N-S-V whose total oat is zero.

Figure 10.7 : CPM schedule
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Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT)
PERT scheduling technique is suitable for scheduling projects when precise details and durations
of all the activities are unknown. It incorporates uncertainty by using probabilities for activity
durations, making it possible to schedule a project. It is an event-oriented technique rather than
activity-oriented start and nish dates. PERT is applicable for those projects where time is a
predominant factor rather than cost. Like CPM, it also uses network diagram for schedule analysis.
It can be effectively applied on large-scale, one-time, complex, and non-routine infrastructure
projects.
PERT scheduling requires to compute three time estimates for each activity that include:
•

Optimistic Time (ta)

•

Pessimistic Time (Tp)2

•

Most Likely Time (tm)

Using 'Beta' probability distribution, average expected duration and its associated variance is
established for each activity. Using these average expected durations of activities, the earliest and
latest occurrence times of events are arrived at by forward and backward passes. From these,
average expected project duration and its associated variance is established. PERT uses 'Normal'
probability distribution to arrive at the chances of completing project in stipulated time. Figure 10.8
represents a typical PERT computational method.

Figure 10.8 : Program Evaluation and Review Technique

10.4.2

Resource-constrained Critical Path Method (RCPM)
The basic assumption of the CPM is that the resources required by the activities are unlimited,
whereas, in practice, some resources are quite limited. The Resource-constrained Critical Path
Method (RCPM) approach combines CPM and Resource-constrained Scheduling (RCS) to
address this concern. RCPM involves ve steps for scheduling. Figure 10.9 shows a typical RCPM
approach
•

Apply forward and backward passes using CPM, assuming resources are unlimited

•

If an activity is delayed due to resource constraint, then establish resource links by applying
RCS technique. The resultant start and nish times then becomes the early start and early
nish times for the activity.

•

Apply backward pass to calculate late start and nish times
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•

For activities with non-zero total oat, create unidentied resource links between activities to
show resource dependency.

•

Find alternative schedule in order to provide more exibility.

Figure 10.9 : Resource-constrained Critical Path Method

RCPM technique takes the advantage of both, the CPM and RCS techniques. The effect on the
activity oats and project duration due to resource constraints can be evaluated using RCPM. Due
to its apparent advantage, this approach produces a more feasible schedule for each constrained
resource. This further helps to integrate the scheduling and cost-estimating process to develop
realistic schedules, and budget estimates.
10.4.3

Schedule Risk Analysis for identifying CTRA (SRA)
Schedule Risk Analysis (SRA) is a simple and yet effective technique to assess the risk information
of individual project activities, also known as sensitivity information. This can be done by linking
the risk information of the activities to the baseline schedule of the project. This method is crucial
to projects as it helps to assess the potential impact of uncertainty on the nal project duration. In
practice, estimates of activity durations are determined based on experience or through guidelines
that act as predictions for work in future. However, it is possible that planners or estimators were
overly optimistic in estimating the activity duration or unaware of unexpected events, which could
lead to potential estimation errors that can be detrimental to successful project outcome. Thus,
project's baseline schedule with sensitivity analysis is vital for achieving the project objectives.
Traditionally, a four-step methodology is adopted to report activity sensitivity measures that
evaluate each activity's time estimate on a scale of risk. They include:
•

Constructing an activity timetable to set the baseline schedule

•

Dening uncertainty by assessing activity time along with cost probability distributions

•

Running Monte-Carlo simulations to run multiple project progress scenarios, and nally,

•

Interpreting the simulation results which forms the basis for sensitivity measures
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The output of the schedule risk analysis prescribes a set of four activity sensitivity measures
that define the degree of activity criticality and sensitivity. They are:
•

Criticality Index (CI) that measures the probability that an activity is on the critical path.

•

Signicance Index (SI) that measures the relative importance of an activity.

•

Schedule Sensitivity Index (SSI) that measures the relative importance of an activity taking the
CI into consideration.

•

Cruciality Index (CRI) that measures the correlation between the activity duration and the total
project duration.

As evident, the information on sensitivity measures are particularly useful to project managers to
identify and distinguish between risky and non-risky activities and thereby focus on those activities
that might have an impact on the overall project objectives.
10.4.4

Critical Chain/Buffer Management (CC/BM) – Where to apply and where not to.
10.4.4.1 Critical Chain Project Management (CCPM):
Large percentage of Infrastructure projects report huge amounts of time overruns, delayed
completion and budget overruns. Most of the time the problem lies in how the projects are
planned, executed, monitored and controlled. Every project's completion time is determined by the
longest sequence of tasks that have technological and resource dependencies. Critical chain
project management (CCPM) is yet another improvised method of planning and managing
projects by focussing on the resources such as people, equipment or physical space that are
necessary to execute project tasks. CCPM technique is based on algorithms derived from 'Theory
of Constraints'. It differs from conventional techniques that are based on CPM and PERT
algorithms, which emphasize more on technological order and inexible scheduling. A critical
chain project schedule strives to keep resources levelled and requires that they be exible at their
start times. CCPM is not just a scheduling method but a complete project management approach
for planning, execution and monitoring and control as explained below.
10.4.4.2 Planning
•

Duration Estimation: CCPM requires to estimate a 'focus' duration that has 50% probability
(see gure 10.10). The idea is to avoid any buffer time being included in duration to safeguard
against uncertainties during execution.

•

Resource Levelling: Resources are assigned to each task, and the plan is resource levelled
(rather than activity-based scheduling) by focussing on the duration. The longest sequence of
resource-levelled tasks (from beginning to end of the project) is then determined as the critical
chain.

•

Scheduling tasks as late as possible: To avoid tasks taking longer to complete due to
Parkinson's Law or Students' Syndrome when oats are available, CCPM schedules the tasks
as late as possible.

Figure 10.10 : Activity duration estimate
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•

Buffers: Some of the tasks are likely to nish early and some will nish late. CCPM adopts the
concept of buffers in project schedule assuming that tasks are more likely to take more time
than less time. As evident from gure 10.10. the "extra" duration of each task on the critical
chain that is the difference between the "safe" duration and additional 50% duration, is used as
a buffer at the end of the project as well as at the end of each sequence of tasks that feed into
the critical chain. The date at the end of the project buffer is identied as the delivery date.
When the scheduled plan is complete and the project is ready to start, the project delivery date
is xed and the buffers' sizes are "locked" such that their planned duration may not be altered
during the project subsequently, in order to monitor the project schedule.

Buffers in CCPM:
•

Project buffer (PB): A project buffer protects the project timeline against variations in durations
of the critical chain tasks. A single project buffer is added at the end of the project network, for
instance between the last activity and the project deadline such that any delays on the critical
chain will partly utilize this buffer without affecting the project completion date. Figure 10.11
depicts different types of buffers in a project network.

Figure 10.11 : Buffers in Critical Chain Schedule

•

Feeding buffer (FB): The path of activities integrating into the critical chain is called a feeding
chain. Since the project buffer is inserted in the project schedule as a protection of the project
deadline against changes in the critical chain, the critical chain should also be protected
against changes durations of activities in any feeding chain. Feeding buffers are inserted
between last activity of a feeding chain and the activity on the critical chain.

•

Resource buffer (RB): Resource buffers ensure the timely availability of project resources.
Resource buffers can be set along the critical chain to ensure that the constrained resources
are available to execute the critical chain activities without any delay. A resource buffer as a
warning signal can be added to an activity that needs a renewable resource that is not utilized
by the previous activity. Figure 10.12 shows a typical critical chain schedule.
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Figure 10.12 : Critical Chain Schedule

10.4.4.3 Execution
•

No multi-tasking: Resources of tasks are expected to work continuously on a single task at a
time and complete it prior to beginning the next task. The objective here is to eliminate
multitasking or bad multi-tasking.

•

Completing tasks as early as possible: As task duration has been planned with 50%
probability duration, resources shall be encouraged to complete critical chain tasks as quickly
as possible, overcoming all the uncertainties.

If a task is completed ahead of schedule, the successor shall begin immediately without waiting
for scheduled start date as conventionally followed in traditional methods. Thus, CCPM contrasts
with "traditional" project management that adheres to task start and completion dates with no
exibility. This way, CCPM ensures resources move forward quickly, regardless of dates.
•

If a task is completed late, there is no reason to panic (buffers will absorb the delay)

10.4.4.4 Monitoring
•

Monitoring Buffers: Actual durations of individual tasks will vary from the estimated focus
duration. So, there is no point in monitoring timely completion of tasks. Instead, monitor the
buffers created during the planning stage. As progress is updated, the schedule is
recalculated, keeping the target end date constant and by adjusting the buffer sizes. Project
control focuses on consumption of buffers.

•

Project end date will not change or extend until the project buffer is completely consumed due
to task schedule overruns

•

Fever chart: A fever chart is developed to show the consumption of buffer as a function of
project completion time. If the rate of buffer consumption is low (depicted in green in gure
10.13), the project can be said to be on target. If the rate of the buffer consumption is such that
there is likely to be little or no buffer at the end of the project (depicted in yellow zone in gure
10.13), then corrective actions or recovery plans must be developed to recover the loss. When
the buffer consumption rate is high such that entire buffer may be expected to be consumed
before the end of the project as depicted in red in gure below, then it could result in late
completion, leading to implementation of alternative plans.
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Figure 10.13 : Fever Chart

CCPM therefore emphasizes on optimal use of all the resources necessary to carry out project
tasks. CCPM provides the advantage of completing the project earlier and delivering it at lower
costs by combining resource scheduling with project uncertainties.

10.5

Scheduling Approach and Process for Creating and Maintaining Reliable
Schedules
A well-planned project schedule is vital for successful projects. Adopting any of the project
scheduling techniques discussed earlier, such as the conventional critical path or the critical chain
approach, the project management team has to feed in specic data, such as activities, their
durations, resources, dependencies, and constraints into a scheduling tool to develop the baseline
schedule for the project. The resultant project schedule should be reliable and meet all the project
requirements. A project schedule should be developed based on best practices and augmented
with regular health checks to assess the credibility of the schedule. Table 10.3 depicts the steps in
creating and maintaining a reliable schedule.

Baseline the schedule

Maintain the records
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Figure 10.14 : Process for creating and maintaining reliable schedule

Following guidelines can be followed in developing and maintaining a reliable schedule.
•

Reflect the Project Execution Strategy in the Schedule: Select appropriate scheduling
methodology according to the project objectives and project execution strategy

•

Capture the entire scope of work: The schedule should reect all the activities and work
needed to accomplish the project's objectives and meet all the requirements of the contract.

•

Involve stakeholders in planning team: involving all the stakeholders ensures everyone has a
stake in the schedule and commit to take ownership of the outcome.

•

Create milestones: Milestones are necessary to assess project progress. Milestones are the
signicant accomplishments in the project progress. Setting milestones helps the project team
to stay focussed.

•

Logically sequence and link all activities: Activities must be logically sequenced and linked
to ensure critical project milestones are met.

•

Group the tasks into phases: Projects typically go through phases. Grouping tasks into
phases enables to arrange your project schedule in such phases.

•

Set reasonable activity durations: The activity durations should be reasonably set. They
should be optimal considering the quantity of work and resources needed and further allow for
discrete progress measurement.

•

Assign resources to all activities: Every activity in the schedule should be resource-loaded,
except for milestones. Project schedules should reect the resources needed to complete the
project successfully.

•

Check schedule thoroughly for errors.
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•

Carry out schedule risk analysis: To understand how uncertainty and risk affect project
schedule, run a schedule risk analysis that can determine the impact on the project's
completion date.

•

Set the Baseline schedule: The project baseline is the dened benchmark for evaluating your
project progress and performance. Set the baseline after risk analysis and assessment, but
prior to execution of the project work.

•

Update regularly and accommodate changes: Update the schedule to check progress and
adjust where necessary.

10.6
10.6.1

Schedule Development
Schedule Input Data
10.6.1.1 Schedule Scope
The rst input data required to develop a schedule is the scope of the project. Schedule scope
denes the scope of the project. Scope is the overall representation of the project objectives
required to be accomplished with a description of project deliverable.
The project schedule scope should include all the project deliverables, all work packages needed
to accomplish the deliverables, and all the activities needed to be performed thereof.
10.6.1.2 WBS/OBS/CBS
Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
A work-breakdown structure is a deliverable-oriented breakdown of a project into smaller
manageable components. The Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) denes the
work-breakdown structure as: "A hierarchical decomposition of the total scope of work to be
carried out by the project team to accomplish the project objectives and create the required
deliverables." WBS is a hierarchical and incremental decomposition of the project into several
phases, deliverables and work packages. The development of the WBS normally occurs at the
start of a project but precedes detailed project and task planning. Project WBS further provides the
necessary framework for detailed cost estimating and control, along with schedule development
and control.
Principles for developing project WBS
•

100% rule: The 100% rule is one of the most important guiding principles of the WBS that
states that the WBS should include 100% of the work dened in the project scope in the form of
deliverables, both internal and external or interim including project management. The rule
applies at all levels within the hierarchy such that the sum of the work at the "child" level must
equal 100% of the work represented by the "parent”. Further, the work represented by the
activities in each work package must add up to 100% of the work necessary to complete the
work package.

•

Mutually exclusive elements: It is important that there is no overlap in scope denition
between the elements of a work breakdown structure.

•

Include outcomes, not actions: Dene WBS elements in terms of outcomes or results, not
actions.

•

Level of details: The project scope should be divided till identication of uniquely identiable
and quantitatively measurable elements of work, called activities. For most projects, a hierarchy
of two to four levels will sufce.
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•

Coding: WBS elements should be numbered and coded sequentially to reveal the hierarchical
structure. The purpose of coding is to provide a consistent approach to manage the WBS
across all levels.

Organization Breakdown Structure (OBS)
Organization Breakdown Structure is dened as a hierarchically organized depiction of the project
organization in relation to the work packages identied in the WBS. OBS is used to dene the
responsibilities for the deliverables with respect to project management, cost reporting, billing,
budgeting and project control. A project OBS is a depiction of the project organization. It is a
temporary endeavour like projects and indicates the reporting hierarchy of the organization within
the project. A project OBS reects the way the project deliverables are functionally organized and
sequenced.
Cost Breakdown Structure (OBS)
Cost Breakdown Structure represents a breakdown of the costs in relation to the various
components of the project WBS including that of the subcontractors. CBS is a hierarchical
structure that divides project costs into manageable cost elements. It is an effective tool to
continuously compare the actual costs with the budget, and integrate to the cost control system.
CBS is used to track, manage, and report costs related to a project. The overall purpose of the
CBS is to breakdown the work package with associated costs using a cost structure for effective
planning, tracking, controlling and reporting. When costs are assigned to tasks, monitoring the
project is made possible in terms of actual, forecast and earned cost on a task.
Figure 10.15 shows the integration of project WBS, OBS and CBS for effective scheduling and
control.

Figure 10.15 : Project WBS/OBS/CBS

10.6.1.3 Schedule Specifications:
The Schedule Specication is the section or part of a specication in the contract that denes the
contractor's obligation with respect to the development and updation of the contractually
mandated construction schedule. This specication typically addresses concerns such as what the
schedule should incorporate how it should be prepared and updated or what should be the
frequency of updation or what information should be made available for revision in the event of
delays to the project and so on. Table 10.4 discuss the contents for schedule specications.
A good scheduling specication should include:
•

Denitions of key scheduling terms

•

Administrative Requirements

•

Technical Requirements
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Requirements of a good scheduling specication:
•

The terms used in scheduling specications should be consistent with terms used in the
contract.

•

Specications should correctly identify the roles and responsibilities of client and contractor
towards schedules.

•

Generic administrative procedures should be considered for implementation of scheduling
specications.

•

Scheduling specications should be suitably numbered.

•

Scheduling specications should consistent with Schedule Manual, if any.

•

Scheduling specications should not be the basis for time extension.

•

Scheduling specications should be written for a particular contract or project.

•

Scheduling specications should be written in the active voice.

10.6.1.4 Stakeholder Considerations:
The involvement of both internal and external stakeholders of project is vital for implementation
and completion of project. While scheduling project activities, due consideration shall be given to
various stakeholders' considerations. How activities can be scheduled and how project
deliverables are planned to be accomplished can be decided by considering client's date
requirements, consultants' requirements for inspection and verications, suppliers' policies,
availability of local sub-contractors, statutory regulations, government directives, etc.
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10.6.1.5 Cost Estimate Model
Project cost estimation is the process of predicting the quantity, cost, and price of the resources
required for the scope of a project. Project cost estimation is a predictive method and therefore
involves a certain degree of uncertainty, as the project scope denition is never entirely complete
until the project is complete.
Cost estimates are prepared throughout the project lifecycle. For instance, up front, the goal could
be to provide input for investment decisions. Subsequently, at the WBS level, cost estimates are
budgeted on the deliverables that also serve as a baseline for project control and earned value
measurement. By comparing the expenses with the baseline estimate, information on project
performance with respect to cost and schedule are obtained that can help to control and steer the
project to successful completion.
The tools and techniques used to compute cost estimates for project activities vary widely. For
instance, while techniques such as capacity scaling, parametric and factor methods are applicable
when the level of scope denitions is premature; more estimates that are detailed are crucial when
the scope is better dened. Some of the techniques are explained below:
Major cost estimating techniques:

10.6.2

•

Analogous estimating: Also called top-down estimating or historical costing, relies on
historical project data to form estimates for new projects. If an organization repeatedly performs
similar projects, it becomes easier to draw parallels between project deliverables and their
associated costs, and to adjust these according to the scale and complexity of a project.
Analogous estimating can be quite accurate if used to form estimates for similar projects and if
experts can precisely assess the factors affecting costs.

•

Bottom-up estimating: Also called analytical estimating, this is the most accurate estimating
technique - if a complete work breakdown structure is available. The project team estimates the
cost of completing each task, and eventually creates a cost estimate for the entire project by
totalling the costs of all its constituent tasks and work packages. While deterministic estimating
techniques such as bottom-up estimating are undoubtedly the most accurate, they can also be
time-consuming, especially in large and complex projects with numerous work breakdown
structure components.

•

Parametric estimating: For projects that involve similar tasks with high degrees of
repeatability, use a parametric estimating technique to create highly accurate estimates using
unit costs. To use parametric estimating, rst divide a project into units of work. Then, you must
determine the cost per unit, and then multiply the number of units by the cost per unit to
estimate the total cost. As long as the cost per unit is accurate, estimators determine quite
precise and accurate estimates. Parametric estimating is a good choice only for skill-based
projects with uniform, repeatable tasks.

•

Resource costing: Resource costing computes the costs of hiring resources for a project by
assessing the number of projected hours for the work with the hourly cost of hiring a resource.

Project Specific Constraints and Key inter-relations
Project constraints are anything that restricts or dictates the actions of the project team. There are
six common constraints related to any project, viz- time, cost, scope, quality, benets and risk.
Every project is driven by time, cost and scope which are commonly referred as 'Triple Constraints'
in project management. Besides these six constraints, infrastructure projects are also driven by the
other constraints like resources, organizational capabilities and methodologies.
•

Time: The deadline for project completion set by the client imposes a constraint of time to plan,
execute and complete a project.
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•

Cost: How much money is available for project determines what resources the contractor
considers for project execution.

•

Scope: The total scope of the project determines the time and cost required to complete the
project.

These triple constraints are inter-related such that impact on one constraint will directly affect the other two
constraints. For example, if the scope extends, then more time and money is needed to accomplish the
goal. If the project deadline is very tight, it will demand more resources to complete the given scope,
thereby increasing the cost. Figure 10.16 shows project specic constraints.

Figure 10.16 : Project specific constraints

•

Quality: This constraint is related to scope. Quality denes the attributes of the project
outcome. Higher level of quality requires more cost and time.

•

Benefits: Benets represent the value the project is expected to deliver to the organization.
Benets from a project may change with changes in time, cost and risks related to project.

•

Risks: Risks refer to various uncertainties related to project outcomes in terms of time, cost,
quality and benets.

•

Resources: Resources inuence project cost and time. The amount of money available for the
project will decide the hiring possibilities of resources. At times, non-availability of specic
resources on time can lead to missing the deadline.

•

Organization structure: The organizational structure of a company can greatly impact the
project's success, since it denes the project's environment. It is often difcult to break though
the existing organization structure, thereby missing deadlines and going over-budget.

•

Methodology: Project execution methodology greatly inuences how project activities can be
sequenced and what resources are needed, thus setting project duration and cost.

Understanding about all these project specic constraints enables the project planners to create a
feasible schedule that balances these.
10.6.3

Schedule Quality Analysis & Compliance Review
Project stakeholders desire to know the quality of a project schedule so that they can make sound
important decisions about project implementation. Schedule quality analysis aims at gauging the
reliability of the project schedule. Quality of schedule can be assessed in terms of some key
scheduling metrics that are crucial for the health of the project schedule. Schedule quality analysis
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allows identifying and analysing areas that are critical and can potentially create issues and
obstruct the schedule. American Defence Contract Management Agency (DCMA) has developed
guidelines established on 14 metrics that provide the possibility to make a qualitative and
quantitative evaluation of the schedule. Compliance on these metrics renders reliability to a
schedule, be it baseline schedule or a revised schedule.
10.6.4

Scheduling Components

The scheduling model used should be capable of incorporating important scheduling components. The
scheduling components of a project may be considered to be required, conditional or optional.
The required scheduling components are categorised as:
•

Core Required component (CRC)

•

Resource required component (RRC)

•

Earned Value Management required component (ERC)

•

Risk required component (KRC)

The requirements of the project determine which required components need to be present in a
schedule model
10.6.4.1 Core Required Component (CRC)
These scheduling components are essentially required to be present in the scheduling model.
These components dene primary information about project schedule.
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10.6.4.2 Resource required component (RRC)
These are required components when project schedule has resource assignments.

10.6.4.3 Earned Value Management required component (ERC)
These components are required when activity costs are included in the schedule and project
performance is to be evaluated using Earned Value Management.
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10.6.4.4 Risk required component (KRC)
These components are required when project activity durations are uncertain. These include:

10.6.4.5 Optional Components (OC)
These components enhance the project scheduling information.

10.6.5

Schedule Conformance Assessment
Schedule conformance assessment evaluates the proper utilization of the various scheduling
components in accordance with the good practices.
10.6.5.1 Schedule Conformance Index (PMI)
Schedule Conformance Index is the means of assessing the degree to which the Scheduling
Model incorporates the scheduling components in terms of guidelines, denitions, behaviours,
and good practices. Project schedule obtained by excluding some of the Core Required
Components may not be viable for implementation. As the Schedule Conformance Index
increases, the applicability of the schedule increases, signalling a sound plan.
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10.6.5.2 10 Best Practices (GAO Schedule Assessment Guide)
The ten best practices outlined in GAO Schedule Assessment Guide for developing a high-quality
and reliable schedule are as follows:
•

Capturing all activities: The schedule should reect all activities as dened in the program's
work breakdown structure (WBS), which denes in detail the work necessary to accomplish a
project's objectives.

•

Sequencing all activities: The activities in a schedule must be logically sequenced and linked
in the order it will be carried out. In particular, logic such as a predecessor activity must start or
nish before its successor must be satised. Time constraints and lags should be minimized
and justied to ensure that the interdependence of activities is taken into consideration for the
completion of activities or milestones.

•

Assigning resources to all activities: The schedule should reect the resources (labor,
materials, facilities, equipment, and the like) availability to accomplish the work as and when
needed. The limiting constraints could include funding or time.

•

Establishing the duration of all activities: The schedule should realistically reect the
duration for each activity. The duration of an activity is determined based on assumptions or
historical data, however, the same rationale should be used to estimate cost. Durations should
be reasonably short and meaningful and should allow for discrete progress measurement.
Schedules for summary planning will normally reect longer durations until broken into
manageable work packages or individual activities.

•

Verifying that the schedule can be traced horizontally and vertically: The schedule should
be horizontally traceable such that it should link the outcomes with other sequenced activities.
Such links are commonly referred to as “hand-offs” which ensure that activities are arranged in
the right order for achieving aggregated outcome. The schedule should also be vertically
traceable such that the data are consistent between different levels of a schedule. For instance,
when schedules are vertically traceable, lower-level schedules are clearly consistent with
upper-level schedule milestones, allowing for total schedule integrity and enabling different
teams to work to the same schedule expectations. Table 10.10 lists the ten best practices for
schedule assessment.

•

Confirming that the critical path is valid: The schedule should identify the program's critical
path—the path of longest duration through the sequence of activities. Establishing a valid
critical path is necessary for examining the effects of any activity's slipping along this path. The
program's critical path determines the program's earliest completion date and focuses the
team's energy and management's attention on the activities that will lead to the project's
success.
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• Ensuring reasonable total float: The schedule should identify the total oat, which is the
amount of time a predecessor activity can slip before the delay affects the program's estimated
nish date so that the schedule's exibility can be determined. As a rule, activities along the critical
path have zero total oat.
• Conducting a schedule risk analysis: Programs should include the results of the schedule
risk analysis in constructing an executable baseline schedule. A schedule risk analysis is
incorporated in the critical path method schedule to predict the probability of meeting a program's
completion date or to determine the contingency, or reserve of time needed in the project
schedule or to identify high-priority risks.
• Updating the schedule using actual progress and logic: Progress updates ensure a realistic
forecast of start and completion dates for program activities. Maintaining the integrity of the
schedule logic is necessary to reect the real status of the program.
• Maintaining a baseline schedule: A baseline schedule is the basis for managing the program
scope, the time period for accomplishing it, and the required resources. The baseline schedule is
designated the target schedule and is subjected to a conguration management control process.
Program performance is measured, monitored, and reported against the baseline schedule. The
schedule should be continually monitored so as to reveal when forecasted completion dates differ
from baseline dates and whether schedule variances affect downstream work.
The ten best practices represent the key concepts of a reliable schedule. These best practices are
in no particular order and they are not intended as a series of steps for developing the schedule.
10.6.5.3 DCMA 14-point Schedule Health Check
While evaluating the schedule quality, during both planning and monitoring & controlling, it is
important to make assessments from a qualitative and a quantitative perspective. A quantitative
assessment of schedule quality is based on measurable criteria rooted in industry-dened
scheduling best practices. To that end, the Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA)
developed a set of health checks and guidelines collectively known as the DCMA 14-Point
Assessment. These are not necessarily hard and fast rules, but more indicators of potential
problem areas where a deeper schedule analysis may be necessary.
•

Logic: The logic checks look to ensure all incomplete activities have dened predecessors and
successors. Just one missing link can have a signicant impact on the project completion date,
so it is imperative the team analyze the network logic to ensure they capture all dependencies.
The DCMA threshold for this metric is that no greater than 5% of incomplete activities should
miss a predecessor and/or successor.

•

Lead: A lead is a negative lag between two tasks in which a task starts some number of days
before the nish date of its predecessor. Using leads can have adverse effects on the project
total oat, therefore impeding the ability to determine the true critical path. For this reason, this
is one of the few metrics where the DCMA threshold is zero. Rather than using leads, it is better
to decompose activities to a level of detail in which traditional nish-to-start relationships can
be used.

•

Lag: Positive lags between tasks, where a task starts some number of days after the nish date
of its predecessor, can also adversely affect analysis of the project critical path. Additionally,
lags can be confusing if the reason for them isn't immediately clear. DCMA is more lenient with
this metric, setting the threshold at 5% of total task relationships. However, in many cases it is
better to represent a lag with an explicitly-named task. For instance, rather than adding a 5-day
lag to account for shipping time to the customer, represent shipping time with a separate task.
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•

Relationship type: Four types of relationships exist in project networks. However, the preferred
relationship between tasks is the nish-to-start type of relationship. DCMA maintains that at
least 90% of all activity relationships should be of the nish-to-start variety. Start-to-start or
nish-to-nish relationships may be used in cases where that is the true nature of the
dependency. For example, it is reasonable that an audit may not begin until the activity being
audited begins (start-to-start). Similarly, QA inspection may not nish until the process or
product being inspected is complete (nish-to-nish). The fourth relationship type, start-tonish, can seriously impede the network logic of the schedule and should be used only in
extremely rare cases. Table 10.11 lists the 14-point health check put forth by DCMA.

•

Hard constraints: Constraints in general should be used sparingly, allowing for task dates to
be the natural result of dependencies and activity duration. When necessary, however, soft
constraints (Start No Earlier Than and Finish No Earlier Than) are preferable because they
allow the schedule to continue to be logic-driven. By contrast, hard constraints (Start No Later
Than, Finish No Later Than, Must Start On, and Must Finish On) articially prevent the schedule
from shifting to the right. This has the potentially disastrous effect of obscuring the possibility of
late performance before it is too late to take corrective action. The DCMA threshold for hard
constraints is that no greater than 5% of incomplete activities in the schedule should use them.
Ideally, there should be no hard constraints in the schedule. It is more advisable to use
deadlines to represent hard dates, allowing the schedule to forecast late delivery early while it
is still possible to correct it.
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•

High float: DCMA denes high oat as total oat of 44 days (2 working months) or greater.
Intuitively, one would assume that activities with high oat would be a good thing, a form of
schedule margin so to speak. However, high oat is more often the result of missing
dependencies. It is the rare activity that can slip more than two months without impacting the
project completion date. The threshold for this metric is set at 5% of total incomplete activities.

•

Negative float: Negative oat occurs when the project schedule is forecasting a missed
deadline, or when a hard constraint is holding a task further to the left than it would otherwise
be. In either case, it is indicative that some future critical date is likely to be missed and that the
project team may need to either fast track or crash the schedule to reign it back in. Ideally,
DCMA would like to see no negative oat at all. If the negative oat is accurate with regards to a
critical or contractual date, the project manager may request an explanation and corrective
action plan.

•

High duration: DCMA considers any incomplete activity with a baseline duration of greater
than 44 days to be in violation of this metric. Activities beyond this duration make it difcult to
objectively estimate resources and assess performance. In cases where an activity cannot be
broken down further, the project manager should have an articulable method of performance
assessment. The DCMA threshold for high duration is 5% of incomplete activities.

•

Invalid dates: The invalid date check applies only during execution of the project. A task is
said to have invalid dates if it has forecast start/nish dates in the past or actual start/nish
dates in the future, with respect to the project status date. The threshold for this metric is zero.
Tasks which have not yet started or completed must be pushed beyond the status date, and
tasks which have started or completed early must be revised with the actual start/nish dates
on which they occurred. This is one of the more critical metrics, as tasks that violate this call
into question the validity of the rest of the schedule.

•

Resources: Ideally, all project schedule activities should have resources assigned to them. In
practice, not all organizations resource load their project schedules. Additionally, there are
occasions where tasks with durations greater than zero are representative of time but have no
work associated with them, such as procurement lead-time or customer review of deliverables.
This is one of the more exible metrics of the 14-point assessment. In the case of organizations
that resource load their schedules, it is still a good metric to evaluate to ensure no activities
were missed during the resource estimation process.

•

Missed tasks: The missed tasks metric is indicative of schedule performance against the
baseline plan. It is the percentage of tasks which were planned to have nished as of the
project status date, which have actual or forecast nish dates later than their baseline nish
dates. It does not include tasks which are currently forecasting late if those tasks have baseline
nish dates after the status date. In that way, it is purely retrospective. The DCMA threshold for
missed tasks is 5%.

•

Critical path test: The critical path test is a Boolean pass/fail metric intended to evaluate the
integrity of the network logic in the schedule. This test is performed by rst identifying the
critical path in the schedule, and then intentionally introducing some amount of schedule slip to
the rst task on the path. If a commensurate amount of schedule slip occurs on the project
nish milestone, the test has been passed. A failed test is indicative of missed dependencies
and requires deeper analysis of the network logic.

•

Critical path length index (CPLI): The Critical Path Length Index (CPLI) is a measure of
required schedule efciency to complete a project. It is something of a schedule counterpart to
the To-Completion Performance Index (TCPI). It is dened as the sum of the remaining project
duration (number of working days on the current critical path) and total oat, divided by the
remaining project duration. Total oat in this instance is the variance between the forecast and
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baseline nish date of the Project Finish milestone. A CPLI of 1.00 indicates that the project
must execute exactly to plan for the remainder of the project. A CPLI above 1.00 indicates that
there is remaining schedule margin, while a CPLI below 1.00 indicates that the team must
overachieve to meet the baseline nish date. DCMA considers a CPLI below 0.95 to be
indicative of a potential issue requiring further investigation.
•

Baseline execution index (BEI): The nal metric, Baseline Execution Index (BEI), is another
indicator intended to measure performance against the baseline plan. Put differently, it
measures the throughput with which the project team is accomplishing tasks. It is calculated by
dividing the total number of tasks completed by the total number of tasks baselined to have
been completed as of the project status date. A BEI of 1.00 indicates the project team is
executing on plan, with greater than 1.00 indicating ahead of schedule and below 1.00
indicating behind schedule. DCMA considers a BEI below 0.95 to be indicative of a potential
issue requiring further investigation.

The DCMA 14-Point Assessment offers the project manager a great way to objectively evaluate
schedule quality over the life of the project. It would be in the best interest of all project managers
to routinely perform this assessment to maximize the likelihood of on-time project performance.

10.6.6

Schedule Monitoring and Control
10.6.6.1 Baseline Schedule and revision control
A baseline schedule is the schedule agreed by the stakeholders for execution of the project. It sets
out the project execution strategy, key project deliverables, activity planned dates and milestones.
Baseline schedule are used by the project team as a reference to compare with the actuals and
determine further course of action that could include a necessary change, corrective or preventive
action.

Figure 10.17 : Project schedule control

Revision control is the process of monitoring the status of the project to revise and update the
project schedule and thereby incorporate the changes in the baseline schedule.
10.6.6.2 Periodicity of schedule updates
Schedule update interval should be often enough to notice deviation and allow for correction but
not so often that you are doing nothing more than statusing the project. A majority of construction
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projects that are monitored in planning units of Days use a monthly update cycle to correspond
with the progress payment cycle. Some projects are updated every two weeks. Rules of thumb
also state that an activity should not be in-progress over two updates (although there are always
exceptions).
It also depends on the type of project & contract you will be dealing with and usually the timing or
frequency of updating and submission of the construction schedule are specied in the
specication/general requirement of the project
10.6.6.3 Schedule Progress Tracking and Forecasting
Once the project baseline schedule has been agreed upon and the project execution begins, it is
very imperative to regularly track the actual progress of activities being performed. Schedule
progress tracing aims at recording and monitoring the actual start and nish date along with
percent complete of project activities. Often daily progress reports (DPR) are used for recording
the actual progression of each activity. At a particular status or review date, the actual start date,
actual nish date, actual duration, percent complete and remaining duration of each progressed
activity can be abstracted from the DPRs. After updating the schedule with the actuals, it is
possible to evaluate the schedule performance of the project, by comparing the actuals with the
baseline schedule. The updated schedule and the current schedule performance measures, like
Schedule Variance (SV) and Schedule Performance Index (SPI), can then be used for forecasting
the impact on the remaining project and project completion.
10.6.6.4 Resource and Cost Management
Every project activity needs resources to execute it. All activities are scheduled considering the
available resources. A good schedule should be loaded with resources for all activities. While
setting a baseline schedule, one must ensure that all activities are planned according to resources'
availability. A resource levelled baseline helps schedule a feasible project execution plan. During
execution, attempts should be made to allocate resources to activities as per the baseline
allocation. Maintaining a proper record of actual resources utilization enables the project
managers to assess overall usage of available resources.
Use of resources contributes cost to each activity of a project. Apart from resources' cost, there are
several other costs attributed to the project execution. A budget of cost is established once the
baseline has been xed. That determines the budgeted cost for each activity of the project as well
as budgeted total cost for the project. During execution attempts should be made to record all the
expenses spent on the project. At a review date, actual cost spent can be compared with the
corresponding baseline cost to arrive at the cost performance metrics, for individual activities as
well as for entire project. Earned Value Management (EVM) is one of the commonly used method
for evaluating cost variances and forecasting costs at project completion.
10.6.6.5 Schedule Change Management
Change in project schedule is inevitable. Along the life cycle of the project, some activities will take
longer than their estimated duration while others will be done in less time. Such delays and
accelerations in activity duration tend to change the project schedule. Some of the common
reasons for project schedule changes are due to changes desired by the client, the scope change
or changes in key dates. Proactive measures are necessary to maintain the schedule and deliver
the project on the stipulated time.
Changes in the schedule has to be systematically incorporated through a Schedule Management
Plan. This document details how the changes to the schedule can be made or under what
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conditions changes are allowed. This prescriptive document has to be adhered by the various
stakeholders as a scheduling guideline within the schedule management plan.
10.6.6.6 Schedule Recovery and Acceleration
Schedule Recovery
As discussed in the earlier sections, change is inevitable. A project may not progress as planned.
For instance, if the project is 'behind schedule' and a late project completion is anticipated (which
may adversely affect the plans of the owner of the project), then the owner may direct the
contractor to recover the lost time. In such a scenario, the contractor is normally required to submit
a schedule recovery plan as part of the change management process that would describe the
action plan for recovering the project.
Schedule Acceleration
Schedule acceleration refers to revising the project schedule to complete it earlier than initially
planned. It is an alternative schedule with earlier project completion date. Schedule acceleration is
warranted under following circumstances:
•

Owner/client wants earlier completion of the project, and

•

If, after schedule update analysis, there is a slippage in the project nish forecast date,
necessitating a recovery schedule.

Methods adopted for schedule acceleration:
•

Working overtime:

•

Fast-tracking critical tasks

•

Compressing critical tasks

•

Scope reduction

•

Outsourcing

Figure 10.18 : Schedule acceleration methods
10.6.7

Schedule Reporting and Documentation
Project schedule forms important contract document revealing the contractor's intention for
execution and completion of the project. All the information related to the project schedule need to
be systematically documented and reported to the concerned stakeholders for their knowledge,
approval, reference or further actions.
10.6.7.1 Control Schedule
Control schedule is a process of monitoring the status of activities of a project, updating the project
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progress as well as managing the changes to the schedule in order to achieve the plan. It is
carried out throughout the entire project after the baseline schedule has been developed and
approved until all the activities have been completed. Control schedule process allows project
managers to determine the status of the project schedule, conduct reviews, reprioritize remaining
work plan, determine if there is indeed a change of the project schedule and manage actual
changes. Control schedule enables the project managers to respond before the changes affect the
entire project schedule.
Schedule control includes four steps:
•

Analysing the schedule to determine which areas need corrective action.

•

Deciding what specic corrective actions should be taken.

•

Revising the plan to incorporate the chosen corrective actions.

•

Recalculating the schedule to evaluate the efforts of the planned corrective actions.

If the planned corrective actions do not result in an acceptable schedule, these steps are repeated.
It is necessary to analyze the newly calculated schedule to determine whether it needs further
attention.
The revised schedules, along with the detailed summary of the reasons for revision must be
approved by competent authority before those can be implemented. It shall be mandatory to keep
systematic record of the baseline schedule and all the subsequent revised schedules.
10.6.7.2 Variances and Trends
Variance analysis compares baseline data with actual performance in order to discover delays or
variations in the project schedule. The actual start date, actual duration, and actual nish date of
an activity would be compared with the baseline start date, baseline duration, and baseline nish
date for that activity. Similarly, actual cost is compared with the baseline cost to reveal the cost
performance. Comparisons are expressed as variances and indices to interpret the project
schedule and cost performance. The computed variances and indices indicate the trends. These
trends are used to forecast the implications on project completion.
Earned Value Management (EVM) and Earned Schedule Method (ESM) can be used to measure
Schedule Variance, which indicates how much ahead or behind schedule the project is. EVM gives
the variance in terms of cost which will indicate how much cost of the work is yet to be completed
as per schedule or how much cost of work has been completed over and above the scheduled
cost. ESM measures the variance in terms of time which directly indicates ahead or behind
schedule the project is. Schedule variance can be expressed in four different measures:

AT

Figure 10.19 : Schedule variance analysis methods:
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•

Schedule Variance (SV): Schedule variance is a measure of the deviation between the actual
progress and the planned progress.
Positive Schedule Variance indicates the project is ahead of schedule
Negative Schedule Variance indicates the project is behind schedule

•

Schedule Variance % (SV%): Schedule Variance % indicates how much ahead or behind
schedule the project is in terms of percentage.
Positive Variance % indicates % ahead of schedule
Negative Variance % indicates % behind of schedule

•

Schedule Performance Index (SPI): Schedule Performance Indicator is an index showing the
efciency of the time utilized on the project.

SPI value greater than (>) 1: Indicates project team is very efcient in utilizing the time allocated
to the project
SPI value less than (<) 1: Indicates project team is less efcient in utilizing the time allocated to
the project
•

To Complete Schedule Performance Indicator (TSPI): It is an index showing the efciency at
which the remaining time on the project should be utilized.

TSPI value greater than (<) 1: Indicates project team can be lenient in utilizing the remaining time
allocated to the project.
TSPI value less than (>) 1: Indicates project team needs to work harder in utilizing the remaining
time allocated to the project.
These schedule variance measures should be evaluated at agreed periodic intervals and a graph
depicting the variation in these measures over the period of time be prepared. Such graphs reveal
how the project schedule performance has varied over time and how effective the controlling
actions have proved.
10.6.7.3 Schedule Analysis
Complete analysis of the updated schedule facilitates the control managers to understand the
implications of scheduling considerations as well as the current status of the project and its likely
impact on the project completion. Schedule analysis provides useful information for project
schedule control. Schedule analysis at any stage also reveals its quality for implementation.
10.6.7.4 Schedule Forecasts
Evaluating the current status of the project is not enough to exercise control on project progress.
How the progress so far has inuenced the schedule becomes the basis for forecasting the
changes in the remaining schedule. Schedule variance (SV) and schedule performance index
(SPI) can be used to extrapolate the project completion. Estimate at completion (EACt) and to
complete performance index (TSPI) are two most signicant forecasts for the remaining project.
These project completion forecasts enable the project control team decide the actions to bring the
project back on track.
10.6.7.5 Progress Reports and Reviews
During execution, as project progresses contractor needs to keep records of all the project
activities and update the project schedule at some regular intervals of time. Actual progress of
important activities and work-packages, accomplishment of key milestones and project
deliverables should be reported to the concerned stakeholders for their information and further
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necessary actions. Project schedule progress should be periodically reviewed for evaluating the
current status and forecasting the future. The reviews of project progress enable all stakeholders
to decide their respective controlling actions and undertake their responsibilities to keep the
project on track.
10.6.7.6 Recovery Schedules
When the updated project schedule indicates that the project is behind schedule, project is
anticipated to complete late considering the current work practices. When the current schedule
indicates project completion beyond the date acceptable to the owner, he may direct the
contractor to recover lost time and bring project back on track, to be completed by the needed
date. The contractor shall create and submit the recovery schedule, a plan describing how the lost
time will be recovered over the remaining project.
10.6.7.7 Management Summary
Management summary (also known as executive summary) is a concise document about the
project progress, current status and future plans. Whenever the contractor is required to submit
report(s) on project progress, he shall include a brief management summary of the reports
included. It usually contains a brief statement about the status of key milestones and deliverables,
concise schedule analysis, likely impact on project completion and the revised schedule for the
remaining project. The overall report should typically be between 1 to 2 Pages and should include,
but not be limited to:

10.7

•

Schedule baseline, schedule variances and schedule forecasts

•

Cost baseline, cost variances and estimate to complete

•

Risks/opportunities

•

Mitigation/enhancement plans

•

General concerns

•

Future plan

Implementation Checklist

•

Is the schedule basis documented?

•

Are inter-project dependencies captured in the component project schedule?

•

Are stakeholder obligations (including Owner/ PIA) are built into Schedule WBS?

•

Management, project and control level schedules prepared

•

Schedules aligned with Baseline documents Schedule control is in place and functioning

•

Are Progress calculation methods and frequency dened, in congruence with program requirements?

•

Are Progress calculations being performed as per guidelines of the program, with right weightages for work components?

•

Is Analysis of progress being performed and reported?
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Concessionaire / Contractor
Compensation Management

This section talks about various kinds of payments/claims/settlements that are to be kept in mind in
manoeuvring the nancial relationship with the contractor/concessionaire when different kinds of contracts
are awarded by an authority.

11.1

Overview

The processes and requirements for a contractor to obtain payment on any job are typically set forth in its
contract with the owner/ Project Implementation Agency. These provisions generally provide the
prerequisites for the contractor's right to receive payment, as well as the methodology for calculating
payment, the paperwork the contractor is required to submit with its payment application, the timing for
payment, and the contractor's rights in the event payment is not made.
Making timely payments as per agreed Contracts is the foundation of efcient and timely Contract
execution. It implies compliance with contract conditions by the Contractor – on quality, timely completion of
agreed progress. and legal and statutory compliances – on one hand and verication, certication, and
payment by the Authority/Employer on the other.
Payments by Customers to contractors/suppliers can be towards:
a) Advance Payments on commencement of Contract
b) Interim Payments
c) Price/Quantity Variation Claims
d) Final Bill subject to Retention, if any
e) Retention Payments after the specied period on satisfaction of necessary conditions
f)

Change Order Payments due to changes in scope

g) Claims settled mutually due to variation in Contract Conditions
h) Claims settled through Conciliation/Mediation by Third Parties as specied in the Contract
i)

Claims settled through Arbitration

j)

Claims settled through Court Intervention

Effecting timely payments ensures the following:
a) Smooth progress of Contract execution
b) Minimization of claims, arbitration and suits
c) Helps in maintaining the solvency of the Contract in question. Even if the Contractor is able to stretch
his/her working capital to a point, frequent delays will ultimately result in slowing down the progress and
deterioration in relationships particularly in large contracts
d) Achievement of milestones in a timely manner
e) Maintenance of Quality
f)

Statutory and legal compliances as a Principal Employer
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Therefore, the following prerequisites are necessary to be in a position to discharge timely
payment responsibilities:
a) Specic Budgetary allocation identied for each line item of the Project and for the Complete Project in
case of Publicly Funded Projects
b) Financial Closure in case of PPP/Privately Funded Projects
c) Additional sanctions for Cost overruns, well in advance of commitments to pay
d) Early warning signals for Cost/Time overruns
The next few sections will outline the details of Management of Payment to Concessionaire/Contractor

11.2

Interim Payments to Concessionaire/Contractor during Construction Period
in different modes of Contract

11.2.1

BOQ Payments in Item Rate Contracts
Payments in typical Item rate BOQ Contracts implies a thorough breakdown of Quantity and Rates
are available in the Contract. Technical specications are available for each item and Construction
methodology specied such that productivity assumptions are understood for each item of billing
in the Contract.
Thereafter, as the Contract progresses, Bills are prepared on agreed formats based on work done
basis or in periodic intervals (e.g., weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, etc.).

11.2.2

Stage based Payments in EPC Contracts
In EPC Contracts, periodic bills are raised as agreed in the contract. The periodicity is determined
by the progress achieved in the contract that is measurable either by milestone achieved or stages
completed.
Examples:
•

Stages regarding civil works of Residential Buildings are: excavation, foundation, columns,
slabs, ooring, walls, nishing of civil works, etc.

•

Similarly, there will be stages related to plumbing, electrical, lifts, re protection, carpentry work,
landscaping, road works, etc.

11.2.2.1 RFI/NCR to ensure Quality
In an EPC or BOQ contract, agreed Quality checks will be done and there will be a formal Request
for Inspection (RFI) and certied compliance thereof. Any defects warranting rework will be
evidenced by a Non-Conformance Report (NCR). Suitable deduction will be made from the bill till
such time the defect is rectied. A Quality Plan in an agreed Form will need to be submitted by the
Contractor to the Customer such that the quality parameters are well understood before
commencement of the Contract.
11.2.2.2 Bank Guarantees in BOQ and EPC Contracts
Typically Bank Guarantees are submitted for Advances and Performance at the commencement of
the Contract.
Advances are paid on mobilization as agreed and on submission of the Bank Guarantee. The
Advance Bank Guarantee can be returned as per the adjustment agreed against each bill.
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Performance Bank Guarantees are provided at the commencement of the Contract and are
retained till the Contract is complete.
Retention Guarantees are submitted, if payment is made instead of retaining a certain portion of
the contract against each bill. Such Retention Guarantees are returned when the retention period
is over and all defects are rectied that arose during the retention period.
11.2.3

Payments by Authority in PPP Contracts
There are several types of Payments in a PPP Contract:
11.2.3.1 Viability Gap Funding by Centre/State Governments
Such Payments are made by Centre/State Governments to the Concessionaires who have won
Concessions against Competitive bidding. This Funding is made available to sustain the nancial
viability of a Project. The bid evaluation criteria are based on the concessionaire who bid the
lowest amount of Viability Gap Funding required to execute the Project.
Viability Gap Funding may be provided during Construction Period or during Construction and
Operations Period (Hybrid Annuity Projects) subject to compliance of certain conditions.
11.2.3.2 Annuity Payments
Annuity payments are made over a period by Centre/State Governments after the Project is
completed. These are typically six-monthly annuities over a period of time e.g., 10-15 years or
more. The Annuity Payments are released by the Govt subject to compliance and certication of
the Concessionaire meeting the Operations and Maintenance criteria.
11.2.3.3 Change of Scope
During the execution of Projects under PPP mode, Schedules in the Concession Agreement
signed between the Concessionaire and Authority (Centre/State Government) outline the Scope
and Specications of the Project. However, often there are additions/deletions as the Project
progresses based on Site requirements and sometimes in Public Interest. The Concession
Agreement also species the mode of payment for additions to scope and typically it is on an EPC
basis, once the Scope and amount is agreed between the Independent Engineer and the
Authority.

11.3

Submissions by Concessionaire/Contractor

11.3.1

Item Rate Contracts
Typically, the following particulars are to be submitted in case of Item Rate Contracts:
a) Running Bills showing the Quantity and Rate completed against each line item in the Contract
b) Tax amount
c) Quantity is certied often in the form of a Measurement Book
d) Quality certication in a suitable form
e) Conrmation of having met all statutory obligations e.g., PF, ESI, Minimum Wages
f) Suitable certicate having complied with Safety norms if applicable
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11.3.2

EPC Contracts
Typically, the following particulars are to be submitted in case of EPC Contracts:
a) Running bill correlated to the stages and/or milestones agreed in the Contract
b) Tax amount
c) Suitable certication of the completion of Stage/Milestone
d) Quality certication in a suitable form
e) Conrmation of having met all statutory obligations e.g., PF, ESI, Minimum Wages
f) Suitable certicate having complied with Safety norms if applicable

Final Bill Settlement
The Final Bill settlement is made when the Contract is complete evidenced by satisfactory tests for
completion/commissioning. Invariably there will be some items, largely minor in nature, that may
require rectication and which need to be completed. The customer may issue a Provisional
Completion and once these items are completed the Final Bill will be prepared, settled and paid.
A certain amount, typically around 5% is retained towards meeting Warranty obligations. This
amount can also be held in the form of Retention Bank Guarantee, in which the Final Bill settled
fully in Cash.
The Retention Bank Guarantee is released once the Warranty obligations are fullled.
11.3.3

Concessionaire submissions in PPP Contracts
11.3.3.1 Viability Gap Funding by Centre/State Governments
Viability Gap Funding is released normally in stages:
a) After submission of Financing Documents evidencing Financial Closure and other Project
Documents as specied in the Concession Agreements
b) Submission of necessary Performance Bank Guarantee as specied
c) Minimum Equity as required by Financing Institutions has been invested in the SPV (Special
Purpose Vehicle incorporated to execute the Project)
d) All compliances (statutory approvals) have been met for commencing the Project
e) A certain % of the Loan Amount has been disbursed based on the required progress in the
Project
Conditions a) to d) above need to be complied for the 1st disbursement which will be the similar to
the % of the Total Equity invested in the Project.
Subsequent disbursement will follow in the same % i.e., Equity, Loan Funding followed by a
proportionate amount of Viability Gap Funding in that order.
11.3.3.2 Annuity Payments
An Annuity invoice as per the agreed amount as specied in the Concession Agreement is raised
accompanied by necessary certication from the Independent Engineer. This certication conrms
compliance of Maintenance obligations.

\
11.3.3.3 Change of Scope
The submissions of Change of Scope invoice are similar to that as per EPC Contracts except that
the invoices will have to be raised as specied in the Concession Agreements.
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Such invoices also need to be certied by the Independent Engineer who veries physical
completion as per approved Drawings and Quality parameters.

11.4

Responsibilities of Concessionaire/Contractor in submission of Invoices

It is critical to understand what documents contractors are required to submit to receive timely and
complete payment. An owner or may rightfully withhold payment until the requesting contractor has
submitted all required documentation. It is advisable for Owner/ PIA to have a commercial alignment in the
beginning of a project (ideally immediately after kick-off meeting), to ensure that payment schedules and the
documentation required for payments are clearly understood by the contractor. Typically, the documents
that may be required include:
1. an executed payment application, using either a form attached to the contract or a standard industry
form
2. documentation that substantiates the payment requested, which may differ depending on the contract's
pricing method,
3. executed lien waivers and/or claim waivers, and
4. other documentation evidencing that the requesting contractor has made, or intends to make,
payments to all subcontractors and suppliers providing labour, mate- rials, or equipment for the project.
This last item could include statements of account or afdavits of payment.
Contractors seeking payment should know and understand all contractually required documents and
include them with their payment applications/ bills.
Documents required for the nal payment application typically include documents necessary for turnover
or project closeout, such as: 1) as-built drawings, 2) operation and maintenance manuals, 3)
manufacturers' warranties or other warranty documentation, 4) evidence of performance completion tests, if
applicable, and 5) nal lien and claim waivers from the contractor and all subcontractors, and consent to
nal payment from the contractor's surety. Receipt of nal payment often acts as a waiver by the contractor
of all claims.

11.5

Certification Requirements

Government projects (and perhaps some private projects, depending on the contract language, funding
sources, or payment application forms) also typically require a contractor requesting payment to certify
certain items with each payment request. These certications may include:
1. that the requested payment is only for work performed “in accordance with the specications, terms,
and conditions of the contract,”
2. that all payments due to subcontractors and suppliers from previous payments have been made,
3. that timely payment to subcontractors and suppliers will be made from the requested payment, and
4. that the payment request does not include amounts that the contractor intends to withhold or retain
from a subcontractor or supplier.
Owner/ PIA should make the contractors aware of the intent and content of such certication. Contractors
must carefully evaluate the requirements and relevant facts needed before making any such certications
because the penalty for false certications can be signicant.
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11.6

Change Order Payments

Changes are practically unavoidable in any infrastructure projects and it is always better to identify the
changes early so that impact on the project is minimum. Formal change management process should be
part of any contract. Agreed changes should be formally documented through Change Orders/ Contract
Variation.
Subject of change management is dealt in detail in InBoK Section 12: Integrated Change Management.
Change orders may be priced using different methodologies than the base contract price. Contracts
typically allow for change orders to be priced based on: 1) a negotiated lump sum, 2) the application of unit
prices to additional work, 3) the cost-plus method, 4) time and materials, or 5) some combination of the
different methodologies.
In addition, most infrastructure construction contracts allow the owner or PIA to direct a contractor to
perform a change before or without an agreement on the price of the change. Such “force account” work is
commonly priced on a cost-plus or time and materials basis.
Therefore, even if the underlying contract is a lump-sum contract, the contractor should have procedures in
place to accurately track labour hours and other costs expended on change order work. Failure to maintain
such information can prejudice the contractor's claim for payment.
After a change order is agreed upon and executed by the parties, the contractor will typically requisition for
payment of the changed work with its monthly progress payment request and should include whatever
backup is required to substantiate the amount requested under the chosen pricing methodology

11.7

Change Order Payments

As cash ow is a critical requirement in a project, payments delays impact the speed of construction and
also the future bid value as this is factored into the bid by way of an increase in interest carry cost.
Expenditure Management Committee constituted by Government of India (headed by Dr. Bimal Jalan,
eminent economist and public policy experts) in its report has endorsed (recommendation no. 7627) the
practice of releasing a specied proportion (say Seventy-ve percent - 75%) of the running milestone
payments, within a week of the bill being submitted, pending a detailed check on the claim, in large
projects. The balance is to be released after the claims are scrutinized in detail as per procedure. If required
an enabling provision may be incorporated in the Conditions of Contract, possibly with stringent penalties in
case of misuse of this provision. In this regards the committee had reported that Delhi Metro Rail
Corporation (DMRC) has instituted such a system and it is stated to have helped in getting both a speedier
execution and more competitive bids.

11.8

Practical Billing Considerations

Some practical billing considerations are given below for information and use by project teams
•

Consider contracting for lump sum or at rates where possible

•

Consider attaching to the contract agreed-to forms for payment applications, lien waivers, etc.

•

Understand the documentation available and required for payment

•

Understand the timing and documentation required for submission of claims and change order requests

•

Have the payment packages in the correct and contractually required format

•

Have the required invoicing and supporting payroll and cost data assembled

•

Know the differences between “corporate” reports and commonly accepted backup
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•

Have procedures in place for accurately tracking labour hours and other costs expended on change
order work even if the base contract is a lump sum contract

•

Try to negotiate payment of undisputed amounts in the event of a dispute

• Electronic Billing and Payments are becoming more a norm in the era of digitalization. Owner/ PIA
teams should overlook implementation of these in their projects so that contractor billing and payments are
done more efciently with minimal time lag.
Understanding contractual requirements regarding payment procedures and ensuring that the project
management team understands those requirements are necessary to minimize the risks of delayed
payments or inadvertent waiver or reduction of claims. Negotiating contract terms and establishing
procedures to make it easier for the project team to comply with the payment requirements can reduce
costly disputes and benet a contractor's bottom line.

11.9

Implementation Checklist

As this section deals with administrative elements of compensation management to the contractors and
concessionaires, separate implementation checklist is not envisaged for this section. Payment rules and
policies are largely governed by the departmental procedures and the Manual for Procurement Works 2019
by Ministry of Finance (Department of Expenditure).

11.10 References
Ministry of Finance. 2016. PPP Guide for Practitioners. Ministry of Finance, Department of Economic Affairs.
Ministry of Finance, Department of Expenditure. 2019. Chapter 6 - Manual of Procurement of Works .
Ministry of Finance, Department of Expenditure.
2010. Project Implementation Handbook. Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation.
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12
12.1

CHANGE
MANAGEMENT

Introduction

Project Owners, designers, and construction contractors are all aware that introduction of changes into a
project can lead to problems and hinder project success. Changes interrupt the ow of work, create delays,
cause schedules to slip, and inate costs, which in turn might generate claims and possibly even costly
litigation. While changes are inevitable during project execution for assuring program benets, they need to
be controlled to minimize the impact on project outcomes.
Signicant savings in total installed costs of construction projects are achievable by improving management
of changes. Owners and contractors can benet from increased efciency. Schedules can be made more
reliable, and end-user satisfaction can be enhanced.

12.2

Changes during Project Life Cycle

As the project moves from phase to phase and overall control and leadership move from one entity to
another, various agreements are reached to assure orderly execution of the work. An effective change
management process recognizes change as a modication to an agreement between project participants.
Unfortunately, the upstream party often sees the change in a different light than the downstream party. For
example, the owner might see a change to a painting specication as minor since the broad scope of the
project is unaffected, whereas the painting contractor might see the change having a signicant impact on
his contract cost and schedule. Hence it is necessary to have a commonly agreed process for managing
changes in the project.
For the purpose of clarity, it is necessary to have broad denitions for change, change control and change
management.
Change: A modication to scope, formally controlled deliverables or a project execution plan component.
Change Management: A systematic method for recognizing, communicating, proposing, analysing,
approving and implementing changes to the project execution plan".

12.3

Dynamics of Change Management

The ve elements of a project that are subject to change and that will affect the change management
process are:
•

Project scope

•

Project organization

•

Work execution methods

•

Control methods

•

Contracts and risk allocation

Changes to these elements will have different effects during various project phases. In addition, the
interaction of these elements becomes signicantly more complex as the project proceeds. Change
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management should vary with the type of project, the project phase, project agreements and contracts, and
project schedule. An effective change management process should allow for the complex dynamics that will
likely develop, and should provide a disciplined approach for recognizing, evaluating, and implementing
changes in a timely and cost-effective manner.

12.4

Principles of Effective Change Management

From the perspective of managing scope change, the ve principle steps of dealing with changes during
project execution are:
1. Plan Change Management
2. Identify Change
3. Evaluate Change
4. Implement Change
5. Resolve Disputes and Claims

Section 12: Change Management

Plan Change
Management

Iden fy
Change

Evaluate
Change

Implement
Change

Resolve
Disputes
and Claims

Fig 12.1 Change Management Process

Owner/PIA (Project/program Implementation Agency) could order Scope Changes by “Change instructions”
or by “Request of proposal”. For scope changes by instruction, this may be called Change Management
Process or Contract variation Process” which start when Employer/Owner inform the “change” to the
contractor and ends when a Change Order is issued. However, the changes cannot be frequent and
uncontrolled, which invariably results in poor project performance.
It is important to promote a balanced change culture across program and constituent projects, to ensure:
•

Only changes that preserve program benets and project objectives are undertaken

•

Personal preferences and prejudices which result in unnecessary changes are discouraged

•

Program management team/project management team decides to say “NO” to changes at appropriate
stage in project keeping the cost of change and opportunity to inuence into account.

•

Continuously implement lessons learnt from one component project to other in managing changes.
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Section 12: Change Management
Low Inﬂuence

Major Inﬂuence

Cost of Changes

Planning and
Programming

Opportunity for Inﬂuence

Schematic
Design

Design
Developments

Construction
Documents

Construction

Fig 12.2 Cost of Changes and Opportunity to Inﬂuence the Outcome.

Also, a change can be identied by contractor through a Contract Change Notice (CCN), for the reasons
that are listed in rst column of Table 12.1 or similar.
12.4.1

PLAN CHANGE MANAGEMENT
Change Management Plan should address the process of identifying to implementing changes
with focus on protecting project objectives and realizing the program benets. Change
Management must be based on facts. When processing each change, it is necessary to always
answer the following questions in the change management documents with facts.
•

Who initiated the change?

•

Why it was initiated

•

When it was initiated

•

Where did the change occur or come from?

•

What is the change?

•

Who is affected by change?

•

What elements or variables got impacted?

•

How much each variable (cost, time etc) impacted

•

What is the sum effect of all impacts?

•

Justication for change (ex: Improvement of program benets)

•

Alternatives to the proposed change which has lesser impact?

Rest of the steps in this subsection cover the answers to the above questions.
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12.4.2

IDENTIFY CHANGE
Identifying or Recognizing change is the rst step in the Change Management Process. It is
important to recognize all changes from the Baseline in order to maintain control of the project's
cost, schedule, and quality. Timely recognition is required to minimize the risk of performing work
outside the Baseline that may not be authorized by the Client.

12.4.3

EVALUATE CHANGE
The next step after formally recognizing a change to the project Baseline by issuing a Contract
Change Notice (CCN) is to categorize it and quantify its impact to the project. Project Manager
shall review the CCN with the originator and Project Controls to determine if it is valid or not and
approves or rejects it accordingly. The table given below can assist project management team to
check whether a change identied deserves a CCN or it is actually internal change/performance
adjustment that a contractor needs to undertake to bring project on track. (See Table 12.1 for
general guidance on CCN and Internal Change)

Table 12.1: Guidance on Contract Change Notice and Internal Changes

Case for CCN to be raised to the
Owner/ PIA for approval

Internal Changes/Performance
Corrections by Contractor

Owner initiated changes to contractor's
scope

Poor scope development by Contractor

Unidentiﬁed adverse soil/site conditions
(Diﬀering Site Conditions)

Contractor mistakes, errors and omissions
made during EPC phases

Owner caused schedule delays

Contractor caused schedule delays

Excessive Owner/PMC requested design
development

Normal degree of contractor design
development

Owner requiring work out of phase

Contractor underestimating time and costs
for performing work

Abnormal weather conditions/catastrophic
events

Contractor mis planning work

Owner/ PMC delays in approving
documents

Contractor labour problems

Value Engineering to improve program
beneﬁts/project outcomes

Value Engineering done to optimize
project performance

Errors in Owner furnished documents and
drawings, leading to rework.

Quality problems caused by Contractor

Following such evaluation, contractor project manager should take care of communicating the
change. Every contract generally has requirements for notication of change to the Owner/PIA that
include format (generally written) and timing. Also, the project team needs to be notied of
approved changes that change the Baseline and release them to perform the work. These
notications should be taken care of project manager or his authorised delegate.
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12.4.4

IMPLEMENT CHANGE
A crucial step in the Change Management Process is gaining the required approvals for Change
Order (CO) or Contract Variation (CV). Client approval constitutes a change in the contract and has
the same legal bearing as the contract. Implementation of change shall only commence after
Owner/PIA's approval. This ensures a discipline of executing to the baseline and exercising proper
change control
•

Typical a client project manager's response on change notication will be to:

•

Reject the CCN. Do not proceed with CO development or the work.

•

Accept ROM estimate as the CO estimate and proceed with work.

•

Proceed only with CO detailed estimate and not the work.

•

Proceed with both the CO detailed estimate and with the work (in parallel).

•

Return the CCN package back to contractor for revisions and resubmittal.

•

Disagree with the CCN and return it as the contractor's Internal Change issue.

It is not advisable to proceed with the work without agreeing with Owner/PIA whether it is the case
of CO or Internal Change or performance correction by the contractor. But once the change is
agreed it is necessary to go ahead with immediate steps related to documentation and
implementation. Documentation and tracking requirement while implementing changes, are
detailed in Section 12.4
12.4.5

RESOLVE DISPUTES AND CLAIMS
Speed is an important factor in dealing with changes. Postponing the decisions on changes will
have adverse impact on the project. Typically Change Instructions by owners, have lesser disputes
compared to the changes discovered by the contractor. It is benecial for the Owner/PIA as well as
contractor, to quickly resolve disputes related to changes and preventing a prolonged claim
situation. International Contract forms and NITI Aayog Model Agreement suggest contractual
timelines to address the scope changes. However, it is good practice to complete the whole
process of identifying change to approve change as fast as possible. Successful projects show a
good working relationship between Owner and Contractor, with clear focus on project objectives
and they typically apply stricter timelines for decision making (from initiating to approval) as
follows:
•

Changes from formal Change Instruction by Owner/PIA within 10 working days

•

Contractor identied changes within 25 working days

This requires swift actions from project teams of both owner and contractor.

12.5

Recommended best practice to manage project change in project phases

Following are some of the best practices recommended for managing project changes in each phase of the
project life cycle.
12.5.1

BUSINESS PLANNING/ FEASIBILITY PHASE
•

Establish a baseline scope early in this phase in order to identify and recognize change.

•

Develop an initial overview of a contracting strategy that ties to the baseline documents for
scope, schedule, and cost.
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12.5.2

12.5.3

12.5.4

PROJECT PLANNING PHASE
•

Develop agreements that clearly establish project scope, schedule, and cost.

•

Establish a tolerance for changes since it is comparatively inexpensive to incorporate changes
this early in a project.

PROJECT SCOPE DEFINITION PHASE
•

Ensure that the increasingly detailed scope that is being developed continues to reect the
business and planning objectives.

•

Ensure that experienced and knowledgeable personnel are involved in evaluating any
proposed changes to make sure changes are benecial and not detrimental.

DETAILED DESIGN PHASE
Detailed design is the phase that is most susceptible to changes. The effect of changes becomes
increasingly more costly and disruptive as the schedule elapses.

12.5.5

•

Ensure change management procedures are part of the project execution plan and are
communicated to and understood by all parties.

•

A benchmark project scope should be established and frozen, with changes managed against
this base scope.

CONSTRUCTION PHASE
Changes in construction can have a signicant impact on cost and schedule.

12.5.6

•

Owner must ensure the base scope of work is well dened and must be willing to freeze the
scope to establish a benchmark.

•

Establish a change management process early and integrate new organizations, including
those that are downstream in the construction process, to aid in the timely identication of
changes.

START-UP PHASE
•

Reconrm the business plan and be aware of any changing market conditions that require a
change in scope.

•

Ensure that responsibilities at time of turnover are clearly documented and understood.

12.6

Change Management System

12.6.1

CHANGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Typically, a section in the contract document between owner/PIA and contractor, should address
the aspect of changes to contract. (For Example, Section 13 of Draft Model agreement for
Engineering, Procurement and Construction of Civil Works). However, to operationalise such
contractual requirement, there should be a derived work-process or project procedures consistent
with the contract provisions and agreed between the contracting parties. Project specic change
management procedures can be generated by contractor and approved by Client for
implementation.
Overall change control is concerned with (a) inuencing the factors which create changes to
ensure that changes are benecial for the program and project, (b) determining that a change has
occurred, and (c) managing the actual changes when and as they occur. Overall change control
requires:
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•

Establishing a project Baseline.

•

Maintaining the integrity of the project Baseline ± all approved changes should be reected in
the project plan.

•

Ensuring that changes to the scope of work are reected in the denition/design of the project
scope.

•

Coordinating changes across the entire project (for example, a proposed schedule change will
often affect cost, risk, quality, and stafng).

To ensure a proper change control, change management system is necessary to be implemented
in any project. Such Change Management System is a collection of documented and approved
procedures that denes the process steps by which the project Baseline may be changed. It
includes the paperwork, tracking tools, and approval steps necessary for authorizing changes. The
Change Management System needs to cover the entire spectrum of the project.
12.6.2

ALIGNMENT WITH KEY PROJECT DOCUMENTS AND CONTRACT
Once the Change Management System is dened and agreed to, it needs to be communicated to
the project team by incorporation into:
•

Project Execution Plan

•

Contract Management Plan for Contractor

•

Approved SOP(s) for addressing the following
Ø What constitutes a change (Change Assessment Criteria)?
Ø Notication requirements (written, timing)
Ø Procedures/provisions for continuing work while change is under review
Ø Cost to prepare change estimate (paid by Client)
Ø Approval procedures
Ø Impact on incentives or penalties specied in the contract
Ø Adjustments to schedule/cost components of the Baseline
Ø Level of estimate review
Ø Resolution process of disputes over change orders

12.6.3

BASELINE DEFINITION AND COMMUNICATION
A Baseline must be identied and communicated to the project team to set a starting point from
which to identify changes. This is probably the most critical aspect of the Change Management
system. The process of identication of changes should be transparent and should ensure that
necessitated changes from Client/PIA are addressed and contractor's performance deciencies in
execution are not masked into proposed changes.
Two important aspects on communication

12.6.4

•

Formal communication within project team should ensure that all project team members have a
common understanding on what the baseline scope is and are prompt to recognise any
change that is requested or necessitated due to project circumstances/events.

•

External communication with Client/PIA and PMC in timely and transparent to recognise the
impact of change and implications on baseline or overall project execution. Procedures of
change management system should address the communication protocols.

PROCEDURES AND FORMS
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Procedures and forms, consistent with provisions of contract, should be established for use in the
project during planning phase. These are to be agreed with Client/PIA as appropriate. It is also
recommended that contractor puts a system in place to track internal changes for efciently
monitors his own costs/internal changes.
Suggestive list of procedures and forms is given below

Table 12.2: Suggestive list of procedures and forms is given below

Project Specific
Template to be
Generated

Utility

Contract Change Notice
(CCN)

Documents first notice
of potential change
from Baseline

CCN Routing Sheet

Routing sheet for
potential changes from
Baseline

Change Management Log

Used to track potential
changes (CCNs)

ROM (Rough Order of
Magnitude) Cost and
Schedule Estimate Sheet

First estimate of impact
due to potential change

CO/Deviation Detailed
Estimate and Schedule
Summary Sheet

Detailed estimate of
impact due to potential
change

Routing Sheet for
CO/Deviation Detailed
Estimate

Routing sheet for
CO/Deviation Detailed
Estimate

Change Order (CO)

Written description of
change; used to obtain
approval

Change Order Log

Used to track COs

Project Change
Management Report

Status of Change
Instruction and Change
Orders
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12.6.5

CHANGE MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY ASSIGNMENT
It is necessary to communicate the steps and allocate responsibilities to all those involved in the
Change Management Process. A simple way to do this is to create a Change Responsibility
Assignment Matrix (CRAM). The process can be explained through a ow chart and CRAM can be
used to depicts much of the same information included in ow charts, but clearly communicates
the responsibilities of each team member in the Change Management Process. It brings clarity and
simplies the complexities involved in implementation.

12.7

Change Implementation – Documentation and Tracking
Once changes or contract variations have been approved, the impacted project Baseline
components and forecasts need to be revised and the revisions communicated to the project
team. Communication is key in change management process; this is achieved through awareness
sessions as well as formal documentation as described below.

12.7.1

CONTRACT AMENDMENTS AND PROJECT EXECUTION PLAN UPDATES
Project Management Team shall review and update the following as appropriate:

12.7.2

•

Review the prime contract against the approved change for impacts to commercial terms such
as incentive, target dates, payment schedules, performance clauses, and contingency.

•

Revise as necessary and obtain authorized Client/PIA signatures where needed. Ask/advise
Client/PIA if he is processing any requiredüpaperwork on his side, such as revising the
purchase order authorization amount or issuing a contract variation.

•

Review, revise, and reissue as necessary the project documents, project execution plan and
SOPs. Re-assess the risk register for the changed project scope or execution. Issue a job
bulletin if necessary, to communicate early the information that needs to reach a wider
audience than normal distribution of the revised documents.

COST AND SCHEDULE DOCUMENTATION AND TRACKING
All approved Change Orders and Deviations will impact the project cost and schedule. Changes in
the cost generally impact the following documentation. This documentation is often internal to
contractor, but the approved change orders should be common knowledge to client and contractor
project teams. Client/PIA is generally responsible for paying approved change orders.

Table 12.3: Documentation affected by changes in cost

Original
Budget

Current
Budget

Original Estimate
Approved Changed
Orders
Budget Shifts
Deviations/ Internal
Changes
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Changes to schedule, as resulted of approved changes, affect the following documents
Table 12.4: Documentation affected by changes to schedule

Original
Baseline

Current
Target

Current
Forecast

Progress
Base

Original Estimate
Approved Change
Orders
Deviations

Sometimes, if there a major change which affects the project execution signicantly, it is better to
progress such a change as separate WBS, with its delineated budget and schedule. Interface of
the rest of the project with such WBS, should be managed as per guidelines in Section 8 of InBoK.
12.7.3

TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION RELATED CHANGES
However, changes can obviously also affect the technical documentation and technical Baseline as
well. Changes to technical documentation such as ow diagrams and engineering deliverables are
covered in Section 14 of the InBoK.

12.8

Forms and Templates

Ideally all Forms and Templates needs to be standardised for a program through the PgMO (program
management ofce), for use by component projects. In case, these are not developed, the project level
forms and templates should be agreed with Owner/PIA during planning stage and followed throughout the
project execution stage.
12.8.1

CONTRACT CHANGE NOTICE FORM
CCN form should have the components as a minimum apart from blocks for approvals, signatures
and routing instructions
•

Contract No

•

Description of Change: (Title)

•

Change Proposed by: Owner/PIA Instruction/Project Identied Change

•

CCN Serial No (Contract Change Notice)

•

CCN Date

•

CCN Validity

•

CCN Description: (Brief, Provide attachment if more details are necessary)

•

Effect on Cost: (Details of the cost components that are affected)

•

Effect on Time: (Details of delayed WBS elements on critical path, Reduced Floats)

•

Effect on anything else: (Technical documents, Modications, budgetary provisions for
modications etc.)

•

Potential effect on other component projects or programs
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12.8.2

PROJECT CHANGE REGISTER (IDEALLY A DATABASE, OTHERWISE AT LEAST
CONTROLLED XLS)
Project Change Register should ideally be a database for ease of taking reports and exporting the
changes to program level. There should be columns to identify change owners
(originator/reviewer and approver) and change decisions (approved/rejected/internal change for
contractors).

12.8.3

CLAIM PREVENTION ACTIONS
Project Owner/PIA needs a multifaceted approach to reduce claims. Such an approach should
include strategies and practices to optimize risk allocation, mitigate claims, and address
unwarranted claims. To achieve this, owners should

12.9

•

Make use of pre-bid conferences to address any ambiguous provisions identied by bidders.

•

Use and choose the right contracting strategies (as indicated in Section 3 of InBoK).

•

Have a contract alignment session (on scope) and commercial alignment (on treatment of
changes) early in the project, synchronous with kick-off meeting.

•

Refrain from using the contracting process as a means of shifting risk to the contractor.

•

Use functionally integrated teams to oversee contractor work and act when problems arise.

•

Understand site conditions and appraise the contractor to consider the risks appropriately in
his execution plans.

•

Have common risk reviews and identify the risk owners who are best geared up to mitigate the
risks.

•

Establish limits on value of claims that can be settled at arbitration.

•

Use strong owner scheduling and control resources to ensure an evidentiary trail as a basis for
deciding whether a claim is warranted or not.

•

Increase the burden of proof by requiring contractual releases and detailed, frequent status
reports, so that unauthorised changes do not become subjects of dispute.

Other Changing Circumstances in a project

While section 12 is dedicated to address the scope changes in the projects, there are other aspects which
are not related to scope change, but impact the execution signicantly with cost and schedule over-runs.
These are to be addressed at relevant section in the contract between Owner/PIA and the contractor.
•

Change of Law

•

Force Majeure Conditions

NITI Aaayog's Model Agreement (2018) and FIDIC forms of contract address these aspects. It is necessary
for Owner and Contractor to recognise that these issues are to be addressed equitably in the contract
document. When these events actually happen, both Owner and Contractor should work towards protecting
the project objectives and program benets while recognizing the impact of the events.

12.10 Implementation Checklist
•

All disciplines/Departments are briefed what constitutes a change as per provisions of contract?

•

Disciplines/Departments are effectively and quickly identifying all potential changes and initiating the
Potential Change?
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•

Notice process whenever a potential change is recognized and agreed?

•

All impacts of a potential change are properly identied and quantied?

•

All disciplines are effectively processing all change management packages in a timely manner.

•

All project disciplines affected by the potential change are involved in the development of the Potential
Change?

•

Prompt submittal and follow up of change orders being done?

•

Project Change Management Reports are issued on time to the PIA/Owner PM (per contract).

•

Owner/PIA Project Manager is being promptly notied (per contract) about all potential changes as well
as the status of all known project changes by the Project Manager.

•

Are team members disciplined to not implement potential changes on the project without initiating the
Potential Change Notice process?

•

Disciplines are being kept informed about the status of each change in the system (Automated)?

•

All disciplines are keeping Project Management informed about all potential changes.

12.11 References
CII.

1994. Project Change Management. Special Publication 43-1, USA: Construction Industry Institute.
2018. Draft Model agreement for Engineering, Procurement and Construction of Civil Works. New
Delhi: NITI Aayog.
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13

Information Management
and Digital implementation

Construction industry has been seen as a laggard among other sectors in leveraging the power of
Information Technology and the Digitalization revolution commonly referred to as Industry 4.0.
However, the industry segment is catching up, and increasingly we see more project organisations and
projects adopting new technology and tools to make project delivery faster, more transparent, and more
reliable than ever before.
This section focuses on putting together a summary of proven and emerging ways of getting the best out of
information technology and information systems investments.
Sub-section deals with the topic of Project Information Management, which essentially deals with the
universe of information workows occurring in the project, making sense of them and using tools so that all
relevant stakeholders can seek and access the right information at the right time across the project lifecycle.
Sub-section essentially deals with Digital Implementation, which has been brought about by Industry 4.0 –
dealing with new tech hardware, enabled by connectivity and enabling software tools to generate real-time,
or near-real-time data at the 'construction edge' and feed the Information Management systems, eliminating
the need for manual accretion of data. This sub-section also highlights recent advances in the application of
technology like Articial Intelligence, and Machine Learning, and their potential to revolutionize the way
projects are planned and executed.
While the intent is to future-proof the narrative, due to the rapid changes and new developments in this
sector, among all the topics in InBoK, this section is likely to see rapid evolution in future editions. In order to
provide context to a certain approach to creating an IT or Digital ecosystem of compatible, and integrable
products, the names of certain companies or industry-standard products are unavoidably mentioned,
however they are by no means prescriptive or exhaustive and project teams are encouraged to explore
alternates.

13.1

Project Information Management

Information Management organizes, integrates and protects data and content as it ows through business
processes across and outside the organization. Project Information Management in the context of InBoK
includes the acquisition, distribution, control and archiving of electronic information provided to or
developed by a project.
Project Information Management is particularly important today because of the move in recent years from
hard copy to electronic execution and distribution. The electronic information available in the various
Engineering, Procurement and Construction processes and systems now allows the availability, visibility
and effective use of Information Technology for Project monitoring and Control activities in a way that was
not possible till recently.
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Figure 13.1: IMBOK Framework

A very good body of reference for the subject is the 'Information Management Body of Knowledge' or
IMBOK. It emerged out of a research project at the University of the Western Cape in South Africa, funded
by the Carnegie Corporation of New York. The IMBOK was available as a monograph on the internet in
2004, but has since been withdrawn and republished in the form of a book: 'Investing in Information'.
The IMBOK comprises six 'knowledge' areas and four 'process' areas. The knowledge areas identify
domains of management expertise and capability that are each distinctly different to the others, as shown in
the gure. The process areas identify critical activities that move the value from the left to the right.
The following sub-section on Information Management has been written drawing from multiple sources,
including referencing appropriately from the IMBOK, at the same time keeping in the context of the InBoK's
application areas in Infrastructure Project Management.
13.1.1

OBJECTIVES

The overarching objective of Project Information management (IM) is to manage the acquisition of
information from multiple sources, the custodianship and the distribution of that information to those who
need it in a form that is easily assimilated – providing the project organisation's functionaries with key,
decision-making data – and its ultimate disposition through archiving or deletion.
This cycle of information organisation involves a variety of stakeholders, including those who are
responsible for assuring the quality, accessibility and utility of acquired information; those who are
responsible for its safe storage and disposal; and those who need it for decision making. Stakeholders
might have rights to originate, change, distribute or delete information according to organisational
information management policies.
Information management embraces all the generic concepts of management, including the planning,
organizing, structuring, processing, controlling, evaluation and reporting of information activities, all of
which is needed in order to meet the needs of those with organisational roles or functions that depend on
information.
13.1.2

SCOPE AND PLANNING EFFORT
13.1.2.1 SCOPE EVALUATION AND DEFINITION
Detailed planning is critical to the development of usable, high quality information deliverables that
meet the needs of internal and external information users. The project team needs to discuss the
content and structure of the overall project information management plan. In this plan, the team
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will analyse the purpose, audience, design issues, media and technology constraints, and
development environment for the project.
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Figure 13.2: Suggested Common Data Environment architecture for Program Information Management

Many companies have an Enterprise Project Management System and Standard Operating
Procedures; however, it is recommended that a project-specic Information Management Plan is
prepared, which could draw in large measure from the Enterprise systems/procedures and
integrate the requirements of all project stakeholders, including those external to the organisation.
Increasingly, with the improvement in computational power on hand-held devices, improved
access to data bandwidth and 'work-anywhere' models, it is vital that the solutions chosen can
•

Manage multiple projects, sites, schedule gates, locations and stakeholders

•

Combine data from multiple sources into an integrated 'Common Data Environment' (see ,
especially the section on Project Collaboration tools), which acts as a synchronised, singleversion-of-truth from which all stakeholders view project information

•

Offer access to information on various devices, allow remote syncing and availability to users

13.1.2.2 PROJECT INFORMATION MANAGEMENT PLAN
Management of information is a critical component in the overall management of a project. The
Project Information Management Plan is a document that denes the actions and responsibilities
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to manage project information. Developing a plan is an essential step in determining the effort and
time that will be required to collect and distribute project information.
The project information management strategy will articulate how information is created or
collected, maintained, reported and stored, which is described in a formal, documented
information management plan. Elements of such a plan describe:

13.1.3

•

Information Requirements: What information must be available and to whom?

•

Information Collection: How will information be collected? Who is responsible for the
collection of information? When will information be collected? In what format will information be
collected?

•

Information Analysis: How will the information be edited, tested and analysed?

•

Reporting Information: How will the information be disseminated?

•

Historical Information: How will historical information be maintained?

•

Access to Information: How will information be secured from unauthorized access?

•

Personnel: The roles, responsibilities, qualications and training of the personnel necessary to
implement the plan

•

Technology: The technology necessary to support the plan's goals and objectives

•

Internal Controls: The internal controls necessary to ensure the plan is working

ESSENTIAL SYSTEMS (TOOLS/SOFTWARE) FOR INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
The project's information management system outlined above should address the use of both
technological and human resources. Based on industry practice, and in the context of
infrastructure projects, a wide variety of software tools are in use, many of them specically
customised to a sector or type of project.
However, from the point of overall information management, and its role in achieving project
success, the following categories of systems (tools and software) are recommended:
•

Electronic Document Management

•

Planning & Scheduling

•

Material Management

•

Engineering Design Software

•

Contract Management, and

•

Interface Management

The type of software tool and the rigour of implementation will vary based on the industrial sector
and the type of project, which would inuence the complexity and nature of the information ows in
the project. Hence this sub-section will provide an outline of the different industry tools that could
be used for the essential IM system components mentioned above.
13.1.3.1 EDMS – ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
An electronic document management system (EDMS) is a software system for receiving,
organizing, tracking, managing, storing and retrieving different kinds of documents.
EDMS refers more specically to a software system that handles digital documents, rather than
paper documents, although in some instances, these systems may also handle digital scanned
versions of original paper documents.
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There are many software tools commercially available that function as an EDMS. Many companies
build their own EDMS tools that integrate better with their internal systems and in-house project
management tools. What is common among most of these is capabilities such as providing
storage, versioning, metadata, security, as well as indexing and retrieval.
Some of the features of a typical EDMS tool are explained below:
•

METADATA: Metadata summarizes basic information about data – making, nding & working
with particular instances of data easier. Metadata can be created manually, or automatically.
Metadata may, for example, include the date the document will be stored and the identity of the
user storing it. Some systems also use optical character recognition on scanned images, or
perform text extraction on electronic documents. The resulting extracted text can be used to
assist users in locating documents by identifying probable keywords or providing for full text
search capability, or can be used on its own. Extracted text can also be stored as a component
of metadata, stored with the document, or separately from the document as a source for
searching document collections.

•

INDEXING: Indexing is a common feature used to track electronic documents and supports
information query and retrieval activities. It is performed by tracking unique document
identiers, and often provides more detailed classication through the documents' metadata or
through word indexes extracted from the documents' contents. One of the important early
activities in the conguration of an EDMS is the creation of an index topology or scheme which
is common across the project and linked to the document numbering system (see Section 14:
Engineering Management).

•

STORAGE & VERSION CONTROL: Storage management denes the location of where the
documents are stored, and for how long, migration of the documents from one storage media
to another in a hierarchical storage management system (faster, high-cost media to relatively
slower, or off-line low-cost media) and eventual document destruction or archival. Many EDMS
allow the Document Controller to manage Version Control by maintaining a live list of the latest
published revisions of any drawing or document, while also preserving an archived copy of
older versions for traceability and reference.

•

SEARCHING & RETRIEVAL: Searching and Retrieval of a document in the electronic context
can be quite complex and powerful than just calling the unique document identier, and having
the system use the basic index to retrieve the document. Searching nds documents and
folders using template attributes or full text search. Documents can be searched using various
attributes and document content. Most modern EDMS allows the user to specify partial search
terms involving the document identier and/or parts of the expected metadata. This would
typically return a list of documents which match the user's search terms. Logical BOOLEAN
operators like OR, AND, etc can also be used to retrieve documents based on a combination of
search parameters.

•

DOCUMENT SECURITY: Document Security is vital an EDMS and compliance requirements
can be quite complex and stringent depending on the sector, project and type of documents.
Most Document Management Systems have a Rights Management module that allows an
administrator to give access to documents based on type to only specic people or groups of
people grouped by function. The EDMS forms a crucial part of many audits, including ISO/IEC
27001 (Information Security Management System)

•

DISTRIBUTION: Documents are distributed by the EDMS through an electronic link to a copy
of the master document. Since often the EDMS is not used by all users (especially external
users), the distribution occurs in a form where the integrity of the document, including
assurances of traceability and versioning are preserved. Time Stamping of the document
distribution step is also vital in a contractual context.
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•

WORKFLOW: Document Workow in projects is a complex process, and some document
management systems have either a built-in workow module or can integrate with workow
management tools. The document's unique identier is often referenced in a document
distribution matrix and used to automate the workow of the document – though in many
cases, a rules-based distribution is manually enforced by the Document Controller (See
Section 14: Engineering Management).

•

INTEGRATION: Several document management systems attempt to provide document
management functionality directly to other applications, so that users may retrieve existing
documents directly from the document management system repository, make changes, and
save the changed document back to the repository as a new version, all without leaving the
application. Such integration is commonly available for a variety of software tools such as
workow management and content management systems. Integrations with email of
transmittals and with progress measurement applications is also very common.

13.1.3.2 ENGINEERING/DESIGN SOFTWARE
Engineering/Design software may be broadly categorised as Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE),
and Computer-Aided Design (CAD); however, in the context of projects where
construction/fabrication can also be automated, it would be worthwhile to look at some integration
with Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) software (though the bulk of CAM is in the area of
component manufacturing and assembly e.g., automotive industry)
In recent years, there has been a great amount of consolidation through acquisitions/mergers of
design/engineering products by large software companies who have attempted to integrate such
software into an 'umbrella' suite of design/engineering programmes that cover the
CAE+CAD+CAM spectrum with solutions spanning multiple industry segments.
A partial list of such examples would include companies such as Aveva, Intergraph (now part of
Hexagon), Bentley Systems, Autodesk, Siemens PLM, Dassault Systèmes, PTC, Aspen Tech,
Ansys Inc, etc.
A majority of the CAE/CAD software currently in use can be functionally categorised as follows:
•

SIMULATION SOFTWARE: These software help engineers look at the overall system design,
including analysis of multiple design boundary conditions (e.g., Summer vs. Winter ambient
conditions or Steady-State operation vs. Transient/Start-up/Shutdown cases of ow,
temperature and pressure, etc). The output of these software often provides input data for
detail engineering/design software.

•

EQUIPMENT & SYSTEM DESIGN & OPTIMISATION SOFTWARE: For different types of
equipment and systems, there are a variety of design tools that have automated the design
process as per the applicable codes and design practices approved in industry. In several
instances, validated Excel Spreadsheets and in-house applications based on Excel + VBA for
Excel are used to perform design calculations as per the applicable relevant codes for various
disciplines.

•

FINITE-ELEMENT ANALYSIS SOFTWARE: Many of the equipment and system design
software use empirical equations, or thermodynamics-based correlations to perform design
calculations. Many of these have conservative design (safety) factors that yield un-optimised
designs. Finite-Element-based software allow for a modelling of the exact geometry as
'interconnected elements' and uses continuity of design correlations across the modelled
elements to arrive at a more exact, and optimised overall component or equipment design that
could yield monetary or space savings. FE-based techniques are also used to mathematically
model some complex systems or equipment (e.g., dispersion studies, or uid ow simulations)
to get optimal, t-for-purpose designs.
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•

3D MODELLING SOFTWARE: Most of the complex projects today rely upon 3-Dimensional
models to be able to visualise the facilities as they are being designed, and to use the resultant
model to plan and perform construction and installation activities. There are several 3D
Modelling software solutions commercially available today that allow design engineers create
digital models of physical objects that represent components of the entire facilities being built,
and represent them in their nal assembled form in a dimensionally accurate manner. This
allows designers from different disciplines to work concurrently on the master model in
geometric volume spaces allocated to those disciplines, and ensure that the assembly is free of
physical 'clashes' that would otherwise result due to overlapping objects being placed in the
same location. Modern 3D CAD software now allow for a database-driven approach, (see), that
allow for the engineering team to link P&IDs with modelled lines, and equipment with their
datasheets. Many also allow the extracts of fabrication deliverables in le formats that can be
direct inputs for CAM activities like prole cutting of sheets and pipes.

•

2D DRAWING SOFTWARE: Though the method is dated, 2D CAD drawings are the most
easily accessible at site, and provide a high level of labelling and annotation detail that is
difcult to replicate on 3D. Many 3D Modelling software allow for 'extraction' of labelled and
annotated 2D views that can be referenced by the construction/fabrication teams at the jobsite
for planning and executing construction and assembly work.

The choice of Engineering/Design software varies by industry sector and engineering discipline
and is usually based on design codes and practices applicable to the sector, e.g., design software
used for a process plant could be entirely different from the design software seen in a bridge
project.
Further, it is pertinent to note that while related software under a 'suite' may be compatible in terms
of accepting/processing each other's inputs, by and large most design software is run
independently, and the output of the preceding design step is often manually transferred to the
succeeding software tool for further engineering/design work.
13.1.3.3 PROJECT PLANNING & SCHEDULING
“Project management (PM) software” has become a widely-used, generic term used to describe
software that range from lighter, collaborative work management tools up to robust portfolio
management solutions. It is important to understand the differences between these types of
software, so you can choose the tool that best meets the project's needs.
Work management software helps teams manage workows, organize tasks and activities
(projects and processes), and collaborate in a shared workspace. These tools capture work
execution, providing live notications and views relevant to different stakeholders.
Project Management software helps project managers and organizations execute projects:
unique initiatives with a set scope (deliverables), timeline, and budget (resources). These tools
help businesses plan, monitor, and control costs, schedules, and resources so they can deliver
value and meet project success criteria.
This section focuses on the latter category with emphasis on the Planning/Project Controls
functions for large, complex projects, that is more relevant to the information management
requirements of Project Managers and PMO personnel, while the former (work management tools)
are more aimed at providing task-level notications aimed at non-technical users for smaller, and
less complex projects. Some of the work management tools integrate with the larger project
management tools, but that level of integration is cumbersome to achieve, and hence not
discussed here.
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Some of the key functionality of such software are described below. A comparative evaluation of
alternative software on these parameters would help in selecting the correct project planning and
scheduling software for your project:
•

PROJECT PLANNING: Dene and set baseline for project scope, timeline, and
resources/budget. Break projects down into milestones, identify deliverables, and forecast
cash ow. Create the work breakdown structure, outline the critical path, identify dependencies
and constraints, plan key resources.

•

GANTT CHARTS: Cascading, horizontal bar chart with dates that mark the start and nish of
the interdependent parts of a project; used to create the work breakdown structure and outline
the critical path during project planning and then to compare current project status with initial
plans during project execution.

•

REPORTING/PROJECT TRACKING: View progress made against the project plan, track
milestones, track active tasks, view completed tasks, compare estimated time to actual time
spent, compare estimated spend to actual costs, and track team performance. Reports and
dashboards provide a quick, visual way for users to understand the status of a project, its
costs, or other key information. The best project planning software offers analytics and
reporting features like congurable reports, real-time and interactive reporting features,
automatic report generation, and advanced analytics that track time, resource utilization, costs,
and other key project metrics.

•

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: Create resource chart/records, allocate staff to projects and
tasks and monitor workloads. Functions may include resource capacity planning,
debottlenecking and project prioritization based on demand for key resources/skills.

•

TASK MANAGEMENT: Create tasks, add descriptions, set start and due dates, set priority,
estimate level of effort (e.g., hours, points, etc.), and assign tasks to users. In some software,
optionally, users or central planners can add attachments, leave comments, and update the
task status as they work on the item or move tasks through a workow on a task board.
Additional optional functions (found more in Work Management tools) include: convert emails
to tasks, set dependencies between tasks, create subtasks, create recurring tasks, create task
checklists.

No single project scheduling software ts the requirements for all kinds of projects; for most
infrastructure projects, across decades Primavera P6 and Microsoft Projects have been popular
and proven – they support most of the critical functionality from the above list. For Linear
construction projects TILOS has been used internationally. Apart from these, in recent times there
are hundreds of newer tools developed, many of which integrate better than Primavera/MS
Projects or TILOS with workow management software, at a fraction of the cost and for less
complex projects may be a practically adequate and economically attractive solution.
13.1.3.4 BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING (BIM), 4D, 5D AND 6D PLANNING
BIM or Building Information Modelling has been part of the construction industry for some time
now and is a tool that has evolved to extend the use of a 3D model beyond its physical dimensions
to one that can be used for improving design, planning, managing construction and reporting on
infrastructure projects.
Building Information Modelling (BIM) is the process of creating information models containing both
graphical and non-graphical information in a Common Data Environment (CDE) (a shared
repository for digital project information). The information that is created becomes ever more
detailed as a project progresses with the complete dataset then handed to a client at completion to
use in the building's In Use phase and potentially on into a decommissioning phase.
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A BIM object is a combination of many things:
•

Information content that denes a product/component

•

Product/component properties, such as thermal performance, material, etc.

•

Geometry representing the product's physical characteristics

•

Visualisation data giving the object a recognisable appearance

•

Functional data, such as detection zones, that enables the object to be positioned and behave
in the same manner as the product itself.

The chief premise of BIM is that the various components that go into building the facility are 3D
objects in a database, and that these objects have attributes and properties, and can have
information, metadata and even linked les associated with the objects, or groups of objects. As
the project progresses, it can be viewed, explored interactively and manipulated, making it easier
to understand the relations between materials, systems and spaces.
The detailed data permits design, clash detection, sequencing and scheduling, and costmonitoring on a multi-dimensional model interface. If a model element is changed then BIM coordinates the changes in all views that display that element. Architects, Contractors and structural
engineers can work more collaboratively accessing and updating the design. The information is
captured in the model and remains there consistent and co-ordinated.
BIM software is used not just for initial design but every other stage of construction till completion.
It is utilized in operation & maintenance and even planning the demolition phase to minimize risks
and ensure procedures are followed. In other words, BIM is now an all-around solution that covers
a project from beginning to end.
The terms 3D, 4D, 5D and 6D are used in the context of BIM and describe the various dimensions
or particular ways in which particular kinds of data are linked to an information model.
3D (GEOMETRY): 3D BIM shows three geographical dimensions (x, y and z) of a structure and
helps stakeholders visualize a structure before the project is started. 3D BIM is perhaps the BIM we
are most familiar with - the process of creating graphical and non-graphical information and
sharing this information in a Common Data Environment (CDE). It allows for more accurate
construction and avoidance of spatial clashes between different components of the facility.
4D (CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCING): 4D BIM adds an extra dimension of information to a
project information model in the form of scheduling data. This information can be used to obtain
accurate programme information and visualisations showing how your project will develop
sequentially. Showing how projects will be constructed visually is also handy when engaging with
stakeholders, giving everyone a clear visual understanding of planned works and what the nished
construction will look like with no surprises. This visualization of this information is also extremely
helpful in early-stage conict detection between different contractors and construction trades
during actual execution.
5D (COST ESTIMATION, ANALYSIS AND BUDGETARY TRACKING): This dimension
incorporates cost information on top of the BIM hierarchy, which would allow cost managers to
easily extrapolate the quantities of a given component on a project, applying rates to those
quantities, thereby reaching an overall cost for the development. Costs of non-modelled objects
need to be extrapolated. Assuming the presence of 4D (schedule) data and a clear understanding
of the value of the contract apportioned to the components, one can easily track predicted and
actual spend over the course of a project.
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An information model is likely to contain three types of quantity. Quantities based on actual model
components (with visible details) which you can explore through the model are the most obvious.
Quantities may also be derived from model components (such as mouldings around windows, or
cables, from cable trays) that aren't always visible. The third kind of quantity is non-modelled
quantities (these include temporary works, construction joints etc.). Unless the construction phase
is modelled then the design model will show, graphically, design quantities but not the
construction quantities. A cost manager is likely to be skilled in picking up the quantities that aren't
solely based on model components.
Using a 5D BIM model will help visualize the predicted and actual costs of a project over time with
real-time notications of cost overrun.
6D BIM (PROJECT LIFECYCLE INFORMATION): The construction industry has traditionally been
focussed on the upfront capital costs of construction. Shifting this focus to better understand the
whole-life cost of assets, where most money is proportionately spent, enables better decisions
upfront in terms of both cost and sustainability.
Sometimes referred to as integrated BIM or iBIM, 6D BIM involves the inclusion of information to
support facilities management and operation. (some people also refer to the Facilities
Management dimension as the 7th Dimension or 7D) This data might include information on the
manufacturer of a component, its installation date, required maintenance and details of how the
item should be congured and operated for optimal performance, energy performance, along with
lifespan and decommissioning data.
BIM LEVELS OF MATURITY: Irrespective of the dimensions of the BIM, another important aspect
of BIMs is the level of maturity, which denes criteria for the collaboration between the various BIM
components and the electronic integration of nal outputs. are required to be deemed BIM
compliant from a
13.1.3.5 MATERIALS TRACKING & MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Materials Management Systems in the general context are analogous with Supply Chain
Management Systems. Most clients and contractors have full-edged Enterprise Resources
Planning (ERP) software that integrate the Supply Chain/Procurement transactional systems with
other critical capabilities, like purchasing and receiving, inventory management, and time-saving
integrations with other applications such as the accounting system.
The success of most infrastructure projects crucially hinges on getting the correct 'matching'
materials and drawings made available to the various job-sites and work-faces to enable unconstrained construction and installation activities (from a material point-of-view).
In the context of Information Management, Materials Tracking & Management Systems would need
to address the following:
•

Manage the RFQ process with suppliers (including Material Take-offs and Material Requisitions)

•

Interface with Design/Engineering and Construction to determine the amount of material to be
deployed at each stocking location across the supply chain (supplier's works, material in
transit, in warehouses/stores/laydown yards, at pre-fabrication shops, at construction sites,
free-issue material to suppliers, etc)

•

Determine Inventory levels, track material issuance, consumption and wastage at each location
and adjust material delivery to each site.

•

Identify potential shortfall early (with respect to drawings/front planning) and establish material
replenishment plans and, communicate information regarding material needs throughout the
extended supply chain.

•

Visualise, report and share data with stakeholders to track progress, delays and deviations.
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Many companies have already implemented commercial, or in-house-developed material tracking
applications that integrate with their ERP instead of having a single-point solution built into their
ERP, since many of the large ERP systems are often perceived to be very 'rigid' and difcult to
customise to the requirement of every project's unique nuances of reporting.
Material Tracking systems also nowadays incorporate 'digital edge' technologies such as BarCoding/QR-Coding and RFID-based tagging, including Geo-fencing technologies to arrest material
pilferage and theft. Material tracking of large consignments also uses GPS-based location tracking
for crucial consignments.
Material Codication (described in more detail in Section 14 – Engineering/Design Management) is
a vital enabler in Material Tracking.
13.1.3.6 END-TO-END SOLUTION PLATFORMS
Disconnected systems can cause a range of issues in businesses due to unsynchronised
information, often with different values, depending on the source of information. In most projects,
the biggest productivity erosion occurs due to the time and effort spent on manually collecting
information from multiple systems and distilling them into a unied MIS that is both: near-real-time
and accurate.
A buzz term in the world of software, an 'end-to-end solution' can mean different things to different
businesses.
In the context of InBoK, an 'end-to-end solution' can be used to describe a system that addresses
all of the project information needs and processes in one centralised hub. As data is now not
locked in information silos, and shared seamlessly across all departments & functions, an end-toend solution would allow the project management ofce to gather accurate insight into company
or performance and pinpoint areas needing improvement. This complete operational visibility
helps the team drive performance and reduce risks due to unavailable/incorrect/asynchronous
information.
Given the complex nature, short turnaround schedules and extremely customised business
processes for different projects, this concept has been a bit difcult to implement in project
organisations as contrasted with implementations in operating companies. However, in recent
years, project management companies increasingly are implementing 'end-to-end software'
solutions to reduce these problems and keep their operations streamlined.
There are possibly 3 approaches to arriving at an end-to-end solution for a project organisation:
i. The 3D model, or BIM-based approach: Build connectors around the 3D modelling
ecosystem to planning, material management and construction management applications. This is
an emerging trend, and gives project managers and construction managers a rich visualisation
experience of the facilities being built. Amongst others, challenges arise out of the fact that in most
EPC projects, engineering 3D models take time to mature in detail and information-richness before
being comprehensive enough to integrate with procurement and construction management.
ii. The ERP-based approach: Integrate engineering deliverables and planning with the ERP
package and extend downstream to construction management. The advantage of this approach is
that most project companies have already implemented and stabilised their ERP systems. The
challenges arise from the difculty of integrating a visual engineering model and planning to often
'rigid' ERP frameworks.
iii. The Project Lifecyle or Plant Lifecycle management approach: One of the most recent
developments, (arising out of the consolidation of software industry mentioned earlier), is the
emergence of dedicated Project/Plant Lifecycle Management software that has both backward
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integration into Engineering & Planning, and forward integration into ERP and Construction
Management using the concept of a Digital Thread that is common across all phases and
components of the project. Since this is a complex and new system requiring dedicated
implementation and integration with already existing Design and ERP systems, challenges on the
integration interfaces with the existing systems are signicant and time-consuming.
Given the huge amount of investment of money and time required in implementing and stabilising
the above, it is vital that organisations plan long term, rather than on a per-project basis to select
the components, approach, and consequently the software solutions partner(s) for end-to-end
platforms.
13.1.3.7 CONTRACT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS – INCLUDING INVOICING AND PAYMENTS
For complex projects involving multiple stakeholders, suppliers and multiple quantity-based billing
schedules, a Contract Management System which integrates with invoicing and payments is
recommended.
The system would map the following:
•

Quantities/Work Volumes as estimated during bidding

•

Quantities/Work Volumes as per the IFC drawings (vetted by the Quantity Surveyor, if available)

•

Quantities Executed, reconciled for defective work, rework and wastage (if applicable)

•

Contractors/Sub-Contractors executing the scope of work

•

Approvals and certications as applicable

•

Rates per unit (cost & price)

Traceability with design changes through reference of the DCN (see section 14:
Engineering/Design Management) would allow for Change Management and related variation
claims
The system would facilitate both billing to the client for progress achieved, as well as payments to
the various contractors for executing the sub-contracted scopes of work.
In many established contractors, this also integrates with the ERP transactional systems for
payments and invoicing.
A mature system will allow contractors to manage/optimise their accounts receivables vs. accounts
payables and streamline cash-ows (covered elsewhere in InBoK).
13.1.4

CONNECTING PROJECT LOCATIONS AND PEOPLE (HARDWARE ASPECTS)
Construction projects are complex and risky, requiring the active participation of all contributors.
While the 'soft' factors like culture, co-operation and interpersonal/group communication are
essential, physical factors like IT connectivity between the various worksites of a project, and
accessibility of information to relevant stakeholders is also a major inuencer of the success or
failure of a project's information management strategy.
Information & Communication technology has seen rapid changes in the past couple of decades,
with hardware becoming more powerful and also cheaper. However, depending on the industry
sector and the location of work-sites, constraints in the 'last-mile' connectivity including the need to
use Hazardous Area certied devices often bottleneck the entire IM system.
Without getting into specic technologies or congurations, this sub-section aims to outline
essential IT concepts about the major aspects and components of connecting project locations
and people that need to be understood by the Project Management team.
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13.1.4.1 NETWORK SYSTEMS DESIGN, SETUP AND IMPLEMENTATION
Broadly speaking, in an infrastructure project requirement, connectivity is required between the
following systems/entities:
•

Desktop and laptop computers at various ofces, used by project team members, peripherals
like printers, projectors, etc.

•

Data and Application servers on which the project's information resides, and having
applications used to process and deliver the project. These could be on-premise, or on the
internet cloud.

•

Laptops and mobile computing devices used by Project team members working remotely

•

Computer-aided Manufacturing devices e.g., CNC machines, robotic welding, etc.

•

Field devices e.g., biometric/access control, remote surveillance (e.g., cameras), Barcode/RFID/GPS tags and readers, IOT devices placed on equipment

•

Smart Telecommunication hardware

These could be interconnected via Local Area Networks (LANs), or Wide Area Networks (WANs).
The interconnections could be Wired (UTP, Coaxial, Fibre-Optic, other types of cabling) or Wireless
(WI-FI, Bluetooth, other radio signal). Communication could be point-to-point through private
networking, or via the internet cloud.
In view of the geographical spread and dynamic/transient nature of a project's IT requirements, the
following aspects of the Network are important:
13.1.4.1.1 Scalability
The ability of the network system to grow and manage increased demand, being more
adaptable to the changing needs of its users or clients. Dimensions of scalability include:
• Administrative & load scalability: The ability for an increasing number of organizations or
users to access the project's relevant systems; to expand and contract capacity to
accommodate heavier or lighter demands for information, e.g., adding clients, consultants,
interface contractors, sub-contractors, vendors, etc. progressively as the project passes
through its EPC phases.
• Functional scalability: The ability to enhance the system by adding new functionality without
disrupting existing activities, e.g., as the project progresses, to add plug-ins from various
discrete reporting systems, even to take inputs from IOT and remote surveillance devices
• Heterogeneous scalability: The ability to adopt components from different vendors, since
the project's network is expected to include diverse devices, inputs and protocols from
multiple sources and entities.
• Geographic scalability: The ability to maintain effectiveness, security and integrity during
expansion from a local area to a larger region, e.g., across multiple ofces and work-sites.
From an organisational perspective, scalability is important since each new project must be
able to 'plug in' to the existing organisational systems and not signicantly add cost specic to
the project.
13.1.4.1.2 Availability & Redundancy
Increasingly, run-time transactions are used directly in the updating of reports and dashboards,
and project management is increasingly relying on online information for decision support.
Hence, it is vital to ensure that so that a single link or hardware failure does not isolate any
portion of the network resulting users losing access to network resources.
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The amount of redundancy required varies from network to network. Some networks might
require a backup link between two sites, and some networks might require redundant links,
routers, and switches. The amount of redundancy depends on how much money you want to
spend on the extra equipment and what level of risk you are willing to accept by not having the
redundancy.
Over and above redundancy, Data backup and ofine access aspects need to be considered
for users to transact information in the event of a temporary lack of access to the network.
13.1.4.1.3 Security & Integrity
The security and integrity of project information needs to be ensured in the network design and
implementation. Adequate and appropriate placement of necessary rewalls and security tools
need to be built in, (e.g., system passwords, IP permit lters, intrusion detection systems, etc.),
especially since most project information environments are congured as VLANs. The addition
of IOT devices also adds to the 'vulnerability surface area' of the system.
13.1.4.2 Telecommunication Networks and Data Connectivity
Since project ofces and worksites are geographically distributed, the Information Systems of a
project are usually spread across discrete telecommunication networks, and often a
combination of wired, and wireless technologies. Almost invariably, the project communication
systems would need to rely upon multiple telecom and internet service operators.
The integrated telecom setup of the project for voice and data communication is likely to be a
combination of the following types of connectivity:
• ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) allows users to send data, voice and video
content over digital telephone lines or standard telephone wires. The installation of an ISDN
adapter is required at both ends of the transmission—on the part of the user as well as the
Internet access provider.
• DIAL-UP connections require users to link their phone line to a computer in order to access
the Internet. This particular type of connection—also referred to as analogue—does not
permit users to make or receive phone calls through their home phone service while using
the Internet.
• DSL, which stands for Digital Subscriber Line, uses existing 2-wire copper telephone line
connected to one's home so service is delivered at the same time as landline telephone
service. Customers can still place calls while surng the Internet.
• CABLE Internet connection is another form of broadband access. Through use of a cable
modem, users can access the Internet over cable TV lines. Cable modems can provide
extremely fast access to the Internet.
• FIBER-OPTIC, or FO cable internet connectivity is one of the new entrants in the broadband
world. This technology offers you incredibly fast speeds and is fast gaining adoption,
especially in urban areas in India.
• MOBILE: Many cell phone and smartphone providers offer voice plans with Internet access.
Mobile Internet connections provide good speeds and allow you to access the Internet.
• SATELLITE: In certain areas where broadband connection is not yet offered, a satellite
Internet option may be available. Similar to wireless access, satellite connection utilizes a
modem. Unfortunately, the current satellite Internet technology cannot offer speeds as fast
as cable or DSL, or anywhere near what bre brings. The bandwidth in such cases is also
expensive.
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• FREE-SPACE OPTICAL communication is an optical communication technology that uses
light propagating in free space to wirelessly transmit data for telecommunications or
computer networking where 'free-space' means air, outer space, vacuum, or some similar
optically transparent media. This contrasts with using solids such as optical bre cable. This
has limitations where it is difcult to obtain and maintain line-of-sight, or due to atmospheric
disturbances like fog or rain, however it is useful where physical connections are impractical
due to high costs or other considerations.
Project IT teams should consider some of the following factors before selecting from the above
connectivity options:
• Connection speed or bandwidth
• Cost
• Availability
• Reliability/Service, and
• Convenience
Specically, with respect to multi-site data management, please also see 13.2.3.3 (Site Control
Room and Integration with HQ)
13.1.5

CONNECTING PROJECT LOCATIONS AND PEOPLE (SOFTWARE)
While sub-section 13.1.4 described the hardware aspects of connecting project locations and
people, the software aspects are as important and complex, and implementing the right
conguration can be a signicant contributing factor to a project's success.
Some of the sub-topics of this sub-section are already covered in 13.1.3 and some might also
overlap with other Sections (e.g., 14.3.3. Engineering Software Management or 14.4.1. Managing
Multiple Design/Engineering Centres). These topics are referred to by name here as required by
the context and appropriately cross-referenced for a detailed treatment at those locations, since
they are contextually more relevant in those sections and chapters.
13.1.5.1 ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION
Electronic communication is an integral part of the project information management.
Predominantly, in the context of projects, it is synonymous with email, which have replaced
physical communication tools like letters, faxes and type-written memos.
Increasingly, project portals and workspaces are seen in use, which incorporate dashboards and
general communication to project stakeholders. Some portals also have discussion forums akin to
social media for discussion threads on topics, or informal interactions between project
stakeholders.
Recent global events like the COVID Pandemic have led to a proliferation of online collaboration
software tools.
With the widespread use of mobile devices, instant messaging and text messaging are also used
extensively. It is difcult to retain records or reference these from a contractual perspective.
13.1.5.1.1 E-mail
Email messages are primarily text but may include le attachments of various types including
images, soft copies of documents, deliverables, work instructions, procedures, etc.
If left uncontrolled, email can result in very un-structured communication and hinder traceability
and cross-referencing in a contractual context. Although, most email software keeps track of
conversations that include multiple people through the use of threads, the communications are
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essentially stored in the mailboxes of individuals, and can be difcult to access and track,
especially in cases of change of personnel during a project's tenure.
In a project organisation, we recommend that an email management system is used (at least
by, and between key stakeholders) and that the system shall have the following features:
• Numbered and dated communications for easy reference and traceability
• Storage on a project communications database (reduced size, and integrity/traceability,
better delegation and workows). The communication record survives accidental or
deliberate deletion by a recipient or recipients in his/her/their individual mailboxes.
• Built-in communication matrix for different communication types (e.g., commercial
correspondence, technical correspondence, transmittals, etc) to ensure that the correct and
necessary stakeholders are addressed, or copied in the communication.
• Stating the purpose of the communication (seeking response, action, for contractual
records, etc).
Further, it is recommended that instead of individuals' names, generic project role IDs be used,
which can be aliased to the relevant functional role holders. A controlled user ID vs. role
mapping matrix can be maintained by the administrator for further traceability and record.
For convenience of the users, and to simplify access on mobile devices, the above may be
integrated with the company's email system in a manner that email received can be viewed in
the regular ofcial email inbox of the recipient.
Accessing email on mobile devices could expose the project information to malware, since
personal communication devices are difcult to maintain at the same secure levels as ofcemanaged hardware.
13.1.5.1.2 Project Collaboration Tools
Project collaboration tools have been in use in the software industry for quite some time, but
have become universally popular due to the enforced work-from-home during the recent
COVID pandemic.
These are essentially software tools that help project managers and teams collaborate online in
a virtual workspace and offer a wide range of functionality, such as:
• Conducting Tele and video-conferences with a large number of participants
• Permitted users can share their screen contents with participants, allowing for real-time
collaboration on a common screen view.
• Records of online meetings including presentations for future reference and traceability
• Facility for Instant messaging and File transfers
• Task management and Project monitoring
• Good integration with le storage repositories like SharePoint, Google Drive, Dropbox, etc.
• Calendar and email integrations also help schedule meetings and RSVP participation.
• Cloud-based and allow the invited attendees to participate anytime, anywhere and from any
device.
• Intuitive user interface and experience (UI/UX), and users hardly require training, if at all, to
use these.
13.1.4.1.3 Common Data Environment (CDE) and the Enterprise Project Management
System (EPMS)
Sub-sections 13.1.3.4 (Building Information Modelling (BIM), 4D, 5D and 6D Planning), and
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13.1.3.6, (End-toEnd solution Platforms) outlined examples of a base for the project's lifecycle
information management system.
Common Data Environment (CDE), which is an integral premise of BIM is dened as a single
source of information for the project, used to collect, manage and distribute documentation, the
graphical model and non-graphical data to the whole project team. This collaboration of data
helps minimise risks and avoids mistakes/duplication.
However, given the huge variety between different industry sectors and type of project facilities
to be delivered, and the limitations of existing products to cover the entire MIS requirements for
a project's lifecycle stages, many established contractors have implemented (to various
degrees) what might be termed as an Enterprise Project Management System that sit on top
of commercially available and in-house developed business applications.
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Figure - Common Data Environment as a part of an Enterprise Project Management system

The solution architecture for a typical EPMS, based on a common data environment could be
as shown in the gure above. Salient features of an EPMS are:
• Centralized repository of all data – segregated into master, operational & analytical data:
Consistent, coherent, real-time information
• Integrated Project Information Management & Decision Support system: 'Project
Intelligence’
• Information dashboards and reports customised for different roles and functions, project
stages, disciplines and with Management Views on project portfolios
• Seamless user experience, easy user interface across platforms
• Minimum business disruption at the user level due to integrations with the organisation's
current/legacy systems
The user interface of this system could be via a Project Portal that is accessed by all
stakeholders, with customised/customisable views depending on the role of the user.
Many of the approaches described in 13.1.3.6, (End-to-End Solution Platform) are being
developed by consolidated software manufacturers in an endeavour to manage the entire
project execution lifecycle with a combination of standard product modules, conguration
management and customisation for a customer's specic requirements.
13.1.5.2 INFORMATION SECURITY AND DATA PROTECTION
Every technology-driven business process is exposed to security and privacy threats.
Sophisticated technologies are capable of combating cybersecurity attacks, but these aren't
enough: organizations must ensure that business processes, policies, and workforce behaviours
also minimize or mitigate these risks. The fundamental principles of information security are
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condentiality, integrity, and availability. Together, they
are called the CIA Triad. An information security
management system (ISMS) is a framework of policies
and controls that manage security and risks
systematically and across the entire enterprise, including
the project information sub-sets.

02
INTEGRITY

01

03
AVAILABILITY

CONFIDENTIALITY

These security controls can follow common security
standards or be more focused on your industry.
Prominent among the security frameworks is the
ISO/IEC 27001 standard (Information Security
Management Systems), ISM components are also part
of other industry-specic guidelines like ITIL, COBIT, etc.

The coverage of ISMS extends beyond IT systems and
cover risk management aspects pertaining to business
continuity, control over supplier relationships, or human resource security.
Data protection aspects address threats and risks to data loss due to destruction or leakage
arising out of cyberattacks from external entities, internal threats, system malfunctions, malware,
human errors, unauthorised access, etc.
13.1.5.3 REMOTE ACCESS
Remote access, also commonly referred to as 'remote login', refers to the ability of users to access
a computer, such as a home computer or an ofce network computer, from a remote location.
Employees who work at branch ofces, are traveling or telecommute to work can connect to the
systems at ofce that they need even though they are physically far away. Technical support
professionals also use remote access to connect to users' computers from remote locations to
help them resolve issues with their systems or software.
Remote access can be set up using a LAN, WAN or even a virtual private network (VPN), and is
usually accomplished with a combination of software, hardware and network connectivity.
One common method of providing remote access is via a remote access VPN connection. A VPN
creates a safe and encrypted connection over a less secure network, such as the internet. Each
user needs a VPN client capable of connecting to the private network's VPN server. When the user
is connected to the network via a VPN client, the software encrypts the trafc before it delivers it
over the internet. The VPN server or gateway, located at the edge of the target network, decrypts
the data and sends it to the appropriate host inside the private network.
Companies can also use remote desktops to enable users to connect to their applications and
networks remotely. Remote desktops use application software – sometimes incorporated into the
remote host's operating system – that enables applications to run remotely on a network server
and be displayed locally at the same time. Users can securely access on-premises and cloud
applications and servers from anywhere, on any device with a variety of authentication methods,
including remote single sign-on, which gives users easy and secure access to the apps they need
without conguring VPNs or modifying rewall policies.
In addition, organizations can use multifactor authentication to verify a user's identity by combining
multiple credentials unique to one person, e.g., combining a password with a mobile or email onetime-password (OTP), or a ngerprint scan using appropriate connected hardware.
While VPNs are the remote access tools of choice for employees, due to the (relatively
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uncontrolled) access by stakeholders like vendors, recent developments include technologies like
Privileged Access Management (PAM) and Vendor Privileged Access Management (VPAM), that go
beyond the security of VPNs by use of multi-factor authentication and detailed monitoring and
tracking of user activity to ensure network and information security.

13.2

Digital Implementation
If Project Information Management is about the acquisition and subsequent handling of electronic
project information, Digital Implementation revolves around the application of technology for
capturing real time information and data, performing data analytics on the information so secured
and converting the data to in a presentable dash boards in PCs and smart devices so that project
managers/ directors can take informed decisions on the projects. Digital Tools are used for real
time progress monitoring and Control to the lowest WBS level. Needless to say, Project
Information Management and Digital Implementation go hand-in-hand, hence there will be
overlaps and cross-references in the following sub-sections and the ones above.
Traditionally, the Construction Projects industry has been a laggard in the implementation of digital
technologies due to a variety of factors, most notably the variability in site conditions, poor
infrastructure at work-sites, low level of adoption by sub-contractor staff, most of whom are hired
on daily-wage basis. However, in a US-based survey performed, a vast majority of surveyed
participants predicted signicantly increased implementation of Digital technologies at the
construction work face.
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Figure 13.5: Current and expected future use of advanced technologies onsite by contractors
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India has been ranked as the second-fastest digital adopter among 17 major digital economies,
ahead of developed countries by a factor of more than 2X. A major factor has been the relative low
cost of data and a jump in mobile subscriptions.
The following sub-sections outline essential aspects of Digital Implementation in the context of
InBoK with focus on some high-impact technologies that can be used effectively in infrastructure
projects.
13.2.1

OBJECTIVES OF DIGITAL IMPLEMENTATION
As per a study report, (McKinsey Productivity Sciences Center 2016) the construction industry is
ripe for disruption. Large projects across asset classes typically take 20 percent longer to nish
than scheduled and are up to 80 percent over budget. Construction productivity has actually
declined in many markets and sectors since the 1990s; nancial returns for contractors are often
relatively low—and volatile.
Digital Implementation will need to be accelerated in order to address the above by bringing about
a combination of the following outcomes:

13.2.2

•

High-denition digital mapping for estimation, planning and design

•

Improved information integrity and accessibility enabling superior analytics based on near-real
time information for informed-decision making.

•

Digital collaboration and mobility of project teams

•

Better tracking, monitoring and control of asset and resource performance – improved
productivity

•

Increased automation on difcult and hazardous tasks

•

Improved business assurance due better schedule and cost control

PROJECT DIGITAL OFFICERS - ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The wide range of new technologies and need for business process change management brings
about the requirement of a new role: Project Digital Ofcers.
The Project Digital Ofcers will report directly to the Construction Manager, or even the Project
Manager (with a dotted-line reporting to the Corporate Digital Programme Manager).
Their Roles and Responsibilities are as follows:
•

Plan and deliver digital developments for the project from start to nish, as delegated by the
digital programme manager. Support the corporate digital programme manager on
implementation design on complex organisation-wide digital initiatives and projects.

•

Develop a detailed Digital Implementation Plan relevant to the project's objectives, scope and
contract, working with relevant stakeholders.

•

Plan, monitor and control digital implementation budgets. including revenue and capital
components. Keep stakeholders updated on progress and escalate any risks to delivery, costs
and schedule.

•

Work with and manage relationships with digital agencies and subcontractors in relation to the
project's scope to ensure quality levels are achieved, correct resource levels maintained and
facilitate appropriate resolution of issues affecting the success of the project(s).

•

Support the maintenance and management of digital reporting tools, domains, security
certicates and subscriptions to services and software as required by the various employees,
contractors and subcontractors relevant to the implementation of digital tools on the project
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13.2.3

•

Prioritise and manage logging and resolution of bugs/issues and support requests by
interfacing with the relevant entities. Regularly review implementation, and document feedback
on performance, constraints and improvement opportunities for digital implementations in
future projects

•

Keep up-to-date with emerging digital technologies and best practice in digital development,
identifying improved ways of working, innovation and value-addition opportunities and be
responsible for deploying this knowledge to service delivery.

•

Support training of eld personnel on the utilization of digital tools (software and hardware).
Support and train team members on digital and technical topics

•

Contribute to the analysis and interpretation of data generated by the various digital
implementation initiatives to help the PMO align the same with the project's information
management systems.

SCOPE AND PLANNING EFFORT
13.2.3.1 Scope Evaluation and Definition for a project
The choice of use of digital technologies for a project may arise out of both contractual obligations
to the client, as well as the PMO's internal objectives outlined in 13.2.1 (Objectives of Digital
Implementation).
In many instances the use of digital tools, applications and methods may simply be in lieu of
conventional alternatives hitherto being employed, e.g., the use of bar-codes in stores
management may replace manual marking with hand-written labels…or the use of surveillance
cameras may allow for centralised supervision of personnel instead of establishing more local
surveillance by supervisors or security. In most instances, the use of digital alternatives offers
added advantages of maintaining a quickly searchable and accessible record, or generating
interpretable and analysable electronic information that can be used for process optimisation.
Digital implementations will incur additional costs which will have to be balanced by benets such
as time-savings and/or cost-benet, and better business assurance outcomes as outlined above.
The digital initiatives will need to be planned in consultation with all stakeholders, including the
client, and sometimes public authorities for permissions on the use of equipment and tools.
Ideation and brainstorming sessions may be required for each project, requirements dened
implementation, and an estimation of time and costs. The discussions should cover the scope of
each implementation use case, milestones, and responsibilities for different aspects.
We recommend that the Statement of Work, costs and key requirements is presented to relevant
stakeholders, with a sign-off on the agreements to avoid surprises during execution.
Finally, most digital implementations will need to be strategic in nature, in order to avail of the
benet of pan-organisation economy of scale, or maturity of implementation and best-practice.
13.2.3.2 PROJECT DIGITAL IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
The project's Digital Ofcer will prepare the Project Digital Implementation Plan in consultation with
relevant stakeholders, including but not limited to the project manager, the corporate digital
management, construction manager, and IT teams internal to the organisation, and with the client's
digital ofcer or designated representative in charge of the same.
Key elements that the project's digital implementation plan should include are:
•

List of Digital implementation Use Cases: What would be the technologies to be used and
for what activities. Dene the desired outcomes for the same.
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•

Detailing each Use Case Requirements: Detailing the What, Why, How, Where and When for
each use case/digital touchpoint. e.g., for the use of drones for surveying a complex
topography, the following could be detailed out:
Ø What: Contour mapping for elevations, volume calculations for excavation or back-lling,
measurement of distances between various existing facilities or objects, etc
Ø Why: To ascertain risks in the construction methods, to save time and cost in lieu of a
manually performed survey, to improve accuracy in measurements and calculations of work
volumes, distances, etc. During construction, drone-based surveys could provide a quick
overview of the progress and any bottlenecks, or identify any components wrongly placed
on the layout.
Ø How: Drones could be tted with special instruments like LIDAR to aid measurement
Ø Where: Portions of the facilities could be identied for specic measurements and surveys.
Drones could also be deployed to monitor construction quality at elevations, or reach
difcult-to-access locations
Ø When: During project estimation, planning, execution, inspection, etc.

•

Stakeholders and Responsibility matrix: Detail out all relevant stakeholders, including
specialist contractors, client, etc for supply/lease of special equipment, obtaining/granting
permissions. Including requirements of training, since it is likely personnel may be unaware of
the technology and precautions related to use of the same.

•

Data/Information Interface management: Data points, le formats, use of special media, data
collection frequency/tolerances, etc. that would help integrate the information collected by the
digital touchpoint with the rest of the project information in the most appropriate manner.

•

Quality Control: Specic activity implementation plans, method statements, work instructions,
checklists.

•

Other Internal Controls: Internal process controls and protocols necessary to ensure the
effective implementation within schedule and assigned budget.

•

Data Security: Requisite contracting and protocols required in line with the projects ISMS
compliance commitment.

•

Communication & Reporting: Digital communication plan, frequency and formats of reporting.

13.2.3.3 SITE CONTROL ROOM AND INTEGRATION WITH HQ
Conventional site ofces were limited to receiving hard copies of “Issued for planning” and “AFC”
deliverables from the Design Ofce, hard copy mark-up by site engineers, fabrication detail
drawings, physical records of construction/fabrication work measurement, tests and certications
and a few computers for planning and reporting.
In the current digitalisation context, the site ofce also serves as a local control room for planning,
monitoring, controlling and reporting of work with considerably greater digital information owing
in and out of the site.
In most cases, hard copies of drawings and documents are supplemented (if not replaced) by soft
copies and an accessible BIM model that offers construction planners and supervisors an
interactive and collaborative environment to plan and visualise work.
The time ofce logs in biometric logs of entry/exit and location of construction workers. Sites
equipped with RFID/Bluetooth tagging of workers and equipment can track the live locations of
workers and review the assignment of active resources on jobs.
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Digital records of scans/surveys, work performed, inspection certication and test records are
added to the BIM model, in addition to work volumes, rework, 'time-on-tools', etc that now can be
aggregated contractor-wise or crew-wise in near-real-time and yield meaningful insights on
productivity, efciency, etc.
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Figure 13.6: Replication system in a distributed database environment

The Central Control Room becomes similar to a plant's Distributed Control Room, with an overall
view of the entire project's information: plan, and status of execution, ongoing issues, bottlenecks,
(and with analytics now enabled with continuous data feeds, predictive forecasts and prescriptive
action plans).
In context of the above, the role of a 'Site Control Room' and its integration with the Central Control
Room become vital, especially in the case of multiple, geographically distributed work-sites on
large, complex projects.
From a site control room perspective, at the time of planning the network topology/conguration
for the project, adequate provision should be made for the following:
•

Reliable, adequate data bandwidth availability at sites, especially remote sites where wired
connections may not be available

•

A practicable remote replication strategy, for data replication between the central server and
site control room server(s), balancing the following major considerations:
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Ø The amount of data that needs replication between the central and remote
servers/applications based on the need for real-time updates of all data to be available at all
locations
Ø The requirement for load balancing on replication servers based on the central server's
capacity for transaction loading
Ø Choice of synchronous vs. asynchronous updates based on how long the process will take
and how much data needs replication
Ø The number of replica servers that the replication software allows, which is also inuenced
by the bandwidth required
Ø Risk evaluation of downtime/failure of a server or link
•

Information access requirements for key management and project personnel who may be
working remote, or while they are travelling on mobile computing equipment via the cloud.

13.2.3.4 CONNECTED WORKER IMPLEMENTATION
Businesses and Projects have been suffering from poor productivity growth in recent years, and
while organisations have tried to address the problem at a systemic level, a large number of
people at the work-face continue to carry out labour-intensive, manual tasks inefciently and with
limited or no access to current, relevant information or knowledge resources.
For many years now, connected operations, connected assets, and connected products are all
recognized as essential aspects of an Industry 4.0 “Factory of the Future” approach. In recent
years, the aspect of Connected Workers, comprising Digital technologies that better connect
frontline workers with their work environment to improve productivity, safety, and quality are fast
gaining focus and adoption.
Connected Worker literally means 'a worker connected to someone or something'. Connected
Worker solutions are data-driven solutions that enable instant, actionable data for key personnel in
real-time. Some examples of Connected Worker solutions are:
•

Providing workers/technicians with real-time displays of asset/equipment sensor readings &
historical data (schematics, historical trends, etc.) to optimize their workow and processes.

•

Using head-mounted, hands-free equipment enabling live, bi-directional visual & audio
communication connecting eld technicians with expert resources & instructional libraries at
any time.

•

Providing access to remote guidance functionalities to augment training for new/less
experienced employees or to help operations centres troubleshoot issues virtually, reducing
time to action & better documents/catalogues recurring issues.

In that way, a connected worker is more than a knowledge worker or skilled worker operating on
just his/her skills, experiences and knowledge. Connected Worker technologies enable workers to
collaborate safely & efciently from remote locations; with instant access to asset data & remote
guidance from SMEs, workers are empowered to make more informed decisions in less time.
As a technology space, Connected Worker is at an early phase of market development and
technology adoption. The market is highly fragmented with participants ranging from smart
glasses manufacturers to global enterprise technology players delivering integrated Connected
Worker solutions (including hardware, software, and services) as part of strategic 'Factory of the
Future' initiatives. There's a tremendously wide range of products, services, and solutions
positioned in the market under a Connected Worker banner.
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As a part of the overall Digital Implementation strategy, a Connected Worker plan is recommended,
which would outline the various channels available to different sets of connected workers and the
relevant hardware & software requirements required to better enable the workforce. Also see subsection 13.2.4.6 (Connected Worker Wearables).
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Figure 13.7: Connected Worker Implementation

Needless to say, a cost-benet consideration would help the project team evaluate and select the
technologies to be implemented for the project.
13.2.4

DIGITAL TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGY
In the past decade, there has been a proliferation of hardware and technology in the eld of digital
information collection. The Internet of Things (IOT) enables discrete devices to communicate
parameters measured on personnel, equipment, ambience to enable monitoring and analytics.
This has been made possible due to more powerful and cheaper hardware.
Central and Site Control rooms at projects routinely have live dashboards reporting parameters,
live video feeds from cameras, and get data either in downloaded packets, or streaming over the
cloud from a wide variety of digital devices (cameras, drones, smart-wearables, LoRa, BLE, RFID
readers, etc). While the networking and software integration approach has been described in this
section above, the following sub-sections outline salient aspects and potential use for some of the
prominent technologies relevant to Infrastructure projects.
13.2.4.1 IP BASED CAMERAS AT STRATEGIC LOCATIONS
Remote surveillance using CCTV has been around for several decades now, however with
improvements in resolution, size, portability and internet-connectivity for cameras has made IP
cameras ubiquitous with anytime, anywhere access.
IP cameras provide cloud-based access for authorised users to view live and archived video feeds.
High-resolution snapshots from cameras placed at strategic locations can also be used to archive
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the progressive growth of construction activities, and, in synch with BIM technologies, serve as a
powerful visualisation tool for plan vs. actual comparisons. Cameras are commercially available
with a wide range of features, including night-vision (using IR), all-weather compatibility, optical,
and digital zoom, and 360° view/pan capabilities.
Many IP-camera-based surveillance systems coupled with AI can now detect motion, intrusions for
use in difcult weather conditions like fog, heavy rains etc. (using AI to precisely target movement
of personnel and vehicles while eliminating false-alarms like falling leaves, moving shadows due to
cloud movement, etc). Such systems can also be used in generating accurate statistics of people
entering, leaving and currently within the monitored area.
13.2.4.2 3D PHOTOGRAMMETRY/LASER SCANNING
3D Laser Scanning or LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) is a non-contact, non-destructive
technology that digitally captures the exact size and shape of physical objects using a line of laser
light. The surface data is captured by a camera sensor mounted in the laser scanner which
records accurate dense 3D points in space. The 3D survey points collected combine together to
form a point cloud that represent the surface surveyed, and with point cloud processing software,
these datasets can be used to create digital 3D models of the scanned environment.
Laser scanning is a popular land surveying method that can quickly and accurately measure and
collect data from objects, surfaces, buildings, and landscapes. It is one of the speediest land
surveying method and is perfect for projects that require a quick turnaround.
Laser scan data is used at various stages of the construction process: in the beginning for
topography and existing facilities/objects, during the project, to check progress against design
and as a part of the quality control process, and post-construction to verify the built facility and
hand over the as-built model to Facilities Management.
Laser scans are also used in mapping existing equipment and structures in process plants,
especially in expansion/browneld projects for dimensionally accurate tie-in planning and design.
Laser-scanned point clouds are used as input by software to re-build a catalogue-based intelligent
BIM model for existing plants and tie-ins associated with the new facilities
Mounted on xed-wing UAVs, LIDAR scans are also used in mapping topographies through aerial
surveys and used for advanced computations like construction work volume estimates for
excavation and back-lling.
13.2.4.3 UAVS AND DRONES
The use of Drones, or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) is one of the fastest growing application
areas of digitalization technology in the construction industry. A brief description an example/use
case for Drones was discussed in 13.2.3.2. While they aren't helping the actual labour process
(yet), Equipped with cameras, GPS units, thermal sensors, and infrared sensors, the information
captured by drones can be streamed to a computer, allowing users to analyse and interpret that
data, allowing projects to be more efcient, better managed, and inspections to be more thorough
and risk-free.
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Figure 13.8 - Drones are being increasingly deployed in land surveys, among other use-cases

Their primary attraction is their ability to provide an aerial view of sites or potential sites with simple
and affordable ease as compared with the earlier approach of paying for a manned aircraft to get
such an aerial view. Based on these, contractors can develop better plans, track progress and
monitor any issues with the construction at a fraction of the cost of alternate means.
Typical use cases include:
•

Topographic Mapping a site of any area, capturing information and footage and relaying it in
real-time to computer mapping software. Once the data has been uploaded and processed,
one can get accurate cut/ll volumes and other survey analytics necessary for planning and
tracking job progress safely and more economically than with traditional walkthroughs.

•

Remote monitoring and reporting at construction sites, especially for high risk, or difcult to
access locations. Combining frequent, regular drone surveys with a timeline tool as seen in
BIM, one can compare between multiple datasets and visually track changes for reporting
progress in an easily understood visual manner to stakeholders.

•

Conducting building surveys and inspections avoiding time and money spent on scaffolding
and ladders. Coupled with thermal sensors, it can detect hot/cold spots, leakages and
electrical issues.

•

Equipment tracking at sites where equipment or prefabricated structures are spread over a
large area (either through visual or augmented by RFID readers).

•

Guiding autonomous vehicles (using AI) is a futuristic use-case that is under development

While there are many types of drones, commercial drones used in construction are primarily of two
types: xed-wing models and models having rotating blades.
With their airplane-like design, fixed-wing drones can glide on a set path and reach higher
altitudes, making them efcient for mapping topography and surveying greater distances. They
can also carry heavier payloads and can remain airborne for hours. However, they are only able to
y forward and not so useful for continuous close-proximity use cases.
For closer aerial inspections and photography, rotary drones are the better option since they are
easy to control and their rotor design allows them to hover and remain stable. However, their
payload capacity and duration of continuous use are lower than the xed-wing types.
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While drones have great benet and potential in the construction industry, there are a few
important points in connection with the use of drones:
•

The usage of drones is almost certainly governed by national and/or local regulations, and
often has mandatory registration and/or certication of all UAVs before ight. The use of drones
is banned in many sensitive, no-y zones, which include large reneries, petrochemical
complexes, airports, etc.

•

It requires highly trained personnel to operate a drone while being fully aware of the planned
ight path and any other relevant issues. Specic knowledge of, and experience with the exact
model of drone to be used also are important to prevent accidents.

•

Severe weather issues can prevent a drone's safe or effective use, especially cloud/rain and
strong winds

•

While drones can save a lot of money in the long-run, they have a high up-front cost.

13.2.4.4 IOT/GPS BASED MONITORING
The denition of the Internet of things has evolved due to the convergence of multiple
technologies, real-time analytics, machine learning, commodity sensors, and embedded systems.
The Internet of things (IoT) can be described as a system of interrelated computing devices,
mechanical and digital machines provided with unique identiers (UIDs) and the ability to transfer
data over a network without requiring human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction.
IoT devices produce many types of information, including telemetry, metadata, state, and
commands and responses which can be used to drive articial intelligence and predictive
analytics. Mature IOT applications in industry include:
•

Building and home automation

•

Medical & healthcare

•

Trafc control, electronic toll collection, eet management & transportation

•

Predictive maintenance of equipment

•

Digital control systems

•

Smart cities

•

Energy management with advanced metering infrastructure

•

Environmental monitoring & Agriculture applications with telemetry

•

Military applications

•

Product digitisation with active/smart packaging (QR/NFC)

In the context of Infrastructure projects IOT has two major application areas:
13.2.4.4.1 Monitoring operating state and performance:
IOT sensors are used on construction equipment to capture and relay information about their
operating state, up-time, fuel consumption, loads and other performance metrics, which are
analysed in order to optimise their overall equipment effectiveness (OEE), utilisation and
productivity. Many contractors have already implemented IOT-based resource effectiveness
programmes and seen savings by eliminating common conventional such as inefciencies
under-utilisation, poor operator-driven productivity or unpredictable downtime due to
breakdowns.
13.2.4.4.2 Location Tracking:
Using location tracking with RFID/QR codes, or in synch with GPS technology, tracking of
components, tools, equipment and semi-fabricated assemblies can be automated to greatly
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improve cycle times as well as to reduce human errors.
Location tracking, used to track eets of construction equipment, Geo-fencing of construction
tools & components to prevent pilferage, Digital Warehouse management, GPS-based
Consignment Tracking are among several fairly mature solutions commercially deployed in
industry.
There are several providers supply/lease the hardware and also provide the interfacing
software plug-ins that directly port analysed information into the overall project information
management system.
Like most emerging technology markets, the market for IOT is still very fragmented, especially
due to the incompatibilities between brands, lack of interoperability and common technical
standards, which means that it is necessary to use a exible and often customised software
platform for integrating between the different data streams, and establishing inter-connectivity
between technologies and systems before passing on the same for analytics and reporting.
Security is a huge concern in adopting IOT, with concerns that rapid development is happening
without appropriate consideration of the profound security challenges involved like, weak
authentication, unchanged default credentials, unencrypted messages sent between devices, SQL
injections and poor handling of security updates. Low on-board computing power, and the low
price and consumer focus of many devices makes a robust security patching system uncommon.
13.2.4.5 EXTENDED REALITY-BASED SMART GLASSES/HAND-HELD DEVICES
Extended reality (XR) is a term referring to all real-and-virtual combined environments and humanmachine interactions generated by computer technology and wearables, where the 'X' represents a
variable for any current or future spatial computing technologies. It includes representative forms
such as augmented reality (AR), mixed reality (MR) and virtual reality (VR) and the areas
interpolated among them.
It is important to note that these technologies come from different approaches and application
segments and they seek to do different things. Still, they can use some similar technologies. (For
example, 3D objects and AI are important to all of them). The levels of 'virtuality' range from
'partially sensory' inputs to 'immersive' virtuality on a scale.
A quick compare and contrast of the three would be as follows:
VR is about immersing users into a completely
virtual environment. This could include purely
real-world content like a 360° video, but running
out of a data ﬁle. This medium requires the use
of a Head-Mounted Device.

Image source : (https://www.gray.com/insights/4 -beneﬁts-ofvirtual-reality-to-food-and-beverage-processing/)

AR is creating an overlay of virtual content on the
real world, but the virtual content and real-world
content cannot interact or respond to each other.

Image
source:
(https://www.inavateonthenet.net/features/article/the -futureof-work-ar-to-propel-construction-industry)
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MR is an overlay of synthetic content that is
anchored to and interacts with objects in the real
world—in real time. Mixed Reality experiences
exhibit occlusion, i.e. the computer-generated
objects are visibly obscured by objects in the
physical environment a mix of virtual reality and
the reality.

Image source
:
(https://metrology.news/renault -trucksexperiment-with-mixed-reality-control-quality/)

Figure.9 - VR, AR and MR compared

The use cases for VR relevant to construction projects include: Training of personnel for operation
of equipment or on basic safety procedures, 3D Model reviews for
constructability/operability/maintainability, understanding the internal conguration of complex
equipment and systems, etc.
The superimposition feature of AR technology enables readily available visualisation-based work
instructions and guides for inexperienced personnel at work-sites, in synch with remote experts, or
visualisation of parameters of equipment while viewing it, or construction progress vs plan, remote
inspection by technical experts, etc.
Although MR technology is relatively new in its current stage of research and development, the
technology has the potential to be used in various applications. The interactive aspect of actual
and computer graphics is seeing many advanced pilot applications such as in quality control,
medical surgery, automotive design etc.
While reality is three-dimensional, the rich data we now have from various business applications
like BIM remains trapped on two-dimensional pages and screens. Extended reality applications
can bridge this gap between the real and digital worlds and enhance human ability to correlate the
physical world with contextual information and insights available from other Digital and IM
applications.
13.2.4.6 CONNECTED WORKER WEARABLES
Sub-section 13.2.3.4 (Connected Worker Implementation) outlined the overall system
implementation aspects for Connected Worker Implementation. This sub-section focuses on
wearables that are used by workers to gather measurable parameters and communicate with the
central systems.
An IoT-enabled connected worker solution brings monitoring capabilities to the next level that
make worksites safer, more efcient, transparent and productive by addressing key challenges that
are seen in conventional projects:
•

Preventing unexpected accidents in the eld

•

Enhancing the worker's experience and abilities and improving poor worker performance

•

Tracking/monitoring workers and ensuring their safety

•

Providing remote assistance through interactions with experts

•

Providing workers with access to contextual asset and process data, thereby reducing the risk
of human errors

•

Improving data accuracy and creating visibility in the process work status
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Some of the Connected Worker wearables in the context of infrastructure projects are:
SMART HELMETS: Equipped with RFID tags, can be used to provide precise location of workers.
Since they are often interchangeable, they are 'paired' electronically with a worker's photoidentication badge at the time of assignment in each working shift. Smart helmets equipped with
sensors can monitor static and dynamic hazards, detect gas leakages and alert supervisors to
man-down scenarios. They can also prevent accidents by monitoring fatigue levels of workers and
alerting when thresholds (of say, ambient temperature/humidity) have been surpassed, preventing
a variety of possible accident scenarios.
HELMET OR BODYSUIT-ATTACHABLE WEARABLES: Some manufacturers offer wearable
devices that can be simply clipped onto the workers' hard helmets, or attached to the upper
forearm part of a worker's body suit. The devices are capable of operating in various tough
conditions like heat, oceans, space, and oil elds and come with embedded voice recognition
technology, allowing for a hands-free, augmented reality experience. Some devices also use
cameras with optimized video streaming for workers in locations with low-bandwidths.
SMART GLASSES: As discussed in the previous section, Extended Reality-based Smart
glasses/hand-held devices are used for training, or providing “remote expert” capabilities, for
example by connecting eld service technicians or eld workers with offsite subject matter experts
via video, audio and spatial annotations in real-time. This eliminates costly, and time-consuming
trips between the eld and ofce and provides immediate assistance to eld workers.
SMART GLOVES AND SHOES: Gloves/shoes that can detect the proximity of a live electric
surface and emit a visual or audible alarm have been developed. By alerting the wearer of a
potential electrical leak, or charged surface, these smart wearables can save the worker from a
serious injury or even death.
SMART SUITS: A manufacturer has developed an AI-controlled heating garment, which is able to
automatically change its temperature, protecting workers from extreme sub-zero temperatures and
automatically boosting both their safety and productivity. The technology is based on selected
heating points that use blood as a thermal vector and uses AI to recognize, in real-time, the
coldest points of the body, giving them the priority to be heated. Smart suits can be also used to
detect proximity to electromagnetic elds or other ambient conditions that could prevent an
accident.
13.2.4

OTHER FUTURISTIC DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES TO WATCH OUT FOR
Besides the technologies described in the above sections there are several other cutting-edge
digital solutions that have found application in other industrial sector. However, due to the relatively
less-developed digital capability of contractors, or due to limitations of the scale or direct
applicability in the context of infrastructure construction/projects, some of these are yet to nd
wider acceptability here. However, with improvements in technology, scale and lower cost, they
could be potentially game-changer technologies in our sector as well, and in future editions of
InBoK could well be covered as a mainstream topic.
Some of these futuristic digital technologies to watch out for are:
13.2.5.1 3D Printing
Although there are cases of 3D printed building components, or even a few cases of entire
buildings being 3D-printed, due to the limitations of material and size of the assembly 3D printing
is yet to catch on as a preferred method of construction/fabrication in the building industry.
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While the applicability in terms of range of materials is increasing due to R&D activity in the area,
many construction materials are yet to be adaptable to additive manufacturing robots. For
example, in the case of metallic components, the strength of such manufactured components vs.
other conventional manufacturing methods like forging, casting, machining is yet to be reliably
established.
In many regions, building codes and ofcials make it very difcult to advance the use of 3D-printed
structures in large construction projects. However, there are indications of a change in this aspect
– in Dubai, for example, new regulations require that by 2025, every building must be constructed
with 25 percent of its material from 3D-printed sources.
Additive manufacturing creates unprecedented scaling opportunities for on-demand and custom
development projects. Potential applications of 3D printing in construction include difcult to
conventionally manufacture components or parts, highly customised geometries (spacesaving/lightweight), etc. Being able to print prefabricated parts or components on site helps
eliminate the need to transport large goods or materials. 3D Printing can also greatly reduce cycle
time on manufacturing customised components, although the cost will need to be balanced by
scale.
13.2.5.2 ROBOTS FOR MANUFACTURING AND CONSTRUCTION
Robotics is well established in conventional manufacturing. However, due to the unstructured
nature of construction fabrication, and the difculty of getting robots in-situ for
construction/fabrication, among other factors, these are yet to become popular in this industry
segment. This is changing fast, though… one of the acceleration factors for the use of robots in
Construction is the growing shortage of skilled labour on the demand side, and the improvements
in hardware/software/connectivity on the supply side.
Several contractors are deploying single-task robots for jobs like bridge painting, concrete
blasting, welding, rebar tying, and road repair. There are also construction robots for brick-laying
and masonry, and even robots that lay an entire street at one time. Other use cases for prefabrication are robotic pipe/plate edge-preparation & welding machines. Demolition robots are
another type of construction robot that's about to break into mainstream application These types of
robots dramatically improve the speed and quality of construction work.
As connectivity and IOT penetration improves across smart cities of the future, it is believed that
multi-operational robots with the ability to collaborate on tasks will become a reality.
13.2.5.3 BIONIC EXOSKELETONS
This is an extension of the eld of Robotics, and a case of
the human still being very much in control. Bionic
Exoskeleton is a type of wearable application of Robotics
that is used to augment the wearer's abilities.
Manufacturers are working on developing exoskeletons that
will not only improve the mobility of the wearer but also
make them stronger and less prone to work-related injuries.
Such exoskeletons can help construction workers to
improve their productivity by allowing them to lift heavy
loads, reduce fatigue, facilitate the use of tools in awkward
positions, etc. without hurting their body.
Figure 13.10 - Bionic Exoskeletons
(FORTIS)
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13.2.5.4 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE & MACHINE LEARNING APPLICATIONS
Articial intelligence (AI) is an aggregative term for describing when a machine mimics human
cognitive functions, like problem-solving, pattern recognition, and learning.
Machine learning (ML) is a eld of articial intelligence (hence technically, a subset) that uses
statistical techniques to give computer systems the ability to 'learn' from data, without being
explicitly programmed. A machine becomes better at understanding and providing insights as it is
exposed to increasing amounts of data.
Industry-wide, there have been proven high return on investment (RoI), and while there is
widespread management interest in AI solutions for E&C, few rms or owners currently have the
capabilities—including the personnel, processes, and tools—to implement them.
To be effective and accurate, machine learning needs large subsets of data. The power of AI-based
solutions can be unlocked best when all data sources can connect to each other. One of the major
barriers for the implementation of AI & ML across the E&C industry has been the lack of enough
intelligible, integrated datasets required for AI to establish meaningful correlations.
Even in large rms, although a lot of information is digitized now as compared to a few years ago,
different technology platforms are still not well-integrated or not integrated at all, leaving data
disconnected. Multiple platforms are used that are not integrated and organisations face the
challenge of not having the time or resources to put towards meaningful integration. Also, due to
the intense competition, and relative disorganisation between contractors on information
management, there are enormous restrictions on data sharing and data ownership.
Hence, AI use cases in E&C are still relatively nascent, nevertheless a few start-ups are gaining
market traction and attention for their AI-focused approaches. Some early-stage areas of
application are:
•

Project schedule optimization, resource planning and resource capacity modelling: Many
organisations have well-dened databases of specic roles and pre-established templates
within scheduling software, which provide for a solid framework to analyse the data for
potential automation. Analysis of multiple past schedules using plan vs. actual data to learn, an
AI/ML application could work on analysing multiple alternate paths for project execution and
providing guidance on the optimised time/cost solutions. Predictive algorithms could also
forecast project risks, or constructability of various options in case things do not go as
originally planned.

•

Image recognition and classification: Like in the medical industry, AI/ML can be for the
analysis of multiple, digitised images of non-destructive tests and reporting failures, tracking
root-causes against a database of past reports. Another HSEQ application can assess video
data collected on work sites to identify unsafe worker behaviours for immediate alerts in the
eld, as well as aggregate data for future training customisation. This technology could also be
applied to drone imagery and 3-D-generated models to assess issues with quality control, such
as defects in execution, early detection of critical space-clash events due to simultaneous work
by multiple contractors, or help engineers compare developing and nal products against initial
designs to provide improvement feedback to designers.

•

Improving resource productivity: As briey discussed in 13.2.4.5 (Extended Reality-based
Smart glasses/hand-held devices) data streams from connected workers and connected
equipment could be analysed using enhanced analytics platforms understand signals and
patterns to deploy real-time solutions, cut costs, prioritize preventative maintenance, and
prevent unplanned downtime. The overall benets on resource productivity are expected to be
signicant to justify the investment in technology.
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•

Supply chain optimization for materials and inventory management: As more projects are
using off-site construction for large quantities of materials, with modularisation and prefabrication trends also increasing, AI can provide predictive guidance solutions for supply
chain coordination to control costs and overall cash ows. AI & ML also have huge potential to
deliver reduction in costs, logistical burdens, and variability of components due to the large
amount of structured data available in ERP systems, and their improved integration with the
overall Enterprise Project Management systems.

13.2.5.5 ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION (RPA)
Robotic process automation (RPA) is the use of software robots (better known as 'bots') to
automate highly repetitive, routine tasks normally performed by knowledge workers.
While AI is viewed as a form of technology to replace human labour and automate physical tasks
end-to-end (in what can be termed 'unattended automation'), RPA is used to work in conjunction
with people by automating repetitive processes (what may be called 'attended automation').
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For simplicity, you can think of RPA as a software robot that mimics human actions, whereas AI is
concerned with the simulation of human intelligence by machines. At a fundamental level, RPA is
associated with “doing” whereas AI and ML is concerned with “thinking” and “learning”
respectively.
RPA uses structured inputs and logic, while AI uses unstructured inputs and develops its own
logic.
RPA usually is a software program which can run on an end user's pc, laptop or mobile device. It is
a sequence of commands which are executed by bots as per dened sets of business rules.
These software bots can interact with an in-house application, websites, user-portals, etc. and
automate workows, infrastructure, back ofce process which are labour intensive.
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Differences aside, often, by combining RPA and AI, one can build and manage bots that automate
lower-impact work like data entry and assist with higher-impact work like decision making.
Some use-cases of RPA (or RPA+AI) applications in projectized organizations are:
•

Intelligent Invoice processing (where bots perform the repetitive tasks of downloading the les
from email or databases to a processing location, opening the les, copy-pasting relevant
elds into a data table, and nally porting them to the ERP's accounting software – and since
invoices from different sources are at best semi-structured data, using AI to intelligently
decipher the invoice to 'tell' the bot exactly where to extract the relevant information for each
invoice)

•

Intelligent drawing interpretation: Extracting dimensional information, labels and material take
offs from drawings. While 3D models use catalogue-based modelling, and can extract a parts
list or material take-offs, many construction sites have detailed fabrication drawings in the form
of 2D drawings. Presently quantity surveyors have to manually extract the quantities of material
and work volumes in a time-consuming and (sometimes) error-prone manner. RPA with, or
without AI can signicantly reduce the cycle time, and at the same time improve accuracy per
drawing, and additionally provide aggregates, even compare them with modelled or
engineered quantities.

•

Data migration & 'Virtual' system integration: Bots could manage automated data migration
through systems which is not possible using traditional mediums, like document, spreadsheets
or other source data les, and transfer data between disparate and legacy systems by
connecting them at the user interface level instead of developing new data infrastructure.

A caution with the use of RPA in dynamic frameworks like project execution is that it comes with a
risk of failure. Even small changes made in the automation applications, (including something as
simple as a patch/upgrade) could need the robots to be recongured. Bots by themselves cannot
distinguish the change made, and will repeat errors at scale if bot rules are not well designed and
monitored. Improperly congured or inadequately managed bots can corrupt a lot of data.
13.2.6

HANDOVER OF DIGITAL ASSET(S)
All major infrastructure projects have a contractual obligation to transfer documents and records to
the new asset owner. Digital information about physical infrastructure, such as buildings, factories,
airports, roads, railways and stations can be used by long-term owners and operators to improve
operational performance and sustainability. Thus, owners are beginning to procure both physical
infrastructure and the related digital asset information as a part of the lumpsum contract with the
EPC organisation.
Typical handover information includes but is not limited to the following:
•

Project les (business cases, project plans and procedures, reports, photographs, etc.)

•

Engineering deliverables, including those supplied by Supplier/Manufacturers

•

Design/Engineering documents & drawings

•

Native les of 3D models, design calculations, etc

•

Procurement related documents

•

Construction related documents

•

Commissioning related documents

•

Manuals (operating, maintenance, etc.)

•

Asset information (nameplate data, age data, cost data, operating data, etc.)
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•

Operating information (process data, maintenance records, risk registers, etc.)

•

QA and QC related documents and reports (Certicates, audits, inspections, etc.)

•

Any other documents required by the client and specied in the contract

With the advent of BIM and integrated data-models featuring rich 3D modelling platforms, a large
portion of the facility information is automatically integrated into the central dataset or the Common
Data Environment. Thus, it becomes easier to check for completeness, as well as shortens the
time for handover and approval.
However, in the case of technically complex projects such as oil & gas, chemicals or nuclear power
project sectors, it is difcult to implement an efcient exchange of information across the extensive
and complex supply chains spanning millions of components. Due to the variety of design
software, different processes of information exchange (contractors/vendors/clients, etc.) for review
and approvals, and a variety of le formats including CAD drawings, PDFs, Excel spreadsheets,
etc., – despite the implementation of BIM or data-base-backed 3D models, there has been a huge
challenge in achieving a true CDE environment due to an absence of a common data standard –
until fairly recently.
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Figure 13.12: Framework for a CDE-based handover, compliant with CFIHOS guidelines

Several organizations have been working on developing information handover standards to enable
interoperability, including JIP36-CFIHOS, DEXPI, AAS and MIMOSA. Many of these groups came
into existence to meet the needs of oil and gas owner-operators. Under the auspices of USPI, a
consortium of nearly 80 owner-operators, EPC contractors, equipment suppliers and service
companies have worked intensively for several years to align on a common data specication for
capital projects, which resulted in the CFIHOS standard.
In the most recent developments, CFIHOS and DEXPI are collaborating, and MIMOSA plans to
incorporate the CFIHOS RDL into its RDL library.
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CFIHOS, which stands for Capital Facility Information Handover Specication, is a standard for
supply chain participants of process industries to provide a consistent, electronic approach to
information handover among the companies that own, operate, construct, design and provide
equipment for process facilities.
The CFIHOS standard includes a data model, a dictionary of common terms and denitions, a set
of contractual specication documents and implementation guides. Its objective is to achieve
standardization of the data requirements issued by the owner-operators to the supply chain. The
standard also enables integration and data reuse across the many hundred pieces of software
used in a capital project; providing the foundation for the Digital Twin.
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Figure 13.13: Components of the Common Data Structure for Digital Asset Handover

In order to assure further growth of the CFIHOS project and its growing number of supporting
members In January 2020 Governance of the CFIHOS project was transferred to International
Association of Oil and Gas Producers (IOGP), where its development continues.
The goal is to propose CFIHOS as an ISO 15926-10X standard under TC 184/SC 4/WG3.
While it is recommended to follow a standard such as CFIHOS, such rigour may not be required
for simpler projects.
As a minimum, the Project Information Management Plan must include a section on the project's
digital asset management strategy and clearly specify what data is included within its scope for
handover. The project handover list should detail out the information and documents that must be
collected, veried, uploaded and approved to the various systems during the project execution
phases, including the form and formats of such transfer.
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Once this document is established and agreed with the client, it should be circulated to all
stakeholders for implementation and compliance.
This is a key document which will also provide a means to allow operations, maintenance, nance,
health and safety, and any other required functions on the client's side to sign off on the
acceptance of complete data and information during handover.
Migration of data to the client need not be done as a single gate/milestone towards the end of the
project, since it can be overwhelming for all parties involved. It is rather recommended that with the
required specialists onboard from key stakeholders, information can be compiled, checked and
transferred at multiple project milestones – for example, it may be more practical to migrate
records directly after the procurement activity, or when the initial designs are completed, or when
the to-be constructed drawings are approved. All of these actions reduce information loss, failure
rates and security breaches.

13.3

Appendix

13.3.1

GLOSSARY: INFORMATION MANAGEMENT & DIGITAL IMPLEMENTATION

Table 13.1: Information Management and Digital Implementation
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13.3.2

PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION CHECKLISTS
The following checklist summarises the activities described in Section 13 and can be used as an
aid to ensure that all the required activities are completed as applicable for your project.
Depending on the scope and complexity of the project, it may so happen that some sections may
not be required. This is to be decided by the Project Manager in consultation with the Information
Manager and other key project stakeholders.
It is also likely that many of the systems, processes and controls will be part of the overall
organisation/enterprise systems, processes and controls, in which case the necessary portions as
required for the project as well as organisational compliance need to be documented

a. Information Management Implementation Checklist
Table 13.1: Information Management and Digital Implementation
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14
14.1

Engineering / Design
Management

Introduction

In terms of cost of the project, engineering may vary from 1-10% depending on the type,
geography/location and complexity of the project, however it can greatly inuence the balance 90-99% of
the project cost, not to mention its impact on the schedule. The quality of engineering also considerably
inuences the project asset's Operations & Maintenance and (where applicable) De-construct and
Decommissioning lifecycle stages, which goes on to emphasize that good Engineering and Engineering
Management is crucial for project success.
The purpose of this section of the InBoK is to outline major engineering and design activities and issues that
key project management personnel such as the Project Manager or Project Engineering Manager should be
aware of and have a thorough understanding of, for the successful execution of the project.
The extent of design/engineering (both in terms or rigour, and complexity) varies greatly across the
spectrum of infrastructure projects. For instance, the design/engineering performed for a large Oilprocessing Renery will be more complex and consume far greater effort as compared with that performed
for a highway project, or a railway project. Depending on the industry sector and the type of project there
could be several variations to the planning and execution approaches to engineering.
In order to cover some of the complexities of large, complex project this section describes a higher degree
of rigour and detail such as seen in the hydrocarbon sector, or the power sector. Hence there may be topics
described here that need not necessarily apply to simpler, or linear projects.
The intent is to familiarize Project Management professionals with complex engineering frameworks, since
the information, topics and methods described here are, in-principle, applicable to other types and sectors
of projects too.
Also, there may be certain nuances of design/engineering management that may differ slightly as seen in
different types of projects/sectors. In such cases, where signicant issues and differences are identied,
they are noted as applicable in the “special considerations” area of each sub-section, as well as in subsection .
An implementation checklist is also included at the end of this section, which can be used to review the
relevant activities discussed in this section as applicable to your project and whether they are addressed in
a timely manner.

14.2

Engineering Strategy & Planning

14.2.1

Aligning Engineering objectives with the Project's goals
Engineering, by itself, can be managed as a project, which is what most engineering consultancies
do. However, in the context of Lump Sum Turnkey/EPCC/EPCIC projects, all stakeholders must be
clear that Engineering by itself is not the goal – rather Engineering is an integral enabler of the
overall Project's goals.
Hence, Engineering/Design Management in the context of the Project is the application of Project
Management principles to ensure that the Engineering/Design function delivers seamlessly with
other project stakeholders to meet the Project's goal
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The objectives of Engineering for most Projects in the infrastructure sector can be summarised as
under:
•

Develop the conceptual design with multi-discipline engineering details so that the Engineered
Facility meets the specications, budget, schedule and compliance to the applicable governing
codes, standards and regulations

•

Provide the Procurement team with accurate and economic specications, quantities and
technical documents that will enable them to procure the project's constituent parts &
components, and ensure their delivery to the appropriate locations of fabrication, assembly and
installation in a timely manner, and within the project's budget.

•

Provide the Construction team with easy-to-interpret technical information, models and
drawings that allow for planning and execution of efcient construction work at the job-site.

•

Ensure that the Design is not only constructable, but also operable and maintainable at all
stages of the facility's lifecycle and protects the Safety & Health of all stakeholders, and the
Environment. Especially with respect to Operations, the design should ensure reliable and
efcient operations at various predictable range of operations.

•

Provide post-commissioning technical support to Operations & Maintenance as well as
carryout out post-commissioning contract closing activities.

Engineering Strategy denes how the Engineering organization will meet its objectives towards the
project goal. It denes the engineering services delivery organisation, identies essential resources
and details their deployment/management. The Engineering Plan is the outcome of Engineering
Strategy, and details out the project's activities, sequencing and resources allocated to the
activities.
Without a well-dened and communicated engineering strategy and plan, the team is likely to
perform poorly and adversely affect achievement of the project objectives. Resources are most
likely to be under-utilized and the team will fail to meet productivity targets.
14.2.2

Engineering/Design Organisation
The Engineering/Design organisation is usually established during the development of the Project's
execution strategy at the proposal (pre-tender phase), but it may need to be rened at project
initiation based on the nal Contract.
Oﬃce Engineering
Manager/Head
of Engineering

Project Manager

Discipline Managers/
Func onal Heads

Project Engineering
Manager

Lead Discipline
Engineer (S)

Discipline Job
Engineers

Figure 14.1 : Project Engineering
Reporting Relationships
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The Project Manager has the overall responsibility for establishing the Engineering Organisation
and reporting relationships so that the engineering team(s) can effectively support the execution of
the project.
Dotted-line relationships between the project teams and Discipline/Department managers for
various functions are essential to have access to, and continuity with the company's knowledge,
systems and processes. In many cases, the Department also assigns Subject Matter Experts to
perform an independent review (or 'cold-eye-review') of critical design/engineering deliverables.
Depending on the industry sector, type of project and the project execution strategy, the
engineering/design organisation on a project could include the following engineering disciplines:
•

Process (Chemical) Engineering

•

Civil/Structural/Architectural (C/S/A)

•

Mechanical/Equipment

•

Piping

•

Electrical

•

Instrumentation/Control Systems

•

Telecommunication

•

Pipeline

•

Safety, Health & Environmental (HSE/SHE/EHS – the acronym varies across industry
segments)

Depending on the sector, scope of work, other required engineering disciplines may also be
required, such as:
•

Geophysical/Geo-technical Engineering

•

Nuclear Engineering

•

Metallurgical/Materials

•

Enterprise Integration & Communication
Systems (EICS)

•

Heating Ventilation & Air-Conditioning
(HVAC), etc.

•

Material Handling & Water Systems

•

Mining Engineering

The Project Engineering Manager and the
Department Managers should ensure that the
SBU/Department supports the project task force
with knowledge management, systems &
processes and adequate experienced resources
(preferably with experience in the
engineering/design of similar projects/facilities,
especially in the case of technologically complex
projects).
The approach to the Engineering/Design
organisation on the project should be documented
in the project organisation chart and issued to the
project team via the Project Execution Plan (PEP).
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Special Considerations:
The Engineering/Design organisation on a project may vary slightly depending on whether
engineering is performed wholly in-house, or in part by the same Contractor that is awarded the
project, or is sub-contracted to a different Sub-contractor. In such a case, Figure 14.1 may be
modied as under Figure 14.2.
14.2.3

Engineering/Design Responsibilities
The responsibilities of the key project functionaries with reference to Engineering/Design
Management need to be clearly established during the execution strategy development at the
proposal stage. This would need to be validated and rened at the project initiation stage before it
is communicated to all stakeholders as a part of the Project Execution Plan (PEP). In addition to
the Organogram for Engineering, the PEP also contains descriptions of the responsibilities to be
referenced as necessary.
Roles/Responsibilities of some key project functionaries are as under:
14.2.3.1 Project Manager
The Project Manager has the ultimate responsibility for the safety, technical quality, deliverables,
schedule and budget of the engineering work on the project. The Project Manager has
responsibility for dening the roles and responsibilities of the key Engineering/Design positions
such that they can effectively support the execution of the project. The Project Manager usually
delegates this responsibility for the Engineering portion of the Organogram to the Project
Engineering Manager, (PEM), who further details and develops the roles and responsibilities of the
individual functional resources reporting to him/her.
14.2.3.2 Project Engineering Manager (PEM)
The Project Engineering Manager, also sometimes called the Design Manager, is the focal point of
engineering execution and reports to the Project Manager. He/she is responsible and accountable
to the Project Manager for the successful execution of all engineering work on the project. Major
responsibilities include:
•

Pre-Engineering, Feasibility Report and Packaging Concept

•

Participating in the preparation of Technical proposal/bid documents to match with the
technical requirements of the Tender; reviewing the engineering cost estimates, bid material
quantities and technical specications and in general, supporting the award process for detail
engineering sub-contract.

•

Achieving the target Engineering schedule and quality, while meeting the budget

•

Ensuring compliance of the engineering activities & deliverables to
Ø Appropriate and applicable codes, standards & practices
Ø The contractor's own standard operating procedures (SOPs) & management systems
Ø Project specications and other technical requirements of the contract
Ø Applicable statutory & regulatory requirements pertinent to the project and its location,
including but not limited to Environmental and Safety Regulations.
Ø Appropriate Safety Methods in the selection of equipment/layout congurations

•

Assigning necessary resources to the engineering team for all project phases (personnel,
software, computing hardware, etc.)

•

Supporting the Project Management Team on Change Management
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•

Proper communication and coordination between engineering disciplines, the Procurement &
Construction organisations, external contractors, sub-contractors & suppliers, third-party
approving authorities, clients/customers and their authorised representatives

•

Identifying training from Suppliers' experts on critical components/systems for O&M personnel

Although the Project Engineering Manager has overall authority over the technical quality of the
engineering work on the project, the technical integrity of the design is the responsibility of the
respective Department Managers/Functional Heads who delegate that responsibility to the Lead
Discipline Engineers for the project. This is an important aspect to understand in the context that,
for complex projects, the pre-qualication and approval of specialist engineering consultants is
often contingent on the organisation's credentials and track record.
14.2.3.3 Lead Engineers (of various disciplines)
The Lead Discipline Engineers (e.g., Lead Process Engineer, Lead Piping Engineer, etc) have
overall responsibility for all discipline engineering activities on the project. Their roles and
responsibilities usually include:
•

Understanding and applying the contract basis to prepare a discipline design basis document
for the project scope and specication

•

Identifying and compliance with the project specications, regulations and standards and the
Contractor's own applicable practices and SOPs

•

Participating in the development of the integrated project schedule, including development of
integrated document submission schedules

•

Developing and ensuring the technical quality of engineering and design deliverables, material
requisitions, specications etc.

•

Reviewing supplier and external interface data to mesh with discipline engineering

•

Managing adequate stafng for their discipline, supervising assigned personnel in line with the
approved budget, scope and schedule

•

Implementing change management and risk management procedures

•

Supporting project monitoring and reporting, including keeping track of technical holds and
delays, providing inputs for backlog analysis and look-ahead plans

•

Timely turnaround of inter-disciplinary review documents and supplier document reviews

Additionally, the Lead Process Engineer is responsible for understanding and applying the contract
basis to full requirements related to the process design and process performance guarantees,
where these apply. These are then incorporated in the process design basis which cascades to
other disciplines during the further development of detailed design deliverables. (See also 14.4.4
Other Special Considerations: Performance and other Guarantees)
14.2.3.4 Project Engineers/Area Managers
Depending on the scope and complexity (or geographical spread) of some projects, Project
Engineers (also sometimes referred to as Area Managers) are appointed, reporting to the Project
Manager and responsible for the coordination of the execution of assigned areas forming part of
the overall project facilities. Each Project Engineer oversees specic tasks in his/her area, assists in
problem resolution and generally has authority delegated from the Project Manager for all
functions relating directly to his/her area. Each Project Engineer is also responsible for
coordinating activities/issues with the Project Engineering Manager (and as applicable, the Project
Engineers assigned for other areas of the facility), in addition to relevant other Contractors' experts
on technical matters.
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14.2.4

Engineering Design Basis
During the tendering process, as a part of the invitation to bid, the client transfers information
about the project to the contractor, which the contractor can reliably use as basis for estimating the
cost and schedule for delivery.
Apart from the contractual clauses and other commercial information, this information package
also includes technical information derived from the project's initial phases (Scope Denition,
Conceptual Development, Front End Engineering Design - FEED), applicable statutory, regulatory
and local compliance requirements, etc. that are vital to detailing out the various engineering
deliverables during the project's execution phase.
A comprehensive Design Basis is prepared early in the project. Depending on the sector of
industry, this is also referred to as Project Design Memorandum (PDM), Design Basis
Memorandum (DBM) or Functional Design Specications (FDS). This Design Basis/PDM
documents the complete set of basic engineering design data and literally forms the basis for the
entire engineering of the project. Most established engineering companies have a Project
Requirements Checklist that is essentially a list of questions whose answers dene the technical
requirements of the project.
The primary responsibility for determining the Engineering Design Basis rests with the Project
Manager who delegates this to the Project Engineering Manager. Together with the discipline
leads, the PEM should ensure that the General Engineering and Discipline Checklists as well as
other design basis documents are initiated and completed as early in the project as possible, and
that they are reviewed, issued to the client and project management team, and revised periodically
to reect any changes in the requirement.
Some of the recommended key activities and checklists include:
•

Contract Scope of Facilities/Scope of Services

•

Project/Jobsite Data questionnaire

•

Basic Engineering Design Questionnaire

•

Selection of Techno-economic solution for high-value project components

•

Preparation of the Process Design basis/Design Checklists

•

List of applicable Project Codes, Standards, Specications, Guidelines and Procedures

It is vital that the design basis documents provided by the client at the start of the project are
checked and resolved against the proposal document including scope differences.
If the design decisions and data are not properly documented at this stage, detailed engineering
may proceed on the basis of (often incorrect) assumptions and misunderstandings may result,
hence it is recommended to have a project alignment meeting with the client with discussions
around the scope, rely-upon bid information, schedule, expectations etc as a minimum.
Special Considerations:
•

In some tenders, FEED Verication is part of the scope of the Contractor, in which case the
Contractor owns up to the FEED even though it may have been performed by a different
engineering entity. Discrepancies or changes occurring out of errors/omissions in the FEED
then usually do not entitle the Contractor to schedule or cost claims during execution. Hence it
is very important to get an exact agreement on the “rely-upon information” in every contract.

•

As it may not always be possible to accurately estimate the actual design information based on
the rely-upon information, the Contractor should seek the requisite clarications during pre-bid
discussions. A risk matrix should be prepared to address the uncertainties and impacts on
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time & cost that might arise due to future changes/discrepancies, and its implications to all
relevant parties of the contract.
14.2.5

Engineering Work Planning
Engineering work planning involves all Engineering disciplines; however, the Project Manager has
the ultimate responsibility for the nal effort-hour estimates and stafng plans. Using information
from the project proposal or the previous phase of the project (included in the tender documents),
the Lead Discipline Engineers develop their respective work plans in conjunction with the
established scope-dening documents and the Project Execution Plan.
In the larger context of the EPC project, Engineering and Procurement schedules, at all levels, are
developed to support safe and efcient construction. The process of establishing construction
schedules, procurement schedules and engineering schedules begins by working backward from
the date that the Client/Owner expects to begin producing income from the facility being
constructed. In some cases, an expensive constraint like the sail-away date of a full-kit module may
be an intermediate milestone from which relevant procurement and engineering need to work
backwards.
Hence, Engineering will need to plan and sequence their activities and deliverables to generate
timely and continuous work front for Procurement and Construction activities as shown in the
following simplied schematic work ow diagram:

Figure 14.3 : Simplified Engineering Work Flow Schematic

Engineering Workplans are produced by each Engineering Discipline, which outline the plan for
activities to be performed for their discipline and the resource loading required to achieve them
with certain margins. They are the basis for developing and formalising each engineering
discipline's effort-hour budget and schedule, and following multiple iterative rounds of internal
review, these are compiled into the integrated project schedule and schedule basis documents by
the Project Controls team.
The schedule must be consistent with the project scope-dening documents including: contract,
scope of the facilities & services, PEP, project requirements checklist, supplier data schedule from
the procurement plan, engineering drawing schedule, supply & construction sequence, etc.
Schedules and stafng plans are fundamental inputs to Project Control. An effective schedule
organises the sequenced work functions, activities and tasks into the project's xed time frame.
The stafng plan aligns with the project plan and must be continuously monitored to ensure that
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adequate resources are available to perform work within the established time frame. Time-sheets
are maintained for each engineering resource to ensure the work-allocation and monitoring vs. the
plan.
The discipline Engineering Stafng Plan is also used to generate the baseline discipline progress
curve and should be representative of the Engineering discipline effort-hour estimates for the
scope and schedule.
The overall engineering progress curve is the aggregate of the various discipline estimates.
Overall, the Project Engineering Manager responsible to monitor and verify the inputs from the
Engineering team for the development and update of the Engineering portion of the project
schedules and stafng plans of the project.
Based on the actual progress achieved and the need to adjust engineering deliverables to meet
the overall project schedule, stafng plans must be monitored during the course of the project and
a re-forecast of the stafng plan should be performed, especially if there is a signicant variance of
actual performance/progress as compared with the baseline plan. This is usually done during the
weekly Engineering Review conducted within the Engineering organisation.
Special Considerations:
•

Special attention should be given to workshare effort-hour estimates for engineering performed
across multiple engineering centres or entities. The Primary/Main Design Centre will prepare
the work plans, schedules and estimates in conjunction with the satellite centres based on the
overall scope, and the respective scope distribution across the centres. For more information,
see 14.4.1 Managing Multiple Design/Engineering Centres.

•

There are different codes, regulations and concerns governing the engineering, design,
construction and operation of different types of facilities. It is extremely important for the key
project and discipline personnel to be familiar with these specic codes, regulations and
concerns, otherwise this could lead to adverse consequences for the project. Examples are as
under:
Ø Personnel designing a process plant must be familiar with piping and electrical codes for a
plant site
Ø Personnel designing cross-country pipelines, pump stations, compressor stations or
terminal tank farms at the terminus of a cross-country pipeline must be familiar with the
pipeline codes and regulations, and specic nuances such as the inuence of routing and
right-of-way acquisition on the project design, cost and schedule.
Ø Many plants and facilities are now seeing modular construction methods being deployed for
various reasons. There is signicant difference in the planning and management of
engineering in the case of modular facilities. The modules are usually fabricated at a yard
assembled, tested and transported in a specic sequence that greatly inuences the
sequencing of engineering deliverables for construction.
Ø In addition to the nuances of modularisation, personnel responsible for engineering/design
of offshore structures must be familiar with the specic codes, regulations and requirements
for offshore design. (e.g., equipment layout and spacing differences, increased attention
towards preventing interferences in congested layouts, fatigue analysis, weight control,
special coatings and special third-party inspection and verication/certication
requirements).

The Engineering Organisation's relevant department maintains an accessible library of codes and
standards comprising controlled hard copies, or online sources/subscriptions for the
latest/specied versions, which is referred by the engineers on the job.
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14.3

Engineering/Design Execution

14.3.1

Engineering Activities & Deliverables for various Project Lifecycle Phases
Engineering is a very important thread that runs through the entire project lifecycle. Depending on
the industrial sector and the complexity of the project, engineering activities and deliverables can
span several months, often extending beyond a couple of years. While aspects related to the
Project Acquisition (bidding) phase are covered in detail in Sections 3 and 4 of InBoK, this
subsection revisits some aspects relevant to Engineering, especially the concept around evolving
maturity of the engineering design in the phases prior to the EPC/EPCI project award. It is vital that
Project Managers and Project Engineering Managers understand and appreciate this, as well as
the continuity of Engineering during the EPC execution phase, in order for them to succeed at
leading their teams during the detailed engineering phase of the project.
14.3.1.1 Engineering performed in the project lifecycle prior to the Execution phase
In the Concept Phase a study based on preliminary engineering and references to previous
projects is performed to dene: a) the Purpose of the plant/project/facility; b) the Location of
facility; c) a rough estimate of the overall cost of plant (typically in the range of ± 30%); %); and (d)
Techno-economics of the system congurations evaluated.
Technical deliverables at this stage will typically include a design basis with main process
parameters dened (such as overall plant production requirements etc.), some overall block ow
diagrams, a preliminary space study to dene overall space requirements and nally an overall
cost estimate. Since it is at a conceptual level, if there are alternate concepts available, a
comparison is made between such concepts and one such concept is put forward for approval,
with justication for its selection.
This is followed by the Basic Design (BD) phase or Front-End Engineering Design (FEED) phase
where, the conceptual design is eshed out into a well-dened technical information package to
arrive at a typical Cost Estimate of the order of ± 10-15%, depending on the project scope and
complexity. Typical deliverables at this stage include:
•

Process Flow Diagrams

•

P&ID's

•

Process simulations/calculations as required to complete the above.

•

Equipment Lists (and critical spares list/spares philosophy)

•

Line Lists

•

Instrument lists/schedules (incl. instrumentation valves & actuators)

•

Site Plans/Area layouts

•

Plot Plans (The overall layout approved - this is also required for estimating gross work
volumes for construction, typically Civil/Structural/Piping, Electrical & Instrumentation)

•

Preliminary Equipment specications (datasheets)

•

Interfaces with outside facilities and scope demarcations therewith

The FEED package is used as the basis for bidding the Execution Phase Contracts (EPC, EPCI,
etc) and is used as the design basis for the Execution Stage of the Project Lifecycle.
A good FEED will reect all the client's major project-specic requirements and avoid signicant
changes during the execution phase in order to give competing bidders a more-or-less rm basis
for bidding, without leaving too much room for the bidding Contractors to make unsubstantiated
assumptions that could result in vastly varying techno-commercial bids. In some sectors and
markets, regularly, bidders are asked to provide a verication of the FEED and also a technical bid
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that is used for evaluating the EPCC/EPCIC bidders. Nevertheless, since most of the FEED
calculations are based on preliminary engineering and only some information based on the nal
suppliers, there can still be quite a few aspects of the design at the end of the Basic Engineering
that will be rmed up during Detailed Engineering.
Special Consideration:
In many infrastructure-sector projects, the rigour of Concept/FEED phase engineering is not much,
and where standards and norms are well established, the project is tendered based on functional
specications and terms of contract.
In such cases, the preliminary engineering/design is carried out in the initial stages of the EPC
phase by the selected Contractor. Bidders may perform some preliminary calculations during the
Bidding/Proposal stage to arrive at construction work volumes and material quantity estimates for
costing.
14.3.1.2 Engineering Deliverables in the project Execution phase of EPC/EPCI projects
Whereas the aforementioned paragraphs set the context in terms of describing the extent of
maturity and completeness of the engineering design basis, the following sub-sections of Section
pertain to the Execution phase of EPC/EPCI projects, which we shall commonly allude to as
Detailed Engineering.
The number of detailed engineering deliverables in a reasonably mid-sized EPC project in the
hydrocarbon sector could run into several thousand drawings and documents, and it is not the
objective of InBoK to exhaustively list the same here. In this sub-section we will provide an
overview of the major deliverables, outline their inter-dependencies and highlight important
aspects related to the evolution of design maturity from project initiation to close-out. Please see ,
for a top-level list of drawing/document categories by discipline
Figure 14.3 showed a simplied Engineering workow block diagram. A more granular narrative of
the sequence of engineering activities and deliverables is as follows:
•

Detailed Engineering starts with assimilation of the Basic Engineering package and
establishing the design basis to be agreed between all stakeholders. In most cases, a postaward site survey is carried out wherein key members of the engineering team visit the site(s)
for data collection and verication of measurements. (This is done especially in the case of
browneld projects, or where the project's facility interfaces with other existing units in
greeneld projects, and existing documentation may not be updated enough to reect the As-is
condition).

•

Topographic surveys are carried out to pinpoint the level grading requirement or pinpoint the
locations of rocks and buried objects like pipes, cables, etc. and Soil investigations undertaken
to ascertain the soil bearing capacity, for instance. The data from these reports are included in
the various design basis documents and signicant changes with respect to the
tender/proposal stage are resolved with the client in accordance with the contract and change
management process. It has been observed that many projects underestimate this step,
leading to disagreement between the contracting parties on construction-related issues, with
consequent schedule and cost escalations.

•

After establishing the Design Basis, primary engineering disciplines (such as Process, or
Architectural Engineering) work on the preliminary deliverables that form inputs to other
disciplines for their system engineering. (For example, say, for a typical Onshore facility in the
Hydrocarbon sector, the Process Discipline would initially issue early engineering deliverables –
Final simulations, sizing of lines and equipment, instrument lists, lists of electric consumers,
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P&IDs, etc. – that are essential inputs to other disciplines like Piping, Equipment,
Civil/Structural, Electrical and Instrumentation, who then begin work on system engineering at
the plant level, such as Plot Plans, Layouts, Line Diagrams, etc).
•

As discipline engineering progresses, a 3D model of the facility is developed in progressive
detail. Typically, there would be 3 reviews of the 3D Model with the Client, which are normally
referred to as the 30%, 60% and 90% stage model reviews.

•

Much of the subsequent engineering is aimed at providing work front for Procurement Activities
(initially, long-lead supplies, then bulks for the early construction phase, followed by other
purchased items depending on the engineering maturity and criticality). For bulks, engineering
contingencies are provided by the Engineering Team, while the Procurement Team adds
contingent quantities towards construction/fabrication wastage with inputs from the
Construction Management Team. The Engineering team also indicates quantities towards
mandatory spares that need to be handed over to the client stored during project closeout.

•

Fairly early in the project, Engineering (mainly Civil/Structural) provides work front for initiating
construction activities (temporary construction facilities, site grading, excavation for trenches,
piling foundations).

•

As equipment and bulk items are procured in line with the applicable provenance criteria,
relevant engineering disciplines review supplier information for the procured items (weights,
dimensions, interfaces & locations) and incorporate such details into the rest of the engineering
deliverables. The focus of engineering moves on from procurement to issuing drawings
intended for facilitating fabrication/construction and installation at site. (say in the case of
piping: line isometrics, and in the case of structural: steel framing drawings).

•

The above output deliverables from engineering are then detailed out by the construction
contractor to produce fabrication and erection drawings (in keeping with the previous point:
fabrication isometrics with weld joint mark-ups for each spool for piping, and for structural: steel
fabrication mark drawings with end-connection details). This particular interface between the
main engineering contractor and the fabricator's engineering is very important and has been a
pain point in many projects due to drawing revisions and improper document control at site.

At this stage it is important to keep a few points in perspective:
•

Engineering Design of the facility undergoes a few iterations during project execution. Hence a
majority of the detailed engineering deliverables are revised and re-issued in stages and
labelled according to the purpose of issue of the deliverable, which also reects the maturity of
the design at that stage. Also, depending on client/contract requirements and the criticality of
the deliverable, documents are issued for Review, Approval, or Information/Record. Hence a
deliverable would normally progress as per the following chronological sequence (With
Abbreviations/nomenclature normally used– These are covered detailed in 14.3.5):
Ø IDC/IFIR: Issued for internal reviews/inter-discipline reviews
Ø IFD/AFD: Issued/Approved for Design (use by other disciplines)
Ø IFR/IFA/IFI: (Issued for Client's Review/Client's Approval/Information) depending on criticality
Ø IFC/AFC: (Issued/Approved for Construction)
Ø As Built

•

Early in the project, typically around layout nalisation and 1st 3D Model review, Engineering
interfaces with the Construction team to perform a Constructability study. Essentially, the teams
revisit the proposal's assumptions and construction strategy/sequencing in the light of more
detailed/rm information available. The constructability study greatly inuences the sequencing
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of engineering deliverables at the project peak, and sets priorities for drawing and document
release so that construction is not bottlenecked. (Also see 14.3.7 Interface Management).
•

Often, the scope of Engineering/Design will include many Special studies to be carried out
during various stages of execution, and their recommendations incorporated in the design.
These are usually to do with HSE engineering; (HAZID, HAZOP, SIL, RAM, Ergonomics, to
name a few), and in order to ensure impartiality and protect the client's interests they are often
performed by independent specialist third parties under the overall responsibility of the
EPC/EPCI contractor.

The above is a functional narrative for an Onshore hydrocarbon facility; however much of it would
hold true for other types of projects across sectors. For further reference, a sample list of
document categories in each discipline is provided in Appendix 14 A.
14.3.1.3 Engineering Deliverables during Construction, Commissioning & Start-up
Once construction inputs are released in the form of AFC documents, most of the Engineering
Contractor's team are demobilised. However, the involvement of Engineering continues till the end
of the project as described below:
•

Some key Leads and senior engineers are deputed to site to provide local support to the
construction team for addressing engineering-related issues during site construction,
fabrication and installation. Depending on the nature and extent of engineering support
required, the Home ofce Engineering team supports the Field Engineers and Construction
Engineering teams through a structured Site Query Protocol. Any consequent changes in the
base engineering documents are captured and appropriate revisions issued.

•

As the construction work approaches completion, the Engineering team (or Project Monitoring
team – as the case may be) is actively involved in demarcating the project facilities into related
systems and sub-systems that are then tracked for mechanical completion.

•

Towards the end of supplier document review, and before the completion of construction and
installation activities, the Engineering team also begins work on compiling Startup &
Commissioning procedures, Operations & Maintenance Manuals, Performance Guarantee Test
Procedures, etc. for the facility. These procedures and manuals are prepared by the
designated contractor and reviewed by the engineering team.

•

After the plant is fully installed, the Engineering team receives “red-line-mark-up drawings” on
the AFC drawings, where construction has deviated from the AFC drawings. This often comes
up due to changes to routing of lines, controls and other approved modications by the client's
site team to allow for better constructability, operability or maintainability. The AFC drawings are
then corrected in the 3D Model as well as the derivative 2D drawings and resubmitted as a part
of the As-Built drawing/document record of the plant.

•

On select occasions, the Engineering team also supports the pre-commissioning and
commissioning team as required with technical inputs.

The diagram below shows the relative progress of Engineering, Procurement & Construction
during such a project, and highlights the lag relationship between Engineering and corresponding
successor activities in Procurement and Construction:
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Figure 14.4 : Engineering creates work-front for Procurement & Construction

14.3.2

Control of Engineering/Design
A disciplined design control approach to engineering greatly enables the delivery of a quality
product consistent with the budget and schedule of the project.
Two important areas of Control over Engineering/Design are Design Quality and Design Review.
Salient aspects of these are as follows:
14.3.2.1 Design Quality
Key steps towards ensuring Design Quality are:
•

Prepare and utilise Activity Plans

•

Prepare and utilise Work instructions

•

Prepare and utilize Checklists

•

Perform Design Verications

•

Perform Discipline Quality Audits

Established Engineering Contractors, or EPC
contractors with in-house Engineering Centres will have
their own company-wide or SBU-wide quality
Figure 14.5:
management system. However, at the project level a
Design Quality (source CII)
specic Project Operating System should be
established, consisting of a combination of
documented procedures and practices that are necessary to execute the project in accordance
with the applicable requirements of the contract.
This Project Operating System could also be drawn from reference documents that have been
proven effective on past projects, and tailored to meet the unique needs of the new project and
documented in the form of the Project Execution Plan (PEP), specic Project Procedures, Activity
Plans, Work Instructions and Checklists.
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Some of the important aspects that need to be addressed in the above documents are:
•

Establish a clear understanding of the contract and the detailed denition of the project scope
of facilities and services, including design input requirements and rely-upon data.

•

Ensure that the Project Engineering Plan (PEP) contains project-specic discipline activities
signed off between the project team (Project Manager/PEM) and Discipline Managers

•

Make sure to document the project's design review approach including client participation in
the PEP

•

Document Control including establishing and ensuring clear authorities and responsibilities to
conduct, check and approve design work. (for details see )

•

Internal drawings approval monitoring (software & reports)

•

Setting up and Monitoring a Quality Audit Schedule

14.3.2.2 Design Reviews
The performance of design reviews is an integral part of the design control system. Design reviews
are inter-disciplinary (between disciplines of engineering), or with other stakeholders internal to the
EPC project organisation such as Procurement or Construction, or with external stakeholders like
the Client, Approving authorities, other contractors working on interfaced projects, or Suppliers.
Typical principal reviews in a project include:
•

Squad checks (Inter-discipline) reviews (in some cases, for identied critical
equipment/systems review by SME appointed by department)

•

Equipment design/datasheet review

•

Piping & instrument diagram reviews

•

Compliance to Statutory design conditions/criteria (IBR/MoEF, OISD, PESO/CCOE, AERB, etc)

•

Plot plan reviews

•

Hazardous area classication reviews

•

Plant (model) reviews

•

Building reviews

•

Plant integration review (for control systems)

•

HAZOP and safety reviews (process)

•

Value improvement reviews incl. review of cost impacts for engineered solutions

•

Constructability reviews

•

Operability and maintainability reviews

Important steps to be considered for design reviews are:
•

Identify and document design reviews in the Engineering section of the PEP

•

Identify essential participation and inputs by the Client, especially from the Operations and
Maintenance personnel of the facilities

•

Especially for revamp/browneld projects, make sure that design reviews include design
performed by other local contractors in the interfacing areas

•

Document, distribute, and follow-up on the closure of action items of design reviews between
all relevant stakeholders

The number, types, frequency and scheduling of design reviews may vary for different types of
infrastructure projects; however, it is essential that they are planned, implemented and
documented on the principles described above.
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14.3.3

Engineering Software Management
Engineering software which may be categorised under CAD (Computer Aid Design), CAE
(Computer Aided Engineering), or EDA (Electronic Design Automation) are critical to the majority
of Engineering activities and deliverables and are managed by the Engineering
Department/Engineering Sub-contractor for their respective portions of the scope of work.
The list of software used for engineering calculations and design of the plant is usually based on
the project's requirements. The estimate of their use is more-or-less nalised during the proposal
estimation stages, since software licensing is a signicant cost and merits a detailed estimate at
that stage. Information on the list of software for each discipline is included as a part of the Project
Procedures Manual (PPM) prepared by the PEM in consultation with the Project Information
Manager.
Generally, a new facility will be designed using one of several commercially available 3D CAD
systems, while a revamp to an existing plant may use existing drawings with manual modications.
Depending on the scope of the revamp, integration of the modied plant model with the existing
model may be required.
In many cases, especially in recent years, the 3D modelling software is integrated with the plant
data model and is one of the main as-built items handed over to the client. In such a case, the
client will mandate the use of a software suite which is compatible with the rest of their own
software systems to ensure seamless integration.

14.3.4

Managing Engineering Change
Engineering changes almost always occur during the execution of a project. While Change
Management and Claims Management in general are discussed in Section 12 of InBoK, this
section details out specic aspects of change management as applicable to Engineering/Design.
From an engineering perspective changes to design/engineering deliverables may occur on
account of various reasons, such as:
•

Client desiring changes in the project scope

•

Changes resulting from optimisation activities, or during design development by the EPC
contractor

•

Changes resulting from supplier or sub-contractor inputs received during execution

•

Changes due to incorrect assumptions or new data becoming available that contradicts with
the design data initially available.

The Project Manager has the responsibility for assuring that the project procedures are in place
and utilised to track technical changes and revise the technical baseline. He/she is also
responsible to review and record the contractual implications arising out of such design changes.
The Project Engineering manager has primary responsibility for maintaining the
Engineering/Design Change Notice (ECN/DCN) log and revising the technical baseline and
engineering deliverables impacted by the approved DCNs/ECNs. He/she is supported in these
efforts by the Lead Discipline Engineers. The PEM or his designee should retain these documents
until the project close-out to ensure traceability.
Special Considerations:
•

During the conceptual and feasibility study stages of a project, a formal Engineering Change
process is often not used due to the uid nature of designs and baseline denition. At this
stage, Change could be as a result of Client directions, choosing one among alternate options,
etc. Sometimes, a Design Instruction/Decision Log (DI/DL) is used as an alternative to a
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detailed DCN/ECN. The DI/DL documents the originator or reference, provides a brief
description of the change, references of the client approver and approval date. The DI/DL log
should be reviewed on a regular basis to keep the team members appraised of the current
scope/design basis.
•

14.3.5

During late stages of the project's execution, especially after an AFD or AFC issue of
documents, it is still very likely that changes to design may occur, largely arising from supplier
input changes, or construction issue resolutions at site. Since most of the Engineering team
would be demobilised at that stage, there is a high risk that these changes may not have all
design reviewer inputs, especially on the client's side, hence it is vital to have these
documented, especially with the client, to avoid revisiting the changes at the closing/handover
stages of the project.

Document Preparation, Approval, Distribution
It is the responsibility of the Project Manager or PEM to ensure that the Engineering technical
documents prepared by the Contractor and/or partnering companies are:
•

Produced in compliance with contract documents

•

Sufcient to support procurement of the required equipment and materials

•

Appropriate to allow for the construction of the facility

•

Distributed to the relevant stakeholders in accordance with the PEP

•

Complete and correctly compiled and handed over to the client at the project close-out

The complete list of engineering deliverables is maintained as a register called the Master
Document Register/Master Deliverable Register (MDR). The MDR is basically a list of all the
documentation deliverables for a specic project, with additional information on each of these
documents, for example:
•

Identication information (number, title, discipline, document type)

•

Documents status and progress information (revision index, date, status, etc)

•

Information on scheduled/expected delivery dates

•

Information on actual delivery dates

The MDR is one of the key documents on a project, and although it is maintained by Document
Controllers, it contains information useful to all other disciplines and functions.
It is also a document that is used during project progress meetings (both internal and
Client/Contractor meetings) to follow up actions on documents and to ensure their progress.
Depending on the sector and scope, the MDR may also be referred to as Technical Document
Register (TDR), Document Control Index (DCI), Master List of Documents/Master Document
List/Master Deliverable List (MDL), or Supplier Document Schedule (SDS)
While Document Control forms an integral part of Information Management (Section 13), aspects
relevant to the Engineering Management Function are described below:
14.3.5.1 Technical Document Control
A key element of project success is that design work, including design changes is controlled. This
includes assurance of contract compliance, proper documentation of design, controlling the
documentation and establishing clear authorities and responsibilities to perform, check and
approve design work.
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The Document Control section of the PPM typically contains a detailed procedure for this activity.
The PEM ensures that an effective online document management system is established and
maintained for the project, which includes the ability to project/forecast a rolling plan for
engineering input/drawing release to meet the project activities for a prescribed forward period
(say, quarterly).
A Technical Document Controller (TDC), reporting to the Project Engineering Manager is
responsible for most of the activities including:
•

Preparation of the Document Control procedure and checklist in accordance with the contract
requirements and other specic project needs.

•

Logging, distributing, controlling, maintaining and issuing engineering documents on the
project as per the above. This includes documents generated by the Contractor's own
engineering as well as suppliers' technical documents.

Salient aspects of Document Control include:
•

Unique identication of technical documents with their attachments and annexures

•

Clear identication of the nature of revisions on the document as well as in the index/log

•

Maintenance of an up-to-date register of documents with their latest revision marks

•

Methods to control obsolete or superseded documents

•

Recording the history of all documents across their lifecycle including distribution and receipt
of comments

Before issuing Contractor-generated documents, the PEM should verify that the correct discipline
squad checking has been performed and the document is initialled/stamped/signed as such. The
PEM then afxes his/her signature and passes it on to the TDC. The TDC manages the document's
onward transmission to the Client/Site, etc. as appropriate for that particular revision/issue of the
document as per the PPM and the document distribution chart.
Issued documents and/or les are retained by the TDC till the project is ready to transfer custody to
the Client.
The PEM must ensure that the Document Control ling system is set up correctly to allow for the
ease of retrieval in the TDC's absence.
Over the past few years, TDCs have increasingly begun to use advanced computer software for
tracking and controlling all technical documents. Some Information management or EDMS
software tools go further in the automation of the Document Management process by acting as an
online portal for creating and tracking document transmittals for batches of document
submissions, tracking progress as per the measurement metrics on various stages such as
submission, comments, approval, etc, provide statistical reports, and at the same time functioning
as repositories of controlled versions of the soft copies of these documents. This aspect is covered
in greater detail in Section 13 under Information Management.
a. Preparation of Engineering Documents:
Engineering documents produced on a typical project can be categorised as follows:
•

Drawings/Diagrams/Sketches

•

Specications

•

Calculations

•

Datasheets

•

Technical documentation related to Quality/Inspection/Testing

•

Reports

•

Lists/Indices
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Important elements that need to be considered while preparing these documents include:
•

Document types and formats:
Ø Whether the client has any specic requirements regarding the types of
drawings/documents to be produced, or the preferred presentation format for each
document type including content and layout. This is documented in the PEP.

•

Numbering systems:
Ø These are usually specied by the client; must be uniformly and rigorously followed even
though the contractor's own procedures may have a different numbering structure/system.
Ø In absence of a client's specications, the Contractor's own numbering system must be
described in the PEP or Project Procedures Manual (PPM).

•

Sketches & Calculations:
Ø Sketches and/or Calculations are often used to communicate technical ideas in an informal
manner during many stages of a project, and are not subjected to the usual rigorous
checking and issuing procedures as other formal documents.
Ø While no formal numbering system exists, all sketches/calculations should be numbered
and dated to show the originator's name, and any pertinent references included.

•

Document Distribution & Control:
Ø A distribution matrix should be developed for project use indicating:
t The required distribution of the drawing/documents and other technical documentation
t The number and type of prints (original + copies), soft copies, including native formats,
if applicable.
Ø The distribution for IFA/IFD/AFD and IFC/AFC as applicable
Ø Control of drawings is the responsibility of the individual design supervisors who are
responsible for production, checking, storage and revision of the drawings.
Ø The PEM is responsible for ensuring that the correct signatures are applied before issue and
that the correct issue markings (IFD/IFA/IFC…) are in place.

•

Squad Check:
Ø Depending on the document (single/multi-discipline) as per the document register,
documents must be squad-checked prior to issue in accordance with the project
procedures.

14.3.5.2 Document Approvals
Depending on the project and contracting agency, different types of approvals may be required.
Aside from internal approvals (which are covered under the Project Engineering Plan), these
include:
•

Client Approvals:
Ø The prime contract will normally state the requirements for Client approval of certain
categories of documents.
Ø The PPM must document the agreed procedure for client approvals including the approval
stage(s), document transmittal requirements to the client, and the approval cycle time
(return of approval/comments).

•

Local/State/Regulatory Authorities Approvals:
Ø Local authorities having jurisdiction over the installation and operation of plants and facilities
generally review certain design documents to ascertain compliance to respective laws or
codes or standards, or safety requirements.
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Ø E.g., typically, boilers, pressure vessels & pressure piping systems, electrical installations,
buildings, equipment or instruments requiring use of radioactive material, etc.
•

Marine warranty surveying or Class Approval are usually a requirement of the developer's
'Construction All Risk' insurance in the case of high value and/or high-risk marine construction
and transportation project operations, that commonly cover design assessments and on-site
supervision

•

Sometimes, in certain types of projects, certain documents are required to be
approved/stamped by a Registered Chartered or Professional Engineer or such authority.

It is the responsibility of the Project Engineering Manager to establish what approvals are required
for the project documents, both from within the Contractor's organisation and external entities, and
prepare such Master Deliverable List agreed by the concerned parties. Further, the respective Lead
Discipline Engineers and the Project Engineering Manager are responsible to make certain that the
project design work is controlled and approved in accordance with the PEP and PPM.
For projects involving multi-country work-centres, it is important that the key functionaries
understand how the approval processes work in the country where the project is to be located,
especially since in some countries, the approval process is lengthy – this may have to be factored
into the overall project integrated schedule to avoid surprises during execution.
14.3.5.3 Supplier Drawing and Data review
One of the critical aspects of the project's detailed engineering phase is integrating the design and
as-built data of suppliers' components with the overall engineering/design. One of the most
frequently occurring pain-areas for engineering in complex projects is the delay in receiving
supplier information, causing either a delay in issuing dependent IFC documents, or rework
caused due to revisions in already issued IFC documents (which were based on preliminary
supplier data).
The Purchase Order document denes the supplier document requirements in a 'Vendor Data
Commitment Form', which establishes the submittal schedule and information required for the
various vendor documents. The Purchase Order also contains instructions to the supplier on the
form and format of technical submissions required at various stages.
Activities related to Supplier Documents include:
•

Tracking and expediting of the supplier submittals (supplier data report) in line with the agreed
schedules.

•

Squad Checking after quick check on compliance with the committed list/dates. (A distribution
chart is generally prepared for the distribution of supplier drawings and is usually separate from
the distribution chart for the Contractor's own documents).

•

Tracking and expediting of internal review, and return to the Supplier

•

Incorporation of essential client/site approvals and comments to the information returned to the
Supplier,

•

And, nally certifying technical completion as a part of purchase order close-out

14.3.5.4 Owner Records (Data Book)
At the project kick-off stage, the PEM is responsible for establishing the Client's requirement for
data books and other retention documents, and their form and format, number of copies, etc. Data
books are also called job books, plant manuals, or equipment manuals, depending on the sector,
type and scope of the project.
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Typical information contained in data books includes:
•

As built drawings

•

Equipment datasheets & specications

•

Process datasheets

•

Predicted performance during various Operating Stages

•

Maintenance manuals

•

Start-up procedure manuals

•

Control logic diagrams

•

Wiring diagrams including single-line-diagrams

•

Parts list

•

Spare Parts List

•

Vendor Lists

•

Mill certications for material used

•

Government registrations

•

Lab test results

•

Final Inspection reports

Sometimes, the Prime Contract requires the Contractor to maintain a full set of project engineering
records (including native les) in the Contractor's premises for a specic duration even after
completion and handover of the project.
14.3.6

Progress Measurement & Reporting
Effective Engineering progress monitoring is vital to ascertain the health of the project, especially
considering that it is Engineering that creates Workfront for Procurement and Construction.
Whereas Sections 8, 9 and 10 of InBoK dwell at length on the Monitoring and Control of the Project
in general, this sub-section provides guidelines to the Lead Discipline Engineers on two critical
aspects: i.e. Engineering Progress/Productivity measurement and Reporting to Project
Management
14.3.6.1 Engineering Progress/Productivity measurement
Home ofce Engineering progress statistics give a fair idea of the effective control (or lack of
effective control) of home ofce cost and schedule.
Lead Discipline Engineers detail out the control budget for their respective scopes of work. The
budget and reporting are split up by document category and/or unit or area under individual
disciplines for further granular monitoring and control.
For most disciplines, detailed progress reporting against different activities and deliverables is
measured using a weighted average value proportional to the Earned hours or Work Units.
The weightage allocated to each deliverable is also split based on milestones in sequence of
physical completion (e.g., rst draft, issue for inter-disciplinary review, IFA, IFC, etc).
This nalised control budget forms the baseline and is updated as applicable based on approved
variations.
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Figure 14.6 : Computation of accrued Progress for Engineering Deliverables

During Execution, as different activities/deliverables progress across their applicable milestones,
the corresponding weighted progress for that milestone accrues to the reported progress as
shown in the gure above.
As each engineering task/deliverable is scheduled to achieve its different maturity stage gates at
specied dates as per the project plan, it is possible to anticipate the cumulative progress that
should be earned at a given date.
At regular periods, usually on a monthly basis, the actual progress of each activity/deliverable is
measured against the planned progress scheduled for that cut-off date.
Statistics of Plan vs. Earned (Actual) progress give the project stakeholders an understanding of
whether the work is going as per plan, and if deviating, where to direct attention to bring the work
back on schedule. For instance, an actual progress less than the planned progress might show a
lack of resources and a need for increased mobilization to get back on plan, following a (re)forecast progress curve
While the MDR can be set up in MS Excel for computing the accrued Plan and Actual Progress,
modern EDMS software can also automate the process of compiling progress statistics.
There are many methods used to calculate and benchmark engineering productivity, including
ratios of engineering effort-hours against IFC work volumes, but these vary widely by industry and
size of the project, and are difcult to standardise across the spectrum of infrastructure projects.
In a simpler model, the Home ofce Engineering Productivity Index is calculated by a simple
Formula:
where i is the frame of reference such as a discipline, or
document category or overall.
For an engineering company, since the standard hours per deliverable across multiple projects
may be similar and are used as a basis to compute document weightage, Productivity Index could
be a metric to measure efciency of resources deployed on a project engineering task force.
Specific Considerations:
•

Monitoring Engineering Progress by % progress alone can be misleading if not viewed along
with other, more granular aspects. For instance, suppose that engineering must issue 2
material requisitions, an urgent one for a Long Lead Item and another one which is required
later on. Engineering will earn progress whatever requisition it issues, even if putting the Project
in delay by issuing the non-urgent requisition rst. Hence the above measure of progress alone
is insufcient. It must be complemented by monitoring that important Milestones are met.
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•

At the stage when Engineering is feeding Construction with IFC drawings, it is also vital to
measure engineering progress in terms of Workfront. The caution here is that measuring
Workfront as cumulative quantities alone (say, Tons of Structural Steel drawings) is not enough
– as the sequence of the drawings must align with the Construction Site's priorities and
preparedness – e.g., lack of access or perquisite for another work to be completed before the
drawing's scope).

•

A Rolling Quarterly Plan for release of construction-enabling drawings shall be made for
monitoring progress. Based on the observed variance, and in line with the project priorities,
necessary follow-up and corrective action shall be taken to avoid engineering delays.

•

Additions or deletions to the control budget due to change orders or deviations will cause a
drop or rise in percent progress, respectively. Change management should be established at
the beginning of the project and agreed between all parties to avoid disagreements and
unpleasant surprises when changes occur.

•

In projects reports based on Earned Value Progress Measurement are specied. In such
projects, the ratio of Earned Value to Planned value and Earned Value to Actual Cost are
reported as Schedule Performance Index – SPI, and Cost Performance Index – CPI,
respectively. It is desirable to have the project's SPI and CPI values above or near 1.0 at all
stages.

14.3.6.2 Reporting to Project Management
Project Management reporting from Engineering Management typically includes a monthly project
status report, which is often transferred to the Engineering section of the EPC project Contractor's
monthly status report sent to the client, and is summarised in the monthly Project Management
review by the Contractor's SBU management.
The Project Manager is responsible for these project reports and is assisted by Project Controls for
the cost and schedule inputs and by the PEM for other Engineering inputs.
A typical project management report would include the following items from Engineering
Management, which the Project Management team will incorporate into the overall project
reports/presentations:
•

Progress Statistics (for the reporting period, and cumulative for the project), for overall
engineering progress, and by discipline.

•

Narrative summary of activities for the past period (this will include work-front for procurement
and construction)

•

Narrative summary of the activities planned for the current period (same as above)

•

Progress/productivity report on discipline activities (Usually this is only for internal
management, and not shared with the client for Lumpsum projects)

•

Manpower histogram (cumulative, and plan for the next period)

•

Narrative summary of areas of concern or requiring management/client attention and support

•

Requirement for any interventions by Management e.g. with respect to Vendor Delays
impacting engineering

Management reports are usually short and concise with the use of graphics to convey the status.
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14.3.7

Interface Management
14.3.7.1 Inter-discipline interfaces
Engineering has literally hundreds, or even thousands of interdependencies (depending on the
scope and complexity of the project). Frequent structured communication between disciplines is
essential to manage these interdependencies.
The detail engineering phase of a project is developed by building on the bid-stage basic
engineering package, which, due to limited time and information was made using grossly
assumed data based on rough estimates, or past project information.
During the process of engineering development, changes routinely occur in equipment capacities
and line sizing, plot arrangement/layout, by addition of control equipment, routing of pipes and
cables, etc. The changes initiated by one discipline will affect other disciplines who use it for
detailing out their other discipline deliverables.
Common (typical) interdisciplinary needs and dependencies are illustrated in the table
below.
Table . : Common interdisciplinary needs and dependencies
Deliverable

Produced
by

Is required by

To produce

PFDs

Process

Piping

Plot Plans

Preliminary
Equipment sizes

Mechanica
l

Piping

Plot Plans

Plot Plans

Piping

Electrical

Lighting
Plans, Area
Classiﬁcatio
n drawings,

Plot Plans

Piping

Civil

Foundation
Locations

Foundation Location
Drawings/Foundatio
n Drawings

Civil

Piping, Electrical,
Instrumentation

Underground
drawings

P&IDs

Process

Piping

Line List,
Valve MTOs,
Piping
Drawings

P&IDs

Process

Instrumentation/Contro
l

Instrument
Index

Good Practices:
•

Most projects hold frequent meetings (at least weekly) within the Engineering Task force to
exchange inter-disciplinary inputs and resolve related issues.

•

Further, Discipline Leads maintain a 'Needs List' to communicate inter-discipline requirements
(Note – this is different and supplementary to the external 'Needs List' maintained for
Client/Suppliers). The Needs List is tracked with dates to ensure that the project engineering
remains on track.

•

Some Engineering companies maintain a master/working/live/'Stick File' version of key
documents, which are referenced in real-time by other disciplines. These are usually kept as a
print of the most recently issued revision, over which changes and comments are handmarked. Due to the long periods between some stage milestones of deliverables (e.g., Issued
for Design and Issued for Construction), they provide other disciplines with change information
on these documents in advance of their next revision/issue.
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14.3.7.2 Interfaces for Material Management
Material Management is the process of planning and executing cross-functional activities to
ensure:
•

The supplier-provided engineering data that is required to support the design effort is available
with the appropriate design maturity and on time

•

The quantity and quality of bulk and engineered materials that are required to support the
construction execution plan are done so timely and in a cost-effective manner, and in line with
the contractual requirements

For Engineered material, in the pre-award phase, and after issue of RFQs, the Lead Engineers
interface with the Procurement team to evaluate all the bidding suppliers' technical offers and carry
out a detailed interaction to resolve technical deviations and inconsistencies. The consequent
Technical Bid Evaluation establishes the technically compliant bids that go forward to the nal
Commercial evaluation and then the Purchase Order on the selected bidder.
Lead Engineers interface with the Project Procurement team (typically Buyers) to ensure that the
expectation of the requisite vendor data is communicated correctly as part of the Purchase Order
and agreed to by the vendor. Together with the TDC and the procurement team the relevant vendor
drawings and documents are tracked to adhere to the plan.
Likewise, the Lead Engineers interface with the respective discipline material engineers from the
execution team to ensure that matching material and drawing work fronts are released to
construction site to be able to perform as per plan.
Material Codication is an essential requirement that allows for correct ordering and tracking of
material (especially bulk material). The material take-offs (MTOs) are released with the material
code as the Primary Key. The Material code is also used in the ERP system for ordering,
manufacturing, inspection, dispatch, site-receipt & storage, and issue of material to site against the
corresponding construction drawings.
In addition to Material Codication, the PEM and Lead Discipline Engineers need to determine the
Client's or Prime EPC Contractor's requirements for Bar Coding, or other material identication
automation and incorporate it in the relevant drawings and documents.
14.3.7.3 Interfaces with Construction
The PEP includes provisions for implementing a constructability programme on the project. The
PEM interfaces with a designated Constructability Manager from the Construction team. The PEM
and Constructability Manager are responsible for their respective functional areas to perform the
following activities and incorporate them into design:
•

Ensure a safe and practical design which considers construction issues as well as efcient
maintenance and operation of the facility (with the involvement of appropriate persons from the
O&M teams to ensure their respective requirements are addressed)

•

Identify existing constraints and incorporate them into the design (e.g., lifting capacities,
restriction on certain construction methods, available space for pre-assembly, etc)

•

Standardise and simplify construction details for all work

•

Evaluate layout design adjustments to optimize construction efciency

•

Identify alternative construction materials and methods to reduce cost and communicate this to
the design team.

Denitions of engineering deliverables (electronic data, documents etc.) are a joint effort between
Engineering and Construction and should reect the construction team's execution requirements
and priorities.
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During Execution, the drawings and documents issued by Engineering for Construction are the
primary Construction/Engineering interfaces at the site. While these provide the essential
information required, questions about methods, design intent and practical problems arise
frequently.
Engineering Team representatives shall participate in the Monthly Project Review Team (PRT)
meetings organised at site to understand and resolve issues in-situ. In recent times, with the
proliferation of digitalization, problems at site can be discussed with experts across the world using
audio-visually interactive digital tools and technology.
It is the PEM's responsibility to make certain that Construction team's questions and needs
regarding the engineering documents are expeditiously addressed. Key activities employed to
provide effective Engineering support to Construction include:
•

Depending on the complexity of the project and status of deliverables, the project should
consider having a home ofce Engineering representative on site (or through an online
communication setup between site and engineering team) during major construction activities
to provide the following:
Ø Answers to technical questions
Ø Communication with the right person at home ofce for more complicated problems
Ø Engineering input to ongoing construction operations including quick design checks, etc.

•

Due to Client requests or other reasons, Construction sometimes wants to make changes to
the design in the eld. When this happens, Construction must obtain Engineering approval for
the requisite design change.

•

Set up a regular (say weekly/biweekly) conference call between Home ofce and Construction
to discuss progress and priorities of both engineering and construction,
engineering/procurement changes affecting construction, etc and quickly resolve conicts.

•

All disciplines should include in their engineering plans, support for the construction effort by
Ø Keeping construction personnel informed of any late changes anticipated that may impact
the construction costs, schedule or constructability
Ø Constantly communicating with Construction regarding changes in construction activities
that would affect the timing of drawing lease, equipment/material deliveries, etc.

14.3.7.4 Interfaces with other Contractors' work on parallel projects/brownfield
Especially in browneld projects, there could be several contractors working on overlapping
portions of the facilities. Industry good practice in such cases recommends the use of an interface
management procedure between all the involved and affected stakeholders to avoid conicts at
the interfaces.
100% land acquisition should be completed before award of the contract, whereupon boundaries
and their interfaces shall be clearly identied, documented correctly in the project's Engineering
Deliverables and reviewed by the relevant affected parties. This is done through incorporation of
such reviews in the document approval procedures and through regular structured interactions
and proactive communication between the empowered stakeholders from all interfacing parties.
It is extremely important to actively engage the relevant Client personnel, especially from their
Operations team as a part of Interface Management since problems at the interface often result in
larger operational issues.
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14.4

Special Considerations

14.4.1

Managing Multiple Design/Engineering Centres
In many large, complex projects, Work-sharing is a project execution strategy that leverages the
availability of expertise in the engineering company's centre of excellence (often expensive) and
lower costs for routine-level engineering and design/drafting/modelling work.
This is also seen in cases where the Primary Engineering Contractor has resource constraints on
very large project outlays, and employs engineering subcontractors for clearly dened sub-scopes
of work. This sub-section highlights important aspects to consider during planning and execution
of such Work-share involving multiple Design/Engineering centres.
Work-share could be either Horizontal, or Vertical, as shown in the adjacent gure. The prequalied engineering/design ofce will be designated as the Lead ofce, whereas the other centres
will be termed Support Centres.

Figure 14.7: Workshare Model

The Lead ofce PEM has the responsibility to the EPC Project Manager for the entire development
and execution of the engineering workshare plan. During all EPC phases, the Lead Ofce will
provide the discipline leadership. All Support Centres will work as an extension of this Lead ofce
and not as a separate contractor.
The Support Centre Lead Engineers and Supervisors will report directly to and work directly for the
corresponding discipline Lead Ofce Lead Engineer and Supervisor respectively. In case the
principal/lead engineer of a discipline is from one of the satellite centres (due to qualication, or
specic expertise), he/she is co-opted into the Lead Ofce team as the Discipline Lead for that
function.
In addition to the Project Execution Plan and Project Procedures manual, which will now integrate
the workshare into the project and its execution, a Workshare Plan is prepared, detailing activities
that directly affect workshare interfaces (communications, reporting, change management,
automation, inter-discipline reviews, design reviews, client reviews, technical document
management, vendor data checking, project close-out, etc. The Workshare Plan should also
include an activity Responsibility Matrix and a workshare Project Activity Model.
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A very important conguration step would be to establish protocols for the control and transfer of
3D Model and other Global Project Data. Modern 3D modelling platforms have Global Model
features that aid workshare between different geographically located teams on the same data
model. This is also explained in above.
In case of ofces spanning multiple time zones, it is recommended to have overlaps in the working
hours of the different centres for interface management and common meetings.
14.4.2

Value Engineering
Value Engineering is a conscious and explicit set of disciplined procedures designed to seek out
optimum value for both initial and long-term investment. First utilized in the manufacturing industry
during World War II, the principles of Value Engineering have been widely used in the construction
industry for many years.
The term Value Engineering (VE) has been traditionally used whenever the Value Methodology
applied to industrial design or to the construction industry and can be commonly dened as:

is

A systematic process used by a multidisciplinary team to improve the value of projects through the
analysis of functions.
Value, as dened, is the ratio of function to cost. Value can therefore be manipulated by either
improving the function or reducing the cost.
As a process, Value Engineering involves:
•

Identifying the main elements of a product, service or project/sub-project.

•

Analysing the functions of those elements.

•

Developing alternative solutions for delivering those functions.

•

Assessing the alternative solutions.

•

Allocating costs to the alternative solutions.

•

Developing in more detail the alternatives with the highest likelihood of success.

•

Assessing the effect on project scheduling/contract based on such alternatives.

Value engineering is an exercise that involves most of the project team as the project develops.
The best results are achieved by a multi-disciplined team with experience and expertise relevant to
the project being studied. Depending on the size, scope and complexity of the VE exercise
planned, a Certied Value Specialist may lead the team to ensure the Value Methodology is
properly followed.
In construction, this involves considering the availability of materials, construction methods,
transportation issues, site limitations or restrictions, planning and organisation, costs, prots, and
so on. Benets that can be delivered include a reduction in life cycle costs, improvement in quality,
reduction of environmental impacts, and so on. Some examples:
•

Substitution of material to optimise cost, or constructability
Ø E.g., concrete columns vs. steel columns
Ø Or reducing large module sizes to eliminate expensive heavy-lift equipment
Ø Or use of stone columns instead of conventional piles
Ø Or using segmented concrete beams instead of curved structural steel girders on a bridge
superstructure
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•

Change in methods
Ø E.g., modularisation, pre-assembly, pre-cast/cast-in-situ
Ø Or 'bathtub' or 'mass excavation' instead of excavation around individual foundations
Ø Or using a 'cut-and-cover' technique instead of soft ground tunnelling for underground
crossings
Ø Or selectively using bolted connections instead of welded connections

•

Changes in conguration to optimise operability
Ø E.g., number of parallel trains to achieve step capacity of a facility

•

Optimisation of the Facilities Layout to reduce overall Bulk Material costs

•

Off-site fabrication of modules to optimise construction quality and schedule, or to avoid
working at heights, or offshore/difcult jobsites.

•

Standardisation of engineered material or suppliers to eliminate special forming or nishing,
and also to reduce spares inventory.

Value engineering should ideally start at project inception where the benets can be greatest,
however, during the EPC phase, the contractor may also have a signicant contribution to make as
long as the changes required to the contract do not affect the timescales, completion dates or
incur additional costs that outweigh the savings on offer.

Figure 14.8: Cost/Benefit of VE at various lifecycle stages

It should be recognised that Value Engineering can be a trade-off, and it also carries inherent risks.
For instance:
•

The VE specialist may not fully understand the design basis.

•

VE generates changes that could delay project completion.

•

VE may not recognize eld conditions and in reality, the costs of the solution proposed may
eventually outweigh savings.

•

VE could result in lower quality components – especially if it is seen as a quick x to address
Budget shortfalls.

•

VE may be performed so late, or have a schedule impact so large that the cost of 'crashing' the
balance activities to completion may overweigh savings.
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14.4.3

Modularisation
One of the early use-cases of VE was in the deployment of Modular Construction and Fabrication
methods in lieu of conventional stick-build methods.
Modularisation entails a pre-assembly/pre-fabrication of different materials and equipment done
offsite, typically in a controlled environment in the prefabrication facility to form a pre-assembled
unit, or Module.
The approach to a project becomes 'Modular' in nature when several of these modules are
combined together on-site. This is a modular approach in contrast with pre-fabricating a
component offsite to be used in a traditional stick-built construction project.
Common Module Types are Pre-Assembled Unit (PAU), Pre-Assembled Rack (PAR), PreAssembled Building (PAB), and Vendor Assembled Unit (VAU). The design and engineering for
these are slightly different from the engineering of a conventionally stick-built facility.
There are sectors and markets where clients will pay a premium for a modular solution, at least
from a CAPEX point of view. This typically happens when clients are seeking to ensure quality of
workmanship, run parallel construction schedules (on-site and off-site) to shorten project duration,
or to control the security and condentiality of the constructed system by fabricating offsite in a
more controlled environment or, in certain volatile geographies to mitigate political, social and/or
environmental issues that might hinder the efcient constructability of a typical stick-built project at
site.
The primary advantage of this technique from a Contractor's perspective is increased productivity,
especially when construction schedules are tight, sites are difcult to work at, or do not have
adequate lay-down area for local pre-assembly/prefabrication, or in locations where skilled labour
is scarce.
Other advantages to the Contractor include streamlining of onsite logistics, less risk of theft and
vandalism of smaller components at site, and better protection from weather damage during the
fabrication process. In many cases, modules can be pre-commissioned and tested within the
controlled conditions of the prefabrication facility and minimise the risk of more expensive rework
at site.
Huge schedule advantages are seen in modular building constructions, where the reduction of
cycle time for curing concrete pours at site alone makes the project viable.
As mentioned earlier, Modularisation is not necessarily cheaper, or even more efcient than the
stick-built approach and may be dropped in several cases in favour of the conventional nonmodular approach.
Some of the compromises that a Modular approach forces on projects are:
•

Increased use of material, especially for support/strengthening required during the
transportation of modules from their prefabrication site to the nal construction site, and design
to withstand the forces of lifting these much heavier modules as opposed to lifting only the
components – hence greater cost

•

Heavy and large modules are difcult to transport, especially by road, for sites located inland
and require special considerations for logistics. Very often the sizes and weights of modules
are constrained by logistics rather than the onsite crane lifting capacity. In many cases special
permits are required for the transportation of oversized modules.

•

Due to the framing members required to enclose the modules, modules are inherently less
efcient in terms of space available for piping and equipment as compared to a stick-built
construction.
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•

From a contractor's perspective, modular fabrications often lead to poorer cash-ows,
especially when the contract payment terms include a signicant payment milestone for
material receipt at site.

•

In projects where long-lead items are part of modules, the requirement for getting a full-kit
module ready in time for the (usually inexible) transport window puts a lot of pressure on the
schedule, especially procurement and engineering.

Hence, for each project, an objective evaluation of a combination of factors like
•

Site location

•

Transportation ability for inland and water (river/ocean/waterways)

•

Module erection and handling capacity at the site

•

Module fabrication yard capacity

•

Availability and costs of skilled labour at the site

•

Project/contract requirements and client preferences such as project duration, quality, safety
and environmental requirements

… among others, will be required before deciding whether a modular approach is preferable,
feasible and/or cost competitive.
It is not uncommon to see a hybrid approach in some sectors, where difcult sections are
modularised and the rest of the facilities are conventionally/stick-built. stick-built. In the power
sector, for example, it is normal to follow the critical equipment supplier's practice for the design of
Boiler and Turbine for safe and efcient operations, based on the supplier's experience and proven
track record.
14.4.4

Other Special Considerations
14.4.4.1 Performance, and other Guarantees
While the majority of infrastructure projects are what is termed as 'open-art-design', there are
technologically complex projects that require portions of the facilities to be engineered based on
'Licensed' processes, or use special equipment designed and built by only a few proprietary
manufacturers. In the vast majority of cases, these units signicantly inuence the performance of
the overall facility.
Many tenders include contract clauses for the contractor to 'guarantee' the performance of the unit
with severe penalties for shortfall or decient performance. Standard Guarantee Test Procedures
are included in the contract to avoid delays in testing.
It is the responsibility of the relevant Discipline Engineers (usually Process) to evaluate the
feasibility of achieving the Guaranteed parameters in sync with the Process Licensor. This could
entail (in some cases) the performance of process simulations with licensor's and equipment
suppliers' inputs. In most EPC projects, overall plant performance guarantees are sought instead
of individual equipment guarantees. However, where applicable, the guarantees related to
performance of equipment or packages are often transferred 'back-to-back' to the specialist
vendor/supplier of such equipment or package, e.g. reactor with catalyst.
In addition to the process specications, many contracts require the contractor to commit to ceiling
limits for the consumption of electrical power, or utilities such as steam, water, etc. that are
delivered by other facilities at the job site. These form an integral part of the engineering
deliverables and require the client's approval during execution.
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In cases where the project is contracted on a Build-Own-Operate (BOO) or a Build-Own-OperateTransfer (BOOT) model, where the contractor's project protability depends on a combination of
CAPEX + OPEX, Engineering plays a vital role in ensuring the optimisation of CAPEX vs OPEX in
the design and specication of the project's component equipment and systems. This is vital in the
pre-bid stage itself, since the bids are awarded based on the combined (CAPEX + OPEX) price
evaluation
14.4.4.2 Knowledge Management & Best Practice Engineering
While other sections of InBoK also touch upon Knowledge Management and the application of
Best Practice, it is vital to have a brief mention in the context of Engineering and Engineering
Management.
As mentioned earlier, while the direct cost of Engineering on a project may be in single-digit
percentages, it has the greatest inuence on the balance cost, especially in the early phases of the
project.
It is vital therefore, to select an Engineering Contractor with the requisite experience and proven
track record of having engineered projects of a similar conguration and scale. Further, the key
team members of the Engineering team also need to be familiar with the facility being designed,
based on a combination of experience and training programmes conducted periodically for
upgrading their knowledge on technologies, or critical aspects of Operations & Maintenance, that
inuence design.
And since it may be difcult to get everyone on the project meeting the above requirement,
Knowledge Management (KM) assumes great signicance. For complex projects, KM in the
context of the Engineering/Engineering Management teams also extends to Construction Methods
and sequencing priorities for the release of deliverables and work-front.
The premier engineering companies also have institutionalised Best Practices and Procedures,
which enable even relatively inexperienced engineers on the team to generate efcient designs
with no, or low errors. These companies have internal 'First-time-right' programmes focusing on
reducing the number of unplanned revisions of drawings (to make up for errors in earlier revisions)
which goes a long way in giving the Construction team a predictable work-front, at the same time
enable efcient construction and reduced rework arising out of design errors.
14.4.4.3 Some nuances of Linear Projects and their impact on Engineering Management
Linear projects represent a large proportion of all projects in the construction industry. Highways,
roads, pipelines, bridges and tunnels are good examples that exhibit repetitive characteristics
where the same unit is repeated several times.
While the design of such linear projects is relatively simpler in the overall context of the project, (as
contrasted against complex facilities like oil & gas, chemical or petrochemical plants), there is a
huge impact of design optimisation and value engineering on the cost (and sometimes, schedule)
of the project. For example, in the design of cross-country pipelines spanning several thousand
kilometres, optimising the pipe diameter by a couple of inches, or reducing the pipe wall thickness
by even a few millimetres can affect a signicant percentage of material costs.
The schedule of release of engineering deliverables also needs to factor in the various permits and
approvals required for technical documents, since these projects are often spread across a large
geography and require (often sequential) approvals by multiple jurisdictional authorities.
The geographical spread also implies the need to detail out interfaces between multiple
contractors, including those with other parallel EPC contractors.
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Most Linear projects also include as a part of the overall scope, Non-linear activities which also
contribute signicantly to the complexity of the project as well as the cost and, where the
construction crews work at the same location for extended periods unlike linear portions where
they move on from one repeat segment to another.
MEP systems in buildings, or block valve installations in pipelines, road bores, transmission towers
and bridge foundations constitute design and work elements that are signicantly different from the
linear/repeat portions of the project.
Very often, there are intricate interfaces between various contractors, who are often concurrently
working in the same workspace, and a failure to identify, dene and manage the interfaces during
design or installation can have considerable cost and time impacts. As an example, (say for
buildings that form part of a linear project like a metro rail system):
•

Interfaces between site-wide distribution systems and individual building systems for Utilities
(e.g., Alignment of above ground and below ground drainage, location of the primary source of
electricity, or piped-gas)

•

Methods of termination of primary service connections to shell spaces where other subcontractors take over

•

Interfaces with Sub-Contractor-designed packages like escalators and elevators.

With many such interface issues, the cost of rectication of the physical deciencies are largely
insignicant when compared to the cost associated with the delay in rectifying the issue and
settling extra-claims of sub-contractors.
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14.5

Appendix

14.5.1

Programme Implementation Checklist:

The following checklist summarises the activities described in Section 14 and can be used as an aid to
ensure that all the required activities are completed as applicable for your project.
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15
15.1

Supply Chain
Management

Introduction

Supply chain management is a term that has become popular in the manufacturing industry. Supply chain
management is a proactive approach to control the ow of information and materials into, through, and out
of a business. It extends integration beyond the rm to suppliers (and a supplier's suppliers), customers
(and a customer's customers), and providers of third-party logistics services. The term supply chain
management is getting prominence in the construction industry and there is a trend toward managing the
information needs, value added activities, time requirements, and constraints of all the key suppliers in the
supply chain. Fabricated pipe, pipe ttings, valves, fabricated structural steel, major compressors, pumps,
and other engineered items have complex supply chains that affect delivery schedule, quality, and life cycle
cost.
Many constructor rms have adopted the strategic supplier or supplier alliance concept. A constructor
would use a strategic supplier consistently unless client preferences, geography, or other factors dictate
otherwise. The concept embraces low total cost replacing low bid cost with an emphasis on trust and
minimal inspections and audits. Strategic suppliers are selected using criteria that include complementary
cultures, previous experience in partnering, and innovative capacity besides nancial capabilities. The
constructor has general performance expectations for the strategic supplier that include take-off assistance,
maintenance of a priced catalogue, capability to staff an on-site materials stock, product recommendations
to reduce cost, summary invoices for multiple deliveries, and accurate inventory control.
Another emerging management concept is the capturing of procurement management process
effectiveness metrics. Examples of procurement management metrics include material availability, purchase
order cycle time, actual vs. scheduled material delivery or release, project surplus, receipt problems,
payment discounts taken, man-hours per purchase order generated, piping spool rework, and construction
time lost.
In this section, the supply chain management essentials at program and project level are discussed. Each
program and its component projects should develop supply chain strategies for program and project level
for effective implementation. Signicant part of procurement is going happen at component project level,
hence the checklist for implementation addresses the project level supply chain management. In the
following sections, entire supply chain activities are explained based on a typical energy infrastructure
project which has often has large and complex components of procured materials) are explained. Parts of
the forthcoming sections are probably not fully applicable in case of other infrastructure programs and
projects like Road projects.15.2

15.2

Supply Chain Management, Procurement Management
and Materials Management

Though there are varying denitions for the supply chain management, it can be dened as follows in
context of projects as “the managerial function that manages and supplies throughout all stages of a
project”. It includes the work process of planning and executing cross- functional activities to ensure the
quantity and quality of bulk and engineered materials are available in a cost effective and timely manner to
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support the construction execution plan and facilitate the turnover process. In other words, “Right Material
at Right Place in Right Time with Right Price”. Typical supply chain activities include:
•

Project Material Planning and Control

•

Material Management Systems Coordination

•

Procurement and Expediting

•

Supplier Quality Surveillance (SQS) Inspection

•

Trafc and Logistics

•

Field Procurement and Warehousing

Project SCM process begins with the development of the Material Management strategy and plan that
becomes part of the Project Execution Plan. Decisions made in the early stages of a project are critical to
the project success and there is considerable opportunity for cost and schedule savings when proper
material management activities are planned and controlled. Scheduling the entire material activity is vital to
meeting the project timetable. Material acquisition and delivery schedules are as critical as those of
construction and engineering are and span all phases of the project, from dening and approving the
requirements to actual procurement, manufacturing lead-time, transportation, material handling, and site
management. On projects where materials are procured from other countries, additional material
management considerations must be taken into account such as increased transportation complexities
including ODC (Over dimensional consignment), possible communications issues, importation and
licensing requirements, and customs clearance.
In large complex programs, there could be a strategic procurement at a program level to leverage the
volume discounts and securing supplier's commitments early-on to reduce component project schedules.
But signicant procurement often happens at project level. Depending on contracting strategy, the
procurement of material is done by the PIA or the Contractor. Typically, in EPC contracts, contractor would
procure all the material required for the project. However, scope of ODC transportation, enroute road/bridge
repair etc need to be clearly dened. In the subsequent sections, the supply chain issues at program and
project level are discussed in detail.

15.3

Program Procurement Management

Procurement in a program management organization represents a focused effort to improve overall
program capital efciency by seeking to capture the opportunities of leverage embedded in the program
scale, simplify market complexities and risks by increasing their visibility, and managing program lead
supply risks by creating opportunities to utilize risk mitigation strategies not available at the project level.
Risks facing large engineering and construction programs include:
•

Growing multi-country risk.

•

New global sources of supply and trade impositions by various governments.

•

Increased competition for essential construction materials.

•

Broadened set of nancial risks.

•

Constrained shop capacity for select equipment.

•

Common cost drivers across multiple categories of supply.

•

Increased importance of current supplier risk performance assessment.

•

Corruption risks.

•

Export compliance risks.
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•

Increased nancial volatility.

•

Increasing complexity of products and services.

•

Rising energy prices.

•

Increasingly global labor markets.

•

Exposure to a growing number of regulatory environments.

•

Shifting industry structures.

•

Seasonal effect on construction material availability

To address these challenges, program procurement organization can available a wide range of strategies to
gain cost and schedule benets across the component projects.
•

Supplier relationship agreements for supplies across the component projects.

•

Global sourcing.

•

Bulk material Sourcing.

•

Material management.

•

Alternative contracting strategies.

•

Logistics management.

15.1.1

Supplier Relationship Agreements
A program wide approach facilitates the development of supplier relationship agreements with
quality suppliers with the capacity to competitively meet the program's needs. The invention of
these supplier agreements allows the program to build a partnership arrangement that brings the
procurement activity and critical vendor input forward in the overall program cycle.
Value adding inputs from these strategic suppliers can inuence design decisions with an eye
towards reducing overall costs and schedules. Procurement cycles are reduced or eliminated for
releases after the initial agreement is put in place and quality inspection activities can be more
targeted for better results.
•

Are pre-negotiated and pre-priced agreements with key suppliers.

•

Provide volume-leveraged pricing (quantity-discount) from suppliers who maintain high
performance and quality.

•

Reduce risk proles through cost certainty and improved supplier performance.

•

Positive impacts on warranty, contingency, product quality and schedule oat.

15.1.2 Global Sourcing
Procurement activities in these programs must be global in scope recognizing market limitations,
differential market pricing opportunities, differential nancing and nancial risks including foreign
exchange and sovereign risks, alternative delivery opportunities created by the use of client
furnished materials (discussed below), and potential counter-trade requirements.
Global sourcing requires the program manager to have an understanding of the unique
requirements and risks associated with each supply jurisdiction.
Global sourcing requires a clear understanding of logistics involved, trade and other customs
regulations, visa limitations affecting inspection activities, export control regulations, embargo
considerations, clearing and quarantine times, required documentation, and fees.
Particular attention must be paid to any increased susceptibility to corruption as a result of this
sourcing approach and ensure processes are in place to insulate the program.
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15.1.3

Engineered Materials
Engineered materials have been traditionally considered as an area for use of client furnished
material (CFM) especially as it relates to major equipment, particularly specialized processoriented equipment with long lead times and central to overall program performance. Major
equipment on large programs may involve purchases of multiple such units and, as such, may
lend itself to the use of Supplier Relationship Agreements as previously discussed.
Standardization of major equipment provides benets for ultimate operations as operators may be
trained on units completed in early phases of the program. Similarly, construction erection
methodologies may build upon prior learning experiences to drive towards a best practice as the
program is built out.
Newer in its application is the use of CFM for major portions of minor equipment comprising the
program. Minor equipment may include items such as pumps, valves and controllers, switchgear,
motors, and other program components which are uniquely tagged but not necessarily long lead
in nature. The principle drivers for the use of CFM for minor equipment include:
• Reduced program level spare requirements.
• Standardization of components for operations and maintenance.
• Increased interchangeability of components.
• Consistency of quality acceptance criteria.
• Improved installation guidelines and protocols.
• Reduced contractor risk and contingency.
• Leverage from consolidated procurement.

15.1.4

Prefabricated or Preassembled Materials
Engineered materials have been traditionally considered as an area for use of client furnished
material (CFM) especially as it relates to major equipment, particularly specialized processoriented equipment with long lead times and central to overall program performance. Major
equipment on large programs may involve purchases of multiple such units and, as such, may
lend itself to the use of Supplier Relationship Agreements as previously discussed.
The increase use of prefabricated or preassembled materials is characteristic of many large
programs where either absolute labor constraints exist or site logistics otherwise constrains the
ability to undertake all construction and fabrication activities at the site.
Benets include:
• Improved productivity through transition from a stick built to a manufacturing approach.
• Reduction in program duration.
• Reduced risk through better dened and controlled work processes.
• Reduced eld labour and associated costs (camps, ancillary facilities, and other labour
premiums).
• Improved safety by reduced work at heights.
• Improved quality
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This prefabrication activity may cover all major disciplines and trades and include:
• Steel plate structures
• Concrete decks and wall sections
• Rebar cages including Bar Bending and Cutting
• Mechanical equipment units such as pumps, compressors, and heat exchangers
• Steel struts or other structural steel members
• Pipe racks, Cable racks and Galleries
• Switchgear, distribution rooms, and other electrical sub-assemblies
• Control rooms
• Minor buildings
• Major buildings or portions thereof
• Sampling stations
• Complete process units
15.1.5

Bulk Materials
An alternative approach to individual project contractor procurement of required bulk materials is
for the Program Manager to manage the majority of the bulk material requirements for the program
including:
• Identication.
• Bid.
• Purchase.
• Expedite.
• Inspect.
• Transport.
• Receive.
• Warehouse.
• Issue to construction this approach.
• Leverages spend across projects.
• Provides efcient management of surplus materials.
• Reduces waste streams on a program-wide basis.
• Prioritizes allocation of scarce materials for program advantage.
• Improves material quality control.
• Identies material quantities from engineering at an earlier stage.
• Not required to be allocated to projects or contract packages.
• Reduces program-wide inventories and storage requirements.
• Improves site logistics.
• Facilitates a structured approach to material substitution.
• Scrap handling, Segregation and Disposal system.
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15.4
15.4.1

Material Management
General
The cost of materials represents more than half of the total cost of today's typical capital project.
Lack of materials when needed at the job site can cause costly construction delays. Given the
impact on cost and schedule, it is easy to see the positive inuence that effective procurement
management can have on the cost of construction. Research indicates that adequate planning
may be the single most important determinant of effective project procurement management.
Before project procurement planning can begin, it is important to understand the basic philosophy
of procurement management. Project procurement management should be thought of as a
process rather than an organization. In fact, the activities of the materials cycle across all
organizational lines of the project and begin with the specication of the material, which is primarily
the responsibility of the owner and engineer.
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The basic procurement cycle, as illustrated in Figure 1, continues on through installation and startup in the eld. This basic materials responsibility chart should be developed to meet the
requirements of a specic project by increasing the number of activities and adding sub-activities
as necessary to dene the responsibilities of all participants. Recognition of this process is
essential in planning the integration and management of the materials function.
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15.4.2

Proactive Integrated Procurement Management
Given that the overall materials function is a process crossing organizational lines, those
responsible for procurement management must be able to integrate functions even though many
of these are performed within "non-materials" organizations.
Such integration must be achieved across organizational boundaries regardless of the contractual
arrangements for engineering, procurement, and construction. It is also essential that a proactive
integrated system be established to track and monitor the effect of changes on materials.

15.5
15.5.1

Project Definition and Strategy Development
General
The procurement plan must t within the framework of the overall project plan and take into
account the limitations, constraints, and overall project strategies. Before the procurement plan
can be developed, certain basic project information is required. General project descriptions and
parameters such as type, size, and location will begin to dene the overall project plan. Those
responsible for procurement management should be identied at this stage and actively
participate in the development of the various project strategies.
Some of the more signicant strategic elements are:
•

Use of existing materials.

•

Approach to procurement of critical equipment.

•

Use of existing owner, engineer or constructor purchase agreements.

•

Acceptability of international/global supplied materials.

•

Bulk material quantication - take off/estimate.

•

Approach to procurement of engineered materials.

•

Timing for rst bulk materials take off and subsequent take offs.

•

Approach to and supply of materials for prefabrication.

•

Schedule implications/expediting support.

•

Responsibility for procurement of bulk materials, both the rst buy and the subsequent
purchases.

•

Inspection.

•

Shipping terms.

•

Approach to materials shorts, changes, damages, and surplus.

•

Spare parts philosophy, including commonality of equipment with existing plant and other
contractors.

•

Responsibility for procurement of materials for temporary facilities.

•

Extent of eld warehousing considering use of available supplier inventory systems.

•

Role of subcontractors in procurement of materials.

•

Use of min-max warehousing versus buying from take offs.

•

Design/Procurement freezes.

•

Fixing minimum stock for fast moving construction material.

•

Just-in-time (JIT).

•

Interfaces: EDI, Internet, communications.
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•

Logistics/material staging/distribution.

•

Construction plan (subcontract versus direct hire labour).

Project size, location, schedule, cash ow constraints, owner philosophy, and number of project
participants are only some of the factors that will inuence these strategies.
15.5.2

Project Definition
Development of materials strategies and subsequent detailed planning cannot begin without
certain basic information about the project itself.
15.5.2.1 Facilities to Be Constructed
A clear description of the facilities to be constructed is needed in the early stages. Descriptions of
major equipment including size and ratings, main buildings or structures, major piping, and
electrical systems provide a basis for determining the volume of engineered equipment purchase
orders as well as an approximation of the bulk materials involved. Detailed Project Report ( DPR )
should provide such information.
15.5.2.2 Project Location
The project location provides the basis for site access planning and is necessary for initial
investigation of possible local suppliers, fabrication shops, and subcontractors. Project location
will also inuence the extent of preassembly and modularization, mode of transport, permits, and
in general, the entire transportation plan. Location will have an impact on method of storage and
disposal of certain materials (e.g., hazardous) and may require special permits and licenses.
Suppliers providing such services may be specied as sole source by local or state governments.
Actual jobsite conditions are an important consideration. Access to the site, total area available for
storage, condition and layout of site roads, and numerous other details have a signicant impact
on procurement planning. The local environment and climate also need to be known. It is
important to know the rainfall, ooding conditions, snowfall, and temperature by months for past
years. Any special logistics problems can be evaluated once the location and climate are known.
Route survey for critical and bulk material should be studied.
15.5.2.3 Existing Facilities
If the project is not "grass roots," the existing facilities can play an important role in how the
construction site functions. Storage areas may be limited in size and access, offsite storage may
be required, additional security may be required, and existing plant rules and procedures may
have to be adhered to by construction. It may also be necessary to purchase equipment to match
existing facilities in order to maintain spare parts uniformity. Facilities available in existing plant may
play a key role in expediting construction schedule with suitable interventions.

15.5.3

Responsibilities
15.5.3.1 General
A major effort of project procurement planning is the establishment of specic responsibilities for
materials and equipment. Owners must determine these responsibilities in the conceptual planning
phase in conjunction with the project priorities, goals, and contract strategies. This guide
discusses some basic considerations in establishing these strategies and responsibilities. In
particular, owners must evaluate the benets and risks of assuming the role of providing materials.
15.5.3.2 PIA Role
According to previous research, successful construction contracts are characterized by thorough
preparation by the owner before the contractor is let. All elements of the owner's organization that
have an impact on a project should be represented. From a procurement-planning viewpoint this
means that the owner must carefully determine and dene in the contracts the scope of
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procurement-related services for each contractor. If done properly, this type of planning will do
much to eliminate confusion and duplication of effort, reduce disputes and claims, and generally
improve project communication, all at a lower cost to the owner.
The most substantial impact owners can have on successful procurement management is simply
how much emphasis they place on this area of project management. Owners must ensure that
procurement management is recognized as a critical project management function by both their
own organization and by the engineering and construction contractors. By stressing the
importance of procurement management activities and by setting specic criteria for evaluating
proposed systems, the owner will establish a solid foundation for carrying out the procurement
management function.
15.5.3.3 Division of Responsibilities
Responsibilities for all procurement activities should be dened during the planning effort. All
participants should be consulted, including the owner, prime contractor or managing contractor,
engineering contractor, and construction contractor. As soon as they are identied, shop
fabricators, suppliers, and eld subcontractors should also be consulted. Procurement
management representatives from each entity should participate in these planning activities. It is
recommended that a responsibility matrix be developed to consider all project procurement as
follows:
•

Process equipment and engineered items.

•

Bulk materials.

•

Construction materials.

•

Construction infrastructure (including temporary facilities).

Specic attention should be given to the role of the construction contractor and subcontractors in
the "grey area" between direct materials and construction consumables. Confusion is minimized
when a detailed list of materials is considered. For each class of materials, participants'
responsibilities should be dened, including developing specications, materials take off, inquiries,
purchasing, inspection, expediting, shipping, invoicing, and closeout.
A detailed matrix developed with input from all participants can have a signicant impact on the
success of the project. The project benets because each participant has a clear understanding of
respective procurement management responsibility. It promotes proper communication since each
participant understands the role of other project participants. This matrix may change and become
more detailed as the project evolves, but the initial effort can be used by project participants to
plan their portion of the work with a basic understanding of the responsibilities of the other
organizations.
15.5.3.4 Organization
After the responsibility matrix has been established, the organization for carrying out the
responsibilities can be structured. The responsibility and position of all key personnel for each
project participant (company) is best illustrated on organizational charts developed for the specic
project. The charts promote a better understanding of the different organizational groups
participating in the work and allow a clearer understanding of the authority of key personnel
including the line of command. Including these organizational charts in the procurement plan
communicates the role of the key personnel to all project participants in the contractor and owner's
organizations.
15.5.4 Business Considerations
The procurement strategies for a project should be based on the project denition, business
considerations, constraints, project goals, and other outside factors that will impact the execution
of the work. The project denition including the type, size, location, and complexity of the facilities
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directly determines the types and quantities of equipment and materials needed for support and
construction of the desired facilities.
Constraints and project goals need to be identied prior to development of the basic procurement
plan. Included should be most, if not all, of the following points:
•

Government constraints that may include:
Ø Use of small, small disadvantaged, minority-owned, and women-owned businesses.
Ø Permit limitations, for example for wildlife and road use.
Ø Labor restrictions for eld wage rates that impact the extent of eld fabrication.
Ø Preference of local communities that may encourage or discourage the use of local labor or
camps.

•

Project completion objectives that determine whether fast track scheduling or routine
scheduling may be utilized.

•

Business constraints that may include:
Ø Financing and cash ow limitations that determine the rate of procurement and delivery of
materials.
Ø Procurement from local suppliers.

Signicant outside factors, typically beyond the control of the project team, can have a major
impact on the project. The principal points usually include economic and market conditions that
affect the cost and availability of needed labour, skill, services, equipment, and materials.
15.5.5

Prefabrication Considerations
Prefabrication of plant equipment and materials including preassembly and modules can have a
signicant positive impact on the eld labour requirements, project cost, and performance. Early in
the project, the owner, managing contractor, or engineering contractor (as appropriate) should
complete a detailed analysis to determine the optimum extent of prefabrication. The effort begins
with route surveys to determine upgrading requirements and module limitations, both size and
weight. Seasonal shipping limitations on the roadbeds may be a signicant limitation on certain
projects.
There are other factors that may contribute to the analysis and decision for extensive prefabrication
including:
•

High eld labor cost.

•

Remote jobsite location.

•

Restricted labor supply. Skill set available at site.

•

Limited jobsite space or facilities.

•

Weather limitation on transportation and/or construction.

•

Operating plant safety restriction.

•

Equipment.

•

Safety.

•

Schedule.

•

Quality.

The prefabrication analysis should include an evaluation of the total cost and schedule impact on
the project as well as performance, risk, and socioeconomic issues. The use of a computerized
decision- assistance tool utilizing expert-system technologies to evaluate a project's suitability for
modularization is recommended. Various scenarios for contractor and fabricator responsibilities
will have different impacts on cost, schedule, and performance.
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Whatever the justication, extensive prefabrication demands an early planning effort to dene the
specic goals and limitations of the project's prefabrication program. All project participants must
be operating under the same rules and guidelines. Specic elements of the prefabrication program
include the following:

15.5.6

•

Location of jobsite versus prefabrication sites.

•

Determination of materials specication, design, and take off responsibilities.

•

Determination of prefabrication materials and equipment procurement responsibilities
considering scheduling limitations.

Schedule and Cost Considerations
There are various cost and scheduling concerns that the procurement management team should
consider to effectively execute their responsibilities. Foremost is a clear understanding of all key
project milestones, including but not limited to:
•

Start of engineering.

•

Work release.

•

Major and critical commitment and delivery milestones.

•

Field move-in (all major eld contractors).

•

Engineering completion/design freeze.

•

Transfer of procurement responsibilities from one entity to another (e.g., from owner to
contractor to eld).

•

Mechanical completion.

•

Construction completion.

•

Start-up.

The procurement plan should dene these requirements as well as other cost goals and priorities,
including major components of the project budget and the relative importance of schedule versus
cost in the decision process. The importance of completing the project as scheduled including
cost impact must be communicated to all project participants. Examples of cost impact include
liquidated damages or penalties and lost production (not meeting supply contracts).
Other cost requirements for the project include responsibility for assigning project cost codes to
materials documents and breakdown of material take offs/pricing to support area/unit cost
reporting and control. The latter also applies to support of planning and scheduling. Materials
revisions can have a signicant impact on total project cost and all project participants should be
aware of cost change alert procedures and the need for their issuance in a timely manner.

15.6
15.6.1

Early Procurement Requirements Planning
Introduction
The procurement requirements planning function in a project environment includes the activities
associated with the denition and quantication of all materials for the project. The function spans
the organizational groups of owner and contractor. The process includes the denition and
selection of materials based on constructability, availability, and economics that are best
accomplished by the combined efforts of engineering and construction. It includes planning for
and managing toward schedule requirements for all projects' materials. It includes controlling
materials and managing toward minimum surplus while meeting project schedule requirements.
The procurement and distribution strategies must be considered in the planning phase due to the
interdependence of these activities.
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15.6.2

Key Concepts
15.6.2.1 Responsibility
It is important to realize that the owner and contractor must participate in the activities that make
up the material cycle.
15.6.2.2 Types of Material
To appropriately manage materials acquisition activities, project materials are categorized into
three groups. Each category requires a different approach during the planning and execution
phases of a project.
Engineered Materials - are broadly dened as those items of material with a uniquely assigned
number (or tag) such that they can be uniquely referred to and so identied throughout the entire
life of the project. This group is often further divided into:

15.6.3

•

Major Equipment - those items that are engineered and fabricated specically for the project
(e.g., Storage tanks, pressure vessels, heat exchangers, pumps, compressors), and.

•

Minor Equipment - those items that are manufactured to an industry specication and often
stocked by the manufacturer or distributor, but for control purposes are uniquely tagged and
identied (e.g., control valves, instrumentation, specialty items).

•

Bulk Materials - those items of materials manufactured to industry standards and purchased in
quantity. These materials include such items as pipe, ttings, wiring, and cable, cable tray,
steel, cement. Specically, for Hydro plants, Cement and steel will be the major bulk material.

•

Prefabricated Materials - those items that are typically engineered and fabricated per
engineered specication at a fabrication shop or site separate from the construction site.
Materials constituting these fabricated items may, depending on project goals, be quantied,
procured, and delivered to the fabricator by the contractor. These materials include modules
and preassemblies (including ladders/platforms, structural steel, pipe spools, large and small
process modules, and control stations).

Planning for Engineered Materials
15.6.3.1 General
The basic objective of planning for engineered materials is to ensure that they are acquired and
delivered to meet the overall construction schedule. Planning includes a review of the items
needed, development of specications, materials' relationship to the schedule, and a plan for
initiating the acquisition of the materials.
15.6.3.2 Source of Information and Basic Plan
The rst step in planning for engineered items is a determination of the engineered items required
for the project. Although equipment specications may not be completed until the detailed
engineering phase, it is important that planning for these items begin during conceptual
engineering since these items will drive the entire project schedule. For example, the design of
foundations cannot be completed until supplier drawings are completed; supplier drawings cannot
be completed until a purchase order for the major equipment is placed; and so on back to
identication of the various major equipment items.
During the conceptual design phase, a major equipment list is developed to which lead times for
supplier data, fabrication, and delivery should be added. This then can be used as input to the
development of the engineering schedule so that long lead items can be specied early and the
overall project schedule optimized.
15.6.3.3 Major Equipment Materials Cycle
Another step that must be accomplished early in the project is the development of the steps or
milestones required in the acquisition cycle of engineered items. The establishment of the exact
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steps to satisfy the needs of the project is a joint effort including the owner and contractor, if
known.
A method of statusing and reporting against these milestones must also be planned. For purposes
of management control and statusing, a tool to track where an item is in the cycle compared to
where it should be is required. Often this is done using computerized systems with the ability to
"model" duration cycles. A basic report from such a system calculates scheduled and projected
milestone completion dates. As actual activities are completed, the system should have the ability
to provide exception reporting as required (e.g., a list of all items behind schedule).
15.6.3.4 Considerations
In developing the plan for acquisition of major equipment, one must consider what will be acquired
in addition to the basic item of equipment itself. Some of the considerations include:
•

Spare Parts - is there a need to acquire start up and/or operational spare parts?

•

Supplier Assistance - is supplier assistance needed for installation, start up, or training?

•

Warranty/Guarantee - what operational or functional guarantees are required?

•

Supplier Data - what supplier documents are required?

•

Inspection - what is the approach to inspection, testing, or other quality assurance methods?

•

Transportation - will cost of shipment be to buyer or supplier?

•

Commercial Terms - what are requirements for retainage and payment schedule?

•

Master Manifest - what will the "receivables" be and how will they be billed?

•

Preventive Maintenance - will the requirements be dened prior to shipment?

•

Early Involvement (Engineering) - suppliers of equipment critical to the success of the project.

•

Preservation - what kind of preservation is required and periodicity

All of these items will become specic at inquiry and purchase order time. However, contractual
arrangements between owner and contractor will establish the ground rules for many of them and
the overall philosophy should be set during the planning stage. As specic items reach the inquiry
stage, specic terms and conditions will be selected with inputs from the owner and contractor.
15.6.3.5 Forms and Procedures
Once the basic plan, approach, and philosophy are established, the details of specic forms and
procedures should be planned and established. The owner and contractor will generally use forms
that are already in place or have been used on previous projects, perhaps modied to meet the
specic needs of the project.
15.6.4

Planning for Bulk Materials
15.6.4.1 General
Planning for bulk materials may be more complex than engineered items. Quantities required are
never exactly known until the job is over. Additionally, changes in design often void all or at the
least, part of the plan and any associated efforts that might have been undertaken to acquire those
materials. Existing (owner-furnished) materials must also be included in the equation for bulk
materials acquisition as well as the overall project schedule. The plan will be inuenced by such
factors as materials availability, market conditions, storage facilities, transportation, material
sourcing, and cash ow. Experience and judgment play a signicant role in planning bulk materials
for a project. The use of integrated suppliers may also provide signicant advantages in the supply
of bulk materials and the reduction of surplus materials at the end of the project. In an optimum
environment for bulk materials planning, all engineering will have been completed and actual bills
of material created. The overall project schedule would allow sufcient time to consolidate the
required materials and then purchase and deliver them to the jobsite before construction ever
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begins. In this scenario, planning is simplied. This optimum environment, however, is far from
reality on most projects. Frequently, construction begins long before total engineering is complete.
Materials requirements planning is caught in a schedule window that requires a signicant amount
of front-end planning.
The starting point for planning bulk materials begins with an examination of the project schedule
and an assessment of bulk materials required over time.
15.6.4.2 Bulk Materials Cycle
As with major-engineered items, the steps required in the acquisition of bulk materials including
the review and approval points must be planned. Once all parties are in agreement, the steps
should be documented and published as part of the procurement plan.
15.6.4.3 Approach to Quantification
Bulk materials can be quantied essentially three ways: estimation, take off, or calculation. Each
method has its own accuracy level and associated effort-hour cost. The most accurate is physical
take off, which entails the most upstream or front-end effort hours and costs, but usually provides
the greatest opportunity to realize the lowest total cost. The three quantication methods are
dened below:
•

Estimate - Quantities are usually generated by engineers or estimators often using historical
data as a base. This method is the quickest and cheapest but is usually the least accurate.

•

Take off - Quantities are generated from engineering drawings. There are two levels of take-off
that are typically employed:
Ø Preliminary - obtained from ow sheets, or arrangement drawings. This method requires
more time and expense than an estimate, but is more accurate.
Ø Final - obtained from "Issued for Construction" drawings. This method requires the most
time and expense and requires that the detailed engineering be complete, but is the most
accurate.

•

Calculated - Quantities are generated by calculating the requirement for one item from known
requirements for another where a denite relationship exists (i.e., calculating bolts and gaskets
from a quantity of anges). Its accuracy is directly related to the accuracy of the known
requirements (i.e., preliminary or nal take off). It should be kept in mind that the purpose of
quantication is to provide basic information to purchase materials (initially and subsequently
as the project progresses) and to provide information to control and account for materials as
the project progresses.

This ability is more important for materials that are relatively expensive, of low usage, and have
long lead times or an interruptible supply. For materials that are of relatively low unit cost, relatively
high usage, and readily available (i.e., common bolts, small bore pipe), the cost of quantication
may not be warranted. For these materials a min-max system may be appropriate where an
established maximum quantity is acquired and re-ordered when the warehouse supply reaches a
predetermined minimum quantity.
The material requirements plan must specify which method of quantication is to be applied to the
various types of bulk materials. In determining which method to employ, the schedule of the
downstream level of control, acquisition lead-time, and the cost of shortages must be considered
in addition to the factors of cost and accuracy. For example, if a given type of material is not taken
off, hence not included on the drawing bill of material, no controls that track issued quantities
against required quantities will be possible. Shortages may arise with no ability to determine the
cause.
15.6.4.4 Schedule Implications
For "fast-track" projects, where construction begins before engineering is complete, bulk material
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items will need to be on hand for installation before total project quantities are known. Often lead
times for materials preclude the luxury of having time to develop take off quantities in time to
purchase and deliver to meet the construction schedule. In this case, an "initial bulk buy" will have
to be made from estimated quantities. The timing for the rst buy of bulk materials may be critical.
This effort, if not supported with later frequent and automatic quantity checks, can result in
excessive surpluses or shortages. It should be kept in mind that delaying this rst buy where
practical will reduce these types of problems.
Although there have been attempts to develop formulas for calculating the amount to be
purchased in an "initial bulk buy," there are none that effectively do the job consistently. Factors
that must be considered in determining the initial quantities include:
•

Stability of engineering design.

•

Materials availability.

•

Transportation constraints.

•

Materials unit costs and quantity discount levels.

•

Condence of base estimate.

•

Storage facilities.

•

Construction schedule.

•

Cash ow restrictions.

•

Cost of shortages.

•

Cyclic availability of material i.e., sand, aggregate, cement.

Given the various factors inuencing the quantities to be purchased, the range of the initial buy
may be anywhere from 10 percent to 90 percent of the base estimate and will vary for each
specic type of material. Judgment of constraints and risks is employed together with past
experience to determine the appropriate degree of early commitment.
15.6.4.5 Use of Purchase Agreements
In the acquisition of bulk materials, it is often advantageous to establish purchase agreements for
some bulk items and use integrated suppliers as mentioned earlier. Purchase agreements
(MOU/Rate contract) can stabilize some of the variables in the acquisition cycle such as:
•

Unit cost.

•

Availability.

•

Transportation.

•

Surplus materials.

•

Duration (if it is for longer duration then it must have price variation clause).

Additionally, the process of technical and commercial bid evaluation and approvals can be
accomplished early in the job resulting in much less time and expense to prepare subsequent
releases and purchase orders. The bulk materials requirements plan should specify the materials
to be acquired through purchase agreements.
15.6.4.6 Responsibility Matrix
Required quantities of bulk materials are usually generated at the construction site. Additionally,
certain materials will be requisitioned and purchased by the construction organization (i.e., minmax items). It is important that these responsibilities be identied and communicated during the
planning process. The documentation and communication of the splits in responsibility usually
take the form of a responsibility matrix and should be a part of a more encompassing overall
project responsibility matrix.
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15.6.4.7 Bulk Materials Controls
The degree of control to be exercised must be determined so that appropriate resources
(procedures, systems, people) can be planned. The level of control required depends upon
several factors, including:
•

Cost of materials.

•

Materials availability.

•

Cost of materials shortages.

•

Cost of surplus.

•

Need for materials accounting.

Considerations in determining the approach required to achieve a given level of control include:
•

Number of engineering contractors involved.

•

Number of construction contractors involved.

•

Physical arrangement and security of job site.

The degree of control required will impact all aspects of planning for bulk materials and can range
from:
Little or no control - All bulks are established as min-max items with minimum quantities
maintained in stock. Quantities are issued to construction crafts with no verication of actual
requirements and no recording of items issued.
Maximum control - All bulks are taken off from "issued for construction" drawings. Issued
materials are veried against the take off and are recorded. The obvious approach in establishing
the level of control for a given project is somewhere between the two extremes. Materials that are
readily available and inexpensive will require fewer controls than materials that are less available,
have longer lead-time, and are more expensive. ABC analysis may be very useful.
Typically, the quantity information needed to properly manage bulk materials includes:
•

Required quantity.

•

Requisitioned quantity.

•

Purchased quantity.

•

Received quantity.

•

Issued quantity.

This type of information is needed at both a detail level as well as a summary level. Detailed
information such as required quantity compared to issued quantity at the Bill of Materials (BOM)
level facilitates an audit and reconcile of material usage should the need arise. Summary
information such as required quantity compared to purchased quantity will facilitate the purchase
of needed materials as a project progresses.
Volume also will have an impact on the selection of the approach to controlling bulk materials. A
small project may be handled adequately by manually recording and summarizing. Greater
volume will require the use of a computerized material control system.
15.6.4.8 Sources of Data
One of the basic elements of planning for bulk materials is a determination of the source of
quantity information. Once the decision has been reached as to the level of control desired, the
type of quantication selected for various bulk materials, and the system (manual or automated) to
be utilized, a determination of the appropriate source of quantity data can be determined.
What must be determined at the planning stage are the documents to use for take-off for all
materials. This is important not only to ensure that all materials are identied and taken off, but
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ensures that duplication does not occur. As with all parts of the plan, the selected approach for
source of quantities must be documented and communicated to all parties of the project.
15.6.5

Planning for Prefabricated Materials
15.6.5.1 General
Prefabricated materials typically include packaged equipment, modules, and preassemblies (i.e.,
structural steel, pipe spools, electrical, and instrument control stations). Procurement management
planning is usually more complex with extensive prefabrication because it introduces another level
of control and a different site, the fabricator's shop.
Packaged equipment skids are usually based on a single signicant piece of process equipment
plus required support items, which normally are all designed by the principal equipment supplier.
Examples include chemical injection packages, materials handling packages, and water treatment
packages. The fabricator normally handles all the materials take off and procurement for these
packages. As such, packaged equipment is usually handled in the same manner as the rest of the
individually shipped process equipment for the project.
Modules and preassemblies require special consideration because of the level of design and bulk
materials involved. Highly prefabricated facilities can involve hundreds of modules.
15.6.5.2 Engineering and Materials Take off
A decision must be made regarding the level of engineering effort to be handled by the fabricators
as opposed to being handled by the engineering contractor(s). Factors that must be considered in
making the decision include:
Planning for Pre-fabrication includes:

15.7
15.7.1

•

Deciding fabrication approach.

•

Design engineering & material take off.

•

Sourcing of materials for fabrication.

•

Material control for source material and fabricated Items.

Purchasing Planning
Introduction
The rst phase of preparing the purchasing section of the material plan is dening the commodity
buying responsibilities of the home ofce and eld location (for both the owner and the
contractors). The bulk materials procurement decision must be made and the implementation
strategy understood by both the engineering and construction contractors. Timely
communications between the two groups complement the written purchasing plan. Continuous
communications must take place between home ofce and eld purchasing in order to maintain
project consistency.

15.7.2

Approved Suppliers List
After dening purchasing responsibilities, the Approved Manufacturers List (AML) and/or Approved
Suppliers List (ASL) must be prepared. This list should be reviewed and approved by both the
owner and contractor(s). Many companies have basic ASLs prepared, but each project's ASL must
be rened to account for its specic requirements. Past supplier performance provides excellent
insight into probable future success. Reviewing historical supplier performance is a good rst step
in developing the ASL. The current nancial and operating conditions of all potential suppliers
should be reviewed to ensure success or the project. The current nancial standing of the supplier
can be of crucial importance in preventing supply interruption. It is routine to obtain the nancial
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background of an unknown source, but it is equally prudent to review the nancial strength of
current suppliers to avoid surprises. The nancial strength of the suppliers can be observed
through annual turnover, protability, total assets and current liabilities of the supplier. Financial
problems can ruin the manufacturer's production schedule. It is important to evaluate a supplier's
ability to nance the work through progress payments. General qualication criteria like general
experience and specic domain related experience should be reviewed for the success of the
projects and mitigate the supply risk. Apart from it, the supplier must also have adequate shop
capacity to meet quantity requirements in the time available. The analysis should include shoploading factors that take into consideration other ongoing or anticipated production, which may
conict with project needs.
Prequalifying suppliers for the major equipment and materials for a project can signicantly reduce
the time and effort in developing an ASL.
A purchasing philosophy addressing foreign versus domestic materials should be established.
Socioeconomic factors come into play in developing the ASL. Various government and some
private enterprise projects require that various percentages of total expenditures be awarded
exclusively to minority owned and/or small businesses. These companies must be reected in the
ASL to ensure such goals are met.
Another ASL consideration is the geographic location of suppliers. Utilization of suppliers in the
construction locale is a good practice. A thorough survey of the construction area should be
performed to identify qualied suppliers especially for bulks, tools, and consumables. In addition,
local sources for large fabricated items (e.g., tanks, vessels, and pipe spools) that are bulky and
expensive to transport should be sought. These steps will provide lower cost materials, better
service to the eld site, and good public relations for both the owner and contractor(s). However, in
any case, Quality should not be compromised.
A robust vendor assessment system which is updated on regular basis shall be of immense help in
selecting good dependable vendors.
15.7.3

Terms and Conditions
Standard purchase order terms and conditions (T&Cs) should be developed for use on the project.
A variety of questions must be addressed concerning any existing T&Cs such as:
•

Are indemnity clauses, Alternative Dispute Resolution clauses, warranties, and performance
requirements adequate?

•

Is the project fully funded or do special cancellation clauses need to be added?

•

Is patented technology being procured which require special clauses?

•

Are requirements for supplier on-site service representatives clearly explained?

•

Will purchasing be handled by contractor as agent for owner?

•

How will back charges be handled?

•

Will restocking be permitted and what will the charges be?

•

Have the technical and project requirements from the prime contract been included?

•

Have the commercial requirements from the prime contract been included?

•

Are the Terms and Conditions consistent with the laws of the host country?

•

Whether the specic requirements and constraints under prime contract (e.g. Preference to
Local Vendor/Manufacturer/Subcontractor) while awarding PO/Subcontract considered?

Following a thorough audit and upgrade as needed of the T&Cs and a legal review, nal approval
should be obtained from the owner and contractor for implementation. Purchasing should discuss
the invoice payment procedures with accounting to eliminate misunderstandings.
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15.7.4

Forms and Procedures
A decision is needed concerning whose forms (i.e., owner or contractor) will be used for all steps
of the procurement plan. Is the owner buying the materials and, if so, who bids the packages, and
on whose paper? If the contractor is not responsible for all procurement management functions,
detailed procedures must be established to circumvent later problems. A ow diagram should be
prepared showing, as a minimum, the following items and the responsible parties.
•

Preparation of the materials requisition for quotation (MRQ).

•

Approval levels and forms for MRQ.

•

Preparation and mailing of the request for quotation (RFQ) to suppliers.

•

Preparation of technical and commercial evaluations.

•

Approval levels.

•

Preparation and submittal of the materials requisition for purchase.

•

Placement of the purchase order (PO).

All forms and required approval levels must be formalized by the owner and contractor before the
procurement phase begins. This will minimize procedural problems during project plan
implementation.
Another point to be addressed in this section is document control and condentiality. Should any
or all of the RFQs specify sealed bids? Are all RFQs to go out and be returned to a central source,
or to the individual buyers? Are any extra safeguards desired for condentiality of the evaluations?
When value engineering is used for bid conditionings, how is this to be annotated on the
evaluation forms? These points should be spelled out in the procurement plan and agreed to by all
parties. Alliances/partnerships that have been previously established with contractors and
suppliers go a long way towards reducing the paper work necessary for a project.
15.7.5

Surplus Utilization
Valuable capital funds can be saved and schedule conicts minimized by the use of surplus. As an
example, the engineering equipment list should be compared to all available owner surplus lists.
Close ts in item descriptions should be referred to engineering for further evaluation and possible
substitution. Downrating of vessels, use of higher voltage wire and cable, and use of oversize
tanks are other examples of surplus utilization that could result in cost savings. Surplus utilization
must be pursued early in the engineering process to allow for equipment integration into the
facility. Surplus bulk materials are normally the easiest to transfer to the project. An inventory
(indicating description and suitability for use) of any surplus bulks to be utilized should be taken.
The project inventory quantities should be adjusted accordingly before the requisitioning or
purchasing process.
A surplus reduction strategy should be incorporated into the material plan. The consideration of
precision of denition, design freeze, restocking terms and conditions, eld control, and returns to
inventory are elemental to reducing inventory costs.

15.7.6

Subcontracting
Subcontracting is often used to procure services and Works (i.e. materials plus services) where
procurement practices are not deemed appropriate. In developing the material plan those services
or works to be subcontracted should be itemized. A subcontracting strategy can then be
developed for each item. The subcontracting planning process is similar to that of purchasing. An
Approved Sub-Contractors List (ASCL) must be prepared, T&Cs reviewed and updated, forms and
procedures reviewed, and other similar steps taken. Many of the terms of the prime contract
between owner and contractor are passed along to the subcontractor even though there is no
direct responsibility between subcontractor and the owner. Work schedules of the subcontractor
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must be monitored to ensure the project schedule needs are met. In addition, Quality aspects with
standard QP (Quality plan) must be taken care.
Subcontractors are more efciently administered from the construction site. As in purchasing
planning, a decision should be made regarding home ofce versus eld subcontracting
responsibility. The results of this decision should be spelled out in the procurement plan.
Projects where most eld activities are subcontracted have unique scheduling requirements that
must be considered in the procurement plan. Engineering must be completed in work packages
according to the subcontracting strategy, thus allowing for timely inquiring and release of
subcontracted work. Materials and equipment identied and purchased for the subcontractor must
be delivered to meet subcontractor mobilization and eld need dates to avoid subcontractor
claims for delays. The level of and approach to monitoring subcontractor purchased materials
must also be considered and planned. Not planning properly for these needs can have disastrous
impact on delays and cost overruns in project execution.
15.7.7

Construction Site Purchasing
The basic split between home ofce and construction site purchasing responsibilities needs to be
indicated. Normally procurement at the construction site should be limited to non-engineered
bulks and consumable materials. The fast pace often encountered during the construction process
does not usually accommodate value engineering or planned negotiations required for capital and
engineered items. Blanket purchase orders should be established ahead of eld construction
needs based on estimated materials requirements. It is imperative that, during the project planning
stage, a clear buying responsibility between the groups be established.
Where possible, orders for eld-released materials should be established with suppliers in the
construction area locale. The eld site purchasing group normally operates with a wide span of
supply houses to obtain fast delivery of material. It is imperative that the eld uses only the
approved sources in the ASL. This point must be established in the eld purchasing procedures.

15.8
15.8.1

Expediting Planning
Introduction
The primary goal of expediting on the project is to ensure that materials are delivered to the
construction site when needed. The construction schedule and its material requirements must be
reviewed in depth to evaluate the project's need for expediters. The level of expediting required will
depend on market economic conditions and shop loads. Use of liquidated damage clauses in the
purchase order can have a positive effect on suppliers. However, this must be weighed as a
negative effect in a partnering arrangement where Alternative Dispute Resolution techniques would
be preferred. Expediting plans can be categorized into three distinct classications: proactive,
reactive, and status reporting. A review of each of these will help determine the level of expediting
required for the different project materials.

15.8.2

Proactive Expediting
Proactive expediting is the most intensive of the three approaches to expediting, but it is also the
most productive. Here the expediter initiates early supplier contacts and maintains these contacts
throughout the project. Supplier shop visits are scheduled to monitor the early phases of the
materials engineering and manufacturing processes. The expediter sees that engineering
drawings are submitted according to the schedule and that the supplier orders critical materials in
a timely manner. The expediter often expedites the other project personnel to resolve supplier
questions that may impede the manufacturing progress. The expediter monitors delivery of
subcomponents or other critical operations (e.g., casting or forging) to determine if the supplier
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can remain on the promised delivery schedule. Assistance may be given to the supplier in
expediting sub suppliers as necessary. Proactive expediting is, therefore, labor intensive and, thus,
potentially more expensive. For fast track projects or specic critical materials, the cost of these
activities may prove minor compared to major disruption of construction or fabrication at the work
site if needed materials are not available. This should denitely be adopted for critical projects.
15.8.3

Reactive Expediting
Reactive expediting is not as labor intensive as proactive expediting. Contact is made with the
supplier during the manufacturing phase of the materials (perhaps after delivery schedule
problems have been detected), but the activity tends to focus more on data gathering as opposed
to problem resolution. As the scheduled delivery date approaches, shop visits may be scheduled
to ensure compliance with shipment promise dates. Problems are resolved if they appear to affect
deliveries seriously. Progress is more frequently reported with some of the proactive techniques
being utilized as needed.

15.8.4

Status Reporting
Status reporting is the least intensive of the three types of expediting. Phone contact is made with
the supplier on a scheduled basis to ascertain any problems, with the resulting information being
disseminated as required. By denition and practicality, this method is not actual expediting.
Rarely does utilization of the telephone contact with the status update technique result in
"accelerating the process or progress of the purchase order." If progress is achieved, it stems from
making occasional contact as opposed to other companies that may not call or expedite at all.
This technique is commonly utilized when supplier promised material delivery dates are
signicantly in advance of the construction effort.

15.8.5

Selection of the Approach
Two options are viable when preparing the expediting plan. One approach is for the entire
expediting plan to utilize one of the above categories exclusively. The approach chosen should be
based upon overall project requirements; however, as a matter of warning, the "Status Reporting"
approach does little in terms of proactive procurement management and should only be used after
due consideration of the project schedule and materials criticality. The advantage offered by this
approach is the establishment of a consistent expediting philosophy, which denes strategies and
objectives. The second approach is a combination whereby different strategies are established for
each purchase order dependent upon material criticality. For example, a major piece of equipment
on the construction critical path would be assigned proactive expediting, with lesser schedule
constraining equipment being relegated to reactionary expediting. This plan allows more exibility
in meeting project needs, but requires closer supervision to ensure success.

15.8.6

Project Interaction
Expediting provides a signicant data gathering and data distribution function for the project.
Functionally falling between engineering and construction, expediting requires a strong interface
between both organizations. Expediting must be made aware of the changes to the project
schedule. Since the schedule ultimately directs the expediter's workload and efforts, any schedule
change may have signicant impact on the expediting function. Since supplier data as well as
material delivery can affect the engineering and construction efforts, the dialogue between
expediting activities and engineering and construction supervisors must be two-way. In addition to
updates to the Procurement Management System (MMS), expediting information should provide
specic problem notication and alternatives.
Purchasing activities can assist expediting by exerting inuence to resolve problems (e.g., by not
granting further business to poor performers). Suppliers that are cooperative and perform as
promised should likewise be reported for favourable future considerations.
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15.8.7

Procurement Management Systems Updating
The expediting plan should indicate the type of material status reports and expediting report
frequency. The project MMS must be continually and accurately updated by expediting to reect all
current delivery status. The MMS is the expediter's largest data distribution tool and its information
is the most critical to control of the project.

15.9

Quality Planning
15.9.1 Introduction
Construction quality relies on accurate, clear statements of quality control requirements, arrived at
by translating user needs into specications and project quality plans and programs. These
become the basis for control plans of contractors and suppliers. Several studies have shown that,
although most non-conformances occur downstream (e.g., in fabrication or testing), the ultimate
source of procurement management failure or success is planning. Planning can avoid unpleasant
surprises and delays due to quality breakdowns in the procurement management system. Poor
quality can be a source of some of the most irritating and far-reaching materials problems.
15.9.2 Design Phase
Project quality requirements start in the specications, where designers must employ current,
realistic standards that reect the needs of the owner. Quality specications rely on recognized
industry standards but specifying engineers must read the standards and be certain they t the
project requirements and are still in effect. Design quality reviews are needed, and submittal
requirements must be clearly delineated. In the early stages of a project it is important that quality
related terms and conditions be reviewed to ensure that the contract with the supplier stipulates
the correct terminology and requirements and that such terms are realistic and enforceable.
Suppliers will seek to waive certain provisions, substitute their own, or fail to comply with them.
Such failure, if condoned, can result in non-enforceable terms. If quality provisions are not
promptly and universally enforced, there is danger of losing control of the entire quality process.
15.9.3 Pre-Award Phase
On certain purchases, particularly those involving equipment, formal supplier quality evaluations
are needed. These consist of surveys that include visits to supplier's plants. Owner/engineer
evaluators must agree on the basis for ratings before entering into an evaluation process.
Suppliers should be informed that their quality program is a major factor in award selection.
Procurement management must maintain a current, accurate list of suppliers and their
performance. Bid lists should be developed from such supplier ratings and appraisals using
checklists and some predetermined rating scheme.
15.9.3.1 Supplier Quality Appraisal
Quality requirements must be able to be communicated to potential suppliers. Quality
requirements must enforce warranties and tests, advising design engineers of schedule
and cost effects of such requirements.
Senior corporate managers and project managers need to be convinced of the importance
of quality in supplier selection. A low bidder on a specialty item may not be aware of quality
implications. Conversely, a supplier with a consistent quality program usually will provide a
superior, long-lasting product that is more economical over the unit's life cycle.
In the pre-award stages of a purchase, potential suppliers must be made aware of the
importance of quality in selection of a potential supplier, not only on the current award, but
also on future work. Buyers must carefully explain requirements for testing, certications,
and submittals so that suppliers know exactly what is expected of them.
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15.9.4 Post-Award
It is essential that the supplier coordination continue into post-award, prior to fabrication. Several
points need to be claried:
•

The need for timely submittals: supplier information is frequently needed to design foundation
and structures.

•

The requirement to coordinate tests: although the specication may establish general
requirements, buyer and supplier must work out details (e.g., a managed approach to
scheduling shop visits based on predetermined quality check points).

15.9.5 Courier Service
Planning should consider those carriers capable of providing overnight or express delivery using
company owned and controlled equipment at competitive pricing. To some jobsites, ground
services may provide all the services required at a more competitive price than carriers specializing
in overnight delivery. Delivery plans should also be established for drawings and documents that
are not time sensitive. U.S. mail service should be used when time permits. Increasingly, electronic
mail, electronic data interchange (EDI), and electronic transmittal of project documents are the
norm.
15.9.6 The Inspection Plan
Planning for inspection evolves through the design, pre-award, and post-award phases and
includes the following general functions:
•

Evaluating the need for in-plant inspection: this determination is made early in the engineering
and procurement cycle, where the equipment and material is being specied. In-plant
inspection will generally be limited to engineered items, permanent plant equipment, and
critical fabricated materials that are:

•

Complex and/or costly.

•

Critical to the safe and reliable operation of the facility.

•

Deemed essential to meeting the construction and start up schedule. Although inspectors are
not expediters, in-plant inspection is a means of preventing delays due to shipment of
nonconforming equipment or materials. In-plant inspection is also advisable when a supplier of
quality critical items has no prior history of such operations.

•

Evaluating the level of inspection: the level of inspection can vary from one or two visits to
having a permanent resident inspector at the fabricator site. The approach selected depends
on the factors above, in that the most critical items obviously require the highest degree of
inspection. Past supplier performance will also inuence the level of inspection planned.

•

Deciding whether to use in-house or contract inspection services: this decision is affected by
factors in the rst bullet above as well as:

•

The special skills available and needed.

•

The location of the plant and accessibility to the inspection.

•

The desirability of maintaining a permanent inspection staff.

•

Availability and quality of inspectors for the particular procurement.

•

Selecting inspectors and arranging their funding and administrative support.

•

Coordinating details of the inspection during and after award of the purchase order: although
the specication may establish general requirements, buyer and supplier must work out details
such as:

•

Notication of test dates and schedules of visits.

•

Access for inspectors.
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•

Logistical support for inspectors.

•

Agreement on forms and certications.

•

Agreement on requirements set out in technical specications.

A coordination meeting at the supplier's shop is one technique to help ensure that quality
requirements are understood and followed by supplier shop personnel.
Standardized quality and inspection plans reviewed from time to time are quite useful for quick
inspection and meet quality assurance plan to save time.

15.10

Transportation and Logistics Requirements Planning

15.10.1 Introduction
The primary objective of transportation and logistics is to plan, control, and execute the movement
of materials to the project jobsite in the most effective manner, consistent with project cost and
other goals and consistent with the engineering, procurement, and construction schedule
requirements.
The paragraphs that follow dene important elements of the project transportation and logistics
plan. The plan must consider and address the unique considerations of the project being
undertaken. The volume and nature of the freight, mode of transport (air, rail, sea, road, or a
combination i.e. multi-modal), the jobsite location, the overall project schedule, project funding,
trade restrictions, government rules, and client requirements are factors that must be researched
and addressed in the transportation and logistics plan. Client requirements may, for example,
include using ag vessels of the project's host country or those of the country providing project
nancing.
15.10.2 F.O.B. Terms and INCOTERMS
F.O.B. means "free on board." However, for the purpose of logistics planning and execution, the
term denotes the point at which ownership of material transfers to the buyer. There are numerous
other terms, denitions of which may be found in the Uniform Commercial Code for domestic
purchases or INCOTERMS (International Commercial Terms) for global purchases. The
INCOTERMS 2020 are enlisted and explained in the Table 15.2.
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It is imperative that the Uniform Commercial Code FOB terms not be confused with INCOTERMS.
Incorrect use of such terms can have a substantially negative nancial impact on the cost of
material and the risks borne by the project.
15.10.3 Key Transportation and Logistics Planning Issues
The transportation and logistics department typically drafts a preliminary planning evaluation. The
planning evaluation outlines potential routes, conditions/requirements, and carrier services
available for getting material to the jobsite. It addresses the heaviest and largest items,
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the estimated total project cargo volume, the composition of the freight commodity items, the
schedule, and other particulars. The evaluation also addresses known constraints, logistics risks,
and the planned approach for further research.
Some of the more important transportation and logistics planning elements are:
•

Remoteness of jobsite

•

Locations of in-transit fabrication facilities as applicable

•

Sensitivity of cargo

•

Routings, carriers, transit schedules, and transportation services available

•

Freight Forwarder(s), Export Packer(s), and Freight Consolidator(s)

•

Port conditions and other destination conditions

•

Local customs formalities

•

Potential for use of bonded customs yard

•

Inland transportation (port of entry to jobsite)

•

Limitations on size and weight of loads

•

Availability of transportation equipment

•

Intermediate control points

•

Insurance

•

Coordination with construction forces

Early transportation planning should consider eld need dates of material and equipment. The
costs to the project of not having the necessary material and documents on site in time are great.
The more complete and detailed planning, the greater the likelihood delivery will be on time and
expenditures for transportation and logistics service will be within the budget. Of the several parts
of the procurement process, transportation is generally the least compressible; to compress
transportation cycle time is expensive (e.g., switching from truck to air freight can cost
considerably more).
However, some contingency funds/budget to be kept for compressing time by changing to
expensive mode in case of few items which become critical due to manufacturing and other
delays.
15.10.4 Transportation and Logistics (T&L) Survey
The detailed T&L section of the procurement plan, submitted to procurement/project management,
is usually supported by detailed information from carriers and research, including information
gathered during a "T&L survey." The survey must be done very early in the material planning phase
of project execution. The T&L survey includes route and plant surveys for all anticipated
geographical sources of supply to:
•

Verify maximum allowable weights and dimensions capable of movement to the jobsite.

•

Estimate costs associated with any required route improvements of deviations.

For jobsite locations that lack conventional accessibility, the T&L surveyor must also determine the
implications for delivery of all material, not just the large equipment items.
Important information obtained during the T&L survey includes:
•

Specic routes

•

Generally acceptable shipping envelopes

•

Regulations and permit requirements

•

Special transportation equipment
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•

Weight limitations

15.10.5 Transportation Agreements
Project freight is often sufcient in volume to attract project transportation discounts. Substantial
savings may be realized by entering into transportation contracts with carriers for all modes of
transportation. In some cases, owners' alliance agreements or contracts with carriers can be
extended to the contractor.
Prior to approaching carriers to discuss a national or project agreement, the owner or contractor
should have an estimated volume of shipments, denition of its service expectations, and a scope
of requirements to be met over the life of a project/contract. The contract negotiated should be
unambiguous and specic in matters such as scope denition, service level requirements, and
pricing. It should be contractually comprehensive to avoid misunderstandings, future question
over interpretation, disputes, and litigation.
15.10.6 Local Trafc and Transportation Constraints, Community Relations, and Customs Ofcials
Care should be taken to consult local governmental authorities to discuss initial logistics plans to
ensure that those plans do not adversely affect local transportation patterns. Additionally, early
involvement of local authorities often ensures cooperation throughout the project's schedule.
Coordination, cooperation, and alignment are important with customs ofcials as well as local
authorities.
15.10.7 Shipping Alternatives (Routing Guide)
Once route alternatives and constraints have been identied, a routing guide should be generated
to instruct purchasing of the correct method and carriers to utilize for various forms of
transportation (i.e., truck, rail, air, ship, or barge). Care should be taken to ensure that selected
carriers are capable of providing direct service, thereby reducing multiple handling, transit time,
and possible damage to shipped goods.
15.10.8 Site Personnel Logistics
Remote site personnel transportation can present unique concerns to the transportation/logistics
personnel. Alternatives of chartered air, ferry, and dedicated bus service should be considered.
Planning should include discussions with local authorities to ensure plans do not adversely affect
the environment or the local community. Local trafc patterns and the local ecology can be
severely disrupted by the mass movement of automobiles in the early morning late afternoon. This
situation is often not permitted on government-controlled land.
15.10.9 Special Loads
Special loads include oversized/excessive weight shipments and shipments requiring delicate
handling or a controlled environment. The latter requirement is often the by-product of site location
(e.g., polar or desert regions). Needs should be identied and compared with available transport
equipment. Intermediate warehousing and marshalling areas must also be suitable in all respects
for their intended use.
In order to determine maximum size envelope for special loads (i.e., vessels, skids, packaged
equipment, and modules), it is necessary to determine requirements for route permits and/or
clearances from manufacturers' facilities to the jobsite. Utilizing the services of reputable
transportation company (truck and rail) personnel familiar with the routes can greatly reduce the
time required to accomplish this task.
Specialized truck and rail equipment are usually available in only limited quantities and must be
reserved months, perhaps a year, in advance. Planning and design of oversized shipments of plant
equipment should be reviewed for compatibility with loading plans and transportation equipment.
The cost and risks of moving extremely large modules may offset many of the anticipated
advantages of modularization, and thus should be considered during feasibility studies, "Front End
Load" (FEL) engineering phases, and development of the prefabrication plan for the project.
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15.10.10 International Shipments
15.10.10.1 Commercial Considerations
The cost to transport goods to the jobsite can be a determining factor in supplier selection.
Commodities that have a high volume-to-weight ratio and those that have a high
freight-cost-to- material-value ratio should generally be purchased close to the jobsite
if possible. Specialized ocean carriers, such as those tted with high capacity cranes,
can be particularly expensive. Costs between $1,500,000 and $3 million for a
dedicated carrier are typical. Rates vary depending upon shipping point, port of entry,
and economic conditions. Competitive bidding to contract this service is in order.
15.10.10.2 Export Preparation
Planning should determine what modes of transportation will be utilized in moving
foreign source materials and equipment to the jobsite. Export preparation should be
tailored to the most rigorous elements for each segment of the journey. Additionally,
consideration must be given to storage requirements in transit or at the jobsite. It is
common practice to contract with a commercial export packer. This is done to ensure
better control, uniform packing specications, and lower cost since packer personnel
are typically better prepared and equipped to handle this duty than the manufacturer
of the goods. In Europe, where a larger percentage of commerce is international,
standard practice is for the manufacturer to prepare the goods for ocean or air
transportation.
15.10.10.3 Freight Forwarding
Freight forwarders are capable of performing varied tasks in conjunction with project
shipping. These include documentation preparation, issuance of dock receipts,
issuance of shipping instructions to suppliers, tracing and expediting domestic
shipments, liaison with export packers, and booking cargo with air/ocean carriers. A
determination must be made as to the extent of forwarder involvement from total
responsibility to mere documentation preparation. This determination depends on the
location, size, and complexity of the project as well as the experience and number of
available contractor transportation personnel. Additionally, consideration must be
given to locations of supply. Worldwide procurement would necessitate contracting
with a forwarder possessing a worldwide network of ofces.
15.10.10.4 Import Controls
Government regulations sometimes prohibit imports of certain goods and sometimes prohibit
shipments to certain countries. Governments require special export license applications and
approval prior to importing certain commodities and equipment. Also, favourable excise duties are
levied in some projects of national importance. Import rules and regulations must be carefully
observed since violations carry both civil and criminal penalties.
15.10.11 Hazardous Materials Shipment
Numerous laws and highly detailed regulations govern the shipment of hazardous and restricted
materials. The regulations cover packaging, labelling, modes of transportation, training, safety,
reporting, bonding, insurance, licensing, and documentation requirements. The regulations govern
shippers, carriers, regulating agencies, and emergency response organizations. Fines and
imprisonment can result if shippers wilfully mislabel or fail to adequately describe hazardous
materials.
15.10.12 Communication, Tracking, and Reporting
Management of the transportation and logistics function is signicantly enhanced through clear
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roles and responsibilities and clear lines of communication. The use of adequate tracking systems
supported with timely reporting is another prerequisite for world-class transportation and logistics
planning and execution. Automated procurement management systems usually provide the
communication and information tools necessary for efcient tracking, reporting, and control of the
transport of goods to shops and jobsites. On large projects, proper reporting and control can
usually
be achieved using a fully integrated procurement management system augmented with the
generation of exception reports such as:

15.11

•

Late shipments

•

Oversized loads

•

Critical material deliveries

•

Three-month shipping reports (90-day forecasts)

•

Alert reports

Site Materials Management Planning

15.11.1 Introduction
The objective of site materials management is to ensure that materials are available, when
required, to meet the construction schedule. This involves close communication and coordination
with client, engineering, craft, and project management personnel. The primary activities of site
materials management include receiving, warehousing, safe custody and proper storage,
controlling inventory, issuing material, disposal of surplus material, and providing necessary
procurement and expediting for all materials and equipment required for project completion.
The degree of pre-construction eld materials management planning is dependent on the size and
type of project and the time available. For construction contractors this time frame is the period
between award of contract and eld construction start date. Since this may be a relatively short
time, it is desirable for the owner to do as much planning as possible before contract award. This
planning should begin as soon as certain basic information is available. Plot plans, major
equipment lists, estimates, and engineering procurement- construction (EPC) schedules contain
the information needed for basic planning. The plot plan should be studied from the viewpoint of
plant location; location of major equipment and structures, location of electrical transmission
towers and corridors (if applicable), relation of site to highways, capabilities of highways to handle
expected trafc, relation of site to railroads, and other factors. Equipment lists and estimates will
provide preliminary sizes and quantities for planning storage facilities. The delivery dates and
installation dates shown on the schedules are needed in order to size and plan the efcient use of
space in laydown areas and warehouses. This is especially important on projects where limited
space is available and areas have to be reused as the project progresses.
15.11.2 Site Access/Security
The load limits of the project, access highways, roads, and bridges play an important part in
preplanning. The immediate adjoining access road may have to be upgraded, widened and/or
have turning lanes and trafc signals installed. The roads that this road connects with may also
have to be altered. There may be adjoining roads that will have to be declared off-limits to heavy
loads to preclude obligating the owner for their maintenance or rebuilding. If bridges cannot
handle the expected delivery loads, it may be necessary to build a new bridge or apply for a grade
crossing, which could involve signals. The height of underpasses should also be checked for
trailer clearance. The railroad(s) nearest to the project should be checked for general condition,
load limits on bridges, and spur availability. The proximity of the main line and number of tracks will
determine whether a track for switching can be on railroad company trackage or on site.
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Water access, if available, has to be evaluated on a cost-benet basis considering the depth; water
current velocity restrictions; waves created by ships, boats, or barges; and environmental impact.
Once it is determined that there is or will be a barge unloading facility, it is important to determine
what equipment should be delivered by rail or barge. A map of the project site in relation to local,
state, and/or federal highways, large towns, or airports should also be developed. The project map
can be scaled if the project is close enough to fairly well-known landmarks and if a large-scale
map is available. If no map is available, an aerial photograph should be used. This is important not
only for directing personnel to the site but also as an effective document to be included with
bidding inquiry packages.
In order that security during construction can be effectively enforced, site security planning
includes determining the best location for perimeter fencing, gates, security lighting, parking, and
other facilities. The main security concerns of site material control are protection of tools,
equipment, and materials from theft; admittance and direction of delivery vehicles to receiving
areas; and procedure for removal of materials, tools, and equipment from the site (gate pass
procedure). Materials personnel should be involved in the development and review of security
procedures to make certain their concerns are adequately addressed.
An effective communications system between security, material control, and construction
personnel is essential for efcient direction of incoming deliveries, unloading crews and
equipment, and routine communication between the crafts and the warehouse.
15.11.3 Field Procurement
15.11.3.1 Scope and Requirements
The scope of eld procurement varies widely from project to project, but most
commonly includes bulk materials, engineered material shortages, tools, concrete,
rebar, concrete embedment's, anchor bolts, sand, gravel, forms, construction
equipment, spare parts, and consumables. Field procurement may also be involved in
the purchase or rental of construction equipment. Whatever the scope, it should be
clearly dened before the starts of construction so that all project participants know who
is responsible for what materials.
15.11.3.2 Field Expediting
Field expediting is generally limited to eld purchase orders and bulk materials;
however, expediting of critical engineered orders from the project site is sometimes
employed. In planning this activity, getting the expediting information to the construction
people who need it to plan their work should be a major consideration. In addition,
feedback from the eld should be a driver for the expediting function.
15.11.4 Receiving
15.11.4.1 Quality Control Receipt Inspection
A thorough receipt inspection of critical equipment and material can be valuable in
preventing costly schedule delays. Although it is not practical or desirable for the quality
control organization to inspect all materials, certain critical items should be identied
during project planning to ensure that inspection is part of the receiving process.
15.11.4.2 Receiving Considerations
On the surface, materials receiving appears to be a routine activity, but is in fact one that
can cause a multitude of problems if not properly planned and executed. Incorrect,
missing, or damaged materials that go undetected when received will remain so until
needed for construction, at which time they could have a severe impact on the
construction schedule. Also, enforcement of warranties and back charging suppliers for
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necessary eld rework may depend on a well-documented, timely receiving report.
Timeliness is also important in order to ensure that supplier discounts can be taken as
often as possible.
Shipping bills of material (manifests), packing lists, and purchase order copies are
probably the ideal itemized documents to have for receiving; however, other documents
such as piping spool sheets, pipe hanger sketches, bar bending schedules, material
lists, and valve lists are all useful and, in most cases, absolutely necessary for receiving.
In order to get required documents from suppliers it will be necessary to make them a
purchase order requirement.
15.11.5 Storage Facilities
15.11.5.1 Laydown Area Planning
Once the permanent structures and major equipment have been located on plot plans
or general arrangement drawings, outside laydown areas can be planned. This work
must be closely coordinated with the design of temporary facilities, layout of
prefabrication areas, and design of temporary roads and drains.
A carefully planned laydown area is essential for efcient materials storage and
handling. Access in and out of these areas by construction equipment and craft
personnel requires good roads and adequate drainage. Poorly designed, crowded,
unmaintained laydown areas will hinder movement of materials, increase the probability
of lost materials, increase labor costs, and may even result in safety problems or
construction claims.
Adequate laydown and fabrication areas should be identied for specialty contractors
providing their own materials and for furnish and erect type contractors (e.g., HVAC,
insulation, metal siding). This planning can be accomplished through discussions with
prospective bidders or from experience on previous projects. Historic records of past
projects are valuable in developing statistics for planning storage requirements.
15.11.5.2 Warehousing Facilities and Storage
A number of variables inuences planning warehouse space and layout. Some owners
elect to install permanent warehouses early for use during construction. Consideration
must be given to exactly when the owner needs to occupy the permanent warehouse
facility. Other owners leave warehousing entirely to the discretion of the contractors.
Whatever approach is used, advance planning by the owner and contractors can have a
signicant positive impact on the project.
Warehouse space should be provided for unloading, receiving, OS&D holding, staging,
issuing, railhead receiving (if practical), and storage areas. A counter or physical barrier
between outside entrances and stored material prevents unauthorized entry. Inside
storage areas, possibly segregated by craft, require shelving, bins, and pallet racks
depending on the type of materials to be stored. A temperature/humidity-controlled
storage area for delicate items (e.g., electronic cabinets and instrumentation) may be
required; however, it is desirable to schedule delivery of this type of equipment so that it
can be unloaded into its permanent building location. An adequate re protection
system should be planned. A central staging platform for welding gas and oxygen
cylinders may need to be provided as well as tool room space.
Provisions for outside controlled storage areas also need to be considered. Allowance
for rainwater or snow accumulation can have a positive impact on the efciency of
warehouse personnel. Electrical cable, copper bus duct, stainless steel items, and other
material subject to theft should be kept in fenced areas, preferably adjacent to the
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warehouse where material control or security personnel can maintain tight control over
access to the area. When planning warehouse space, it is important to provide
adequate facilities for ofce personnel.
15.11.6 Equipment Storage Protection/Maintenance
Plant equipment and materials require varying degrees of protection and maintenance from the
time of arrival at the project-site until either installation or initial plant operation. The requirements
for protection of this equipment and materials should be carefully planned so that damage and
delays are minimized, and supplier guarantees are maintained. Both supplier's requirements and
standard procedures must be utilized to achieve these goals. The development of a
comprehensive protection plan requires a great deal of time and effort and should begin well in
advance of site mobilization. The plan should be comprised of general guidelines, methods, and
techniques, and specic procedures covering all permanent plant equipment and materials.
Storage methods or categories should be dened. Specic storage protection instructions should
be prepared for each piece or category of equipment and each material group based on supplier's
recommendations obtained prior to release for shipment (preferably detailed as a Purchase Order
requirement). Initial preservation, periodic inspection and maintenance, and preparation for startup should be documented for each item in order to provide a permanent record and to ensure that
the required maintenance is regularly performed.
Storage categories can be generally classied as:
•

Materials that require extraordinary protection (e.g., ltered, temperature, and humiditycontrolled environment).

•

Materials that do not require controlled temperature/humidity but do require indoor protection
(weather tight, ventilated).

•

Materials that require moderate protection from the environment (indoor, not exposed to
weather and dust).

•

Materials that require minimal protection from the environment (outdoors on dunnage
protected from standing water).

•

Materials which are practically insensitive to the environment.

The most common preservation techniques used include:
•

Dehumidication.

•

Oil coating.

•

Lubrication.

•

Oil lling.

•

Heating.

•

Nitrogen blankets.

Once storage methods and preservation techniques have been dened, periodic maintenance and
inspection requirements should be specied for each piece of equipment or materials category as
applicable. These inspections and checks may include:
•

Motor winding insulation resistance.

•

Hand rotation of motor, pumps, or gear shafts to keep bearing surfaces lubricated.

•

Electrical motor heaters and space heaters are energized.

•

Temporary covering, visible damage, condition of rust preventive coatings, and condition of
cribbing or other support.

Preparations for startup are also an important component of the protection plan for rotating or
reciprocating equipment and include activities such as:
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•

Removal of protective covering and wrappings.

•

Draining the lay-up oil from gearboxes and pump casing and relling with correct operating oil
or grease.

•

Removal of rust preventive coatings.

•

Spot checking bearings for contamination or corrosion.

•

Replacing coupling spacers and motor drain plug.

•

Checking motor winding insulation.

Specic storage protection instructions should be prepared for each piece or category of
equipment and each material group based on the supplier's recommendations. Initial preservation,
periodic inspection and maintenance, and preparation for startup should be documented for each
item in order to provide a permanent record and ensure that the required maintenance is regularly
performed.
15.11.7 Inventory Control and Reporting
Readily available knowledge concerning the status and location of equipment after receipt on site
can save a lot of effort-hours over the course of a project. Some engineered equipment is made up
of hundreds or even thousands of line items and bulk materials may comprise 80 percent of the
installed direct effort-hours on a project. An effective inventory control system that continuously
tracks and records the procurement, receiving, and issue status of materials is an essential part of
a site material control plan.
15.11.8 Materials Issuance and Return
15.11.8.1 Materials Issue
The physical arrangement and approach to material issue must be planned. Material
control will not be possible unless it begins with the rst issue. An accurate record must
be kept of when and where material was used and who signed for it. This is usually
accomplished by means of a warehouse request for issue. The warehouse request for
issue should also provide assurance that there is a need by the requestor for the
material and the specic purpose for which it will be used. Since this document
becomes the basis for inventory control and status reporting, planning is necessary to
ensure that requests for issue are approved by the appropriate personnel, lled out
correctly, and include the necessary information for accountability.
15.11.8.2 Returns
A method of handling return of unused or surplus material to the warehouse should be
considered to minimize unnecessary buying of materials already available and to control
critical items. The approach to proper documentation, record keeping, cost system
interface, and approval points must all be determined.
15.11.9 Surplus
Surplus materials are the result of:
•

Design changes.

•

Errors in estimates and take off.

•

Improper site warehousing.

•

Duplicate buying efforts.

•

Inventory errors.

•

Poor eld control of issued materials.

Site materials personnel must be prepared to deal with all surplus. Excess material is only valuable
if it is used, and to do so, surpluses must be identied early. The site materials group must, from
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the beginning of the project, have a plan for identifying surplus and getting the information to the
people who need it. Personnel doing material takeoffs and writing requisitions should have a
surplus material list available to them. Almost all site departments and disciplines should be
involved if maximum use is to be made of surplus materials.

15.12

Procurement Management Systems Planning

15.12.1 Introduction
One of the primary tasks of the planning phase of procurement management is to evaluate the
"materials" scope of work and project management's needs and then dene the automated
procurement management systems that will be utilized on a project, including how the systems are
to be used. Typically, these automated systems should be an integrated set of computer systems
or programs that identify, track, report, and facilitate control of project material from quantity take
off through the material control, procurement, construction, and startup phases of the project.
15.12.2 System and Component Selection
As previously stated, the procurement management system is actually an integrated set of
computer systems and programs that identify, track, report, and allow for control of materials from
engineering takeoff through issuance in the eld. As such, desirable features of the procurement
management system usually include:
•

Centralized control of materials for cost effectiveness and allocation of priorities.

•

Up-to-date and timely materials quantities and status information for construction planning,
scheduling, and execution, including determination of eld labor and support requirements.

•

Up-to-date materials quantities and cost data for total project material cost forecasting.

•

Automatic generation of printed specications, bill of materials, purchase orders, quantities,
and dimensions to minimize rework/recycle.

•

Either integration or capability of being integrated with CAD systems.

•

Flexibility in material reporting options - by area/unit, module, system, line number, work
package, shop, subcontract, and/or document source.

•

Sensitivity to construction materials requirements and problems.

•

Systems/programs fully integrated with:

•

A single system concept with a minimum of redundancy.

•

Automatic or batch loading of data from system to system.

•

A high degree of data consistency through the use of a single or common database.

•

Immediate access to current data for all users: project, engineering, materials management
and construction.

•

Sufcient operating exibility to allow:

•

Controlled frequency of reporting.

•

Use of exception or alert reporting instead of full status reports.

•

Use of CRTs or PCs at any location for status rather than printouts.

•

Reduction or elimination of interfaces when le updates are not required.

•

Selective elimination of entire systems and les when the need no longer exists or can be
handled manually at lower cost.

15.12.3 Planning for Systems Management
Owner and contractor procurement management systems are usually versatile enough to allow
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handling of the variety of different project types encountered.
Because of the potential cost and needed control of integrated systems involving numerous
project participants/personnel, the procurement plan should include provisions to:
•

Assign overall control for systems to a single individual who should be thoroughly familiar with
the systems and the associated consequences/cost.

•

Dene exactly who is responsible for input of specic data to ensure data are correct and
current and eliminate redundancy and conicts.

•

Eliminate redundant data les and reduce ofce labor costs.

•

Minimize computer cost through utilization of only those systems (or parts thereof) required to
monitor and control materials.

15.12.4 Checklist for implementation
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16

Construction/
Site Management

Very often the key to a successful project is the effective integration of engineering and procurement with
the eld construction effort. On traditional public works and similar projects, engineering is completed rst
and construction is awarded based on bids from nal drawings and specications. In sharp contrast to this
approach, most of EPC projects are built in parallel with completion of engineering and the procurement of
project material. From the PIA's point of view, this allows for a shorter overall schedule and earlier return on
invested capital. At the same time, it presents a challenge to project and construction management, who
must continually balance the technical and execution risks inherent in this approach.
Engineering work often begins in the home ofce before a construction strategy is dened, either by
Contractor or the Client, and engineering consultant.
The Site Manager is responsible for management of all construction activities on the site. However,
throughout the construction phase of the project, the contractor's Project Manager remains responsible to
the Client and Contractor management for the entire project, especially from a business and contractual
perspective.
On all construction projects, safety is the number one priority. A checklist is included at the end of Section
12 which can be used to ensure that the relevant activities discussed in this section are addressed in a
timely manner.
Construction site is managed by construction contractor, with owner/PMC providing oversight. Hence,
majority of the section is written with consideration of performance and compliance expected from the
contractor.

16.1

Construction/Site Organization

The Construction organization at the site is headed by the Site Manager. The Site Manager, reporting to the
Project Manager, is entirely responsible for construction of the project and for all activity on site, in
accordance with the requirements of the contract between Contractor and the Client. The Site Manager
manages, monitors, and controls the Contractor eld project organization and its functions from the
beginning of the pre- construction phase through the completion of the construction phase, and also
supports the startup phase when applicable.
Note: The term “Site Manager” was used throughout this manual to describe the lead position at the jobsite.
“Construction Manager” is a common term that may be used in lieu of Site Manager on a construction
project.
The Site Manager is typically supported by a eld organization that includes a Construction Operations
Manager, Administration Manager, Construction Engineering Manager, Safety Manager, Site Project
Controls Lead, Site Materials Manager, and Quality Control Manager. A typical organization for a typical site
is show in g 16.1.
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Figure 16.1 : Indicative Site Organization
(Note: The actual site management and organizational requirements will vary according to project size and
complexity, and the type and terms of the contract between the Client and Contractor.)

16.2

Construction/Site Responsibilities

The Construction organization at the site is headed by the Site Manager. There are usually several
individuals/groups on the project who are responsible for construction operations at the site, although the
actual organization may vary due to project size, labor position, etc. All the positions listed below may not
be assigned to every project.
•

Site Manager –The Site Manager has responsibility for the following:
Ø

Adhere to the prime contract.

Ø

Develop and implement a safety and security program for all Contractor personnel and contractors
and establish procedures to monitor the overall site safety program.

Ø

Implement, manage, and maintain an effective labor relations program to ensure that work
proceeds without disruption.

Ø

Develop an understanding of all aspects of the contract.

Ø

Maintain liaison with Client representatives to ensure proper and timely involvement and approvals
as well as a professional and business-like Client/Contractor relationship throughout the life of the
project.

Ø

Develop and maintain a harmonious relationship with the local community as Contractor's
representative in the area.

Ø

Prepare monthly status reports for the project to keep the Client and Contractor management
informed on construction progress and the status of costs and schedule as related to the budgets
and previous forecasts.

Ø

Apprise the functional department managers of the performance of project team members who are
under the supervision of the Site Manager.
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•

Construction Operations Management – The Field Operations Manager (see previous organization
chart) has responsibility to the Site Manager for the execution of eld construction in conformance with
safety standards, quality requirements, project drawings, specications, schedules, work procedures
and cost estimates. These responsibilities also include managing the activities of the Area
Managers/Superintendents to ensure detailed planning and implementation is accomplished in
accordance with the project Baseline.

The Construction Operations Manager also has responsibility for maintaining safe working conditions and
proper security for the project and promoting the proper and efcient use of construction resources
including workforce, materials, tools, supplies, and equipment.
In small to medium size projects, role of Site Manager/Construction operations manager can be played by
the same individual. In large projects, it is recommended to be by different persons.
•

Area Managers/Superintendents – An Area Manager on a construction project will generally have
overall responsibility for a portion of the project, such as a process unit or equipment building.
Superintendents typically are responsible for a specic craft or type of work such as Civil, Pipetters or
Electrical and Instrumentation.

Area Managers/Superintendents, reporting to the Construction Operations Manager, are responsible for
ensuring that the work under their direction is built in conformance with safety standards, quality
requirements, project drawings, specications, schedules, work procedures, and cost estimates. This
includes ensuring that detailed planning is accomplished for their area at the foreman level (or
subcontractor level on CM projects), for the eld work.
The Area Managers/Superintendents are responsible for maintaining safe working conditions and proper
security for the project, and ensuring the proper and efcient use of all construction resources including the
direct hire work force, subcontractors, materials, tools, supplies, and equipment.
•

Craft Supervision – Craft supervisors, under the direction of the Area Managers and Superintendents,
are responsible for supervising and utilizing direct labor, materials, and construction equipment to
perform construction activities in a safe and efcient manner.

•

Craft Personnel – Craft personnel requirements are determined from work force projection curves
based on the scope of work and the construction schedule. The work force projection curves will assist
supervision in leveling workforce requirements. This is especially important when the availability of
skilled craft personnel is limited. The day-to-day craft personnel requirements are determined and
regulated by craft supervision based on the actual work released to the eld and the status of ongoing
and upcoming work.

Contractor site supervision evaluates the scheduled work and determines the craft mix required to efciently
conduct the work. Site supervision also continually evaluates the performance and qualications of craft
personnel to ensure that the work is performed safely, efciently, economically, and in a quality manner. In
the United States, the project Human Resources group supports craft supervision by supplying the project
with qualied craft personnel as needed for self-perform projects.
•

Subcontractors – Subcontractors provide various forms of construction services depending on the type
of contract.

16.3

Construction Execution Approaches

There are several fundamental decisions to be made related to the approach to construction of a project.
These decisions have a long-range impact on the overall project and involve important contractual and
commercial issues.
•

Self-perform labor versus subcontracting; or a combination of the two
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These topics are addressed in the following sections:
•

Section 16.3.1 – Subcontracting Strategy vs Self Perform

•

Section 16.3.2 – Construction Technology
16.3.1 Subcontracting Strategy vs Self Perform
On a fundamental level, construction projects may be completed using one of the following
contracting strategies, employed by the contractor
•

Self-perform – On a self-perform (or direct hire) project, craft resources required to do the work
are employed directly by the Contractor and paid through the eld payroll.

•

Labor Subcontract – On a labor sub-contract, the construction work is done by craft workers
employed by Labor Contractors, typically from the local area, who are under contract to
Contractor for performance of the work, and are managed by a Contractor supervisory staff at
the site.

•

Subcontract – This contracting strategy could be driven by instances where certain aspects of
the project (types of work, labor market conditions, specic installation expertise, etc.) are
better performed by a subcontractor, or a specialist contractor.

In actual practice, Contractor invariably utilizes subcontractors for certain specialty work and
services and may, in fact, decide to subcontract all construction work on the project. It is very
important to recognize that in these cases, even though Contractor does not employ any crafts
directly and relies exclusively on subcontractors, Contractor retains certain legal and contractual
responsibilities that must be clearly understood. The following are key activities to be performed
before strategizing the subcontracts.
•

An assessment of the capabilities of contractors in the vicinity of the site, or contractors with a
strong regional presence.

•

An evaluation of issues related to organized labor in the area project.

•

A technical review of the work on the project to determine what work is within Contractor's
capability to direct hire, or should be done by specialty contractors. Examples of work are site
preparation and piling, storage tank engineering and construction, HVAC installation,
equipment and pipe insulation, etc.

•

Preparation of the subcontracts plan for the project.

16.3.1 Construction Technology/Methodology
The construction technology/methodology to adopt for any infrastructure project depends on the
size, complexity, schedule, and geographical features. The focus should be adopting right
technology or methodology that helps speed of execution and the cost-benet analysis including
schedule advantages should be performed to arrive at the right technology or methodology (Ex:
Type of Tunnel Boring, Slip form/Jump form shuttering, degree of mechanization etc.)
Mobilization of construction equipment, skilled work force and materials should be consistent with
construction technology adopted for the project. The lead times for procuring or mobilizing any
specialist equipment should be built into the schedules without sacricing project objectives.

16.4

Pre-Construction Activities

Before initiating construction at the site, an intensive planning and preparation effort must be completed.
Moreover, the Strategic Business Units also need support from Construction for marketing, proposals and
contract negotiation
•

Section 16.4.1 - Pre-Construction Planning

•

Section 16.4.2 - Constructability Process
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•
16.4.1

Section 16.4.3 - Site Procedures/Standard Operating Procedures (SSOP)
Pre-Construction Planning
Pre-construction planning should start when sufcient technical, site, and schedule parameters
have been established. An overall Construction Representative should be involved in this planning
phase to provide construction input to the project. Ideally, this representative is someone who will
transfer to the eld upon mobilization, typically the Site Manager, the Construction Engineering
Manager or another key member of the construction management team.
Once conceptual and preliminary engineering has started, the Site Manager usually begins work
on the project. It is imperative that the Site Manager is assigned to the project as early as possible.
The Site Manager, reporting directly to the Project Manager, will begin detailed construction
planning activities.
It is necessary to make sure that the construction plans are integrated into the project schedule,
budget and execution plan and conform to contractual requirements. Key activities in preconstruction planning include:
•

Developing plans, as appropriate, for specic site and technical activities as described in the
Site Manager Execution Manual such as:
Ø Welding
Ø Material management and control
Ø NDE
Ø Quality Control
Ø Constructability
Ø Craft assignment for specic types of work
Ø Heavy Lifts where applicable
Ø Temporary Facilities
Ø Safety
Ø Industrial Relations, including conrming the labor posture and the craft labor survey
Ø Stafng
Ø Systems turnover/Facilities Handover
Ø Input to subcontracting plan

•

Conrming the site construction organization and stafng plan in the estimate.

•

Developing the Site Standard Operating Procedures (SSOPs).

•

Establishing the Constructability process.

•

Assisting in the development of the project schedule by providing construction requirements
including milestone schedules, initial logic network, and turnover schedules.

•

Developing with the Project Planning the preliminary construction progress curves and craft
stafng plans.
• These construction plans are usually based upon very preliminary estimates of craft hours
as the eld cost estimates will generally not yet have been performed.
• The plans should be constructed in accordance with the contracting plan (if a direct hire
project, the curves should be constructed by prime cost account).
• The primary reason for creating these preliminary construction plans is to be able to answer
questions to support estimating, cash ow projections, training plans, camp/catering
requirements, transportation requirements, sanitary facilities requirements, etc.
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• It should be noted to the owner/PMC that once the detailed construction schedules are
produced (following development of work packages), the construction progress plan and
craft stafng plan would be updated.

16.4.2

•

Getting buy-in from the entire project team, including Engineering and Procurement, on the
project construction schedule and execution plan.

•

Developing the subcontracting plan and recommend the scope of work for the contract
packages.

•

Ensuring all construction permits required prior to mobilization are obtained, according to a
dened schedule.

•

Resolving how to dispose of hazardous construction waste material.

Constructability Process
Constructability is the early integration and optimum use of construction expertise/planning in all
phases of the project. Some examples of early constructability activities during the scope
denition and design phase are:

16.4.3

•

Development of the "path of construction" which denes engineering and procurement priorities
to support the optimum project schedule.

•

Input to WBS development and construction work package denition as required for
management and control of site activities.

•

Review of specications, standards and drawings for efcient execution.

•

Development of modularization/prefabrication/pre-assembly implementation plans.

•

Review of accessibility to the site and consideration of major construction techniques and
methods that impact design and procurement scopes of work

•

Technology adoption and digitalization application to improve construction efciency and
speed.

Site Procedures/Standard Operating Procedures (SSOP)
The SSOP contains instructions for executing the scope of work within the specic terms of the
contract and provides information and instructions necessary for the efcient and effective
performance of project duties and responsibilities.
In some instances, like covid-19 situation, government issued the SSOP & may become part of the
contract. In these cases, careful review of the manual should be made to ensure that all practices
and procedures have taken these into consideration.
The Site Manager has responsibility for preparation, review and approval of the SSOP.
Key activities that need to be addressed include:

16.5

•

Complete the Mobilization Plan and Checklist.

•

Provide inputs on site layout requirements to Design/Engineering.

•

Dene procedures for receiving and distributing technical information.

•

Have the appropriate project leads review the SSOP, then obtain approval from the Client if
required.

Initial Site Activities

While planning activities generally occur in the home ofce, at some point actual project activities will begin
at the site.
This portion of the manual addresses these activities, which are discussed in the following sections:
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•

Section 16.5.1 - Mobilization

•

Section 16.5.2 - Temporary Construction Facilities

16.5.1

Mobilization
Mobilization of construction at the site is not necessarily an activity that occurs at a denite point in
time. For example, the project schedule and site conditions may require several months of earth ll
or rock excavation before starting foundation work. In this case, a single engineer might be
assigned to the site to supervise a site preparation subcontractor.
The concept of "effective construction" is useful for project planning purposes. Effective
construction is dened as installation of permanent materials such as foundations, U/G utilities,
etc. designed for the permanent facility, and can be used to compare schedules for similar projects
with different site geological conditions. Certainly, by the start of effective construction, the initial
construction team has been mobilized. The expected start of effective construction for EPC-type
projects is shown on the typical phased progress diagrams included in the Introduction to this
manual.
Timing of mobilization has far-reaching impact on the project and should be carefully planned to
optimize the project schedule and minimize total project cost. It is essential that the construction
effort be sustained with engineering information and deliveries of equipment and material. If the
Construction team mobilizes too early, eld indirect costs will increase without necessarily gaining
ground on the project schedule, which typically is governed by equipment deliveries and not by
early civil work. It may be worthwhile to do a "Construction Reediness Analysis".
Premature mobilization may also disrupt the sequence of engineering and procurement, which can
have an adverse effect on project quality. On the other hand, it is important to conserve oat in the
construction schedule to allow for weather delays and other issues that arise during execution of
the eld work. It is recommended to do a construction readiness assessment before mass
mobilization to construction site. Few aspects to be considered on construction rediness
assessment are given below:
Construction Readiness Assessment Questions
•

Are all key project team leadership positions lled?

•

Have proven leaders been assigned to the project?

•

Has a system of oversight and governance been established for the project?

•

Are standards and specications needed to support construction clearly published?

•

Have issued-for-construction (IFC) drawings been issued to the point that supports
construction activity?

•

Is the schedule for design deliverables compatible with the sequence of construction?

•

Have clash and interference checks been completed?

•

Does the master schedule include allowance for subcontractor schedules?

•

Are schedule requirements for construction (including total project duration and milestones)
well dened?

•

Are planned activities durations in line with project conditions?

•

Are the labour productivity rates for major items in line with recent experiences?

•

Has the temporary facilities plan been incorporated in the schedule?

•

Are the site security control procedures in place?

•

Is a safety induction/orientation plan in place

•

Have necessary specialty tools/equipment been identied and secured?
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•

Are the relevant contracts signed to support construction schedule?

•

Is there a dened process for approving subcontractors and vendors?

•

Is the construction execution plan in place?

•

Is the construction execution plan aligned with the project execution plan?

•

Is there a plan for people movement to and from the site?

•

Is there a plan for materials movement to and from the site?

•

Is there a plan for large equipment movement to and from the site?

•

Are all necessary utilities available on site (including electricity, water, and drainage)?

•

Is there an adequate geotechnical investigation of the project site?

•

Have we looked to all the aspects to gain momentum quickly at construction site?

Summary of activities in site mobilization are:

16.5.2

•

Complete the Construction Mobilization Checklist (Each organization should have internal
guidelines for this activity).

•

Complete the integrated EPC project schedule.

•

Obtain all required construction and project related (e.g., environmental) permits to commence
work.

•

Make sure there is a rm contractual basis with the Client for performing construction (Ex: ROW
availability).

•

Review and approve the Subcontracts Plan for the project. Make sure that Terms and
Conditions for subcontracts are complete and consistent with the prime contract with owner.

Temporary Construction Facilities
Temporary construction facilities refer to facilities and services required for construction of the
project but which will not form part of the permanent plant. Some examples are listed as follows:
•

Parking area (Ofces, Craft, Buses, Laboratory, Vans)

•

Garage

•

Construction ofces

•

Craft sanitary facilities

•

Warehouse and laydown areas

•

Temporary roads and Haul roads

•

Temporary barge dock for unloading material

•

Temporary power and water supply

•

Hazardous waste containment area

•

Site fabrication shops/welding shops etc.

•

Communications, LAN, data links, etc.

•

Temporary site drainage (to be optimized with overall site drainage plan)

•

Soil material testing laboratory

•

Busing

The Site Manager has responsibility for planning and managing installation of all temporary
facilities. Engineering may be asked to support this effort with layout drawings and/or material
takeoffs.
Contractor needs to:
•

Develop a detailed plan for temporary facilities, including scope and schedule
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"
"

Prepare any detailed designs required (e.g., fencing, warehouse buildings, electrical grids)

Develop strategy for completion of temporary facilities through subcontracts or other means

(Note: Since the temporary facilities are typically removed, sold off or demolished at the completion of a
project, they should be kept functional, and cost effective)

16.6

Field Construction Operations

The construction and installation work must be performed safely in a quality manner by qualied craft
workers, employed by either Contractor or selected contractors. Contractor must provide adequate and
capable supervision on the site to assure that the work, as dened in the scope of the project, is performed
in accordance with the contract, project Baseline, drawings, and specications and is measured against the
project schedule and cost estimate.
The following sections provide additional detail around eld construction operations:
•

Section 16.6.1 - Planning and Cost Control

•

Section 16.6.2 - Site Practices and Policies

•

Section 16.6.3 - Plant Operations Interface (Typically for Water Treatment, Energy sector projects,
etc.)

16.6.1

Planning and Control
The construction contractors, craft supervision and craft workers play a major role in executing the
work in a cost-effective and timely manner, and have a signicant inuence over the ultimate cost
and completion date of the project. A key function of construction supervision must therefore be
the effective planning, scheduling, and sequencing of their work as well as the efcient use of
methods, techniques, tools, equipment, and qualied workforce to perform the work.
Continuous monitoring of the project cost and schedule is required by eld operations to ensure
that unfavorable trends are identied early and analyzed and that corrective action is implemented
on a timely basis. This will require that progress schedules and cost reports be updated and
analyzed on a regular basis.
These activities are to be performed for effective planning and control are:
•

Preparation of a detailed construction schedule

•

Preparation of budgets for direct and indirect eld costs (for contractor's own planning)

•

Regular tracking of the progress and project costs against the Baseline

•

Preparation of weekly work plans

•

Special expertise is required for planning construction work during shutdowns

• Temporary shutdown and restart of construction activities to be planned where required (Ex:
covid-19 situation, natural calamities etc.)
16.6.2

Site Practices and Policies
The following site activities must be addressed by the necessary site practices and policies:
• Site Working Hours - The specic work hours for a project are established at the beginning of
the project and communicated to personnel. When determining the work hours, the effects of the
following factors must be considered:
•

Project size, type, location, complexity, and schedule

•

Contractual requirements and permits, ordinances, etc.

•

Craft availability

•

Governing wage-and-hour laws and local practice
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•

Material and equipment deliveries

•

Client resources and services

•

Site congestion

Employees are typically required to be in their respective work areas at the scheduled starting time
and to remain there until the scheduled quitting time. Many projects use some type of signal such
as a whistle or a horn to indicate starting and quitting times and the beginning and ending of lunch
and authorized break periods (if any). Tool rooms and gang boxes are not opened for the issuance
of tools before the start of working hours. Before the end of each shift, sufcient time is allowed for
returning tools to tool rooms and gang boxes.
• Overtime - Most projects experience some casual overtime. Casual overtime is usually
unscheduled, intermittent, occasional overtime that is necessary to accomplish specic tasks such
as completing nish work on concrete placements.
Scheduled overtime is overtime planned for an extended period of time. Although scheduled
overtime can be benecial and productive in certain situations, too great an extension of working
hours will result in decreased productivity, which affects project cost and schedule adversely. The
use of extended, scheduled overtime should be evaluated to determine that it is justied despite
the detrimental effects on productivity, cost and safety. The use of scheduled overtime is often
necessary for a project to be competitive in attracting skilled craftsmen in a particularly busy
region.
• Shift Work - In order to meet the project schedule or to accelerate the project schedule, the
employment of additional shifts may be required. The use of shift work may be either more
productive or less productive than extended overtime. Each distinct situation should be evaluated
on its own merits. Adequate planning and coordination, including consideration of all factors,
should take place before implementing a second or third shift.
• Construction Entrance/Traffic Rules - The controlled ingress and egress of personnel
ensures that only authorized personnel and vehicles safely enter the construction area. This
controlled access is necessary to minimize Client and Contractor liabilities and to prevent theft
from the project.
The Contractor construction work force must enter the construction area through a designated and
controlled entry. Contractor personnel also enter the construction area through designated and
controlled entries or gates. Separate entrances are required for closed and open shop contractors.
Materials and vehicles enter the construction area through a designated and controlled gate that is
maintained by Site Security. Vehicles and personnel should not be allowed to enter the
construction area without proper authorization (including insurance) and safety equipment.
Vehicles leaving the construction area may be subject to search if required by site security
procedures. For liability considerations, personal vehicles are not permitted on the construction
site except in designated parking areas.
" Safety - Safety is an integral part of the Contractor construction philosophy. Contractor's
construction supervisors, from the Site Manager through the Foreman, are responsible for
implementing the safety program, including detecting and eliminating safety hazards and
promoting safe and sanitary working conditions.
" Housekeeping - Work areas must be maintained clean, orderly, and free of waste and other
materials that may create a hazard or impede efcient and safe construction operations. Therefore,
both Contractor and contractor personnel working on the project site must perform housekeeping
on a continual basis.
Housekeeping involves not only collecting and removing trash and debris, but also the orderly and
proper storage of materials, tools, and equipment. If a contractor is contractually responsible for
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housekeeping and does not maintain a clean and safe work environment, Contractor should
perform the required cleanup and back charge the contractor (see the Contract Management
practices for more information on this subject). This will ensure that a safe work environment is
maintained.
16.6.3

Existing Operations Interface (Where Applicable)
To mitigate the risk of operational interruptions or unplanned shutdowns and accidents in an
existing facility related to construction operations, a safe and proactive working interface will be
maintained with plant operations to ensure that work is safely and properly planned,
communicated and coordinated. The following issues should be addressed:

16.7

•

Safety precautions and required permits

•

Protecting safety of existing structures, facilities, equipment and personnel

•

Maintaining required access to operating facility for personnel and materials

•

Methods and scheduling of demolition and waste removal

•

Controlling construction personnel entering operating areas

•

Controlling operations personnel entering construction areas

•

Methods and scheduling of tie-ins to existing systems to minimize impact on operations

•

Denition of system shutdown, lockout, and startup responsibility

•

Safety training for construction in the operating area

•

Implementing and training on the site work permit system

•

Training on emergency communications and evacuation procedures

Site Administration

A number of important administrative functions on the site are the responsibility of the site Administrative
Manager, reporting to the Site Manager. These include:
•

Section 16.7.1 - Common Administrative Activities

•

Section 16.7.2 -Insurance and Bonds

•

Section 16.7.3 -Material Management

•

Section 16.7.4 -Subcontract Management

•

Section 16.7.5 -Industrial Relations

16.7.1

Common Administrative Activities
The smooth and efcient operation of the project's administrative aspects depends on adequate
planning, scheduling, procuring, and maintaining of ofce services and facilities. The type and
extent of project administrative support services required are based on the size, location, and
complexity of the project and on the size, duties, and responsibilities of the project staff. Few
examples
•

Correspondence standards

•

Employee and inter-company communications

•

Overhead chart of accounts

•

Supply ordering

•

Technical terms

•

Records retention

The specic requirements for each project must be evaluated to determine the type and quantity of
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administrative services needed to support construction operations. To ensure that the required
assistance and services are obtained, this evaluation should include coordination with the
appropriate corporate service departments. As required, the evaluation should also include
coordination with the Client to determine the type and quantity of any equipment and services to
be furnished by the Client as specied in the prime contract.
The Administration Manager has responsibility for planning, coordinating, furnishing, and
maintaining site facilities and support services. This includes clerical, janitorial services,
reproduction, ofce supplies, internal and external communications, ofce furniture and equipment
(including computers), receptionist, courier and mail processing services, utility supply, vending
and/or catering services, security services, radios or communication systems, sanitary services,
medical services, re protection, and emergency services.
When required, the Administration Manager should coordinate project requirements with the Client
to determine which services or facilities can be provided by the Client. The Administration Manager
should also coordinate with the appropriate corporate service departments to obtain assistance
and services in accordance with Contractor policies and principles.
Key activities that need to be addressed include:

16.7.2

•

Continue the same project correspondence system established in the Engineering ofce.

•

Continue the same project ling system established in the Engineering ofce.

•

Establish ofce services to include mail service, clerical services, reproduction services, ofce
supplies, ofce housekeeping, and ofce furniture/equipment.

•

Establish or address the following as required:

•

Reception Area

•

Communications and Computer Systems

•

Manuals and Forms

•

Bulletin Boards

•

Travel arrangements

•

Temporary Facilities

•

Site Emergency Services

•

Site Security Services

•

Ofce Condentiality Procedures

Insurance and Bonds
The insurance and bonds required for a project are usually specied by the contract. Actual
insurance coverages will include those automatically supplied by Contractor, as well as optional
coverages required by the contract. Bonds required by the Client on some projects usually
address bid validity, performance and payments by Contractor to subcontractors and suppliers.

16.7.3

Material Management
On a typical EPC project, the site Material Management function continues the Material
Management effort initiated during the home ofce engineering and procurement phase of the
project, with an emphasis on supporting the construction effort on a daily basis. This includes:
•

Field purchasing and expediting

•

Receiving, storing and maintaining material and equipment

•

Warehousing

•

Controlling inventory

•

Issuing material
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16.7.4

•

Disposal or transfer of surplus material

•

Administering supplier back charges

•

Coordinating supplier representatives

Subcontract Management
When contractors or subcontractors are being utilized at the site during the construction effort,
their work needs to be managed to ensure they are performing according to their contract
requirements. Certain site contracts are usually awarded before mobilization. These tend to fall in
the following categories:

16.7.5

•

Site Engineering services (e.g., geotechnical investigation, surveying and laser mapping).

•

EPC contracts, which typically include engineering content and the supply of material and
equipment such as eld fabricated tank erection, turnkey installation of cathodic protection,
HVAC and special process units.

•

Site preparation work such as piling, rock excavation and dewatering.

Industrial Relations
The primary intent of an effective Industrial Relations Plan is to promote harmonious labor relations
on a project. The benets of an effective and well-executed plan include compliance with legislative
regulations, promotion of positive community relations, and a stable and content labor force. A
comprehensive written Industrial Relations Plan is required for all projects.
Key activities related to industrial relations include:

16.8

•

An in-depth labor study of a specic geographical area of the country to determine appropriate
project labor mobilization (local/migrant) and to identify potential risks to the Client. Specic
area studies include analysis of local unions, area construction practices, political climate, law
enforcement, judicial system, labor availability and community attitude.

•

Negotiation of project labor agreements and oversight of agreement administration, as
appropriate.

•

Coordination and management of the use of counsel/legal in all labor relations matters

Field Engineering and Surveying
Construction Engineering provides technical support and leadership to construction at the site as
required. The primary responsibilities of Field Engineering are to resolve any technical
impediments to the performance of the work and to assist the quality function in verifying that
completed work meets the technical requirements.

16.8.1

Field Surveying
Filed survey is an important for setting out the site and the key activities of eld survey teams are:
•

Provide and maintain survey monuments and preserve horizontal and vertical control
throughout the duration of eld activities.

•

Construction projects require accurate location of the work within the lines, grades, and
elevations indicated on the design drawings. Surveyors establish these locations. This function
may be self-performed or performed by a subcontractor, under the supervision of the
Construction Engineering Manager in either case.

•

It may be necessary to audit work performed by contractors for independent verication.
Accurate surveying and placement of foundations for equipment and structures is essential for
proper t-up of structural framing, piping and electrical material.
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16.8.2

Field Engineering

Mobilization of Filed Engineering team helps to save a lot of coordination time.
In many cases, it is advantages to have a eld engineering team at site to take care of the following:

16.8.3

•

Coordinating and expediting design documents from the engineering ofces.

•

Checking and approving supplier drawings relating to material or equipment purchased by the
eld.

•

Designing such items as temporary construction facilities, concrete formwork, and shoring
systems.

•

Supplementing design drawings for such items as eld fabrication, pipe layouts, spool sheets,
concrete placement sequences, and rigging arrangements with detail drawings and sketches.

•

Identifying the need for and coordinating the activities of outside services, such as consultants,
to support the project.

•

Interpreting the technical requirements of the design documents to provide clear understanding
and proper implementation of requirements.

•

Preparing requisitions for materials and services specied or otherwise required to be
purchased in the eld.

•

Assisting construction supervision in the coordination of contractors.

•

Preparing and administering Requests for Information (RFIs).

•

Supporting the test and turnover plan by preparing punch lists, coordinating turnover
requirements, and preparing required test and acceptance documentation, including
witnessing.

•

Recording as-built information per contract requirements.

Rigging and Heavy Lifts
Proper planning and execution of rigging and lifting is often one of the most critical aspects of a
construction project. It usually involves signicant resources (money, equipment, and people) and
generally carries the most potential for major accidents, injury and risk. Therefore, it is a
requirement that each project form a Crane and Rigging group, develop site-specic rigging
specications, and comply with the requirements. Following are key activities related to rigging
and heavy lifts:

16.8.4

•

Organization and setup of the of the project Crane and Rigging team

•

Development of the site-specic rigging plans and specications

•

Review and follow the requirements for both non-engineered lifts and engineered lifts

•

Making sure that project requirements for rigging are included in all appropriate subcontracts
when they go out for bid.

•

Making sure that heavy equipment suppliers (vessels, transformers, etc.) provide lifting
attachments in accordance with construction requirements and lift plans.

Welding
Virtually all construction projects involve some type of structural, pressure retention, or nonpressure attachment welding. The appropriate selection and qualication of welding personnel,
welding procedures, and development of a site-specic welding manual are the keys to a
successful welding program and can mitigate numerous schedule delay and quality control
problems.
A site-specic welding manual shall be produced by contractor and should include a plan for
qualifying welders, establish specications and guidelines for weld inspection and rejection,
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outline repair procedures, and include procedure qualication records and welding procedures.
16.8.5

Construction Automation and Digitalization
Because construction automation/tools and digitalization generally use data developed by
engineering, procurement, and project controls, early planning is essential to their successful use
on construction projects. Digitalization using IOT etc., helps to have real time appreciation of
project progress. For more details, refer Section 13 of InBOK.

16.9

Construction Quality Control

During construction, there are two specic elements of the quality program that need to be addressed:
•

Development and implementation of the quality inspection program

•

Non-destructive examination

These activities are discussed in the following paragraphs:
•

Section:19.9.1 - Quality Inspection

•

Section:19.9.2 - Non-Destructive Examination

16.9.1

Quality Inspection
Inspection of construction activities to see that they have been completed in conformance with
project requirements is a key component of a project's quality program. The quality control and
inspection program is documented in a project-specic Site Quality Manual (SQM). Key activities
that need to be addressed include are 1) Develop a site-specic SQM and 2) Perform periodic
audits of the site quality program to ensure compliance with project requirements.

16.9.2

Non-Destructive Examination
The site Quality Control Manager has responsibility for identifying and implementing the site
procedures necessary to support the project NDE requirements and for managing NDE functions
on the project. The NDE program must be tailored to the project scope, technical requirements,
and contractual requirements of each project.
For more details on Quality refer Section 17 of InBOK.

16.10

Safety, Health Environment & Security

16.10.1 Safety Program
The safety program is to be administered in accordance with the appropriate regulatory
requirements PIA/Client may require safe ty program be incorporated into the site-specic project
safety procedures. Therefore, the program safety requirement should be reviewed for possible
additional requirements.
Key activities related to the safety program include:
•

Devise effective corrective measures to prevent accidents/incidents and work with supervision
to implement these measures.

•

Organize and maintain an effective orientation and training program for new hire employees.

•

Generate site weekly safety meeting topics for site supervision and conduct safety meetings as
required.

•

Continuously evaluate the safety program for effectiveness, including injury prevention.

•

Interface with the project owner and insurance/regulatory agencies on all safety-related
matters.
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•

Maintain necessary records of accidents and inspections in accordance with regulatory record
keeping requirements.

•

Review safety performance statistics on a weekly basis and prepare and submit a monthly
report of the project safety performance to project.

•

Interpret laws, directives, and codes legislated by federal, state, and local agencies and
communicate them to the Site Manager.

•

Coordinate and supervise all accident investigations, including all near-miss incidents.

•

Accompany federal and/or state compliance ofcers on all inspections of the project.

•

Coordinate emergency and medical evacuation procedures.

•

Administer and assure compliance to both the project and contractor safety programs.

•

Administer the safety incentive program.

(Note: - For more details please also refer Section 19 of InBOK of Health Safety, Environment &
security aspects of project execution).
16.10.2 Construction Environmental Program
A project construction environmental program needs to be established and implemented as
determined appropriate for the project and site conditions. See also Section 19 of InBOK.
The construction environmental program often mainly deals with controlling and managing
hazardous waste generated by Contractor, and its subcontractors, during construction and
maintenance activities, although other relevant environmental issues need to be addressed as
well.
Contractors are generally required by federal, provincial and/or state laws to manage and control
toxic and hazardous wastes generated during its activities at project sites. These toxic or
hazardous wastes are those which could cause detrimental effects to the health of either the
employees or the environment. The management and control function includes identication,
packaging, labeling, handling, collection, storage, permits, transportation, and disposal of these
materials determined to be hazardous.
The Site Manager has the responsibility to designate a person to implement and maintain
Contractor's onsite construction environmental program. This person is usually a member of the
project Safety group. Subcontractors are required to comply with the same requirements as
Contractor, which should be specied in their contract. Site-specic construction environmental
program shall include:
•

Preliminary site investigation and environmental assessment

•

Periodic environmental audits

•

Environmental awareness training

•

Preparation of prevention of stormwater pollution

•

Minimization of suspended solids from storm events

•

Environmental monitoring program

•

Emergency planning and community right-to-know

•

Hazardous material handling

•

Water pollution prevention

•

Review and submittal of Discharge Monitoring Reports (DMRs) where required by authorities

•

Hazardous waste operations and hazardous waste management

•

Environmental regulatory agency inspections

•

Hazardous waste management, (where applicable) includes:
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Ø Identication of hazardous waste,
Ø Collection of hazardous waste,
Ø Packaging and labeling hazardous waste,
Ø Manifesting hazardous waste, accumulation and treatment of hazardous waste,
Ø Hazardous waste training,
Ø Preparedness and prevention plan, hazardous waste contingency plan, and emergency
procedures
•

If applicable, the removal of contaminated soil during site preparation needs to be addressed
early in the project, as this is a potentially high cost activity.

16.10.3 Site Security
The project team must develop and implement procedures, activities, and responsibilities required
to ensure site security, including maintaining order, preventing illegal activity, establishing trafc
control, and protecting people and property. These objectives are achieved by controlling the
ingress and egress of personnel, vehicles, and materials to and from the project.
Each project is required to have a Site Security Plan. The requirements for a Site Security Plan vary
according to project size and scope and depend on whether Contractor has total site security
responsibility or shares it with the Client, as in an operating facility.
The Site Manager has responsibility for ensuring compliance with all aspects of the site security
program. The Site Manager shall designate an agency or a person to perform the day-to-day
management of the site security program. Typical physical security plan includes:
•

Personnel Control - An identication system should be established for all Contractor and
Subcontractor personnel. The system should require that each employee wear an identication
badge on an outer garment at all time while on the project site.

•

Vehicle Control - A system should be established for identifying vehicles that are authorized for
access to the site, including designated parking areas.

•

Tool and Material Control - no tools (personal or otherwise), materials, equipment, or other
property should be removed from the project, unless accompanied by an approved clearance
pass.

•

Gate Control - Guidelines governing the gates authorized for personnel ingress/egress and
deliveries should be established and enforced.

•

Digital Implementation measures such as connected worker wearables etc., may be
implemented consultant with overall program.

(Key Notes:

16.11

•

When a contracted security rm is used, Site Management should conduct an orientation
program for the security rm prior to project mobilization. The orientation should address the
general nature of the project, special needs and the specic procedures to be followed in
performing security duties.

•

When the Client's onsite security is used, Site Management should conduct an alignment
meeting with the Client and the security organization to address these same issues.

•

Fencing and site lighting are almost always required and must be maintained.)

Construction Completion and Site Closeout

16.11.1 Construction Completion and Turnover
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Construction completion and system turnover to the startup team is a critical transitional period for
the project. Planning for these activities should be completed well in advance. Essential elements
of this planning include:
•

Startup logic and sequence

•

System denition and boundaries

•

Key system turnover dates to support startup

•

Establishing construction work package denition

When all systems have been turned over to startup, the project is considered to have reached
Mechanical Completion. This milestone is signicant to the Client in contract legal terms since
maintenance, upkeep, and safe operation responsibilities shift from construction to plant (Client)
operations. Construction support to the Client is usually provided during startup and system
checkout.
The above planning is critical in that it will allow Planning Engineer/Manager to establish a
progress base and status the project both from a construction work package and turnover system
basis. This will ensure that systems are completed in the proper sequence, and will provide an
essential tool for the Site Manager to decide when to turn the execution focus from work packages
to plant systems. The following aspects are to be addressed for construction completion and
system turnover:
Key activities that need to be addressed include:
•

Panning for how the plant/facilities will be turned over to the Client.

•

Appointment of a Systems Turnover leader for the project.

•

Development of a schedule for mechanical completion of the systems, and subsequent
turnover to the startup team.

•

Issue of Care, Custody and Control letters to the Client, in accordance with contractual
requirements.

•

Assemble and complete turnover packages (quality records, inspection documents, etc.) for
delivery to the client per contract requirements.

16.11.2 Site Close-Out
Close-out of construction is performed in parallel with close-out of the project and according to the
close-out plan. At the conclusion of construction and after the Client has accepted the project, site
supervisory stafng is usually minimal and it is important to do a thorough and careful job of
closing down activity at the site.
For managing all aspects of site close-out, the following activities are to be performed by
contractor of component project, consistent with its overall project close-out plan.
•

Issue the Turnover Notice and obtain owner acceptance.

•

Settle all change orders, insurance claims, supplier back charges, and freight damage claims,
and make nal supplier or contractor payments.

•

Obtain waiver of lien and release from all suppliers and contractors and ensure that all
suppliers have been paid.

•

Transfer all property such as spare parts, keys and locks, construction and ofce equipment,
and temporary construction facilities to the owner.

•

Return equipment and tools to supplier as appropriate.

•

Secure agreement from the owner regarding the disposition of surplus materials.

•

Close-out the construction site, including the payment of all eld costs, deployment of
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personnel, and dismantling of temporary facilities.

16.12

•

Cancel insurance coverage and bonds as applicable.

•

Provide owner with plant xed asset cost records as required by the contract.

•

Prepare the Construction portion of the Project Completion Report for every project, regardless
of size or scope.

•

For complete information on close-out of the entire project, refer Section 21 of InBOK.

Implementation Checklist

1. Construction/Site Organization
•

Is Site organization chart developed and issued?

•

Is Field stafng plan developed and checked?

2. Construction/Site Responsibilities
•

Are responsibilities for each of the key positions on the site staff

•

are dened and documented (Responsibility Allocation Matrix)

3. Construction Execution Approaches
•

Is Subcontracting strategy developed?

•

Is Self-perform content decided?

•

Is right construction technology Identied are adopted?

4. Pre-Construction Activities
•

Are Site Procedures Manual prepared for Construction?

•

Are permits acquired for Construction work?

•

Are Risks identied and mitigation plan developed?

•

Is Constructability review conducted?

5. Initial Site Activities
•

Is Mobilization Checklist completed?

•

Is Assignment policy approved?

•

Is Temporary facilities plan completed?

•

Is Construction equipment plan prepared?

6. Field Construction Operations
•

Are Hazardous working areas identied?

•

Is Craft training (Ex: Safety) or required by contract?

•

Is Daily and weekly planning initiated by supervisors?

•

Are Important Procedures and permits agreed to with Owner/PMC?

•

Is Responsibility dened for system shutdown and lock-out?

•

Are Site working hours decided?

•

Are Shift work requirements established?

•

Is Detailed construction schedule complete and stat used regularly?

•

Is Construction progress reporting system in place and updated regularly?

7. Site Administration
•

Are Site ofce services, les and communications, Internet connectivity place?
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•

Are Warehouse and laydown areas functional?

•

Are Material control procedures in place?

8. Construction Support and Automation Systems
•

Is Field Technical Document Control established?

•

Is Survey control for construction established

•

Is Rigging supervisor identied?

•

Are Rigging plans prepared?

•

Is Site-specic rigging requirements included in subcontract terms and conditions?

•

Are Special welding conditions and procedures identied?

•

Is Site-specic Welding Manual prepared?

•

Are Construction automation/Digitalization systems determined?

•

Is Setup of automation systems coordinated with other engineering/procurement/project control
tools?

•

Are Digital implementation plan & digital infrastructure in Place?

9. Construction Quality Control
•

Is Site-specic Quality Control Manual prepared?

•

Is Quality Control team staffed at site?

•

Is Audit program developed?

•

Are NDE requirements identied and contractor selected?

10. Safety and Health, Environmental and Security
•

Is Site safety program established?

•

Are New hire training and orientation functional?

•

Is Safety incentive program developed and functional?

•

Are Site and Client-specic safety issues identied and included in Site Safety Manual?

•

Are Construction hazardous wastes identied?

•

Is Waste storage area set up?

•

Are Hazardous waste disposal plan prepared?

11. Final Phases of Construction
•

Are Turnover systems identied?

•

Are Mechanical completion requirements agreed to with Owner/PMC?

•

Are Contractor startup support responsibilities dened?

•

Is System completion and turnover plan developed?

•

Is Project close-out plan developed?

•

Are Construction portion of the Project Completion Report developed?

•

Are retention les identied?
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17

Quality
Management

In present section, we will discuss the quality management for the infrastructure projects.

17.1

Quality Management

Quality Management is the act of overseeing the entire activities of the organisation to excel in all
dimensions of products and services important to the customers. Quality is an important factor which
distinguishes an organisation from its competitors. By managing quality, an organisation can have superior
products or services which meets and exceeds customer satisfaction, increases revenues and productivity
of the organisation.
Quality management incorporates all activities conducted to improve the efciency, contract compliance
and cost effectiveness of design, engineering, procurement, QA/QC, construction, and start-up elements of
construction projects.
This section of the InBoK provides a high-level overview of the expected quality management system and
how it should be applied on a project. It also identies various organizations responsible for assessing
quality, and some of the tools utilized in their assessments.
A checklist is included at the end of Section 17 which can be used to ensure that the relevant activities
discussed in this section are addressed in a timely manner.

17.2

Quality Organizations and Responsibilities

The function of Quality Management on projects is often distributed across three categories; namely, Quality
Assurance, Supplier Quality Surveillance, and Construction or Site Quality Control.
The Quality Assurance (QA) establishes the overall quality program for the project and addresses home
ofce and site quality program issues.
The Supplier Quality Surveillance (SQS) and their quality addresses procured items.
The Site Quality Control (QC) organization addresses construction site activities.
The following sections provide further detail as to how these organizations can be utilized on a project:
Section 17.2.1 – Quality Assurance (QA)
Section 17.2.2 – Supplier Quality Surveillance (SQS)
Section 17.2.3 – Site Quality Control (QC)
17.2.1

Quality Assurance (QA)
Quality Assurance is the activity to ensure that consumers obtain the best product and service
available from an organisation. Here the organisations ensure that the processes are efcient and
effective as per the dened quality standard.
Adequate quality assurance resources, commensurate with the size of a project, are assigned to
each and every home ofce project, irrespective of the project's scope of work. This could vary
from a full-time assignment of a project QA Representative in the home ofce and project site (with
support staff), to only a part-time representative in the home ofce, depending on the needs, size
and complexity of the project.
The Project Manager has responsibility for making sure a Quality Assurance program is
implemented on the project. The assigned project QA Representative, reports directly to the
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Project Manager or, and has the overall authority to verify that the quality program on the project is
effectively implemented.
Key activities that the project QA Representative may perform include the following:
• Dene, establish and provide interpretation of the project QA program requirements through
development of a project-specic quality plan.
• Develop, approve and verify effective implementation of QA program documents and
procedures that meet the requirements of the contract.
•

Assist project management in establishing an effective quality-records management program.

• Assist project management in the implementation of any required project-specic Orientation
and Training programs.
•

Schedule and lead project quality audits.

• Help assure effective implementation of the project QA program through participation at
meetings, in document reviews/approvals, audits, surveillances, etc.
• Identify quality problems, participate in and monitor the resolution of quality problems, and
verify implementation of solutions.
•

Approve disposition and closure of non-conformances.

• Ensure inclusion of quality requirements in POs and contracts, and review and approve project
suppliers' and contractors' QA program documents to assure that they meet project quality
requirements (both before their selection and during contract execution after their selection).
• Report regularly to the Project Manager, Ofce QA Manager and to the Client on the status of
the project QA program.
PDCA Cycle
Quality Assurance follows a PDCA cycle or Deming Cycle. The phases of this cycle are:
•

Plan

•

Do

•

Check

•

Act

Figure .1:
PDCA Analysis

It is a continuous loop to ensure the processes followed are evaluated and improved on a periodic
basis in an organisation.
Plan: Recognise an opportunity or Identify the problem. Based on the opportunity or problem
identied, planning should be done. Establish process-oriented objectives.
Do: Small changes can be made; Testing of the Process or Potential Solution can be provided
through a small case study.
Check: Measure the performance of the process, modify it and check if it meets the predetermined
objectives.
Act: Take necessary action to improve the process. If the change made is not successful then go
through the cycle again with a different plan. If it is successful then incorporate the changes made.
17.2.2

Supplier Quality Surveillance (SQS)
Quality Surveillance is the continuous monitoring and verication of products, procedures, and
analysis of all records associated with it. Supplier Quality Surveillance (SQS) is a mechanism that
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not only crosses the borders of various supply chain organisations, but also crosses regional and
cultural borders directly inuencing how goods are tested, organizations are audited, and products
are delivered.
For Example, Boeing has adopted SQS as a proactive approach to improve its partnership with
suppliers, combining business oversight activities with Boeing and improving supplier process
health reporting. This process consists of three tools; Product Assessment (PA), Quality Process
Assessment (QPA) and Manufacturing Process Assessment (MPA). These tools help Boeing to
monitor supplier in a scheduled manner without impeding product delivery. This Surveillance
activity is based on the supplier performance and risk to Boeing. SQS process does not replace
Boeing Quality Management System or audit or any source inspection activity but in addition, it
provides valuable opportunity and insights for improvement of Supplier's manufacturing.
The Supplier Quality Surveillance (SQS) program is implemented on all projects that include
procurement activities (from home ofce or at site) as part of the project's scope of work. This is to
assure that all procurement activities lead to acceptance of equipment, material, and services from
suppliers that meet the quality requirements of the purchase order, contract, specications, and
project schedule.
The Project Manager has responsibility for making sure that the use of SQS resources on a project
is commensurate with the size of the project, and that their involvement is proactive. The SQS
Representative should review procurement documents (request for quotations and purchase
orders) to make sure that they contain all of the applicable supplier quality system forms and plan
requirements, QC inspection requirements, and other quality requirements commensurate with the
criticality rating of the material.
Key activities that may be performed by the SQS Representative include:
•

Assist with the development and maintenance of the project specic Approved Suppliers List
(ASL) of qualied bidders, and assure that only qualied bidders are used on the project.

•

Conduct potential supplier plant surveys for the purpose of pre-qualifying the supplier's
manufacturing ability, in order to produce the desired product given the specic purchase
order requirements.

•

Evaluate the implementation of the potential supplier's quality system to ascertain if it is t- forpurpose given the purchase order quality requirements, and provide recommendation for
inclusion of the supplier into the project specic ASL.

•

Review and/or approve supplier quality system manuals and plans for compliance with project
and Client quality requirements.

•

Participate in bid review meetings for the selection of qualied suppliers.

•

Participate in pre-award meetings to assure that project quality requirements are fully
understood by the selected supplier prior to awarding the purchase order.

•

Develop and issue the appropriate SQS Assignment Instructions, which communicate the
technical QC operations to be performed with the appropriate level of effort necessary to
achieve the applicable purchase order material/equipment quality requirements.

•

Assign, coordinate, manage and supervise the SQS Global network of surveyors and/or
agency personnel to meet the needs of the procurement execution plan.

•

Ensure that the supplier's inspection plan, sub-supplier surveillance, and expediting services
are in compliance with the applicable supplier quality policies, system, codes, standards, and
the quality requirements of the project and Client.

•

Proactively assist the project team in resolving supplier related quality problems.

•

Issue nonconformance reports (NCRs) to document, control, and disposition supplier
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manufacturing deciencies, and provide a supplier quality performance prole.

17.2.3

•

Evaluate supplier performance and develop and maintain a database of Quality Resource
Ratings of suppliers for use in creating future ASL and SQS Assignment Instructions.

•

Report regularly to the Project Manager, Procurement Manager and others on the status and
results of the SQS Assignment Instructions and associated supplier manufacturing, quality, and
production performance.

Site Quality Control (QC)
Site Quality Control is the method of monitoring and recording the outcomes obtained from site
activities to assess the performance and proposing the necessary improvements. Site Quality
Control is important for any construction industry to make sure that the site meets the standards
(legally or technically) for any construction.
The site quality control program is implemented on all projects that include construction,
maintenance, construction management, or commissioning activities at the site as part of the
project's scope of work. This is to assure that all site activities lead to acceptance of buildings,
equipment, material, plant systems, and services from suppliers and contractors that meet the
requirements of the design, specications, and contracts, and meet project goals relating to
quality, cost and schedule.
The Project Manager and/or Site Manager has responsibility for ensuring that the use of site QC
resources on a project is commensurate with the size and complexity of the project, and that their
involvement is proactive on the project.
Key activities that the site QC resources typically provide as services to a project include:

17.3

•

Develop the site quality control program as documented in the Site Quality Control Manual.

•

Review and approve quality programs of contractors for compliance with project and Owner
requirements.

•

Provide timely identication and resolution of quality problems through regular inspections.

•

Verify by inspection the correct implementation of technical and contractual requirements,
including administrative control of contractors' performance, progress, scope changes, and
corrective action.

•

Ensure that non-conforming equipment or material is segregated, controlled, and tracked until
proper disposition of the deciency has occurred.

•

Ensure that the receipt and dispatch of materials and equipment, including receiving
inspections and warehouse inventory, is controlled.

•

Monitor the preservation of received/installed material and equipment.

•

Perform Acceptance Inspections of installed or constructed items.

•

Perform regular audits and/or surveillances of site activities.

•

Index, collect, and maintain test, inspection, and related quality records.

•

Report regularly to the Project Manager and/or Site Manager on the status of site QC program.

International Standards

The following is provided to assist Project Managers in understanding the basic intent and content of the
ISO standards.
ISO 9000 - Key Concepts:
ISO 9000 is an international standard for quality and assurance. This standard presents guidelines to
increase business efciency and customer satisfaction. ISO 9000 is a process-oriented approach. It helps
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the companies to answer the question of how to increase the quality of its products and services.
ISO 9000 is recognised worldwide. The main objective of this standard is to implant a quality management
system within an organisation, to reduce unnecessary cost, increase productivity and to ensure the quality
of the processes and the products.
The ISO 9000 family of standards represents an international consensus on good management practices
with the aim of ensuring that the organization can time and time again deliver the product or services that
meet the Client's quality requirements. These good practices have been distilled into a set of standardized
requirements for a quality management system, regardless of what the organization does, its size, or
whether it's in the private, or public sector.
ISO 9000 is a set of standards for quality management systems that is accepted around the world. When
you purchase a product or service from an organization that is registered to the appropriate ISO 9000
standard, you have important assurances that the quality of what you receive will be as you expect. In
addition, with the year 2000 revision of the standard, quality objectives, continual improvement, and
monitoring of customer satisfaction provide the customer with increased assurances that their needs and
expectations will be met.
The standard intended for quality management system assessment and registration is ISO 9001. ISO: 9001
certications should be mandated on all Contracts/Subcontracts/Vendors.
The following eight quality management principles form the basis for the quality management system
standards within the ISO 9000 family:
•

Customer focus: Organizations depend on their customers and therefore should understand current
and future customer needs, should meet customer requirements and strive to exceed customer
expectations.

•

Leadership: Leaders establish unity of purpose and direction of the organization. They should create
and maintain the internal environment in which people can become fully involved in achieving the
organization's objectives.

•

Involvement of people: People at all levels are the essence of an organization and their full involvement
enables their abilities to be used for the organization's benet.

•

Process approach: A desired result is achieved more efciently when activities and related resources
are managed as a process.

•

System approach to management: Identifying, understanding and managing interrelated processes as
a system contributes to the organization's effectiveness and efciency in achieving its objectives.

•

Continual improvement: Continual improvement of the organization's overall performance should be a
permanent objective of the organization.

•

Factual approach to decision making: Effective decisions are based on the analysis of data and
information.

•

Mutually benecial supplier relationships: An organization and its suppliers are interdependent and a
mutually benecial relationship enhances the ability of both to create value.

These principles vary from organisation to organisation and can be expected to change over time. There are
three types of audits which can be done to check the effectiveness of the quality management system:
17.3.1.1 First Party Audit
It's an internal audit where the rm itself audits against ISO 9000 standards. This kind of audit helps
the organisation to get the feedback quickly.
17.3.1.2 Second Party Audit
This allows the customers to audit the supplier.
17.3.1.3 Third Party Audit
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Here a third party - a qualied national or international standards or from a verifying agency serves
as an auditor who evaluates the organisation in terms of ISO 9000 guidelines.
If an organisation meets the requirements of ISO 9000 standard, then it becomes certied and
carries a seal of quality recognized throughout the world.

17.4

Certification Requirements for Contractors

The quality certicate requirements for the contractor to participate into the bidding processes are:
•

ISO 9001

•

As9100

•

ISO 13485

•

Lean

•

MBNQA

•

Six Sigma

•

TQM

•

ISO/TS 16949

This list of certicates is not exhaustive and also it is not compulsion for the contractor to obtain all the
certicates. The certicates provide the advantageous to the contractor over the other during the prequalications and bidding processes.

17.5

Program Quality Assurance

Program quality assurance includes the practices related to continuous review or periodic review of overall
program quality to assure that the program follows all the compliances. Once the initial quality assurance
parameters are agreed upon in the program planning, quality has to be continuously supervised and
analysed. Programs often conduct quality assurance audits to ensure proper updates are performed. New
government laws and regulations may create new quality standards. The program management team is
responsible for implementing all required quality changes. The lengthy duration of programs often requires
quality assurance updates throughout the program's duration. Program quality assurance focuses on intercomponent project quality relations and how one component's quality condition affects another
component's quality, when they are dependent on each other. Program quality assurance also includes the
analysis of the quality control results of the component projects to ensure overall program quality is
delivered. Establishing quality metrics to be tracked at project level and integrated at program level shall be
included while planning for program quality assurance.
Inputs for Quality Control are:
•

Quality Management Plan

•

Operational denitions

•

Output of Quality Control measurements

The outputs from this activity may include:
•

Quality assurance audit conclusions

•

Quality assurance change requests, corrective and preventive measures

•

Quality improvement
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17.6

Program Quality Control

Program quality control involves the assessment of particular activities or program deliverables and
outcomes to assess if they full the quality standard criteria and contribute to benets realization. The
quality control activity safeguards that quality plans are implemented at project and subsidiary program
levels, using quality assessments usually performed with constituent component projects. Quality control is
conducted throughout the course of the program. Program outcome involves product and service
deliverables, management outcomes, expense plan, and performance, as well as benets experienced by
the end user. End-user satisfaction is a powerful system of measurement attained to scale the program
quality. Programs also include consumer service evaluation as a part of quality control measurement.
Inputs for Quality Control are
•

Quality Management Plan

•

Result of daily tasks

•

Operational denitions

Outputs from this activity may include
•

Quality change orders

•

Revised process

•

Quality control generated checklists and assessment results

•

Quality test results or measurement outcomes

17.7

Project Quality Assurance and Control

Program quality assurance and control includes the practices related to continuous review or periodic
review for overall program quality to assure that the program follows all the compliances to full the quality
standard criteria and contribute to benets realization.

17.8

Project Quality System

Project Quality System is the process that provides structure to the procedures and processes, resources
and policies to implement the quality management plan. Quality management system ensures that all the
requirements of the projects are documented within the management system.
17.8.1

Project Quality Management Processes include three main steps

1. Quality Planning
2. Quality Assurance
3. Quality Control

Figure 17.2 : Quality Management Process
17.8.1.1 Quality Planning
The rst step includes setting up a quality plan or a quality checklist which will be used during the
project implementation stage. This checklist will be used by the project team while delivering the
project output to conrm that they follow the quality standards.
When the project has established the quality criteria, a project quality plan must be drawn up
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outlining the specications to be met in order to satisfy the regulatory requirements set by donor,
agency and external entities such as government organizations. This step provides direction and
guidance on how quality should be managed and evaluated in the entire project.
The project quality plan species the situations and conditions of the services or materials to full
the needs and expectation of the project stakeholders. It should include the procedure to
safeguard that the quality standards are being maintained by the project's members. The plan
similarly contains the measures needed to track and control quality and the approval process to
make variations to the quality requirements and the quality plan.
17.8.1.2 Quality Assurance
Quality Assurance is the activity that ensures the consumers obtained the best product and service
available from an organisation. Quality assurance is not just about goods and services but also
about the procedures and processes which contains different methodology, tools and techniques
to manage scope and budget. Here the organisations ensure that the processes are productive
and cost efcient as per the dened quality standard. It further extends to meet all the legal
requirement or regulatory standards of quality.
Periodic or Continuous Quality Audits are conducted by organisations to build condence in the
products and services. It provides an umbrella for continues process improvements and
meanwhile reduces waste and eliminates the activities which do not add any value to the project.
17.8.1.3 Quality Control
Quality Control is the method of monitoring and documenting results obtained from activities to
assess the performance, and propose reasonable improvements. Quality Control should be used
during the executing and closing phase of the project.
17.8.2

Tools and Techniques used in Project Quality Management Process
There are few tools which are used in planning phase. They are
17.8.2.1 Cost Benefit Analysis
Cost-Benets Analysis is calculated by adding the benets of an action minus the costs associated
with that action. It is used to analyse decisions. Advantages of this analysis includes less rework,
lower costs, increased productivity and prots with higher stakeholder satisfaction. It is used in
quality planning phase.
17.8.2.2 Benchmarking
Benchmarking entails comparing current or proposed project activities with similar projects in
order to dene best practices, stimulate suggestions for change and provide a framework for
assessing efciency. Usually time, quality and cost are measured through benchmarking. It can be
done both within the organisation or outside the organisation having rms or departments with the
same processes. It is used in quality planning phase.
17.8.2.3 Tree Diagram
Tree Diagrams are also known as systematic diagrams. These are usually used in Work
Breakdown Structure (WBS), Risk Breakdown Structure (RBS), or Organisational Breakdown
Structure (OBS). These diagrams are used to show a nested relationship or a parent-child
relationship. When drawn horizontally, used in RBS or when drawn vertically, used in OBS. It is
used in quality assurance phase.
17.8.2.4 Activity Network Diagram
It was previously known as arrow diagrams. This contains both Activity on Node (AON) or Activity
on Activity (AOA) formats. This network diagram is used in project scheduling methodologies such
as Critical Path Method (CPM) or Performance Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT). It is used
in quality assurance phase.
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17.8.2.5 Inspection
It is the examination of work product to its document's standards. The inspection can be done at
any stage during the process - of an activity or the nal inspection of the product or the inspection
of the process. These are also known as audits, peer reviews, reviews or walkthroughs. It is used
in the quality control phase.
17.8.2.6 Quality Control Tools
There are some quality control tools mentioned below:
17.8.2.6.1 Histograms
Histograms draw inferences from the bar graph. It refers to the number of variables with a
particular data set. The X axis shows any change in the value of interval and the Y axis shows
changes made in the frequency of the occurrence of the variables. Histograms are used to
determine the protability of any project activity, helps to analyse the intensity of each tasks in
the project and helps to monitor different processes.
17.8.2.6.2 Flowcharts
Flowcharts represent sequence of steps and branching required to meet the specic goals of a
given task. It is also known as process maps as it transforms one or more inputs into one or
more outputs. Flowcharts display all activities of the tasks, decision points, branching loops,
parallel paths and the nal sequence of processing through mapping the operational details
within the horizontal value chain. It is also helpful in calculating the cost of quality at each
stage.
17.8.2.6.3 Cause and effect diagram
It is also known as Ishikawa diagram (named after a Japanese quality control statistician- Kaoru
Ishikawa) or shbone diagram. This method provides a comprehensive way to look at the

Figure 17.3 : Cause & Effect Diagram
effects and causes created. This method allows the members to emphasise on what causes
the problem and acts as a snapshot of the inputs.
17.8.2.6.4 Check sheets
Check sheets are the detailed list of items which are assembled together for one or more
purpose. They are mainly helpful while performing any inspections to nd any missing task or
to identify defects.
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17.8.2.6.5 Control Charts
Control charts are used to detect defects. It's a graphical display which shows the outcome of a
process over time. The upper and lower limit specication in the graphs are based on the
requirements of the agreement and reects the minimum and the maximum limits which are
allowed. Usually for repetitive methods, the control, limit is set at ±3 s until implies that it has
been set to 0s.
A process is recognised out of control only when - the data point surpasses the control limit;
seven consecutive plot points are above or below the mean. Control Charts are more useful in
scheduling and budgeting to det determine if the schedule variance or the cost variance are
outside the budget.
17.8.3

17.9

Role and Responsibilities of Quality System Manager
•

Quality System Manager monitors the process to ensure that the work is done according to the
industry norms and requirements.

•

Quality System Managers have to oversee supervisors and inspectors to make sure quality
planning, assurance and control measures are carried our properly.

•

They are responsible to develop, implement and maintain the quality management systems.

•

Managers have to create standard for the operating procedures for the steps involved in quality
management system.

•

Monitor, Coordinate and Execute all internal as well as external (sometimes 3rd party) quality
audits.

•

Evaluate the supplier conformance to the requirements made by the company.

•

Prepares performance reports and metrices for the process and people involve in quality
system management.

Project Quality Organization

Project Quality Organisation Chart is a very important part of the project quality plan. However, without an
organisational chart, the quality plan is mostly incomplete. In addition, preparing a project quality
organisation chart is the rst and foremost thing which a project manager should do to ensure who is
responsible for a particular activity.
An example of project quality organisation chart in the construction industry is shown below:

Figure 17.4: Example of Organisation Chart for a Construction Industry
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In the above diagram dotted lines are used to show the communication among them.
All the key stakeholders involved in program and its constituent projects, should have robust Quality
Program in their organizations. Quality procedures and practices adopted in projects and programs should
be an extension to what the respective organisations follow corporately. Few areas that need to addressed
as a minimum in Quality Management systems in organisations and projects are as follows:
•

Resource Management

•

Data and Document Control

•

Engineering Quality

•

Procurement Quality

•

Construction Quality

•

Continuous Improvement measures

Each of these topics are dealt in subsequent paragraphs.
17.9.1

Resource Management
Resource management is fundamental to achieving project quality objectives. Without the proper
personnel, infrastructure and work environment, the chances of achieving a successful project
outcome are nil.
Employees are assigned classications and salary grades that reect their education, training,
experience, performance, and position. Project stafng requirements may be expressed in terms of
these classications and grades, along with any special project requirements. The local ofce
Department Manager makes a judgment as to the suitability of individuals for project positions,
and with project management, concurs on key positions and assigns appropriate staff.
To meet quality objectives and product requirements the facilities organization works with
management to determine the infrastructure needed. The infrastructure to be provided, includes
buildings, workspace, utilities, process equipment and supporting services.
A work environment suitable for achieving product conformance is maintained at the ofces and
job sites. Requirements are determined during project planning activities and documented in
project execution planning documents.
It is the Project Manager's responsibility to work with the various departments and building services
organizations to assure that proper resources are dispatched and maintained throughout the life of
the project.
Key activities associated with this task include:
•

Making sure that individuals assigned to the project have the prerequisite education, training,
skills and experience.

•

Identifying any unique ofce or building requirements.

•

Identifying any unique system requirements, specic to the Project.

Special consideration should be given to the following:

17.9.2

•

Project-specic training needs as a result of special or unique requirements or system
demands.

•

Special communications and communication arrangements required between Contractor and
Client, or home ofce and job site.

Data (Records) And Document Control
Document Control is the mechanism used to manage records governing the operations,
maintenance and modication of the site while record management is a mechanism of collecting
documents for these practices. Guidelines shall be dened to regulate the issuing of records such
as orders, procedures and drawings, revision thereto and shall oversee all the methods regarding
quality.
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Such steps shall ensure that the records, including changes made, shall be checked for adequacy
and accepted for release by designated employees and shall be circulated to and used at the site
where the specied operation is conducted. Sufcient records shall be kept in order to provide
proof of activities affecting quality. These records can be operating logs, monitoring documents of
work performed, review documents of inspections, audits or material analysis records.
Just as Material Management is focused on getting the right material to the right place at the right
time, so too is the philosophical emphasis of data (or records) and document control. It's all about
having the right data available at the right place at the right time. In this case, data and documents
refer to any and all information needed to dene, control, design, construct and ultimately operate
the facility, from contract to operating manuals, and everything in between.
Data records serve to document communications, agreements and approvals, which are to be
maintained in the project ling system as shown in the project le index and retention schedule
included in the Project Execution Plan (PEP) or sometimes known as Project Management Plan.
Archiving requirements are shown in this retention schedule.
It is the responsibility of the Project Manager to put in place the appropriate organizations and
controls to assure that all project personnel are working to only the latest approved information.
Key activities associated with data and document control include:
•

Establish appropriate project le system in accordance with Project requirements/Owner record
requirements.

•

Establish appropriate data and document identication, control, authorization, and distribution
procedures.

•

Provide appropriate facilities to protect records and documents from re, water, vermin, etc.

• Establish Document Control & information management in the ofce and at the site, as
appropriate.
17.9.3

Engineering Quality Assurance
Engineering Quality Assurance are mainly done by Engineers. Here they are responsible for
evaluating the accuracy of the requirements and technical design documentation in order to
provide a prompt, appropriate and relevant suggestions. They are included in planning, execution
as well as testing strategies made during the process. They are responsible for identifying
deciencies and suggesting solutions to achieve better customer satisfaction. They collect quality
data and oversees continuous improvement projects.
Although the Project Manager is not usually directly involved in the detailed engineering aspects of
the project, there are many choices and decisions that need to be made that can directly affect the
engineered product.
Key activities associated with assuring the quality of engineering include:
•

Make certain that adequate planning of the engineering function has taken place. Do not set
unrealistic schedules and expect quality results.

•

Prepare Design Basis documents, setting criteria and providing instructions to design
organizations.

•

Chair a kick-off/alignment meeting to ensure a common understanding of the project Baseline
among the project team.

•

Ensure that the scope of facilities and scope of services, as well as clear interfaces between
design and other organizations, are established and documented.

•

Utilize and/or develop go-byes to set format and content level for deliverables.

•

Involve Construction and Owner Operations in the design process.
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•

Facilitate coordination meetings between disciplines to assure everyone is aligned and
communicating.

•

Implement Criticality Rating system to focus resources and establish appropriate checking
levels.

•

Assure that only authorized software is being used, and that it has been appropriately V&V'd
(Verication and Validation).

•

Freeze design at the appropriate point to allow nal design and construction to proceed with
condence.

•

Conduct design reviews at the appropriate stages of design.

•

Control changes tightly, and communicate fully in a timely manner.

•

Allow for the nal checking and squad checking of deliverables. Just as in ne wine, no
deliverable should be released before its time.

Special consideration should be given to the following:

17.9.4

•

Final checking of deliverables must be done by someone other than the originator.

•

If design is proceeding based on preliminary information, make certain that a suitable risk
assessment has been done, and weigh the consequences to determine the appropriate course
of action.

•

If you sense a problem, do not hesitate to request the discipline perform an audit or peer
review to assure condence in the nal design. This is equally applicable for highly complex or
new technology projects.

Procurement
It is the responsibility of the Project Manager to put in place the appropriate organizations and
controls to assure that all procured items meet the quality requirements and that responsibilities for
procurement are designated.
Key activities associated with assuring the quality of procured items include:

17.9.5

•

Pre-qualify suppliers based on proven ability to meet quality requirements.

•

Establish and control project-specic Approved Supplier List.

•

Assure quality requirements are adequately addressed in procurement documents.

•

Establish appropriate level of inspection and test based on Criticality Ratings/SQS
requirements.

•

Award orders to shops with adequate capacity to meet quality and schedule requirements.

•

Closely monitor, and expedite as required, the receipt of supplier data to: 1) feed the design
effort; and 2) to assure that suppliers are meeting requirements.

•

Assess supplier performance.

•

For critical items, it is always a good idea to have the suppliers' quality program reviewed, and
if necessary, conduct a surveillance to conrm that it is being effectively implemented.

Construction
The objective of the Site Quality Control Program is to ensure that site activities affecting quality are
performed in accordance with the contract documents, drawings, specications, insurance
underwriter's requirements, applicable local, state and federal standards and codes. A further
objective is to provide documented evidence that conrms that the primary objective has been
met. The Site Quality Control Program is tailored to meet the quality surveillance, inspection,
testing, and documentation requirements for work performed by Contractor and Subcontractors.
The Site Manager is responsible for the execution of the project activities, which includes
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construction quality. The delegation of authority to the Site Quality Control Manager for the
direction and coordination of Quality Control activities is made with the objective of maintaining the
effectiveness of the quality program.
The Site Quality Control Manager coordinates the quality surveillance, inspection, testing, and
documentation activities. The Site Quality Control Manager also monitors quality activities to the
extent necessary to provide site management with adequate condence that appropriate
measures are being taken to control and achieve quality. The quality activity emphasizes
preventing nonconformance to drawings and specications, and detecting and correcting it if it
occurs.
Key activities associated with assuring the quality of construction include:
"

Develop and implement Site Quality Control Program.

"

Monitor supplier inspection function.

"

Establish receiving inspection function.

"

Establish site Document Control function.

"

Prepare Inspection and Test Plans based on the Criticality Ratings of systems and equipment.

"

Control inspection, measuring and test equipment in accordance with documented
procedures.

"

Institute measures to provide holding areas or other methods for segregating nonconforming
items to prevent unauthorized use, mixing with conforming items or incorporating into
construction.

Special consideration should be given to the following:

17.9.6

"

A total quality management system may be instituted at the site or from the home ofce to
ensure that:

"

The site is setup to receive, control and effectively distribute documents from the engineering
ofces.

"

Obsolete documents are either destroyed or suitably segregated to prevent inadvertent use.

"

Proper records are being generated and led as required.

"

Process equipment must be properly maintained until turned over.

Supply Chain Quality Assurance
Quality Assurance plays an important role in Supply Chain as they directly impact the quality of the
products and the overall protability of the rm. Quality Assurance in a Supply Chain provides a
competitive edge on the market while lowering operational costs. Vendors in supply chain and the
quality of materials are often audited or inspected by the members of supply chain to ensure raw
materials meet the required specications. Quality Assurance helps to safeguard employees as
well as other stakeholders for being exposed to any harmful side effect of toxic materials used in
supply chain.

17.9.7

Construction Quality Assurance
Construction projects are always expected to maintain the balance among cost, time and quality.
Quality assurance is needed in construction industry to avoid negligence and lack of knowledge in
smaller construction projects, which are responsible to reduce the quality of construction.
The quality assurance team in construction industry should:
•

Determine if the work procedures meet the required quality standard.

•

Inspect the quality of ongoing and executed work to determine whether it meets or surpasses
project requirements.
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17.9.8

•

Ensures the raw materials meets the quality standard.

•

Examine the use of quality control methods in the construction project.

•

Evaluate processes, strategies and procedures to recognize potential opportunities for
improvement in order to grow the efciency of the resultant output and if necessary, suggest
such improvements.

•

Follow up on corrective work and provide the progress report before satisfactory completion.

Continuous Improvement Measures
Continuous quality improvement measures refer to the use of tools and methodologies to close the
difference between the actual and planned output rates, understanding and xing program
weaknesses and capabilities to improve or in some situations restructure the project systems.
There are a number of methods for quality improvement, ranging from individual efciency
enhancement for restricting of the whole project, method or any procedure. Such methods differ in
time, money and complexity; however, they follow the same four steps of quality improvement
mentioned below:
•

Identify where improvements are required in the project. This can be done through the data
used in the quality control process.

•

Analyze the problem. The cause of the problem and the consequence for the business should
be then identied.

•

Develop a potential solution to improve the problem. This solution can be provided through
team brainstorming for ideas or any solution to the problem. While providing solution the
impact of solution on the budget and schedule has to be kept in mind.

•

Test the solution. Initially the testing should be done on small scale. Once it is viable it can be
used to implemented as a full-scale solution.

Paramount to any quality management system is the concept of continuous improvement. This has
been reinforced through programs such as Total Quality Management (TQM).
In accordance with the ISO 9001 standard, it is now a requirement for organizations to collect and
analyze data to determine the effectiveness of their quality management system and to identify
improvements. This is to be facilitated through the use of the following:
•

Quality policy

•

Quality objectives

•

Audit results

•

Analysis of data

•

Corrective and preventive actions

•

Management review

Although the requirement is aimed at the macro level of the quality management system the
project quality system, with its identication of audit ndings and opportunities for improvement, is
also subject to continuous improvement.
Key activities associated with the quality system and continuous improvement include:
•

Identify an area for improvement and note the reason for working on it.

•

Evaluate the current situation.

•

Identify the root causes of the problem.

•

Explore alternative solutions and select and implement the best one that will eliminate the root
causes of the problem and prevent the problem from recurring.

•

Conrm that the problem and its root causes have been eliminated or their effects decreased,
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that the solution has worked, and the objective for improvement has been met.
•

Replace the old process with the improved process, thereby preventing the problem and its
root cause from recurring.

•

Evaluate the effectiveness and efciency of the process with the improvement action
completed, and consider using the solution elsewhere in the organization.

•

Sources for identifying improvement opportunities include:

•

Audit ndings

•

Corrective actions

•

Preventive actions

•

Customer feedback

•

Risk analysis

•

Lessons learned

•

Satisfaction measurements

•

Consider implementing the Client Review Process, per SBU guidelines.

•

Input lessons learned.

17.10 Quality Audits
Quality audit is the process of a thorough examination of the quality system conducted by an internal or
external quality auditor or by an audit committee.
During the course of a project, regular quality audits are performed on the project quality system to
determine the extent of compliance with, and the effectiveness of the implemented controls.
To this end, Project Quality Representatives (home ofce and site) prepare yearly audit schedules that
dene the extent of the audits to be undertaken during each year of project life. In preparing these
schedules, consideration is given to ensure that each QA criterion of the project quality plan, and each
discipline of the project task force is subjected to at least one system and/or technical quality audit,
respectively, during each year or the life of the project, as appropriate.
The quality audit program may also include audits of supplier and subcontractor activities, as well. The
following sections discuss the various types of audits conducted on projects:
Section 17.10.1 - Quality System Audits
Section 17.10.2 - Discipline/Technical Audits
17.10.1 Quality System Audits and Audit Actions
The quality system audit is performed to nd a good match between the reports and the conditions
found in the eld. Here the quality system is been audited by an internal or an external audit
committee. There are various check points which have been veried by the auditors. These
checkpoints vary from project to project in any construction industry.
A Quality System Audit is an audit that assesses the adequacy and effectiveness of the
implemented quality system, and concentrates primarily on the adherence to documented
procedures. The initial Quality System Audit is typically conducted within the rst few months of the
project, to assure that the project has gotten off to a good start. Subsequent audits are conducted
on a routine basis as agreed with the Project Manager and consistent with the ofce audit practice.
The Project Quality Representative has responsibility for the planning and execution of quality
audits on the project. The Project Manager will ensure that Quality Representative(s) are actually
assigned to the project.
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In then quality system audit:
•

Project quality, coordination, completion is veried.

•

Employees Qualications are veried.

•

Subcontractors and Suppliers are veried.

•

Project Specic Quality Standards are veried.

•

Internal Inspections, Test Plans are veried.

Key activities associated with quality system audits include:
•

The Project Manager is responsible for approving the project audit schedule.

•

Project audits are conducted per the approved schedule.

• All audits are conducted under the auspices of a Lead Auditor, usually the project Quality
Representative, if qualied.
•

The audit team may consist of one or more auditors, depending on the size, nature and timing
of the audit.

•

An audit plan and notication are issued prior to the commencement of any audit.

•

Quality System Audits focus on compliance to documented procedures.

•

Audits are documented in a formal audit report distributed to the Project Manager and the
manager(s)/supervisor(s) responsible for the area audited.

•

Areas of non-conformity are documented in a Non-conformity and Corrective Action Report
(NCAR).

•

A response is required within a target of 30 days to any NCAR issued, describing the correction
applied and any subsequent corrective action planned.

•

Corrective actions are subject to follow-up to verify effectiveness of the implemented actions.

•

Audits may identify Opportunities for Improvement (OFI). These are areas that, based on the
auditor's opinion, could be improved, but do not fall into the category of a non-conformance.
OFIs are for information only and are not tracked like NCARs, unless elevated to the status of
Preventive Action.

17.10.2 Discipline/Technical Audits and Audit Actions
The discipline/technical system audit is performed to nd a good match between the reports and
the conditions found in the eld. Here the quality system is been audited by an internal or an
external audit committee. There are various technical checkpoints which are been veried by the
auditors. These checkpoints vary from project to project in any construction industry.
A Discipline/Technical Audit is an audit of a discipline's work (e.g., the engineering performed), to
verify that a proper and consistent solution has been developed to meet the stated performance
requirements and design criteria.
Discipline/Technical audits are normally only conducted on large projects. The need for and
frequency of Discipline/Technical audits is determined jointly by the Project Manager, the discipline
Department Manager and the Ofce QA Manager.
It is the responsibility of the Project Manager, working with the QA Representative, to establish a
program of discipline/technical audits commensurate with the complexities and technology
challenges associated with the project.
Key activities associated with discipline/technical audits include:
"

Discipline/Technical audits should be scheduled and included as part of project-specic audit
schedules.

"

The following items should be considered when determining the extent of Discipline/Technical
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audits on a project:
•

Does the project have any signicant technical, nancial or logistical risks?

•

Is the project going to share work with another ofce?

•

Is the project going to be a joint venture or alliance with another company?

•

Is the project schedule faster-than-normal for this type of work?

•

Do some of the leads and managers on the project team have limited experience in this type of
work

•

Is the Project Team dealing with a client who is not used to doing this type of project?

17.10.3 Internal (Financial) Audits and Audit Actions
The nancial audit is performed to nd a good match between the reports and the conditions
found in the eld. Here the quality system is been audited by an internal or an external audit
committee. There are various nancial check points which are been veried by the auditors. These
checkpoints vary from project to project in any construction industry.

17.11 Digital Trends in Quality Assurance
In an article published by McKinsey & Company in the year 2016, it is mentioned that construction industry
is among one which is less digitalized. This is because construction industries have more complex and
large-scale projects. In addition, there is a shortage of skilled labour as well as supervisory staff. According
to the article, there is a major opportunity for building market players to nd ways to accelerate efciency
and project execution through innovative technology and better practices.
17.11.1 BIM/PDS/technology adoption for quality assurance
Business Information Modelling is a digital representation of the spatial and functional features of a
project, providing a robust framework for decisions taken during the life cycle of the project.
According to the McKinsey & Company report, the construction companies which have adopted
BIM have shortened their project life cycle, reduced paperwork and material cost. To get the
benet, the project managers should incorporate BIM technology right at the design stage, all
stakeholders need to incorporate BIM-compatible standardized design and data reporting format.
Also, owners and contractors need to contribute money to the introduction of BIM and invest in
building ability. BIM further helps for quality assurance as there will a standardized format which
will be followed along with the continuous improvement process.
17.11.2 Automation in Inspection and Supplier Quality Control
Advanced technology is helping in the inspection as they through IoT we get the real-time data and
through NFC tags tracking of raw material from a supplier can be done. Real-time information
helps in supplier quality control since the process becomes transparent through digitalization.
17.11.3 Use of IoT And Drones for Construction Quality Surveillance
On the construction site, Internet of Things and Drones would enable real-time data from
construction materials, equipment, machinery, structure to "talk" to a central platform to collect vital
performance parameters. Sensors, Actuators and other technology can help track the
effectiveness and efciency of both personnel and equipment.
They further helped in:
•

Quality Assessment as they use vibration sensors to assess the strength and reliability of
structures during construction.

•

Safety Concern is improved as wearable bands are used to send alert messages if drivers or
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operators, in case, fall asleep.
•

Inventory Management and Ordering as NFC tags are used to track materials and to pinpoint
their locations.

•

Equipment Monitoring and Repair as the advance sensors enables machines to detect any
maintenance required.

17.12

Checklist for Implementation

The checklists for implementations are enlisted below:
•

Quality Planning should be made

•

Quality Assurance should be ensured

•

Quality Control should be followed

•

Continuous Improvements should be made through audits, inspections, and review
Table 17.1: Checklists for Implementation

InBoK/
Section
17.1

17.2

Completed

Not
Required

Quality Assurance representative assigned to the
project and the QA program developed and
implemented on the project.

☐

☐

SQS representative assigned to the project and
the SQS plan developed and implemented on the
project.

☐

☐

Site QC representatives and resources identiﬁed
for the project and the site quality control program
developed and implemented on the project.

☐

☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Activity
Quality Organizations and Responsibilities

Contractor Quality System

Project Execution Plan SOP & to the speciﬁc
project
Developed and tailored to the speciﬁc project
Qualiﬁed individuals assigned to project
Unique Project requirements identiﬁed
Unique system requirements identiﬁed
Project-speciﬁc training needs identiﬁed
Project ﬁle system established
Document Contracts function established
Realistic engineering schedules established
Design Basis documents completed
Discipline interfaces identiﬁed
Criticality rating system implemented
Only authorized software in use
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InBoK/
Section

17.3

Activity

Completed

Not
Required

Design reviews identiﬁed
Construction and Operations involvement
determined
Change control mechanism in place
Independent checkers utilized
Suppliers pre-qualiﬁed
Site Quality Assurance/Control program instituted
Continuous improvement process in place

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

Quality Audits
Project Audit Schedule developed
Discipline/technical audits identiﬁed
Internal (ﬁnancial) audits being conducted by
Internal Audit department

17.4

International Standard for Quality
ISO 9000 certiﬁcation required

17.13
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18
18.1

Value Creation and
Benefits improvement

Sustainability

Infrastructure industry has to deal with large, complex engineering and construction programs in all industry
sectors ranging from extractive industries such as oil, gas, and mining through infrastructure programs for
transportation, water, and power. Common to all of these programs is the potential they have to positively or
negatively inuence nancial, social, and environmental performance of both the implementing organization
as well as the communities and stakeholders they touch.
International professional bodies like the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) denes sustainability
as a set of economic, environmental and social conditions (aka "The Triple Bottom Line") in which all of
society has the capacity and opportunity to maintain and improve its quality of life indenitely without
degrading the quantity, quality or the availability of economic, environmental and social resources.
Sustainable development is the application of these resources to enhance the safety, welfare, and quality of
life for all of society.
While different aspects of all these elements are dealt in various sections of InBoK such as Sections 1 & 5,
the purpose of this section is to bring out essential elements of sustainability together to give a
comprehensive idea of the subject. The triple bottom line elements and the means to achieve them are
depicted in Fig 18.1 below.

Figure . : Sustainability – Triple bottom line
There are many reasons why an owner or program manager may select to practice sustainability including:
• Reduced costs,
• Reduced liability,
• Efcient and effective management and disposal of materials,
• Enhanced image in communities,
• Corporate responsibility – short-term and long-term.
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During pre-project planning and during execution, sustainability measures can be taken at component
project level by applying the following two simple principles.
•

Principle 1 - Do the Right Project: A proposed project's economic, environmental and social effects on
each of the communities served and affected must be assessed and understood by all stakeholders
before there is a decision to proceed with a project. Consider non-structural as well as structural (built)
solutions to the needs being addressed; and

•

Principle 2 - Do the Project Right: Project Implementation Agency (PIA) shall actively engage
stakeholders and secure public understanding and acceptance of a project's economic, environmental,
and social costs and benets. To move toward conditions of sustainability, PIA, must design and deliver
projects that address sustainability holistically (from concept to demolition or reuse) rather than adding
a variety of "green" features onto a conventional project.

Large programs, comprised of several inter-related component projects, present new challenges and
opportunities from a sustainability perspective driven by scale, complexity, and the opportunity for leverage.
The life-cycle focus encouraged by good sustainability practice is reinforcing of the Strategic Program
Management approach discussed in InBoK.
In this chapter, we will look at some of the challenges and opportunities programs present as well as a
framework for application of sustainability principles in a program management approach.
18.1.1

Sustainability Framework Development
Management of sustainability from a program perspective must be built on:
• Recognition that the major elements of sustainability are increasingly a fundamental
requirement to the successful undertaking of large capital construction programs.
Sustainability drivers may include not only the owner's and program manager's commitment to
sustainability but also legal, regulatory, or referenced standards requirements. In some industries,
these considerations in effect comprise the "social license to operate."
• Recognition that the owner's and program manager's focus must go well beyond a rst cost or
rst delivery perspective, shifting to a more comprehensive life-cycle perspective.
This broader life-cycle framework increasingly lends itself to owner-program manager relationships
more akin to alliancing or framework agreements. This broader life-cycle approach is described as
Strategic Program Management.
• Understanding that there is no single "solution to the equation" but rather that a set of balanced
solutions exist.
• Changed management and execution approach which is reinforcing of many of the best
practices found in well-executed programs.
This changed approach rests squarely on the adoption of a systems perspective; more holistic
program, project, and issues denition; and increased stakeholder engagement.
•

Application of this sustainability framework at all program and project phases.

Phases begin with the establishment of Strategic Business Objectives and extend through strategy
development, project selection and denition, project delivery (study, prefeasibility, design,
procurement, construction, and commissioning), operations & maintenance, and ultimate
decommissioning.
18.1.2

Economic Bottom Line
The nancial benets that can accrue to the owner in a large program derive from the opportunities
of leverage and include:
•

Allocation of portions of project labor to lower cost areas.

•

Standardization to reduce overall supply chain size and spare part inventories.
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• Maximization of pre-assembly and modularization efforts by treating as sustainability
requirement.
• Mandating Program safety training that elevates overall safety awareness across all project
contractors.
• Craft training of the shared labor pool, improving productivity for the program's benet in ways
that may not be justied on a project-by-project basis.
•

Design efforts better focused on project execution and life-cycle cost reduction.

• Capturing and sharing lessons learned and best practices on a programmatic basis for the
benet of all program contractors.
•

Contractor or owner provided insurance wrap-ups across the supply chain.

•

Smaller supply chain facilitates augmented supplier quality assurance.

•

Early O&M input on a programmatic basis.

•

Strategic suppliers involved early in overall design process allows better life-cycle optimization

•

Comprehensive life-cycle analysis design and construction facilitated.

From an economic perspective, the program can bring direct benets to affected communities
through:
• Procurement of local goods - Local construction materials and tools add income in immediate
area and contribute to local tax base through GST.
• Creation of a local service base to support the facility during operations and maintenance
phases

18.1.3

•

Anti-corruption measures.

•

Tied closely with social opportunities and benets.

Social Bottom Line
Standards exist that identify indicators of social performance as well as methodologies for
measuring and auditing performance along these indicators. These include:
•

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).

•

Parts of various ISO standards such as ISO 26000, ISO 14000.

What is lacking is an obvious and measurable, common "currency" (monetary or non-monetary) for
expressing the magnitude of all good and bad produced by the PIA's operations and affecting
individuals in different stakeholder groups. This lack of a singular metric makes it harder for a
program manager to "sum" the social impacts and benets across a program and drives the
tracking and monitoring of a multiplicity of metrics indicative of broader program performance in
the social dimension.
Social metrics are reected in the following table.
Table . : Social Metrics
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The program manager's social responsibility program must be guided by an overarching set of
principles based on accountability, transparency, ethics, respect for stakeholders, the rule of law,
and respect for the norms of behaviour and human rights.
While many of these will be the subject of local, state, and national law, the program manager
together with the owner must establish a practice above reproach and ensure its adoption and
implementation by all contractors involved in the program.
Aberrant behaviour by one contractor can undermine all of the good work undertaken to
demonstrate social responsibility of the program.
Increasingly and in many industries, securing this "social license to operate" is key to a program's
success.
This social license to operate does not come about by paying a fee but by truly becoming a part of
the community in which the program will be undertaken. It comes about by building legitimacy,
credibility, and nally, trust.
ISO26000 - Social Responsibility lays out a number of areas requiring the program manager's
attention. Among these is involvement in and development of the communities affected by the
program. It is important for the program manager to recognize that these may all not be at the nal
project locations but could also include major manufacturing, logistics, or module assembly sites
far away from the nal project location. Much like risks and opportunities, social sustainability
issues are program wide and not geographically bounded.
The program may become involved in community engagement and development in a number of
different ways including through social, health, and education programs; job creation;
enhancement of community-based skills; and organization building including technology transfer
to local enterprises.
The program's social responsibility efforts can include:
•

Procuring local services

•

Employment of local specialty contractors such as steel fabricator or HVAC contractor

•

Provides environmental benet of reduced travel time resulting in reduced energy consumption

•

Performing supplier prequalication surveys

•

Query whether procedures exist to prevent discrimination and harassment

•

Query existence of certications such as ISO 14001

•

Precluding child or compulsory labor

•

Reducing work-related injuries through safety measures

•

Reducing construction waste sent to landll can result in reduction in truck noise in
communities

•

Conducting craft worker training programs

•

Training centres for craft personnel

•

Skill Training at projects in remote locations
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18.1.4

Environmental, Health, and Safety Bottom Line
Large projects require cognizance of the requirements and guidance contained in the ISO 14000
family of standards. Increasingly, these standards may be directly included in project contracts.
Compliance to environmental requirements is detailed in Section 18. But some suggestions to
address sustainability elements across component projects in a program
are detailed in the subsequent paragraphs.
Multiple projects, managed in an uncoordinated way, may cause total
environmental impacts from the program to exceed threshold limits.
Additionally, various emissions and discharges, while on average within
acceptable levels, may reach unacceptable levels if discharges by
multiple projects coincide or overlap in unanticipated or unacceptable
ways.
Comprehensive attention to the health, safety, and environmental bottom
line will not only help eliminate these unintended consequences but can
identify opportunities to performance enhancement in each of these areas
on a programmatic basis.
Let's start by looking at some of the environmental bottom line facts
associated with large engineering and construction programs:

Figure 18.3:
Illustration for
Environmental,
Health, and Safety
necessities

•

Estimated that 25% of construction materials is waste is generated in Projects.

•

Estimated that 20% of landll volume is due to construction waste.

•

Construction consumes estimated 40% of extracted resources in sand, aggregates, water.

•

Construction consumes estimated 25% to 30% of energy generated.

Large programs utilizing a program management approach have an opportunity to change this
paradigm by undertaking program-wide efforts that may be nancially prohibitive on a project-byproject basis. Examples of some of these environmental opportunities that a program
management approach may facilitate include:
•

Return of unused materials to suppliers.

•

Return of equipment packaging to suppliers.

•

Use of y ash in concrete.

•

Conservation of water.

•

Conservation of energy.

•

Promoting use of recycled materials

•

Recycling of waste

•

Remediation projects

•

Use of environmentally preferred products (eco-labels or green certications)

•

Engineer projects with sustainability in mind (e.g., recirculation of water in process unit)

•

Program wise consideration of health and safety is equally important in large programs.

Discussion with project manager after project manager in organizations with strong safety cultures
provides a steady stream of anecdotal evidence that delivery of a safe project goes hand in hand
with lower disruptions to project work, higher worker morale, and more efcient execution
practices.
Common drivers of safety and productivity include better planning, increased focus on identifying
and managing risks of all types (safety and non-safety), control of the disruption effects of
unwanted changes and events, and improvements in project execution practices.
On large programs, the effects of disruption behave in non-linear ways. Deterioration of a common
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safety culture, unacceptable safety practices, or poor safety performance can spill over into the
other projects comprising the program. It is essential for the owner and program manager to work
together to create an environment of safety awareness by getting everyone involved, generating
safety talk, and maintaining a safety incentive and reward system. The safety program must have a
solid foundation starting with the top program executives from all contractors, consultants, and
owner's team.
The program manager must ensure that any system, structure, or component that could jeopardize
the health and safety of the workforce or general public must be able to comprehensively
demonstrate that all management, quality, and safety processes have been rigorously applied.
These efforts must include not just permanent works but temporary ones as well.
The program manager must ensure that design responsibility for any temporary works, in particular
for any temporary works beneting multiple projects in the program, is claried. Safety staff should
be engaged early in program development and safety reviews of preliminary designs conducted in
parallel with constructability reviews.
Programmatic consideration of safety should include the interaction at a human and physical level
between all projects, not just within the battery limits of a given project. Safety and associated
environmental and health standards must be consistently applied across all projects.
Programs with phased operation of facilities must consider operational risks to the surrounding
construction workforce. Safety processes must recognize that the external factors inuencing the
safety of a given project will evolve over time and may not be intuitive to project related safety
operations.
The owner and program manager should institute a comprehensive safety program for both facility
operators and constructors during the construction phase.
18.1.5

Common Sustainability Terms
Sustainability is an evolving focus area, and, as such, it is useful to have a common understanding
of some of the more commonly used sustainability terms related to large engineering &
construction programs.
•

Bio-based project: A product (other than food or feed) that is produced from renewable,
agricultural (plant, animal, and marine), or forestry materials.

•

Biodegradable: A product or material capable of decomposing in nature within a reasonably
short period.

•

Carbon footprint: The total amount of greenhouse gases emitted directly or indirectly through
an activity, or from a product, company, or person, typically expressed in equivalent tons of
either carbon or carbon dioxide; a certain amount of gaseous emissions that are relevant to
climate change and associated with human production or consumption activities.

•

Carbon neutral: This term effectively means net zero carbon emissions to the atmosphere.
Achieving carbon neutrality means measuring the carbon emissions for an identied product,
service, or company, then balancing those emissions with carbon reductions or carbon offsets
to reach net zero carbon emissions.

•

Carbon sequestration: The uptake and storage of carbon. Trees can be used for carbon
sequestration because they absorb carbon dioxide, release the oxygen, and store the carbon.

•

Closed-loop recycling: The process of utilizing a recycled product in the manufacturing of a
similar product or the remanufacturing of the same product.

•

Deforestation: The conversion of forested land to other non-forested uses by the removal and
destruction of trees and habitat. Deforestation is cited as one of the major contributors to global
warming.
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•

Dematerialization: Reducing the total material that goes toward providing benets to
customers. This may be accomplished through greater efciency, the use of better or more
appropriate materials, or by creating a service that produces the same benet as a product.

•

Design for the Environment (DfE): A philosophy applied to the design process that advocates
the reduction of environmental and human health impacts through materials selection and
design strategies.

•

Ecosystem: A place having unique physical features, encompassing air, water, and land, and
habitats supporting plant and animal life, including humans.

•

Emission Reduction Credit (ERC)/Carbon Offset: An emission reduction credit represents
avoided or reduced emissions often measured in tons. ERCs are generated from projects or
activities that reduce or avoid emissions. A carbon offset refers to a specic type of ERC that
represents an activity that avoids or reduces greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions or sequesters
carbon from the atmosphere.

•

Energy efficiency: Using less energy to full the same function or purpose; usually attributed
to a technological x rather than a change in behaviour, examples include better insulation to
reduce heating/cooling demand, compact Project descent bulbs to replace incandescent, or
proper tire ination to improve gas mileage.

•

Energy intensity: The entire amount of energy required to produce a product as a ratio of that
product.

•

Environmental footprint: The environmental impact any company or entity makes as it
performs any activity. A footprint is determined by how well raw materials or by-products are (or
aren't) absorbed by the surrounding environment.

•

Environmentally preferable products (EPP): Products or services that "have a lesser or
reduced effect on human health and the environment when compared with competing
products or services that serve the same purpose." This comparison may consider raw
materials acquisition, production, manufacturing, packaging, distribution, reuse, operation,
maintenance, or disposal of the product or service.

•

Greenhouse Gases (GHG): These gases are so named because they contribute to the
greenhouse effect due to high concentrations of these gases remaining in the atmosphere. The
GHGs of most concern include carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxides
(N2O).

•

Greenwashing: The process by which a company publicly and misleadingly exaggerates or
embellishes the environmental attributes of itself or its products, while participating in
environmentally-or socially-irresponsible practices.

•

Green building: A comprehensive process of design and construction that employs techniques
to minimize adverse environmental impacts and reduce the energy consumption of a building,
while contributing to the health and productivity of its occupants; common metrics for
evaluating green buildings include the LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)
certication and Australia's Green Star program.

•

Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA): A science-based tool for comparing the environmental
performance of two or more scenarios. LCA quanties the potential environmental impacts of
products or systems throughout their life cycles and can highlight a product's impact areas to
target strategic improvements; the assessment of a product's full environmental costs, from raw
materials to nal disposal, in terms of consumption of resources, energy, and waste - "from the
cradle to the grave."

•

LEED™ (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design): A green building rating system
encouraging and accelerating global adoption of sustainable green building and development
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practices through the creation and implementation of environmental tools and performance
criteria.
•

Post-consumer recycled content: Material that is recovered after its intended use as a
consumer product, then reused as a component of another product. Examples of postconsumer waste that are recycled include carpet tiles (for new yarn and tile backing),
aluminium cans, PET soda bottles, and ofce paper.

•

Post-industrial recycled content: Also known as pre-consumer recycled content, waste material
from manufacturing processes is reused as a component of another product.

•

Recycling: The series of activities, including collection, separation, and processing, by which
materials are recovered from the waste stream for use as raw materials in the manufacture of
new products.

•

Recyclable: A designation for products or materials that are capable of being recovered from,
or otherwise diverted from waste streams into an established recycling program.

•

Recycled content: The amount of recycled materials in a product - typically expressed as a
percentage.

•

Renewable Energy Credits (RECs): Green tags, green energy certicates, or tradable
renewable certicates. These commodities represent the technology and environmental
attributes of electricity generated from renewable resources.

•

Renewable resources: A resource that can be replenished at a rate equal to or greater than its
rate of depletion. Examples of renewable resources include corn, trees, and soy-based
products.

•

Repurposing: Cleaning or refurbishing that allows a product to be reused again in its current
form, thereby extending its useful life.

•

Stakeholder: An individual or group potentially affected by the activities of a company or
organization; in sustainable business models, the term includes nancial shareholders as well
as those affected by environmental or social factors such as suppliers, consumers, employees,
the local community, and the natural environment.

•

Standards: Governmental or privately-created lists of criteria used to regulate or evaluate the
products or behaviour or corporations. Standards can play a critical role in stimulating the
market and giving companies information to create better products or change corporate
behaviour. An example is the LEED green building rating system for buildings.

•

Sustainability: The aspiration to ensure that meeting the needs of the present does not
compromise the ability of future generations to meet their own needs, the most widely
accepted denition comes from "Our Common Future," Report of World Commission on
Environment and Development, commonly called the Brundtland Report).

•

Sustainable footprint: Dened as injuries, illnesses, incidents, waste, emissions, use of water,
and depletable forms of raw materials and energy.

•

Triple bottom line, People, Planet and Prot: The idea being that environmental quality and
social equity are just as important as black ink at the bottom of the ledger.

•

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC): Compounds that evaporate from many housekeeping,
maintenance, and building products made with organic chemicals. In sufcient quantities,
VOCs can cause irritation, and some are suspected of causing or exacerbating acute and
chronic diseases.

•

Waste-to-energy: The burning of waste in a controlled-environment incinerator to generate
steam, heat, or electricity.
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18.2

Value Management

Value Management is concerned with the creation of sustainable value, either at Program, Project process,
organizational or social level. It is concerned with improving and sustaining a desirable balance between the
needs and wants of stakeholders and the resources needed to satisfy them.
In Program implementation context, the value is created by project team above and beyond the simple
fullment of the contract and beyond just meeting PIA's requirements. It entails Customer Satisfaction, Value
Awareness/Value Enhancement, and Performance Assurance activities.
This section is intended to familiarize Project Managers with the tools and processes that can measurably
impact project performance. The Project Manager along with the designated Value Management
Coordinator should review this document and develop an approach to continuous performance
improvement which:
•

Is focused on the program needs and requirements.

•

Optimizes the project's people, nancial, and technology resources.

•

Creates a project culture in which everyone is challenged and expected to improve their work
processes and create value for project and program

A checklist is included at the end of Section 18 which can be used to ensure that the relevant activities
discussed in this section are completed in a timely manner.

Figure 18.4 : Creating Value
18.2.1

Concept of Value
The concept of Value relies on the relationship between the satisfaction of many differing needs
and the resources used in doing so. The fewer the resources used or the greater the satisfaction of
needs, the greater the value. Stakeholders, internal and external customers may all hold differing
views of what represents value. The aim of Value Management is to reconcile these differences
and enable an organization to achieve the greatest progress towards its stated goals with the use
of minimum resources (see gure below).

Figure . : Concept of Value
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It is important to realize that Value may be improved by increasing the satisfaction of need even if
the resources used in doing so increase, provided that the satisfaction of need increases more
than the increase in use of resources.
18.2.2

The Key Principles
Value Management is distinct from other management approaches in that it simultaneously
included attributes that are not normally found together. It brings together within a single
management system the following:
18.2.2.1 Management style
Emphasis on teamwork and communication
•

A focus on what things do, rather than what they are (functional approach).

•

An atmosphere that encourages creativity and innovation.

•

A focus on customer's requirements and

•

A requirement to evaluate options qualitatively to enable robust comparisons of options.

18.2.2.2 Positive human dynamics
•

Teamwork - encouraging people to work together towards a common solution.

•

Satisfaction - recognizing and giving credit.

•

Communication - bringing people together by improving communication between them.

•

Fostering better common understanding and providing better group decision support.

•

Encouraging change -challenging the status quo and bring about benecial change.

•

Ownership - the assumption of ownership of the outcomes of Value Management activities by
those responsible for implementing them.

18.2.2.3 Consideration of external and internal environment

18.2.3

•

External conditions - taking account of pre-existing conditions external to the organization over
which managers may have little inuence.

•

Internal conditions - within the organization there will be existing conditions which managers
may or may not be able to inuence.

•

Degrees of freedom - the external and internal conditions will dictate the limits of potential
outcomes and should be quantied.

The Benefits of Value Management & Value Engineering
The most visible benets arising out of the application of VM & VE include:

18.2.4

•

Better business decisions by providing decision makers a sounds basis for their choice.

•

Improved products and services to external customers by clearly understanding, and giving
due priority to their real needs.

•

enhanced competitiveness by facilitating technical and organizational innovation.

•

A common value culture, thus enhancing every member's understanding of the organization's
goals.

•

Improved internal communication and common knowledge of the main success factors for the
organization.

•

Simultaneously enhanced communication and efciency by developing multidisciplinary and
multitask teamwork.

•

Decisions which can be supported by the stakeholders.

VE studies in Industrial Construction saves millions
Construction projects face many challenges: budget constraints, safety issues, and environmental
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impact. By applying the VE to construction projects, highway and
transportation departments, signicant costs can be saved.
Contractual provisions should address the value management/value
engineering to be applied early in the projects through a gain-share
approach.
•

18.2.5

Reducing project construction costs: The benets have been
primarily reduction in capital investment while maintaining the
same objectives of the capital investment projects. On many
projects typically not less than 10% on average can be saved.
There were also additional non-nancial benets.

Figure 18.6:
Illustration for
Value Engineering

•

Better understanding and project commitment: Many
organizations have been pleasantly surprised by the indirect
benets. Studies aided a better understanding of the capital investment project, better
agreement as to what had to be done and better commitment to the success of the project.
Operational cost savings are achieved in most projects, i.e., the manufacturing plant runs at
lower cost. These savings can be more important than the capital cost reductions.

•

Decreasing operation and maintenance costs: One company involved restructuring of the
business and have one-off costs for redundancies, temporary facilities and write-off of
equipment and buildings. Value Engineering achieved success in reducing these costs. The
message is that there is almost always a better way of doing things and this frequently means
at lower cost.

•

Reducing paperwork

•

Simplifying procedures

•

Improving project schedules

•

Reducing waste

•

Increasing procurement efciency

•

Using resources more effectively

•

Developing innovative solutions

Value Management Organization and Responsibilities
It is necessary to create an organizational framework within program at a broader level and also
within component project. The following overall responsibilities can be identied for the Value
Management program as follows:
The Project Manager has the responsibility for leading, developing, and implementing the project
Value Management program. The Project Manager has responsibility for creating an atmosphere
within the organization that encourages participation in Value Management principles. The
following individuals also have responsibility in the Value Management process:
•

The Discipline Leads have the responsibility for communicating the contents of this program to
their teams and encouraging active participation in the Value Management process.

•

The Value Management Coordinator has responsibility for supporting the project management
in the development and implementation of the Value Management program.

•

The Value Management Alignment Facilitator has responsibility to the Project Manager for the
planning, and execution of the initial alignment session.

•

The People Development (HR) representative is responsible for providing alignment facilitator
support and any required assistance to the Value Management Coordinator.

The entire project team has responsibility for "creating value" by identifying areas where
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improvements can be made.
Key activities of the Value Management Coordinator include:

18.2.6

•

Participate in project alignments, develop the measurements for Key Result Areas (KRAs) and
help communicate the Value Management plan.

•

Assist in development and implementation of the Value Management execution plan and
procedures.

•

Assist Project Managers in the identication of improvement opportunities and strategies.

•

Develop and administer PIA/Customer feedback systems, Value Awareness program and
award and recognition programs.

•

Gather the Value Management lessons learned and track the progress of all Value Management
activities.

•

Facilitate Work Process Improvement (WPI) action teams.

•

An Alignment Facilitator, who preferably is not part of the project team, should be used for any
key execution alignment sessions. Facilitators should be used that bring specialized expertise
for the subjects to be discussed and can assist in the development of any required project
documentation.

Value Management Application
Value Management has been found to be most benecial to capital investment projects when
applied toward the end of the conceptual design phase prior to authorization. The aim is to
optimize the value of the investment.
Firstly, one holds a brieng meeting with the stakeholders (senior management) to ensure that an
agreed brief is drawn up for the study. Then, a team of people is drawn from the project delivery
team; from the operational managers who will user of the facility (the direct customer); from
commercial/nancial management, experts from the corporate centre; third party contractors (if
appropriate), and objective outsiders. The objective outsiders may come from another operating
company and have knowledge of a similar facility. They are in the team to challenge the design.
The Value Engineering workshops are typically 4-day affairs. Sometimes, there is a break between
days 2 and 3 to allow detailed idea development in the workplace. These are the key workshop
phases where the full team comes together. There is, of course, preparatory work done
beforehand.
Consultants are most usually used until employees have learnt how to facilitate Value Engineering
studies. This may be cheaper but must be weighed against the advantages of having all key
project team leaders engrossed in the workshop dynamic to nd value solutions, rather than be
directing the workshop. A deciding factor may be the size of the project and the number of
participants in the workshop.
Key activities for the implementation of the Value Management plan include the use of some or all
of the following elements, to achieve the desired outcome.
•

Alignment Process is a process that aligns the entire project team toward common purpose.

•

Initial Alignment Meeting is a facilitated process that enables project teams to reach agreement
regarding strategy, Client expectations, project objectives, and team member roles and
responsibilities.

•

Project Alignment Sessions are held whenever there is a need to improve performance and
provide special alignment and training on key execution issues that arise over the course of the
project.

•

Key Result Areas (KRAs) are those activities that are identied that must be accomplished to
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reach the team's shared vision of a successful project.
•

Work process improvement (WPI) is a disciplined methodology to continuously improve Client
services by improving our work processes.
• Value Engineering is an organized, proven approach to review and analyze the design to
identify potential opportunities to save money, reduce schedule, and improve quality. Value
Engineering is further elaborated in the following sections.

18.2.7

•

Value Awareness is a program that is established on a project that allows all the task force
personnel (including the Client) to submit suggestions for lowering or avoiding costs on the
project.

•

Lessons Learned are documented shared experiences within and between projects that help
us improve our processes. They demonstrate to our Clients that we have a mechanism in place
to capture the experience of previous projects.

•

Client Feedback Reviews are conducted through structured interviews with the Client to
determine whether the Client's requirements are being met. This gives Project a better
understanding of the Client's priorities and provides information that will drive continuous
performance improvement.

Effective Communication
The Value Management plan must be communicated to the PIA and project team members for the
plan to be effective.
The Project Manager has responsibility for ensuring that effective communication takes place
through the project management team, including the discipline leads.
Key activities that need to be addressed during communication of the
Value Management plan include the following:
• Successful orientation meetings should be held with the entire
project team at the start of the project and with new team members as
soon as they join the project.
• Value Management plan orientation booklet should be developed
and distributed to all the project team members.
• All ofcial project meetings should be started with a Value
Management topic, derived from actual experience on the project.

Figure 18.7:
Illustration for
Effective
Communication

• Briengs should be presented at project meetings on status of the
Value Management program.
•

Value Management bulletins should be issued to reinforce topics that need attention.

•

KRA and goals displays should be produced and displayed in the project area.

• Progress measurement charts should be maintained and communicated to project team by
posting in a prominent area within the project work area.
•
18.2.8

If a project newsletter is produced, a section on Value Management should be included.

Value Awareness
The purpose of Value Awareness is to create an environment of cost-consciousness and
innovation among employees, by documenting their cost-saving recommendations and
recognizing them for their contributions. Value Awareness applies to all levels of employees from
craftsmen, to engineers, to project management personnel (including the Client). It recognizes
individuals and teams for their innovative ideas and successful implementation of improved work
methods.
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This program needs to be established at the beginning of the project and continued throughout
the life of the job. It can be applied to both the home ofce engineering as well as the site
construction work.
18.2.9

Process Improvement Program
Process Improvements (PIs) are ideas that can lead to a signicant net benet in the work process
and are initiated based on someone's vision of a better way to do something. The philosophy is
better, faster, cheaper, safer execution of work, with the emphasis on initiating, developing,
implementing and sharing ideas. Participation in PI promotes ownership, teamwork, and
responsibility for improving the way work is executed. This activity is most successful when
assisted by a PI Facilitator. The assigned Value Management Coordinator should be capable of
facilitating PI action teams.
PI is a continuous process that should be worked throughout the life of the project, in conjunction
with the Value Awareness program.
The Project Manager has responsibility for reviewing and approving the PI program. The Value
Management Coordinator has responsibility for development and implementation of the PI
program.

18.2.10 Past Project Lessons Learned
A past project lessons learned is a self-critical examination by Project's project team to understand
what went well and what went poorly so that those "learnings" can be "applied" to improve future
performance.
However, quite often the submitter of a proposed lessons learned does not have complete
knowledge of all contributing causes and the ability to properly determine or assign a root cause
to the lesson. Individuals quite often have a "silo" of knowledge about an issue and thus develop
perceptions that may be contrary to reality. As such, it is recommended that lessons learned
analysis be conducted via a facilitated session. Otherwise, self-critical documents are generated
that are incomplete, inaccurate, may create the potential for legal liability or diminish recovery
during litigation.
Sharing Lessons Learned within and between projects is critical to Project's continued success,
and demonstrates to our Clients that we have a mechanism in place to capture the experience of
previous projects.
The Project Manager has responsibility for ensuring that a Lessons Learned program is
established for the project.
18.2.11 Recognition and Reward
Appropriate recognition has been proven to increase and sustain project performance
improvement. A recognition plan will help project management think through what behaviours and
results should be recognized, and then tie recognition to KRA goal improvement and achievement.
Development of the Recognition and Reward program should be performed in conjunction with the
development of the Value Management Program.
The Project Management, Program Management of PIA
organization have the responsibility for review and approval of the
Recognition and Reward program. The Value Management
Coordinator will develop, PIA. The Recognition and Reward
program, with inputs from Project manager and PIA Program
Manager.
Key activities that need to be addressed in the development of the
Recognition and Reward program include the following:
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•

Clearly identify how and for what action a project team will be recognized.

•

The process for submittal of nominees, the process to be followed in the evaluation of the
submittal, and the criteria that is to be used in evaluation of each submittal should be clearly
stated in the plan and communicated to the project team.

•

If rewards are to be given as part of the recognition, the actions that qualify a team member for
rewards should be stated in the plan, as well as the potential value of the reward.

•

A review committee should be established that will review submittals and make
recommendations for actions to be taken. The committee should consist of a cross section
representation of the project population.

•

The plan should identify what role the PIA will play in the process.

• It must be established what method of recognition is to be used. For some projects, the Pro-FitShare or other incentive-type program may be utilized. These programs offer monetary rewards to
employees who contribute to incremental improvements in project execution. Aligned with
Project's culture of continuous performance improvement, these types of programs offer incentives
for meeting specic project goals. Rewards for project achievements are shared between the
Client, Project and project employees.
•

Progress made towards meeting KRA goals is a major criteria consideration.

• Recognition should be used to drive behaviour that demonstrates a commitment to continuous
improvement, project values, purpose and project success.
• A recognition plan should be developed to reinforce the progress of individuals, specic action
teams, and the entire project team.
• Recognition for all project team contributions should be made even if they do not qualify for a
reward program. All submittals and suggestions should be acknowledged.
•

For the recognition process to be effective, it must be sincere, specic, timely, and personal.

18.2.12 Feedback
Feedback is important during any phase of a project's life. It conveys what perceptions are held by
not only the PIA, but by Project's suppliers and suppliers, and even employees.
Perception is reality in the eye of the beholder. We may think we are performing in excess of
expectations when in fact the PIA's perception may be completely different.
Client feedback is very important during any phase in any project's on-going Value Management
process. Client feedback shall provide the following:
•

Clarication of expectations

•

Documentation on the value Project adds

•

Identication of improvement opportunities

•

Recognition of what Project does well

•

Obtain information that may be acted upon to drive Value Management
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18.3

Checklist for Implementation

The following checklist summarizes the activities described in Section 18 and can be used as an aid to
ensure that all required activities are completed.
Table 18.2 : Value Management
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19
19.1

Safety, Health,
Environment and
Security

Introduction

Safety and health are buzz words in any organization today and have gained signicance owing to its
practical application to conduct a site smoothly. A safety management system is a series of policies and
procedures that the organization uses in order to reduce accidents and illnesses among employees and the
entire organization matrix. According to OSHA, “Effective Safety and Health Management Systems (SHMS)
have proven to be a decisive factor in reducing the extent and severity of work-related injuries and
illnesses”. An Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) management system encompasses more than just
health and safety program. It includes a plethora of things starting with health and safety policies, systems,
standards, records, execution strategy, proactive and reactive measures and the likes. Proper framing of the
Safety Management System (SMS) is the core of proper implementation and thereby a safe organisation
(see Fig. 19.1). A grave problem hunting people in effective implementation of effective safety practices on
the site is the attitude of everyone involved starting from the top management downright to the workers who
actually are on the job. Careless attitude compounded by lackadaisical approach furthered with the want of
more prot realizations are the key setbacks for having sluggish site safety practices.
Whether stated or implied, safety is always the number one priority on projects. Project HSE plan usually
involves:
1. Design Safety – aspects incorporated in design with respect to design safety and issues related to
modication and maintenance of existing facilities
2. Project Ofce Safety, and
3. Construction Safety and related health and environmental aspects. It is imperative that thorough
scrutiny of hazards be the same for small projects as for larger ones. Though the workload and stafng
may differ, the approach would be similar regardless of project size. Security is another important
aspect as projects are executed in remote sites. Division of responsibilities is to be dened right from
bidding stage to ensure that all the parties are taking due care of security of work force and the
materials.

Figure 19.1: Elements constituting a successful Safety Management System at site
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One of the key aspects of management is decision making (see Fig. 19.2). The onus of implementing
proper SMS on construction sites lie squarely on the part of higher Management. No wonder Effective safety
implementation takes the Plan Do Check Act (PDCA) approach.

Figure 19.2: The
Management's
safety decision
making process

19.1.1

Health and safety management in practice
While Health safety and environment (HSE) management covers a plethora of aspects, the
important ones are enlisted here:
1. The company's HSE Policy statement - which happens to be the kick off point for safety
implementation
2. HSE monitoring procedures
3. Objective identication and setting of measurable standards
4. Accountability and authority of safety personnel and the reporting system
5. Risk Assessment
6. Procedures for risk elimination.

19.1.2

Objectives
The goal is to eliminate or reduce HSES risks associated with a project or program. This can be
achieved by paying close attention to details, setting up appropriate project plans (including
detailed job safety analyses (JSAs) for all tasks), and stafng the project with knowledgeable and
experienced people so that all work is planned and executed properly. The objective in the
organization is to effectively implement proper and rational safety management program via proper
planning, effective utilization of resources, proper work execution, monitoring through safety
audits, evaluation of the compliance, monitoring and proper action upon the non-conformances on
site.
The PDCA approach ts aptly in the implementation process of safety management on sites.
Having already discussed the starting point in implantation - Policy making, we move to the PLAN
phase where Job Safety Analysis (JSA) and Hazard Identication and Risk Assessment (HIRA) is
conducted. Next, we go to the DO phase wherein one has structure and responsibility of safety
team, training documentation, operational control and emergency preparedness and response
plans. The next phase is check performance measurement and monitoring is done and audits are
conducted to trace out the non-conformances. In the last phase - ACT, action is taken on the non conformances (NC's) by the Management review committee.
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19.1.3

Organization
It is important that key project personnel understand their specic health and safety
responsibilities. They must be held accountable for their safety and health performance as well as
that of other project participants and stakeholders. Communication of hazards, risks, and activities
is critical and is usually more extensive, difcult, and detailed than on larger projects.
Communication about safety, health, and environmental aspects of projects must reach beyond
the project team and include all personnel working with and for the operating unit of government
or contractor. Stakeholders are responsible for HSE compliance in their own organization. Roles
and responsibilities of different personnel on sites has to be clearly dened. Given below are the
supervisor's and employer's responsibility.
19.1.3.1 Supervisors Responsibilities
1. To ensure that each employee supervised has received an initial orientation before work
commencement.
2. To ensure that personal protective equipment (PPE) is issued to the workers/concerned and
that they use it.
3. To conduct Tool Box Talks (TBT's) and daily walk around.
4. To investigate all incidents, report the ndings to management.
5. To ensure that Job Safety Analysis (JSA) that have been conducted are meticulously observed
during execution and should not remain only for reports.
6. To talk to the management about any changes in the work practices or equipment that will
improve employee safety and overall effectiveness.
19.1.3.2 Employees Responsibilities
1. To provide PPE and check for its effective use.
2. To prepare JSA and checklists.
3. To impart training including basic safety orientation.
4. To Immediately inform the area supervisor the existing unsafe conditions and take corrective
actions
5. To ensure the employees can fully comprehend to the specic task assigned to him by his
supervisor.
6. To Cooperate during the inspection in his area of responsibility
7. To participate enthusiastically in the trainings and seminars imparted by the company to
promote safety at workplace.

19.1.4

Processes
An effective project health and safety program should necessarily have the following elements and
best practices in it:
1. A description of the health and safety roles and responsibilities for personnel assigned to the
project. Each person should know and be accountable for their specic responsibility toward
health and safety
2. JSAs for all tasks with the purpose of eliminating and reducing risks/hazards. Review
environmental issues and concerns where appropriate or applicable.
3. Adequate experience and knowledge on the project team. Stafng plans must address talents
and skills necessary to successfully plan and execute the work. Appropriate time and
resources must be allocated to allow personnel to complete their work.
4. Interpersonal communication skills are important so that all issues are adequately addressed,
resolved, and coordinated.
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5. An emergency plan that addresses medical, re, weather, and facility incidents and
evacuations. Train personnel and hold discussions relevant to this plan continuously through
the life of the project
6. An incident investigation program should communicate results to all involved in the project.
Include near misses and hazardous situations in the investigations and discussions.
19.1.4.1 Safety orientation
Safety orientations is a quintessential thing on any sites to help understand rst-hand the
importance of the subject matter, what is it all about, and most importantly how to execute a
particular task in the safest possible way, with the least risk and most efcient output. Orientation
on Health and safety is a vital component of any organisation's health and safety management
system. It helps introduce the entire workforce to direct themselves towards safe practices during
execution so as to cause as less harm as possible to oneself and those working in congruence
with them.
Safety training/orientation encompasses:
1. Use of PPE - Personal protective Equipment
2. Hazards communication
3. Fall protection
4. Lock Out and Tag Out
5. Basic rst aid
6. Conned spaces
7. Fire hazards and protection
8. Good safety practices
9. Others as deemed necessary by the organization
19.1.4.2 Safety plan for project site
The Site-Specic Safety Plan (SSSP) is a safety planning tool that outlines the requirements for
project safety and health and gives guidelines to aid and protect the personnel at site - both the
ones at actual execution and others at the site too. It gives a list of exposure conditions, risks at
work etc., and also addresses the way to mitigate them for one to follow suit so that impacts of
hazards can be lessened to a great extent. In some cases, it may be nullied too. There can be
multiple site-specic safety plans - SSSPs. The general contractor is expected to develop and
implement an overall site/project SSSP. The general contractor's overall SSSP should be reviewed
and approved by the Project Manager/Site in- charge as the case may be.
The subcontractor should also submit their SSSP and work can commence only post approval of
the same. The project/site SSSP should be necessarily prepared in collaboration with the safety
department and the overall supervision of the site in-charge. The project has to necessarily have a
documented safety policy as the core of the project safety program. The scope of work should
include a brief description of the scope of work, details of the structure, hazards, risks and
exposure conditions etc. and should also include an overview of activities expected to be
performed by the subcontractors. The overall goal of SSSP is to go as near as possible to zero
accident scenario. It can include points for different activities like - general requirements, fall
protection, cranes and rigging, conned spaces, excavations, plant and machinery among others.
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Table 19.1 : Illustration for Site specic safety plans

Plan submitted by (Contractor Name): ___________________________
Submitted in
Plan?

Required Safety Program Elements

Yes

No

Does the organisation have a Safety Policy?
Are Site Safety Representative designated?
Are there First Aid and Emergency Procedures in place?
Are Procedure for Reporting Injury or Illness on the Job established?
Are Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) provided?
Are Fire Prevention and Protection measures in place?
What about Hazard Communication Program?
Are there records of Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)?
Has Job Hazard Analysis (JSA) been conducted?
Work at height
Contractor has to provide Fall Protection Work Plan, which includes
provisions for:
·

Identiﬁcation of all fall hazards in the work area.

·

Identiﬁcation of the method of fall arrest and provisions for fall restraint

·

Specifying the correct procedures for the assembling, maintenance,
inspection and dis-assembling of the fall protection system.

·

Identiﬁcation of the method of pr oviding overhead protection for the
workers like full body safety harness and rope grab fall arrestors etc.

·

Specifying the method for fall prevention rescue plan for free falls.

·

Instruction and training the work force concerned with fall protection and
prevention while working at heights.

Excavation/Trenching
Contractor has to provide Safe Excavation plan, which includes provisions
for:
·

Identiﬁcation of underground installations
(water lines, sewer lines,
OFC’s, chemical and gas line) and provisions to overcome the same.

·

Provision of means of access and egress to and from excavations

·

Protection of employees from potential cave-ins

·

Protection from falling objects when working in trenches

·

Daily inspection of excavations by a competent person

·

Scaling/Flaring/trimming of the side walls of excavations

·

Designing of sloping, benching, shoring as edge protection measures

·

Maintaining the stability of structures in the vicinity
otherwise)
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Illustration- Site Specic Safety Plans for various activities
Lock - out Tag - out (LOTO):
Lock out and Tag out is one of the crucial safety procedures to ensure safety while working with
machineries and moving parts thereof. It safeguards employees against unexpected energization
or start-up of machinery or hazards during service and maintenance operations. It comprises of
actually locking out and tagging out the energy start up points before and after the start and end of
an activity related to machines as mentioned, but only post inspection. It is the responsibility of the
supervisor in - charge of that area to either supervise the activity or carry it out by self. LOTO is a
major pro-active element of accident prevention.
19.1.4.3 Reporting requirements
The general reporting requirements to be abided by is mentioned here, which is indicative and
changes may be made in line with the site requirements.
Table 19.2: Illustration-Requirements for reporting pertaining various safety activities
(Source: (book) "Construction Project Safety Management Best Practices Handbook", SHIP Grant program)

Annual
Annual Crane Protection

Quarterly

Monthly

X

Per
Occurrence

Per
Request

X

Chemical Inventory

X

Contractor Weekly Inspection

X

X
X

Critical Lift Checklist

X

First Report of Injury

X

Incident Investigation using
ICAM Methodology

X

Safety data sheets

X

X

X

Injury and illness data logs

X

X

X

Regulatory agency inspections

X

H&S Observations

X

Team Step -back Job Hazard
analysis

X

X

Job Safety Analysis

X

X

Risk Register with weekly
updates

X

H&S Statistics
H&S Training

X
X

X

X

X

Superior Interaction Reports

X
X

X

X

X

Substance Abuse Policy

X

Toolbox Safety Meetings

X

X

Daily equipment/Vehicle
inspections

X

X

Hazardous material storage
area inspections

X
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Annual

Quarterly

Monthly

Per
Occurrence

Per
Request
X

Lifting Equipment

X

X

Fall protection

X

X

Mobile Elevated Work platform

X

SNC Lavalin Safety Audits

X

Imminent Danger Records
Reports

X
X
X

X
X

X

19.1.4.3 Substance abuse program
Construction, most of the time is a hazardous industry, and most jobs related to the industry carry
a greater risk level of accidents and injuries. Eliminating or minimizing workmen substance abuse
can help construction companies not only cut back on workplace injuries, but also increase
productivity and improve work quality. One among the simplest ways to handle drug abuse on
construction sites is to implement a comprehensive drug abuse program. Basic aim is minimizing
the accidents on the sites as an outcome of substance abuse. Contractors should develop a
proper substance abuse policy, and may also seek workers cooperation in doing so. The policy
should clearly state the benets of drug and alcohol testing which comes with a host of
advantages like improved workplace safety performance, better quality of life, and decreased rates
of employee absenteeism. The testing for substance abuse should be meticulously observed to
keep the culprits at bay to avoid accidents or any other cascading effects it brings along. The
organization may also think of improving the one who have been found to violate the policy or
impose punishments as deemed necessary.
19.1.4.4 Job Hazard Analysis (JHA)
Many construction accidents occur as a result of construction workers not being properly trained in
job safety procedures. One of the best ways to address this issue is to have a proper Job Hazard
Analysis (JHA) alternatively called as Job Safety Analysis (JSA) in place. The client's today
mandate their contractors to have JHAs in place and this need to also be documented and
produced during safety Audits. The JHAs help prevent accidents and injuries by rst identifying
workplace hazards associated with a job or task, and then providing effective controls (eliminate or
minimize) for the same. JHA serves as reference document while conducting the accident
investigation. It is required to submit JHAs during the site-specic safety plans (SSSP) mentioned
earlier. The JHA typically consists of taking up a job/activity, breaking it down into subcomponents, identifying the possible hazards associated with it and providing the counteractive
measures thereof. This can also be said to be control measures that include project specic
requirements and regulatory measures as well. It's also required to train the workforce on the
established JHA. Risk assessment code (RAC) can be used to assess risk. This can be subjective
(high, low, medium) or objective.
19.1.4.5 Illustration for preparation of JHA/JSA for three different work activities
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19.1.4.5 Illustration for preparation of JHA/JSA for three different work activities
Table 19.3 : Illustration for preparation of JHA/JSA

Task or
activity

Excavation

Layout

RCC work

Hazards identiﬁed

Mitigation/Control measures

·

Cave-in

·

·

Excavated materials and
objects falling on the
workers inside the trench

All excavations to be given proper sloping,
benching, shielding or shoring.

·

Impediment of underground
services

Excavated material (spoil) to be deposited
at least 2 m away from the
edge of
excavation

·

·

Hazardous atmospheres
and toxicities at depths

Roll over protection structure (ROPS) to
prevent equipment from rolling over

·

Provision of ladders, stairways and ramps

·

Access and Egress

·

Inhalation of dust

·

Administrative and technical controls

·

Exposure to noise and
vibration

·

PPE

·

Barricading of premise

·

Exposure to chemical and
other toxicities

·

Proper Standard operating
procedures
(SOP’s) in place and work procedures
meticulously observed/followed.

·

Fall from height

·

Use of PPE

·

Struck by falling object

·

·

Injury from handling rough
materials and hand tools

Full body harness while working at height
with fall arrestor mechanism

·

To perform Height Phobia test of workers
identiﬁed to be sent to work at heights

·

Sound dampeners for equipment

·

Medical program to prevent workplace
hazard.

·

·

Exposure to chemical
substances and related
hazards

·

Loud noise

·

Vibration of machinery

19.1.4.6 Tool Box Talk (TBT)
Tool Box Talks are formal and/or informal safety meetings expected to be conducted at the start of
every shift. Generally, the safety ofcer/In-charge or the supervisor in-charge of a section of work
many a times conducts a tool box talk (TBT). TBT's are meant to contain work instructions related
to the ongoing activity or the process at hand. It speaks about the standard operating procedure in
which the job needs to be carried out, risks//hazard associated with the activity and the
counteractive measures one needs to implement while executing various tasks. It's a good way to
reinforce the basics on safety and to emphasize on the jobs requiring more attention on the
account of it being riskier along with other jobs as well. The supervisor in charge of the work
activity generally gives a tool box talk, and can be restricted to 10 - 15 minutes for a quick
understanding of the site scenario and the related safety measures to be taken etc. in a quick short
span.
19.1.4.7 Safety standards/Statutes
There are various International and National standards governing safety in construction projects. At
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the helm is OSHA - the occupational Safety and Health Administration standards better known as
the OSHA standards. Some recognised standards are included here
1. OSHA - Occupational Safety and Health Administration
2. ILO - International Labour Organisation
3. BOCWA - The building and other construction workers (regulation of employment and
conditions of service) act 1996
4. Factories Act
5. NFPA - National Fire Protection Act
6. Electricity Act/Rules etc.
OSHA has detailed out various parts and sub parts in its standard 29 CFR 1926 which is applicable
to the construction sector at large. Few sub parts designating the related activity is mentioned here
for quick reference.
Table 19.4 : OSHA 29 CFR standards applicable for various construction activities

OSHA subpart

Related Activity mentioned against the sub part

E

Personal protective Equipment (PPE)

F

Fire protection

H

Material handling and storage

J

Welding and Cutting operations

K

Electrical

L

Scaﬀolding

M

Fall protection

P

Excavation

R

Steel erection

T

Demolition

Z

Toxic and hazardous substances
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One of the most signicant aspects for proper implementation of safety at sites is having proper
and precise checklists and to also ensure that the employees are duly trained for implementing the
same on construction sites. The objective of this checklist is to assist employers with evaluating
safety and health on the job site. The checklist is intended as a guide and does not necessarily
address all construction-related standards. One can have customized check-lists that are site
specic.
19.1.4.8 Safety Incentive Program
A safety incentive program is a must have in any organisation. It is the best possible way to keep
the workers motivated and on task by means of appreciating their concerns towards safety
implementation of the self and those around them. It re-in forces worker participation and
involvement in implementing the safety and health management system program, the guidelines
as set by the management and followed down the line to the workers and thereby becoming the
very fabric of the organization. The program encourages or rewards workers for reporting various
kinds of injuries, illnesses, near-misses and any other risks or hazards. It could be a reward, cash
etc. bottom line to recognize and motivate the workforce's proactive involvement in site safety,
including the overall site for meaningful tangible and intangible gains out of the project in a holistic
manner.

19.2

Design Safety

Construction industry appears to be one of the most dangerous or (unsafe) sector for employees, who can
get affected by sickness (due to site conditions), wound, and even end of life due to unfortunate mishaps
compared to the other industries. Usually, safety in construction industry seems to be the main concern of
the people who are directly involved in site project execution (contractors and subcontractors). It does not
have any direct impact to designers or consultants or architects. But for ensuring safety at project site,
designers play a signicant role in evolving the safety procedures for the project. Special importance must
be assigned on engineering design that considers the possible risk related aspects. All suitable safety
descriptions need to be combined into the design to reduce the possible hazardous events and to provide
methods to control the actions occurring in the facility. Safety as a design standard must be included into
the conceptual and basic engineering design of each of the project. It is required that the safety philosophy
must be developed and applied to the basic engineering phase of a project and it must be applied
consistently throughout the construction phases of the site project activity. General design safety issues, the
need for special design safety studies, and design safety coordination are discussed in the following
sections:
19.2.1

General Design Safety
Design is the process of creating a solution for a project. It is followed by preparation of guidelines
for the proposed solution to be delivered. Building designing is ordinarily a multi-disciplinary
procedure, including various originators. For example, structural specialists, draftsman, etc.
cooperating to make a solitary, all-encompassing arrangement. Design safety involves executing
the project by incorporating risk guidelines at each stage of design.
Design safety is supreme, and spins throughout the following ideas:
1. Consistency in project activity and engineering design to develop low risk designs
2. Designs that adopt guidelines applicable (Listing to be given in contract documents)
3. Adherence to regulations and codes (Listing to be given in contract documents)
4. Design must be in such a way that it must minimize engineering oversights and errors and also
it must give proper resolution for risk mitigation issues
The design basis should identify any safety or health concerns and provide mitigation for items
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such as the following:
1. Special Employer's requirements
2. Reliability, operability, maintainability requirements
3. Asset loss protection
4. Fire-related safety
5. Operations and personnel safety (where applicable)
6. Hazardous materials/wastes (airborne, liquid or solid waste)
7. Governmental regulatory standards
It is mandatory to deal about health and safety risks at the design stage and the benets are
represented below.
1. It helps to achieve major reductions in work-related ill-health and injuries.
2. It helps to achieve major reductions in damage to property and the environment, and the
related costs.
3. It helps to achieve major enhancement in the health, wellbeing and productivity of workers.
4. It is one the most effective risk reduction measures in eliminating hazards.
5. It will be more benecial if it is adopted in planning stage of the project and it indirectly helps to
reduce cost and risk over
the entire project lifecycle.
6. Design of the plant or structure supports to a signicant proportion of work-related injuries, and
solutions already exist for many of those design problems.
7.

It is progressively productive and powerful to oversee chance in the plan stage than to retrot
wellbeing and security arrangements.

8. Design dependent on Health and Safety by Design standards can decrease the requirement for
retrotting, individual defensive gear, wellbeing observing, presentation checking, and upkeep.
Safe design plan is a procedure that incorporates techniques for identication of hazard and
hazard evaluation techniques (severity). It is aimed at limiting the dangers of injury for the
duration of the life of a particular activity being planned. It includes ofces, equipment,
frameworks, hardware, tooling, materials, vitality controls, design, and arrangement. A safe
design approach starts in stages. The designer needs to work on how safety can best be
achieved in each of the project lifecycle phases, for example:
1. Explain proper procedures that reduces fall hazards. Where a fall hazard cannot be
eliminated, specify the installation of fall protection anchors.
2. Provide suitable space for safe access to moving machineries and equipment.
3. Provide lighting systems with proper safety guidelines.
4. Provide holes in roof perimeters for the placement of temporary guard rails.
5. Provide walkways to reduce the slipping and tripping hazards.
6. Provide details of indoor building materials and furnishings with low volatile organic
compound content so that hazard can be avoided.
7. Provide proper natural air circulation, lighting so that indoor air pollution can be minimized.
8. Provide proper design spaces with physical security in mind for occupants from human
caused threats or criminal behavior.
Safe design project will consistently be a piece of an extensive arrangement of plan targets,
including practicability, feel, cost and the usefulness of the item. Safe design plan is the procedure
to reach the destinations without negotiating the safety and security throughout the project life
cycle.
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The design safety can be achieved if the safety guidelines are adopted and implemented at all
levels of project execution and in the entire project lifecycle as represented in the Fig. 19.3. Every
individual involved in the project is responsible for the same.
19.2.2

Design safety studies
One element of design safety is the execution of
studies to verify the integrity of the design and to
aid the engineers in making design decisions,
which will impact the safety of the designed facility.
These include standard Process Hazard Analysis
studies (e.g., HAZOPs in Hydrocarbon projects) as
well as detailed quantitative assessments of the
risk associated with identied hazards. Sometimes
formal submittal and government approval of
studies is required to allow the project to proceed.
For example, in Hydrocarbon projects, complying
to requirements of OISD (Oil Industry Safety
Directorate) and documented studies for
approvals by PESO. There are numerous Safety
studies in Design Best Practices models that have
been created for use by creators so as to fuse
structuring for security. In the U.K., the non-benet
association, Safety in Design, has created models to help originators in the U.K.
The Australian government has monitored the credentials of architects and engineers towards
elimination of construction hazards in the design stage as well. These rules incorporate nding of
hazards and danger valuations early in the beginning design phase of a project with the aim of
removing or curtailing dangers of deaths and injury during the life cycle of the project (Australian
Safety and Compensation Council, 2006). By incorporating modern technique like data mining,
Internet of Things (IOT) etc., by adopting modern construction techniques and materials, it is
possible to adopt design safety in each and every aspect of project activity and it must be
executed from the initial stage of the project, so that it will be easy to implement the safety in all
stages.

19.2.3

Design Safety Coordination
Best Exercises for actualizing Safety in Design depend on: (an) Education and preparation of
Safety in Design practices and task security; (b) Models of Safety in Design for adjustment by
planners; and (c) Advocacy by procient social orders to expand familiarity needed to address
safety in all the activity of project life cycle. It is critical to coordinate across all disciplines and
ensure that proper attention is paid to the important area of design safety. As noted previously,
safety reviews are only one element in an overall strategy for design safety. Design safety consists
of innumerable day-to-day activities and requires a contribution from engineers of all disciplines.
Although many examples could be cited, a few are given below:
1. Mechanical and Layout Engineers utilize equipment spacing guidelines to help ensure a safe
plot layout. These may be from Industry standards/Employer standards/practices.
2. Civil/Structural Engineers are involved in the design of occupied buildings that may be exposed
to explosion hazards or high impact loads
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The Project Engineering Manager or his assignee has the responsibility for design safety
coordination.
1. The goal of this coordinating function is to ensure that the design safety related responsibilities
of each of the disciplines are properly attended to (e.g., in accordance with applicable
regulations and industry practices) and are executed in the most efcient manner possible.
2. Other activities include:
• Tracking and documenting recommendations for closure and consistency.
• Reviewing all systems to ensure that they include an appropriate amount of safeguards - not
too few and not too many (i.e., avoidance of "gold-plating").
• Communication across all disciplines to dene and address design safety needs.

19.3

Environmental
Industrialization and urbanization have an enormous effect on natural and man-made environment.
The urban development and unprecedented growth rates of the global human population have put
tremendous stress on air and water quality at the local, regional, and global levels (Mohammad, G.
et al., 2012).
Environmental concerns have become one of the biggest worldwide problems that inuence all
countries individually and/or collectively. Some countries have established laws, guidelines and
administrative frameworks to address the environmental concerns. These environmental concerns
have to be evaluated prior to the starting of investment and development activity in the nation. An
evaluation of potential effects on the environment before the approval of investment forms the pillar
of sustainable development. Sustainable Development is dened as "a process which efciently
uses resources to meet the needs of today and to full the requirements of the future."
Environment is affected by ecosystem effect, resource effect, and the human effect during the
construction process.
•

Ecosystems effect: The collective proportion of unfavourable environmental impacts like waste,
noise, dirt etc., occur during the construction which causes real harm to mankind and nature.
With the increase in the number of constructions, the environmental impacts of construction
have become a signicant concern.

•

Resources effect: Natural resources are utilized during the construction. Additionally, few
constructions use ecological resources, for example, petroleum fuel. The building sector uses
large quantity of resources. It generates huge contamination due to vitality used during
transport of crude items.

•

Human effects: Majority of construction activities are placed in a massively populated sector. In
this way, human beings who reside in surrounding vicinity are exposed to unhealthy impacts
which harm their health due to dirt, vibrations, and noise during construction projects, for e.g.
excavation.

In other words, several aspects of the environment should be considered pre and during
infrastructure projects, namely, recycling/waste management, hazardous waste handling, Noise,
Dust, trafc management and many more.
With the development of industries and cities, growth in solid and liquid wastes is recent
development in India. Further, rise in Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) from different anthropogenic
sources to the atmosphere during construction is detrimental to the nature. Noise pollution from
different construction activities poses a major challenge in an urbanized environment. Indian
construction sector is hurriedly growing at a pace of 9.2%, against the worldwide of 5.5%. The
developments of structures in urban communities are thick and vertical. Different impacts of
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development can be summed up as: Change in land use design, Re-advancement of dynamic
urban land from single storey structure to sky scrapper/high thickness structure, clearing surface
vegetation, ascend in Greenhouse gas outows, shortened ground water restoration, noise
contamination attributable to the utilization of substantial machineries, temperature ascent of 12oC in urbanized territory because of higher absorptive surfaces, removal/reuse of trash, disposal
of electronic waste, wires and so on, are poisonous to nature.
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) process in India started four decades ago. It started in
1976-77 when the Planning Commission asked the Department of Science and Technology to
examine the river-valley projects from an environmental point of view. This was subsequently
extended to cover those projects, which required the approval of the Public Investment Board. Till
1994, environmental clearance from the Central Government was an administrative decision and
lacked legislative support. Under the Environmental (Protection) Act 1986, the Union Ministry of
Environment and Forests (MoEF) on 27 January 1994 circled an EIA notice which made
Environmental Clearance (EC) compulsory for extension as well as for modernization of projects
listed in Schedule 1 of the declaration. Since then, there have been 12 alterations made in the EIA
notice of 1994.
In September 2006, the MoEF brought another EIA enactment making it obligatory for different
activities like mining, thermal plant, stream valley etc. to get clearance. The EIA is used to certify
that the natural impacts of a projected improvement are completely thought of, along with its
monetary or social advantages.
In all, 38 project or activities require a prior environmental clearance. The environment impact
assessment consists of eight steps: Screening is the rst step which helps to determine whether
EIA is required or not. Next step is scoping which stipulates what all should be included in an EIA.
Impact analysis to what extent there will be changes in the environment. Mitigation: EIA
recommends the actions to reduce adverse environmental consequences. EIA report is submitted
to the decision-making body. In the fth stage the authority asks public opinion to assist decision
making. Next step is review of EIA. The decision-making process involves acceptance or rejection
or needs further change and the nal step is Post monitoring to check that impacts of the project
do not exceed the legal standards and implementation of mitigation measures are followed as
described in the EIA report. It also inspects whether the given protocols for environmental safety
are followed. There are two types of stake holders. The local people including project affected
people, residents, farmers and shopkeepers are considered as primary stakeholders whereas the
concerned authority and government are institutional stakeholders. Concerns of the local and
affected residents are addressed in public hearing.
Building projects having built up area between 20,000 sq. m. and 150,000 sq. m. shall be
appraised as category B1. Category B1 projects require EIA and are cleared by state government.
Any project under category B1 will be treated as category A if within radius of 10km of a building
project any restricted areas like forest, defence area, etc. is present. EC in this case will be granted
by Central Government. Project that don't fall under category B1 and A are termed as B2 and will
not require EIA. Environmental clearance is granted if the demands are safeguarded after
considering all aspects of the projects. Within 45 days of the receipt of the recommendations from
Expert Appraisal Committee (EAC), the regulatory authority must consider the suggestions and
informs its judgement to the applicant.
During construction phase of building many machines such as Concrete Vibrators and
Jackhammer generate noise up to 101dB and 112dB respectively which are beyond standard
permissible limits. To mitigate the impact of noise from these machines, workers are swapped
during a shift to protect from excessive noise. These workers are provided with earplugs or other
protective equipment and a noise barrier of 4m height is installed on the compound wall.
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Emissions from construction machineries, site clearance, movement of vehicle are main sources of
air pollution at site during construction phase. For minimizing the impact, watering is necessary to
prevent dust emissions.
In case of highway construction project, hot mix plant emits high levels of Sulphur dioxide (So2),
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and Hydrocarbons (HC) during its operations. Movement of vehicles on
site degrades the air quality. This is due to inadequate vehicle maintenance and use of adulterated
fuels. To reduce the impact, installation of hot mix plant should be in down wind direction. Good
quality fuel should be use for vehicle. National Highways (NH) and State Highways (SH) projects
exceeding length of 30km are required to obtain Environmental Clearance (EC) from Centre and
State respectively.
19.3.1

Environmental Issues During Design
Leadership in Energy and Environment Design (LEED) is an independent body of US Green
Building Council (USGBC) which provides a certication program for various activities during
construction of environment friendly buildings. The table 19.5 shows parameters for LEED
certication and their respective weightages. It rates the buildings on the basis of environment
friendly construction, healthy surroundings and protability. LEED offers a three-stage process:
1. Discovery
2. Design and construction
3. Possession, operations and performance response.
Table 19.6 represents different trends in properties before and after certication. A case study of a
building located in Bogota, Columbia representing difference in consumption before and after
certication is illustrated in Table 19.7.
Table 19.5: Parameters considered for LEED and their weightage
(Krishna, S, R. G., et al., 2019)
Parameter

Weightage

Facility Management

25

Sustainable water practices

29

Energy conservation

22

Waste Management

10

Innovative Practices

14

Table 19.6 : Different trends in properties before and after LEED certication
(Dermisi, S. et al., 2012)

Parameter

Eﬀect

Vacancy
(Class A Buildings)

Vacancy level for class A properties decreased by 61.57% for
platinum level.

Vacancy during
recession

Vacancy level for platinum certiﬁed properties was 0%

Vacancy after recession

Vacancy level for platinum certiﬁed properties was 4.48%
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LEED has helped to reduce water usage which can be understood from the ndings for Centro
Ático building located in Bogotá, Colombia. The total implementation cost of LEED GOLD
certication in the Centro Ático building was $700,672.765. This investment produced an annual
reduction of 42.7% in water usage and 31.2% in electrical energy usage with a return of
$862.588.146 over a 30-year life cycle (Ribero, O et al., 2016).
Table 19.7: Consumption before and after certication for Centro Atico Building
located in Bogota, Colombia
Before
certiﬁcation

Parameter

After
certiﬁcation

% Annual consumption
reduction

Annual water usage
(litres)

6.323.532

6.351.755

42.7

Annual electrical
usage (kWH)

775.742

771.739

31.2

The Indian tool, Green Rating for Integrated Habitat Assessment (GRIHA)is developed by TERI in
2007. GRIHA works with a three-stage approach namely, Pre construction stage, building planning
and Construction Stages and Building Operation and maintenance stage.
1. Pre-construction stage: Factors like nearness to public transport, soil type, land type, location
of property, the ora and fauna on the plot before the start of construction work.
2. Building planning and construction stages: Factors such as resource preservation, decrease in
resource use and resource retrieval and recycle.
3. Building operation and maintenance stage: Factors such as operation and maintenance of the
property, energy use and user's health and safety.
Table 19.8 depicts GRIHA performance parameters and corresponding weightages (Krishna, S. R.
G., et al., 2019)
Table 19.8: GRIHA performance parameters and weightage
(Krishna, S. R. G., et al., 2019)

Parameter

Weightage (%)

Energy

20

Water

17

Sustainable building materials

14

Occupant comfort and well being

12

Construction management

9

Performance monitoring and validation

8

Site planning

8

Solid waste management

6

Socio economic strategies

6

The benets for a property G + 7 oors of a residential structure with total built up area of 1856.742
sq. m. (1210.37 sqm) after following GRIHA specication is given in table 19.9. The built-up area
per unit/at is 83 sq. m.
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Table 19.9: Consumption cost for different parameters of a residential building
before and after certication (Vijaveta, M., 2018)
Parameter

Cost before
certiﬁcation (Rs)

Cost after
certiﬁcation (Rs)

Reduction in
cost (Rs)

Energy

229880

153300

76580

Renewable energy
utilization

88312.8

65108.4

23204

Rain water recharge

992.5 litres/sq. ft.

781.862 litres/sq. ft.

210.638 litres/sq.
ft.

Onsite organic waste
treatment

580160

148031

432129

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)is utilized as a tool to evaluate the natural effects of an item,
procedure or movement for duration of life; from the extraction of crude material through to
preparing, transport, use and disposal. The benets of LCA are to distinguish the entire ecological
effect picture, to measure ecological impacts, to perceive wasteful or critical changes in the
existence life cycle stages and to diminish natural effect and expenses. Table 19.10 shows a
comparison between different rebar used in construction.
Table 19.10: Raw material, utility, environmental summary for one ton
of material (Marsh, D. 2009)

ITEM

Steel Rebar

Glass Fibre Polymer Rebar

Basalt Rebar

Air emission
Carbon-dioxide (CO2)

1.2 ton

0.7ton

0.45ton

Sulphur dioxide (SO2)

0.8kg

0.5kg

0.45kg

NOx

0.7kg

0.1kg

0.05kg

Sludge

31.9kg

21kg

20kg

Recycle Potential
Reuse

140kg

320kg

560kg

Recycle

830kg

530kg

430kg

It can be seen from Table 19.9 that the air emission of basalt rebar is much lesser than steel and
Glass Fibre Polymer (GFP) rebar. Also, the recycling capacity of basalt rebar is more than that of
steel and GFP rebar. Hence basalt rebar is better than steel rebar and glass bre polymer rebar
from the life cycle point of view.
19.1.1

Site Environmental Issues
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) built up the non-risky resources and waste administration
progression for dealing with all resources and waste channels in all conditions. The pecking order
positions the different administration techniques from high to low ecologically light. The hierarchy
order emphasizes on reducing, reprocessing and, reutilizing as crucial to practical resources
management. Fig. 19.4 shows the waste management hierarchy.
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Figure 19.4: Waste Management Hierarchy (WMH)
(EPA United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2017)
Source reduction, can also be known as waste prohibition, implies lessening waste at the origin
and is the most naturally favoured technique. Source reduction saves environmental assets and
reduces contamination. It minimizes the harmfulness of our waste and saves expenses for
customers and industries.
The real estate developer company Cawrey Ltd. has signicantly decreased the quantity of
aggregate by purchasing a small-scale crusher-screener. This empowers them to process old
blocks, bricks and cement concrete into recycled aggregate for construction of new streets and
paths.
Recycling is a process that involves accumulating thrown away products before or after their
usable period, sorting them according to the material and processing them into raw materials for
production of nished goods. Recycling and composting not only helps in energy conservation but
also help in preserving natural resources. It minimizes the release of harmful gases and water
contaminants. Along with promotion of green technology it helps to generate employment. Table
19.11 shows the data procured from the project of Douglas school renovation/construction,
Douglas, Massachusetts.
Table 19.11: Cost savings achieved through recycling
(Lennon, 2005)
Materials

Tonnes

Recycling Cost
($)

Avoided Disposal Cost
($)

Savings
($)

Concrete

285

8265

31065

22800

Metal

69

1380

7521

6141

Wallboard

49

2559

5450

2891

Cardboard

0.67

67

70

3

Wood

40

4381

4358

(23)

Total

443.67

16652

48464

31812

Energy recovery or waste to energy (WTE) is the transformation of non-recyclable unwanted
material into electricity, heat or an energy form through various methods comprising of
combustion, gasication, pyrolization, anaerobic digestion, and landll gas (LFG) recovery which
assists to lessen carbon emission and methane generation from landlls.
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This case study is from Victoria, Australia from the year 2004. There were 23 landll sites that
captured methane. Building of energy recovery facility was considered by EPA in western
Melbourne. It was projected that the plant could transform 200 Kiloton (Kt) of residual waste to
deliver electricity for 20,000 houses. This is a study from shoal bay waste management facility,
Australia. Electricity requirement for 1000 household's was fullled by generating 789 MegawattHour (MWh) after capturing methane in the year 2005.
Treatment of waste before disposal is an important process which reduces the size and toxicity of
waste. There are many types of disposal methods among which landlling is the most common
one. Present landlls have strict laws for design, operation and termination set up by EPA and
once these landlls are closed, they can be used for several recreational activities.
Tata Steel has focused on diminishing discharges for the Company. Operational ventures, for
example the new H Blast Furnace in Jamshedpur, look to utilize state-of-the-art equipment, which
expand prociency and diminishes contamination. In 2008-09, Tata Steel, India, out of the total
solid waste generated from steel works, 89.6% of that was recycled or reused. 17% of the solid
waste generated, amounting to approximately 612,300 tonnes was used to ll low-lying areas and
for road construction around Jamshedpur.
The debris generated during the construction, renovation and demolition of any building, bridge is
dened as Construction and Demolition (C and D) waste by United States Environment Protection
Agency (US EPA) (https://www.epa.gov/smm/sustainable-management-construction-anddemolition-materials). C and D materials are generally heavy, bulky, inert and mixture of various
materials of different characteristics which makes it difcult to handle. This eventually makes
disposal of the waste difcult. Reduce, Reuse, Recycle (3Rs) principle is a better way of reducing
C and D waste on site. Table 19.12 depicts opportunities available for reusing C and D waste. They
conserve land, money as well as energy. However, the remaining waste can be handled by land
lling itself. Cement Concrete, Bricks, Cement plaster, steel are some of major components of C
and D waste whereas conduits, pipes, electrical xtures are minor components of C and D waste.
Table 19.13 depicts the sample Construction Waste Management sheet.
Table 19.12: Opportunities available for reusing C and D waste
Materials

Reusing Ways

Bricks

Paver blocks can be manufactured using broken bricks whereas good
conditioned bricks can be reused after removal of mortar.

Stones

Stones can be used for construction of window sills and masonry structures.

Concrete

As 75% concrete is made up of aggregates, fresh concrete can be easily made
from demolished concrete by reusing the aggregate.

Timber

After cleaning, de-nailing and sizing, it can be reused on other construction
projects.

Ply Board

Interior works can be done by reusing plywood boards.

Gypsum

Plaster with improved properties can be made using gypsum. It can be used to
manufacture gypsum board which can make the construction process easier
and faster.

Metals and
Alloys

These are the most recycled ones. Steel can be totally recycled and used on
other construction sites whereas copper and aluminium can be recycled to a
major extent thereby reducing waste.

Debris

Debris can be used to produce paver blocks for using in low traﬃc areas. It can
also be used in lean concrete for levelling purpose.
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Waste management is an integral part of the construction project in which contractor has a major
role. Contractor should bear the cost of the waste disposal of construction sites as mentioned in
the contract. Retrotting, repairs, demolition, renovation, new construction are major contributors
to the generation of waste. The rules mentioned in ISO 14000 should be followed by all
stakeholders.
If the waste generated is more than 20 tonnes each day or over 300 tonnes per project, contractors
should get an approval from the local authorities after submitting the waste management plan
according to the Construction and Demolition rule, 2016
(http://cpcbenvis.nic.in/pdf/Comments_Env_Mgmt_07.03.17.pdf). The authorities should be
informed about this from planning phase to the implementation stage.
The LEED system has maximum of 10 credit points which includes the provision for C and D waste
management, reuse of construction materials, (MR Credit 1.1), reuse of building by sustaining
internal non-structural elements at least 50% of building area (MR Credit 1.2), recycle harmless
construction and debris in the range of 50 to 75% by increasing building management plan (MR
Credit 2), reuse construction materials to decrease demand for fresh materials and decrease
discarded material, thereby diminishing effects associated with the abstraction of fresh resources
in the range of 5 to 10% depending on cost of supplies (MR Credit 3), integrating reprocessed
materials in the range of 10 to 20% (MR Credit 4).
GRIHA offers points under criteria 22, 23 and 24. Criteria 22 deals with reduction in waste
generation by avoiding overuse of materials which starts from the design phase itself. Griha
Criteria 23 proposes effective waste separation by making use of dissimilar coloured bins for
assembly of diverse groups of waste from building. The objective of criteria 23 is to guarantee
resource retrieval and harmless dumping of wastes produced during building process. Griha,
criteria 24 proposes storing and discarding of wastes by assigning an isolated place for the
collected waste before transporting it to the recycle locations. The purpose of criteria 24 is to avoid
the mixing up of separated waste before processing.
Hazardous wastes pose major challenges at construction site. At the construction site, various
hazardous materials are used for various activities. Asbestos, Heating oil/ammable liquids,
formwork oil, Tar products, Wood dust, Lead containing products, Chemical admixtures, Paints,
pigments, dyes, primers, carbon black, Pesticides, Tarpaulin, Plastic, Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC),
Mercury containing tubes, Batteries etc.
Dioxins are highly toxic and carcinogenic chemical compounds. Small amount of chlorine is
required with certain range of temperature and oxygen concentrated conditions to form Dioxins.
About 30% of industrial chloride produced globally is consumed in production of PVC; it is one of
the major sources of Dioxins. In spite of all these problems there is no substitute for PVC. Plastics
are non-biodegradable and recycling of plastic is easy if not mixed with different materials. The
major drawback is that we obtain a degraded quality product after recycling.
It is important to handle and dispose hazardous material properly as it may affect health of
labourers, damage other materials, equipment etc. and problem of air pollution, water pollution or
soil contamination may happen in and around the site. This is governed by the Hazardous and
Other Wastes (Management and Transboundary Movement) Rules, 2016
(http://cpcbenvis.nic.in/pdf/Hazardous%20Waste%20Management%20Rules%202016.pdf). Also
materials used for handling hazardous material (Plastic, glassware arm guards, cotton hosiery
gloves/Criss cross gloves, thermocol scrap) should be properly disposed. Hazardous waste
generated at site should be properly labelled, isolated and stored. Proper manifest system
(movement document) should be followed for disposing of waste and is shown in Fig. 19.6.
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Figure 19.6: Manifest System
The occupier and operator of disposal facility shall maintain records of operations. Also, the two
should send annual returns to the State Pollution Control Board. It is important to regularly conduct
training for workers and make them aware of consequences due to spillage of hazardous waste at
the site. Worker training form the integral part for reducing volume of such waste. There are three
steps to prevent wastes resulting from employee at the workplace are identication, training, and
control.
Environmental audit is a management tool that helps in determining the impact of certain activities
on the environment with reference to the set standards and criteria. It helps in maintaining the
sustainable level of development and also helps in avoiding nes by regulatory authority. It not
only minimizes the waste generation but also improves awareness amongst the employees. Its
main objective is to provide environmental information with public and to improve production
safety. It also assists in determining needs, strengths and weaknesses.
Environmental audit was done for a bio energy supply project in China. The audit objective was to
analyse the economy efciency and effectiveness of the project contribution towards energy
conservation, pollution reduction and environmental protection. The results of the audit suggest
that the crop stalk gasication and collective supply project enhances the living standards and the
quality of farmers. It also decreases the pollution resulted from random storage of crops stalk and
burning in the open eld. The project made it possible to generate clean energy with the help of
bio energy conversion, it also helped to conserve non-renewable energy sources like coal and
encouraged sustainable use of energy.
Environmental Management Plan is a management tool and can be addressed as a natural
executive instrument that can assist in minimizing the adverse effect on the environment due to
activities related to construction and can promote positive changes in the surrounding. EMPs form
vital tool for verifying whether the management action arising from EIA processes are clearly
dened or implemented or not throughout all the phases of project life cycle.
This case discusses impacts during construction of Batang Sadong Bridge. Waste generated
during construction should be disposed at a distance away from the river and later to a designated
landll. Soil erosion can be prevented by protecting the riparian reserve. Silt trap shall be deployed
and total suspended solids in the water passing from the silt trap should be examined on a regular
basis. Construction work should be carried out preferably during morning 7 am to 7 pm. Noise
level should be examined during the construction work. Labor and workers should be provided
with protective equipment like ear plugs whenever they are exposed to high noise level.
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19.3.3

Summary
LEED, GRIHA, LCA, Environmental Auditing are tools for sustainable development. These tools will
reduce burden on the secured landll and brings monetary benets and social advantages. It is
important for construction sector to understand the importance of waste minimization and pollution
prevention in day to day activities instead of traditional method i.e., end of pipe treatment. There is
an extensive interest in the above concepts but rare in construction sector. It is important to explain
and train employees and labourers in this regard. The economy, regulatory, and other benets of
preventing pollution at the source are well known to the process industries but are in nascent
stage in the construction sector. To avoid transferring chemical from one environmental medium to
another (for e.g., air to water, or water to soil), a multimedia pollution approach is necessary that
avoids end of pipe control where ever possible. Waste management practices can be used to
minimize waste at the source or reuse it to the extent that would be desirable. The emphasis at
construction site should be on reduction of waste at the source and/or the reuse of wastes is more
cost effective.
Table 19.13: Sample Construction Waste Management Calculation Sheet
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19.4
•

Physical Safety and Health of Personnel

Physical safety
The physical safety involves work environment, equipment and practices. It is one of the specic
aspects must be looked in to in learning about physical safety. Work environment mainly covers
workers workplace culture, cleanliness, physical hazards etc. Maintenance is a basic component of safe
working environments. A sheltered and sound work environment is the establishment on which each
overall wellbeing is developed. To give such a working environment requires control of the physical
condition, the environmental factors etc. It is not an individual responsibility but can be considered as a
joint initiative mainly responsibility in the hands of management.

•

Health of Personnel
Individual Health is the aptitude to take responsibility of an individual's health by creating conscious
decisions to be healthy. It also includes the wellness of emotional, intellect, social, economic, spiritual
and other areas of life. A study by Kartam (1997) highlights that incorporating physical safety and health
is the main aspect must be looked in to achieve total health safety objectives. It can be achieved by
adopting several modern technics such as: safety integrated knowledge-intensive prototype system,
Internet of Things (IOT) and lean construction techniques etc., for health and safety in construction
projects.

19.4.1

Safety Plan Development
It is a record that is documented in proper plan/framework by considering several aspects of the
project. The purpose of the safety plan is to attain zero accidents in the project life cycle. It must be
developed with proper control measures. It needs to be set up by the organization with name and
other particulars with complete details of organisation and project. A duplicate of the plan is to be
given to every contractual worker/individual who are involved in the project directly. The main
purpose is to get undertaking with respect to safety from each and every individual involved in the
project activity, so that they are well aware of safety policy and guidelines.
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The Safety Plan should:
1. Design a system that links activities to hazards and hazard control.
2. Be penned to protect site workers, visitors, and the general public from contact to health and
safety dangers on the project site.
3. Include all contractors and subcontractors who will work at the project site.
4. Be active and updated frequently to include major changes with respect to project conditions
and hazard contacts.
19.4.1.1 Construction Safety Plan
It is a four-stage process which must be followed in a cyclic way as represented in the gure 19.7.

Figure 19.7: Construction safety plan
The construction safety plan involves
•

STEP 1 - Project Data Collection

This is the initial step in which the input contact details for the different stakeholders related to the
project must be collected.
•

STEP 2 - Project Management

This stage helps to control and run the day-to-day issues on site.
•

STEP 3 - Reports/Documents/Records Management

This part delivers a non-exhaustive index of statements needed to be documented and managed
on site. A range of templates and registers assists in this task.
•

STEP 4 - Risk Assessments, Checklists and Action Lists
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A skilled person(s) needs to be employed to certify all the activity. The controllers must be in place
so that the checklists and action lists are closed out. An example of how the construction safety
plan can be drafted and the template to be followed is presented in the following section with an
example.
Safety Plan of Highway Construction Project
1. Front Page: Title of the Project and Signature with top management
2. Second Page: Acknowledgement
3. Third Page: Table of Contents
4. Brief Introduction of Project
5. Organization Chart of the Project
6. Safety Policy (Example given below)
Relevant Legislation
1. Labour Act,
2. Labour Regulation,
3. National Building Code
4. IRC guidelines
Scope
This guidelines/policy applies to all employees and other personnel at workplaces under the
management or contractor or viewer of this project. This policy describes management
commitment to providing a safe and healthy working atmosphere to this entire project.
Policy/Guidelines
1. Commitment
a. The management committed to establish a joint safety and health committee at project site
with aim to make a safe and healthy working condition.
b. The management work to eliminate all risks and hazards related to health and safety of
employees, and where elimination is not reasonably practicable, to reduce risks to health
and safety so far as is reasonably practicable.
c. The management committed to a good response system for any OSH issues to ensure the
safety of all.
2. Objectives
To satisfy the commitments the management will:
a. Formulate health and safety committee with consistent experience and exposure of the
industry safety guidelines and project execution.
b. It is their responsibility to adhere with health and safety legislative obligations and other
requirements relevant to project.
c. They have to take steps to provide awareness and training on OSH issues to the concern
members.
d. The dissemination of information related to the occupational risks and hazards must be
identied by safety expert committee and the management must take steps to provide
instruction to the all.
3. Responsibility of Safety Policy implementation.
4. Hazards (list out the main hazards in highway construction)
5. Procedures (only list procedures to overcome the hazards)
Examples for hazards in highway projects are 1. Snake bite prevention procedure 2. Dust exposure
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prevention procedure 3. Head injuries prevention procedure 4. First aid procedure 5. Bitumen
handling procedure 6. Vehicle movement procedure etc.)
6. Review.
An effective safety plan creates awareness about the hazards and assists in developing
understanding of how to safely take care of the surrounding job site environment. It is important to
develop proper safety plan before executing any kind of construction project activity.
19.4.2

Home Office Safety and Health
Contrasted with an assembling plant site or a synthetic lab, most home workplaces are viewed as
sheltered situations. In any case, home workplaces have a lot of working environment episodes
and mishaps because of an absence of a solid ofce security culture. A more intensive glance at
home ofce conditions can uncover basic dangers and dangers that endanger the safety of
laborers. It is therefore that home ofce laborers should know the fundamentals of ofce safety and
its signicance and adhere to basic safety guidelines while working at home.
Healthy Workplace
A healthy workplace is one in which workers and managers cooperate to practice a recurrent
upgrade technique to safeguard and encourage the health, safety and well-being of workers. It can
be achieved by considering the following guidelines based on identied needs:
•

Health and Safety in the physical work exosphere;

•

Health and Safety concerns in the psychosocial work atmosphere including organization of
work and workplace culture;

•

Individual health resources in the workplace;

•

Several ways of contributing to society, by way of improving the tness of workers, their families
and other members of the community.

Home ofce hazard appraisal is a powerful method to oversee security and dangers inside a home
ofce condition. This procedure starts with danger identication, identifying objects situations, or
activity that can possibly hurt representatives/employees/workers. To recognize hazards, workers
can use numerous methods such as comprehensive safety walkarounds, ergonomics, inspection
of old data, and job safety analysis. But in order to detect them correctly, it's important to know the
types of hazards that can be found in the home ofce workplace.
19.4.3

Site Safety
Construction building locations are dynamic zones where laborers participate in numerous
activities that may open them to an assortment of dangers, for example: falling items, working from
housetops or platform, exposure to brief electrical circuits while working on electrical hardware in
worksite, etc. Construction site safety objective is to ensure that a construction project site is not
the cause of direct danger to the general public in any form.
More specically, the objectives of site safety are:
"

To create an awareness on site safety issues

"

To provide handy recommendation of best exercises for frontline management teams

"

To suggest site safety management methods and tools for use.

Site safety depends on important eight factors are provided in Table 19.14.
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Table 19.14: Site Safety Factors

Main factors pertaining
to Site safety lapses

Solution to overcome the lapses

Poor and Inadequate
safety Induction training.

Workers must undergo induction training, Periodical tool box
meeting and motivational training and also, they must provide
with safety records and policies with respect to the particular
project.

Enforcement of Safety on
Project site not adopted on
project site.

Enforce safety guidelines at site strictly according to the type of
project, Proper monitoring and enforcing of safety guideline
capability and implementation.

Lack of safety equipment
and Personal Protective
Equipment.

Speciﬁc safety equipment required for site must be procured and
it must add part of contractual agreement, Type of equipment
used its quality, licensing and other requirement must be
ensured.

Sequencing was not done
properly in project
execution.

Standard methods and sequencing of activities at site for task
must be adopted.

Poor site conditions

Site conditions based on soil, topography, etc., must be well
assessed and properly planned;

Safety equipment provided
was not used properly

Able to monitor employee constantly and the assessing the
inﬂuence behaviour through multiple type of assessment
techniques.

Lethargic and Careless
attitude toward safety

Interact with worker regularly before and after execution of
speciﬁc task in project execution.

Isolated freak accident

It is necessary periodic health check-up and motivational
programmes for employees and workers must be organised.

Site safety presumption should also be practical. That is, they must reect the correct abilities of
each company to control the root causes of accidents/Hazards.
19.4.4

Contractor/Supplier Safety
A contractual worker safety is a hierarchical structure. It is an assortment of coordinated
administration that is utilized to control the dangers. These systems are a type of hazard control
and are normally given in entire or to a limited extent by a sub-contractor (temporary worker)
executive rm. A contractual worker is an individual or an association recruited by the customer to
nish the venture. The contractor has the right to select and appoint subcontractor, who have
capability, to carry out certain parts of the project that cannot be executed by the contractor.
19.4.4.1 Contractor Compliance:
•

It is mandatory that the client is aware of the client duties before any work resumes.

•

It is necessary for the contractor to plan, manage and monitor all work executed by themselves
and their workers, taking into account the risks to anyone who might be affected by it directly or
indirectly and also suggesting suitable mitigative guidelines to protect them.

•

They must ensure that all workers they engage in project activity must have the skills,
knowledge to carry out the work.

•

It is mandatory that all workers under their control have proper, site-specic induction training.

•

Responsibility of the contractor to give appropriate supervision, information and instructions to
workers under their control.
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•

It is the responsibility of the contractor that they do not start work on site unless reasonable
steps have been taken to prevent unauthorized access with proper barricading of the work area
and project site.

•

They have to provide welfare facilities from the start for workers under their control, and
maintain them throughout the work.

•

In addition to the above responsibilities, contractors working on projects involving more than
one contractor must:

•

coordinate their execution of work with another project team

a. Act in accordance with guidelines and regulations given by the main contractor
b. Act in accordance with parts of the construction phase plan/Safety compliance plan relevant to
their project activity.
19.4.4.2 Subcontractor Compliance
Occupational Safety Health and Administration (OSHA) made it clear with respect to multiemployer work sites by selecting four different types of employers.

19.4.5

•

Employers engaged in using hazardous substances are exposed to it during the execution of
activity.

•

Employers who are engaged in a specic activity which will create hazards.

•

Employers who have the power to monitor and make sure that hazards are corrected

•

Employers solely responsible for correcting hazards.

Safety Reporting
Safety reporting is the process of ling of details and gathering of evidence on actual or probable
safety lacks. Safety report preparation is the organized evaluation document on functioning and
compliance of particular project activity. A safety report is a systematic assessment and evaluation
document. It discloses the responsibility of an organization in providing a safe and healthy
workplace atmosphere. Its objective is to safeguard a safe workplace by attempting to eradicate
unsafe conditions/activities that lead to mishaps/accidents. A safety report comprises two sections:
gathering information about a program and assessing the information. It must adhere to the
guidelines and rules adhering to government ecological, security, and safety guidelines.
The hierarchy of control in safety reporting normally adopted in this way as represented in the
Figure 19.7.

Figure 19.7: Hierarchy of Control in Safety Reporting
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A report ought to distinguish the qualities just as the shortcomings of a program. It ought to
uncover to the executives and the representatives where and how they could and should make
upgrades. On location report arrangement requires three fundamental activities. Initially, organize
interviews with ofce faculty who have key jobs in creating or actualizing safety the executive's
frameworks. Next, audit documentation is prepared that characterizes security framework records
or conrms result of basic undertakings. These responsibilities may incorporate crisis readiness;
risk identiable proof, control, and observing; and safety instruction and preparing.
The data information from routine daily safety reports should be compiled and documented into a
construction safety report. A construction safety report corresponds to the trends of a particular
project and provides a high-level view of issues on a particular site. It utilizes visuals to give the
glimpse of all needed to understand the safety lapses. It also delivers the way for creating
developments on project site to overcome safety lapses.
For example, if there is an accident in a hydrocarbon facility, two obvious question which can be
thought of: (1) Are only certied welders performing hot work? (2) Does he or she have hot work
permits? This information is insufcient. In this case, Safety report information, gathered by
studying printed registers and practices, interviewing personnel, and personal observation, are
collected from both the administrative area and operational area. It is not possible to conclude by
referring one document or by collecting single particular information. In this case it is necessary
that proper Safety report highlighting all the aspects will lead to the root cause. It also highlights on
areas, whereby management controls the physical atmosphere and outside conditions that impact
the everyday action of the company/Project activity.
Safety Reporting can be effective by developing effective safety inspection team whose
responsibility to consider several important factors while executing the safety inspection of the
project. Few important aspects to be looked into while carrying out safety inspection are:
•

Be Specic and Selective

•

Clear with the inspection objective

•

Practice observing

•

Keep an open mind

•

Guard against habit and familiarity

•

Record observations systematically.

•

Use a checklist.

It is critical to make sure all the data expected to portray the risky conditions found on the site is
documented. To arrive at solutions, it is necessary to incorporate proper data and ideas for
modifying the conditions. The safety team must ensure that duplication and repetition of record
must be avoided. A clearly drafted report must follow every inspection procedure and the outcome
of the same must be incorporated in the report.
19.4.6

Crisis Management guidelines for Construction sites
Crisis management is the systematic process which includes identifying and assessing crisis
situation and needs to adopt necessary precautions in order to get rid of crisis situation.
Crisis management Guidelines:
1. Identify immediate danger through different methods to overcome crisis
2. Create and Supply early destruction information in the form of report by considering following
aspects:
• Loss to present facilities/structures
• Neighboring services
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• Additional private or municipal property
3. Direct crisis remedial action must be considered to overcome direct dangers.
4. In the preliminary phases of an emergency or crisis, the experienced senior most staff member
on site will act immediately to mitigate the impairments by initiating action to stabilize the
situation. Once the initial emergency period is past, directions/actions will be managed with all
members involved.
5. It the responsibility of the experienced senior staff member to initiate the collection,
maintenance and distribution of detailed information and documentation relating to the
emergency/crisis.
6. Elimination and/or transfer of equipment and material must be restricted since it may be
connected to future claims or may obstruct emergency operations.
7. The job site settings should not be altered until photographs are taken and top management
must approve the restoration of the site.
19.4.6.1 Crisis Management Plan
Crisis management plan is the process of deciding how to approach and conduct crisis
management activities for a project activity. The output of this step, includes the decisions on the
methodology, role and responsibilities, budget, time, crisis categories, probability of crisis and
impact, stakeholder's tolerance, reporting format, and tracking method. The process in which
systematic method of identifying, analysing, treating and monitoring of the crisis involved in any
project/activity/process can be assessed in a systematic manner is represented in gure 19.8.

Figure 19.8: Crisis Management Plan
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19.4.6.2 Crisis Response
An emergency circumstance may happen without notice. To guarantee a proper emergency
reaction, response should be arranged in a careful and deliberate manner and signicant activities
should not be overlooked in the adrenalin surge. The owchart of response plan and a process is
outlined in Fig. 19.9.

Figure 19.9: Crisis Response plan

19.5

Security

19.5.1

Program Office/SPV Office Security
Program ofce and Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) ofce security can be achieved by systematic
way of execution of the project activity with proper planning without adopting shortcut. Program
ofce security is one of the important aspects and it can be ensured by following certain guidelines
like:
1. Implementing physical security at the program ofce
2. Adopting chain of command at the program ofce while executing the activity
3. Proper recording/monitoring and reporting the risk
4. Periodical back up of data will help to protect the data security in the program ofce.
5. Proper maintenance of access control system by adopting proper data security systems.

19.5.2

Project Security
1. Security of Project/Construction site(s) is important for various reasons, such as:
• Demarcation of Project area
• Safe keeping of construction materials and equipment
• Avoidance of un-intended visitors
• Accident avoidance and safety of operations around heavy equipment
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2. Project Security plan must be developed early in the lifecycle of the project so that adequate
safety measures can be undertaken on a timely basis. Where feasible, site (s) should be
secured and following are some of such measures:
• Perimeter fence
• Cameras placed at strategic locations (cameras may be wireless to reduce tempering)
• Guard Dogs (within fenced areas)
• Surveillance drones, where allowed by law
3. In some cases, due to large tracts of land or water bodies, it may not be feasible to secure the
site. In such cases, risks associated with security should be highlighted and addressed in the
execution plan.
4. A trafc movement plan should be developed early. Preferably, there should be multiple gates
for ease of trafc movement as well as emergencies. Also, it is preferred to segregate the
entrances for workers from other vehicular trafc.
5. A system for movement of materials in and out of site should be developed as a part of
construction execution plan and all movements should be monitored on 24/7 basis, using
cameras. Suggest at least 90-day retention of digital recorded data.
6. For some sites, a weigh scale may be appropriate near the entrance/exit so that trucks can be
weighed during entrance as well as exit.
7. Site waste disposal should be reviewed as a part of security plan. Waste should be segregated
within the site before being allowed to be carried offsites for disposal. Segregated waste area
should be monitored during waste lifting to avoid any valuable materials being hidden and
exported as a part of waste
8. Expensive materials (e.g. copper cables, alloys etc.) may be stored in a "fenced" area within the
site. Preferably, this fenced area should be away from the trees, hedges and perimeter fence to
avoid easy intrusion.
9. Worker's housing, if provided at site, should be segregated with a separate gate (monitored).
10. Responsibility for site security should be clearly dened between owner and contractors.
11. Neighboring businesses and their activities must be reviewed before nalizing the site security
plans.
12. Criminal records of all workers employed at site should be checked and readily available on
sensitive project.
19.5.3

Site Security
Site security can be dened as the process of safe guarding men and materials at construction site
by adopting physical security technique (CCTV cameras, Guarding, Fencing, etc.,) or operational
security technique like adopting 5S principle etc. Security risk in site will not be uniform. It will vary
from case to case based on the construction type, material and equipment's used. Security risk
may happen at site through any source, internal or external.
Site security plan can be ensured by adopting 5S principle as represented in the Fig. 19.10. 5S
principle is the tool to ensure systematic execution of project activity. It must be strictly/properly
adopted in the construction work site. If it is properly implemented complete site security with zero
material loss/theft and zero accident can be achieved while execution of the project activity and
timely completion of project can also be achieved.
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Figure 19.10: Site Security plan

19.6

Implementation Checklist

Approach to HSE
•

Is Project approach to HSE determined

•

Are plans developed consistent with program HSE requirement?s

Design Safety
•

Overall design risks evaluated Design safety studies established

•

Design safety coordination implemented

Environmental
•

Is the project environmental program developed?

•

Are environmental design issues addressed?

•

Are the Site environmental issues addressed?

Physical Safety and Health of Personnel
•

Is the Safety plan developed?

•

In case Pandemic Situation, are the required procedures to prevent spread of disease developed and
implemented?

•

Are the Home Ofce safety requirements implemented?

•

Are the site safety requirements implemented?

•

Is a Contractor / Supplier safety procedure established?

•

Is Safety reporting initiated?
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Security
•

Are the Owner/ PIA and the contractor responsibilities on providing security to people and assets,
documented?

•

Are the Special security measures, if any, for project established?

•

Has a project-specic Business Continuity Plan been developed as necessary?

•

Is the site security plan developed and implemented?

19.7
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20

Integrated Risk
Management

Risks are known to be inherent to major capital infrastructure/construction programs. Although many risk
events are unpredictable, many risks exist in response to the actions and decisions that are made when
planning the implementation of the program. In this section, we will focus on the planning for the mitigation
of risk consequences at program level and constituent project levels.
These consequences can be deﬁned as potential losses, damages, or any other undesirable events including the loss of opportunities. Capital construction programs have a history of disappointment and
failure because of negative risk consequences. Comprehensive program management and focused
attention to risk is critical in achieving capital program success.
Change is inevitable and it is often a source of risk to the project. InBoK section 12 deals with this subject in
detail. The best planned and managed capital construction programs experience change as the work
progresses, potentially creating deviations or signiﬁcant impact on the initial estimates of time and cost. The
changed project situations often lead to new risks.
Risks should be managed at program level and constituent project level. In case of companies
(PSEs/Private Organisations) and departments, portfolio level risks need to be managed as well. However,
the InBoK will focus on management of risks at a program level and set guidelines for managing risks at
constituent project level.
For preventing avoidable problems, following are the pre-conditions before ﬁnalizing program
implementation plans or project execution plans:
1.

Make realistic assumptions
Do not allow the program assumptions to be optimistic. Such approach leads to believing that
everything will go as per plan. Force ﬁtting the budgets and schedules will often lead to avoidable risks
in the projects

2.

Utilize outside expertise
A range of expert judgments helps ensure unbiased assessments and analysis. It is better to choose
experts from outside the program/project team to independently review the program implementation
plans/project execution plans, assess the major risks and suggest improvements to enhance
program/program success

3.

Establish clear metrics
Establish a clear and reliable deﬁnition of the program performance. It is essential to understand risks
which are common across multiple projects within the program

20.1

Risk management and Governance at Program level

Typically, top reasons for program failures are as follows:
1.

Ineﬃcient organization/decisions structure

2.

Inadequate risk management and risk reserves

3.

Unrealistic cost estimates and schedules

4.

Poor scope deﬁnition

5.

Inadequate execution plan

6.

Shortage of resources

7.

Delays in engineering, procurement, and construction

8.

Absence of a “no change” culture
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9.

Poorly developed goals and expectations

10. Misalignment between stakeholders
11. Impacts of change, length and cost of delays underestimated
12. Geological risks or natural elements not clearly deﬁned
13. Environmental, safety, and existing conditions unclear
By taking appropriate actions to prevent these above causes to occur during program implementation,
program managers can protect the program from avoidable risks. However, not everything will go as
planned, leading risk events to trigger. Hence, a robust program risk management is an absolute need to
ensure desired beneﬁts are actualized in the program.
Risks at program level consist of:
1.

Strategic level risks (for example, program funding risks)

2.

Program implementation risks (Several)

3.

Aggregated risks that are escalated from component projects

Figure 20.1 : Sources of Risks at program level
Proactive and eﬀective risk and issue management practices ensure that key risks and issues are escalated
appropriately and resolved in a timely manner.
The escalation processes typically operate at two levels:
1.

Within the program: Between component teams, the program management team, and the program
steering committee, and

2.

Outside the program: Between the program management team, the program's steering committee, and
other stakeholders

The expectations for risk and issue escalation at all levels are documented and communicated to ensure
that the organization clearly deﬁnes its requirements for the engagement of governing stakeholders at the
appropriate times for eﬀective risk and issue management.
Based on the risk appetite of the organization and working with organizational governance and the program
management team, program governance may establish program risk thresholds for adherence within the
program. It is also necessary to review program risks and elevated risks from component projects at least
once in every 3 months and when any major risk event is triggered oﬀ. (For example: COVID 19 lockdown
and new requirements of social distancing etc.)
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Need for Integrated Risk Management:
The evident disconnect which often occurs between strategic vision and tactical project deliverables
typically arises from poorly deﬁned project objectives and an inadequate attention to the proactive
management of interfaces and risks that could aﬀect those objectives. On the risk management side, one of
the main failings in the traditional approach arises from a narrow focus on tactical threats. This can be
overcome by widening the scope of risk management to encompass both strategic risks and upside
opportunities, creating an integrated approach which can bridge the gap between strategy and tactics. The
approach to Integrated Risk Management is explained in section 20.4
20.2

Risk Identiﬁcation

Risk Identiﬁcation is a common activity at project and program level. In this section, common concepts of
risk identiﬁcation are explained.
Risk Identiﬁcation is the responsibility of the entire program management team for program level risks and
entire project team for risks at component/ constituent level. Competent risk identiﬁcation relies on historical
information, formalized checklists of risks and the collective experience of the project personnel. The project
team should have several opportunities to brainstorm the entire project and discuss the risk items identiﬁed
by the individual participants. This will help ensure that all risks have been identiﬁed, deﬁned, and
interrelated.
The risks can be broadly classiﬁed into four as explained in the graphic below:

Figure 20.2 : Risk Classiﬁcations
Pre-project planning (See Section 3 of InBoK) plays a major role in minimizing “Unknown –Knowns” through
proper studies, project deﬁnitions and ﬁeld investigations. Hidden facts are to be converted to known facts
through proper DPR, BEP and FEED studies. Other aspects are dealt in the following paragraphs.
20.2.1

Risks from Known Conditions or Situations
The most common risks in the project to identify are those that comes from known conditions
(Known Knowns). All known-Knowns should be a part of baseline costs, baseline schedule and
execution methodology. These risks are typically those that must be explicitly or implicitly
accounted for in the estimate. In general, they involve a continuous range of outcome, have a
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relatively high frequency and are individually of relatively low severity (at least not catastrophic).
The contract documents themselves are one of the ﬁrst places to look for these. They deﬁne the
products and services to be provided, the time requirement and the payment provisions, and
establish a variety of administrative requirements that the contractor must accept if the contract is
awarded. A battery of specialists must review these contract terms:
The legal or contracting personnel will check to ensure that the contract terms are generally fair
and equitable, that vital protective clauses are present, that no burdensome clauses exist and that
no risks have been assigned that properly belong to others.
Project management personnel must check all time requirements and determine that they are
achievable. Of course, they must also identify unusual risks associated with the type of work
involved. Project controls, materials management, quality management and other specialists must
check all requirements in their respective areas-are they clear or a vague, or are they subject to
interpretation and a potential source of disagreement between owner and contractor?
Estimators must identify quantities of work, with proper checks and balances. Their work is often
subject to error. Basis of estimate must be thoroughly checked.
If the plans are incomplete or of poor quality, there can be considerable errors. On a ﬁxed-price
project, an unfavourable quantity variance will be a loss. Subsurface conditions are often a matter
of dispute and must always be considered at the time of estimating. Key questions to be answered
are: Is subsurface data complete and reliable? Who has the responsibility for unforeseen
subsurface conditions?
The results of these reviews provide a catalogue of requirements and risk conditions that must be
evaluated. The area survey conducted as part of preconstruction planning will identify other risks
coming from knowns. Perhaps the site is congested, transportation access may be limited, the
nearby communities may be too small to absorb and support the anticipated project population or
competing projects in the area may limit labour availability. Detailed checklists should be used
during these surveys to minimize the potential for overlooking some risk item.
Labour productivity is always a known derived risk in a project. Using a combination of historical
experience and information generated during the area survey, productivity judgments must be
made for all work. The probability of these judgments being correct is essentially zero; at best,
estimators can reasonably predict that productivities will occur within a range.
Finally, the project team as a group should brainstorm the entire project and list risk items identiﬁed
by the individual participants in their review of the project. This will help ensure that all risks have
been identiﬁed, deﬁned and interrelated.
Unique risks at program levels

20.2.2

•

Inﬂuence of local pressure can create risks for programs. When programs are run between
diﬀerent states or political geographies, team members respond to priorities of their own state
or companies and not to program objectives. This causes delay or at time put projects on hold.

•

At global level, technological issues can give rise to risky situation. This can happen while
executing large programs where international players are involved. Each country will try to
comply with their local regulatory standards. Program manager will have to ensure alignment
between all parties and keep an eye on changing requirements & policies.

Risks from Known-Unknown Situations or Conditions
Uncertainties or Known-unknown conditions (known-unknowns) that include risk exposure are
neither explicit nor normally expected but are foreseeable and possible. In general, they tend to be
discrete events, yet have a low frequency of occurrence and a high severity of impact when they do
occur. They are best identiﬁed through review of historical reports on comparable past projects.
Extreme bad weather (e.g., tornado, hurricane, ﬂoods), unusual diﬃculty with a client, extreme
adverse labour activity, sudden labour shortages due to new and competing work activity in the
project area, commodity shortages due to embargos and regulatory interventions are
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representative known-unknowns that have aﬀected other projects. A checklist of potential known
unknowns will assist greatly in developing the list for the project at hand.
Known-Unknowns contribute to the risks to be considered for formal risk management at program
and project level.
20.2.3

Risks from Unknown-Unknown Situations or Conditions
Unknown-unknown situations cannot be identiﬁed in advance; their potential can only be
acknowledged. Again, historical records may provide some guidance on the extent that unknownunknowns have had on past projects. Essentially, these must be grouped together as a single risk
line item that has potential catastrophic eﬀects, but a low probability of occurrence.
There are two ways to address the Unknown Unknowns:

20.2.4

•

Enhance the knowledge about program and project from various sources so that majority of the
Unknown - Unknowns are converted to known Unknowns with reasonable assessment about
probability of occurrence

•

Ensure that there are right provisions in the contract to address such risk equitability, such as
detailed Force Majeure clause as in draft EPC contract published by NITI Aayog

Program Risk Management
Program Risk Management is depicted in Fig 20.3 below. The detailed explanation to these steps
is given in subsequent paragraphs.

Figure 20.3: Program Risk Management Process
Throughout program delivery, program risk management will monitor and control program risks
through:
•

Plan Program Risk Management:

Recognize the need to apply risk management processes during the preconstruction phase or
initiation phase of the program. Program Risk Management Plan should consist of the following as
a minimum:
•

Program Risk Management organization and framework

•

Guidelines for Risk Management for constituent projects

•

Risk thresholds applicable for quantitative analysis for risks

•

Probability of occurrence deﬁnitions as applicable to program and projects

•

Frequency of risk reviews for program and each of its constituent projects

•

Roles and Responsibilities for Program Risk Management

•

Identify Program Risks

The program risk identiﬁcation activity determines which risk could aﬀect the program, documents
their characteristics, and prepares for their successful management. Participants in risk
identiﬁcation activities may include the program manager, program sponsor, program team
members, risk management team, subject matter experts from outside the program team,
customers, end users, component managers, managers of other program components,
stakeholders, risk management experts, and external reviewers, as required. It is necessary to
clearly understand the elements of program risks and their potential impacts in the early phases of
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program planning and development. Risk identiﬁcation is an iterative activity. As the program
progresses, new risks may evolve or become known. The frequency of iteration and involvement of
participants may vary, but the format of the risk statements should be consistent. This allows for the
comparison of risk events in the program. The identiﬁcation activity should provide suﬃcient
information to allow the risk to be analysed and prioritized. The output of this activity may include
updates to the program risk register.
"

Analyse Program Risks
Complete the evaluation and analysis of particular risks to the point of determining the impacts they
can have on the program goals and strategic business objectives. Risk analysis at the program
level should integrate relevant program component risks. Managing the interdependencies among
the component risks and the program provides signiﬁcant beneﬁts to the program and its
components. Qualitative and quantitative risk analysis techniques are both useful to support
program management decisions. This step in the risk management activity produces the best
information supporting the contingency reserve and management reserve that should be set aside
to deal with risks that actually occur. The assessments should include costs, schedules, and
performance outcomes for the components as well as their interdependencies. The impact of the
negative risks (threats) and positive risks (opportunities) on the delivery of beneﬁts to the
organization or external stakeholders should be considered at the program level. One essential
diﬀerence between programs and components is the time scale; component-level risks should be
dealt with within a relatively short timeframe (i.e., at the end of a phase or a component), while
program risks may be applicable at a point in the potentially distant future. The outputs of this
activity may include:
•

Proposed risk responses

•

Updates to the program risk register, and

•

Periodic risk reports showing threat and opportunity trends

•

Manage Program Risk Responses

Fully develop program risk response plans. These will be mitigation and contingency plans
suﬃcient for the degree of impact associated with the risks identiﬁed. Recognize the diﬀerence
between each of these two types of plans. To respond to risks, the program manager identiﬁes and
direct actions to mitigate the negative consequences or to enable realization of potential beneﬁts.
The program manager may hold contingency reserves at the program level to support risk
responses. The program contingency reserve is not a substitute for the component contingency
reserve, which is held at the component level.
Based on the program manager's direction, components of the program risk register may be
updated, including:
•

Speciﬁc actions to implement the chosen response strategy

•

Budget and schedule activities required to implement the chosen responses

•

Contingency plans and trigger conditions that call for their execution

•

Fall back plans for use as a response to a risk that has occurred and the primary response
proves to be inadequate

•

Residual risks that are expected to remain after planned responses have been taken, as well
as those that have been deliberately accepted

•

Secondary risks that arise as a direct outcome of implementing the risk response

•

Monitor Program Risks

Evaluate continuously the eﬀects of risks through the progress of the program and intervene as
required to mitigate. Risk monitoring is also conducted to determine whether:
•

Program assumptions are still valid

•

Assessed risk has changed from its prior state, with analysis of trends
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•

Proper risk management policies and procedures are being followed

•

Cost or schedule contingency reserves are modiﬁed in line with the program risks

The outputs of this activity may include:
•

Direction to implement risk responses

•

Program risk register updates

•

Contingency reserve and management reserve and

•

Change requests where necessary.

•

Transition Risks

Although the program is closed, there may be remaining risks that could undermine the realization
of beneﬁts by the organization. Program risk management activities should transfer these risks
along with any supporting analysis and response information to the appropriate organizational risk
register. This may be managed by a diﬀerent organizational group than the one intended to realize
the beneﬁts, such as an organizational PMO.
Eﬀective program risk monitoring and controlling also requires coordination with component risk
management functions.

20.3

Project Risk Management

20.3.1

Traditional risk management focus on Project-based risk items
Traditional Risk Management Consists of the following steps, which are like those explained in
section 20.3. Similar steps are outlines in international standards like PMBOK, PRAM. Common
guidelines for risk management in construction and infrastructure projects are given in IS 15883
(Part 8): 2015 Construction Project Management Guidelines - Risk Management

Plan Risk
Management

Iden fy
Program
Risks

Analyse
Program
Risks

Plan Risk
Responses

Implement
Risk
Responses

Monitor
Risks

Figure 20.4 : Project Risk Management Steps
As each project is connected to other constituent projects at boundaries (physical or process),
there will be risks that are common to two or more projects to be mitigated through joint eﬀorts.
There will be some risks that are impossible to be addressed by project team and has to be
escalated to program level. These speciﬁc cases of project risks, risks at interface and program
risks are depicted in the graphic below.

Figure 20.5 :
Project,
Interface, and
Program Risks
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•

Proper risk management policies and procedures are being followed

•

Cost or schedule contingency reserves are modiﬁed in line with the program risks

The outputs of this activity may include:
•

Direction to implement risk responses

•

Program risk register updates

•

Contingency reserve and management reserve and

•

Change requests where necessary.

•

Transition Risks

Although the program is closed, there may be remaining risks that could undermine the realization
of beneﬁts by the organization. Program risk management activities should transfer these risks
along with any supporting analysis and response information to the appropriate organizational risk
register. This may be managed by a diﬀerent organizational group than the one intended to realize
the beneﬁts, such as an organizational PMO.
Eﬀective program risk monitoring and controlling also requires coordination with component risk
management functions.
20.3.2

Plan Risk Management
20.3.2.1 Identify Risks
Covered in section 20.2 which is common for identifying program or component project risks
20.3.2.2 Analyse Risks
Risk Analysis is classiﬁed into two:
1. Qualitative Risk Analysis
Done using probability of occurrence (P) and Severity of Impact (I), for the purpose of prioritization
of risks. P and I are deﬁned and are called Risk thresholds or Risk proﬁle. See attachment 01 of
this section
2. Quantitative Risk Analysis
This is done with an objective of determining value at risk or establish contingencies for the project
or program. Most popular techniques used are Expected Value Analysis and Monte Carlo
simulation. These subjects are well detailed in conventional literature on risk management and are
not intended to be covered here. One may also refer to the references mentioned in the section.
Risk Matrix (table) to determine the risk criticality or net impact for the purpose of prioritization
(Qualitative Risk Analysis) will look like this.

Figure 20.6 :
Risk Matrix
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20.3.2.3 Plan Risk Response
Response Actions in this stage fall into two broad categories:
1. Advanced planning actions and
2. Risk containment actions
The advanced planning actions are designed to place risk exposure within controllable limits. The
in-process actions are designed to keep actual losses below target and approaching zero, or even
to generate additional proﬁt. Typical Risk Response measures can be one or a combination of the
following:
20.3.2.3.1 Advance Planning Actions
During the pre-bid phase, the contractor seeks to identify all potential cost items in the contract so
that the contract can be realistically priced. For work items, the contractor will envision all potential
methods for accomplishing the work with a view to ﬁnd the most cost-eﬀective approach. For risk
items, the objective is also one of cost-eﬀectiveness-what can be done to minimize or best control
the exposure? A number of actions are possible in advance of bid submission.
•

Risk Avoidance

An option always available to the contractor is to avoid all risks by dropping out of competition for
the project. Such is a choice when loss potential clearly outweighs the proﬁt potential. Obviously,
loss potential exists on every ﬁxed-price contract so it is a matter of degree. If major risks involved
are the type that the contractor can truly control through prudent management, the contractor will
surely decide to proceed. On the other hand, if high probability risks are beyond contractor control,
the decision could be otherwise. Contractor taking undue risk puts the project in trouble and thus,
adversely aﬀects the program outcome.
•

Risk Sharing

A joint venture arrangement is a classic way to share risk. Another example is a target cost/workhour contract, where risk is usually shared through a formula that splits overruns and underruns
between owner and contractor. The partnering concept includes risk sharing. Still another example
is the use of worker incentive programs.
•

Risk Reduction

Through study of particularly risky elements, it may be possible to ﬁnd an alternative that carries
with it less loss potential. For example, a constructability analysis may replace planned ﬁeld
assembly of some components with shop prefabrication to avoid potential weather delays.
•

Risk Transfer

A second option is to transfer the risks. Subcontractors may handle certain risky elements of the
contract best. Or if the request for proposal allows, the contractor can include rejection of some
owner-assigned risk or can request revised contract wording as an exception in the proposal.
Insurance: The potential losses associated with many risks will be insured through Workers'
Compensation, Bodily Injury and Property Damage Liability, Builders' Risk and other policies.
Workers' Compensation insurance is a statutory type of insurance and contains no options as to
coverage required, although in some states and under some conditions the contractor can selfinsure. When self-insuring, this becomes a major risk item; when insured through a commercial or
state agency, it is a straight cost item. For the optional policies, the contractor normally will not
purchase full coverage because of the high costs involved. Instead, these policies will contain a
deductible amount that represents an acceptable level of self-insurance (potential loss) to the
contractor. These deductible amounts become an “uninsured losses” risk item in the contract.
Insurance provides protection against losses associated with most unknown risks of a catastrophic
nature.
•

Risk Acceptance

1. With Contingency
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Contingency is a reserve account expressed in dollars and/or time to cover losses that do occur.
The contingency amount can be a product of the ranging process, the amount selected being,
which keeps the probability of not overrunning the target within the desirable limits. The sum of
planned proﬁt plus contingency dollars in a contract represents the total ability of the contractor to
absorb losses without experiencing a net loss on the project
2. Without Contingency
If competitive conditions preclude inclusion of a large contingency, then some risks must be
accepted without contingency. If the actions discussed above have been taken, the remaining
risks should show low potential loss value and/or contain a low probability of occurrence
20.3.2.3.2 Risk Containment Actions
Recognizing that the losses assumed are not inevitable and could be either greater or smaller,
management wants to contain risk. Eﬀective risk containment may convert some or all of the
contingency set-aside to additional proﬁt. Below are brief discussions of some.
1. Contingency Planning: Thorough planning has always been a common characteristic of
successful projects. By planning for both normal and contingency events, response to adverse
situations can be speed up and their eﬀects minimized
2. Qualiﬁed Personnel: Use of known, experienced personnel, extremely selective recruiting and
use of formal training where required will best assure the presence of personnel qualiﬁed to
deal with any situation
3. Qualiﬁed Subcontractors: Use of prequaliﬁed subcontractors will help assure that work will
meet quality and time requirements and not adversely aﬀect other activities
4. Safety/Loss Control Program: A strong loss control program will minimize human and material
losses on a project and also contribute to lower Workers' Compensation costs on future
projects
5. Responsibility Allocation: Responsibility for control of risk should be assigned to the individuals
or organizations with the greatest capability to control that risk along with a requirement for
regular status reporting
6. Strong Project Controls: A project controls operation that can provide timely and accurate
reporting and analysis services for the staﬀ enables identiﬁcation of actual and potential
problem areas in time for positive corrective action
7. Constructability Analysis: In reviewing work for constructability, reduction of accident exposure
should be made a key element in selecting work methods for a project or part of project
8. Pareto's Law Control: The attention of management should be focused on key risk items with
lesser surveillance of the remainder. As mentioned earlier, the qualitative risk analysis will help
such prioritization
9. Critical Items Reporting: A system should be established for special reporting of any situation
that has aﬀected or has the potential for signiﬁcantly aﬀecting cost or schedule so that these
items can receive special attention
10. Contingency Account Management: Contingency should be allocated to the various risk
accounts and controlled account by account. These accounts are not necessarily the same
control accounts used for cost and schedule control purposes. A typical risk control account
may be “bulk materials quantity growth” or “cost growth, Phase I.”
11. Substance Abuse Program: A well-planned and administered substance abuse program can
help assure that all personnel are ﬁt for duty, eliminate the distractions and delays associated
with substance abuse problems on the job site and reduce the potential for accidents
12. Training Programs: Special training programs designed for the project can develop needed
personnel skills quickly, contribute to team building and otherwise contribute to the eﬃciency
and successful interaction of project team members
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13. Rehearsals: For critical operations, rehearsals will reduce the potential for errors during the
real operation
14. Risk Re-evaluation: Throughout the life of the project, risk exposures should be re-evaluated
so that timely control action can be taken and management attention can be refocused as
necessary

20.1

Widening of risk management to Integrated Risk Management

Project Execution in the component project in a program can have impact on the other component projects
and on overall program, as depicted in Fig 20.4
It is necessary to widen risk management to Integrated Risk Management so that risks at program level
and project level are clearly understood and attended by respective risk owners at program and project
level.
20.1.1

Integrated Risk management
20.1.1.1 Need and Beneﬁts of Integrated Risk Management
Integrated Risk Management addresses risks across a variety of levels in the implementing and
executing organisations, including strategy and tactics, and covering both opportunity and threat.
Eﬀective implementation of integrated risk management can produce a number of beneﬁts to the
implementing organisations, which are not available from the typical limited-scope risk process.
These include:
•

Brid ging the strategy/tactics gap to ensure that project delivery is tied to program needs and
vision

•

Focusing projects on the beneﬁts, they exist to support, rather than simply on producing a set
of deliverables

•

Identifying risks at the strategic level, which could have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the overall
organisation and enabling these to be managed proactively

•

Enabling opportunities to be managed proactively as an inbuilt part of business processes at
both strategic and tactical levels, rather than reacting too little and too late as often happens

•

Providing useful information to decision makers when the environment is uncertain, to support
the best possible decisions at all levels

•

Creating space to manage uncertainty in advance, with planned responses to known risks,
increasing both eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness, and reducing waste and stress

•

Minimising threats and maximising opportunities, and increasing the likelihood of achieving
both strategic and tactical objectives

•

Allowing an appropriate level of risk to be taken intelligently by the organisation and its
projects, with full awareness of the degree of uncertainty and its potential eﬀects on
objectives, opening the way to achieving the increased rewards which are associated with
safe risk taking

•

Development of a risk mature culture within the organisation, recognising that risk exists in all
levels of the enterprise, but that risk can and should be managed proactively in order to deliver
beneﬁts

Program Strategy and tactics are connected through project objectives, which are both aﬀected by
uncertainty, leading to risk at both strategic and tactical levels. An integrated approach to risk
management can create signiﬁcant strategic advantage by bridging the strategy/tactics gap, and
dealing with both threats and opportunities, to enable both successful project delivery and
increased realisation of business beneﬁts.
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20.1.1.2 Integrated Risk management Approach
Having explained the program and project risk management in the earlier section, the process for
integrated risk management are outlined as below:

Figure 20.7 : Integrated Risk Management
It is a common misconception to limit the understanding of program risk management to the need
for a structured risk process at program level. Although this is one part of the solution to the
challenge of program risk, it is not the ﬁrst, and perhaps not the most important. In the same way
that there are two levels of risk aﬀecting projects as discussed above, namely overall project risk
("risk") and individual risk events ("risks"), program risk management should occur in two main
ways: implicitly (addressing overall "program risk") and explicitly (tackling individual "program
risks").
20.4.1.2.1 Implicit Risk Management
Overall "risk" can be managed implicitly at program level through the inherent structure of the
program itself. This occurs at two levels: component selection and program implementation
1. Risk Eﬃciency is deﬁned as 'the minimum risk decision choice for a given level of expected
performance,' 'expected performance' being a best estimate of what should happen on an
average, 'risk' being 'the possibility of adverse departures from expectations. While applying
this concept to a program, the components of the program should be selected to maintain
risk exposure at a level that is consistent with organizational risk appetite while ensuring the
required beneﬁts realization in the program. The level of overall project risk exposure for
each constituent project within the program will form a key input to this analysis, and
quantitative risk analysis techniques may be useful at this point. Overall program risk should
be reviewed and monitored on a regular basis throughout the program life cycle, as part of
the routine management of the program, and the composition of the program should be
adjusted as necessary in order to maintain an acceptable level of overall risk exposure
within the program.
2. Programs are usually divided into chunks or tranches to provide incremental delivery of
useful packages of beneﬁts. This division of the program parallels agile or lean project
development methodologies and is intended to reduce the overall risk exposure of the
program. Risk can be reduced by decoupling the tranches and creating so-called "islands of
stability". This allows the program to be executed in cycles, interspersed with periods of
stability when beneﬁts can be examined and quantiﬁed, and the next chunk can be planned
in detail. Programs should be structured with built-in ﬂexibility and resilience to allow the
content of future tranches to respond to the current level of risk exposure. Program
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executed in phases, with constant evaluation of risks and program environment, is an
example for this.
20.4.1.2.2 Explicit Risk Management
In addition to managing "risk" implicitly at program level, explicit management of "risks" that
emerge during the execution of the program is required. This necessitates a structured program
risk management process at both program and project level as explained in previous sections.
20.4.1.2.3 Risk Reviews & Risk Audits
Program Risk Reviews should be conducted at a periodicity most appropriate to program
duration. As a minimum, there should be quarterly reviews and special reviews at the time
when any major risk is realised on the project.
Component project risk review should be conducted prior to overall program risk reviews; so
that escalated and aggregated project risks can be thoroughly assessed, and action plans are
agreed. Very often program risk mitigation actions will spread over few component projects and
each project action owner is accountable to risk owner at program level.
Periodic risk audits will help in understanding how well project level risk responses are
inﬂuencing program level risks, whether actions identiﬁed are adequate & suﬃcient and if
necessary, should be modiﬁed for rest of the program execution. These audits can be done by
a central team in program implementing agency or risk manager at program level.
20.4.1.2.4 Program and Project Risk Registers
Component project risk register should have a ﬁeld to reﬂect that a particular risk is elevated to
program level. Deﬁnition of risk thresholds and risk proximities should be common for all
component projects.
20.4.1.3 Risk Interface management
Risk cannot be seen only as Project Management issue. It could be interrelated issues between
accounting, procurement, contractors together between multiple projects below umbrella of a
program. System should be developed for program which will enable program managers to see all
data at one glance so that he/she can take informed decision by looking at interrelation of all
aspects.
20.4.2

Opportunity Management

The deﬁnition of a risk as "an uncertainty which if it occurs would aﬀect one or more objectives" also allows
inclusion of opportunities as well as threats within the risk process, since an opportunity is simply an
uncertainty with a positive eﬀect on an objective.
The standard process steps outlined above can be applied equally to proactive management of
opportunities, including risk management planning, risk identiﬁcation, risk assessment/analysis, risk
response development, risk monitoring, and risk review. Some process modiﬁcations might be appropriate
to encourage opportunity identiﬁcation alongside threats (e.g. using SWOT Analysis, or constraints analysis,
or force ﬁeld analysis; and diﬀerent response strategies are required for opportunities (e.g.
exploit/share/enhance instead of avoid/transfer/reduce). These opportunity response strategies are brieﬂy
elaborated below:
•

Exploit: Make the opportunity happen. Increase the probability of realization

•

Share: Seek a partner better able to manage the opportunity

•

Enhance: Increase the impact of the opportunity

•

Ignore: Requires no explicit action. Project manager/ program manager may add this to the list of
unresolved trends

It only requires a small process change to include upside opportunities in the typical risk process, although a
more signiﬁcant change may be required in the attitudes and habits of the people involved, who often ﬁnd it
hard to escape the threat-focused mentality associated with traditional approaches to risk management.
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20.5

Crisis Management in Projects and Programs

Any chapter on risk management is not complete until we cover crisis situation. Crisis is an issue at hand or
a risk with 100% probability (as it has already occurred). Types of crisis at program level and constituent
project level could be diﬀerent. However, if a component project is in crisis, indirectly the program is also in
crisis.
20.5.1

Crisis Management Plan
Emergency planning has been identiﬁed as a control action of risk management. When speaking of
emergency plans, one usually thinks of such examples as Fire Protection Plan, Hazardous Spill
Plan or Extreme Weather Protection Plan. One additional plan that requires special mention is the
Crisis Management Plan.
The Crisis Management Plan is intended to provide guidance to project personnel in the handling of
situations that attract media attention and scrutiny. Typical examples are labour violence, a serious
accident or collapse of a structure under construction. Such incidents will bring hordes of media to
a site, all wanting photo or video coverage of the scene plus interviews with witnesses or anyone
else willing to talk. In the confusion of a disaster, there is a great potential for project personnel to
compromise themselves and their companies or to alienate the public through extemporaneous
handling of the situation.
Overall, a Crisis Management Plan should be available and well known to key project personnel
and include these features:
•

Crisis Management Plan for the program. This should address actions to be taken at program
level as well as project level and the responsibilities and policies concerning each type of crisis

•

A catalogue of potential crises for which the project is most susceptible and for each special
consideration in developing a response

•

A directory of company personnel to be notiﬁed

•

A directory of emergency or public agencies to be notiﬁed (for each category of crisis)

•

Identiﬁcation of the Crisis Manager

•

Identiﬁcation of oﬃcial spokesperson(s)

•

Guidelines for handling of the media

•

Instructions to be given project personnel concerning release of information

•

Security measures to be taken to protect disaster areas and project property

•

Authorized recovery actions

•

Post-disaster handling of employees

20.6

Attachments

20.6.1

Attachment 01: Example Risk Thresholds
Risk Thresholds deﬁne the risk proﬁle for the program or project from the considerations of
probability of occurrence and severity impact. It is also called risk proﬁle of a particular program or
project.
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20.6.1.1 Probability of Occurrence
Table 20.1 : Probability of Occurrence
Rating

Probability

Descriptor

Description

5 (VH)

>75%

Almost Certain

It is expected to occur in most circumstances

4 (VH)

51-75%

Likely

Will probably occur in most circumstances

3 (M)

26-50%

Possible

Might occur at some time

2 (L)

11-25%

Unlikely

Could only occur at some time

1 (VL)

0-10%

Rare

May occur only in exceptional circumstances

20.6.1.2 Probability of Occurrence
Table 20.2 : Severity of Impact
Class

Loss Caused by
unsafe practices

VH:
Catastrophic

>2% of T otal Installation
Cost (TIC)

Above 5 weeks

Loss of Human life and
Property

H: Major

1%< S<2% of TIC

Between 3 weeks to
5 weeks

Loss of Human Life

M: Signiﬁcant

0.5%<S<1% of TIC

Between 2 weeks to
3 weeks

Accident causing loss of
>1 day

L: Minor

0.25%<S<0.5% of TIC

Between 1 week to 2
weeks

Accident causing loss of

Less than 1 week

Minor

VL:
Insigniﬁcant

20.6.2

Overall Project
Schedule

Cost Overrun

<0.25% of TIC

≤ 1 day

Attachment 02: Typical Contents of Risk Registers
It is always better to use databases for risk register and if this database is web-based, it is even
better. The minimum number of ﬁelds that risk register should have are as follows:
1. Risk Number: It is better to number, with provisions cascade risk to a project or escalate a risk
to a program from project
2. Date Identiﬁed
3. Risk Description: It is better to follow a syntax of Risk trigger, risk event and consequences.
"Because of COVID19 situation, new policies issued for construction sites including social
distance norms and this has an impact of schedules due to decreased labour productivity”
4. Risk Category: (Typically as per RBS - Risk Breakdown Structure)
5. Source of Risk: (Risk at program/policy level/Strategic Risk delegated to Program/ Project Risk
escalated to program)
6. Risk Owner: Person who has the best ability to mitigate the risk
7. Severity of Risk: Cost Impact
8. Severity of Risk: Time Impact
9. Probability of Occurrence
10. Net Impact and Classiﬁcation for quantitative risk analysis (prioritization of risks)
11. Risk Proximity (Near Term/Mid Term/Long Term)
12. Risk Mitigation Plan with action owners and Dates
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Project Level Risk Register should have additional column: "Risk to be escalated to Program Level
- Yes/No)"
20.6.3

Attachment 03: Risk Categories (Suggestive) or Risk Breakdown Structure
Table 20.3 Common risks by category

Some common Risks by Category-Subcategory
Governance Risks
Stakeholder Management Risk
Frequent reprioritization of activities - by Project Implementing agency/ Owner
Changes in Project Owner's Management
Dependence on other agencies working on packages outside of Program/ Project
Adverse media coverage due to local agitation
Adverse media coverage due to local agitation
Change Management Risks
Approval of changes without adherence to the Delegation of Authority framework
Human Resource Management Risks
Non-Availability of Skilled Manpower locally
Absence of a robust project implementation organisation structure
Shortage of project personnel
Absence of role clarity for project personnel
Adopting a collaborative approach towards Project Completion
Accommodation availability for Staﬀ/Workmen
Reporting/ Documentation Risks
Multiple MPR Formats for internal and external reporting
Inconsistent reporting mechanism
Subjective metrics for measurement
Ineﬃcient documentation of learning from Projects

Statutory Risks
Geo-Political Risks
Strikes, lockouts & social unrest
Adverse impact due to changes in State/ Central Government
Adverse changes to import policies (in India or at Country of Origin)
Permits and Approvals Risks
Delay in obtaining licenses, permits and statutory approvals as per project requirements
Approvals already obtained may need to be resubmitted
Rules and Regulations Risks
Adverse changes in regulations applicable to the company/ industry
Changes in labour laws
Taxation Risks
Change in taxation laws
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Some common Risks by Category-Subcategory
Contractual Risks
Scope Risks
Change of scope/ extra work envisaged with respect to contract
Liquidated Damages Risks
Imposition of LDs due to non-compliance to safety standards
Imposition of LDs due to time overrun
Imposition of LDs due to technology underperformance
Financial Risks
Ability of the client to fund the project in the event of changes in scope, duration and estimated costs
Delay in approval of Project Financing
Exposure to foreign currencies
Price increases for bulk materials
Interest rate risks applicable on loans taken for the projects
Compliance Risks
Limited knowledge of compliance requirements by Vendors/Long Lead Equipment suppliers
Environmental (Force Majeure) Risks
Unexpected acts of violence may impact the project's operations causing delay/losses and even complete
stoppage of project activity
Adverse climatic conditions including heavy rains

Operational Risks
Engineering Risks
No Owner/PMC commitment on engineering deliverables
Non sequential release of drawings
Delays in drawing releases and approvals
Increase in civil/ structural quantities due to estimation errors
Procurement Risks
Monopoly/ Oligopoly in markets for Project Technology
Demurrage due to delayed Port clearance
Damage of equipment in transit
Failure of the vendor to supply critical equipment on time
Fraudulent activities by suppliers
Delay in procurement due to delayed decision making
Inadequate transfer of risks to subcontractors
Logistics issues due to ODC Consignments
Last Mile connectivity issues
Improper delivery sequencing
Road Condition for transport of heavy materials/cranes
Delays in customs clearance
Construction Risks
Non-availability of site infrastructure
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Some common Risks by Category-Subcategory
Operational Risks
Pilferage of Materials
Early requirement of project packages/sub-packages
Delays in Free Issue Material Availability
Delay in construction/material inspection
Planning/ Scheduling Risks
Possible conversion from MS Projects to Primavera
Improper schedule sequencing may require additional time to rectify
Client approval for baseline redevelopment
Insuﬃcient data for planning and forecasting
Underutilization of learning from previous projects
Subcontractor Risks
Ability of subcontractors to mobilize resources to the area, subcontractors' performance and continuity
Proper work front handoﬀs between various suppliers & contractors
Claims from Subcontractors
Availability of subcontractors with desired qualiﬁcation
Financial instability of subcontractors
Cash Flow Management Risks
Delays in invoice payments
Insuﬃcient Cash Flow at later stages of the Project due to heavy front-loading of BBUs
Safety Risks
Risk of employee/workman injuries due to social unrest
Inadequate insurance coverage for project personnel
Quality Risks
Poor workmanship and productivity of labourers/ technicians may lead to quality issues at site
Delay in quality inspections & testing of Equipment at vendor location
Inadequate manufacturing control by suppliers
Damage and potential replacement of goods at Site
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20.7

Checklist for Implementation
Applicable
for Project
(Y/N)

Description
i. Is Program Risk Management
plan a
part of
Project
Implementation Plan?
ii. Are the risk management
thresholds established for the
program for helping qualitative risk analysis?
iii. Have the top reasons for program failure been reviewed and
eﬀorts undertaken to inoculate the program against these risks
of failure?
iv. Are risk management strategies identiﬁed as part of the risk
assessment process being implemented and eﬀ
ectiveness
tracked?
v. Are a full range of risk assessment techniques being used,
recognizing that each has limitations?
vi. Are risk assumptions and program constraints being tracked
over time to ensure continuing validity of program risk strategies
and assessments?
vii. Have potential correlated risks including emerging risks been
suﬃciently identiﬁed and are risk pre-cursors as well as the risks
themselves being tracked?
viii. Have sources of complexity in large engineering and
construction programs been carefully cons idered? Have
program approaches and strategies been simpliﬁed where
possible to reduce or expose potential risks hidden in
complexity?
ix. Have the dynamic forces impacting risks and risk assessment
in long duration engineering & construction programs been
considered? Have appropriate risk phases been established to
ensure risks are not averaged out through selection of long or
total program periods?
x. Has due consideration been given to the early detection of risk
or risk precursors?
xi. Is trust inﬂuencing factors monitored for level and trend? Do
program strategies, processes, and people reinforce trust
building behaviours?
xii. Have internal and external risk categories been reviewed by the
program team? Are periodic reviews of these systemic risks
undertaken?
xiii. Have c andidate strategies to reduce program risk in a large
engineering and construction program been developed and the
most appropriate strategies selected?
xiv. Is Integrated Risk Reviews with program managers and project
team happening on the program
xv. Is the risks continually being monitored regularly and at every
risk event or black swan event?
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21
21.1

Close-out and
Knowledge Management

INTRODUCTION

A successful program is closed when it has realized its full potential of benets and value. The closure
process ensures the program and its component projects are properly terminated through the formal
acceptance of the results. Once closed, a program must transition to operational status. And once
transitioned, a plan to sustain the benets and value should be put in place. The nal step is to reect with
the team on lessons learned and ways to improve future performance.
Project Close-out is a sequence of activities required to complete all remaining project nancial matters,
satisfy all outstanding contractual requirements, and document the project history. Also included is the
formal, planned termination of a contractual relationship between Contractor and the Client, partners, and
the various Contractor departments involved in the project.

21.2

PROGRAM CLOSEOUT

Program Closure is achieved only when constituent projects are closed successfully in the order of project
implementation plan.
Program Closure steps and guideline shall be established during the program implementation plan stage.
21.2.1

ACCEPTANCE OF THE RESULTS
The common construction term for the closure process is closeout. The goal of the closeout
process is the formal acceptance of the results. When done properly this will include the release of
the construction Contractor from contractual obligations, the smooth transition of the project to
operational status, and in most cases the incremental realization of program benets. A successful
closeout means different things to each member of the team.
•

To the Contractor it means resolving the punch list and collecting the nal payment.

•

To the design professional it is a project that functions as intended.

•

To the construction professional, it is a project that is delivered on time, within budget, and to a
high standard of quality.

•

And to the program team it is a project that contributes its anticipated value to the program.

During the planning process, the rules of engagement for the closeout process are established in
the program management plan, the general requirements, and the special provisions to the
construction contracts. Comparable to the other process groups, closure is managed through
monitoring and controlling the plan, and taking corrective action as required.
21.2.2

MANAGING CONTRACT CLOSEOUT
If not correctly planned or executed, the closeout of the construction contracts can be challenging
and frustrating. This is ironic because both parties of the contract (owner and Contractor) have
ample incentive to close out the contracts properly and expedite nal acceptance of the project. In
most cases properly fullling the obligations of closeout is a prerequisite to the nal release of the
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Contractor's retainage. Retainage is a portion of a contract payment that is held until full
performance of the contract terms. In construction, retainage will typically represent 5–10 percent
of the construction contract price, which in many cases will be more than the prot the Contractor
will make on the project. So, from the Contractor's perspective a smooth closeout process can
determine whether the project will be a nancial success. From the owner's perspective a wellmanaged closeout process will ensure that they “get what they paid for” and a smooth transition
from construction to operations.
There are many standards processed, often mandated for public work, for closing out construction
contracts. During the planning process, the program team will establish program-wide closeout
specications and include them in the general requirements or special provisions of the
construction contracts. The main focus during the execution of the closeout process should be to
ensure project quality, cross-project integration, and the integrity of the program. A secondary
focus should be on expediting the process as it is in everyone's interest to do so.
Regardless of the project delivery method or program type, the closeout process will include the
six basic steps shown in the next page:
1. Step 1
• Start-up Testing
• Owner/ Operator Training
2. Step 2
• Verication of program benets
3. Step 3
• Punch listing
• Final inspection
4. Step 4
• Final Documentation
5. Step 5
• Final Acceptance
6. Step 6
• Release of retainage
Although the steps are well dened, implementation of the process is seldom smooth. There are
many reasons for this, but primarily it comes down to timing. Often the energy and focus for this
critical task are just not there at the end of the project.
There are things that can be done to increase the chances of success. Having a clear standardized
process that is well communicated and has the team's commitment is critical. Because money is a
prime motivator for the Contractors, including specic closeout activities in the Contractor's
schedule of values in addition to calling attention to retainage is effective. For the same reason,
allowing the Contractor to close out portions of the project in advance, and releasing partial
retainage, is effective. Having the right project staff, with adequate knowledge and time to manage
closeout effectively, is important.
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21.2.3

Transitioning to Operations
Whether it is a roadway, a wastewater treatment plant, a new high school, or the renovation of a
historic building, all projects and programs cannot provide their full value without the proper
transition from construction to operational status. This is achieved through Project Commissioning
and Handover. Project Commissioning is a quality-focused process that ensures all systems and
components are designed, installed, tested, operated, and maintained according to the
operational requirements of the owner. Commissioning activities are applicable to all phases of the
project, from planning, design, procurement, construction, and the nal handover to the owner.
During planning, commissioning activities focus on assuring the owner's operational requirements
are properly integrated in the construction documents. This will include the details of systems tests
and procedures. The technical specications will also include performance criteria, maintenance
requirements, and owner training. During construction, the emphasis is on monitoring and
controlling the process with the focus on coordination, witnessing, and verication. And depending
on the nature of the program, commissioning activities sometimes include an assisted operation
phase as well. Commissioning requires the active participation of the entire team. The program
team will be responsible for planning, dening commissioning procedures, coordination, and
quality assurance and control. The construction Contractor is typically tasked with executing
commissioning tests and inspections. On larger or more complex projects, it may even be
appropriate to employ a commissioning authority whose sole role is to oversee the commissioning
process. In fact, this is a current mandate for all LEED certied facilities.
If managed properly and done correctly, a formal commissioning process can provide many
benets. This is especially true for complex mechanical facilities and high-performance (LEED)
buildings. For these types of programs, the commissioning process has been proven to optimize
energy use and reduce operational costs. Commissioning also ensures the owner's operational
and maintenance (O&M) staff is properly oriented and trained. Commissioning also improves
record keeping and the documentation of installed building systems.

21.2.4

REPORTING PROGRAM LESSONS-LEARNED
In the construction project business experience is everything. There are things in construction that
simply cannot be learned without living through the challenge of managing a complex project or
program. The main focus of a lessons-learned report is to reect on what went right (Best
Practices), what went wrong, and to explore areas for improvement (Better ways). It is a collection
of the team's thoughts, ideas, and notes with the sole purpose of learning from mistakes and
successes. It should be a collaborative effect, but must be championed, and led, by the program
manager to be successful. This will show management's commitment and support for the process.
Writing, and then sharing, a lessons-learned report has many benets for both the team and the
organizations involved in the program, including:
•

Cost Reduction: Mistakes on construction programs are often expensive and, in most cases,
can be easily prevented. Discovering, and then sharing, the best approach to a similar problem
or issue will reduce mistakes and will automatically lead to cost savings.

•

Efficiency Gains: Formally documenting lessons-learned and then centrally storing them
where they are accessible organization wide will save both time and effort during the next
initiation and planning processes. This lessons-learned database becomes the “organizational
knowledge” that can be passed from one program to the next.

•

Continuous Improvement: By constantly optimizing performance from one program to the
next, and then distributing that knowledge, the team and organization will continuously
improve.
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To be most effective a lessons-learned report should be comprehensive, written in a uniform
format, and be concise. Most organizations will have a standard format for lessons-learned
reporting that will make sharing of the information more efcient and benecial.
From Section 21.3 onwards, details related to Project Closeout are provided.

21.3

PROJECT CLOSE-OUT

The primary activities to be accomplished during the project close- out include the following:
Settling all outstanding issues and completing nal negotiations with the Client, suppliers, or (sub)
Contractors regarding change orders, claims, or adjustments so that nal payments can be made or
received.
•

Transferring all required property, project documents and engineering information to the Client, as
stipulated in the contract.

•

Preparing the Project Completion Report to record project history and performance, document unique
methods or technologies, and identify lessons learned to aid future projects.

•

Disposing of all project records either by destruction or forwarding to the responsible Record Retention
Centre.

•

A checklist is included at the end of Section 21 which can be used to ensure that the relevant activities
discussed in this section are addressed in a timely manner.

21.3.1

PLANNING FOR PROJECT CLOSE-OUT
In order to achieve a timely and complete project close-out, planning must be initiated very early in
the project and include participation from all key project members. Responsibility for developing
and implementing the project close-out plan lies with the Project Manager.
Key activities will vary from project to project depending on project complexity, scope of services
and facilities, contractual requirements, and size of project organization. Following is a summary of
key close-out requirements that should be considered in close-out planning.

21.3.2

•

Planning for close-out should begin at project initiation.

•

Include home ofce and construction personnel participation.

•

Ensure the site and home ofce have access to the necessary information needed to plan and
complete their respective close-out activities.

•

Ensure that all closeout requirements of the contract are considered and addressed.

FINAL NEGOTIATIONS AND FINANCIAL CLOSE-OUT
Resolving outstanding nancial issues and closing out all nancial items requires a planned,
methodical approach and often requires perseverance by the Project Manager and team. In many
cases, nal negotiations will be required between Contractor and the Client prior to project closeout to resolve outstanding nancial items.
Financial close-out, including nal negotiations, are the responsibility of the Project Manager, with
the support of the Contract Manager and the Project Controls Manager.
Key activities to be completed include:
•

Final negotiation
Ø Setting all outstanding change orders.
Ø Reaching agreement on remaining issues or problem areas.
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Ø Making nal billing rate adjustments.
Ø Settling on any fee adjustments/incentives.
Ø Releasing retention and receiving nal payment.
•

Financial activities to be completed:
Ø Notication to the Client and employees/supervisors of project close-out date.
Ø Accounts Receivable: Contractor to Check to ensure all invoices have been submitted to the
Client, properly booked, and paid in full.

•

Supplier/Contractor close-out:
Ø Supplier notication

•

Disputed/Pending invoices
Ø Finalize Deviations/Change Orders.
Ø Ensure nal bank reconciliation is performed.
Ø Insurance department to cancel insurance coverage, as applicable.
Ø Properly dispose of signature plates. Properly dispose of blank check stock.
Ø Issue nal Client invoices:
t Retention withheld invoice
t Client invoice

21.3.3

TRANSFER/DISPOSITION OF PROPERTY
Any property used by Contractor during the home ofce execution of the project needs to be
properly disposed of prior to project closeout. This property may include items such as computers,
software, fax machines or ofce furniture. Disposition options include transferring the property
back to the owner, returning to lessor, selling it, donating it, or disposing of it.
Note: Construction/Site close-out is covered as part of Section 16 Construction/Site Management.
It is the responsibility of the Project Manager to arrange appropriate disposition of property.
The following are key activities associated with the transfer and disposal of property for both the
home ofce and site, at the conclusion of the project. Property generally falls into one of the
following categories and should be handled as follows:
· Client Property: The contract should specify the disposition of Client property, or the Client
should be consulted for direction. Items should be tracked, and receipt recorded to ensure they
are properly accounted for.
· Partner's Property: The agreement/contract with a partner should specify the disposition of the
partner's property, or the partner should be consulted for direction. Items should be tracked, and
receipt recorded to ensure they are properly accounted for.
· Contractor Property: Property that belongs to Contractor needs to be turned over or disposed
of as required by the responsible department and the action documented. Failure to properly
account for and return items may result in continued billing.

21.3.4

DOCUMENTING PROJECT HISTORY
The Project Completion Report and Project Prole are key elements of Contractor's knowledge
management process. These reports assure that project performance, lessons learned, and other
project information is recorded and communicated to the appropriate personnel. These
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documents are to be readily accessible after the project has been closed, thus providing a useful
reference if project issues surface in the future. Project Completion Report should be made a part
of mandatory reports by Contractor.
21.3.5

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
The Project Completion Report should be issued immediately after project completion. The Project
Manager should ensure necessary planning and assignment of responsibilities for compiling the
report is done during the project to facilitate timely preparation and issue of the report.
Responsibility for the overall preparation, review and distribution of the Project Completion Report
lies with the Project Manager.
Key activities will include:
•

Start planning for the Project Completion Report at project kick-off. Develop appropriate
sections of the report as the project progresses.

•

The Project Manager and key project personnel should keep logs, diaries, and les of
information to be included in the report.

•

At the beginning of the project, establish requirements and assign responsibilities, timing, and
guidelines for content.

•

Consider preparing a semi-annual abbreviated report on long duration projects.

•

Dene report content to achieve a concise presentation that includes the following:
Ø Use of a positive, professional, and objective approach
Ø Include lessons learned
Ø Structure the report so that individual sections can be easily extracted for use by others.
Ø Comply with good business practices to protect Contractor from legal exposure.

•

Consider condentiality of information that will go into the report. When cost gures and
proprietary or condential information is included, the report must be labelled as condential in
accordance with Contractor, Client, or licensor agreements.

•

Team members to provide input as follows:
Ø Site Manager: Responsible for preparing the construction section.
Ø Project Supply Chain/ Procurement Manager: Responsible for preparing the
procurement, expediting, inspection, logistics and eld material management sections of the
report.
Ø Project Contracts Manager: Responsible for home ofce and site contracts section of the
report.
Ø Project Controls Manager: Responsible for the nal cost report and schedule analysis.
The nal cost report should also be issued as a part of the historical database record and
include nal cost summaries for each unit and performance reports required for Contractor.

21.3.6

PROJECT PROFILE
A Project Prole is prepared at the completion of each project and provides an accurate and
consistent record of the nal project results. This prole sheet can be used for data analytics on
projects and programs by respective department and MOSPI.
The Project Manager has responsibility for the preparation and issuance of the Project Prole
prepared and issued to the appropriate marketing and sales organizations.
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The following are key activities in preparing and issuing the Project Prole:
•

The Project Prole should be delivered at the same time as the project completion report, and
contain the following information:

Figure 21.1: Project profile

Note: The management summary section of the Project Completion Report can often serve as the
Project Prole with minor format changes.

21.3.7

NOTICE OF PROJECT/CONTRACT COMPLETION
A Notice of Contract Completion should be issued when Contractor has fullled all contractual
obligations. In most cases, this is a legal requirement that is specied by the contract. In other
cases, it is simply good project practice to formally notify the Client that contractor has completed
its work under the contract.
Issuing the Notice of Contract Completion is the responsibility of the Project Manager.
Key activities related to preparation and issue of the Notice of Project Completion.
•

The notice should be issued as a part of the Project Close-out process. The Project Manager
shall consider the status of all contractual obligations of Contractor and the Client before
issuing the notice. In many cases, the notice will not be issued until after the project has been
closed down and de-staffed and Contractor's warranty obligations have been met.

•

A copy of the Notice of Contract Completion should be sent to Accounting, Finance and Legal
in the ofce where the work originated to ensure proper project closeout.

Special consideration regarding the Notice of Completion include the following:
•

The Notice of Contract Completion Letter is separate and should not take the place of the
Transfer of Care, Custody, and Control Letters.

•

The Transfer of Care, Custody, and Control letter(s) together with the Notice of Contract
Completion letter, nal reimbursement, and fee payment normally constitutes completion of the
contract and ends Contractor's responsibilities (except for guarantee / warranty issues) in
accordance with contract language. An exception is if Contractor has operations and
maintenance responsibilities, in which case Contractor's responsibilities may not end until all O
M activities and services are completed.
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21.3.8

•

Review the contract for any specic wording that needs to be included in these letters, and
review with Legal Services as appropriate.

•

Do not issue these letters prematurely.

•

Advise personnel and management of the release dates and coordinate transfers for the
project's personnel.

RECORDS DISPOSITION AND RETENTION
Each contract should contain general requirements for the transfer and Client acceptance of
project records and documents. Specic project procedures should be developed by the project
team to accomplish these transfers. These activities are discussed in the following sections:
•

Section 21.3.9 Disposition of Project Records

•

Section 21.3.10 Storage of Retainable Records

•

Section 21.3.11 Potential Litigation Files

Formats for records may be in the form of originals, hard copy, Mylar, sepias, prints, microlm,
che, computer tape, optical disc, CDs or electronic transfer to designated Client website.
21.3.9

DISPOSITION OF PROJECT RECORDS
Prior to completion of the project, the Project Manager and the Client should review the close-out
plan and reconrm by category the disposition of the records and written material accumulated
during the duration of the project.
Responsibility for properly disposing of project records lies with the Project Manager. The Project
Administrative Assistant/ Ofcer is responsible for preparing the records for disposition and
retention.
The following are key activities when disposing of project records and written material:
•

Documents classied as condential or secret should be returned to the Client, suppliers, or
licensors in accordance with all secrecy agreements.

•

Some project records are classied as "vital" due to their corporate signicance and are stored
in the legal department of the ofce where the project originated. Vital records include such
documents as the following:
Ø Signed contracts and amendments
Ø Secrecy agreements
Ø Change orders Accounting records
Ø Care, Custody, and Control Letters
Ø Notice of Completion Letters

•

Documents to be retained by a government department should be transferred to the
responsible Contractor records centre, department library, or vital records centre.

•

Documents not required by the Client or Contractor should be dispensed with in accordance
with an approved method (such as shredding).

21.3.10 STORAGE OF RETAINABLE RECORDS
Proper and timely storage of project records will facilitate both a more orderly project close-out and
greatly enhance the ability to retrieve records if required at a future date.
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Organization of project records and their transmittal to the appropriate storage centre are the
responsibility of the Project Manager, with the support of the Lead Project Administrative Assistant.
Key activities associated with the storage of project documents include:
•

Documents associated with a project are to be stored on a project basis, not by individual
discipline (such as structural, piping, or nance).

•

Project records including contractual, safety, nancial, drawings, designs, or legal issues
should be kept in accordance with the record retention schedule.

•

Records should be sent to the appropriate record centres in le sequence in appropriate
moving boxes.

•

The boxes and accompanying records should be prepared in accordance with Contractor's
document retention policies. Detailed instructions, forms, procedures, and identication of
records to be retained are found in Records Management Practices. A copy of the le retention
index should be included in the nal job report or available in the library for ready reference.

•

Condential and non-condential records should be placed in separate boxes, as should
records having indenite and denite retention periods. All records in each box should have the
same retention period if possible.

•

Care should be taken to ensure that only those records requiring retention are retained in the
record centre. For other documents that are retained for convenience, economical storage
media, such as microlm, electronic les or department libraries may be used.

21.3.11 POTENTIAL LITIGATION FILES
Special care must be taken with project les and documentation where potential, pending or
formal litigation may be involved. This is particularly applicable where charges related to
employment are known or where a worker's compensation or injury claim may result. But it also
applies to other types of litigation that may involve clients, subcontractors, suppliers, or other
outside entities.
It is the responsibility of the Project Manager to identify the pertinent les or documentation and
make certain distribution and storage are handled efciently and correctly.
•

The following are key activities associated with handling of potential litigation les:
Ø Any les or documentation relating to potential, pending or ongoing employment and
related litigation or formal charges should be forwarded to the Human Resources Manager
in the ofce where the project originates.
Ø The Regional Project Ofcer should be contacted to investigate with the local worker's
compensation or other governmental regulatory claims ofce and create a list of all open
claims before the project closes down. A le folder should be made for each open claim
containing copies of all pertinent information and the claim should be forwarded to the
Regional Project Ofcer for managing the claims until they are settled.
Ø Files related to workers' compensation or injury claims will be forwarded to the Records
Centre by the Project Manager for home ofce les and the Site Manager for site les.
Ø Any specic les or documentation related to other potential, pending or ongoing litigation
that may involve clients, subcontractors, suppliers, or other outside entities, should be
boxed separately (where feasible), with boxes clearly marked. If requested, copies of
specic records should be sent to the Legal or Claims groups. A copy of the entire project
le index should also be made available to the Legal or Claims groups for reference.
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•

Special consideration when dealing with potential litigation les:
Ø Make certain that any open claim les are boxed separately and the box is clearly marked
on all sides, "Workers' Compensation Open Files".
Ø Electronic les of documents related to litigation should also be led such that they are
readily obtainable. However, electronic versions may not be acceptable, and hardcopies of
litigation records are oftentimes required to be submitted instead.

21.3.12 GUARANTEE AND LIABILITY FOLLOW-UP
Contractor shall monitor the status of the completed facility during the warranty period specied in
the contract and respond to Client and Contractor Management on issues regarding Contractor's
warranty obligation. The scope and duration of the warranty period is described in the warranty
section of the contract.
The Project Manager has responsibility for monitoring the facility during the warranty period.
The following are key activities during guarantee and liability follow-up:
•

The Project Manager will be the contact point for any legal issues that may arise after project
completion.

•

If the original Project Manager is not available, then department or unit will assign someone to
be the Project contact.

•

The original Project Manager should brief the newly assigned individual who is taking over the
role of legal liaison / project contact.

Special considerations for this activity include:
•

Read and understand clearly both the content and duration of Contractor's guarantee and
liability, including any commercial implications.

•

Read and understand the content and duration of guarantees / warranties related to
Contractor's suppliers and subcontractors.

21.4

Chapter Summary and Key Ideas

21.4.1

CHAPTER SUMMARY
The closure process ensures the program and its component projects are properly terminated
through the formal acceptance of the results. Once closed, a program must transition to
operational status. Once a program is transitioned, a plan to sustain the benets and value must
be put in place. The nal step is to reect with the team on lessons-learned and ways to improve.

21.4.2

KEY IDEAS
•

Closeout is the common construction term for the project closure process. There are many
standardized or mandated processes for closeout. Because it is in everyone's interest to
expedite the close-out process, the program team should focus on supporting the Contractor
in properly and expeditiously reaching nal acceptance and release of retainage.

•

In order to obtain the full value of a program it must be successfully transitioned from
construction to operational status. In construction this process is referred to as commissioning.
In buildings, a properly executed commissioning process has been proven to optimize energy
use and reduce operational costs. Commissioning will also ensure adequate training and
orientation of the owner's O&M staff and improve the nal documentation of results.
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21.4.3

•

The nal act of any program should be reporting on lessons learned. There are many benets
of preparing and writing a nal program lessons-learned report including long-term cost
savings and efciency gains through continuous process improvement. Because the process is
so valuable, but seldom properly implemented, organizations should have a standard
mandated process for lessons-learned reporting.

•

Project Closeout process is similar, but more extensive with specic related to the component
program of the program. Project documentation is key for future reference to similar projects.

CHECKLIST
The following checklist summarizes the activities described in Section 21 and can be used as an
aid to ensure that all required activities are completed. Program Close-out is collection of
constituent project checklists, with verication statements on benets realization.

Table 21.1: Project Close Out Checklist
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Competency Framework
S.
N0.

Key
Competence
Areas

Measurable Components

Certified
Project
Associate

Certified
Project
Manager

Certified
Program
Manager

Certified
Program
Director

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Certication/Training in the domain areas / project
management

1

Domain
Knowledge/
Experience

Continuously Monitors and is Aware of Similar
Programs and projects
Mutli-functional Understanding of all phases of EPC
Projects and their interrelationship in a program
Understanding of a Program / Project Manager roles
and responsibililites
Aligning, Promoting and Reviewing the Vision at
Program/ Project level
Develop the potential of program staff and dene
program roles
Ability to navigate effectively in contract negotiations
Ensure effective Communications Management Internal and External

2

General
Management

Implement Interface and Integration Management
Issues Management/Conict Resolution
Provide Leadership and Direction in Safety, Health,
Environment and Security
Implment effective Quality Management
Implement Proactive steps to prevent adversorial
contractual relations and claims
Knowledge and Management of Legal Issues
Human Resource Management
Envision the desired future state
Shape and sustain the program execution approach
Shape and sustain the program’s business case

3

Manage
Development
of the Plan for
the Program/
Project

Shape and sustain program governance
Develop and integrate project baselines
Dene the scope of the constituent project
Ensure the plan for the project reects relevant legal
requirements
Document risks and risk responses for the project
Conrm constituent project success criteria
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S.
N0.

Key
Competence
Areas

Measurable Components

Certified
Project
Associate

Certified
Project
Manager

Certified
Program
Manager

Certified
Program
Director

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 3

Level 4

Secure program funding and Resources
Resource the program
Implement and Monitor project progress guidelines
integrating with program progress

4

Manage
Program/
Project
Progress

Measure, evaluate, and coordinate program progress
Monitor and Evaluate Internal and external program
contexts for circumstances that may require changes to
the program execution approach
Monitor, evaluate, and control constituent project
performance
Monitor and Manage risks to the constiutent project
Ensure that program key stakeholder interests and
communication needs are identied and addressed
Promote/ Ensure effective stakeholder communication
at program/ project level and monitor Communication
interfaces among constituent projects

5

Manage
Stakeholder
Relationships

Dene Program Organization, Boundaries and
governance structure
Review the program execution approach periodically
and conrm or update to maintain alignment with the
expected benets
Develop and ipmplement approaches to inuence
ongoing stakeholder commitment and take actions to
accommodate differing stakeholder interests and
expectations
Manage effective and timely project start-up aligned
with program design

6

Manage
Program/
Project
Transitions

Manage transition between project phases with clear
stage gates
Manage project closure and integration with component
projects
Manage Program Transition to Benets realization and
handover to operations
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S.
N0.

Key
Competence
Areas

Measurable Components

Certified
Project
Associate

Certified
Project
Manager

Certified
Program
Manager

Certified
Program
Director

Level 3

Level 4

Level 3

Level 4

Level 3

Level 4

Develop Delivery and Contracting Stragegies for a
Project
7

Strategic
Project
Management

Supply Chain Strategy for a Project
Apply Innovation and Value Creation ideas for improving
project peformance
Shape and sustain program/ Project change
implementation approach

8

Program/
Project
Change
Management

Advocate for change with stakeholders and secure
alignment of priorities
Design and Implement Project Specic Change
management procedure in contracts and execution
plans
Evaluate the effectiveness of the program change
Shape and sustain contract and contract risk
management approach
Ensure Contract management approach is devised,
documented, kept current, and agreed to by pertinent
stakeholders

9

Direct the
Management
of Contracts

Ensure Policies, processes, and procedures to support
the contract management approach are developed,
approved, maintained, and communicated to pertinent
stakeholders
Intergrate Risk management related to contracts with
overall program risk management
Oversee and verify contract performance
Monitor Compliance with policies, processes, and
procedures
Cultivate collaborative alliances and agreements
Support the evolution of collaborative agreements
Identify and periodically review short and long-term
benets and trade-offs

10

Benets
Management

Shape and sustain benets measurement and delivery
approach
Evaluate attainment of expected benets
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S.
N0.

Key
Competence
Areas

Measurable Components

Certified
Project
Associate

Certified
Project
Manager

Certified
Program
Manager

Certified
Program
Director

Promote a culture of collaboration and teamwork across
organsational boundaries
Create opportunities to promote and celebrate the
contribution of teams
Promote cross fertilization of team capabilities
throughout the organisation
Remove organisational barriers to collaboration and
teamwork
11

Foster
Collaboration

Initiate, negotiate, document a collaborative agreement
approac and secure acceptance by the parties to each
agreement

Level 4

Develop Collaboration plans for each agreement to
support implementation and Support the evolution of
collaborative agreements
Monitor and nuruture Relationships with collaborators
to sustain commitment
Assess Performance of all parties (to an agreement)
against expected results and address the variances.
Make changes to the agreements as required
Alignment of the program vision with the vision, mission,
principles, and values of the sponsoring organization is
maintained
Stimulate engagement with the program vision through
ongoing review, monitoring, communications, and
negotiations with pertinent stakeholders

12

Provide
Program
Leaderhship
and Direction

Make expectations for socially responsible practices ,
Lay down Processes/ Procedures and communicate to
constituent projects and other pertinent stakeholders
Establsih Individual Roles & Resopnsibilities and
behavioural expectations for constituent project
managers
Develop and Maintain plans for identifying, capturing,
disseminating, and exchanging program/ project
knowledge
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Competence Summary
Key Competence Areas

Certified Project
Associate

Certified Project
Manager

Certified Progrm
Manager

Certified Program
Director

Domain Knowledge/Experience

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

General Management

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Manage Development of the Plan
for the Program/Project

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Manage Program/ Project
Progress

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Manage Stakeholder
Relationships

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Manage Program/ Project
Transitions

Level 3

Level 4

Strategic Project Management

Level 3

Level 4

Program/ Project Change
Management

Level 3

Level 4

Direct the Management of
Contracts

Level 3

Level 4

Benets Management

Level 4

Foster Collaboration

Level 4

Provide Program Leaderhship
and Direction

Level 4
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